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NEW LIFE FOR OLD 
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in -home use 

S 
CONTROL 
YOUR HOME 
BY TELEPHONE 
With R -E's Phonlink 

WHAT'S NEW 
IN SOLDERING 
Hi -tech materials 
and techniques 
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NOW GET SCOPE, COUNTER 
AND DMM INPUT ALL AT ONCE 

THROUGH ONE PROBE! 
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Gated frequency measurement. 
B sweep triggering during the 
intensified portion of the A sweep 
Intensified portion frequency is 
measured with the counter/timer/ 
DMM 

The Tek 2236 combines 
100 MHz. dual timebase 
scope capability with 
counter timer DMM 
functions integrated into 
its vertical, horizontal 
and trigger systems. For 

,rile effort it takes to 
display a waveform you 
can obtain digital readout 
of frequency, period, 
width, totalized events, 
delay time and A -time to 
accuracies of 0.001 %. 

The same probe is 
used to provide input for the 
CRT display and the digital 
measurement system, 
resulting in easy set -up, 
greater measurement confi- 
dence and reduced circuit 
loading. Probe tip volts can 
also be measured through 
the r'. . . 

Precision measurements 
at the touch of a button. 
Auto -ranging frequency, 
period, width and gated 
measurements are push- 
button- simple. And the 2236 
offers an independent float- 
ing 5000 count, auto -rang- 
ing multimeter with side 
inputs for DC voltage mea- 
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Delay time measurement. Delay 
time from the start of A sweep to 
the start of the B sweep is mea- 
sured with crystal accuracy 

Channel 1 dc volts measure- 
ment. The average dc compo- 
nent of a waveform is measured 
directly through channel 1 with 
direct digital fluorescent readout 

surements to 0.1 %. 
A built -in, auto -ranging 

ohmmeter provides 
resistance measurements 
from 0.01 S2 to 2G11 -as 
well as audible continuity. 
Automatic diode /junction 
detection and operator 
prompts serve to simplify 
set -up and enhance 
confidence in your 
measurements. 

The 2236: scope. 
counter. timer. DMM 

plus a 3 -year warranty 
-all for just $2,650. 

Contact your nearest dis- 
tributor or call Tek toll -free. 
Technical personnel on our 
direct -line will answer your 
questions and expedite 
delivery. Orders include 
probes, 30 -day free trial and 
service worldwide. 

Call Tek direct: 
1- 800 -433 -2323 for 
video tape or literature, 

1- 800 -426 -2200 for 
application assistance or 
ordering information. 

In Oregon, call collect: 
1 -627 -2200 

Bandwidth 
No of Channels 
Max. Sweep Speed 
Digital 
Readout 
Features 

100 MHz 

2+ Trig. View 

5 ns/div 
Direct Ch 1 Voltage Meas. 0.5% DC; 2.0% 

AC RMS 
Resistance .0111 to 200 Megf) 
Continuity/Temp: Audible /C or F° 
Totalizing Counter -1 counts to 8.000.000 
Direct Freq Meas 100 MHz to 0 001% acc 
Period, Width Meas: 10 ns with 10 ps max 

resolution 
Timing Meas. 
Accuracy 
Trigger Modes 

Weight 
Price 

Warranty 

.001% (delay and s -time with readout) 

P -P Auto. Norm, TV Field, TV Line. Single 
Sweep 

7.3 kg (16.21b) 

$2650 
3 -year including CRT (plus optional service 

plans to 5 years) 

Copyrqnt C 1986. rektrorrx. Inc As rphts reserved TTA797 
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NOW GET SCOPE, COUNTER
AND DMM INPUT ALL AT ONCE

THROUGH ONE PROBEI

Gated frequency measurement.
B sweep triggering during the
intensif ied portion of the A sweep.
Intensified portion frequency is
measured with the cou nter/timer/
DMM.
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Delay time measurement. Delay
time from the start of A sweep to
the start of the B sweep is mea
sured with crysta l accuracy.
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Channel 1 dc volts measure
ment. The average de compo
nent of a waveform is measured
directly through channel 1with
direct dig ital fluorescent readout.

TheTek 2236combines
100MHz, dualtimebase
scope capability with
counterltimer/DMM
functions integrated into
itsvertical, horizontal
andtrigger systems. For
the same effort it takes to
display a waveform you
can obtain digital readout
of frequen cy, period ,
width, totalized events,
delay time and ~-time to
accuracies of 0.001%.

The same prob e is
used to provide input for the
CRT display and the digital
measurement system,
resulting in easy set-up,
greater measurement confi
dence and reduced circuit
loading . Probe tip volts can
also be measured through
the Ch 1 input.

Precision measurements
at thetouch ofa button.
Auto-rang ing frequ ency,
period , width and gated
measurements are push
button -simpl e. And the 2236
offers an independ ent float
ing 5000 count, auto-rang
ing multimeter with side
input s for DC voltage mea-

Bandwidth

No of Channels

Max. Sweep Speed

Digital
Readout
Features

Timing Meas.
Accuracy

Trigger Modes

Weight
Price

Warranty

100 MHz

2 + Trig . View
5 ns/d iv

Direct Ch 1Voltage Meas. 0.5% DC; 2.0%
AC RMS

Resistance: ,0111 to 200 MegD
ContinuitylTemp: Aud ib le/Coor FO
Totalizing Counte r:-1 counts to 8,000,000
Direct Freq . Meas: 100 MHz to 0.001% acc.
Period , Width Meas: 10 ns with 10 ps max.

resolution
.001% (de lay and tl-t ime with readout)

POp Auto, Norm , TV Field , TV Line, Single
Sweep

7.3 kg (16.2 Ib)

$2650
3-year including CRT (plu s optional service

plans to 5 years)

surements to 0.1 %.
A built-in, auto-rang ing

ohmmeter provides
resistance measurements
from 0.01 D to 2GD-as
well as audible continuity.
Automati c diode/junct ion
detection and operator
prompts serve to simplify
set-up and enhance
confidence in your
measurements.

The2236: scope,
counter, timer, DMM
plusa 3-year warranty

-all for just$2,650.
Contact your nearest dis
tributor or ca ll Tek toll-free.
Technical personnel on our
direct-line will answer your
questions and expedite
delivery. Orders include
probes, 30-day free trial and
service worldwide.

Call Tek direct:
1-800-433-2323 for
video tape or literature,

1-800-426-2200 for
application assistance or
ordering information.

In Oregon, ca ll co llect:
1-627-2200

Tektronixe

COMMITTED TO EXCELLENC E

Copyright © 1986. Tektronix, Inc . All rights reserved , TIA-797
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COVER 1 

At one time or another, most of us have 
sat back and wondered about what shape 
the future will take. We at Radio -Electronics 
are no different. To satisfy our curiosity, we 
asked experts in medical electronics, robotics, artificial intelligence, 
energy, transportation, communications, semiconductors, and other 
fields to share with us their visions of the year 2001. This month, in 
some of the most important articles ever published in Radio -Elec- 
tronics, we share those visions with you. 

NEXT MONTH 
THE JUNE ISSUE IS 

ON SALE MAY 3 

BUILD A DIGITAL TACHOMETER 
Digital circuits make it accurate and inex- 
pensive. 

ALL ABOUT FLIP -FLOPS 
Bone up on basic digital logic. 

VCR TAPE CALIBRATION 
Locate your favorite selections easily. 

TROUBLES WITH YOUR TV? 
Case histories reveal troubleshooting 
techniques. 

NEW LIFE FOR OLD CAR RADIOS 
Part 2. Adding a shortwave converter 

AND MUCH MORE! 

As a carnea b readers. RADIO ELECTRONICS publishes minable plein or mlomulon terming b newsworeir products. 
techniques and sdMrale and technological oeve4opmsnts. Because of possible Milfianale in ars gummy and condition of 
mama' and wodunwWhp used by readers. RADIO -ELECTRONICS diacWnts any qty for the saes and prow 
(rarcaorrrq of reader-bull proietta bawd upon or from plena or information puDksl+W In . 

Since some of as and pram &mor id In RADIO -ELECTRONICS may relate b a bio winced U.S. patents. 
RADIO- ELECTRONMdeclaims ioni aaDaty for the infringement of such patina bf, as warp or maim of any such 
equpmarr or circuitry. and suggests that anyone in auch propor consult a patent 
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ature. 
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ment for details. 
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NEXTMoNTH
THE JUNE ISSUE IS

ON SALE MAY 3
BUILD A DIGITAL TACHOMETER
Di gi tal circui ts make it accurate and in ex
pe nsive.

ALL ABOUT FLIP-FLOPS
Bone up on basic d igital logic.

VCR TAPE CALIBRATION
Locate yo ur favorite selectio ns easi ly.

TROUBLES WITH YO UR TV?
Case hi sto ri es reveal t roubl esh oot in g
techniq ues.

NEW LIFE FOR OLD CAR RADIOS
Part 2. Adding a sho rtwave converter

AN D MUCH M O RE!

As a service to readers. RADIO·ELECTRONICS publishes available plans or information relating to newsworthyproducts.
techniques and scientific and technological developments . Because of possible variances in the quality and condition of
materials and workmanship used by readers , RADIO-ELECTRONICS disclaims any responsibility for the safe and proper
functioning of reader-built projects based upon or from plans or information published in this magazine.

Since some of the equipment and circuitrydescribed in RADIO·ELECTRONICS may relate to or be covered by U.S. patents ,
RADIO-ELECTRONICS disclaims any liability for the infringement of such patents by the making, using, or selling of any such
equipment or circuitry, and sugges ts that anyone interested in such projects consult a patent attorney.
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More Functions. Smaller Budget. 
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate" DMMs 

put hFE, Logic, Capacitance, Frequency and 
Rue RMS In Your Hand. For Less. 

Get more, for less. Its a simple defi- 
nition of value. For DMMs, value means 
finding the mmhination of capabilities that 
meets sour needs at the right price. Without 
losing sight of accuracy and reliability 

If you want more functions at a low price, 

Bedanan Industrial's Circuitmate" Digital 

Multimeters are the best value around. 

From the pocket -sized DM2OL to the 
DM850, with true RMS capability and accu- 

racy to 0.05 % ± 1 digit, Circuitmate DMMs 

give you the functions you need. 

For instance, the DM2OL puts both a 

Logic Probe, a transistor gain function (hFE), 

and a full range of DMM functions in the 
palm of )our hand. For only $69.95. 

Then there's the DM25L. Where else 

does $89.95 buy you a 1.4c Probe, capa i- 
tance measurement, transistor gain function 
(hFE), and 24 DMM ranges including resist- 

ance to 2000 megohms? Nowhere else 

When high aauracy counts. there's the 
DM800 with a 4'h digit display 'The DM800 

tto 
1141$ elf OM 

DM2OL Pocket -Size 
w/Logic $69.95' 
ru Logic Probe: 20MHz 

Hino/of ndicabons 
Detects 25nS pulse 
widths 

hFE (NPN or PNP) 
1 range (1000) 

OMM Input Impedance - 
t0 Megohms 
DCA/ACA -5 ranges 
(200µA to 2A) 

Ohms-8 ranges (200 ohms 
to 2000 Megohms) 

Continuity beeper 

also givts }ou friquency counting. A full - 

function DMM, and mom, doesrit have to 
cost over $169.95. If it's a Circuitmate 
DM800. 

Or, for a few dollars mom, get true RNLS 

(AC coupled) to let you accurately measure 
non-sinusoidal AC wavefomns, and all the 
capability of the ()MOO. in the DM850. 

Of course, there's a whole range of 
Circuitmate DMMs and service test instru- 
ments, induding the DM78 autoranger that 

ace peo 
7e 

1 1 

1/-1/104 

DM25L 
Capadtance, Logic, 
hit $89.95' 
TTL Logic Probe 20MHz 

H(AO/on Indications 
Detects 25nS pulse 
wens 

Capacitance 5 ranges 
(2nF to 20µF) 

nFE (NPN or PNP) 
1 range (1oon) 

Continuity beeper 

Butt-in bad 

Arm -sod pads 

DM850 
True RMS 
41 *Ins. DCV accuracy 
Is 05% +3 digits 

True RMS 

Frequency counter to 

Data display 

Continuity beeper 

Bait -in bad 

Antislal pads 

Prie: DM850 (True 
RMS) 5219.95 
01.1e00 (Average) 

s1ú9.95 

fits in a shirt pocket, yet gives you a full size 

31 digit. Ye " readout. Not to mention a 

complete line of aaessories like test leads. 

current damps, even probes that can extend 
your DMMs range and sensitivity All 

designed to work flawlessly with your 
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate DMM. 

See voue Backman Industrial distribu- 
tor )r and discover more DMM performance. 
For less. 

Mowed Itst pm (RS) with battery. tsI +etidt and manual 

hServi 
instruments: 

Vt&The One. 
Bvr-I rtrsars icfria/ r" / /eaVt/ IN I /V V-rr.IN V 

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Redman tfldaVl)f l, 
650 Puma. Street Bon, U WWI 
111) 61 Ae00 FAX (1416'14E4 TLX tiY'90 r 1916 Beckman 6rdutrnt Carponnon 

More Functions. SmallerBudget.
Beckman Industrial Circuitmaie: DMMs

puthFE, Logic, Capacitance, Frequency and
True RMS In Your Hand. For Less.

CIRCLE 98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Anti-skid pads

Continuity beeper

TrueRMS

Bui~-in bail

DM850
TrueRMS

Data Hold display
capability

Frequencycounter to
200KHz

4'/2digits. DCVaccuracy
is .OS% +3digits

........ . ....ri:::a. rM.........-..........
Beckman Industrial Corporation, lnstrumentatton Products Division
Asubsidi:uyofEmerson ElectricCompany
630Puente Street. Brea, CA 92621
(714) 671-4800 • FAX, (714)671-4874 • TLX, 188790
© 1986Beckman IndustrialCorporation

Price:DM8sa(True
RMS) . ...$219.9S'
DM800 (Average)
....... .$169.9S'

See your Beckman Industrialdistribu
tor and discover more DMM performance.
For less.

' Suggested listprice (IUS) with battery, test leadsand manual.

fits ina shirt pocket, yet givesyou a full size
3Y2 digit, 3/8 II readout. Not tomention a
completeline ofaccessorieslike test leads,
current clamps, even probes thatcan extend
your DMMs range and sensitivity. All
designed to workflawlessly with your
Beckman Industrial Circuitmate DMM.

hFE (NPN or PNP):
1range(1000)

Built-inbail
Anti-skid pads

Capacitance: Sranges
(2nF to2O"F)

Continuitybeeper

DM25L
Capacitance, Logic,
hFE S89.95 *
TIL LogicProbe: 20MHz

Hi/la/off indications
Detects 2SnS pulse
widths

Beck===an

also gives you frequencycounting. Afull
function DMM, andmore, doesn't have to
costover 5169.95. If it's a Circuitmate
DM800.

Or, for a few dollars more, get true RMS
(ACcoupled) to letyou accuratelymeasure
non-sinusoidal AC waveforms, andallthe
capabilityofthe DM800, in the DM850.

Of course, there's a wholerange of
Circuitmate DMMs andservice test instru
ments, including the DM78 autoranger that

Get more, forless. It'sa simpledefi- DM20L Pocket-Size
nition of value. For DMMs, valuemeans w/Logic S69.95 *
fmding the combination ofcapabilitiesthat TIL Logic Probe: 20MHz
meets yourneeds at the rightprice. Without Hill%ff indications
losing sight of accuracy andreliability. Detects2SnS pulse

widths
If you want morefunctions at a low price, hFE (NPNorPNP):
Beckman Industrial's Circuitmate'" Digital 1range(1000)
Multimeters arethe best value around. DMM: Input Impedance-

10Megohms
From thepocket-sized DM20L to the DCNACA-S ranges

DM850, with true RMS capability andaccu- (2OO"A to2A)
_racyJo_O.05%_± Ldiait CircuitmateDMMs Ohms-8 ranges (200 ohms

. • b' , . --~- - --to2000 Megohms)- -
give you the functionsyou need. Continuity beeper

For instance, the DM20Lputsbotha
Logic Probe, a transistorgain function (hFE),
anda full range ofDMM functions in the
palm ofyour hand. For only 569.95.

Then there's theDM25L. Where else
does S89.95buy you a Logic Probe, capad
tancemeasurement, transistorgainfunction
(hFE), and24 DMM rangesincluding resist
anceto2000 megohms?Nowhere else.

Whenhigh accuracy counts, there's the
DM800 witha 4 Y2 digit display. The DM800
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EDITORIAL 
Welcome to the twenty -first century. 

Welcome to this very special issue of Radio - 
Electronics. We're taking you on a journey to the 
year 2001 to show you how electronics will 
dramatically change the way we live. 

Although two of the world's most notable science - 
fiction writers -Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac 
Asimov -have contributed to this special section, 
we haven't cooked up a flight of 
imagination. Instead, we offer a realistic vision of 
the future -a vision based on what's happening in 
the research and development labs today. 

Do you ever wonder what kind of car you'll be 
driving in 2001? Donald E. Petersen, the Chairman 
and Chief Executive Officer of Ford Motor 
Company has. He has been working along with 
Ford engineers to determine how today's new 
developments -and tomorrow's new technology - 
will be used in the car of the the twenty-first 
century. I can't wait to test drive it. 

Will advances in artificial intelligence give us 
machines that truly think? We asked George H. 
Heilmeier, a Senior Vice President and Chief 
Technical Officer at Texas Instruments, what he 
thought. And his experience leads him to some 
interesting conclusions about the progress in 
artificial intelligence we can expect. 

How will that progress affect robots? Will human- 
like robots take care of the everyday tasks we find 
so tedious? The potential is certainly there but, as 
Isaac Asimov points out, the impact on our society 
could be devastating. On the other hand, robots 
could and free us to be truly human! 

Advances in artificial- intelligence and robotics will 
never come about without advances in 
semiconductor technology. By the year 2001, we'll 
be producing three -dimensional integrated circuits, 
according to Bob L. Gregory, the Director of 
Microelectronics at Sandia National Labs. 

All the technologies I've mentioned may seem a 
little far from home, but in the twenty -first century, 
they'll be very close to home -in your Smart 

House. Imagine never having to run extra wires to 
distribute video and audio signals. Imagine a house 
that adjusts automatically to the way you live. 
Imagine being able to control any appliance from 
anywhere in the house -or anywhere out of the 
house. David J. MacFadyen, President of the NAHB 
National Research Center tells us about the home 
of the future. And he should know -he's working 
today on a prototype for tomorrow. 

Are you amazed at the way video has changed in 
recent years? Products like VCR's and affordable 
video cameras have transformed the way we view 
and use video. Well, it will continue to change. The 
Third Age of Video - described by Charles N. 
Judice, an engineer at Bell Communications 
Research -will bring video power to the people. 

The topic of energy hasn't been making headlines 
in recent times, but that will change as new, 
exciting technologies are refined. Can you imagine 
having an energy plant in your basement that 
produces all the power you need and more? Dr. 
Stephen Kuznetsov, the Director of Engineering at 
Power Silicon and Monolithic Technologies, can 
imagine it. He's been the Chairman of the IEEE 

Committee on Energy Development since 1985 and 
he's had his hands on some pretty exciting stuff. 

As you can see, I wasn't kidding when I said that 
this is a very special issue. An issue like this one 
doesn't happen very often, and it doesn't come 
about without the help of a great many people. I'd 
like to thank the authors for sharing their 
experience and their visions. I'd like to thank some 
of the people in the background who helped make 
this possible: Bill Selover at Ford, Ken Geremia at 
the National Association of Home Builders, 
Stephanie Oliver and Teri Rolfes at Honeywell, 
Chris Ford at Xerox, The Research and Public 
Relations departments at NASA, Westinghouse, 
General Electric and Hewlett Packard, Texas 
Instruments, Bellcore, Fonar, the people at Mates 
Graphics, and, of course, the editorial and 
production staffs of Gernsback Publications. 

BRIAN C. FENTON 
Managing Editor 

EDITORIAL
Welcome to the twenty-fi rst centu ry.

Welcome to this very special issue of Radio
Electronics. We're taking you on a journey to the
year 2001 to show you how electronics will
dramatically change the way we live.

Although two of the world's most notable science
fiction writers-Arthur C. Clarke and Isaac

- Asimov- Ii ave conffi15utea totliis special secti~

we haven't cooked up a flight of
imagination. Instead, we offer a realistic vision of
the future-a vision based on what's happening in
the research and development labs today.

Do you ever wonder what kind of car you'll be
driving in 2001? Donald E. Petersen, the Chairman
and Chief Executive Officer of Ford Motor
Company has. He has been working along with
Ford engineers to determine how today's new
developments-and tomorrow's new technology
will be used in the car of the the twenty-first
century. I can't wait to test drive it.

Will advances in artificial intelligence give us
machines that truly think? We asked George H.
Heilmeier, a Senior Vice President and Chief
TechnicalOfficer at Texas Instruments, what he
thought. And his experience leads him to some
interesting conclusions about the progress in
artificial intelligence we can expect.

How will that progress affect robots? Will human
like robots take care of the everyday tasks we find
so tedious? The potential is certainly there but, as
Isaac Asimov points out, the impact on our society
could be devastating. On the other hand, robots
could and free us to be truly human!

Advances in artificial-intelligence and robotics will
never come about without advances in
semiconductor technology. By the year 2001, we'll
be producing three-dimensional integrated circuits,
according to Bob L. Gregory, the Director of
Microelectronics at Sandia National Labs.
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House. Imagine never having to run extra wires to
distribute video and audio signals. Imagine a house
that adjusts automatically to the way you live.
Imagine being able to control any appliance from
anywhere in the house-or anywhere out of the
house. David J. MacFadyen, President of the NAHB
National Research Center tells us about the home
of th e future. A r1CI Fe should know-he's worKing
today on a prototype for tomorrow.

Are you amazed at the way video has changed in
recent years? Products like VCR's and affordable
video cameras have transformed the way we view
and use video. Well, it will continue to change. The
Third Age of Video-described by Charles N.
Judice, an engineer at Bell Communications
Research-will bring video power to the people.

The topic of energy hasn't been making headlines
in recent times , but that will change as new,
exciting technologies are refined. Can you imagine
having an energy plant in your basement that
produces all the power you need and more? Dr.
Stephen Kuznetsov, the Director of Engineering at
Power Silicon and Monolithic Technologies, can
imagine it. He's been the Chairman of the IEEE
Committee on Energy Development since 1985 and
he's had his hands on some pretty exciting stuff.

As you can see, I wasn't kidding when I said that
this is a very special issue. An issue like this one
doesn't happen very often , and it doesn't come
about without the help of a great many people. I'd
like to thank the authors for sharing their
experience and their visions . I'd like to thank some
of the people in the background who helped make
this possible: Bill Selover at Ford, Ken Geremia at
the National Association of Home Builders ,
Stephanie Oliver and Teri Rolfes at Honeywell,
Chris Ford at Xerox, The Research and Public
Relations departments at NASA, Westinghouse ,
General Electric and Hewlett Packard, Texas
Instruments, Bellcore, Fonar, the people at Mates
Graphics, and , of cou rse, th e edito rial and
production staffs of Gernsback Publications .
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An extensive line of capacitors for both 
standard and high voltage applications from NTE Electronics. 
NTE, the name you've come to trust for 
all your replacement semiconductor 
needs, now has a line of subminiature 
aluminum electrolytic capacitors. 

These quality capacitors are 
available with both radial and axial 
leads and are dependable over a broad 
temperature range. Ratings include 
capacitance of 0.1 p.F to 1000011F, 
tolerance of -- 20% ( - 10% to 

50 °'o for the high voltage line), and 
voltage range of 6.3 to 100 volts (160 to 
450 for the high voltage line), making 
them ideal for the most demanding 
applications. 

LOOK FOR THE FULL LINE OF 
QUALITY NTE REPLACEMENT 
PARTS AND PRODUCTS: 

Transistors 
Thyristors 
Integrated Circuits 
Rectifiers and Diodes 
High Voltage Multipliers 
and Dividers 
Optoelectronic Devices 
Zeners 
Microprocessors and 
Support Chips 
Memory ICs 

Thermal Cut -Offs 
Bndge Rectifiers 
Unqunctions 
RF Transistors 
Microwave Oven 
Rectifiers 
Selenium Rectifiers 
Flameproof Resistors 
Wire Ties 
Electrolytic Capacitors 
Static Control Products 

For more information or the name of you 
local distributor, call or write NTE. 

NTE ELECTRONICS, INC. 
44 Farrand Street, Bloomfield. New Jersey 07003 (Outside N.J.) 1.800 -631 -1250 (N.J 

CIRCLE 71 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

only) 1.800- 624 -2624 

An extensive line of capacitors for both
standard and high voltage applications from NTE Electronics.

For more information or the name of your
local distributor, call or write NTE.

LOOK FOR THE FULL LINE OF
QUALITY NTE REPLACEMENT
PARTS AND PRODUCTS:

NTE, the name you 've come to trust for
all your replacement semiconductor
needs, now has a line of submi niature
aluminum electro lytic capacitors.

These quality capacitors are
availab le with both radial and axial
leads and are dependable over a broad
temperature range. Ratings include
capacita nce of 0.1 fJ. F to 10000 fJ.F,
tole rance of +/ - 20% ( - 10% to
+50% for the high voltage line), and
voltage range of 6.3 to 100 volts (160 to
450 for the high voltage line), making
them ideal for the most demanding
applications.

• Transistors
• Thyristors
• Integrated Circuits
• Rectifiers and Diodes
• High Voltage Multipliers

and Dividers
• Optoele ctroni c Devices
• Zeners
• Microprocessors and

Support Chips
• Memory ICs

• Therma l Cut-Ofts
• Bridge Rectif iers
• Unijunct ions
• RF Transistors
• Microwave Oven

Rectifiers
• Selenium Rectifiers
• Flameproof Resistors
• Wire Ties
• Electrolytic Capacitors
• Static Control Products

®

NTE ELECTRONICS, INC.
44 Farrand Street, Bloomfield, New Jersey 07003 (Outside N.J.) 1-800-631-1250 ' (N.J. only) 1-800-624-2624

CIRCLE 71 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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WHAT'S NEWS 

FCC extends privileges of 
Novice amateurs 

The FCC (Federal Communica- 
tions Commission) has moved to 
greatly extend the opportunities of 
radio amateurs (hams) in the 
Novice class. A Novice ham is a 

person who has learned to send 
and receive 5 words per minute of 
International Morse code, and has 
passed an examination that con- 
sists of a code -proficiency test and 
a series of questions dealing with 
simple radio techniques and U.S. 
radio laws and regulations. 

In the past, Novices could corn - 
municate only in Morse code on 
the HF (High Frequency) bands 
and were limited to parts of four of 
the main frequency bands allotted 
to amateurs. The new regulations 
permit voice communication on 
additional bands, and all permit- 
ted modes of communication (in- 
cluding digital) in two of the VHF 
(Very High Frequency) bands. Un- 
der the new rules, single -sideband 
voice and digital communications 
are permitted on the 28 -MHz band 
as well as all modes in parts of the 
220 -225 -MHz VHF and the 
1240 -1300 -UHF band. 

This means that Novices will be 
able to talk with their friends lo- 
cally or use voice to communicate 
with hams in distant countries. 
Novices with computers will be 
able to use their radios to commu- 
nicate between computer - 
equipped amateurs, instead of 
having to use a modem and the 
regular telephone lines. They can 
even take part in the increasingly 
popular packet -radio activity, in 
which numbers of messages are 
collected and sent in batches from 
one computer to another. 

The new privileges will not only 
give the Novice more scope within 
which to work, but by increasing 
the volume and complexity of his 
activities, may motivate him to 

study to go on to more -advanced 
stages of amateur activity, which 
he can do by taking more ad- 
vanced examinations. 

Improved semiconductors have 
new silicon "skins" 

A new approach in packaging 
that can produce semiconductor 
power devices that are smaller, 
lighter, cheaper, and more effi- 
cient is being pioneered by Gener- 
al Electric scientists. The process, 
now being applied to thyristors, 
can equally be applied to other 
semiconductor power devices, ac- 
cording to Dr. C.A. Neugebauer, 
manager of the Semiconductor 
Packaging Program of the GE Re- 
search Center at Schenectady, NY. 

Thyristors are power semicon- 
ductors that function as switches 
controlling the flow of electric 
power. They can be as large as a 
saucer or as small as a shirt button. 
They control the current in elec- 
trical devices ranging from electric 
locomotives to the speakers in au- 
tomobile audio systems. 

The largest power semiconduc- 
tor devices available today -which 
measure roughly five inches in di- 
ameter -are based on a thin layer 
of silicon about 0.015 -inch thick. 
This wafer is tightly enclosed with- 
in a "skin" of tungsten, molyb- 
denum, or other refractory (high 
melting temperature) metal, 
which ensures good electrical and 
thermal contact. The assembly is 
then sealed airtight and watertight 
within a large metal- and -ceramic 
enclosure. 

The GE process replaces the thy- 
ristor's refractory metal "skin" with 
silicon, highly doped to maximize 
its conductive properties. The 
doped silicon "skin" is attached 
tightly to the wafer by a low -pres- 
sure, diffusion -bonding tech- 
nique. 

Once the wafer is processed, it 

is packaged in another simple sil- 
icon compound- glass -a mate- 
rial much less bulky, heavy, and 
expensive than the ceramic en- 
closures heretofore used. 

Dr. Neugebauer believes that by 
adding a metallization step before 
glass sealing the new technology 
could be used in packaging con- 
ventional integrated circuit de- 
vices- particularly for applica- 
tions where size and weight must 
be kept down. 

Radar remote sensing 
Erhan Kudecki, assistant pro- 

fessor in the Department of 
Electrical and Computer Engineer- 
ing at the University of Illinois, Ur- 
bana- Champaign, is using radar 
backscatter to study atmospheric 
disturbances. The atmosphere is, 
like a vast ocean, in constant agita- 
tion. Phenomena such as currents, 
waves, and turbulence are as com- 
mon in the atmospheric fluid as 
they are in ocean waters. Ion, their 
velocity can be deduced from the 
frequency shift of the returned sig- 
nal; a method similar to the way 
police radar determines the 
speeds of moving vehicles. 

Since resolution is limited by 
the radar antenna's beam width, 
atmospheric /ionospheric radar 
studies require an extremely nar- 
row beam, so the studies are made 
using the radar at Jicamarca, Peru, 
whose football -field size antenna 
provides a beam width of about 
one degree. (It can resolve fluctua- 
tions that are the equivalent of 
whitecaps on the surface of an 
ocean. 

Using special high -resolution 
radar techniques, Kudecki is now 
studying the dynamic processes of 
low- atmosphere narrow -turbulent 
layers -the layers that are well 
known to air travelers. Perhaps the 
research will eventually lead to a 

truly "smooth" flight. R -E 
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v ices-part ic ula rly for appl ica
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Radar remote sens ing
Erha n Kudecki, assistant pro

fesso r i n t he Depart me nt of
Electrical and Co mputer Engi nee r
ing at the University of Illi no is, Ur
ba na-Champaign, is using radar
backscatter to study atmosphe ric
di sturbances. The atmos phe re is,
li ke a vast ocean, in co nsta nt agita
tion. Phenomena such as currents,
waves , and turbulence are as com
mon in the atmospheric fluid as
they are in ocea n waters. Ion , the ir
velocity can be deduced fro m the
freque ncy shift ofthe returned sig
nal; a method sim ilar to the way
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speeds of movi ng vehicles.

Since reso lution is l im it ed by
the radar antenna's beam w idth,
atmospheric/ionosp heric radar
stud ies requi re an extremely nar
row beam, so the studies are made
using the radar at [ icarna rca, Peru,
w hose footba l l-f ie ld size antenna
provides a beam w idth of abo ut
one degree. (It can reso lve f luctua
tio ns that are the eq uiva lent of
whitecaps o n the surface of an
ocean.

Usi ng special h igh- resolu t io n
rada r techn iques, Kudecki is now
studying the dynamic processes of
low -atmosph ere narrow -turbul ent
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known to air trave lers. Perhaps the
research w ill eventually lead to a
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the fourth law of robotics 
A robot shall make 
learning fun for man 
and thereby improve 
the quality of life 
for mankind. 

A robot is a robot is 
a robot... was a robot. 
Uni" HERO 2000. 

r HERO 2000 is much more than a 
robot. It's a walking, talking 16 -bit 
omputer. With 64K ROM and 24K 

Arica .._ RAM expandable to more than half 
a megabyte. And a fully articulated arm with five 

axes of motion. Yours to program. Command. Modify 
and expand. Total system access and solderless 

experimenter boards provide almost limitless pos- 
sibilities. Its remote RF console with ASCII keyboard 

gives total control. Available with three self -study 
courses. Backed by Heath Company, world leader 

in electronic kits. 
Build your own 

HERO 2000 Or buy 
it assembled. Have 

fun learning skills 
that translate 

directly to the 
world of work. 

trie 
1 

builder 

Mail coupon today to receive a FREE 
Heathkit Catalog featuring HERO 2000. 

Mail to: Heath Company 
Dept. 020 538 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

Heathkir® 

AIN /Nyry of ¿1iU tIttlryr[t CorpraI.N L 

Name 

Address _ - 

c,ty State 

Zp 
RO.1/1 

CIRCLE 86 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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VIDEO 
NEWS 

DAVID LACHENBRUCH, 
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR 

Super VHS. A new home VCR system 
capable of better - than -broadcast quality has been 
developed by JVC. It is due to appear on the 
Japanese market this summer, and possibly on 
the American market shortly thereafter. In a 
surprise news conference in Tokyo, JVC 
demonstrated a Super -VIIS recorder with a high 
quality monitor, playing back a picture with 430 
lines of horizontal resolution. Compare that with 
the 230 -240 lines provided by today's home 
VCR's and the 330 lines of resolution in an 
optimum broadcast picture. 

JVC did not say how it achieved that picture 
quality, but at least part of the improvement is 
due to a wider bandwidth, using the "high -band 
color" approach of broadcast VTR's. However, the 
system is believed to use some special image 
processing as well. The Super -VHS recorder is 
not "backward compatible;" that is, cassettes 
recorded in Super VHS can't be played back on 
standard VHS recorders, but the new -type 
recorder can play back standard VHS cassettes, 
and the Super VHS machine can be switched to 
record in the standard VHS format. 

Super VHS uses a tape with a specially 
formulated oxide coating -not metal tape like the 
8mm cassette. The new cassette shell is the same 
size as a standard VHS cassette, but it contains 
special notches to automatically adjust a Super - 
VHS recorder. The Super -VHS recorder will sell 
for 20 to 30 percent more than a comparable 
standard VHS recorder, according to JVC, and the 
cassettes are also expected to sell at some 
premium. The final specifications for the Super - 
VHS system had not been developed at press time, 
but were said to be imminent. The new system is 
not designed to replace the standard VHS format. 
JVC said it was developed because of the 
imminence of improved broadcasting systems, 
such as Enhanced Definition TV ( see the story in 
"Video- News" in the April, 1987 issue of Radio - 
Electronics ). 

More giant tubes. The ranks of large -sized 
direct -view tubes are swelling, too. This column 
has noted a number of new giant tubes in the 
past, and now we can add a 31 -inch size, 

manufactured by Matsushita. That large tube will 
be used in models of that company's Panasonic 
and Quasar color sets soon. 

Suddenly the big- screen customer is faced with 
a bewildering choice. Anyone who wants a 
picture larger than 22 inches can consider tubes 
measuring 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, or 35 inches, not 
to mention the super high -end, and super -high 
cost, 41 -inch picture tube described in this 
column last January ( Radio- Electronics, 
January 1987). 

Biggest rear -projection TV. Kloss Video, 
headed by Henry Kloss, the father of consumer 
projection TV, has unveiled its first rear 
projection system. That set, naturally enough, is 
the largest shown to date. The new system has a 
translucent screen with a diagonal measure of 
five feet, yet it's only 30- inches deep (and six feet 
high! ) so that it can easily fit through a door. The 
deluxe set features Dolby surround -sound, and is 
supplied with its own rear speakers. The unit's 
electronics were built by ITT in Germany and 
include the broadcast -type Faroudja image - 
processing system. The tubes and optics, built by 
Kloss Video, are the same type used in the 
company's computer -monitor projection system. 
The entire system, which includes a remote - 
controlled cable tuner and MTS stereo, lists for 
$4,295. 

Stereo -TV's growth. According to ELA's 
latest forecast, some 28 percent of color sets and 
22 percent of VCR's sold this year will have built - 
in MTS stereo /multichannel sound. Of an 
anticipated 18- million color sets sold this year, 
the EIA believes that 5 million will have MTS and 
that another 4 million will be stereo adaptable. In 
addition, 2.9 million of 12,450,000 table -model 
VCR's will have MTS sound. 

In 1986, according to EIA, Americans bought. 3- 
million MTS -stereo TV sets and 1.2- million MTS - 
stereo VCR's. ELA also sees the sale of LCD color 
sets increasing this year to 70,000 units, up from 
14,000 sets sold in 1986, and monochrome LCD - 
TV sales growing to 525,000, up from 65,000 in 
1986. R -E 
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• SUper VHS. A new home VCR system
capable of better-than-broadcast quality has been
developed by JVC. It is due to appear on the
Japanese market this summer,and possibly on
the American market shortly thereafter. In a
surprise news conference in Tokyo, JVC
demonstrated a Super-VIIS recorder with a high
quality monitor, playing back a picture with 430
lines of horizontal resolution. Compare that with
the 230-240 lines provided by today's home
VCR's and the 330 lines of resolution in an
optimum broadcast picture.

JVC did not say how it achieved that picture
quality, but at least part of the improvement is
due to a wider bandwidth, using the "high-band
color" approach of broadcast VTR's. However, the
system is believed to use some special image
processing as well. The Super-VHS recorder is
not "backward compatible;" that is, cassettes
recorded in Super VHS can't be played back on
standard VHS recorders, but the new-type
recorder can play back standard VHS cassettes,
and the Super VHS machine can be switched to
record in the standard VHS format.

Super VHS uses a tape with a specially
formulated ox ide coating-not metal tape like the
8mm cassette. The new cassette shell is the same
size as a standard VHS cassette, but it contains
special notches to automatically adjust a Super
VHS recorder. The Super-VHS recorder will sell
for 20 to 30 percent more than a comparable
standard VHS recorder, according to JVC, and the
cassettes are also expected to sell at some
premium. The final specifications for the Super
VHS system had not been developed at press time,
but were said to be imminent. The new system is
not designed to replace the standard VHS format.
JVC said it was developed because of the
imminence of improved broadcasting systems,
such as Enhanced Definition TV (see the story in
"Video-News" in the April, 1987 issue of Radio
Electronics ).

• More giant tubes. The ranks of large-sized
direct-view tubes are swelling, too. This column
has noted a number of new giant tubes in the
past, and now we can add a 31-inch size,

manufactured by Matsushtta. That large tube will
be used in models of that company's Panasonic
and Quasar color sets soon.

SUddenly the big-screen customer is faced with
a bewildering choice. Anyone who wants a
picture larger than 22 inches can consider tubes
measuring 25, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, or 35 inches, not
to mention the super high-end, and super-high
cost, 41-inch picture tube described in this
column last January (Radio-Electronics,
January 1987).

• Biggest rear-projection TV. Kloss Video,
headed by Henry Kloss, the father of consumer
projection Tv, has unveiled its first rear
projection system. That set, naturally enough, is
the largest shown to date. The new system has a
translucent screen with a diagonal measure of
five feet, yet it's only 30-inches deep (and six feet
highl) so that it can easily fit through a door. The
deluxe set features Dolby surround-sound, and is
supplied with its own rear speakers. The unit's
electronics were built by ITT in Germany and
include the broadcast-type Faroudja image
processing system. The tubes and optics, built by
Kloss Video, are the same type used in the
company's computer-monitor projection system.
The entire system, which includes a remote
controlled cable tuner and MTS stereo, lists for
$4,295.

• Stereo-TV's growth. According to EIA's
latest forecast, some 28 percent of color sets and
22 percent of VCR's sold this year will have built
in MTS stereo/multichannel sound. Of an
anticipated 18-million color sets sold this year,
the EIA believes that 5 million will have MTS and
that another 4 million will be stereo adaptable. In
addition, 2.9 million of 12,450,000 table-model
VCR's will have MTS sound.

In 1986, according to EIA, Americans bought. 3
million MTS-stereo TV sets and 1.2-million MTS
stereo VCR's. EIA also sees the sale of LCD color
sets increasing this year to 70,000 units, up from
14,000 sets sold in 1986, and monochrome LCD~

TV sales growing to 525,000, up from 65,000 in
1986. R-E
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NEW! 
Turbo ScanTM 
Scanners 

Communications Electronics; 
the world's largest distributor of radio 
scanners, introduces new lower prices 
to celebrate our 16th anniversary. 

NEW! Regency'i TS2 -LA 
Allow 30.120 days for delivery alter receipt of 
order due to the high demand for this product 
List price $499 95 /CE price S319.95 
12 -Band, 75 Channel Crystallss AC /DC 
Frequencyrange 29.54. t 18-175.406 -5 72. 806.950 MHz 
The Regency TS2 scanner lets you monitor 
Military. Space Satellites. Government, Railroad, 
Justice Department, State Department, Fish 8 
Game, Immigration, Marine, Police and Fire Depart- 
ments, Aeronautical AM band. Paramedics. Am- 
ateur Radio. plus thousands of other radio fre- 
quencies most scanners can't pick up- The Regency 
TS2 features new 40 channel per second Turbo 
Scan- so you wont miss any of the action Model 
TS1 -LA is a 35 channel version of this radio without 
the 800 MHz. band and costs only 5239.95 

Regency° Z60 -LA 
List price 5299.95/CE price S184.95 /SPECIAL 
13-land, AO Channel No- crystal scanner 
Bands 30-50, 88-108.118136. 144-174. 440.512 MHz 
The Regency Z60 covers all the public service 
bands plus aircraft and FM music for a total of 
eight bands. The Z60 also features an alarm 
clock and priority control as well as AC /DC 
operation Order today 

Regency' Z45 -LA 
List price 5259.95/CE price 5159.95 /SPECIAL 
7- Sand, 45 Channel No- crystal scanner 
Bands 30-50.118-136, 144 -174, 440-512 MHz 
The Regency Z45 is very similar to the Z60 model 
listed above however it does not have the commer- 
cial FM broadcast band. The Z45, now at a 

special price from Communications Electronics. 

Regency° RH250B -LA 
List price 5699.95/CE price 5329.95 /SPECIAL 
10 Channel 25 Watt Transceiver Priority 
The Regency RH250B is a ten -channel VHF land 
mobile transceiver designed to cover any frequency 
between 150 to 162 MHz. Since this radio is 
synthesized. no expensive crystals are needed to 
store up to ten frequencies without battery backup 
All radios come with CTCSS tone and scanning 
capabilities A monitor and night/day switch is also 
standard. This transceiver even has a priority func- 
tion The RH250 makes an ideal radiofor any police 
or fire department volunteer because of its low cost 
and high performance. A 60 Watt VHF 150-162 
MHz. version called the RH600B -LA is available 
for 5439.95 A UHF 15 watt version of this radio 
called the RU15013-LA is also available and covers 
450 -482 MHz but the cost is 5439.95. 

Bearcat" 50XL -LA 
List price 5199.95/CE price $114.95 /SPECIAL 
10-Band, 10 Channel Handheld scanner 
Bands 29 7-54. 136-174. 405 e-2 MH: 
The Uniden Bearcar 50XL is an economical, hand- 
held scanner with 10 channels Covering ten fre- 
quency bands. It features a keyboard lock switch to 
prevent accidental entry and more Also order part 
s BP50 which is a rechargeable battery pack for 
514.95 or the new double -long life battery pack 
Part s BP55 for $29 95. a plug-in wall charger. part 
s AD100 for 514 95. a carrying case part s VC001 
for 514 95 and also order optional cigarette lighter 
cable part I PS001 for $14 95 

Regency 
RH2SO 

NEW! Scanner Frequency Listings 
Thane* Fox scanner frequency airectones will help you 
all the action your scanner can listen to These new 
include police. Ive. ambulances & rescue squads. local 
government. private police agencies hospitals. emergency 
medical channels news media. forestry radio service. rail- 
roads. weather stations. radio common carriers. AT&T mobile 
telephone. utility companies. general mobile radio service. 
marine radio service. tax: cab companies- tow truck com- 
panies. trucking companies. business repeaters business 
radio (simple.) federal government. funeral directors, vet - 

erinarians. buses. aircraft. space satellites. amateur radio, 
broadcasters and more Fox frequency listings feature call 
Iettej moss reference as well es Rinhahetirel listing by 
licensee name. police codes and signals These Fox direc- 
tories are S14 95 each plus $3 00 shipping State Of Alaska - 
RL019.1. State of Arizona- RL025-1. Baltimore. MD/Wash- 
ngton. D6R1024.1. Buffalo. NW Erie. PA- RL009.2. Chica- 
go. IL- RL014.1. Cincinnati/ Dayton. OH- RL006.2. Cleve- 
land. OH- RL.017.1. Columbus. ON- RL003-2. Dallas/Ft 
Worth. TX -RLOt 3.1. Denver /Colorado Springs. CO- RL027- 
1, Detroit, MI/ Windsor. ON- RL008.3. Fat Wayne. IN/Lima. 
OH- RLO01.I. Hewau /Guam- RLO15.1. Houston. TX- 
RL023-1. Indianapolis. IN- M.022.1. Kansas City. MO/ KS- 
RL.011.2. Long Island, NY- RL026.1. Los Angeles. CA- 
RLO16.1. Louisville /LexingtOn. KY- RLO07.1. Milwaukee. 
WI/Waukgan, IL- RL021.1. Minneapolis/St Paul. MN- 
RLD10-2. Nevada/E Central CA- RL028.1. Oklahoma City/ 
Lawton. OK- RLOOS2, Orlando /Daytona Beach, FL- 
RL312.1, Pittsburgh. PA/Wheeling. WV- RL029.1. Rocher 
ter /Syracuse. NY- RL020.1. San Diego. CA- RL018.1. 
Tampa/St Petersburg. FL- RL004.2; Toledo. Ohl-M.002-3 
Regional directories which Cover police. fire ambulance & 
rescue squads. local government. forestry. marine radio. 
mobile phone, aircraft and NOM weather are available for 
$19 95 each 80001.1 covers AL. AR. FL. GA. LA. MS. NC. 
PR,$C. TN&VI ßD002.1 coverall. IN. KV. MI.OH& WI New 
editions are being added monthly For an area not shown 
above can Fox at 800.543.7892 or in Or ,o 800-621-2513 

Regency® HX1500 -LA 
List price 5369.95/CE price 5224.95 
11 -Band, 55 Channel Handheld/Portable 
Search Lockout Priority Bank Select 
SidelIt liquid crystal display EAROM Memory 
Direct Channel Access Feature Scan delay 
Bands 2954, 118 -136. 144.174, 406- 420. 440.512 MHz 
The new handheld Regency HX1500 scanner is 
fully keyboard programmable for the ultimate in 
versatility. You Can scan up to 55 channels at the 
same time including the AM aircraft band The LCD 
display is even sidelit for night use. Includes belt 
clip, flexible antenna and earphone Operates on 8 
1.2 Volt rechargeable NI-cad batteries (not included). 
Be sure to order batteries and battery charger f rom 
the accessory list in this ad 

Bearcat® 100XL-LA 
List price 5349.95 CE price S194.95 SPECIAL 
Aland, 1e Channel Priority Scan Delay 
Search Limit Hold Lockout AC /DC 
Frequency range 30 -50. 118.174, 4065'1 MHz 
The worlds first n0-crystal handheld scanner now has 
a LCD channel display with backlight for low light use 
and aircraft band coverage at the same low price Size is 
131 x7'n'x2'.: 

Included in Our low CE price is a sturdy carrying case. 
earphone, battery charger /AC adapter, six AA ni -cad 
batteries and flexible antenna Order your scanner now 

* * * SPECIAL SAYINGS COUPON * * * 
Save even more with this special coupon As tong as 
your order is prepaid with a money order. you'll get extra 
special pricing on items listed in this coupon This 
coupon must be included with your prepaid order 
Credit cards and Quantity discounts are excluded from 
rhis offer Oiler valid only on prepaid orders mailed 
directly to Communications Electronics Inc . P 0 Box 
1045 Dept R1. Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106.1045 
USA Coupon expires June 15. 1987 Coupon may 
not be used in conjunction with any other offer from 
Communications Electronics Inc Be Sure to add ship- 
ping 8 handling fees listed in this ad 
RH2SOB -R1 Regency 25 W VHF Transceiver 
RH600 8-R1 Regency 60 W VHF Transceiver 
RU 1508 -R1 Regency 15 W UHF Transceiver 
UCIO2R1 Regency t W VHF 2 channel trans 
HXI500 -RI Regency 55 channel scanner 
Z60-R1 Regency 60 channel scanner 
245RI Regency 45 Channel scanner 
BC 1 OOXL -R1 Bearcat 18 channel scanner 
BC800XLT -R1 Bearcar 40 channel scanner 
BC800XLT -R1 Super SpeeleL..6 or more 
BC2I OXW -RI Bearcat 20 Channel scanner 
BC50XL -R1 Bearcat 10 channel scanner 
ROSS -RI Unrden Radar Detector 

S299 95 
$388 95 
$399 95 
stt995 
S219 95 
s164 95 
5149 95 
517995 
5269 95 
S264 95 
518995 
510895 

S97 95 

* tit * SPECIAL SAVINGS COUPON * * * 

MODEL 13.2 MODEL HX 1500 

CIRCLE 79 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Bearcat° 800XLT-LA 
List price 5499.95/CE price 5299.95 /SPECIAL 
12-Band, 40 Channel No- crystal r 
Priority control Searoh/Scan AC/DC 
Bands. 29.54, 118-174. 406.512. 806.912 MHz 
The Uniden 800XLT receives 40 channels in two banks 
Scans 15 channels per second Size 9'. x4'a x 12%x 

OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES 
Panasonic RF- 2000 -LA Shortwave receiver SI 79 95 
RD55. LA Unrden Visor mount Radar Detector 
NEW BC 70XLTLA Basrcal 20 channel scanne. 
BC 145XL Bearcar 18 Channel scanner 
BC 140 Bearcar 10 channel scanner 
BCWA -LA Bearce! Weather Alert' 
PC22 -LA Uniden remote mount CB transceiver 
PC55 -LA Uniden mobile mount CB transceiver.. 
NEW! Rl080LA Regency 30 channel scanner. . 

HEW! 81090 -LA Ragent y 45 channel scanner .. 
NEWT INFI -LA Regency Informant scanner... 
UC 102 la Regency VHF 2 ch 1 Wan transceiver 
P1405. LA Regency 5 amp regulated power supply 
P1412-LA Regency 12 amp reg power supply .. 
MA549 LA Drop-in charger for H X 1200 8 HX1500) 
MAS18 -LA Wan charger for HX1500 scanner 

Carrying case fOr HX/ S00 scanner 
MA257 -LA Cigarette lighter cord for HX12 /1500 
MA917 -LA NrCad battery pack for MX1200 
SMMX7000LASvc man for MX7000 & MX5000 
B'4 -LA 1 2 V AAA Ni-Cad batteries (set of four) 
B'8 -LA 1 2 V AA Ni-Cad batteries (set of eight) 
Fe ELA Frequency Directory for Eastern U S A 
F B- W- LA Frequency Directory f or Western U S A 
ASDLA Air Scan Directory 
SRF -LA Survival Radio Frequency Directory 
TSG-LA 'Top Secret- Registry of U S Govt Freo 
TILLA Techniques for Intercepting Comm 
RRF -LA Railroad frequency directory 
EEC -LA Embassy& Espionage Communications 
CIELACovert Intelligent. Elect Eavesdropping 
A60-LA Magnet mount mobile scanner antenna 
A70-LA Base station scanner antenna 
USAMM LA Meg mount VHF /UHF ant w/ 12 cade 
USAK -LA x hole mount VHF /UHF ant w/ 17' cable 
USATLM -LA Trunk lip mount VHF /UHF antenna 

S96 95 
516995 
S102 95 
592 95 
S49 95 
$99 95 
559 95 

S12995 
5149 95 
S249 95 
5124 95 

S69 95 
S164 95 

S84 95 
51495 
á1495 
51995 
S34 95 
S19 95 

S9 95 
si 7 95 
51495 
S14 95 
S14 95 
S14 95 
f1495 
514 95 
314 515 

S1495 
51495 
535 95 
$35 95 
S39 95 
S35 95 
$35 95 

Add S3.00 shipping for Ml accessones Ordered at the same time 

Add S7.0: per antenna 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To pet the fastest delivery from CE of any scanner. 
Send or phone your order directly to our Scanner 
Distribution Center" Michigan residents please add 4% 
sales tax or supply your tax I D number Written pur- 
chase orders are accepted from approved government 
agencies and most well rated firms at a 10% surcharge 
for net 10 billing All sales are Sublect to availability. 
acceptance and verification All sales on accessories 
are final Prices. terms and specifications are sublect to 
change without notice All prices are in U S. dollars Out 
Of stock itemswill be placed on backorder automatically 
unless CE is instructed differently A 55 00 additional 
handling fee will be charged for all orders with a 
merchandise total under $50 00 Shipments are F O B 
Ann Arbor. Michigan No COD's Most products that we 
sell have a manufacturers warranty Free copies of 
warranties on these products are available prior to 
purchase by writing to CE Non -certified checks require 
bank clearance Not responsible for typographical errors 

Mail orders to: Communications Electron- 
ics: Box 1045. Ann Arbor. Michigan 48106 
U.S.A. Add $7.00 per scanner for R.P S./U.P.S. 
ground shipping and handling in the continental 
U.S.A. For Canada. Puerto Rico. Hawaii. Alaska. 
or APO /FPO delivery, shipping charges are 
three times continental U.S. rates. If you have a 
Discover. Visa or Master Card. you may call and 
place a credit card order. Order toll -free in the 
U.S. Dial 800-USA-SCAN. In Canada. order toll - 
free by calling 800.221 -3475. FTCC Telex any- 
time. dial 825333. If you are outside the U.S. 
or in Michigan dial 313-973-8888 Order today. 
Scanner Distribution Center' and CE logos are trade- 
marks of Communications Electronics Inc 
t Searcy is a registered trademark of Uniden Corporation 
t Regency and Turbo Scan are registered trademarks of 
Regency Electronics Inc AO 010487L*JR1 
Copyrights 1987 Communications Electronics Inc. 

For credit card orders call 
1- 800 - USA -SCAN 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

Consumer Products Division 
P U Bor 1045 ._Ann Arbor, Mich:gan461 Ub-1Ü45 u 5 A 

Call 800-USA-SCAN or outside U.S.A. 313. 973.8888 
9 9

Bearca t" 800XLT·LA
Li st pri ce $49 9 .9 5 /CE priceS299.95/SPECIAL
12-Sand, 4 0 Channel. No-crystal s c a n ner
Priority control. Search/Scan • AC/DC
Bands: 29 -54 , 118-174.406-5 12,806-91 2 M Hz.
The Uniden 800X LT receives 40 channe ls in two banks.
Scans 15 channels per seco nd. Size 9'1<" x 4Vi' x 12V,. "

OTHER RADIOS AND ACCESSORIES
Panasoni c RF·2600 ·LA Shortwave receiver S179.95
RD55-LA Uniden Visor mount Radar Detector $98.95
NEW! BC70 XLT-LABearcat 20 channel scanner. .. $169.95
BC 145XL Bearcat 16 channel scanner $102.95
BC 140 Bearcat 10 channel scanner $92.95
BC-WA-LA Bearcat Weather Alert' . . S49.95
PC22 ·LA Uniden remot e mo unt CB transceiver. $99.95
PC55·LA Uniden mob ile mount CB transce ive r $59 .95
NEW! Rl 080-LA Regency30 channel scanner S129.95
NEW! Rl 090·LA Regency45 channel scanner $149.95
NEW! INF1-LA Regency Intormant scanner $249.95
UCl 02·LA RegencyVHF2 ch. 1Watt transceiver S124.95
P1405-LARegency5 ampregulated powersupply $69.95
P1412·LA Regency 12 amp reg. power supply $164.95
MA549· LADrop-inchargerfor HX1200 &HX1500 '" $84.95
MA518·LA Wall charger for HX1 500 scanner. . $14.95
MA553·LA Carrying case for HX1500 scanner $14.95
MA257·LA Cigarettel ighter cord for HXI 2/ 1500 $19.95
MA917-LA Ni-Cad battery pack for HX1 200 $34.95
SMMX700D-LASvc. man.forMX7000 &MX5000 ' " $19.95
B-4-LA 1.2 V AAA Ni-Cad batteries (set of four) $9.95
B-8-LA 1.2 V AA Ni-Cad batteries (set of eight) $17.95
FB·E·LA Frequency Directory for Eastern U.S.A $14.95
FB·W·LA Frequency Directory forWestern U.S.A. $14.95
ASo-LA Air Scan Directory $14.95
SRF·LA Survival Radio Frequency Directory $14.95
TSG·LA "TopSecret" Registry of U.S.Govt. Freq.. $14.95
TIC-LA Techniques for Intercepting Comm $14.95
RRF-LA Railroad frequency directory $14.85
EEC-LA Embassy & Espionage Communicat ions $ 14.95
CIE·LA Covert Intelligenct. Elect. Eavesdropping $14.95
A60 ·LA Magnet mount mob ile sca nner antenna $3 5.95
A70·LA Base sta t ion sc anner ante nna. . . . $3 5.95
USAMM-LAMagmountVHF/UHFant.w/ 12' cable $39.95
USAK-LA1\" holemount VHF/UHFant.w/ 17' cable $35.95
USATLM·LA Trunk lip mount VHF/UHF antenna $35.95
Add $3.00 shipping for allaccessories ordered at the same time.
Add $ 12.00 shippi ng per sho rtw ave receiver.
Add $7.0 0 shipping pe r scanne r and $3.00 per an tenna.

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE
To get the fastest delil/ery from CE of any scanner,
send or phone your order direct ly to our Sca nner
Distri but ion Center" Michigan reside nts please add 4%
sales tax or supply your tax 1.0. number. Writte n pur
chase orders are accepted from appro ved governme nt
age ncies and most well rated firms at a 10% surcha rge
for net 10 bi lling. All sales are subject to avai lab ility,
acceptance and verif icat ion. All sales on acces sories
are f inal. Prices, terms and spe cificat ions are subject to
change wit hout not ice. All prices are in U.S. doll ars. Out
of stock items will be placed on backorder auto matica lly
unless CE is instructed different ly. A $5.00 additional
handli ng fe e will be charged for all orde rs with a
mercha ndise total under $50.00 . Shipme nts are F.O.B.
Ann Arbor. Michigan . No COD's. Most products that we
sell have a manufacturer's wa rranty. Free copies of
warranti es on these products are available pr ior to
purchase bywrit ing to CEo Non-cert ified checks requ ire
bank clearance. Not respons ibie fortypographical error s.

Mail orders to: Com m u n icat io ns El ectron
ic s" Bo x 1045, A n n A rb or, Michigan 48 106
U.S .A. Add $ 7 .0 0 per scan ner for R.P .S ./U.P.S .
ground shippin g a n d handling in the cont ine nta l
U.S .A. For Canada, Pue rto Ri c o, H aw aii , Al as ka,
o r A PO/ F PO d eli ve ry , s h ip p ing c harges a re
thre e times con t inenta l U. S. ra t es. If y o u have a
D is c o ve r, Vi sa or M aster Card , you m ay ca il an d
pl a c e a c re d it ca rd o rder. Order toll-fre e in th e
U.S . Di aI 8 00-U SA-SCAN. In Canada, o rder toll
fr e e by cal li ng 8 00-22 1-3475. FTCC Tel e x an y
time, di al 825333 . if you are o uts ide th e U.S .
or in M ichigan di aI 31 3 -973- 8 8 8 8 . Ord er today .
Scanner Distribution Center" and CE logos are tra de
marks of Communications Electroni cs Inc.
t Bearcat is a registered tradem ark of Un iden Corpo rat ion.
t Regency and Turbo Scan are registered trademarks of
Regency Electronics Inc. AD #010487-LN R1
Copyright @1987 Co mmunicat ions Ele ctronics Inc .

For credit card orders call
1-800 -USA-SCAN

C~OMMUNICATIONS
"ELECTRONICS INC.
Consumer Products Division
P.O. Box 1045 0 Ann Arbor, Michigan48106 -1045 U.S.A.
Call800-USA'SCAN or outside U.S.A. 31 3·973·8888MODEL HX 1500

*** SPECIAL SAVINGS COUPON ***
Save even more with this special coupon. As long as
your order is prepaid with a money order, you' ll get extra
spec ial pric ing on ite ms list ed in this coupon. This
coupon must be included with you r prepaid orde r.
Credit cards an d qu an tit y di sc ou nts are excl uded from
this o ffe r. Off er valid only on prepaid orders mailed
directl y to Communi cat ions Electroni cs lnc., P.O. Box
104 5 - Dept. R1, Ann Arbo r, Mic higan 48 106-1045
U.S.A. Coupo n expi res June 15, 1987. Coupon may
not be used in conjunctio n with any other offer from
Communicat ions Electroni cs Inc. Be su re to add ship
ping & handlin g fees liste d in this ad.
RH250B·Rl Regency 25 W. VHF Transceiver $299.95
RH600B·Rl Regency 60 W. VHF Transceiver $388.95
RU150 B·Rl Regency 15 W. UHF Transceiver $399.95
UC10 2· Rl Regency 1 W. VHF 2 channel trans $119.95
HX1500· Rl Regency 55 channel scanner $2 19.95
Z60-Rl Regency 60 channel scanner . .. $164.95
Z45· Rl Regency 45 channel scanner. . .. $149.95
BC100XL-Rl Bearcat 16 channel scanner. . .. $179.95
BC800XLT-Rl Bearcat 40 channel scanner $269.95
BC800XLT-Rl Su p er Speciaf.. . 6 or more . $264.95
BC210 XW-Rl Bearcat 20 channel scanner . $169.95
BC50 XL-Rl Bearcat 10 channel scanner $108.95
RD55-Rl Uniden Radar Detector $97.95

***SPECIAL SAVINGS COUPON ***

MODEL TS-2

Repency
RH250

Regency®Z60·LA
Li st pri c e $299.9 5/ C E price $ 18 4 .95/SPEC IA L
a-Sand, 60 Channel • No- crystal scanner
Bands: 30-50, 88 -108, 118- 136, 144- 174, 440-5 12 MHz.
The Regenc y Z60 cove rs a ll th e publi c s e rvi ce
bands plus a irc raft an d FM rnusi c for a total o f
ei ght bands. The Z60 al s o f e atu res a n a la rm
c lock and prio rity cont ro l a s well as AC/ D C
o perat ion . Orde r today .

Regency®Z45·LA
Li st pri ce $259.9 5/CE p ri c e $1 5 9 .95/SPEC IA L
7-Sand, 4 5 Channel • No-crystal s canner
Band s: 30 -50,1 18-1 36,144-1 74. 440-512 MHz.
Th e Reg en c y Z45 is very si mi la r to t he Z6 0 mod el
listed above however it does not have th e comme r
c ia l FM broadcast ba nd. Th e Z45, now at a
special price f rom Co mmu n ica tio ns Electroni cs.

Regency®RH250B·LA
Li st pri ce $ 6 9 9 .95/C E price $ 3 29 .9 5/SPEC IA L
10 Channel. 25 Watt Transceiver . Prior i ty
Th e Reg ency RH 250B is a te n-c han ne l VHF land
mobil e transceiver design ed to cover any frequen cy
be tween 150 to 16 2 M Hz. Since th is radi o is
synthes iz ed , no ex pensive crysta ls are neede d to
sto re up toten freq ue nc ies w itho ut batt e ry backup.
All radi o s com e with CTCSS ton e and scanning
capabili t ies. A moni t o r and n ig ht/ da y sw itc h is also
sta nda rd. Thi s tran sceiver eve n has a pri or ity fu nc 
t ion. Th e RH 25 0 makes an id eal radio fo r any poli ce
or fi re d ep art ment vo lu nt ee r because of it s iow cost
and hig h pe rfo rma nce. A 6 0 Wat t VHF 150·1 6 2
M Hz. ve rs ion cailed th e RH 600B-LA IS avai la ble
for $439.9 5 . A UHF 15 w att vers ion of t his radi o
ca lled th e RU1 50 B- LA is a lso avai la ble and covers
450-482 M Hz . but the cost is $ 43 9 .95 .

Bearcat®50XL· LA
List price $ 19 9 .95/C E price $1 14.9 5/SPECIA L
1O-Sand, 10 Channel. Han d held s canner
Band s: 29.7-54, 136-17 4, 406-5 12 MHz.
Th e Uniden Bearcat 50 XL is an econo mica l, hand
held scan ner w ith 10 c han ne ls co vering t en fre
que nc y ba nd s. It fe atures a ke yboard loc k swi tc h t o
preven t ac c ide nta l entry and mo re . A iso o rd er pa rt
# BP50 w h ic h is a rech arg eabl e ba tt ery pac k fo r
$ 14.9 5 o r th e n ew do ubie- Io ng lif e battery pac k
pa rt # BP55 for $2 9 .95 , a p lug -in wa ll c ha rger, pa rt
# AD 100 fo r $ 14 .9 5, a ca rry ing case part # VC001
for $ 14 .9 5 and a lso or d e r optio na l c igarette l igh t e r
ca b le part # PS 001 for $ 14.95.

NEW! Scann er Frequency Llstlncs
The new Fox scanne r freq uency directo ries will help you trnd
all th e ac tion your sca nner ca n listen to. These new list ings
inclu de police, fire, ambulance s & rescue sq uads, loc al
govern ment , pr ivate poli ce agenci es, hospitals, emergency
medi cal channe ls, news medi a, fo restry rad io serv ice, rail
roads. weather statio ns, radio com mon carriers, Al&T mob ile
teleph one, ut ilit y co mpanies, gene ral mobi le radi o se rv ice,
mar ine radio service, taxi cab compan ies , tow tr uck com
panies, trucking co mpan ies, bus iness repeaters, busines s
rad io (simplex) federal governm ent, fune ral dir ectors , vet
er ina rians, buses, airc raft, space satellites, amateur rad io,
broad cast ers and more. Fox frequency list ings fea ture call
l ~tt Pl cross refe renc.p as we ll as alnha be tica l list ing by

EI . fM licensee name, police codes and signals. These Fox direc-
Communications ect ron lcs, tories are $14.95 each plus$3.00 shippin9.State of Alaska-

h Id' ltd' t ib t f radio RL019·1 ; State of Arizona- RL025' 1; Balt imore. MD/Wash-t e wor s arges IS n u or 0 inqton, DG-RL024-1; Buffalo, NY/ Erie. PA-R LOO9.2;Chica-
scanners, introduces new lower prices go. IL-RL014 ·1; Cincinnati/ Dayton. OH- RLO06·2; Cleve

land. OH- RL017·1; Columbus. OH- RLOO3·2; Dallas/Ft.
to ce lebra te our 16th anniversary. Worth.TX-RL013'1 ; Denver/ ColoradoSprings.CG-RL027-

1; Detroit. MI/ Windsor, ON- RLOO8' 3; Fort Wayne. IN/Li ma,
NE ' U , Regenc'~ TS2 LA OH- RL001· l ; Hawaii/Guam- RL015·1; Houston. TX-

.... . '1T· RL023.1 ; Indianapolis.I N-RL022- 1; Kansas City. MO/ KS-
Allow 30 · 120 days for de li ve ry a fte r rec eipt o f RLOll.2 ; Long Island. NY- RL026·1; Los Angeles. CA-
o rd er due to th e high de ma nd for this p ro du c t. RL016·1; Louisville/L exington. KY- RL007-1; Milwaukee.

List pri ce $499.95/ CE price $3 1 9. 9 5 ;;'~o";'~~~~~~~~~L;/~L~~~;~~t~;i~~~~g~~~~~6~1~~I~~~City/
12 -Sand, 75 Channel. Crystalless • AC/DC Lawton. OK-RL005-2; Orlando/ Daytona Beach. FL-
Frequency range:29-54,118-175, 406-5 12.8 06-950 MHz. RL012-1; Pittsburgh. PN Wheeling. WV- RL029 -1; Roches-
The Reg en c y TS2 scanne r lets you mo nito r ter/Syracuse, NY- RL020·1; San Diego. CA- RL018-1;
M ilita ry, Space Sa te ll ites, Govern me nt, Railroad, Tampa/St. Petersburg, FL- RLOO4-2; Toledo, OH-RLO0 2·3.
Ju sti ce De partment, State Departm ent, Fish & Regional directories which cover police. fire ambulance &
Gam e, Immig rati on , Ma nne, Poli ce and Fire Dep art- rescue squads, local government. forestry, marine radio.
ments, Aeronautica l AM band, Par amedi cs, Am' mobile phone, aircraft and NOAA weather are available for

. h d f t h di f $19.95 each. aooot-t covers AL. AR. FL, GA. LA, MS, NC.
ate ur Radi O, plu s t ousan ~ 0 0 er ra 10 re- PR,SC,TN&VI. Roo02 .1 covers IL, IN. KY.MI,OH&W I. New
q ue nc ies most scanne rs ca n t pic k up . Th e Reg en cy editions are being added monthly. For an area not shown
TS2 feat ures new 40 c ha nnel pe r secon d Turbo - - above call Fox at 800'543 -7892 or In Ohio 800-621-2513.
Scan' so yo u wont miss any of th e ac tion. Mode l R ®HX1500 LA
TS1 -LA is a 3 5 c hanne l ve rs io n of thi s radi o w it ho ut egency •
th e 800 MH z. band and costs only $239.95. Li st p rice $3 69. 95/C E price $ 224.9 5

11-Sand, 55 Channel. Handheld/Portable
Search • Lockout . Priority. Sank Select
Sidelit liquid crystaldisplay . EAROM Mem or y
D i rect Chan nel A c c es s Featur e . Scan delay
Bands: 29-54, 118-136,1 44-174,406-420, 440-512 MHz.
Th e new han dh eld Reg en c y HX1500 scanne r is
full y keyboard p rog ra mmable for the ultimat e in
ve rsat i lity. Yo u ca n scan up to 55 c hanne ls at th e
sa me tim e inc lud ing th e AM a ircraft band . Th e LCD
di spl ay is eve n side lit fo r night use. Includes be lt
clip, flex ib le ante nna and earp ho ne . Oper at es on 8
1.2 Vo lt rech argeabl e Ni-ca d batteri es (no t inclu ded ).
Be s ure to or de r batteri es and battery c ha rge r fro m
th e accessory list in thi s a d.

Bearcat" 100XL·LA
Li st pri ce $3 49 .95/C E price $ 194.9 5/ S PEC IA L
9-Band, 16 Channal • Priority . Scan Delay
Sea rch • Lim i t • Hold • Lockout • AC/DC
Freq uency range: 30-50, 118-1 74, 406-512 MHz.
The world's f irst no-crystal handh eld scanner now has
a LCD channel display with backl ight for low light use
and aircraft band coverage at the same low pr ice. Size is
1%" x 7Vi ' x 2'/. :'

Includ ed in our low CE price is a sturdy carry ing cas e,
earphon e, batt ery charger/ AC adapter , six AA ni-cad
batteries and flexib le ante nna. Order your scanner now.

NEWl
Turbo Scan™
Scanners

CIRCLE 79 ON FR EE IN FOR MATION CARD
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ASK R -E 

NEEDS DC -TO -DC CONVERTER 
I have a 1939 Pontiac sedan in which 
I'd like to install a 12 -volt air con- 
ditioner, CB radio, and a stereo tape 
system. To use those 12 -volt accesso- 
ries, I need a 6 -volt to 12 -volt con- 
verter designed for a 30 -amp load. 
There are such converters available 
on the market, but they deliver hard- 
ly enough current to power a radio. 
How can I add the accessories and 
still retain the 6 -volt electrical sys- 
tem?-W. H., Venus, TX 

Why not use the approach that 
was used to operate 12 -volt radios 
and similar equipment in police, 
fire, and other emergency vehicles 
before 12 -volt electricl systems be- 
came the international standard? 
Install a separate 12 -volt electrical 
system: alternator, regulator, and 
battery. We'll bet the parts can be 
installed under the hood with 
room to spare. And everything can 
be purchased from a used -parts 
dealer. If you're not sure what 
you're doing, turn the job over to 
an experienced automotive elec- 
trician. 

TIMING LIGHT 
MODIFICATION 

I have a high -quality ignition timing 
light that must be connected directly 
to a sparkplug wire. How can I build 
an inductive pickup to trigger the 
light ? -H. A., Glen Mills, PA. 

Instruments that require a direct 
connection to the spark plug for 
triggering tend to be fairly simple. 
Figure 1 -a shows the circuit of a 

direct- trigger timing light. The 
strobe tubes used in timing lights, 
electronic photoflash units, and 
similar devices require several 
thousand volts for triggering. In 
the Fig. 1-a circuit, the trigger volt- 
age is taken from the car's ignition 
circuit by a direct connection to a 

spark plug. 

WRITE TO: 

ASK R -E 

Radio -Electronics 
500-B Bi -County Blvd. 
Farmingdale, NY 11735 

200 
TO 400 

300- 

RI 
1SK 
SW 

400v 

T2 
IN DVC rtVE 
PICKUP 

a 

STR olE. 
TUBE 

TO NVMB6RI 
SPARK PI-U(7 

Rj 
2.2K 

500 
4 o 0 V 

b 

TR1661R 
T0.ANifORMíR 

FIG. 1 

A circuit using an inductive pick- 
up is a bit more complex, as shown 
in Fig. 1 -b. There a trigger trans- 
former is used to develop the 
high -voltage pulse for triggering. 
The triggering circuit consists of 
T1, Cl, SCR1, inductive pickup coil 
T2, and the waveshaping compo- 
nents in the SCR's gate circuit. 

When the sparkplug fires, it in- 
duces a pulse in pickup coil T2 that 
triggers the SCR gate. The SCR 
fires and discharges C2 through 
the primary of T1. The secondary of 
T1 feeds a high -voltage pulse to the 
trigger electrode of the flash tube. 
That pulse causes the gas -usually 
neon or xenon -to ionize. The 
ionized gas provides a low- resis- 
tance path for Cl to discharge, 
thereby creating a brilliant flash of 
light. Resistor R1 limits current 
from the supply as the tube fires. 
When Cl is fully discharged, the 
strobe tube cuts off and returns to 
its "high- resistance" state. The 
current through R2 is not enough 
to sustain conduction through 

SCR1, so it cuts off and remains off 
until it is re- triggered by a gate 
pulse. 

110 -VOLT DEVICES ON 220? 
Can you tell me how to modify elec- 
tronic equipment (stereos, tape 
recorders, turntables, and CB's) that 
is designed for 117 -volt, 60 -Hz use so 
that it can operate on 220 -volt, 50- 
Hz lines ? -5. M., North Hollywood, 
CA. 

Most power transformers are 
rated for 50/60 Hz operation, so 
most can be used with either fre- 
quency. However, domestic audio 
gear uses motors designed for 60- 
Hz operation only and will there- 
fore run off -speed at 50 Hz. Some 
manufacturers may be able to sup- 
ply you with adapters or equip- 
ment modifications for 50 -Hz op- 
eration; contact them directly. 
Also, the transformer may run 
somewhat hotter, so make sure 
that there is ample ventilation. 

Power transformers with a 2:1 
continued on page 21 

WRITE TO:

ASK R-E
Radio-Electronics
500-B Bi-County Blvd.
Farmingdale, NY11735

b

FIG.l

110-VOLT DEVICES ON 220?
Can you tell me how to modify elec
tron ic equipment (stereos, tape
recorders, turntables, and CB's) that
isdesigned for 117-volt, 60-Hz useso
that it can operate on 220-volt, 50
Hz lines?-S. M., North Hollywood,
CA.

Most power transfo rmers are
rated for 50/60 Hz operat ion, so
most can be used with either fre
quency. However, domestic audio
gear uses motors designed for 60
Hz operation only and wi ll there
fore run off-speed at 50 Hz. Some
manufacturers may be able to sup
ply you with adapters or equip
ment modifications fo r 50-Hz op
eration ; contact them directly.
A lso, the transformer may run
somewhat hotter, so make sure
that there is amp le venti lation ,

Power transformers with a 2:1
continued on page 21

SCR1, so it cuts off and remains off
unti l it is re-t riggered by a gate
pulse.

R\
151<.
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+ 300-
RI CI 400v
510K 2-4.«\F CI
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400V .-

?W ~ooV 500V
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c.oz.
·041

R.~ iRl<:><:>ER
2.2K Tl>-AtJ$f'"Ot:!.l'\40R
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1:>1 C3 R3,"""1"( . 0 1S" "1ClJ\.

A circuit using an inductive pick
up is a bit more complex, as shown
in Fig. l -b . There a trigger trans 
forme r is used to deve lop the
hig h-voltage pu lse for triggering.
The triggering circuit consists of
Tl, Cl, SCR1 , inductive pickup coi l
T2, and the waveshaping compo
nents in the SCR's gate circu it.

When the sparkp lug fires, it in- .
duces a pulse in pickup coil T2 that
triggers the SCR gate . The SCR
fires and discharges C2 through
the pr ima ry ofTl . The secondary of
Tl feeds a high-voltage pulse to the
trigger electrode of the f lash tube .
That pulse causes the gas-usually
neon or xenon-to ion ize. The
ionized gas provides a low-resis
tance path for Cl to discharge ,
thereby creating a brilliant flash of
light. Resistor Rl l im it s current
from the supply as the tube fires .
When Cl is fu lly discharged, the
strobe tube cuts off and returns to
it s " h igh- resistan ce" state. The
current through R2 is not enough
to sustain conduction through

?loo
"'raoV

NEEDS DC-TO-DC CONVERTER
I have a1939 Pontiac sedan in which
I'd like to install a 12-volt air con
ditioner, CB radio, and a stereo tape
system. Tousethose 12-volt accesso
ries, I need a 6-volt to 12-volt con
verter -designed-for a-30-amp load.
There are such converters available
on the market, but they deliver hard
ly enough current to power a radio.
How can I add the accessories and
still retain the 6-volt electrical sys
tem?-W. H., Venus, TX

Why not use the approach t hat
was used to operate 12-volt radios
and simi lar equipment in po lice,
f ire, and other emergency vehicles
before 12-volt electricl systems be
came the international standard?
Install a separate 12-volt electrical
system: alternator, regulator, and
battery. We'll bet the parts can be
insta lled under the hoo d with
room to spare. And everything can
be purchased from a used-parts
dea ler. If you're not sure what
you're doing, turn the job over to
an experienced automotive elec
trician .

TIMING LIGHT
MODIFICATION

I have a high-quality ignition timing
light that must be connected directly
to a sparkplug wire. How can I build
an inductive pickup to trigger the
light?-H. A., Glen Mills, PA.

Instruments that require a direct
connection to the spark plug for
triggering tend to be fairly simple .
Figure l-a shows t he circu it of a
direct-trigger timing li g ht. The

t5 strobe tubes used in timing lights,
z electron ic photoflash units, and
~ sim i lar devices require several
(:) thousand volts for triggering. In
~ the Fig . l-a circuit, the trigger vo lt
w6 age is taken from the car's ignition
is circu it by a d irect connection to a
r? spark plug.
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Train at home for one 
of these 38 Career Opportunities 

GET A SPECIALIZED ASSOCIATE DEGREE OR CAREER DIPLOMA AT HOME IN SPARE TIME 

FIRST FOLD HERE i 
z 
Q 

w 
> 
o 

Send for free tacts and find out what career training in the field of 
your choice could do for you-no obligation to buy anything now or 
ever. Now at home in spare time. you can train for a new career even 
get your Specialized Associate Degree. to help you get a better job 
Find out everything you need to know about any one of these career 
programs -with no obligation to buy anything and no salesman will 
visit you Just check the one program that interests you most You will 
receive free facts. color brochure and information on employment 
opportunities in the field you choose. Send for free information today 
See how easy it is to train at home for a new career or advancement on 
your present job 

Get Your Degree at Home... 
Without Attending College 
Now a Specialized Associate 
Degree can be yours and you never 
have to set toot inside a college 
classroom' You learn at home. the 
hours you choose, without inter - 
rupting lob or social life You study 
the same subjects taught in major 
colleges and universities And if you 
have completed college classes . 
seminars. military or other training. 
we may be able to start you with 
advanced standing toward your 
degree International Correspon 
dente Schools is an accredited 
member of the National Home Study 
Council. Washington. D C Many CS 
graduates have gone on to out - 
standing careers as presidents of 
companies. industry leaders. famous 

scientists, etc Yet every one of them 
started by doing what you can do 
right now SENDING FOR INFOR- 
MATION 

Could a Career Diploma 
Change Your Lite' 
The 'acts show that specialized 
career training has helped thou- 
sands of people make more money. 
get better lobs. even start new 
careers And its not just the money 
alone, but the fun of working at a job 
you really like with people you 
really enjoy A Career Diploma could 
be your first step SEND FOR FREE 
FACTS NOW 

Open Book Exams 
Your ASB or AST Degree or Career 
Diploma is given Ior what you 
learn -not for what you memorize 
We send lessons and training mate- 
riais to your home You decide when 

NO POSTAGE NECESSARY when you 
mail this ENTIRE Postage -Paid ad 

I To Mail-Fold ad in following manner: 
1. Remove entire page- 3. Fold ge again on 

tear or cut on dotted line 2nd fold line. 
to left. 4. Tape or glue the 3 open 

2. Fold page in half on sides and drop in the z 
.- \.,, 1st fold line. mailbox today. J o 

Rush me free facts and full information on how I can study at home for the W 

career I have Chosen I understand I am under no obligation and no salesman - 
will visit Write the name of the course that interests you most in the box below 

> 
o 
2 
W 
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ASSOCIATE IN SPECIALIZED 
BUSINESS DEGREE PROGRAMS 

;anent 

í1.s rss ti'a,agemar 
wM OptrOn n Fnar><e 
Worms Managerren 
wN+opgn n Markerrc 

ASSOCIATE IN SPECIALIZED 
TECHNOLOGY DEGREE PROGRAMS 
Mecnan mai Eng neenng Techno ogy 
Cmt Eng neervlg Technology 
Electrical Engineering Tecnnoiogy 
E lectrones Tecrivogy 

CAREER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS 
Computer Pregramnwq 
4gb Sava 
Ceram') Gourmet Cooking 
Heckel Dental Office Ass.stant 
Mcrocamp es Repair 
Auto Mechem. 
Bookkaasmg 
Hotel Restaurant Managern- 
Draftng 
Velennary A&sstanl 
AC Agent 
Ag a 1onwtq 6 RNrypretgn 
Elactror .cs 
Secretary 
Ebctrra^ 

These 

Pace Sconces 
Art 
Small °WOWS Managerrerx 
IMAM( 
MOM* Forestry vallon 
Legal Secretary 

Dorset Methane& 
wng 

Gun Repair 
Molacy Rapaa 
Steyr/mg Mamas.; 
AMPS d Nuts 
TV VCR Row 
Chid 
l i at Dept. DEW 

rn 011ere() by CS and Nofth AmMcan Correspondence Schools 

Fill out completely 
The course I am interested in Is 

Name 

Address 

CityrStale Zip 

Phone I I 

rJ ..d+alu,/ .v Vabonal 

Age 

Apt. N __ 

idrnateml <rr.ti.r e.... 
Diploma 

,.L' _.,... 

you are ready to take each open 
book exam then mail it to your 
instructor Complete evaluations 
are returned with your score plus 
page references to look up 
answers to the questions you 
missed 
This method of open book' 
exams has proven so successful 
that its now being used by major 
colleges and universities all over 
the country 
An Ideal Way to Learn 
Our Graduates tell us they like 
home study because it S SO con- 
venient and easy to do You 
choose your own study hours go 
as fast or slow as you want You 
waste no time traveling to and 
from class You never have to miss 
a paycheck Yet skilled instructors 
are ready to help you whenever 
yOt. lsk 

FIRST FOLD HERE 

1111111111 

Train at home for one
of these 38 Career Opportunities

GET A SPECIALIZED ASSOCIATE DEGREE OR CAREER DIPLOMA AT HOME IN SPARE TIME

• FIRST FOLD HERE

you are ready to take each "open
book" exam...then mail it to your
instructor. Complete evaluations
are returned with your score plus
page ref er ences to lo ok up
answe rs to the quest ions you
missed.
This method of " open book"
exams has proven- so successful
that it's now being used by major
colleges and universities all over
the country.

An Ideal Way to Learn
Our Graduates tell us they like
home study because it's so con
ve nient and easy to do . You
choose your own study hours...go
as fast or slow as you want. You
was te no t ime trave ling to and
from class. You never have to miss
a paycheck. Yet skilled instructors
are ready to help you whenever
you ask.
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Send for free facts and find out what career training in the field of
your choice could do for you-no obligation to buy anything now or
ever. Now at home in spare t ime, you can tra in fo r a new caree r...eve n
ge t yo ur Specia lized Associate Degree .. .to help you get a better job .
Find o ut everyth ing you need to know about any on e of th ese ca reer
pro grams- w ith no obligation to buy anythi ng and no salesman wi ll
visit yo u. Just che ck the one prog ram th at int erest s you most. You w ill
rece ive fr ee facts, co lor bro chure and information on em ployment
op portu ni ties in the field you choose . Send for free inform ation tod ay .
See how easy it is to tra in at home fo r a new caree r or advance ment on
your pr esent jo b. scientists. etc. Yet everyone of them
Get Your Degree at Home... st arted by doing what you can do
Without Allending College right now...SENDING FOR INFOR-
Now a Spec ia li ze d Assoc iat e MATION!
Degree can be yours and you never Could a Career Diplom a
have to_set foo t inside a co llege _ Change Your Life?
classroom! You learn at home, the The facts show tha t specia li zed
hours you choose, wi thou t inte r- career training has helped thou -
rupting job or social life. You study sands of people make more money,
the same subjects taught in major get better jobs, eve n start new
colloqos and universities. And if you careers. And it's not just the money
have completed col lege classes, alone, but the fun ofworking at a job
seminars. mil itary or other training. you really Iike .. .with people you
we may be able to sta rt you wi th really enjoy. A Career Diploma could
advance d sta nding toward yo ur be you r first step. SEND FOR FREE
deg ree . International Corresp on- FACTS NOW.
dence Schools is an acc redi ted Open Book Exams
member of the Nationai Home Study Your ASS or AST Degree or Career
Council, Washington, D.C. Many ICS Diplom a is gi ven for what you
graduates have gon e on to out- learn- not for what you memorize.
standing careers...as presidents of We send lessons and training mate-
companies, industry leaders, famous rials to your home. You decide when

To Mail-Fold ad in following manner:
1. Remove entire page- 3. Fold page again on

tear or cut on dott ed line 2nd fold lin e.
to left . 4. Tape or glue the 3 open

2. Fold page in half on sides a nd drop in the
1st fold line. mailbox today.

CAREER DIPLOMA PROGRAMS - - - - - -
..Computer Prog ramming ..Police SCiences
• High School • Art
..Catering Gourmet Co okmg ..Smal l BUSiness Management
• Medical Dental Office ASSistant • Interior Decorating
..Microcomputer Repair ..W ildlife Forest ry Conse rvation
• Auto MechaniCS • Legal Secretary
• Bookkeeping • Diesel Mecharucs
..Hote l Restaurant Management ..Fashion Merchandismg
• Drafling • Gun Repair
..Veterinary ASSistant ..Motorcycle Rep air
• Travel Agent • Surveying & Mapping
..Air Conditioning & Refrigeration ..Fitness & Nutrition
• Electronics • TV VCR Repair
• Secretary • Child Day Care
• Electncian • Legal Assistant Oept DES47

These courses are oUered by ICS and North American Correspondence Schools.

Fill out completely:
The course I am interested in is
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I Rush me free fac ts and fu ll information on how I can study at home for the ~

I career I have chosen. I understand I am under no obligation and no salesman
will visit. Write the name of the course that interests you most in the box below.

I ASSOCIATE IN SPECIALIZED ASSOCIATE IN SPECIALIZED
BUSINESSDEGREE PROGRAMS TECHNOLOGY DEGREE PROGRAMSI .BUSiness Management • Mechanical Engineering Technology
• Accounting • Civil E.nglneering TechnologyI .BUSiness Manageme nt • Elec trical Engineering Technology

with option In Finance • Elec tronics TechnologyI .Business Management
W With option In Marketing
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TRI -MODE CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER PARTS 
We stock the exact parts, PC board and AC adaptor for Radio Electronics February 
1987 article on building your own TRI -MODE CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER. 

#301 PARTS PACKAGE $39.95 
Includes all the original resistors, capacitors, diodes, potentiometers, 
transistors, integrated circuits, LED's, Toko coil (E52OHN- 3000023) 
and Plessey SAW filter (SY323). 

#302 PC BOARD $12.95 
Original 5 X 8.8 etched & drilled silk- screen PC board used In article. 

#304 AC ADAPTOR $12.95 
Original (14 to 18 volt DC 200mä) AC adaptor used in article. 

SPECIALS Add $2.50 shipping Et handling - $4.50 for Canadian orders. 
We also offer quantity discounts on 5 or more units. 

BOTH #301 and #302 $49.00 

ALL THREE #301, #302, and #304 559.00 

FREE Reprint of Radio Electronics Article (February 1987) on building your own 
TRI -MODE CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER. 

60 CHANNEL Sc 60R CONVERTER 

CABLE CONVERTER $69.95 
WITH INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL 

At, 

Add 53.50 Shipping and Handling 
54.50 on Canadian Orders 

Thousands of these converters sold nationally for $119.9` 
We offer you this same type of converter for only $69.95 
All converters are NEW with Full manufacturer's WARRANTY 
FEATURES: 

Full 60 Channel Capability Cordless Infrared remote control 
Ultra - Stable Synthesized tuning Microprocessor controlled PLL 

i. orks on all TV models Specify channel 3 or channel 2 output 
Standard /HRC Switch for compatibility with all Cable Systems 
Will work with all types of external descramblers 

ORDER TOLL FREE j w 
1- 800-227-8529 

LCTROtIICS,UtIC. Inside MA: 61 7- 695 -8699 
VISA, MASTERCARD OR C.O.D. 

"Wm 
Not available to Massachusetts residents due to state law 

P.O . BOX 800 MANSFIELD, MA 02048 

CIRCLE 65 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

We stock the exact parts, PC board and AC adaptor fo r Radio Electronics February
1987 artic le on bu i lding your own TRI-MO DE CABL E TV DESCRA M BLER.

#301 PARTS PACKAGE . . . . . . . . . $39.95

Inclu des all the ori g inal resisto rs, capac itors, diodes, pot ent iometers,
trans istors, integrated c ircuits, LED's, Toko co i l (E520H N-3000023)

----and Plessey SAW-filter (SY323) .

#302 PC BOARD . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$12.95

Original 5 X 8.8 etched & drilled silk-screen PC board used in art icle.

#304 AC ADAPTOR . . . . . . . . . . . .$12.95

Origina l (14 to 18 volt DC @ 200ma) AC adaptor used in article.

SPECIALS
I

Add $2.50 sh ipping & handling - $4.50 for Canadian orders.
We also off er quant ity discounts on 5 or more units.

BOTH #301 and#302 .

ALLTHREE#301, #302, and #304

FREE Reprint of Radio Electronics Article (February 1987) on bu ilding your own
TRI-MODE CABLE TV DESCRAMBLER.

GO-CHANNEL

CABLE CONVERTER . . . . . . . . .
SC-GOR CONVERTER

.. . $69.95
WITH INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL

Add $ 3 .50 Sh ippi ng and Handl ing
$4 .50 on Canadi an Or ders

Th ousand s of th ese co nve rt ers so ld nat io na l ly fo r $ 119.95 .
W e offer you t his same ty pe of co nve rte r fo r only $69.95.
Al l co nverters are NEW, wi th Full manufacturer's WARRANTY.
FEATU RES:

• Full 60 Ch an nel Capab il ity • Cordless Infrared rem ot e co nt rol
• Ul tr a-S tabl e Synth esized tuning • Mic roprocessor co ntro lled PLL
• Works on all TV mode ls. Specify channel 3 or channel 2 output.
• St andard/H RC Sw itch for co mpatibil ity wi th all Cabl e Systems
• Wi ll work w ith all types of exte rna l descra mblers
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LETTERS 

DESCRAMBLING DIFFICULTIES 
First of all, I would like to thank 

you for being the best magazine of 
its kind available. 

I have been following descram- 
bling articles because it's gratify- 
ing to "outsmart" the manufac- 
turers in the cat -and -mouse game 
of program and channel encoding. 
The February 1987 issue came as a 

Godsend because my cable com- 
pany uses the Tri -mode system. 

I had no problem building the 
project, but it just doesn't work on 
my cable system. 

Although the circuit appears to 
be working correctly- because it 
works on a friend's system in an- 
other cable company's area -on 
my cable system the N/S LED stays 
lit on all scrambled channels, no 
matter what adjustments are made 
to R14 and L1. When I tune my con- 
verter to channel 3, I can get LED1 
and 2 to light at different times, but 
channel 3 is non -scrambled. 

A friend of mine asked an engi- 
neer from my cable company 
about the Radio -Electronics Tri- 
mode article. The engineer said 

ilYlNi 
Ti .V. 

LETTERS .4/O- E L E C rR O N/c. .i 
500-a a/ C o[rNl r aoucE VARO 
FARM/MGQILE, N Y /1735 

that they did, in fact, use a tri- 
mode system, but that the Radio - 
Electronics circuit won't work be- 
cause my cable system doesn't 
hide their sync information where 
your article says it is (65.75 MHz). 
Therefore, the descrambler won't 
work even though my cable sys- 
tem uses a tri -mode system and 
outputs on channel 3. 

My desperate question is: How 
can I figure out where the sync 
information is hidden, and can I 

modify the circuit or build a new 
one to work on their system? 

An A P Products^' 
brand 68 Pin Chip Carrier Test Clip 
Allows safe. convenient testing of Plastic 
Leaded Chip Garner (PLOC) style ICs 
All four sides of test clip open simultaneously 
for fast and easy attachment to PLOC being tested 
Stays securely clamped to PLCC until removed 
Helical compression springs and insulating 
contact combs ensure contact integrity 
during testing. 

Permits testing of ICs with as little as .200" 
row to row spacing between devices 
Probe access points are immediately visible 
for fast and safe individual lead testing 
Staggered contact rows on 100" centers 
facilitate probe attachment and help prevent 
accidental shorting of adjacent probes. 
Industry standard .025" square contact pins 
on the 100" centers easily accept single 
row female socket connectors. 

Available with tin plated leads and gold 
plated leads. 

For information contact a local authorized 
A P Products Prototype & Test Devices dis- 
tributor. For immediate response telephone 
800-321-9668 or (216) 354.2101 in Ohio. 

We Solve Problems. 

Associated Electronics /3M 

A P Products Prototype & Test Devices 
9325 Progress Parkway, PO. Box 540 
Mentor, Ohio 44060 CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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DESCRAMBLING DIFFICULTIES
First of all , I would like to thank

you for being the best magaz ine of
its kind availab le .

I have been following descram
bling-articles because ·it 's-grat ify
ing to "outsmart" the manu fac
turers in the cat-and -mouse game
of program and cha nnel encod ing.
The February 1987 issue came as a
Godsend because my cable com 
pany uses t he Tri-mode system.

I had no prob lem bui lding the
project, but it just doesn't work on
my cable system.

An A P Products?'
brand 68 Pin Chip Carrier Test Clip

• Allows safe, convenient testing of Plastic
Leaded ChipCarrier (PLCC) style ICs.

• All four sides of test clip open simultaneously
for fast and easyattachment to PLCCbeing tested.

• Stays securelyclamped to PLCC until removed.
• Helical compression springs and insulating

contact combs ensure contact integrity
duringtesting.

Associated Electronics/3M

A P Products Prototype & Test Devices
9325 Progress Parkway, P.O. Box 540
Mentor, Ohio 44060

Although th e circuit appears to
be working correctly-because it
works on a friend 's system in an
other cable company's area-on
my cable system the N/S LED stays
lit on all -scrambled channels, no
matter what adjustments are made
to R14 and L1 . When I tune my con
verter to channel 3, I can get LED1
and 2 to light at different t imes, but
channel 3 is non-scrambled .

A friend of mine asked an eng i
neer from my cable company
about the Radio-Electronics Tri
mode article. The engineer said

• Permits testing of ICs with as little as .200"
row to row spacing between devices.

• Probe access points are immediately visible
for fast and safe individual lead testing.

• Staggeredcontact rows on .1 00" centers
facilitate probe attachmentand help prevent
accidental shorting of adjacent probes.

• Industry standard .025" square contact pins
on the .100" centers easily accept single
row female socket connectors.

CIRCLE 76 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

that they did , in fact , use a tri 
mode system , but that the Radio
Electronics circuit wo n't work be
cause my cable system doesn't
hide their sync information w here
your art icl e says it is (65.75 MHz).
Therefore, the descrambler wo n't
work even t hough my cable sys
tem uses a tri-mode system and
outputs on channel 3.-

My desperate question is: How
can I f igure out where the sync
information is hidden , and can I
mod ify the ci rcu it or bui ld a new
one to work on their system?

• Available with tin plated leads and gold
plated leads.

For information contact a local authorized
A P Products Prototype & Test Devices dis
tributor. For immediate response telephone
800-321-9668 or (216) 354-2101 in Ohio.

We Solve Prob lems.
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Please do not use my name or 
city if you print this question. 
NAME AND ADDRESS WITHHELD 
We're looking into it. Stay tuned 
for more information.- Editor 

PC SERVICE 
I have made several printed -cir- 

cuit boards using the layouts in the 
PC- service section of Radio -Elec- 
tronics. The first attempts, using 
oiled paper, produced a poor im- 
age when using the photo pro- 
cess, with sunlight as the light 

source for making the exposure. 
I realized later that by buying 

3M's PCC overhead projection 
transparency material (available 
from most stationary stores), and 
putting it in an ordinary pho- 
tocopier, the layout could be cop- 
ied directly onto a clear sheet of 
plastic. That produced much bet- 
ter results in terms of time and im- 
age clarity. 

I have a question: Is the layout 
for the pulse descrambler that was 
missing in the January 1987 issue 

B &K- PRECISION SCOPE SAVINGS PLUS 
FREE COBRA RADAR DETECTOR! 

ONLY FROM JOSEPH ELECTRONICS 

Model 2120 

Sale $438 Reg. $470 
FREE COBRA RADAR DETECTOR 

tee- 

Moec 1570 A 

Sale $1308 Reg $1464 
FREE COBRA RADAR DEFECTOR 

2120 20MHZ DUAL - 
TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

PRICES 

Protessionai quo ti al o Dreaxtrrough prlq. r CRT with 'Vernal 
graticule. 2kV occeieroting voltage. 1 mV Wergllvfly; TV sync 
coupling H and V; add and subtract; X -Y operation; CH1 output; 
callbrotion source; selectable +/- slope; compact low profile 
design. Compk e w m probes. 

1570A 80MHz QUAD -TRACE 
OSCILLOSCOPE 
lmV sensitivity to full 80 MHz bOrWwldm 500 . . 

40 MHz; rectangular CRT with internal gro' _ . r 
illumination. 12 kV accelerating voltage V Mo . . 

signals unrelated In frequency. Mi mute time: 
delayed sweep. 20 MHz bondwldth limiter. V aeo sync sepa 
rotors. lighted pushbutton function switching. Two probes 
included 

2520 20MHz DIGITAL STORAGE 
ANALOG DUAL -TRACE SCOPE 
The tealures or ovgaal storage arc analog opera' 
In5lrument 20MHz real time ana storage Danl... ; 
megosample sec somplIng role egutvalent rme sampling 
output pre nigger, ..ace hCla e pars c s rel v n.,. ... 

Complele own probes 

NMI 2620 

Sale s1798 Reg. $1990 
+ FREE COMA RADAR DETECTOR 

FULL TWO YEAR FACTORY 
WARRANTY ON ALL fit, UKPRErS1oM SCOPES 

You fl 

tins 116 

poges or 

nmenaous 
(wow prbu 
on 25 leading 
instumenbnon 
lines In JOSEPH'S 

TEST EQUIPMENT 

CATALOG 

WRITE FOR YOUR 

FREE COPY TODAY. 

ADDITIONAL B &K- PRECISION SCOPES 
AT SALE PRICES 

PLUS FREE RADAR DETECTOR!!! 

100 MHz Model 1590A lee 1886.00 SALE 1698.00 
Gtt,D-MUw 6 Tatce. ran 111W me. wrtH PROBE 

20 MHz Model 1524 R767.00 SALE 688.00 
WL O- TRACE.e- CRT 1rnv SENS .V WITH PROBE:, 

BUY ANY B &K- PRECISION SCOPE ABOVE 
AND GET A $99.95 COBRA .-- 
TRAPSHOOTER RADAR DETECTOR FREE!!! Ij° I ' -r 
Sensitive supernetrodyne radar aetedor Compoc' S ze ¡ 

3' 1' . x 4' 'D Highway City Sw cn Alarm Signor 
Indicator No False- Circuitry Deluxe Mounting Bracket a C)E,r 
for Visor or Dosn T; APstrooT; 
Free radar detector offer voile only on scopes featured at pnces shown 

HURRY! QUANTITIES LIMITED AT ABOVE SALE PRICES! SINCE 1947 

usaph 
alaoltronios 
8830 N. Milwaukee 

ORDER TOLL -FREE 1 -800- 323 -5925 
IN ILLINOIS: 312 -297 -4200 

Order Handling Charges 
Value $0 999 $10002499 $2500 UP 
Add $1000 $1500 $2000 Niles IL 60648 
VISA MASTERCARD DISCOVER Phone Orders Welcomed' 
Open Account to Rated Companies llnrsO s Residents Acid r. Tax 

going to be presented in a future 
issue? 
BRIAN FENTIMAN 
Nelson, BC Canada 
The layout appeared with the next 
part of the article. See PC Service 
in the March 1987 issue.- Editor 

SUPPLIER WANTED 
Help! Help! 
I have been building audio cir- 

cuits from your magazine's plans 
for many years. Often, I buy just 
the printed- circuit boards, stuff- 
ing them with high -quality low -tol- 
erance parts, and then designing 
my own cabinet and panel layouts. 

My problem is that I cannot find 
a supplier for precision sealed - 
type potentiometers. I have tried 
all of the suppliers in my area, and 
have written to many of the ones 
listed in your magazine. Can you 
help me find a supplier, or a man- 
ufacturer, who will sell me those 
parts in small quantities? (The type 
of pots that I'm looking for appear 
frequently in ads for Adcom and 
Bryston preamps in audio maga- 
zines.) Thank you very much for 
your help. 
JOHN CARROLL 
PO Box 67, 
Haverford, PA 19041 

ON PATENT APPLICATIONS 
As a strong advocate of doing 

patent work yourself, I commend 
the article, "How to Apply for a 
patent" in the January 1987 Radio - 
Electronics. However, it contains 
some serious errors. 

First, the article states that "ap- 
plying for a patent is a relatively 
simple task." Nothing could be far- 
ther from the truth: The courts 
have repeatedly stated that a pat- 
ent application is one of the most 
complex, demanding documents 
that we can prepare. It takes a lot 
of time and care if the job is to be 
done correctly. 

Second, be advised that the cor- 
rect Zip Code of the Copyright Of- 
fice is 20559, not 20540. 

Third, the article implies that 
patents are arranged in the Patent 
Depository Libraries by numerical 
order only. However, in the Sun- 
nyvale, CA Patent Desposit Library, 
patents are also classified by sub- 
ject matter. Also, the article 

continued on page 20 

SUPPLIER WANTED
Help ! Help!
I have bee n bui ldi ng audio ci r

cuits f rom your magazin e's plans
for many years. Often, I buy ju st
t he prin ted-circui t boa rds, stuff
ing them w ith high-quality low-tol
erance parts, and then designing
my ow n cabinet and panel layouts.

My problem is that I cannot find
a supp lie r fo r preci sion seale d
type pot entiometers. I have tried
all of the suppliers in my area, and
have w ritten to many of th e ones
li sted in yo ur magazine. Can you
help me fi nd a supplie r, o r a man
ufactu rer, w ho wi ll sell me th ose
parts in small qu ant iti es?(The type
of pots th at I'm lookin g for appear
frequ ently in ads for Adcom and
Bryston preamp s in audio maga
zines.) Thank yo u very mu ch fo r
yo ur help.
JOHN CARRO LL
PO Box 67,
Haverford, PA 19041

ON PATENT APPLICATIONS
As a strong advocate of doing

patent work yourself, I commend
th e art icle, "H ow to Apply for a
patent" in th e January 1987 Radio
Electronics" However, it contain s
some serio us erro rs.

First , the art icl e states that "ap
pl ying for a patent is a relatively
simple task ." Nothing could be far
th er f ro m t he t ruth: The co u rts
have repeatedl y stated that a pat
ent app licat io n is one of th e most
complex, demanding docum ents
that we can prepare. It tak es a lot
of t ime and care if the job is to be
don e co rrect ly.

Second, be advised that the co r
rect Zip Code of the Copyright Of
f ice is 20559, not 20540.

Th i rd , t he article implies t hat
pate nts are arranged in the Patent
Depository Libraries by numerical
orde r only. However, in the Sun
nyvale, CA Patent Desposit Library,
pate nts are also classified by sub 
j ect m att e r. A lso, t he art ic le
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Nelson , BC Canada
The layout appeared with the next
part of the article. See PC Service
in the Ma rch 1987 issue.-Edito r
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source fo r makin g the expos ure.
I realiz ed later that by buyi ng

3M's PCC ove rhe ad p roj ect ion
t ranspa rency material (avai lab le
from mo st stat io nary sto res), and
pu ttin g it in an o rd inary ph o
tocopier, th e layou t co uld be cop
ied directly onto a clear sheet of
pl asti c. That produced mu ch bet
ter result s in term s of time and im
age clarity.

I have a qu estion : Is th e layou t
fo r th e pulse descrambl er that was
mi ssing in the Janu ary 1987 issue

The featu res of digital storoge and analog operation in one
instrument. 20MHz real time and storage bandwidth; 2
megasomple/sec sampling rate; equivalent time sampling; plot
output; pre-trigger; trace hold; expansion of stored waveform.
Completewith probes.

2520 20MHz DIGITAL STORAGE/
ANALOG DUAL-TRACE SCOPE

ADDITIONAL B&K·PRECISION SCOPES
AT SALE PRICES

PLUS FREE RADAR DETECTOR!!!

2120 20MHz DUAL
TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE
Professional quality ata breakthrough price. 6" CRT withinternal
graticule. 2kV acceleroting voltage. 1mV sensitivity; TV sync
coupling Hand V; odd and SUbtract; X-Voperation; CH1 output;
calibration source; selectable +/- slope; compact low profile
design. Complete withprobes.

1570A 80MHz QUAD-TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE
1mV sensitivity to full 80 MHz bandwidth. 500 V sensitivity to
40 MHz; rectangular CRT with internal graticule and scale
illumination. 12 kV accelerating voltage V Mode displays four
signals unrelated in frequency. Alternate timebase/calibrated
delayed sweep. 20 MHz bandwidth limiter. Video sync sepa
rators. lighted pushbutton function switching. Two probes
inclUded.

Model 2520

Sale$1798 Reg. $1990
+ FREE COBRA RADAR DETECTOR

Model 2120

Sale$438 Reg. $470
+ FREE COBRA RADAR DETECTOR

Mt:i i!iii ModeI1570 A

Sale$1308 Reg, $1464
+ FREE COBRA RADAR DETECTOR

100MHz Model 1590A Rell. 1886.00 SALE 1698.00
FULL TWO YEAR FACTORY QUAO-INPUT, 8 TRACE, 6" CRT, 1mVSf NS.. WITHPROBES

WARRANTY ON ALL 20 MHz Model1524 Rell.767 .00 SALE 688.00
~ BKPRECISION SCOPES DUAL-TRACE, 6" CRT, 1mVSENS., VMODE, WITH PROBES

BUY ANY B&K-PRECISION SCOPE ABOVE
AND GET A $99.95 COBRA
TRAPSHOOTER RADAR DETECTOR FREE!!!
sensitivesuperhetrodyneradar detector. Compact Size
3Vs" x 1W' x 4Vs"D. Highway/CitySwitch. Alanm Signal
Indicator. "No Folse" Circuitry. Deluxe Mounting Brocket ~c::9bra.
forVisor orDash. TrIN"SHOOJii';J

Free radar detector ollervalid onlyonscopes featured at pllces shown.--

PC SERVICE
I have mad e several printed-cir

cuit boards usin g th e layouts in th e
PC-service sect io n of Radio-Elec
tronics. The first atte mpts, using
o iled paper, produ ced a poor im
age w he n usin g th e ph oto p ro
cess , wi th sun lig ht as t he li ght

Please do not use my name or
city if you print th is qu esti on .
NAME AND ADDRESS WI THH ELD
We're looking in to it. Stay tuned
fo r more informatio n.- Ed ito r
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Increase your knowledge about all aspects of electronics 
An absolutely no -risk guarantee. 

8elect 5 Books for only 3 T5- vatóes 

$125.75_ 

and get a Free Gift! 
Build a Benr, 

Muck 
Slnlhesiicr 

2797 124.66 2766 $17.95 

READING 
SCHEMATICS 

1' 4 

1539 $14.95 

VI 

I 

COOKBOOK 

--- - 
1199P 916.95 

CI3.r'1, " ".' 
TES1 Flt ' 

17 /RMl1GLL 
IC PROJECTS 
Wm; CM Kip 

2645 116 95 

1909P 914.95 

MORO 

1777P $11.95 

TPANSDUCER! 

1992 914.95 

1165P 117.15 
,_--______ 

1163 124.15 

einnentu7 
Electricity 
Electronics 

1123P 99.95 2753 923.15 

2955 $17.95 

t 3 /71f/N6 

CABLE 

DESIGNER S 

NANDBOOK 

1503P 915.66 

IIIlTI91l1 1 
MN.ROp}qKIM 

4llR111 PR!Nlt,l` 

1957 131.96 

r r ''w,aD 
ELECTRONIC 

PROJECTS 

COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER 

2760 $11.95 

2720 937.50 1999 921.95 1977P 911.95 
Counts s 2 

r 1947 ELECTRONIC$ 0OCK CLUB. slur R09 &/.,.172 PA 17214 
Al boars w hardcover saloons urines nu.bMn w lebMd by a P to, 

PRINCIPLES 

PRACTICE 

I 1PE5ANCE 

2725 $21.95 

DESIGNING 

PORTABLE 

COMPUTERIZED 

INSTRUMENTS 
I -- 

,.s 

SHd TEZ fE 
LISTENER'S 
IlAro,pöl:- 

2655P $16 95 1793 614.95 

2710 127.15 2676 122.96 
Counts as 2 

1532P $14.95 

ELECTRONIC 

1625 324 95 

TIE MAIM' 
MA 

IC CIRCUITS ( Of 

1370 926 95 

Gat. Yy . V. gf S.cv. 

Membership Benefits Big Savings. In addition to this introductory 
offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the 
publishers' prices Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for 
our Bonus Book Plan. with savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices Club 
News Bulletins. 14 times per year you will receive the Book Club News. descnb- 
ng all the current selections -mans. alternates. extras -plus bonus offers and 
special sales, with hundreds of titles to choose from Automatic Order. If you 
want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically II 

you prefer another selection, or no book at all. simply indicate your choice on the 
reply form provided Ironclad No -Risk Guarantee. If not satisfied with your 
books, return them within 10 days without obligation! Exceptional Quality. All 
books are quality publishers' editions especially selected by our Editorial Board. 

FLEE when you 

A Handy, Pocket -Sized 
Resistor and Inductor 
Color Code Calculator RR sITOR COLOR C006 

ELECTRON ES BOOK CHUE 
P.O. Box 10, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214 

Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5 

volumes circled below. plus my FREE Resistor & Inductor Color Code Calculator 
billing me 53.95 plus shipping and handling charges If not satisfied. I may return 
the books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled 
I agree to purchase at least 3 books at regular Club prices (plus shipping/han- 
dling) during the next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter 

1123P 1199P 

1793 1909P 

2655P 2665 

Name 

1370 1503P 1532P 1536 1625 1663 1665P 1777P 

1957 1965 1977P 1992 1996P 1999 2625 2645 

2675 2707 2710 2720 2725 2753 2755 279 

Address 

City 

State /Zip Phone 

Yatro for new members only Foreign app.cants w.9 rsc,rv, ordering instructions Canada musi 
rems .n U S currency 75.1 order subject to acceptant, by the Electronics Book Club 
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Increase your knowled()e about all aspects of eleclronics
An absolutely no-risk guarantee.

Select 5 Books for only $395

and 8et a free Gift!
~OO e'~values 1 ~

$~ J

1777P

2645

2790

1625 $24.95

1370 $26.95

Phone _

1532P $14 .95

2655P $16 .95

2675 $22 .95

2725 $21.95

27 10 $27.95
Counts as 2

Membership Benefits • Big Savings . In addition to this introductory
offer, you keep saving substantially with members' prices of up to 50% off the
publishers' prices. • Bonus Books. Starting immediately, you will be eligible for
our Bonus Book Plan, with savings of up to 80% off publishers' prices. • Club
News Bullet ins. 14times per year you will receive the Book Club News, describ
ing all the current selections-mains, alternates, extras- plus bonus offers and
special sales, with hundreds of titles to choose from. • Automatic Order. If you
want the Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If
you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your choice on the
reply form provided. • Ironclad No-Risk Guarantee. If not satisfied with your
books, return them within 10 days without obligation! • Excepti onal Quali ty . All
books are quality publishers' editions especially selected by our Editorial Board.

(Publish er 's Prices Shown)

fREE when youjoin
A Handy, Pocket-Sized
Resistor and Inductor
Color Code Calculator

Name

Address

City

State/Zip

~~~~~l~~,~~I~~~~eO~~~~~A 17214
Please accept my membership in the Electronics Book Club and send the 5
volumes circled below, plus my FREE Resistor & Inductor Color Code Calculator,
billing me $3.95 plus shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return
the books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. >

I agree to purchase at least 3 books at regular Club prices (plus shipping/han
dling) during the next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.
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CIE MAKES THE 
WORLD OF 

ELECTRONICS 
YOURS. 

oday's world is the world of electronics. 
To be part of it, you need the right kind of 

training, the kind you get from Cleveland 
Institute of Electronics, the kind that can take you 
to a fast growing career in business, aerospace, 
medicine, science, government, communica- 
tions, and more. 

Specialized training. 
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE. 
We're the leader in teaching electronics through 
independent study, we teach only electronics and 
we've been doing it for over 50 years. You can put 
that experience to work for you just like more than 
25,000 CIE students are currently doing all 
around the world. 

Practical training. 
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® lessons are designed to take 
you step -by -step, principle -by- principle. You also 
get valuable hands -on experience at every stage 
with sophisticated electronics tools CIE -designed 
for teaching. Our 4K RAM Microprocessor 
Training Laboratory, for example, trains you 
to work with a broad range of computers in a 
way that working with a single, stock computer 
simply can't. 

Personalized training. 
You learn best with flexible training, so we let you 
choose from a broad range of courses. You start 

with what you know, a little or a lot, and you go 
wherever you want, as far as you want. With CIE, 
you can even earn your Associate in Applied 
Science Degree in Electronics Engineering 
Technology. Of course, you set your own pace, 
and, if you ever have questions or problems, our 
instructors are only a toll -free phone call away. 

The first step is yours. 
to find out more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if 
you prefer, call toll -free 1- 800 -321 -2155 (in Ohio, 
1- 800 -523- 9109). We'll send a copy of CIE's 
school catalog and a complete package of enroll- 
ment information. For your convenience, we'll 
try to have a representative contact you to answer 
your questions. 

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
17761...t 17th St .Clc.clanol.(Mri44UFf 

YES! I want to get stand. Send me my CIE school catalog including 
details about the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in: 
P. computer repair C television/high fidelity service 
(: telecommunications L1 medical electronics 

robotics/automation 7 broadcast engineering 
other 

Print Name 

Mdrc.. Apo 

Ce) State lip 

Age Area Coda Phone No. 

Check box for G.I. Bulletin on Educational Benefits AR E60 
C Veteran Active Duty MAIL TODAY! 
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CIEMAKES THE
ORLDOf

ELECTRONICS
. YOURS.

City State Z ip _

Print Name _

Age _ _ AreaCode/Phon e No. _

Check box for G.!. Bulletin on Educational Benefits ARE-60
D Veteran D Active Duty MAILTODAY!
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Apt. _Address _

C IE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th St. . Cleveland . Ohio 44114

YES! I want to get started. Send me my CIE school cata log including
details about the Associate Degree Program. I am most interested in:
D computer repair D television /high fidelity service
D telecommunications D medical electronics
D robotics /automation D broadcast engineering

D other _

with what youknow, a little or a lot, and yougo
whereveryouwant, as far as youwant. WithCIE,
you can evenearn your Associatein Applied
ScienceDegree in Electronics Engineering
Technology. Of course, youset yourownpace,
and, ifyou everhave questionsor problems, our
instructors are only a toll-freephone call away.

The first step ;s yours.
Tofindout more, mail in the coupon below. Or, if
youprefer, call toll-free1-800-321-2155 (in Ohio,
1-800-523-9109). We'll send a copyof CIE's
schoolcatalogand a completepackageofenroll
ment information. For your convenience, we'll
try to havea representative contact youto answer
yourquestions.

I oday'sworld is the worldofelectronics.
Tobe part of it, youneedthe right kind of

training, the kind youget from Cleveland
Instituteof Electronics, the kind that can takeyou
to a fastgrowingcareer in business, aerospace,
medicine, science, government,communica
tions, and more.

Specialized training.
You learn best from a specialist, and that's CIE.
We'rethe leader in teachingelectronics through
independentstudy, weteach only electronicsand
we'vebeen doing it for over50 years. You can put
that experience to work foryoujust like more than
25,000 CIE studentsare currently doing all
around the world.

Practical training.
You learn best with practical training, so CIE's
Auto-Programmed" lessonsare designedto take
youstep-by-step, principle-by-principle. You also
getvaluablehands-on experienceat every stage
with sophisticatedelectronics toolsCIE-designed
for teaching. Our 4K RAM Microprocessor
TrainingLaboratory, for example, trains you
to workwith a broad rangeof computers in a
way that working with a single, stockcomputer
simplycan't.

Personalized training.
You learn best with flexibletraining, so we let you
choose from a broad rangeofcourses. You start
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LETTERS 

continued from page 14 

doesn't mention that computer 
searching is now widely available; 
the system allows inventions to be 
searched back for about 10 years 
by key words, rendering the pat- 
ent- classification system partly ir- 
relevant. 

Fourth, the article mentions that 
in addition to design, plant, and 

utility patents, there are "materials 
patents" and "structure patents." 
Despite over twenty -five years ex- 
perience as a patent examiner and 
as a patent lawyer, I have never 
heard of "materials" or "structure" 
patents. Utility patents can be 
used to protect five statutory class- 
es of inventions: compositions, ar- 
ticles, machines, processes, and 
new uses. 

Fifth, the sample claims to the 
circuit shown are highly improper 
and would be instantly rejected by 

CABLE TV * SPECIALS 

CONVERTERS 

JERROLD: JRX -3 DIC -36 Channel Corded Remote '149." 
JSX -3 DIC -36 Channel Set Top '129." 
SB -3 -'The Real Thing' '119." 

599.99 SB -3A -4 port 

ZENITH: Z -TAC Cable Add -On 

VIEW STAR: EVSC- 2010 -60 Channel Wireless - 
with Parental Lockout 

EVSC -2010 A -B -Same as above wi 
A -B Switch 

OAK: 

'199." 

' 99. 
th 

'109." 
View Star 2501 -60 Channel Wireless 

with Volume '119." 

MISCELLANEOUS 

N -12 Mini -Code 89." 
N -12 Mini -Code Vari -Sync '109." 
N -12 Minl -Code Vari -Sync Plus Auto On -Oft '165." 

JERROLD: 400 & 450 Handheld Transmitters 

HAMLIN: 

NEW ITEMS: 

OAK: 

MLD-1200 

' 29." 

Rlpco Taps Copy Stabilizer $149.te 

Scientific Atlanta Call for Price 

E -13 Mini -Code Substitute 

E -13 Mini -Code W Vari -Syn 

s 79,95 

s 89.95 

ALL UNITS GUARANTEED. QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE. 

UNITED ELECTRONIC SUPPLY 
P.O. BOX 1206 ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60121 312 -697 -0600 
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any examiner. Claim 1 would be 
rejected as "incomplete" because 
it's simply a list of parts without the 
necessary interconnections. 
Claims 2 and 3 would be rejected 
as "functional," because they tell 
what the invention does, rather 
than what it is. 

Sixth, the article states that ten 
claims may be submitted in a pat- 
ent application. Untrue; twenty 
claims, including three indepen- 
dent claims, may be submitted for 
the $170 filing fee. 

Seventh, the fees given are 
wrong. The filing fee is now $170 
(not $150); the issue fee is now 
$280 (not $250); and the mainte- 
nance fees are now $225, $445, and 
$670 (rather than $200 each). Also, 
the article fails to note that to be 
entitled to pay those "small entity" 
fees, the applicant must submit a 

"Small Entity Declaration" when 
the application is filed; otherwise, 
an applicant would have to pay 
double the above fees. 

Last, but not least, the article 
recommends my book, Patent It 
Yourself, but the 1979 McGraw -Hill 
version listed is now out of print. 
Patent It Yourself, in a totally re- 
vised and tripled -in -size version is 
currently published by Nolo Press, 
Berkeley, CA; if not available lo- 
cally, call 800 -992 -6656 (800- 
445 -6656 in CA). 
DAVID PRESSMAN, 
Patent Lawyer, 
San Francisco, CA 

REVERSING MOTORS 
I have some easy hints for C.S of 

Ft. Worth, TX, who wanted to re- 
verse a small AC motor. (See "Ask 
R -E" in the Feb. 1987 issue of Radio- 
Electronics.-Editor) 

The type of motor that he proba- 
bly has is an induction motor, 
made with "shaded poles" in the 
stator. Those are heavy- copper 
"shorted turns" embedded in the 
pole -pieces. The shorted turns 
produce a "lagging" magnetic af- 
fect, causing the induced current 
in the armature to produce mag- 
netic effects that result in its "rota- 
tion" in a certain direction. You 
might say that a "rotating magnetic 
field" was set up in the stators. 

A fan -motor of that type has a 

shaft sticking out one end -bell, the 
other end -bell is closed. All that 

continued on page 22 
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LETTERS any examiner. Claim 1 wou ld be
rejected as " inco mplete" because
it 's simply a list of parts without the
necessary interconnections .
Claims 2 and 3 would be rejected
as "functional," because they tel l
what the invention does, rather
than what it is.

Sixth , the article states that te n
claims may be subm itted in a pat
ent app lication . Untrue; twe nty
claims, inclu d ing th ree indepen
dent claims, may be submitted for
the $170 filing fee.

Seve nth, the fees g ive n are
wrong . The filing fee is now $170
(not $150); the issue fee is now
$280 (not $250); and the mainte
nance fees are now $225, $445,and
$670 (rather than $200 each). Also,
the article fails to note that to be
entitled to pay those "small entity"
fees, the applicant must sub mi t a
"Small Entity Declaration" w he n
the application is filed; otherwise,
an applicant would have to pay
double the above fees . .

Last, but not least, t he arti cle
recommends my book, Patent It
Yourseli, but t he 1979M cGraw-Hili
vers ion listed is now out of pr int.
Patent It Yourse lt, in a tota lly re
vised and tripled-in-size version is
current ly pub lished by Nol o Press,
Berkeley, CA; if not available lo
cally, call 800-992 -6656 (800
445-6656 in CA).
DAVID PRESSMAN,
Patent Lawyer,
San Francisco, CA
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utility patents, there are "materials
patents" and "structure patents."
Desp ite over twenty-five years ex
perience as a patent examiner and
as a patent lawyer, I have never
heard of "materials" or "structure"
patents . Utility patents can be
used to protect five statutory class
es of invent ions: compositions, ar
t icles, mac hines, processes, and
new uses.

Fifth, the samp le cla ims to the
circ uit shown are hi ghly improper
and wo uld be instantl y rejected by
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MISCELLANEOUS
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OAK: E-13 Mini-Code Substitute $ 79.95

E-13 Mini-Code WlVari-Syn , $ 89.95
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UNITED ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
P.o. BOX 1206 • ELGIN, ILLINOIS 60121 • 312-697-0600

REVERSING MOTORS
I have some easy hints for C.S of

Ft. Worth, TX, who wanted to re
verse a small AC motor. (See "Ask
R-E" in the Feb. 1987issue of Radio
Electronics.-Editor)

The type of motor that he proba
b ly has is an induction motor,
made with "shaded poles" in the
stator. Those are heavy-copper
"shorted turns" embedded in t he
po le-pieces . The shorted t urns
prod uce a " lagging" magneti c af
fect, causing the induced current
in the armature to produce mag
netic effects that result in its "rota
tion" in a certain direction . You
might say that a "rotating magnetic
field" was set up in the stators .

A fan-motor of that type has a
shaft sticking out one end-bell.the
other end-bell is closed . All that

continued on page 22
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ASK -R -E 

continued from page 10 

step -down ratio are usually used 
on foreign equipment brought to 
this country, and, by hooking 
them up backwards, to power 117 - 

volt equipment in areas where 220 - 
volt, 50 -Hz is standard. One 
source of converter transformers 
is Signal Transformer Co., 500 Bay - 
view Ave., Inwood, NY 11696. Ask 
for data on their M4L -2 line of 
power transformers. 

WHAT'S A GATE -TURNOFF 
RECTIFIER? 

While browsing through a stack of 
old magazines, I came across an arti- 
cle in the August 1964 issue of 
Electronics World on gate -turnoff 
controlled rectifiers. The article in- 
cluded a circuit (shown in Fig. 2) to 
demonstrate use of the device. 
Where can I obtain additional infor- 
mation on the device ? -S. W. W., 
Pinehurst, GA. 

Gate turn -off switches, called 
GTO's, are SCR's that can be 
turned on as well as off by an ap- 

FIG. 2 

propriate gate signal. The turn -off 
feature makes the devices par- 
ticularly useful in DC circuits. 

For information on GTO's write 
to Motorola, P.O. Box 20912, Phoe- 
nix, AZ 85036. Ask for data sheets 
and application notes on the 
MGT01000 series of devices. Also, 
write to Amperex Electronics 
Corp., Slatersville, RI 02876 and re- 
quest copies of Technical Publica- 
tion 004 (Basic GTO Drive Circuits) 
and 005 (Understanding GTO Data 
as an Aid to Circuit Design). R -E 

Now test and restore every CRT on the 
market ... without ever buying 

another adaptor socket or coming up 
embarrassingly short in front of your 

customer ... or your money back 

with the new improved CR70 "BEAM BUILDER "TM 

Universal CRT Tester and Restorer 
Patented $995 

Have you ever? 
Thrown away a good TV CRT, data display CRT, or scope CRT that 
could have been used for another two or three years because you had no 
way to test or restore it? 

Lost valuable customers because you advised them that they needed 
a new CRT when another technician came along and restored the CRT 
for them? 

Lost the profitable extra $35 or more that you could have gotten for 
restoring a CRT while on the job and locked in the profitable CRT sale later? 

Avoided handling profitable trade -ins or rentals because you were 
afraid you'd have to replace the picture tube when you could have restored 
it? 

Had a real need to test a CRT on the job, but didn't have the right 
adaptor socket or setup information in your setup book? 

If any of these things have happened to you, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 
1- 800 -843 -3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo. 

"BEAM BUILDER" is trademark of Sencore, Inc, 

Call Today Wats Free 1- 800 -843.3338 

C) F=1 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls. SD 57107 
605- 339 -0100 In SD Only 

innovatively designed 
with your time in mind. 
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innouatiuely designed
with your time in mind.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338

SENCOAE
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605-339-0100 In SD Only

Now test and restore every CRT on the
market ... without ever buying

another adaptor socket or coming up
embarrassingly short in front ofyour

customer ... or your money back

"BEAM BUILDER" is a trademark of Sencore, Inc .

with the new improved CR70 "BEAM BUILDER"TM
Universal CRT Tester and Restorer

Patented $995

Have you ever?

Thrown away a good TV CRT, data display CRT, or scope CRT that
could have been used for another two or three years because you had no
way to test or restore it?

Lost valuable customers because you advised them that they needed
a new CRT when another technician came along and restored the CRT
for them?

Lost the profitable extra $35 or more that you could have gotten for
restoring a CRT while on the job and locked in the profitable CRT sale later?

Avoided handling profitable trade-ins or rentals because you were
afraid you'd have to replace the picture tube when you could have restored
it?

Had a real need to test a CRT on the job, but didn't have the right
adaptor socket or setup information in your setup book?

If any of these things have happened to you, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE,
1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

FIG. 2

WHAT'S A GATE-TURNOFF
RECTIFIER?

While browsing th rough a stack of
old magaz ines, I ca me across an arti
cle in- the August-1964- issue of
Electronics World on gate-turnoff
controlled rectifiers. The article in
cluded a circu it (shown in Fig. 2) to
demo nst ra te use of the dev ice.
Where can I obtain additional infor
mation on the dev ice?-S. W. W.,
Pinehu rst, GA. :

Gate turn-off sw itches , called
GTO's, are SCR's that can be
tu rned on as we l l as off by an ap-

propriate gate signal. The turn -off
feature makes the devices par
ticu larly useful in DC circuits.

For information on GTO's write
to Motorola, P.O. Box 20912, Phoe
nix, AZ 85036. Ask for data sheets
and application notes on the
MGT01000 series of devices. Also,
write to Amperex Electronics
Co rp., Slatersvi lle, RI 02876and re
quest cop ies of Technical Publica
tion 004 (Basic eTO Drive Circuits)
and 005 (Understanding GTO Data
as an Aid to Circuit Design ). R-E

step-down ratio are usual ly used
on fore ign equipment brought to
this country, and, by hooking
them up backwards, to power 117
volt equipment in areas w here 220
vo lt, 50 -Hz is standard . One
source of converter tra nsformers
is Signal Transformer Co ., 500 Bay
view Ave., Inwood , NY 11696. Ask
for data o n t he ir M4L-2 line of
power transformers.

co ntinued from page 10
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t nnnnurd from page 20 

has to be done to reverse the di- 
rection is to disassemble the 
motor (Llon't disconnect any 
wires), swap the end -bells around, 
and turn the armature end -for -end 
so that the shaft that stuck out on 
the left now sticks out on the right. 
What is effectively done here is 
that the stator is flipf. ed 1800; its 

magnetic field now rotates in the 
opposite direction with respect to 
the armature, causing it to rotate in 
the opposite direction from what it 
did originally. 
GARDINER E. WYMAN 
Malden, IL 

THE WETNESS ALARM 
"How to Apply for a Patent," in 

the January 1987 issue of Radio - 
Electronics, was a very informative 
article. 

In the sample patent applica- 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES! 

iazia4 
! ,,1_ 

Ara .',J 
20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$349 MO-1281 

TWO 
100 MHZ 
SWITCHABLE 
PROBES 
INCLUDED 

, - 

35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 

$498 M0.1252 

Top quality seops at a very reasonable price. Contains all th desirable features El.nco's 2 year guarantee 
assure* you of COnt:n:rnus servlc. Two Ix. 1Ox probes. diagrams and manual included. Wnte for specifications. 

MULTI METER with 
CAPACITANCE and 

transistor tester 

: 
* 

Model 
CM-1500 

Reads Volts. Ohmt. 
Current. Capacitor.. 
Trans.stdrs b D 

TRUE RMS 41/2 Its DIGIT MULTIMETER 

5135 Model 
91.7000 

0S% DC Accuracy 
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with Pie Counter 
Deluxe Cas. 
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GF 8015 without Freq. Meter `169 
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s1 495o a II IA NA t: 
r r. 
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Limit Cont. 3 Separate Supplies 

3 Amp Power Supply XP -650 

S11950 ïi. 
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limit Control 

Am,r 

AAA 
r 

AUTO RANGING 
plus 

MANUAL RANGING 
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2$ FUNCTIONS 
FULLY PROTECTED 

+" JMIIO* .11 ACI /241.111 r M.11e2 .211% ACV 2311.51 
u -I11, .1% ACT 142.5$ ; IS 

10 MHz OSCILLOSCOPE 

S199 
5 -3000 
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:9iMrd 5p r bHW Vol a Mc 
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sREADSORD 

Shown 
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9430 1.100 pins $15 
9434 2.1 0 pins 225 
9436 2 6e0 P.ns $35 
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S23 $25 
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tion, the author used a circuit for a 

battery- powered wetness alarm. 
am curious as to where he ob- 
tained the information for that cir- 
cuit. I have used that same circuit 
for the past several years in my 
homemade moisture detectors, 
and until I read Mr. Sweeney's arti- 
cle I was contemplating manufac- 
turing them on a small scale. 

If the information is not con- 
fidential, would you please let me 
know who has the patent on that 
circuit and when it was applied 
for? I have seen Japanese moisture 
detectors using the same circuit. 
have never spoken to a patent at- 
torney, but question whether it's 
possible to patent so basic a cir- 
cuit. 
DANIEL K. ARNOLD 
Glastonbury, CT 
The circuit was provided only for 
illustration. As stated in the cap- 
tion for circuit, it ':..might be pat- 
entable...." As for the circuit itself, 
if you asked the average techni- 
cian to design a "wetness alarm," 
that's how he would do it- Editor 

SEISMIC DISCUSSION NET 
Southern California hams have 

been active in every aspect of com- 
munications with networks to han- 
dle traffic and to exchange diverse 
kinds of information. One re- 
peater, W6FXN /R (145.460 MHz), 
near Covina, California, is again 
generating new areas of interest by 
being the host of an official SDN 
(Seismic Discussion Net) at 10:30 
P.M. (local time) on Fridays. It 
brings together amateurs with var- 
ied backgrounds, ranging from 
seismic scientists to curious lis- 
teners, and is monitored by scan- 
ner enthusiasts, as well as by 
amateur members of California's 
Office of Emergency Services. 

The net collects and discusses 
data derived from homebrew seis- 
mic- motion detectors and from 
the telemetry of the many low- 
power 160-175 MHz VHF U.S. Geo- 
logical Survey seismic detectors 
located throughout Southern Cal- 
ifornia. Those detectors, as well as 
special laser devices, were seen in 
1986 on KCET-TV, Channel 28, Los 
Angeles, during a WNET -TV pro- 
duced educational broadcast se- 
ries called Innovation; and again 
on KCET this month (January) on 
The Nature of Things. The SDN un- 

ELENCO PRODUCTS AT DISCOUNT PRICES!
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tion, t he author used a cir cuit for a
battery-powered wetness alarm . I
am curious as to where he ob
tained th e informati on for that ci r
cuit . I have used t hat same circuit
for th e past several years in my
homemade mo isture detectors ,
and until I read Mr. Sweeney's arti
cle I was contemplating manufac
turing them on a small scale .

If the information is not con
fidential , would you please let me
know who has th e patent on that
circuit and when it was applied
for? I have seen Japanese moisture
detectors using the same circuit. I
have never spoken to a patent at
torney, but qu estion whether it's
possible to patent so basic a cir
cuit .
DANIEL K. ARNOLD
Glastonbury, CT
The circuit was provided only for
illustretion . A.c; steted in the cap
tion for circuit, it I~ ..might be pat
entable.... " As for the circuit itself,
if you asked the average techn i
cian to design a "wetness alarm, "
that's how he would do it-Editor

THE WETNESS ALARM
" How to App ly for a Patent," in

t he January 1987 issue of Radio
Electronics, was a ve ry informative
article ,

In the samp le patent app lica-

magnetic f ie ld now rotates in the
opposite direction with respect to
the armature, causing itto rotate in
th e opposite direction from what it
did original ly.
GARD INER E. WYMAN
Malden, IL

has to be done to reverse the d i
rectiorrIs to d isassemble the
m o tor (d o n 't d isco nnect any
w ires), swap t he end-bells aro und ,
and t urn the armatu re end-for-end
so that the shaft that stuck out on
the left now st icks out on the right.
W hat is effective ly do ne here.' is
t hat the stator is tlipt.ed 1800

; its
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SEISMIC DISCUSSION NET
Southern California hams have

been active in every aspect of com
munications with networks to han
dle traffic and to exchange diverse
kinds of information. One re
peater, W6FXN/R (145.460 MHz),
near Covina, California, is again
generating new areas of interest by
being the host of an official SDN
(Seismic Discussion Net) at 10:30
P.M. (local time) on Fridays . It
brings together amateurs with var
ied background s, rangin g frorn
seismic scientists to curious lis
teners , and is monitored by scan
ner enthusiasts, as w el l as by
amateur members of California's
Office of Emergen cy Services.

The net collects and d iscusses
data derived from homebrew seis
mic-motion detectors and from
the tel emetry of the many low
power160-175 MHz VHF U.S. Geo
logical Survey seismic detectors
located throughout Southern Cal
iforn ia. Thos e detectors , as well as
special laser devices, we re seen in
1986 on KCET-TV, Channel 28, Los
Angel es, during a WNET-TV-pro
duced educational broadcast se
ries called Innovation ; and again
on KCET thi s month (January) on
The Nature of Things. The SDN un-
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officially convenes the remaining 
six nights of the week as the Micro - 
SDN with reduced levels of par- 
ticipation. 

Apart from SDN traffic, with 25 
to 100 amateur stations reporting 
perceived intensity and direction 
of local quakes (whenever signifi- 
cant quakes are felt), epicenters 
and damaged areas have been esti- 
mated or pinpointed long before 
the commercial news media have 
been able to report the quake lo- 
cations. 

SDN participation has come 
from hams in San Diego, San Ber- 
nardino, Riverside, Orange, and 
Los Angeles counties, despite the 
late hour of the night. Some of 
those amateurs use personal com- 
puters to process data about daily 
seismic motion, and to report cal- 
culated shift results on the air. 
Even WA6WZO, the Southwestern 
Division ARRL Director, has be- 
come interested and involved in 
that interesting application of a 

ham net. The SDN was also the 
topic of passing conversation at 
the September ARRL National 
Convention in San Diego. 

Beyond that, the W6FXN /R ma- 
chine (a repeater) automatically 
transmits telemetry tones when ei- 
ther local or distant seismic mo- 
tion in excess of 3.5 on the Richter 
scale is detected in the local area. 
Thanks to that system, Southern 
California hams (especially vet- 
erans of the 1971 Sylmar disaster) 
really know what's shaking. 
KEITH HIGGINS, WA6IYL 
Lakewood, CA 

CAMCORDER 
Well, you've done it again, and 

this time I had to write and tell you 
about it. It was Friday evening 
when my wife and I decided it was 
time to buy our first camcorder. 
Saturday afternoon the March is- 
sue arrived with that great Cam- 
corder Buyer's G'..de. 

After poring over the features 
model by model we came up with 
a list of exactly what we really 
needed and wanted. We went 
shopping that same afternoon and 
not only found what we wanted 
but, by knowing specifically what 
we needed, we got a great buy. 
Thanks. 
FRED JONES 
Dyersburg, TN R -E 

Walk "tough dog" troubles out of 
any TV & VCR in half the 

time ... or your money back 

with the exclusive, patented, 
VA62 Universal Video Analyzer ...$3,295 

Would you like to? 
Reduce analyzing time: Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or 
VCR in minutes, without breaking a circuit connection, using the tried 
and proven signal substitution method of troubleshooting? 

Cut costly callbacks and increase customer referrals by completely 
performance testing TVs & VCRs before they leave your shop? Own the 
only analyzer that equips you to check all standard and cable channels 
with digital accuracy? Check complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response 
of any chassis in minutes without taking the back off the receiver or 
removing chassis plus set traps dynamically right on CRT too? Simplify 
alignment with exclusive multiburst pattern? 
Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other 
coils and transformers, for substitution only, with the patented Ring- 
ing Test. Run dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and inte- 
grated high voltage transformer ... in- or out -of- circuit? 

Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they 
go to your competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chromi- 
nance or luminance circuit - stage -by -stage - to isolate problems in 
minutes? Have proof positive test of the video record/play heads before you 
replace the entire mechanism? 

Increase your business by meeting all TV and VCR manufacturers' 
requirements for profitable warranty service work with this one universally 
recommended analyzer? 

To prove it to yourself, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1- 800 -843 -3338, for 
a FREE Self Demo . .. or learn how the VA62 works first by calling for 
your free simplified operation and application instruction guide, worth 
$10.00. 

Call Today Wats Free 1- 800.843 -3338 

8ENCORE 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
605- 339 -0100 In SD Only 

innovatively designed 
with your time in mind. 
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Reduce analyzing time: Isolate any problem to one stage in any TV or
VCR in minutes, without breaking a circuit connection, using the tried
and proven signal substitution method of troubleshooting?

Cut costly callbacks and increase customer referrals by completely
performance testing TVs & VCRs before they leave your shop? Own the
only analyzer that equips you to check all standard and cable channels
with digital accuracy? Check complete, RF, IF, video and chroma response
of any chassis in minutes without taking the back off the receiver or
removing chassis plus set traps dynamically right on CRT too? Simplify
alignment with exclusive multiburst pattern?

Reduce costly inventory from stocking yokes, flybacks, and other
coils and transformers, for substitution only, with the patented Ring
ing Test. Run dynamic proof positive test on any yoke, flyback, and inte
grated high voltage transformer . . . in- or out-of-circuit?

Protect your future by servicing VCRs for your customers before they
go to your competition? Walk out "tough dog" troubles in any VCR chromi
nance or luminance circuit - stage-by-stage - to isolate problems in
minutes? Have proof positive test of the video record/play heads before you
replace the entire mechanism?

Increase your business by meeting all TV and VCR manufacturers'
requirements for profitable warranty service work with this one universally
recommended analyzer?

To prove it to yourself, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for
a FREE Self Demo . . . or learn how the VA62 works first by calling for
your free simplified operation and application instruction guide, worth
$10.00.
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officially convenes the remaining
six nights of the week as the M icro
SDN with reduced levels of par
ticipation .

Apart from SDN traffic, w ith 25
to 100 amateur stations reporting
perceived intensity and direction
of local quakes (whenever signifi
cant quakes are felt), epicenters
and damaged areas have been esti
mated or pinpointed long before
the commercial news media have
been able to report the quake lo
cations .

SDN participation has come
from hams in San Diego, San Ber
nardino, Riverside, Orange, and
Los Angeles counties, despite the
late hour of the n ight. Some of
those amateurs use personal com 
puters.to .process data about dai ly
seismic motion, and to report cal
culated shift results on the air.
Even WA6WZO, the Southwestern
Division ARRL Director, has be 
come interested and involved in
that interesting application of a
ham net. The SDN was also the
topic of passing conversation at
the September ARRL National
Convention in San Diego .

Beyond that, the W6FXN/R ma
chine (a repeater) automat ically
transmits telemetry tones when ei
ther local or distant seismic mo
tion in excess of 3.5 on the Richter
scale is detected in the local area.
Thanks to that system, Southern
California ,hams (espec ially vet 
erans of the 1971 Sylmar disaster)
really know what's shaking.
KEITH HIGGINS, WA61YL
Lakewood, CA

CAMCORDER
Well, you've done it again, and

this time I had to write and tell you
about it. It was Friday even ing
when my wife and I decided it was
time to buy our first camcorder.
Saturday afternoon the March is
sue arrived with that great Cam
corder Buyer's Guide.

After poring over the features
model by model we came up with
a list of exactly what we really
needed and wanted. We went
shopping that same afternoon and
not only found what we wanted
but, by knowing specifically what
we needed, we got a great buy.
Thanks.
FRED JONES
Dyersburg, TN R-E
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS 

Universal 
Wireless Remote Control 

and 
Stereo TV Tuner 

Get the latest television 
features on any 1V set! CIRCLE 9 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

'mfr 

STEREO TELEVISION, OTHERWISE 
known as MTS (Multichannel Tele- 
vision Sound), is the hottest thing 
to happen to the television indus- 
try since the introduction of color. 
Although stereo broadcasts have 
been authorized for only about 
three years, more than one third of 
all TV sets sold this year will in- 
clude built -in stereo decoders. 

Wireless remote control is an- 
other hot feature that has been 
selling more and more TV sets re- 
cently. The convenience of remote 

ACHIEVE INSTANT SUPERTECH STATUS 
THE PATENTED (pending) EDS -59C SEMIANALYZER WILL CUT 

YOUR TROUBLESHOOTING TIME DRAMATICALLY -GUARANTEED!* 

CHECKS CONDITION, POLARITY, 
AND NUMBER OF JUNCTIONS OF 
SEMICONDUCTORS IN CIRCUIT. 

DISPLAYS PARAMETERS IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH ON BRIGHT LED DISPLAY. 

BEEPS DIFFERENT TONES FOR 
IMPORTANT CIRCUIT CONDITIONS. 

CHECKS ZENER DIODES IN- CIRCUIT. 

CHECKS CAPACITORS FOR LEAKAGE 
AND VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN. 

BUILT -IN AMPLIFIER FINDS NOISY 
OR INTERMITTANT COMPONENTS. 

TWO -YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY 
ON PARTS AND LABOR. 

MADE IN THE U.S.A. 
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WE GUARANTEE THAT THE EDS -59C SEMIANALYZER 
WILL MAKE YOU A FASTER. LESS - FRUSTRATED 
"SUPERTECH ", OR YOUR MONEY BACK. TRY ONE FOR 
60 DAYS, AND IF IT DOESN'T EARN ITS KEEP, SHIP IT 
BACK FOR A FULL REFUND. 

ELECTRONIC DESIGN SPECIALISTS. INC. 
P.O. Box 9609. Coral Springs. FL 33065 

VISA MASTER CARD ORDER LINE 
TOLL -FREE 1- 800 -544 -4150 

Florida 305 -726 -7416 
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AND NUMBER OF JUNCTIONS OF
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DISPLAYS PARAMETERS IN PLAIN
ENGLISH ON BRIGHT LED DISPLAY.
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IMPORTANT CIRCUIT CONDITIONS.

CHECKS ZENER DIODES IN-CIRCUIT.

CHECKS CAPACITORS FOR LEAKAGE
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Call Today Wats Free 1-800 -843 -3338 

8ENCORE 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
605- 339-0100 In SD Only 

innovatively designed 
with your time in mind. 

control is something that's be- 
come commonplace in only a few 
short years. 

But what if you already own a 

perfectly good TV that you bought 
before MTS was approved by the 
FCC? And what if you decided 
against buying a remote -con- 
trolled TV because you thought 
the convenience wasn't worth the 
cost? Are you destined to be frus- 
trated and angry every time you 
see the stereo logo on NBC, or 
every time you have to get up from 
your easy chair or sofa to change 
channels? 

Universal V -7640 
OVERALL 

PRICE ilk111 
MCI i. ii- . 1i1...111 

.11111 

EASE 
OF USE 

INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL 

PRICE¡ 
VALUE 

1 236[,676 

You don't have to trash your 
present TV to get stereo sound and 
the convenience of wireless re- 
mote control -you can add those 
latest features to any TV set by 
using an outboard unit such as the 
V -7640 from Universal Security In- 
struments (10324 S. Dolfield Road, 
Owings Mills, MD 21117). 

The V -7640 has a 140 -channel 
tuner that can be used for either 
standard TV or cable frequencies, 
and you can easily switch back and 
forth between the two. Well, not 
really. The ANT /CABLE control 
switches the input frequencies to 
which the tuner will be sensitive, 
but it doesn't select a different set 
of inputs. In other words, if you 
want to watch both cable and stan- 
dard VHF TV, you'll need an exter- 
nal A -B switch. However, the 
antenna/cable inputs do include a 
separate 300 -ohm UHF antenna in- 
put, so you can switch between 
cable and UHF without using an 
external switch. 

In most situations, the setup just 
described shouldn't cause too 
many problems, because most ca- 
ble systems carry all standard VHF 
stations, and the recent "Must Car- 
ry" rules require your cable com- 
pany to supply an A -B switch to 

Exclusive, triple patented dynamic 
cap and coil analyzing ... guaranteed 
to pinpoint your problem every time 

or your money back 

with the all new LC75 "Z METER 2" 
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer 

Patented $995 

The "Z METER" is the only LC tester that enables you to test all 
capacitors and coils dynamically - plus, it's now faster, more 
accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus 
small wire high resistance coils. 
Eliminate expensive part substitution and time- consuming shotgun - 
ning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every time. 
Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically; 
with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100% reliable results - it's 
exclusive - it's triple patented. 

Save time and money with the only 100% reliable, in- or out -of- circuit 
inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and 
opens, automatically under "dynamic" circuit conditions. 

Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No 
more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks, and IHVTs. 
The "Z METER" eliminates time -consuming and expensive parts substitut- 
ing with 100% reliable LC analyzing. 

Turn chaos into cash by quickly locating transmission line distance to 
opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line. 

Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs easily and automatically without 
investing in an expensive second tester. The patented "Z METER 2" even 
tests SCRs, TRIACs, and High -Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600 
volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory 
for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion. 

To try the world's only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY, 
WATS FREE, 1- 800 -843 -3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo. 
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But what if you already own a
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You don't have to trash your
presentTV to get stereo sou nd and
the convenience of wireless re 
mote control-you can add those
latest featu res to any TV set by
using an outboard un it such as the
V-7640 from Universal Security In
struments (10324 S. Dolf ield Road ,
Owings Mills, MD 21117).

The V-7640 has a 140-channe l
tuner that can be used for e ither
standard TV or cab le freq uencies,
and you can easily switch back and
forth between the two . We ll, not
really. The ANT/CABLE control
switches the input frequencies to
which the tune r will be sensitive,
but it doesn't select a d ifferent set
of inputs. In other words , if you
want to watch both cable and stan 
dard VHF TV, you'll need an exter
nal A-B switch . However, the
antenna/cable inputs do include a
separate 300-ohm UHF antenna in
put, so you can switch between
cable and UHF w ithout using an
external switch .

11"\ most situations, the setup just
desc ribed shouldn't cause too
many problems, because most ca
ble systems carryall standard VHF
stations, and the recent "Must Car
ry" ru les requ ire your cable com
pany to supply an A-B sw itch to

Exclusive, triple patented dynamic
cap and coil analyzing ... guaranteed
to pinpoint your problem every time

or your money back

with the all new LC75 "Z METER 2"
Capacitor Inductor Analyzer

Patented $995

The "Z METER" is the only LC tester that enables you to test all
capacitors and coils dynamically - plus, it's now faster, more
accurate, and checks Equivalent Series Resistance (ESR) plus
small wire high resistance coils.

Eliminate expensive part substitution and time-consuming shotgun
ning with patented tests that give you results you can trust every t ime.
Test capacitor value, leakage, dielectric absorption, and ESR dynamically;
with up to 600 volts applied for guaranteed 100% reliable results - it's
exclusive - it's triple patented.

Save time and money with the only 100% reliable, in- or out-of-circuit
inductor tester available. Dynamically test inductors for value, shorts, and
opens, automatically under "dynamic" circuit conditions.

Reduce costly parts inventory with patented tests you can trust. No
more need to stock a large inventory of caps, coils, flybacks , and IHVTs .
The "Z METER" eliminates time-consuming and expensive parts substitut
ing with 100% reliable LC analyzing.'

Turn chaos into c~sh by quickly lo~ating transmission line distance to
opens and shorts to within feet, in any transmission line.

Test troublesome SCRs & TRIACs'easily and automatically without
investing in an expensive second test~r . The patented "Z METER 2" even
tests SCRs, TRIACs, and High-Voltage Diodes dynamically with up to 600
volts applied by adding the new SCR250 SCR and TRIAC Test Accessory
for only $148 or FREE OF CHARGE on Kick Off promotion.

To try the world's only Dynamic LC Tester for yourself, CALL TODAY,
WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338, for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843-3338
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CRYSTEK 1 

The pulse of dependable 
communications 

Reliability & Quality 
From Start To Finished Product 

QUARTZ 
CRYSTALS /OSCILLATORS 

FOR 
ELECTRONIC - INDUSTRIAL 
Micro- Processor Control 
Computers/Modems 
Test/Measurement 
Medial 

COMMUNICATIONS-REPLACEMENT 
Mobile/2- way Elements 
Pagers 
Marine 
Aircraft 
Telemetry 
Monitors/Scanners 

AMATEURS 
CB 
Hobbiest 
Experimenter 

COST EFFECTIVE 
MODERATE PRICING 
FAST DELIVERY 

The 
Pulse of 
Dependable Communications 
Crystek Crystals offers their new 16 page 
FREE catalog of crystals and oscillators 
Offering state -of -the -art crystal 
components manufactuered by the latest 
automated technology Custom designed or 
"off the shelf," Crystek meets the need. 
worldwide. Write or call today' 

CRYSTEK CRYSTALS 
2351/2371 Crystal Dr Ft Myers. FL 33907 
P 0 Box 06135 Ft Myers. FL 33906 -6135 

TOLL FREE 1- 800 -237 -3061 
(e13) 936 -2109 - TWX 510-451.7448 

you at cost. We would like to have 
seen two separate inputs, 
though -if only for an easy way to 
select another RF source, such as a 
video game. 

The V -7640 has an RF output that 
is switch -selectable between 
Channels 3 and 4, and a video out- 
put for use with a monitor or a TV 
with a video input jack. Speaker 
outputs are also available on the 
rear panel, but, unfortunately, 
line -level audio outputs are not. 
According to the manufacturer, 
line -level outputs have been add- 
ed to newer units. But the older 
unit may still be on your dealer's 
shelves, so check before you buy! 

A pair of speakers, in die -cast 
metal enclosures, is included with 
the V -7640. They are designed to 
be mounted on the sides of your 
TV set-a set of Velcro fasteners is 
included for that purpose. The 
speaker magnets are well 
shielded, so they won't cause any 
picture distortion or damage to 
your picture tube. If you're used to 
listening to your TV set's built -in 
speaker, you're sure to be happy 
with what you'll hear from the 
V -7640. If you don't want to give up 
your set's built -in speaker, you can 
use it for "filling in," because au- 
dio is fed via the RF output to your 
TV. 

Although the dbx logo is not on 
the unit's front panel, the dbx 
noise -reduction system that is part 
of the MTS specification is used - 
at least according to the manufac- 
turer. The IC part numbers were 
not readible in our unit. From our 
test site, about 30 miles east of 
New York City, we didn't have any 
complaints with noise on stereo 
broadcasts. (We used a roof - 
mounted antenna.) 

A switched power outlet is avail- 
able for remote on /off control of 
your TV. That output has a hefty 
500 -watt capacity, so you can use 
the V -7640 with even an "ancient" 
tube -type TV! 

Remote control features 
If you don't have a remote -con- 

trolled TV, you'll be happy with 
many of the features of the V -7640. 
The handheld infrared remote 
control lets you either scan se- 
quentially up and down through 
the channels, or access a par- 
ticular channel directly. A memory 

feature lets you teach the tuner 
your favorite channels so you can 
automatically skip blank chan- 
nels-or channels you rarely 
watch -when you scan. 

Other functions on the remote 
unit include: fine tuning, SAP 
(Second Audio Program) /main 
channel selection, MTS /syn- 
thesized stereo selection, anten- 
na/cable selection, volume up and 
down, volume mute, and TV on/ 
off. 

While it is nice to have those 
features included on the remote, 
we think they should also be in- 
cluded on the main unit. Unfor- 
tunately SAP /main selection, chan- 
nel scan, and a TV on /off are the 
only functions offered there. 

The handheld infrared remote 
control unit is high -powered, so it 
doesn't have to be aimed directly 
at the base unit for it to work. It can 
be operated comfortably with one 
hand, but if we had our choice, 
we'd be tempted to change the 
keyboard layout somewhat. We 
might be tempted to change the 
buttons themselves -the 23 small 
rubber keys provide poor tactile 
feedback. Fortunately, a red LED 
indicates when a button is 
pushed. 

The instruction manual that's 
supplied with the V-6740 is more 
than adequate in its descriptions 
of the unit's features and func- 
tions. In addition, clear hookup 
diagrams cover several installa- 
tions that might confuse many 
consumers -using your TV and 
the V -7640 along with a VCR that is 
not cable- ready, for example. 

The V -7640 completely lives up 
to its manufacturer's claims. That's 
the good news. The bad news is 
that you hve to pay a rather steep 
$399 for that performance. 

The V -7640 probably is of most 
value to owners of non -stereo 
high -end monitors or projection 
TV sets. For them, buying the 
tuner is preferable to scrapping a 
$700 -$4000 unit. But if you pres- 
ently own a small -screen TV set or 
are considering buying a new set 
in the near future, we recommend 
passing on the V -7640 and looking 
into a stereo -equipped TV set in- 
stead; with discounts, 19- or 20- 
inch stereo TV sets often can be 
purchased for only about $100 or 
more. R -E 

feat u re let s yo u teach th e tun er
your favo ri te channels so yo u can
auto mat ica lly sk ip blank chan
n el s-o r c ha n ne ls you rarel y
watch-wh en you scan.

O th er funct io ns on the remote
un i t in clud e : f i ne t u ni ng, SAP
(Seco nd A ud io Pro gram )/main
ch an ne l se lec t io n, MTS/syn 
th esized ste reo select ion, anten
na/cable select io n, volume up and
down , vol ume mute, and TV on/
off .

Wh ile it is nice to have tho se
features incl uded on the remote,
we thin k they sho uld also be in
cl uded on th e main un it. Unfor
tunately SAP/main selection, chan 
nel scan, and a TV on /off are th e
only functio ns offe red th ere.

The handheld infrared remote
control unit is high-powered, so it
doesn't have to be aimed directly
at th e base unit fo r it to work. It can
be operated comfortably with on e
hand, but if we had our cho ice,
we 'd be tempted to change the
keyboard layout som ewhat. We
might be tempted to chan ge th e
buttons th emselves-the 23 small
rubber keys provide poor tacti le
feedback. Fortunately, a red LED
indicat e s w he n a button i s
pu shed.

The instruction manual that's
supplied w ith th e V-6740 is more
than adequate in it s descriptions
of th e unit's featu res and fun c
t io ns. In add it ion, clear hookup
diagrams cover several install a
t ion s t hat mi ght confu se many
co nsume rs- using yo ur TV and
th e V-7640 along with a VCR that is
not cable-ready, for example.

The V-7640 completely lives up
to it s manufacturer's claims. That 's
th e good news. The bad news is
that yo u hve to pay a rather steep
$399 fo r that performance.

The V-7640 probably is of mo st
value to owne rs of non-stereo
hi gh-end mon itors o r pro jection
TV sets. For th em, buyin g th e
tune r is preferabl e to scrapping a
$700-$4000 unit. But if yo u pres
ent ly own a small -scree n TV set or
are conside ring buying a new set
in the near fu tu re, we recommend
passing on the V-7640 and look ing
in to a ste reo-equipped TV set in
stead ; w ith di scounts, 19- or 20
in ch stereo TV sets of ten can be
pu rchased fo r only about $100 o r
more. R-E

Remote control features
If you don't have a remote-con 

tro lled TV, yo u ' ll be happy with
many of the feat ures of the V-7640 .
The ha nd he ld infra red re mote
co ntrol lets you eithe r scan se
quentially up and down through
th e channe ls, o r access a pa r
t icular channe l di rect ly. A me mory

yo u at cost. We wou ld like to have
seen two sepa rate i n pu t s ,
tho ugh- if on ly for an easy way to
select another RF source, such as a
video game.

The V-7640 has an RFoutput that
is switch -se lectab le be tween
Channels 3 and 4, and a video out
put for use w it h a monitor o r a TV
w ith a vid eo inpu t jack. Speaker
out puts are also available on the
rear pa ne l, bu t , un fortunatel y,
lin e-level audio o utputs are not.
According to t he manu facturer,
lin e-l evel outputs have been add
ed to newer uni ts. But the o lder
unit may sti ll be on you r dealer's
shelves, so chec k befor e yo u buy!

A pair of speakers, in d ie-cast
metal enclosures, is included with

111 - - - -111- - - t he V-7640. They are des igned to
be mounted on th e sides of yo ur
TV set- a set of Velcro fasteners is
included fo r t hat pu rp ose. The
speake r mag nets are we ll
shield ed , so th ey won 't cause any
picture di storti on o r dam age to
yo ur picture tube. If yo u' re used to
listen ing to yo ur TV set's built-in
speaker, yo u' re sure to be happy
wi th what yo u' ll hear f rom th e
V-7640. If you don 't wantto give up
your set's built-in speaker, yo u can
use it fo r "fi lli ng in ," because au
dio is fed via the RF o utput to yo ur
TV.

Alth ou gh th e dbx logo is no t on
the un it 's f ro n t pan el , t he d bx
no ise-redu cti on system that is part
of th e MTS specif icatio n is used
at least according to the manufac
turer. The IC part numbe rs we re
not read ib le in our uni t . From our
test site, abo ut 30 miles east of
New York City, we di dn't have any
complaints w it h no ise on stereo
bro ad ca st s. (We u sed a ro of
mou nted ante nna.)

A switc hed power outlet is avail
ab le fo r remote on/off co nt ro l of
your TV. That out put has a hefty
SOO-watt capacity, so yo u can use
the V-7640 w ith even an "a nc ient"
tube-type TV !
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FOR
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Crystek Crystals offe rs the ir new 16 page
FREE catalog of crys tals and osci llators .
Offer i ng state-o f-th e-a rt c r y st al
components man ufactu ered by the latest
automated technology. Custom designed or
"off the she lf." Crystek meets the need,
worldwide. Write or call today!

CRYSTEK CRYSTALS
2351/2371 Crystal Dr . • Ft. Myers, FL 33907
P.O. Box 06135 • Ft. Myers . FL 33906-6135

TOLL FREE 1-800-237-3061
(813) 936-2109 - TWX 510-951-7448
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COMPUTER COMICS 

GorovrER 
MAN WANTED 

"Experience? I suppose une could say so." 

--C 

"Get with it. Dad! My generation will haar 
artificial intelligence to back us." 

"Hangnail. eh? I'll switch you ro a slide 
rule for as day or ow." 

. a---s-- { 
o 

,e.msG.ND 

Analyze defective waveforms 
faster, more accurately, and 

more confidently - every time 
or your money back 

-. 
t 1.5uuu nr,n,r 

O O 
tNCa7AS YOOLL7Cp, 

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer 
Patented $2,995 

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check 
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can 
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero 
chance of error. 
End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid 
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and 
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier 
than ever. 

Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV 
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented 
3,000 VPP input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs 
and costly equipment downtime. 

Make only one circuit connection and push one button for each 
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak -to -peak 
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy. 
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder. 

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive 
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze 
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents be- 
tween levels; direct in frequency or microseconds. 

Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide 
and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time -consuming 
graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test 
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results. 
To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity 
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY, WATS FREE, 1- 800 -843 -3338, 
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo. 

Call Today Wats Free 1 -800 -843 -3338 8CORE 
3200 Sencore Drive 
Sioux Falls, SD 57107 
605- 339 -0100 In SD Only 

innovatively designed 
with your time in mind. 

CIRCLE 198 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

COMPUTER COMICS

~OMPOrtR

MA~ WANTED

Analyze defective waveforms
faster, more accurately, and

more confidently - every time
or your money back
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innovatively designed
with your time in mind.

Call Today Wats Free 1-800-843·3338

SeNCORe
3200 Sencore Drive
Sioux Falls, SD 57107
605·339·0100 In SD Only

CIRCLE 198 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

with the SC61 Waveform Analyzer
Patented $2,995

If you value your precious time, you will really want to check
out what the exclusively patented SC61 Waveform Analyzer can
do for you. 10 times faster, 10 times more accurate, with zero
chance of error.

End frustrating fiddling with confusing controls. Exclusive ultra solid
ECL balanced noise cancelling sync amplifiers, simplified controls, and
bright blue dual trace CRT help you measure signals to 100 MHz easier
than ever.

Accurately and confidently measure waveforms from a tiny 5 mV
all the way to a whopping 3,000 V without hesitation with patented
3,000 VPP input protection - eliminates expensive "front end" repairs
and costly equipment downtime.

Make only' one circuit connection and push one button for each
circuit parameter test: You can instantly read out DC volts, peak-to-peak
volts and frequency 100% automatically with digital speed and accuracy.
It's a real troubleshooting confidence builder.

Confidently analyze complex waveforms fast and easily. Exclusive
Delta measurements let you intensify any waveform portion. Analyze
glitches, interference signals, rise or fall times or voltage equivalents be
tween levels; direct in frequency or microseconds.

Speed your digital logic circuit testing. Analyzing troublesome divide
and multiply stages is quicker and error free - no time-consuming
graticule counting or calculations. Simply connect one test lead to any test
point, push a button, for test of your choice, for ERROR FREE results.

To see what the SC61 can do for your troubleshooting personal productivity
and analyzing confidence, CALL TODAY , WATS FREE, 1-800-843-3338,
for a FREE 15 day Self Demo.

"Get with it, Dad! My generation will have
artificial intelligence to back us ."

"Hangnail, eh? I'll switch you to a slide
rule for as day or two ."

"Experience? I suppose one could say so."
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Radio- 
Electronics 

0 

Electronics D1ThUU 

YOUR CUIfM 
SYSTEM TO A MORE 
RF IAARDING FUTURE 

A CAREER START FOR THE 21ST CEN- 
TURY. Since 1905, National Technical 
Schools has helped people build successful 
careers. Enter the 21st Century through 
home study courses in Rob( .,cs, Computer 
Technology and Servicing. Microprocessors, 
Video Technology. Basic Electronics, Trans- 
portation Technology, Climate Control Tech- 
nology or TV and Radio Servicing. For a 
FREE catalog, call 1-800-B-BETTER Or 
write NTS;INDEPENDENT TRAINING 
GROUP. 456 West M. L. King Jr. Blvd. L.A., 
CA 90037. 
CIRCLE 186 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THERMOPROBE -QUICKLY IDENTIFIES 
DEAD PC BOARD COMPONENTS. Locates 
dead resistors, transistors, ICs. diodes, and 
transformers without direct contact. in sec- 
onds Operating active components radiate 
heat. dead components don't Thermoprobe 
is sensitive to :5 F change in temperature. A 
must for your workbench or field service. 
Order #209TM. ONLY $21.95 +- $3.00 ship- 
ping, NY Res add tax (no COD's) BUYUS, 
INC., Dept. RE587 10 White Birch Dr., Os- 
sining, NY 10562, Visa or Mastercard (914) 
762 -4799. 

CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MICROPROCESSOR - TIMER KIT 
(K1682R) for home and industry. Controls 
lighting. heating. solar, hot water, etc. Has 4 

output relays. 20 program capacity. Front - 
plate. quality components. and cadesign - 

$165. Other kits: power supply, 0 -24V ad- 
justable output (K2623R) $74. FM transmitter 
(K1771) $11.55. Three tone chime (K2569) 
$17.50. Add $3.00 for S &H. We have 95 more 
kits. Send $3.00 for catalog: HOBBY ELEC- 
TRONICS, P.O. Box 1339, Claremont, NH 
03743.(603)543 -0033. 

CIRCLE 190 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

THE MODEL WTT 20 IS ONLY THE SIZE OF 
A DIME, yet transmits both sides of a tele- 
phone conversation to any FM radio with 
crystal clarity Telephone line powered - never 
needs a battery! Up to ' 4 mile range Adjusta- 
ble from 70 -130 MHZ. Complete kit $29.95 

$1.50 S H Free Shipping on 2 or more! 
COD add $4. Call or send VISA. MC. MO. 
DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford 
Hills, NY 10507. (914) 232-3878. 

CIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

all Min s s Atli s 
woo 

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DE- 
SCRAMBLERS. Large selection of top 
quality merchandise. Low prices. Quantity 
discounts. We ship COD Most orders are 
shipped within 24 hrs. Send $2.00 for catalog. 
CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED, P.O. Box 
266 Dept. R. S. Weymouth, MA 02190 (617) 
843-5191 

CIRCLE 189 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

RADAR SPEED GUNS. Professional (used 
by police) From $275. Used for clocking 
speeds in baseball, car boat racing, bowling, 
skiing, etc. ZENITH SSAVI $169 Recondi- 
tioned, original UHF equipment. Satellite 
components Surplus TV equipment N -12, 
SB -3, Hamlin 1200, Ztac, etc. Converters. 
amplifiers. TV acessones. Catalog & coupon 
$1 SSAVI modification troubleshooting 
handbook $6.50 ppd AIS SATELLITE, INC., 
P.O. Box 1226 -M. Dublin, PA 18917. 215- 
249 9411 

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

IF YOU'RE TIRED OF MONTHLY CABLE 
BILLS 525.00- 5100.00 a month or just want 
more and better television then its time for a 
Satellite Antenna System from Advance Vid- 
eo. Prices start at $795. S H with 2 yrs. 
warranty. 200 channels available. Call 
1 800- 223.1127 toll free. The best product, the 
best prices. Visa MasterCard accepted. 
ADVANCE VIDEO, 10636 Main St. #111, 
Bellevue, WA 98004. 

CIRCLE 203 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

UNE ZAPPER 

v,ne, ,.. 

DECODE THE NEW VIDEO TAPE COPY 
PROTECTION SCHEME. Bothered by 
brightness changes. vertical jumping and lit - 
tering while watching recent movie releases? 
Stop it with the LINE ZAPPER New kit de- 
tects and removes selected lines of video that 
have been modified and often interfere with 
normal television operation. Order your KIT 
today only $69.95 plus $2.00 S & H. ELE- 
PHANT ELECTRONICS, Box 41865 -L, 
Phoenix, AZ 85080. Visa MC orders (602) 
581 -1973. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. 

CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

44\ 

"SODDER" WITH THE NEW BUTANE 
POWERED PORTASOL. No matter how you 
spell it Portasol is the handiest soldering iron 
around. Seven inches long. Variable power: 
10 to 60 watts. 60 minutes use per refill. Only 
$31.95 $2.00 P &H. Replacement tips: 1.2, 
2.4 (standard), 3.2. 4.8mm, $8.50 .50. 
Butane: $3.50 .50. VA add 4 tax. Quan- 
tity discounts dealers invited. Visa MC or- 
ders (703) 323 -8000 Mail Ck Money -order 
to. PORTASOL, 4358 Harvester Farm Lane, 
Fairfax, VA 22032. 

CIRCLE 208 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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A CAREER START FOR THE 21ST CEN- THERMOPROBE-QUICKLY IDENTIFIES
TURY. Since 1905, National Techn ica l DEAD PC BOARD COMPONENTS . Locates
Schools has helped people build successfu l dead resistors, transistors, IC's, diodes, and
careers . Enter the 21st Century through transformers without direct contact, in sec-
home study courses in Hobc .ics, Computer onds. Operating active components radiate
Technology and Servicing, Microprocessors , heat, dead components don't. Thermoprob e
Video Technology,'Basic Electronics, Trans- is sensitive to Y2soF change in temperature. A
portation Technology, Climate Control Tech- must for your workbench or field servic e.
nology or TV and Radio Servic ing. For a Order #209TM. ONLY $21.95 + $3.00 ship-
FREE catalog, ca ll 1-800 -B-BETTER. Or ping, NY Res. add tax (no COD's). BUYUS,

_ write_NT SI.INDEP. ENDENT_T RAINING__INC., Dept. RE587 10 Whi te Birch Dr., Os-
GROUP,456 West M. L. King Jr. Blvd. L.A., s ining, NY 10562, Visa or Mastercard (914)
CA 90037. 762-4799.
CIRCLE 186 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD CIRCLE 53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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IF YOU'RE TIRED OF MONTHLY CABLE
BILLS $25.00-$100.00 a month or just want
more and better television then it's time for a
Satellite Antenna System from Advance Vid
eo. Prices start at $795. + S/H with 2 yrs.
warranty. 200 chan ne ls available. Ca ll
1800-223-1127toll free. The best product, the
best pri ces. Visa/Maste rCard acce pted.
ADVANCE VIDEO, 10636 Main St. #111,
Bellev ue, WA 98004.
CIRCLE 203 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

" SODDER" WITH THE NEW BUTANE
POWERED PORTASOL. No matter how you
spell it Portasol is the handiest soldering iron
around. Seven inches long. Variable power:
10 to 60 watts, 60 minutes use per refill. Only
$31.95 + $2.00 P&H. Replacement tips: 1.2,
2.4 (standard), 3.2, 4.8mm, $8.50 + .50.
Butane: $3.50 + .50. VA add 4% tax. Quan
tity discou nts/dealers invited. Visa/MC or
ders: (703) 323-8000. Mail Ck/Money-order
to: PORTASOL, 4358 Harvester Farm Lane,
Fairfax, VA 22032.

CIRCLE 208 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

LINE ZAPPE R

VfOL O t N

DECODE THE NEW VIDEO TAPE COPY
PROTECTION SCHEME. Bothered by.
brightness changes, vertical jumping and jit
tering while watching recent movie releases?
Stop it with the LINE ZAPPER . New kit de
tects and removes selected lines of video that
have been modified and often interfere with
normal television operation . Order your KIT
today only $69.95 plus $2.00 S & H. ELE
PHANT ELECTRONICS, Box 41865- L ,
Phoenix, AZ 85080. Visa/MC orders (602)
581-1973. Allow 6 weeks for delivery.

CIRCLE 120 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CABLE TV CONVERTER S AND DE 
SCRAMBLERS. Large se lection of top
quality merchandise. Low prices . Quantity
discounts. We ship COD. Most orders are
shipped within 24 hrs. Send $2.00 for catalog.
CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED, P.O. Box
266 Dept. R, S. Weymouth, MA 02190 (617)
843·5191

CIRCLE 189 ON FREE INFORMATION CARDCIRCLE 127 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

RADAR SPEED GUNS. Professional (used
by police). From $275. Used for clock ing
speeds in baseball, car/boat racing, bowling,
skiing, etc. ZENITH SSAVI $169+ . Recondi
tioned , original UHF equipment. Satellite
components. Surplus TV equipment: N-1 2,
SB-3, Hamlin 1200, Ztac, etc. Converters,
amplifiers, TV acessories. Catalog & coupon
$1. SSAVI mod if ication /troubleshoot ing
handbook $6.50 ppd. AIS SATELLITE, INC.,
P.O. Box 1226-M, Dublin, PA 18917. 215
249-9411.

CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

THE MODEL WTT-20 IS ONLY THE SIZE OF
A DIME, yet transmits both sides of a tele
phone conversat ion to any FM radio with
crystal clarity. Telephone line powered - never
needs a battery! Up to Y. mile range. Adjusta
ble from 70-130 MHZ. Complete kit $29.95
+ $1.50 S + H. Free Shipping on 2 or more!
COD add $4. Call or send VISA,'MC, MO.
DECO INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford
Hill s, NY 10507. (914) 232-3878.
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CABLE TELEVISION CONVERTER, de- 
scrambler and wireless remote control video 
equipment accessories Catalog free. CA- 
BLE DISTRIBUTORS . 116 Main Road. 
Washington. AR 71862. 

CIRCLE 209 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SIMPLY SNAP THE WAT 50 MINIATURE FM 
TRANSMITTER on top of a 9v battery and 
hear every sound in an entire house up to 1 

mile away! Adjustable from 70 -130 MHZ Use 
with any FM radio. Complete kit $29.95 
$1.50 S - H Free shipping on 2 or more! COD 
add $4. Call or send VISA, MC. MO. DECO 
INDUSTRIES. Box 607. Bedford Hills, NY 
10507. (914) 232-3878. 

CIRCLE 129 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

FREE TOOL A. INSTRUMENT CATALOG 
packed with over 5,000 quality products for 
testing. repairing and assembling electronic 
equipment. A full selection of test instruments 
plus precision hand tools. tool cases. solder- 
ing equipment and much more. Products are 
shown in full color with detailed descriptions. 
pricing and a 100 °o satisfaction guarantee. 
CONTACT EAST, PO Box 786, No. An- 
dover, MA 01845. Call (800) 225 -5370 or in 
MA (617) 682 -2000. 

CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA super Spring sale. 
Now available Scientific Atlanta 8500 and 
8550 cable converters. Perfect reception on 
all channels. Sale price 8500 or 8550 
$225.00 Hand remotes $20.00. Call now to 
insure your order. Sale ends May 31. 1987. 
Also, brand new. "Key Circuits- for this equip- 
ment. Dealers welcome. C.O.D. accepted. 
V.I.P. ELECTRONICS. P.O. Box 628, For - 
estdale, R.I. 02824, (617) 755 -9778. 

CIRCLE 207 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TUNABLE NOTCH FILTER -for elimination 
of any TV, FM. or VHF signal. Can be tuned 
precisely to ANY signal within these ranges 
'MODEL 26 -Ch8. 2 -6 plus FM (54 -108 Mhz) 
'MODEL 1422 -Ch's. 14(A) -22(I) (120.174 
Mhz) 'MODEL 713 -Ch's 7-13 (174 -216 Mhz) 
Highly selective 60dB notch. Send $30 each. 
Quantity prices as low as $14. STAR CIR- 
CUITS, P.O. Box 8332, Pembroke Pines, 
FL. 33084 

CIRCLE 94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

MIS 
NEW: PANASONIC VIDEO SWITCHER. Re- 
cord a cable channel while viewing any one of 
your 4 video options. another cable channel. 
2nd VCR, TV games, video camera. etc. No 
need to use your cable converter for channel 
selection VCS -1 gives your cable ready TV or 
VCR full control of your viewing. Comaptable 
with all scrambled and one way addressable 
systems. $85.00 Guaranteed. Free Catalog. 
(402) 331-4957 M.D. ELECTRONICS, 5078 
So. 108th #115, Omaha, NE 68106. We ac- 
cept MC. Visa. C.O.D. 

CIRCLE 205 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS $69.95. Now in- 
cluding shipping and Lifetime warranty. We 
Repair all types of Downconverters. Cable 
Converters and equipment available! Pan- 
asonic 450 MHz wireless converter $79.95 
plus shipping. Coax cable. T.V. parts. ac- 
cessories. connectors. T.V. amplifiers Write 
for free information or call for prices BLUE 
STAR IND., Dept. 105 -RE 5 -87, 4712 Ave. N. 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 (718) 258-9495 ExL 
RE 

CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

APPLIANCE REPAIR HANDBOOKS -13 
volumes by service experts: easy -to- 
understand diagrams. illustrations. For major 
appliances (air conditioners. refrigerators. 
washers. dryers, microwaves, etc.). elec . 

housewares. personal -care appliances. 
Basics of solid state. setting up shop. test 
instruments $2.65 to S5.90 each. Free 
brochure APPLIANCE SERVICE, PO Box 
789. Lombard. IL 60148. 1 -(312) 932 -9550. 

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS - BUILD THIS 
AMAZING IR VIEWER. Applications include: 
night surveillance, IR photography, laser 
tracking. fibre optic observations. hi -temp 
thermal viewing, IR alarms, IR communica- 
tions & controls, IR astronomy & microscopy. 
document examination, painting & stamp au- 
thentication etc Kit $189 delivered (Dealers 
wanted). Catalog Si. 514- 739 -9328. OCTE 
ELECTRONICS, Box 840, Champlain, N.Y. 
12919 

CIRCLE 130 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CABLE TELEVISION CONVERTER, de 
scrambler and wire less remote control video
equipment accessories . Catalog free. CA
BLE DISTRIBUTORS, 116 Main Road,
Washington, AR 71862 .

CIRCLE 209 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SIMPLY SNAP THE WAT-50 MIN IATURE FM
TRANSMITTER on top of a 9v battery and
hear every sound in an entire house up to 1
mile away! Adjustable from 70-130 MHZ. Use
with any FM radio. Complete kit $29.95 +
$1.50 S + H. Free shipping on 2 or more! COD
add $4. Call or send VISA , MC, MO. DECO
INDUSTRIES, Box 607, Bedford Hills, NY
10507.-(914) 232-3878. - - -

CIRCLE 129 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

FREE TOOL & INSTRUMENT CATALOG
packed with over 5,000 quality products for
testi ng, repairing and assembling electronic
equipment. A fu ll select ion of.test instruments
plus precision hand too ls, tool cases, solder
ing equipment and much more. Products are
shown in full co lor with detailed descriptions,
pricing and a 100% satisfaction guarantee.
CONTACT EAST, PO Box 786, No. An
dover, MA 01845. Call (800) 225-5370 or in
MA (617) 682-2000.

CIRCLE 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA super Spring sale.
Now avai lable Scientific At lanta 8500 and
8550 cable converters. Perfect reception on
a ll channe ls . Sale price 8500 or 8550
$225.00 Hand remotes $20.00. Call now to
insure your order. Sa le ends May 31, 1987.
Also, brand new, "Key Circuits" for this equ ip
ment. Dea lers we lcome. C.O.D. accepted.
V.I.P. ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 628, For
estdale, R.I. 02824, (617) 755-9778.

CIRCLE 207 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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MICROWAVE ANTENNAS $69 .95. Now in
cluding shipp ing and Lifetime warranty. We
Repair all types of Downconverters. Cab le
Converters and equ ipment available! Pan
asonic 450 MHz wire less converter $79 .95
plus shipp ing. Coax cab le, T.v. parts , ac
cessories, connectors, T.V. amp lifiers . Write
for free information or call for prices . BLUE
STAR IND., Dept. 105-RE 5-87, 4712 Ave. N,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11234 (718) 258-9495 Ext.
RE -

CIRCLE 85 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

TUNABLE NOTCH FILTER-for eliminat ion
of any TV, FM, or VHF signal. Can be tuned
precisely to ANY signa l with in these ranges:
'MODEL 26-Ch's. 2-6 plus FM [54-108 Mhz]
'MODEL 1422-Ch's . 14(A)-22(1) [120-174
Mhz] 'MODEL 713-Ch 's. 7-13 [174-216 Mhz]
Highly select ive 60dB notch . Send $30 each.
Quantity prices as low as $14. STAR CIR
CUITS, P.O. Box 8332, Pembroke Pines,
FL. 33084

CIRCLE 94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

APPLIANCE REPAIR HANDBOOKS-13
vol umes by service expe rts ; easy -to
understand diagrams, illustrations. For major
app liances (air cond itioners, refrigerators ,
was hers, dryers , microwaves: etc .), elec .
housewares , personal-ca re app liances.
Basics of solid state , sett ing up shop, test
instruments . $2 .65 to $5 .90 each. Free
brochure. APPLIANCE SERVICE, PO Box
789, Lombard, IL 60148 . 1-(312) 932-9550.

CIRCLE 84 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

NEW: PANASONIC VIDEO SWITCHER. Re
cord a cab le channel while viewing anyone of
your 4 video options, another cab le channel,
2nd VCR , TV games, video camera, etc. No
need to use your cable converter for channel
selection VCS-1 gives your cable ready TV or
VCR fu ll control of your viewing. Comaptable
with all scrambled and one way addressable
systems. $85.00 Guaranteed. Free Cata log.
(402) 331-4957 M.D. ELECTRONICS, 5078
So. 108th #115 , Omaha, NE 68106. We ac
cept MC. Visa. C.O.D.

CIRCLE 205 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

SEE IN TOTAL DARKNESS - BUILD THIS
AMAZING IR VIEWER. Applications include;
night surveillance , IR photography, laser
tracking, fibre optic observations, hi-temp
thermal viewing, IR alarms , IR communica
tions & controls, IR astronomy & microscopy,
document exami nation, paint ing &stamp au
thentication etc. Kit $189 delivered . (Dea lers
wanted). Cata log $1. 514-739-9328. OCTE
ELECTRONICS, Box 840, Champlain, N.Y.
12919

CIRCLE 130 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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NEW PRODUCTS 

1;;?° 
CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

CAR -SECURITY SYSTEMS, the Ken - 
wood model KPC -70 (shown) and 
the model KPC -50 are comprehen- 
sive alarm systems. 

The model KPC -70 consists of a 

central processing module, a con- 
trol /test module, a small remote- 

control unit, shock and motion 
sensors, and a 100 -dB siren. With 
that system, all doors, windows, 
the hood, and the trunk are auto- 
matically secured. With the excep- 
tion of the control /test module, 
the model KPC -50 includes the 

same features as the model KPC -70 
plus more. 

In addition, the systems' motion 
and shock sensors are able to de- 
tect unauthorized use or break -ins 
due to impact. Should a break -in 
occur, the siren sounds, the park- 
ing lights flash, and the starter cir- 
cuit is disabled. The duration of 
the alarm is automatically set for 30 
seconds; however, a duration of 2 

minutes, 60 seconds, or 15 sec- 
onds can be programmed by the 
user. Once the alarm -cycle is com- 
plete, the system re -arms. 

The model KPC -70 has a sug- 
gested retail price of $549.00; the 
model KPC -50 has a suggested re- 
tail price of $349.00. -Kenwood 
U.S.A., Inc., P.O. Box 6213, Carson, 
CA 90744 

JERROLD CORDLESS CABLE illj 
TV CO i VERTERS ONTROL , 

MODEL STARCOM -460 ME C 

ANY OUANTIT 
Instant Channel recall 

Vo,me Contra. Programmable to go on at 
68 channels a particular channel and on 
I,r,;te cOntrOl a.i tomatically 
.' ' 'vatic fine tuning --patible with descramblers 

JERROLD CORDLESS CABLE TV 
CONVERTER 
MODEL DRX3-105 /400 

$6995 
58 Channels 
Remote channel changmg 
Remct o" sw.tch Rer,t , .,,n,ng 

CARD , 
JERROLD CORDLESS CABLE 
TV CONVERTER - -- 

MODEL DRZ/450 
66 channels 
Automatic fine tun 
AB switch Oplon 

JERROLD CORDED 
CABLE TV CONVERTE 
MODEL JRX3 -105 

$49.95 
36 channels 
push D..tton . 

"THE RABBIT" 
VIDEO MULTIPLYING SYSTEM 
TR -7000 

s51 95 4: '1) S59.95/6.1. 
e 1 569.96/, 5 

u 

69.95/,° lot 
$79.95 ea 

o ITLO 
ELECTRONICS 

770 Amsterdam Ave. New York. NY 10025 

IT'S LIKE HAVING A 
VCR IN EVERY ROOM 

MASTER CARD VISA 

CIRCLE 110 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SHIPPING CHARGES 

FOr Orders Add 
525100 $650 
$100.500 $8 50 
$500.750 $1050 
$750 and u0 $2000 

NEW 'PRODUCTS
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CIRCLE 30 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CAR-SECURITY SYSTEMS, the Ken
wood model KPC-70 (shown) and
the model KPC-50 are comprehen
sive alarm syste ms.

The model KPC-70 consists of a
central process ing module , a co n
trol /test module , a sma ll rem ote-

co nt ro l un it , shock and moti on
sensors, an d a 100-d B sire n. With
th at syste m, all doors , windows,
th e hood, and th e t runk are auto
matically se cured . With the excep
tion of t he co nt ro l/tes t modul e ,
th e model KPC-50 includes t he

same featu res as the model KPC-70
plu s more .

In addition, the syste ms' motion
and shock senso rs are able to de
tect unauthorized use or break-ins
due to impact. Should a break-in
oc cur, th e siren sounds, the park
ing lights flash , and the starter cir
cuit is disabled. The durati on of
the alarm is automatically se t for 30
seco nds; however, a duration of 2
minutes , 60 se co nds, or 15 sec
onds can be programmed by the
use r. Once the a la rrn-cyd e is com
plete, the system re-arms.

The model KPC-70 ha s a su g
gested retail price of $549.00; the
model KPC-50has a su ggested re
tail price of $349.00.-Kenwood
U.S.A., Inc., P.O. Box 6213, Carson ,
CA 90744

I " THE RABBIT"
VIDEO MU TIPLYING SYSTEM
TR-7000

$51 95 '.•M" $59.95/6-11

~.69'96/ 1 -5
1 2 UP~

IT'S LIKE HAVIN G A
VCR IN EVE RY ROOM

JERROLD CORDLESS CABLE TV
CONVERTER
MODEL DRX3-105/400I

I
I .58 channe ls

• Remote chan nel changing
• Remote on/off switch
• Remote fine tun ing

I JERROLD CORDED

I CABLE TV CONVERTER
MODEL JRX3-105

I $49.95
I

.36 channe ls .""
• push butto.ry

I
•

• MASTER CARD • VISA
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Do You REALLY Want to Make More Money? 
Yes it does take work and a few sacrifices to 

climb up the electronics ladder to where the bigger 
money is. But, if that's where you want to be, then 
that's what you must do - work harder at learning 
and getting the right credentials, even if it takes a 
few sacrifices. A B. S. degree and the knowledge 
that rightly goes along with it can give you powerful 
ladder -climbing equipment in your search for suc- 
cess in electronics. 

The accredited Grantham non -traditional B.S. 
Degree Program is intended for mature, fully - 
employed workers who want to upgrade their elec- 
tronics careers. 

You say you're already trained in electronics 
but that you're not making enough money??? 
Well then, maybe you don't have an accredited 
bachelor's degree to prove that your education 
is up to snuff! Check out the Grantham Inde- 
pendent -Study B. S. Degree Program. It could 
make a dollars and sense difference in your 
electronics career. 

Grantham offers this program, complete but 
without laboratory, to electronics technicians 
whose objectives are to upgrade their level of 
technical employment. Since the field of elec- 
tronics is so enormous, opportunity for ad- 
vancement is always present. Promotions and 
natural turnover make desirable positions 
available to the man who is ready to move up. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
10570 Humbolt Street 

Los Alamitos, California, 90720 

(This booklet 
L.FREEI 

this free booklet 
explains the 

Grantham ß.S. 

Degree Program. 
offered by inde- 

pendent study to 
those ssho ssork 

in electronics. 

for 
FREE 
Booklet 
CLIP 

COUPON 

and mail In I 

envelope or I_ 

paste on 
postal 
card. 

NI CS 
Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

Independent Home Study 
Study materials, carefully written by the Grantham 
College staff for independent study at home, are 
supplied by the College. Your technical questions 
related to these materials and the lesson tests are 
promptly answered by the Grantham home -study 
teaching staff. 

Recognition and Quality Assurance 
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by 
the Accrediting Commission of the National Home 
Study Council, as a degree- granting institution. 

All lessons and other study materials, as well as com- 
munications between the college and students, are in the 
English language. However, we have students in many 
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the 
United States of America. 

r 

L 

1 
Grantham College of Engineering R -5 -87 

10570 Humbolt Street, Los Alamitos, CA 90720 

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your 
B.S. Degree independent -study program. 

Name Ag. 

Address 

City State Zip 

IN

Do You REALLY Want to Make More Money?
Yes it does take work and a few sacrifices to

climb up the electronics ladder to where the bigger
money is. But, if that's where you want to be, then
that's what you must do - work harder at learning
and getting the right credentials, even if it takes a
few sacrifices. A B. S. degree and the knowledge
that rightly goes along with it can give you powerful
ladder-climbing equipment in your search for suc
cess in electronics.

The accredited Grantham non-traditional B.S.
Degree Program is intended for mature, fully
employed workers who want to upgrade their elec
tronics careers .

ELECIRONICS
You say you're already trained in electronics
but that you're not making enough money???
Well then, maybe you don't have an accredited
bachelor's degree to prove that your education
is up to snuff! Check out the Grantham Inde
pendent-Study B. S. Degree Program. It could
make a dollars and sense difference in your
electronics career.

Grantham offers this program, complete but
without laboratory, to electronics technicians
whose objectives are to upgrade their level of
technical employment. Since the field of elec
tronics is so enormous, opportunity for ad
vancement is always present. Promotions and
natural turnover make desirable positions
available to the man who is ready to move up.

Grantham College of Engineering
10570 Humbolt Street

Los Alamitos, California, 90720

Put Professional Knowledge and a

COLLEGE ' DEGREE
in your Electronics Career through

Independent Home Study
Study materials, carefully written by the Grantham
College staff for independent study at home, are
supplied by the College. Your technical questions
related to these materials and the lesson tests are
promptly answered by the Grantham home-study
teaching staff.

Recognition and Quality Assurance
Grantham College of Engineering is accredited by
the Accrediting Commission of the National Home
Study Council, as a degree-granting institution.

•
All lessons and other study materials, as well as com
munications between the college and students, are in the
English language. However, we have students in many
foreign countries; about 80% of our students live in the
United States of America.

Age--_

Please mail me your free catalog which explains your
B.S. Degree independent-study program.
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Our 
guaranteed 
savings plan. 

Fluke70 Series Analog /Digital multi - 
meters are like money in the bank. Buy 

., and youte guaranteed to save both time 

and money. 

Money, because you get longer battery life 

and longer warranty coverage -3 years vs. 

1 year or less on others. 

And time, because 70 Series meters are 

easier to operate and have more automatic 
measurement features. 

So before buying any meter, look beyond the 

sticker price. And takea closer look at the new 

low -priced $79 Fluke 73, the $109 Fluke 75, and 

the deluxe $145 Fluke 77 In the long run, they'll 

cost less, and give higher performance, too. 

And that, you can bank on. 
For a free brochure, and your nearest distrib- 

utor, call toll -free 1 -800- 227-3800, ed. 229. 

FROM THE WORLD LEADER 
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS. 

FLUKE 
m 1916 Rule 

CIRCLE 121 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

TVRO ELECTRONICS SYSTEM, the 
Pico Products Little MAC, is a no- 
frills system consisting of the 
HR -100 C /Ku -band satellite re- 
ceiver and the MAC -100K manual 
actuator /controller. 

CIRCLE 31 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

The model HR -100 has a 

950 -1450 -MHz block input, a vid- 
eo- invert switch for complete Ku- 
band function, an AFC tracking 
range of ±11 MHz, tunable audio 
(single channel), detent channel 
selection, defeatable AFC, a 70- 
MHz IF loop, an <8 -dB C/N thresh- 
old, fine -tuning range of ±4 MHz 
from 70 MHz, an IF bandwidth of 
26 MHz (- 2 dB), and a low dif- 
ferential gain and phase for good 
video and audio response. (The re- 
ceiver can also operate as a slave 
unit to Pico's full- featured model 
HR1000 stereo remote -control re- 
ceiver, an added convenience.) 

The MAC -100K manual actuator/ 
controller features a three -digit 
LED display to indicate relative sat- 
ellite position. Up and Down con- 
trol- buttons allow users to easily 
position the antenna to view all 
the satellites in the Clarke Belt, in- 
cluding the hybrid C/Ku -band sat- 
ellites. The model MAC -100 also 
has built -in overload safeguards 
that prevent antenna wraparound. 
There is a 36 -volt DC power supply 
available for easy and effective in- 
stallation with most actuator 
motors using either reed- or Hall - 
effect position sensors. 

The complete Little MAC TVRO 
electronics system is priced at 
$700.00. -Pico Products, Inc., 103 
Commerce Blvd., Liverpool, NY 
13088. 

HAND -HELD CB, the Midland 
model 75 -7900, is electronically 
tuned, has 40 channels, and is 
equipped with a dual- conversion 
super- heterodyne receiver and a 

transmitter with selectable RF -out- 
put levels of one or five watts as 
required. 

The model 75- 790also has an ad- 

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

justable squelch control, an auto- 
matic noise -limiter, separate LED's 
for transmit and receive, and a 

condenser microphone. An ana- 
log meter measures received -sig- 
nal strength, transmit power, and 
battery condition. Instant Channel 
9 selection is also provided. 

The model 75 -790 operates on 
12- or 15 -volts DC. A charger jack 
for nicad batteries and a vinyl car- 
rying case are included. The sug- 
gested retail price is $149.95. - 
Midland International, 1690 North 
Topping, Kansas City, MO. 

CORDLESS HEADPHONE SYSTEM, 
the Nady Systems cordless head- 
phone system consists of a model 
IRH -210 integral personal infrared 

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

stereo headphone /receiver, and a 

model IRT -520 infrared transmitter. 
The transmitter plugs in to any 
stereo -radio or tape -deck head- 
phone jack. An infrared signal rep- 
resenting the audio is then 
transmitted to a sensor on top of 
the personal receiver. The range is 
about 35 feet, and any number of 

stereo headphone/receiver, and a
modellRT-520infrared transmitter.
The transmitter plugs in to any
stereo-radio or tape-deck head
phone jack . An infrared signal rep
resenting the audio is t h e n
transmitted to a sensor on top of
the personal receiver. The range is
about 35 feet, and any number of

CIRCLE 33 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

CORDLESS HEADPHONE SYSTEM,
the Nady Systems cordless head
phone system consists of a model
IRH-210 integral personal infrared

CIRCLE 32 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

justable squelch control , an auto
matic noise-limiter, separate LED's
for transmit and receive, and a
condenser microphone. An ana
log meter measures received-sig
nal strength, transmit power, and
battery condition . Instant Channel
9 selection is also provided.

The model 75-790 operates on
12- or 15-volts DC. A charger jack
for nicad batteries and a vinyl car
rying case are included . The sug
gested retail price is $149.95.
Midland International, 1690 North
Topping, Kansas City, MO.

HAND-HELD CB, the Midland
model 75-7900, is electronically
tuned , has 40 channels, and is
equipped with a dual-conversion
super-heterodyne receiver and a
transmitter with selectable RF-out
put level s of one or five watts as
required.

The model 75-790also has an ad-
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TVRO ELECTRONICS SYSTEM, the
Pico Products Little MAC, is a no
frills system cons isting of the
HR-100 C/Ku-band sat e l l i t e re
ceiver and the MAC-100K manual
actuator/controller.

The model HR-100 has a
95D-1450-MHz block input, a vid
eo-invert switch for complete Ku
band function, an AFC tracking

__range.of..c.n MHz, tunable.audio
(single channel), detent channel
selection, defeatable AFC, a 70
MHz IF loop, an < 8-d B C/N thresh
old, fine-tuning range of ±4 MHz
from 70 MHz, an IF bandwidth of
26 MHz (- 2 dB), and a low dif
ferential gain and phase for good
video and audio response . (The re
ceiver can also operate as a slave
unit to Pico's full-featured model
HR1000 stereo remote-control re
ceiver, an added convenience.)

The MAC-100K manual actuator/
controller features a three-digit
LEDdisplay to ind icate relative sat
ellite position. Up and Down con
trol -buttons allow users to easily
position the antenna to view all
the satellites in the Clarke Belt, in
cluding the hybrid C/Ku-band sat
ellites. The model MAC-100 also
has built-in overload safeguards
that prevent antenna wraparound.
There is a 36-volt DC power supply
available for easy and effective in
stallation with most actuator
motors using either reed- or Hall
effect position sensors.

The complete Little MAC TVRO
electronics system is priced at
$700.00.-Pico Products, Inc., 103
Commerce Blvd ., Liverpool, NY
13088.

Fluke 70 Series AnaloglDigital multi
meters are likemoney in the bank. Buy
one, and you're guaranteed to save both time
and money.

Money, because you get longer battery life
and longer warranty coverage - 3years vs.
1year or less on others.

And time, because 70 Series meters are
easier to operate and have more automatic
measurement features.

So before buying any meter, look beyond the
sticker price.And take acloser look at the new
low-priced $79 Fluke 73, the $109 Fluke 75,and
the deluxe $145 Fluke 77. In the long run, they'll
cost less, and give higher performance, too.

And that, you can bank on.
For afree brochure,and your nearest distrib

utor, call toll-free1-800-227-3800, ext. 229.

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS.

OUf
guaranteed
savingsplan.
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infrared receivers can be used in 
the room. The suggested list price 
for the system is $99.95. (The 
model IRH -210, receiver is avail- 
able separately at $59.95.) -Nady 
Systems, 1145 65th Street, Oakland, 
CA 94608. 

CD CHANGER, the DiscJockey, 
model CDP -05F, offers an alter- 
native to magazine changer sys- 
tems with a built -in 5 -disc carousel 
that reduces disc -to -disc access 
time and simplifies overall opera- 
tion. 
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One to five discs can be loaded 
in the front -loading carousel draw- 
er of the unit for up to six hours of 
continuous music playback. Once 
loaded, a disc -skip function allows 
disc -to -disc changes in approx- 
imately 2 -3 seconds. 

The model CDP -CSF has a sug- 

gested retail price of $450.00. - 
Sony Corporation of America, 9 
West 57th St., New York, NY 10019. 

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA, 
the model 7403 -11, for FM use, in- 
corporates a weighted base, which 
provides stability and tip resis- 
tance. The gain control is located 
on the front and is easily accessi- 
ble. The pilot light is in keeping 
with the shape of the overall an- 
tenna. 

The model 7403 -11 uses a sepa- 
rate outboard 12 -volt DC power 
supply that is UL listed. That sup- 
ply provides filtered DC for the an- 
tenna's amplifier. The power sup- 
ply, which contains a transformer, 
may be located some distance 
from the antenna, and an outlet 
may be selected that will position 
the power supply away from any 
TV set, or other device that would 
be adversely affected by proximity 
to the transformer. 

Due to its well -filtered power 
supply, the antenna adds little 60- 
Hz hum to received signals. There 
are relatively uniform gain charac- 
teristics over the 88- to 108 -MHz 
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band, with no sharp peaks or val- 
leys in the response curve. 

The omnidirectional charac- 
teristics of the model 7403 -11 refer 
to both lateral and vertical signal 
orientation. The antenna provides 
uniform sensitivity within ±6 dB. 

The model 7403 -11 has a sug- 
gested list price of $75.00.- Parsec 
Electronics, Inc., 130 W. 42nd 
Street, New York, NY 10036. 

CONNECTION 
PROTECTION 

B 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

PLUGS 
& SOCK 

rhnl éN110Et ERS 

IING 
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G 

TERMINAL 

1A PTED 

STRIPS 

CONNECTORS 

a47-7-EAy 

CRAMOLIN' 
CONTgCis, 

Even the finest equipment in the word cannot guarantee noise -tree operatiOn. 

One "dirty" connection anywhere in the electrical path can cause unwanted 
noise or yona. oss 

"MORE THAN A CONTACT CLEANER" 

CRAMOUN is a fast -acting, antiondlzing lubricant that cleans and 

preserves all meal surfaces. including gold. 

When applied to metal contacts and connector. CRAMOUN! removes 

mien. oxides as A torms a protective molecular layer that adheres to tit metal 

surfaces and maintains maximum electrical conductivity. 

OtAIMOUPS. - USED BY THOSE WHO DEMAND THE BEST 

sea Harca H.'st' Paeaare MCMOaM NeAamSh 

Be."s JMn Flubs 14119 Mderda RCr 

Cabed Recaes McIntosh tata NASA a..axrin 
ONCE ,1qs 

CAIG 
I173-O 1nOweti Ave . to O Bon -0' EamnOOO. CA 11102s0061 u s A . p1h 741L7143 
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Video eb1e 
Assembly Kit: 

OPT 2r 10 pcs 2 ft F to RCA Connector 
(for tv or video dubbing) 

OPT 3 10 pcs 3 ft.59U "F to F" 
(ideal length for VCR to TV monitor) 

OPT 6 10 pcs 6 ft.59U "F to F" 
(ideal length for VCR to TV monitor) g 82.00 

OPT 10 10 pcs 10 ft.59U "F to F" 

OPT 20 5 pcs 20 ft.59U "F to F" 

OPT 50 5 pcs 50 ft.59U "F to F" 

ALL ASSEMBLIES DISPLAY PACKAGED!! 

50 pieces total! Packaged Kit! 
MANY OTHER LINES AVAILABLE -62ÁU, 58U, 8U 

(telephone accessories, speaker wie4, etc.) 

CUSTOM LENGTHS BASED ON QUANTITY!!! 
CALL FOR LITERATURE d PRICING!! 

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS 
2022 TIGERTAIL BLVD. 
DANIA, FLORIDA 33004 

Toll Free: 1- 800 -327 -0224 
In Florida: 305 -920 -3550 
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in frared receivers can be used in
the room. The sugg ested list price
fo r th e system is $99.95 . (Th e
model IRH-2101 receiver is avail 
able separate ly at $59.95.)- Nady
Systems,114565th Street, Oakland,
CA 94608.

CD CHANGER, th e Discjockey,
model CDP-C5F, offers an alter
native to magazine changer sys
tem s with a built-in 5-di sc carou sel
that reduce s disc-to-d isc access
time and simplif ies overall opera
ti on.

~ , j
,~ '._... ~ -=- -
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One to five diSCS can be loaded
in th e fro nt-loadi ng carousel draw
er of the unit for up to six hou rs of
cont inuo us mu sic playback. Once
loaded , a disc-skip function allows
di sc-to-di sc changes in approx
imately 2-3 seco nds.

The model CDP-C5F has a sug-

gested retail price of $450.00.
Sony Corporation of America, 9
West 57th St., New York, NY10019.

OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNA,
th e model 7403-111 for FM use, in
corporates a weighted base, wh ich
provides stabil ity and tip re sis
tance . The gain control is located
on the front and is easily accessi
ble. The pilot l ight is in keeping
with the shape of the overa ll an
tenna.

The model 7403-11 uses a sepa
rate outboard 12-volt DC power
supply that is UL listed . That sup
ply provides filtered DC for the an
tenna's amplif ier. The power sup
ply, which contains a transformer,
may be located so m e di stance
from-the antennae-and-an outlet
may be selected that will po sition
the power supply away from any
TV set , or other device that wou ld
be adve rsely affected by proximity
to the transformer.

Due to its well-filtered power
supply, the antenna adds little 60
Hz hum to received signals . There
are relatively uniform gain charac 
teristics over the '88- to 108-MHz

CIRCLE 35 ON FREE INFORMA nON CARD

band , w it h no sharp-peaks or val
leys in th e respon se curve.

The o m n id i rect io nal ch arac
teri stic s of the model 7403-11 refer
to both lateral and vertical signal
orientation . The ant enna provides
uniform sensit ivity within ± 6 dB.

The model 7403-11 has a sug
gested list pr ice of $75.00.- Parsec
Electronics, Inc., 130 W. 42nd
Street, New York , NY 10036.
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Video eable
Assembly Kit:

OPT 2r 10 pes 2 ft F to RCA Connector
[for tv or video dubbing]

OPT 3 10 pes 3 ft.59U "F to F"
[ideal length for VCR to TV monitor]

OPT 6 10 pes 6 ft.59U "F toF"~ A
[ideal length for VCR to TV monitor]~~~.007

OPT 10 10 pes 10ft. 59U "F to F" 'VVWf'
OPT 20 5 pes 20 ft. 59U "F to F"

OPT 50 5 pes 50 ft. 59U "F to F"

ALL ASSEMBLIES DISPLAY PACKAGED!!

50 pieces total! Packaged Kit!
MANY OTHER LINES AVAILABLE-62AU, 58U, au

[telephone accessories, speaker wire, etc.]
CUSTOM LENGTHS BASED ON QUANTITY!!!

CALL FOR LITERATURE& PRICING11

OPTIMA ELECTRONICS
2022 TIGERTAIL BLVD.
DANIA, FLORIDA 33004

Toll Free: 1-800-327-0224
In Florida: 305-920-3550
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" MORE THAN A CONTACT CLEANER"

1175-0 Industrial Avo., (P.O. Box J) • escondido. CA 92025-0051U.S.A.

CRAMOLlNiIl is a fast-acting, anli -oxidlzlng lubr icant that cleans and
preserves all metal surfaces, Including gold.

When applied to metal contacts and connectors, CRA M OLl N iIl removes
resistive oxides as it forms a protective molecular layer that adheres to the metal
surfaces and maintains maximum electrical conductivity.

CRAMOUNe - USED BY THOSE WHO DEMAND THE BEST:
Bell .. Howell Howlett Packard MCI(Sony) NaJ,anllchl
Boeing John Auke Mfg. Motorola RCA
Capitol Records Mcintosh Labs NASA SwI1chcraft

SINCE 1958

r:;;:-7"-::~~I"'IIIIP'!~~~~~~~

Even the finest equipment in the world cannot guarantee noise-free operat ion.
One "dirty" connection anywher e in the electrical path can causa unwanted
noise or signal loss.
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Train for the Fastest Growing Job Skill in America 

OnlyNRi teaches you to 
servicealt computers as you 
build your own fully IBM 
compatible microcomputer 
With computers firmly estab- 
lished in offices -and more and 
more new applications being 
developed for every facet of 
business -the demand for 
trained computer service tech- 
nicians surges forward. The 
Department of Labor estimates 
that computer service jobs will 
actually double in the next ten 
years -a faster growth rate than 
for any other occupation. 

Total systems training 
No computer stands alone... 
its part of a total system. And 
if you want to learn to service 
and repair computers, you have 
to understand computer 

systems. Only NRI includes a 
powerful computer system as 
part of your training, centered 
around the new, fully IBM PC 
compatible Sanyo 880 Series 
computer. 

As part of your training, 
you'll build this highly- rated, 
16-bit IBM compatible com- 
puter system. You'll assemble 
Sanyo's "intelligent" keyboard, 
install the power supply and 
disk drive, and interface the 
high -resolution monitor. 
The 880 Computer has two 
operating speeds: standard 
IBM speed of 4.77 MHz and a 
remarkable turbo speed of 8 

MHz. Its confidence - building, 

real -world experience that in- 

cludes training in programming, 
circuit design and peripheral 
maintenance. 

No experience necessary - 
NRI builds it in 

Even if you've never had any 
previous training in 
you can succeed with NRI 
training. You'll start with the 
basics, then rapidly build on 
them to master such concepts as 
digital logic, microprocessor 
design, and computer memory. 
You'll build and test advanced 
electronic circuits using the 
exclusive NRI Discovery Lab', 
professional digital multimeter, 

Learn Computer Servicing Skills with NRI's "Hands -On" Training e . 

MA/.acrpr mu" ¡.. 

Using NRrs unique Action Audio Cassette, you we talked 
through the operation and gaclicat application of your 
hand held dpdal mult,meter -the basic, mdnpensab. 
tool Ive the computer specialist 

You'll set up and pedorm electronics expenments and 
demonstrations using your NRI Discovery Lab- You'll even 
interlace the lab with your computer to "see" keyboard 
generated data 

Met you build this digital logic probe, you'll explore the 
Operation of the Sanyo detacled "intelligent" keyboard 
and its dedicated microprocessor. 

Train for the Fastest Growing Job Skill in America

OnlyNRIteaches you to
serviceallcomputersas you
buildyour own fully IBM
compatiblemicrocomputer

- With-computers-firrnlyestab-- -systems.-Only NRI includes a
lished inoffices-and more and powerful computer system as
more new applications being partofyour training, centered
developed for every facet of around thenew, fully IBM PC
business-thedemand for compatible Sanyo 880 Series
trained computer service tech- computer.
nicians surges forward. The As partof your training,
Department ofLabor estimates you'll build this highly-rated,
that computer service jobs will 16-bit IBM compatible com-
actually double inthenext ten puter system. You'll assemble
years-a faster growth ratethan Sanyo's "intelligent" keyboard,
for any other occupation. install thepower supply and

disk drive, and interface the
Total systems training high-resolution monitor.

No computer stands alone .. , The 880 Computer has two
it'spartofatotalsystem. And operating speeds: standard
ifyou want tolearntoservice IBM speed of 4.77 MHz and a
and repair computers, you have remarkable turbo speed of 8
tounderstand computer MHz. It's confidence-building,

- real-worldexperience that in
cludes traininginprogramming,
circuit design and peripheral
maintenance.

No experience necessary-
NRI builds it in

Even ifyou've never had any
previous training inelectronics,
you can supceed with NRI
training. You'll startwith the
basics, then rapidly build on
them tomaster such conceptsas
digitallogic,microprocessor
design, and computer memory.
You'll build and test advanced
electroniccircuits using the
exclusive NRI Discovery Lab®,
professional digital multimeter,
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Using NRl's unique Action Audio Cassette, you are talked
·through the operation and practical applic ation 01your
hand-held digital mullimeter-the basic, ind ispensable
tool lor the computer spec ialist.

You'll set up and perform electronics experiments and
demonstrations using your NRl.Discovery Lab. You'll even
interlace the lab with your compute r to "see" keyboard
generated data.
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Your NRI total systems training 
includes all of this NRI Discovery 
Lab to design and modify circuits 
Four function digital multimeter with 
walk you through instruction on audio lape 

Digital logic probe tir visual enamrnatron 
of computer circuits Sanyo 880 Series 
Computer with ' Intelligent" keyboard 
and 360K double density double-sided 
disk drive High resolution monochrome 
monitor 8K ROM. 256K RAM Bundled software 
including GW BASIC. MS DOS WordStar. CalcStar Reference manuals schematics. 
and bite -sued lessons 

and logic probe. Like your 
computer, they're all yours to 
keep as part of your training. 
You even get some of the most 
popular software, including 
WordStar, CalcStar, GW Basic 
and MS DOS. 

Send for 100- -page free 
catalog 

Send the post -paid reply card 
today for NRI's 100 -page, 

full -color catalog, with all the 
facts about at -home computer 
training. Read detailed descrip- 
tions of each lesson, each exper- 
iment you perform. See each 
piece of hands -on equipment 
you'll work with and keep. 
And check out NRI training in 

other high -tech fields such as 
Robotics, Data Communi- 
cations, TV /Audio /Video 
Servicing, and more. 

If the card has been 
used, write to NRI Schools, 
3939 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20016. 

MSCH OOLS 

M1cGraw'Hill Continuing Education Center 
3939 Wisconsin Avenue. NW 
Washington. DC 20016 7-'1:10/ 

10 

Wen Give You Tomorrow. 
leu is Re0.slered headman or Internal ona' 8ul,nes, 
Mace.ne Commotion 

as You Build Your Own Sanyo 880 Computer System. 

The power supply os assembled in the main unit of the corn 
puler. You check out keyboard connections and circuits with 
the digital multrmeter included for training and field use 

Neat. you install the disk dove. You learn disk dove operation 
and adjustment. make a copy of MS-DOS operating disk and 
begin your exploration of the 8088 CPU 

Using the monitor. you locus on machine language program 
Ming. an indrspensa ble troubleshooting tool lot the techni 
Con You continue by learning BASIC language programming 

37 

Your NRI total systems training
inc ludes all of this : NRI Disco very
t.ab vto design and modify circuits . - - - -"-
Four-function digita l multimeie r w ith
walk -you-throuqh instruct ion on audio tape
• Digital log ic probe for visua l examination
01computer circuits ' Sanyo 880 Series
Computer with " Intelligent" keyboard
and 360Kdouble-denslty , double-sided
disk drive' High resolution monochrome
mo nitor' 8K ROM, 256K RAM' Bundled softwa re
including GW BASIC, MS DOS, WordStar, ca icstar - Reference manua ls, schematics,
and bite-sized lesso ns.

and logic probe.Like your
computer, they're all yours to
keep aspartofyour training.
You even getsome ofthemost
popular software, including
WordStar, CalcStar, GWBasic
and MS DOS.

Send for jOO-page free
catalog

Send thepost-paid replycard
today for NRI's 100-page,

The power supply is assem bled in lh e mai n unit of the com 
puter. You check out keyboard connec ti ons and circuits with
the digi tal mult imeter included fo r trai n ing and fie ld use.

full-color catalog, with all the
facts about at-home computer
training. Read detailed descrip
tions ofeach lesson, each exper
iment you perform. See each
piece of hands-on equipment
you'll work with and keep.
And check outNRI training in
other high-tech fields such as
Robotics, Data Communi
cations, TV/Audio/Video
Servicing, and more.

Next, you insla ll the disk drive. You learn disk drive operation
and adjustment, make a copy of MS-DOSoperating disk and
begin your exploration 01the 8088CPU.

If thecard has been
used, write to NRI Schools,
3939 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20016.

~~~SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington,DC 20016

We'll Give You Tomorrow,
IBM is a Registered Trademark of International Business
Machine Corpora tio n.

Using the monitor,youfocuson machinelanguageprogram
ming, an indispensable troubleshooting too l fort he techni
clan, You contin ueby learning BASIC language programming.

s::»
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Regency "Scanner Answer" Giveaway 

Here's your chance to win a complete monitoring 
package from Regency Electronics and Lunar Antennas. 
18 scanners in all will be awarded, including a grand 
prize of the set -up you see above: the Regency HX1500 
handheld, the Z60 hase station scanner, the R806 mobile 
unit, and a Lunar GDX -4 Broadband monitoring/ 
reference antenna. 

55 Channels to go! 
When you're on the go, and you need to stay tuned into 
the action, take along the Regency HX1500. It's got 55 
channels, 4 independent scan banks, a top mounted 
auxilliary scan control, liquid crystal display, rugged die - 
cast aluminum chassis, covers ten public service bands 
including aircraft, and, it's keyboard programmable. 

Compact Mobile 
With today's smaller cars and limited installation space 
in mind, Regency has developed a new compact mobile 
scanner, the R806. It's the world's first microprocessor 
controlled crystal scanner. In addition, the R806 features 
8 channels, programmable priority, dual scan speed, and 
bright LED channel indicators. 

Base Station Plus! 
Besides covering all the standard public service bands, 
the Regency Z60 scanner receives FM broadcast, 
aircraft transmissions, and has a built -in digital quartz 
clock with an alarm. Other Z60 features include 60 

Send in a photo (like 
this one of Mike 
Nikolich and his 
Regency monitoring 
station) and receive 
a free gift from 
Regency. Be sure 
to include your 
name, address and 
phone number. 

channels, keyboard programming, priority control, digital 
display and permanent memory. 

Lunar Antenna 
Also included in the grand prize is a broadband 
monitoring/reference antenna from Lunar Electronics. 
The GDX -4 covers 25 to 1300 MHz, and includes 
a 6 foot tower. 

r 
ELECTRONICS INC. 
7707 Records Street 
Indianapolis, IN 46226 

(:rand Prize (1 awarded) 
1- Regency Z60 Base station scanner 1- Regency HX1500 Handheld scanner 
1-Regency R806 Mobile scanner 
1 -Lunar GDX -4 Antenna 

First Prize (5 awarded) 
1-Regency Z60 Base station scanner 1- Regency R806 Mobile scanner 

Second Prize (5 awarded) 
1 - Regency HX1500 scanner 

Contest rules: Just answer the questions on the coupon. (all answers are 
in the ad copy) (ill in your name and address and send the coupon to 
Regency Electronics. Inc.. 7707 Records Street. Indianapolis, IN 46226. 
Winners will be selected from all correct entnes. One entry per person. No 
purchase necessary. Void where prohibited by law. Contest ends June 
30, 1987. 

1. The Regency Z60 is 
a digital alarm clock an FM radio 
a scanner all of the above 

2. The Regency R806 is the world's first 
controlled crystal scanner. 

3. The Regency HX1500 features 
55 channels Bank scanning 
Liquid crystal display all of the above 

4. The Lunar GDX -4 antenna covers - to - MHz. 

Name - 

Address- 

City: State: Zipcode- 

I currently own scanners. 

Brands owned. 
L.= 

CIRCLE 194 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

J 

Second Prize

Contest rules: Just answer the questions on the coupon, (all answers are
in the ad copy) fill in your name and address and send the coupon to
Regency Electronics, Inc. , 7707 Records Street, Indianapolis, IN 46226.
Winners willbe selected from all correct entries. One entry per person. No
purchase necessary. Void where prohibited by law. Contest ends June
30, 1987.

1. The Regency Z60 is
o a digital alarmclock 0 an FM radio
o a scanner 0 all of the above

2. The Regency R806 is the world's first _
controlled crystal scanner.

3. The Regency HX1500 features
o 55 channels 0 Bank scanning
o Liquid crystal display 0 all of the above

4. The Lunar GDX-4 antenna covers _ _ to _ _ MHz.
Narne: _

Address: _

City: State: Zipcode: _

channels, keyboard programming, priority control, digital
disRlay and permanent memory.

I currently own scanners.
Brands owned: _L ~

Lunar Antenna
Also included in the grand prize is a broadband
monitoring/reference antenna from Lunar Electronics.
The GDX-4 covers 25 to 1300 MHz, and includes
a 6 foot tower.

eo Z:Z,&
~eq~~ ELECTRONICS INC .

I I'J 7707 Records Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226

r-~-----------------,I (1 awarded) I
I 1- Regency 260 Base station scanner I
I 1- Regency HX1500 Handheld scanner I
I 1- Regency R806 Mobile scanner I
I I -Lunar GDX-4 Antenna I
I (5 awarded) I
I 1- Regency 260 Base station scanner I
I 1- Regency R806 Mobile scanner I
I (5 awarded) I

1- Regency HX1500 scanner I

Send in a photo (like
this one of Mike
Nikolich and his
Regency monitoring
station) and receive
a free gift from
Regency. Be sure
to include your
name, address and
phone number.

Compact Mobile
With today's smaller cars and limited installation space
in mind, Regency has developed a new compact mobile
scanner, the R806. It's the world's first microprocessor
controlled crystal scanner. In addition, the R806 features
8 channels, programmable priority, dual scan speed, and
bright LED channel indicators.

Base Station Plus!
Besides covering all the standard public service bands,
the Regency 260 scanner receives FM broadcas t,
aircraft transmissions, and has a built-in digital quartz
clock with an alarm. Other 260 features include 60

55 Channels to go!
When you're on the go, and you need to stay tuned into
the action, take along the Regency HX1500. It's got 55
channels, 4 independent scan banks, a top mounted
auxilliary scan control, liquid crystal display, rugged die
cast aluminum chassis, covers ten public service bands
including aircraft, and, it's keyboard programmable.

Here's your chance to win a complete monitoring
_Rackage from Regency Electronics and Lunar Antennas. _

18 scanners in all will be awarded, including a grand
prize of the set-up you see above: the Regency HX1500
handheld, the 260 base station scanner, the R806 mobile
unit, and a Lunar GDX-4 Broadband monitoring!
reference antenna.
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2 L 
LIFT 

PHONLINK 
INTERACTIVE 
REMOTE 
CONTROL 

Rule the world by telephone! 

GENE ROSETH 

IF YOU'VE EVER WANTED TO CONTROL AN 

electronic device. or monitor an elec- 
trically measurable quantity from a re- 
mote location by telephone, you've 
probably found that devices to do so are 

expensive and hard to come by. However, 
we've got an inexpensive, easy -to- build, 
yet highly versatile device that both hob- 
byists and professionals will find useful. 
It allows you to control as many as eight 
devices, and it allows you to monitor as 

many as eight analog or digital quantities, 
including local temperature. A built -in 
speech synthesizer reports all values au- 

rally. 
A few simple examples will show how 

useful the controller can be. Suppose 
you're about to leave work and head home 
for the day. You pick up the telephone, 
dial your home, and wait for the controller 
to respond by saying activated. After you 
enter the access code. the unit gives verbal 
guidance as you: (1) disable the burglar 
alarm, (2) turn on the hot tub, (3) enable 
the garage -door opener, (4) check the 
house temperature (with the built -in ther- 
mometer), (5) turn on the air con- 
ditioning. and (6) obtain the state of 
charge of your solar- energy system. Fi- 
nally, you activate the built -in microphone 
for a few seconds to listen for strange 
sounds. 

More technical applications might re- 
quire transmission of remotely generated 
analog or digital data using the internal A/ 
I) converter. Values are expressed via the 
built -in speech synthesizer. 

How it works 
The flowcharts shown in Fig. I, Fig. 2. 

and Fig. 3 illustrate the overall function of 

SAY 
"TIME OUT 

START 

INITIALIZE 

RESET 
SELF 

CANCEL 

SAY 
"ACTIVATED" 

NO 

GET ACCESS CODE 

TIMED 
OUT NO 

YES 

USER 
HANG 

UP 

SAY 
"CONTROL 

FUNCTION (3) 
OR REOUEST 

PARAMETER (1)' 

GET Calli 

CANCEL 

FIG. 1- FLOWCHART OF THE CONTROLLERS MAIN LOOP After Initialization. the program gets a 

user -entered code and then transmits data to the user or turns the remote circuits on or off. 
OD v 
39 

PHONLINK
INTERACTIVE
REMOTE
CONTROL

CD
CD
'-J

39

TIMED
OUT

FIG. l-FLOWCHART OF THE CONTROLLER'S MAIN LOOP: After initialization, the program gets a
user-entered code and then transmits data to the user or turns the remote circuits on or off .

Rule the world by telephone!

How it works
The flowcharts shown in Fig. I, Fig. 2,

and Fig. 3 illustrate the overall function of

GENE ROSETH

IF YOU'VE EVER WANTED TO CONTROL AN

electronic device, or monitor an elec
trically measurable quantity from a re
mote location by telephone, you've
probably found that devices to do so are
expensive and hard to come by. However,
we've got an inexpensive, easy-to-build,
yet highly versatile device that both hob
byists and professionals will find useful.
It allows you to control as many as eight
devices, and it allows you to monitor as
many as eight analog or digital quantities,
including local temperature . A built-in
speech synthesizer reports all values au
rally.

A few simple examples will show how
useful the controller can be . Suppose
you're about to leave work and head home
for the day. You pick up the telephone,
dial your home, and wait for the controller
to respond by saying activated . After you
enter the access code, the unit gives verbal

. guidance as you: (I) disable the burglar
alarm, (2) turn on the hot tub, (3) enable
the garage-door opener, (4) check the
house temperature (with the built-in ther
mometer), (5) turn on the air con
ditioning, and (6) obtain the state of
charge of your solar-energy system. Fi
nally, you activate the built-in microphone
for a few seconds to listen for strange
sounds.

More technical applications might re
quire transmission of remotely generated
analog or digital data using the internal AI
D converter. Values are expressed via the
built-in speech synthesizer.
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4 
SAY "ENTER 
FUNCTION 
NUMBER'. 

GET 
FUNCTION 
NUMBER 

YES "ACTIVATE 12) 
DEACTIVATE (31, 

NO 
OR CANCEL (9)" 

O SAY 
"MICROPHONE" 

NO 

NO 

GET 
FUNCTION 
NUMBER 

SAY 
"ACTIVATE(2) 

ORCANCEL(9)" 

CANCE L 

NO 

TIME 
OUT 

{SAY DEACTIVATED"/ 

NO 

NO 

YES SAY 
"ACTIVATED" 

YES 

GET 
FUNCTION 
NUMBER 

YES 

SAY 
"HANG UPTO 

"DEACTIVATE" 

YES 

HANG UP 

CANCEL 

FROM 

SAY 
"REPEAT (7) 
OR END )8)" 

YES 

WAIT HANG UP 

FIG 2 -THE OUTPUT -CONTROL LOOP: The program gets a function choice from the user and 
performs the desired action. Cede 9 initiates the Cancel function . 

the controller. In general, Fig. I shows the 
initialization, get -access -code, and get - 
function- code sequences. The valid func- 
tion codes are 3 and 7; the functions initi- 
ated by pressing those numbers are 
illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, respec- 
tively. Code -3 functions allow you to con- 
trol the devices connected to your 
controller; Code -7 functions allow you to 
monitor electrical quantities. With that 
overall breakdown in mind, let's examine 
each flowchart in sequence. 

Initialization 
Referring back to Fig. I, after the mi- 

croprocessor performs its power -up ini- 
tialization routine, it ensures that the 
phone is on -hook (hung -up). Then the 
routine enters a loop in which it looks for a 
succession of incoming rings. The 
number of rings is determined by a 

jumper on the PC board (either 3 or IO). 

After detecting the ring sequence. the unit 
connects itself to the phone line and indi- 
cates that it is working by speaking the 
word activated. It then awaits the proper 
access code. a three -digit code that the 
caller must provide in order to gain entry 
to the system. It should be noted at this 
point that the controller will work only 
with Touch -Tome phones. 

If an improper access code is detected 
or if an excessive delay is encounter]. the 
system hangs up and returns to the wait 
loop. But if the caller is granted access. 
the controller requests entry of a digit (3 
or 7). If the user enters a 3. the controller 
enters the loop outlined in Fig. 2. 

4 
SAY 

"ENTER 
PARAMETER 
NUMBER OR 

9 TO CANCEL" 

GET 
PARAMETER 

NUMBER 

GET 
VALUE 

READ 
TEMPERATURE 

SAY VALUE 
AS PERCENTAGE 

SAY 
TEMPERATURE 

TO 
REPEAT 

FIG. 3 -THE INPUT -CONTROL LOOP: A choice of Code 1-Code 7 causes the program to report the 
corresponding analog value as a percentage of five volts. Local temperature will be reported when 
Code 8 Is chosen. Code 9 cancels operation. 

Controller outputs 
Functions I -5 correspond to digital 

outputs of the PIO (IC2). If the user press- 
es the button corresponding to one of 
those functions. then he must choose. by 
pressing the appropriate button. to turn 
that function on or off. The controller will 
respond activated or deactivated as appro- 

priate. Then the user will be able to repeat 
the sequence or hang up. 

Function 6 corresponds to the built -in 
microphone. and functions 7 and 8 corre- 
spond to two "self- canceling" functions. 
Each of those functions is activated man- 
ually. and de- activated when you hang up 
or after a period of about five minutes. 

GET
FUNCTION
NUMBER

YES TIME
- - OUT

NO

SAY
" ACTIVATE (2)

DEACTIVATE (3),
DR CANCEL(9)"

SAY
"MICROPHONE"

CANCEL

FIG. 2-THE OUTPUT-CONTROL LOOP: The program gets a function choice from the user and
performs the desired action. Code 9 initiates the Cancel function.

FIG. 3-THE INPUT-CONTROL LOOP: A choice of Code 1-Code 7 causes the program to repor t the
corresponding analog valu e as a percentag e of five vol ts . Local temperature will be reported when
Code 8 is chosen. Code 9 cancels operat ion .

SAY
TEMPERATURE

SAY VALUE
AS PER CENTAGE

priate . Then the user will be able to repeat
the.sequence or hang up.

Funct ion 6 corresponds to the built-in
micro phone, and functions 7 and 8 corre 
spond to two "self-canceling" func tions.
Each of those functions is activated man
ually, and de-activated when you hang up
or after a period of abou t five minutes .

Controller outputs
Functions 1-5 corres po nd to dig ita l

outputs of the PIO (lC2 ). If the user press 
es the butt on co rresponding to one of
those functions , then he must choose , by
pressi ng the appropriate button, to turn
that funct ion on or off. The co ntroller will
respond activated or deactivated as appro-

Initialization
Referring back to Fig. I, after the mi

croproces sor perform s its power-up ini
tiali zation routine , it ensures that the
phone is on -hook (hung-up). Then the
routine enters a loop in which it looks for a
s ucc ess io n of incoming ri ngs . The
number of r ings is det ermined by a
jumper on the PC board (eith er 3 or 10).
After detectin g the ring seque nce, the unit
connects itse lf to the phone line and indi 
cates that it is working by spea king the
word act ivated . It then awaits the proper
access code, a three-d igit code that the
ca ller must provide in order to gain entry
to the sys tem. It should be noted at this
point that the controller will work only
with Touch-Tone phones.

If an improper access code is detected
or if an excessive delay is encounted , the
sys tem hangs up and returns to the wait
loop. But if the caller is granted access ,
the controller requ ests entry of a dig it (3
or 7). If the user enters a 3, the co ntroller
enters the loop outlined in Fig. 2.

the controller. In general, Fig . I shows the
initiali zation , get-access-code , and get
functi on- code sequences. The valid func
tion codes are 3 and 7; the functions initi
ated by pre ssing those numbers ar e
illustrated in Fig . 2 and Fig . 3 , respec
tively. Code-3 func tion s allow you to con
trol the devic e s connected to yo ur
controller; Code-7 functions allow you to
monitor electrical quantities. With that
overall breakdown in mind , let' s exa mine
each flowchart in sequence .
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All resistors are' /. -watt, 5% unless oth- 
erwise noted. 

R1- 100.000 ohms 
R2 -250 ohms. 1% 
R3- 10,000 ohms, 1% 
R4. R1/. R24. R2/, R32, R34. R35- 

10.000 ohms 
R5-R9. R19. R36. R40. R42, R44, R46, 
R48. R50, R52, R55- 33,000 ohms 
R10, R15. R38- 47,000 ohms 
R11, R12, R14 -1000 ohms 
R13, R20. R21- 220.000 ohms 
R16, R28, R54 -1 megohm 
R18, R25- 22,000 ohms 
R22- 330.000 ohms 
R23, R30, R31, R33- 100.000 ohms 
R26 -100 ohms 
R29 -150 ohms, '. ' -watt. 5 

R37 -470 ohms 
(139, R41, F143, R45. R47, R49, R51- 

51,000 ohms 
R53- 39.000 ohms 
R56 -150 ohms 
Capacitors 
Cl. C6. C13 -C15, C17- C21 -0.1 F. ce- 

ramic disc 
C2. C8. C10-1 µF, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C3, C4-0 .022 µF, ceramic disc 

PARTS LIST 

C5. C11 -10 µF, 16 volts. electrolytic 
C7 -2.2 p.F, 16 volts, electrolytic 
C9. C26-33 p.F. 16 volts. electrolytic 
C12 -0.1 µF, 200 volts. disc 
C16 -4700 p.F, 16 volts. electrolytic 
C23-470 µF. 16 volts. electrolytic 
C24. C25-22 pF. disc 
Semiconductors 
IC1- TMPZ84COOP, CMOS Z80 

(Toshiba) 
IC2- 8255A. PIO 
IC3- SP0256 -AL2. speech synthesizer 
IC4- 74C04. hex CMOS inverter 
ICS- 74CO2, quad CMOS NOR 
IC6- 27C64, 8K CMOS EPROM 
IC7- 74032, quad CMOS OR gate 
IC8- ADC0809CCN. A D converter 
IC9- LM234Z. precision current reference 
IC10 -M -956, DTMF decoder (Teltone) 
IC11, IC22- unused 
IC12. IC15- TLC271, op -amp 
IC13- LM324, quad op -amp 
IC14 -4066. quad analog switch 
IC16- 1C19- 4N32A, opto -isolator 
IC20- LM7805CK. five -volt regulator, 

TO3 case 
1C21- LM7805CT, five -volt regulator, 

TO220 case 

USER 
INPUTS 

171 -- 
oo-- 

AO 
CONVERTER 

IC8 

SPEECH 
SYNTHESIZER 

IC3 

TEMPERATURE 
SENSOR 

IC9 

EPROM 
I C6 

f 

1'I ROPROCESSOR 
IC1 

LINE 
INTERFACE 

IC12, IC13. 1C15 -1C19 

DTMF 
DECODER 

IC10 

PIO 
ICz 

MICROPHONE 

TIP 

RING 

USER 
OUTPUTS 
151 

SELF 
} CANCEL 

)JJ INPUTS 

Jo 

FIG. 4 -BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CONTROLLER: an analog switch (IC14. not shown) connects the 
internal microphone, the speech synthesizer, or one of the sell- cancel inputs to the phone line. 

(Another on -board jumper selects hang - 
up or time -out.) The automatic hang -up 
feature would be useful. for example. if 
you wanted to listen to the sounds picked 
up by the microphone and just hang up 
when you were through, without having to 
explicitly deactivate the function and then 
hang up. The Hang -up and Cancel rou- 
tines indicated in Fig. 2 are implemented 
as jumps to the similarly named routines 
in Fig. I. 

Controller inputs 
If the user had entered a Code 7 from 

the main loop, he would then enter an- 
other code to select the quantity to be 

reported by the controller. If the user en- 
ters Code I-Code 7, the controller states 
the value as a percentage of 0-5 volts. 
Obviously, you'll have to correlate that 

percentage with the output of your device. 
If the user enters Code 8. the controller 
responds with the ambient temperature (in 
degrees Celsius). Code -9 here (as in the 
output- function loop) cancels the current 
operation. returns to the main loop. and 
allows the user to choose between inputs 
and outputs (3 or 7). 

Circuit overview 
A block diagram of the system hard- 

ware is shown in Fig. 4. The micro- 
processor is a CMOS 7.80; the program 
code is stored in an 8K -byte EPROM (a 
27C64). The PIO (Parallel input/Output) 
is an 8255A. which contains three 8 -bit 
ports that interface most of the remaining 
circuits to the microprocessor. The AID 
converter (IC8, an ADC0809) has eight 
analog inputs. Seven are available for use 

BR1 -200 volts. 'a amp 
BR2 -50 volts. ' ' amp 
Di. D3- D5- 1N914. switching diode 
D6- D8- 1N5245B. 15 -volt, t7 -watt Zener 

diode 
01- 2N2222. NPN small - signal transistor 
Other components 
F1 -125 volts. '.: amp, pigtail leads 
MIC1- Electret microphone (Radio 

Shack 270-0928 or equivalent) 
RY1- Relay, five volts. 70 mA. (Radio 

Shack 275-243 or equivalent) 
S01 -16 -pin DIP socket 
S02 -34 -pin edge -card connector 
T1 -12.6 volts. 0 6 amp (Tria F- 158XP) 
XTAL1, XTAL2 -3 58 MHz 
Note: The following items are available 
from STG Associates, 2705 -B Juan 
Tabo Blvd. N. E., 0117, Albuquerque, 
NM 87112: Complete kit of parts. in- 
cluding cabinet. PC board. and pro- 
grammed EPROM (KPL -1). S195: 
etched, drilled. and silk -screened PC 
board (KPL -2). S36: programmed 
EPROM (KPL -3), S19: printout of 
source code (KPL -4). S8. Add 5 °° for 
postage and handling. New Mexico 
residents add appropriate sales tax. 

WARNING 
PLEASE NOTE THAT. ALTHOUGH THE CON - 

troller presented here has been de- 
signed to meet the interface require- 
ments of the telephone system. it is 
not FCC type- approved. Connection 
of such a device to your operating 
company's line is subject to the reg- 
ulations of that company. It is your 
responsibility to ascertain the perti- 
nent regulations for your area. 

as desired; the eighth is connected to the 
built -in temperature- reference, IC9 (an 
LM334). Thc speech synthesizer (IC3. an 
SP0256). the DTMF (Dual -Tone 
Multi -Frequency) decoder (IC10. an 
M -956). and the built -in microphone all 
interface to the telephone line via an ana- 
log switch (IC14, a 4066), several op- 
amps and opto- isolators. 

Software 
As anyone who has ever designed a 

microprocessor -based device is all too 
aware. the majority of work is embodied 
in the software. The controller's software 
is written in Z80 assembly language. and. 
due to space limitations. is not discussed 
here in detail (there are about 1800 lines of 
source code). However. both object code 
(contained in EPROM) and source code 
are available from the source noted in the 
Parts List. 

That's all the space we have now. Next 
time. we'll present more complete circuit 
details. We'll also show you how to build 
the controller and offer some interfacing 
tips. Until then. why not use the time to 
gather parts or to order the kit offered by 
the supplier'? R -E 
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All resistors are Y4-watt, 5% unless oth-
erwise noted.

R1-100,000 ohms
R2-250 ohms, 1%
R3-10,000 ohms, 1%
R4, R1 / , R24, R27, R32, R34, R35-

10,000 ohms
R5-R9, R19, R36, R40, R42, R44, R46,
R48, R50, R52, R55--33,000 ohms
R10, R15, R38-47,000 ohms
R11 , R12, R14-1000 ohms
R13, R20, R21-220,000 ohms
R16, R28, R54-1 megohm
R18, R25--22,000 ohms
R22-330,000 ohms
R23, R30, R31, R33-100,000 ohms
R26-100 ohms
R29-150 ohms, Y2-walt, 5%
R37-470 ohms
R39, R41 , R43, R45. R47, R49. R51-

51 ,000 ohms
R53-39,000 ohms - - 
R56-150 ohms
Capacitors
C1, C6, C13-C15, C17-C21-D.1 fl-F, ce

ramic disc
C2, C8, C1Q--1 fl-F, 16 volts, electrolytic
C3, C4-D.022 fl-F, ceramic disc

PARTS LIST

C5, C11-10 fl-F, 16 volts, electrolytic
C7-2.2 fl-F, 16 volts, electrolytic
C9, C26-33 fl-F, 16 volts, electrolytic
C12-D.1 fl-F, 200 volts, disc
C16-4700 fl-F, 16 volts, electrolytic
(;23-470 fl- f-, 16 volts, electrolytic
C24, C25--22 pF, disc
Semiconductors
IC1-TMPZ8 4COOP, CMOS Z80

(Toshiba)
IC2--8255A, PIO
IC3-SP0256-AL2, speech synthesizer
IC4-74C04, hex CMOS inverter
IC5--74C02, quad CMOS NOR
IC6-27C64, 8K CMOS EPROM
IC7-74C32, quad CMOS OR gate
IC8-ADC0809CCN, N O converter
IC9-LM234Z, precision current reference
IC1Q--M-956. DTMF decoder (Teltone)
IC11.IC22-unused
IC1 2, IC15--TLC271. op-amp

- IC13-LM324, quad op-amp
IC14-4066, quad analog switch
IC16-IC19-4N32A, opto-isolator
IC20-LM7805CK, five -volt regulator,

T03 case
IC21-LM7805CT, fiv e-volt regulator,

T0220 case

BR1- 200 volts, !h amp
BR2-50 volts, Y2 amp
01, D3-D5--1N914, switching diode
D6-D8-1 N5245B, 15-volt, Y2-walt Zener

diode
U1-2N2222, NPN small-signal transistor
Other compone nts
F1-125 volts, !h amp, pigtail leads
MIC1-E lectret microphone (Radio

Shack 270-092B or equivalent)
RY1-Relay, five volts, 70 mA, (Radio

Shack 275-243 or equivalent)
S01-16-pin DIP socket
S02-34-pin edge-card connector
T1-12.6 volts, 0.6 amp (Tria F-158XP)
XTAL1, XTAL2-3.58 MHz
Note: The following items are available
from STG Associates, 2705-B Juan
Tabo Blvd. N. E., #117, Albuquerque,
NM 87112: Complete kit of parts, in
clud ing cabinet, PC board, and pro
grammed EPRO M (KPL-1) , $195 ;
etched, drilled, and silk-screened PC
board (KPL-2), $36; programmed
EPROM (KPL-3), $19 ; printout of
source code (KPL-4), $8. Add 5% for
postage and handling. New Mexico
residents add appropriate sales tax.

USERjINPUTS
(7)

TEMPERATURE
SENSO R

IC9

SPEECH
SYNTHES IZER

IC3

MIC ROPH ON E

LINE
INTERFACE t----. TIP

tC12, IC1 3, IC15-IC19
L __..---.--,....J--...RING

}

SElF
CAN CEL
INPUTS

OTMF
DECODER

IC10

WARNING

PLEASE NOTE THAT, ALTHOUG H THE CON 

troller presented here has been de
signed to meet the interface require
ments of the telephone syste m, it is
not FCC type-approved. Connection
of such a dev ice to your operating
company's line is subject to the reg
ulations of that company. It is your
responsibility to ascertain the perti
nent regulations for your area .
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Software
As anyone who has ever designed a

microprocessor-based device is all too
aware , the majority of work is embodied
in the software. The controller's software
is written in Z80 assembly language , and,
due to space limitations, is not discussed
here in detail (there are about 1800 lines of
source code ). However, both objec t code
(contained in EPROM) and source code
are available from the source noted in the
Parts List.

That 's all the space we have now. Next
time, we' ll present more complete circuit
details. We' ll also show you how to build
the contro ller and offer some interfacing
tips. Until then, why not use the time to
gather parts or to order the kit offered by
the supplier? R-E

as desired; the eighth is connected to the
buil t-in temperature-referenc e , IC9 (an
LM334). The speec h synthes izer (IC3, an
SP0 25 6 ), t he DT MF (D ual -To ne
Mu lti-Freque ncy) decode r (IC lO, an
M-956), and the built-in microphone all
interface to the telephone line via an ana
log switch (IC 14, a 4066), severa l op
amps and opto-isolators.

PIO
IC2

Circuit overview
A block diagram of the system hard

ware is shown in Fig . 4 . The micro
processor is a CMOS Z80; the program
code is stored in an 8K-byte EPROM (a
27C64). The PIO (Pa rallel Inpu t/Output)
is an 8255A , which contains three 8-bit
ports that interface .most of the remaining
circuits to the microprocessor. The AID
converter (IC8, an ADC0809) has eight
analog input s. Seven are available for use

percentage with the output of your device .
If the user enters Code 8, the controller
respo nds with the ambient temperature (in
degrees Celsius). Code-S here (as in the
output-function loop) cancel s the current
operatio n, returns to the main loop, and
allows the user to choo se between inputs
and outputs (3 or 7).

MICROPROCESSOR
ICl

EPROM
IC6

(Another on-board jumper selects hang
up or time-out. ) The automatic hang-up
feature would be useful , for example, if
you wanted to listen to the sound s picked
up by the microp hone and just hang up
when you were throug h, without having to
explicitly deactiva te the functio n and then
hang up. The Hang-u p and Cancel rou
tines indicated in Fig . 2 are implemented
as jumps to the simi larly named routines
in Fig. I.

Controller inputs
If the user had en tered a Code 7 from

the main loop, he would then enter an
other code to select the quant ity to be
reported by the controller. If the user en
ters Code I-Code 7, the controller states
the value as a percentage of 0-5 volts.
Obviously, you'll have to corre late that

}

USER
OUTPUTS
(5)

FIG. 4-BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE CONTROLLER: an analog switch (IC14, not shown) connects the
internal microphone, the speech synthesizer, or one of the self-cancel inputs to the phone line.
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NEW LIFE 

vi 
FOR OLD CAR RADIOS 

Here's how to convert a car radio into a high -quality receiver for your home. 
You can add shortwave capabilities too! 

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR AN I :X('I I1.F.NT RA- 
dio receiver for your home. den. or dorm 
room that outperforms the best table -type 
radios in station -pulling power and sound 
quality? Are you looking for a receiver 
that doesn't cost a lot and that can be 
customized to suit your needs and your 
specific installation? Does finding such a 

receiver sound too good to be true? 
This month, well show you that it's not 

too good to be truc. We'll show you how 
to turn an unused car radio into a high 
performance receiver for your home. In 
the second installment of this two -pan 
article, we'll show you how to build a 

simple but excellent converter that will 
open the world of shortwave radio listen- 
ing to you. and let you hear news, music, 
and cultural events direct from Europe. 
Asia, and other distant places! 

Converting a car radio is quick and easy 
to do. If you're a beginner at electronics 
construction. then it makes for an excel- 
lent first project. If you're an experienced 
hobbyist. then you'll enjoy using your ex- 
perience to build a truly customized re- 
ceiver. When you're finished. you're sure 
to wonder why you never tried before! 

The skeptical reader will ask why any- 
one would go through the bother of build- 
ing a power supply and cabinet so he 
could use a radio intended for automotive 
use in his home. There are several good 
reasons. Car radios arc designed to get the 
best possible reception on the crowded 
AM and FM hands. They are also ex- 
pected to provide quality sound from 

GARY McCLELLAN 

small speakers and work with poor anten- 
nas. And to top that off they are expected 
to work for years without any repairs. Few 
table radios can meet those requirements! 

So what kind of performance can you 
expect to get by converting a car radio for 
home use? First. because of the environ- 
ment that such radios are built for, you'll 
find that you have an incredibly rugged 
radio. You'll probably notice better sen- 
sitivity and selectivity than you're used to 
with an ordinary table radio. You'll also 
notice that car radios are generally well - 
shielded. which reduces interference. 

Many car radios also have desirable 
"extra" features that you'll probably not 
find on any table radio you now own. 
Auto -reverse cassette players are common 
and electronic tuning with memory pre- 
sets and a digital clock are becoming stan- 
dard on high -end models. 

Choosing a radio 
Rrhaps the most difficult part of con- 

verting a car radio for home use is choos- 
ing the radio you're going to use. The 
chances are that you have a perfectly use- 
able radio in your garage or under your 
workbench right now! If you don't. you 
might want to visit some local garage 
sales. Every year. a huge number of car 
radios are replaced with newer models - 
especially after Christmas. Father's Day. 
and Graduation Day. And most are re- 
placed not because they don't work. but 
because they don't have a cassette player, 
electronic tuning. etc. 

Since there is a glut of surplus car radi- 
os, you can afford to be a bit fussy about 
the set you choose for conversion. Here 
are some suggestions worth keeping in 
mind as you hunt: 

First. choose a late model solid -state 
car radio. Old tube -type sets and solid - 
state sets from the 1960's may be good 
collector's items, but they're not good ra- 
dios to convert. They draw too much cur- 
rent. and they'll probably need repairs. 
Worse yet, if you can't do the repairs 
yourself. having someone else do the job 
could end up a costly proposition. 

Imported models are best -they're 
small and easy to mount in a cabinet. 
Watch for pushbutton AM /FM stereo re- 
ceivers at the least. and don't pass up any 
AM /FM stereo electronically tuned unit 
with a cassette player. lithe price is right. 

If you're interested more in shortwave 
reception than FM stereo reception, pick 
up a pushbutton -type AM radio with ana- 
log tuning. Those radios are especially 
inexpensive and will work well with the 
shortwave convener that we'll describe 
next time. 

Think twice before you buy a radio that 
is damaged or doesn't work. Repairing a 

compact car radio can be a time consum- 
ing job, and getting replacement pans can 
be a nightmare! So stay away from "fixer 
uppers" unless you have the technical 
know -how. 

Don't worry about minor problems 
such as missing knobs or broken plugs. 
Those pans are easily replaced. if neces- 

NEW LIFE

FOR OLD CAR RADIOS
Here's how to convert a car radio into a high-quality receiver for your home.

You can add shortwave capabilities too!

GARY McCLELLAN
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A RE YOU LOO K IN G FOR AN EXCELLENT RA

dio receiver for your home, den , or dorm
room that outperforms the best table-type
radios in station-pulling power and sound
quality? Are you looking for a receiver
that doesn 't cost a lot and that can be
custo mized to suit your needs and your
spec ific installation? Does finding such a
receiver sound too good to be true?

This month, we'll show you that it's not
too good to be true . We'll show you how
to turn an unused car radio into a high
performance receiver for your home . In
the second installment of this two-part
article , we ' ll show you how to build a
simple but excellent converter that will
open the world of shortwave radio listen
ing to you , and let you hear news, music ,
and cultural events direct from Europe,
Asia, and other distant places!

Convertin g a car radio is quick and easy
to do . If you're a beginner at electronics
construction , then it makes for an excel
lent first project. If you' re an experienced
hobbyi st , then you' ll enjoy using your ex
perience to build a truly customi zed re
ceiver. When you' re finished , you' re sure
to wonder why you never tried before !

The skeptical reader will ask why any
one would go through the bother of build
ing a power supply and cabinet so he
could use a radio intended for automotive
use in his home . There are several good
reasons . Car radios are designed to get the
best possible reception on the crowded
AM and FM bands. They . are also ex
pected to provide qua lity sound from

small speakers and work with poor anten
nas. And to top that off they are expected
to work for years without any repairs. Few
table radios can meet those requirements!

So what kind of perform ance can you
expect to get by converting a car radio for
home use? First, because of the environ
ment that such radios are built for, you'll
find that you have an incredibly rugged
radio . You'll probably notice better sen
sitivity and selectivity than you're used to
with an ordinary table radio . You'll also
notice that car radios are generally well
shielded, which reduces interference.

Many car radios also have desirabl e
"extra" features that you' ll probably not
find on any table radio you now own.
Auto-reverse cassette players are common
and electronic tuning with memory pre
sets and a digital clock are becoming stan
dard on high-end models.

Choosing a radio
Perhaps the most difficult part of con

verting a car radio for home use is choos
ing the radio you' re going to use . The
chances are that you have a perfectly use
able radio in your garage or under your
workbench right now! If you don 't. you
might want to visit so me local garage
sales. Every year, a huge number of car
radios are replaced with newer models
especially after Christmas, Father 's Day,
and Graduation Day. And most are re
placed not because they don 't work, but
because they don' t have a cassette player,
electro nic tuning, etc .

Since there is a glut of surplus car radi
os, you can afford to be a bit fussy about
the set you choose for conversion . Here
are some suggestions worth keeping in
mind as you hunt:

First, choose a late model solid-state
car radio. Old tube-type sets and solid
state sets from the 1960 's may be good
collector's items, but they're not good ra
dios to convert . They draw too much cur
rent, and they'll probably need repairs.
Worse yet, if you can 't do the repairs
yourself, having someone else do the job
could end up a costly proposition .

Imported mod els are best-they're
small and easy to mount in a cabinet.
Watch for pushbutton AM/FM stereo re
ceivers at the least, and don't pass up any
AM/FM stereo electronically tuned unit
with a cassette player, if the price is right.

If you' re interested more in shortwave
reception than FM stereo reception, pick
up a pushbutton-type AM radio with ana
log tuning. Those radios are especially
inexpensive and will work well with the
shortwave converter that we' ll describe
next time.

Think twice before you buy a radio that
is damaged or doesn 't work. Repairing a
compact car radio can be a time consum
ingjob, and getting replacement parts can
be a nightmare! So stay away from " fixer
uppers" unless you have the techni cal
know-how.

Don 't worry about minor problems
such as missing knobs or broken plugs .
Those parts arc easily replaced, if neces-
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sary. Try an auto supply store or strip the 
parts from another radio that isn't worth 
fixing. 

Now. how much should you pay for 
your radio? That depends on its features 
and its condition. Here are some rough 
guidelines: You should be able to pick up 
a pushbutton AM car radio for $3 to $5 
and a top -of- the -line receiver for about 
$35. But prices vary from one part of the 
country to another. Be sure to shop around 
at various garage sales, flea markets. etc. 
to get a feel for the prices. 

After all of that. you may be thinking of 
buying a new car radio for converting. We 
certainly understand the temptation to do 
so. but try to resist it. If you buy a high - 
quality car radio -like the Sparkomatic 
SR3I5 AM /FM stereo cassette receiver 
shown at the beginning of this article -it 
will certainly make an excellent home ra- 
dio. But install it in your car. After all. 
that's what it was built for! Convert your 
old radio for use in your home! 

Identifying the connections 
The first thing to do after finally choos- 

ing the radio is to check it out by hooking 
it up to a power source, speaker(s), and an 
antenna. Before you can do that. of 
course, you have to know the function of 
each wire coming out of the radio and 
where it should be connected. If you buy a 

used radio. you'll typically find a bundle 
of unmarked, colored wires, hacked off a 

few inches from the case. Or your radio 
may have a connector block. If you're 
lucky. there may be a chart pasted on top 
of the receiver that identifies each colored 
wire or connector pin. If you're not lucky. 
you'll have to do a little detective work. 

You'll need an ohmmeter, a pencil. and 
some paper to start. Write down the color 
of each wire along the left margin of the 
paper, or draw a sketch of the connector 
and each pin. You'll first want to find the 
ground connections: Turn the radio's 
power switch off. set your ohmmeter on 
the lowest resistance range. and connect 
the ground probe to the radio's case. 
Touch the other ohmmeter probe to each 
of the leads or pins, and write down on 
your chart the ones that read zero ohms. 
Those are the ground connections. 

Next you'll want to find the power con- 
nection. That can be a hit tricky. so be 
careful. Leave the ground probe con- 
nected to the case. and touch the other 
probe to one of the non -ground connec- 
tions. Turn the radio power switch on and 
off as you watch the ohmmeter scale. If 
the resistance reading drops each time the 
switch is turned on. you found the power 
connection. You probably won't find the 
power lead on the first try. so continue 
until you do. When you find the proper 

lead. leave the power switch on and leave 
the probe connected to it. Then remove 
the ohmmeter's ground lead from the case 
and touch it to the other leads or pins. If 
there is one that reads zero. you have 
found a hookup for a power antenna. Add 
the identified connections to your chart. 

Note that electronically tuned radios 
have an extra power lead that supplies 
power to the radio's preset- station memo- 
ry and clock even when the receiver and 
car power is turned off. If you have that 
type of radio, here's how to find that power 
lead: Reconnect the ohmmeter's ground 
lead to the radio's case and touch the other 
probe to the remaining unidentified con- 
nections. One of the connections will give 
a low value and then increase to a high 
value. That is the memory power lead. 
Disregard any connection that gives a low 
value continuously, or that starts at a low 
value and rises to infinity (over 20K 
ohms). Add the proper lead to your list of 
identified connections. 

The final step is to locate the speaker 
connections. That may also be tricky. so 
be careful. On some radios it is easy to 
confuse the memory power with a speaker 
connection. On other radios. the internal 
circuitry may confuse the unwary. If there 
are just two connections left, you are in 
luck; these are most likely for the speak- 
ers. A quick check with your ohmmeter 
should give a low reading that rises to 
infinity (over 20K ohms). In that case. 
skip the rest of this discussion and go 
directly to the construction section. 

Deluxe radios with fader controls and 
high -power outputs have more compli- 
cated speaker connections. Refer to Fig. I 

for the typical output circuitry of those 
radios. THe chances are that if there is 

nothing on the receiver to indicate a high- 
power output. then the circuitry is similar 
to that shown in Fig. I -a. If a sticker on the 
radio states "Bridging output -do not 
ground speakers." its circuit is probably 
like that shown in Fig. I -b. Use your ohm- 
meter to measure between any two (as yet 
unidentified) connections. Anytime you 
measure 40 ohms, you have found a fader 
control, so connect those two points to- 
gether. The other speaker connections are 

either ground (as in Fig. 1 -a) or another 
output (as in Ag. I -b). Usually the wire for 
the other output in a bridging configura- 
tion is coded the same color, but with a 

stripe added, or it's a pin on the opposite 
side of the connector block. 

Once you've identified all the connec- 
tions. you can start to build the power 
supply for your radio. 

Building the power supply 
Building a power supply to convert 

your car radio for home use is relatively 
easy because few parts are required and 
there is nothing critical about the con- 
struction. Our supply delivers about 14 

volts at 1.5 amps. which should be enough 
for just about any car radio. even a high - 
powered electronically tuned receiver like 
the Sparkomatic unit. Figure 2 shows the 
power supply's schematic. 
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Building the power supply
Building a power supply to convert

your car radio for home use is relatively
easy because few parts are required and
there is nothing critical about the con
struction. Our supply delivers about 14
volts at 1.5amps, which should be enough
for just about any car radio , even a high
powered electronically tuned receiver like
the Sparkomatic unit. Figure 2 shows the
power supply's schematic.

Deluxe radios with fader control s and
high-power outpu ts have more compli
cated speaker connections. Refer to Fig. l '
for the typical output circu itry of those
radios. THe chances are that if there is
nothing on the receiver to indicate a high
power output , then the circuitry is similar
to that shown in Fig. I-a . If a sticker on the
radio states "Bridging output-do not
ground speakers," its circuit is probably
like that shown in Fig. I -b. Use your ohm
meter to measure between any two (as yet
unidentified) connections. Anytime you
measure 40 ohms, you have found a fader
control, so connect those two points to
gether. The other speaker connections are
either ground (as in Fig. I-a) or another
output (as in Fig. I-b ). Usually the wire for
the other output in a bridging configura
tion is coded the same color, but with a
stripe added , or it's a pin on the opposite
side of the connector block .

Once you' ve identified all the connec 
tions, you can start to build the power
supply for your radio.
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FIG.1-TYPICAL CAR STEREO RADIOS have outputs like those shown here. In a, the speaker outputs
are single-ended. Bridging outputs, like those shown in b, are often found on high-powered radios.

Identifying the connections
The first thing to do after finally choos

ing the radio is to check it out by hooking
it up to a power source, speaker(s), and an
antenna. Before you can do that , of
course, you have to know the function of
each wire coming out of the radio and
where it should be connected. Ifyou buy a
used radio, you'll typically find a bundle
of unmarked, colored wires, hacked off a
few inches from the case . Or your radio
may have a connector block . If you're
lucky, there may be a chart pasted on top
of the receiver that identifies each colored
wire or connector pin. If you're not lucky,
you'll have to do a little detective work.

You'll need an ohmmeter, a pencil, and
some paper to start ..Write down the color
of each wire along the left margin of the
paper, or draw a sketch of the connector
and each pin. You'll first want to find the
ground connections: Turn the radio's
power switch off, set your ohmmeter on
the lowest resistance range, and connect
the ground probe to the radio's case .
Touch the other ohmmeter probe to each
of the leads or pins, and write down on
your chart the ones that read zero ohms .
Those are the ground connections .

Next you'll want to find the power con
nection. That can be a bit tricky, so be
careful. Leave the ground probe con
nected to the case , and touch the other
probe to one of the non-ground connec
tions. Turn the radio power switch on and
off as you watch the ohmmeter scale. If
the resistance reading drops each time the
switch is turned on, you found the power
connection. You probabl y won't find the
power lead on the first try, so continue
until you do. When you find the proper

sary. Try an auto supply store or strip the lead, leave the power switch on and -leave
parts from another radio that isn't worth the probe connected to it. Then remove
fixing . the ohmmeter's ground lead from the case

Now, how much should you pay for and touch it to the other leads or pins . If
your radio? That depends on its features there is one that reads zero , you have
and its condition. Here are some rough found a hookup for a power antenna . Add
guidelines: You should be able to pick up the identified connections to your chart .
a pushbutton AM car radio for $3 to $5 Note that electronically tuned radios
and a top-of-the-line receiver for about have an extra power lead that suppl ies
$35. But prices vary from one part of the power to the radio's preset-station memo-
country to another. Be sure to shop around ry and clock even when the receiver and
at various garage sales, flea markets, etc . car power is turned off. If you have that
to get a feel for the prices. type of radio, here's how to find that power

After all of that , you may be thinking of lead: Reconnect the ohmmeter's ground
buying a new car radio for converting. We lead to the radio 's case and touch the other
certainly understand the temptation to do probe to the remaining unidentified con-
so , but try to resist it. If you buy a high- nections. One ofthe connections will give

_ qual ity_caLradio---::-l ike_the_Sparkomatic_ a low.value.and then increase to a high
SR315 AM/FM stereo cassette receiver value . That is the memory power lead.
shown at the beginning of this article-it Disregard any connection that gives a low
will certainly make an excellent home ra- value continuously, or that starts at a low
dio . But install it in your car. After all, value and rises to infinity (over 20K
that's what it was built for! Convert your ohms). Add the proper lead to your list of
old radio for use in your home! identified connections .

The final step is to locate the speaker
connections . That may also be tricky, so
be careful. On some radios it is easy to
confuse the memory power with a speaker
connection. On other radios, the internal
circuitry may confuse the unwary. If there
are jus t two connections left, you are in
luck; these are most likely for the speak
ers. A quick check with your ohmmeter
should give a low reading that rises to
infinity (over 20K ohms). In that case ,
skip the rest of this discussion and go
directly to the construction section .
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FIG. 2 -A SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY will give excellent performance. This is a perfect time to use some 
of those components you've been salvaging for years' 
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FIG. 3 -THE FINAL HOOKUP. Note that the radio shown here uses single -ended outputs. If yours uses 
bridging output, refer to Fig. 1 -a for the proper wiring diagram. 

One of the best things about the supply 
is that it gives you the perfect opportunity 
to raid your "junkhox" for components. 
Don't you have a 12.6 -volt. 3 -amp fila- 
ment transformer left over from the tube 
days? Don't you have a spare bridge rec- 
tifier and a supply of filter capacitors 
handy? Don't be afraid to make reason- 
able pans substitutions in the supply. 

There are many ways to build the sup- 
ply. We built our unit into a small alumi- 
num box and we suggest you do the same. 
That way. all wires carrying line voltages 
are enclosed for safety. In addition. we 
recommend you use a three -wire line cord 
to ground the box. Not only does this 
provide extra safety from shock. but it will 
give you better reception! 

Drill all holes in the box to mount the 
parts. then mount all components. Wire 
them as in Fig. 2. and be sure to double 
check your work so that you can correct 
any errors. Be sure to use fairly heavy 
wire. like I8 -gauge stranded. for the out- 
put leads. When done install fuse FI. 

After you've wired the unit and are con- 
fident of your visual troubleshooting. its 
time to plug the supply into an AC outlet 
and to measure the output voltage. It 

should be in the 16-18 volt range. The 
output will drop to a more acceptable 
12 -14 volts when the radio is connected. 
Now. unplug the power supply so you 
can hook up the radio. 

Hooking up the radio 
Connecting the radio to speakers. the 

power supply. and the antenna is a rela- 
tively easy task. Figure 3 is a connection 
diagram that shows all the details. Note. 
however. that Fit' 3 shows speaker con- 

PARTS LIST 

C1. C2 -0.01 µF, 50V ceramic disc 
C3. C4 -4700 p.F. 25V axial electrolytic 
C5-82 pF. 500V ceramic disc 
D1 -D4 -50 PIV. 6 amps, silicon 
BR1 -50 PIV. 6 amps, bridge rectifier 
F1 -0.5 amp 3AG fast -blow fuse 
PL1 -Male Motorola type plug 
Sl -SPST rocker 
T1- 12.6V. 3 amps 
MISCELLANEOUS: three -wire line cord 
with plug. aluminum box. 3 feet stranded 
hookup wire for antenna. #18 stranded 
hookup wire for connections. 6 -32 mount- 
ing hardware. cabinet, speakers. etc. 

nections for radios with single -ended out- 
puts. If your radio uses a bridging output. 
connect your speakers as shown in Fig. 

1 -h. For testing purposes. you can use any 
speakers you have handy. After you're 
satisfied everything's working properly. 
you can splurge on high -quality units. 
Note that if your radio is not an elec- 
tronically tuned type. you can ignore the 
memory power connection. 

The last step is to assemble and install a 

simple antenna. Cut a 3 -foot length of 
stranded hookup wire and solder it. and 
one lead of C5 (an 82 -pF disc capacitor) 
to the center conductor of PLI. a 

Motorola -type plug. The other leg of C5 
should be soldered to the shield of PLI. 
Be sure to slip insulated tubing over the 
leads of C5 so they don't short the center 
conductor and the shield. Finish by con- 
necting the antenna to the radio. 

Checkout and installation 
Now comes the big moment. Connect 

the power plug to an AC outlet and turn on 
the radio power switch. There should be a 
soft thump from the speakers and you 
should hear noise when the volume is 
turned up. If you hear nothing, or smell 
something. pull the power plug imme- 
diately and check your work. Once you 
hear noise, try tuning a station on your 
newly converted car radio and enjoy! 

If your car radio is analog tuned, it will 
be necessary to peak the antenna trimmer 
for best AM reception. Usually that ad- 
justment will be found next to the antenna 
jack. but some receivers hide it next to the 
tuning knob or inside the cassette com- 
partment. To make this adjustment, tune 
in a weak station near 1400 kHz. then 
peak the trimmer for maximum volume. 

Once your radio passes checkout you 
are ready to put it in a cabinet of your 
choice! While the cabinet you use is en- 
tirely up to you, here are some ideas to get 
you started: We've used everything from a 

junked cable TV convener to an old stereo 
cabinet purchased at a garage sale. In an- 
other conversion. a monaural receiver was 
built directly into a small bookshelf 
speaker. providing a nice table radio radio 
for the kitchen. In yet another conversion. 
the radio was built into a room divider. 
along with two flush -mounted speakers. 
Use your imagination and you can make 
something that is truly unique. 

Once you have chosen your enclosure, 
cut the mounting holes for the radio and 
power supply, then mount them in place. 
Extend the antenna wire (preferably ver- 
tically) then staple in place. Finish up by 
connecting the speakers. then turn on the 
power and enjoy your handiwork! 

While you should be happy with the 
results. you may still want something 
more. Then watch for the next and final 
installment of this article for step -by -step 
instructions on how to build a shortwave 
convener to use with your radio. R -E 

FIG. 2-A SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY will give excellent performance. This is a perfect time to use some
of those components you've been salvaging for years!

FIG.3-THE FINAL HOOKUP. Note that the radio shown here uses single-ended outputs. If yours uses
a bridging output, refer to Fig. 1-a for the proper wiring diagram.
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nections for radios with single-ended out
puts . If your radio uses a bridging output,
connect your speakers as shown in Fig .
I-b . For testing purposes , you can use any
speakers you have hand y. After you' re
satisfied everything's working properly,
you can splurge on high -quality units.
Note that if your radio is not an elec
tronically tuned type, you can ignore the
memory power conn ection .

The last step is to asse mble and install a
simple antenna. Cut a 3-foot length of
stranded hookup wire and solder it , and
one lead of C5 (an 82-pF disc capacitor)
to the center cond uc tor of PLl , a
Motorol a-type plug. The other leg of C5
should be soldered to the shield of PLI.
Be sure to slip insulated tubin g over the
lead s of C5 so they don 't short the center
conductor and the shield. Finish by con
nectin g the antenna to the radio .

Checkout and installation
Now comes the big moment. Conn ect

the power plug to an AC outlet and turn on
the radio power switch. There sho uld be a
soft thump from the speakers and you
should hear noise when the volume is
turned up. If you hear nothing , or smell
something, pull the power plug imme
diately and check your work . Once you
hear noise , try tuning a station on your
newly converted car radio and enjoy !

If your car radio is analog tuned , it will
be necessary to peak the antenna trimmer
for best AM recepti on . Usually that ad
ju stment will be found next to the antenna
jac k, but some receivers hide it next to the
tuning knob or inside the cassette com
partment. To make this adjustment, tune
in a weak station near 1400 kHz, then
peak the trimmer for maximum volume.

Onc e your radio passes checkout you
are ready to put it in a cabinet of your
choice! While the cabinet you use is en
tirely up to you , here are some ideas to get
you started: We ' ve used everything from a
jun ked cable TV converter to an old stereo
cabinet purchased at a garage sa le . In an
other conversion, a monaural rece iver was
built d irectl y into a small book shelf
speaker, provid ing a nice table radio radio
for the kitchen. In yet another conversion ,
the radio was built into a room divider,
along with two flush-mounted speakers.
Use your imag inat ion and you can make
something that is truly unique .

Once you have chosen your enclosure,
cut the mounting holes for the radio and
power supply, then mount them in place .
Extend the antenna wire (preferably ver
tically) then staple in place. Finish up by
connecting the speakers , then turn on the
power and enjoy your handi work!

While you should be happy with the
results , you may still want so mething
more . Then watch for the next and final
installment of this article for step-by-step
instructions on how to build a shortwave
con verter to use with your radio . R-E

C1, C2-0.01 IJ.F, 50V ceramic disc
C3, C4--4700 IJ.F, 25V axial electrolytic
C5--82 pF, 500V ceramic disc
01- 04-50 PIV, 6 amps, silicon
BR1-50 PIV, 6 amps, bridge rectifier
F1-0.5 amp 3AG fast-blow fuse
PL1-Male Motorola type plug
S1- SPST rocker
T1-12.6V, 3 amps
MISCELLANEOUS: three-wire line cord
with plug, aluminum box, 3 feet stranded
hookup wire for antenna, #18 stranded
hookup wire for connections, 6-32 mount
ing hardware, cabinet, speakers, etc.

PARTS LIST

shou ld be in the 16-18 volt range . The
output wi ll drop to a more acceptable
12- 14 volts when the radio is connected .
Now, unplug the power supply so you
can hook up the rad io .

Hooking up the radio
Connecting the radio to speakers, the

power supp ly, and the antenna is a rela
tively easy task . Figure 3 is a connection
diagram that shows all the details . Note,
however, that Fig. 3 shows speaker con-

One of the best things about the supply
is that it gives you the perf ect opportunity
to raid your "j unkbox" for components .
Don 't you have a 12.6-volt , 3-amp fila
ment tran sform er left over from the tube
days? Don't you have a spa re bridge rec
tifier and a supply of filter capaci tors
hand y? Don 't be afraid to make reaso n
able part s substitutio ns in the supp ly.

There are many ways to build the sup
ply. We built our unit into a small alumi
num box and we sugges t you do the same.
That way, all wires carryin g line voltages
are enclosed for safety. In addition, we
recommend you use a three-wire line cord
to ground the bo x. Not only does this
provide extra safety from shock, but it will
give you better reception!

Drill all holes in the box to mount the
parts , then mount all co mponents . Wire
them as in Fig. 2, and be sure to double
chec k your work so that you can correct
any errors . Be sure to use fairly heavy
wire, like 18-gau ge stranded, for the out
put leads . When done install fuse F l .

After you' ve wired the unit and are con 
fident of your visual troubl eshoot ing , it's
time to plug the supply into an AC outl et
and to measure the output voltage. It
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Miniature 
Wideband 
Amplifier 

s') 

JOHN CLAWSON 

From DC to 450 MHz, 20 -dB gain 
in the palm of your hand. 

FROM DC THROUGH TO THE MOBILE RADIO 
and TV frequencies, there's always need 
for some amount of additional amplifica- 
tion. In particular, when it comes to TV 
reception just a smidgen extra gain can 
make the difference between looking at a 
snowstorm or a decent picture having 
rock- stable color. 

Often, obtaining enough of a signal for 
a good TV picture means using some kind 
of deep -fringe antenna and a preamplifier. 
The problem is, however. that stable pre- 
amplifiers don't come cheap unless you 
build them yourself, and even then you 
might spend countless days, nights, and 
weekends getting one to work without 
producing more spuri (spurious signals) 
than it does TV signal. 

But spurious signals are nonexistent in 
the wideband high- frequency amplifier 
shown in the photographs; yet it rivals 
commercial units in both performance 
and reliability -but without their for- 
midable price tags. While a commercial 
counterpart might easily sell for SI00 or 
more, our version, shown in Fig. I. can be 
built for about SI2. How can a commer- 
cial- quality amplifier be built so inexpen- 
sively? The answer to that question is 
found in a new breed of integrated circuit, 
the Signetics NE5205, a UHF amplifier 
with a fixed gain of 20 dB. 

FIG.1- EXCEPT FOR THE COUPLING and de- 
coupling capacitors. ICI is a complete wideband 
amplifier having a fixed gain of 20 dB to 450 
MHz. No external compensation is required. 

2 

Signetics offers the NE5205 in two 
kinds of housings: the TO-46 metal can 
shown in Fig. 2-a, and the SO -8 DIP 
shown in fig. 2 -b. Unlike earlier mono- 
lithic amplifiers, the NE5205 does its job 
without external compensation networks 
and matching transformers. What's left is 
an experimenter's dream: an inexpensive 
black -box amplifier that can be plugged 
into practically any circuit. Put into other 
words, a gain -block. 

GNO 

BOTTOM VIEW NES205EC 

NOTE TAB IS PIN 4 

L 
TOP VIEW NE520S0 

b 

J 

FIG. 2 -THE NE5205 IS AVAILABLE in two con - 
figurations: a pinout for a conventional TO -46 
metal can whose tab provides the ground con- 
nection is shown in a. An SO-8 DIP pinout is 
shown in b. The grounded metal case of the 
TO -46 version extends the response from 450 
MHz to 650 MHz. 

Before going into construction details. 
let's go over some of the NE5205's speci- 
fications, because they will give you a 
better feeling for the IC and its perfor- 
mance. 

Let's start with amplification. because 
how well the NE5205 does that job will 
greatly influence how it is used. To begin 
with, there's 20 dB of fixed insertion gain 
that is essentially ruler -flat to 450 MHz. 
The grounded case of the TO-46 version 
extends the response to -3 dB at 650 
MHz. Unlike some theoretical or op- 
timized values. 20 dB is a real -world fig- 
ure that is not swamped in a sea of noise. 
For example. the NE5205 can be used as a 
50- or 75-ohm line amplifier: yet even 
with such a low impedance it preserves a 
remarkably low + 4.8 dB NF (Noise Fig- 
ure) at 75 ohms, +6.0 dB at 50 ohms. 
Input and output VSWR (Voltage Stand- 
ing Wave Ratio) for both impedances re- 
mains below 1.5:1 to 450 MHz. 

Twenty decibels is a hefty boost, but as 
Murphy's Law would have it, with 20 dB 
of gain available you will undoubtedly 
need 21 dB. How, then, do you provide the 
extra gain? As shown in Fig. 3, simply 
cascade two NE5205s for a total gain of 
40 dB. Notice the conspicuous absence of 
compensation. Although providing a total 
of 40 dB gain, the amplifier is still our 
basic wideband amplifier circuit; only an 
extra IC, a choke, and two capacitors have 
been added. 

Also notice that again we are saved 
from circuit complexities by using only 
AC coupling capacitors rather than reac- 
tive networks. That is amazing. consider- 
ing that chaining even the most docile 
conventional high -frequency amplifier 
can often severely strain stability. 

Circuit operation 
Referring back to Ag. I. the wideband 

amplifier uses only five components. Ex- 
ternal signals enter pin 3 of ICI via AC 
coupling capacitor Cl. Following ampli- 
fication, the boosted signals from ICI pin I 

are coupled to the output by capacitor C2. 
Capacitor C3 decouples the DC power 
supply, while RF current is isolated from 
the power supply by RF choke LI. 

Miniature
Wideband
Amplifier

JOHN CLAWSON

From DC to 450 MHz, 20-dB gain
in the palm of your hand.

FIG.1-EXCEPT FOR THE COUPLING and de
coupling capacitors, IC1 is a complete wideband
amplifier having a fixed gain of 20 dB to 450
MHz. No external compensation is required.

s
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Let's start with amp lification, because
how well the NE5205 does that job will
greatly influence how it is used. To begin
with , there 's 20 dB of fixed insertio n gain
that is essentially ruler-flat to 450 MHz .
The grounded case of the TO-46 version
extends the response to - 3 dB at 650
MHz. Un like some theoretical or op
timized values , 20 dB is a real-wor ld fig
ure that is not swamped in a sea of noise.
For exampl e, the NE5205 can be used as a
50- or 75-ohm line amplifier; yet even
with such a low impedance it preserves a
remarkably low +4 .8 dB NF (No ise Fig
ure) at 75 ohms , + 6.0 dB at 50 ohms.
Input and output VSWR (Voltage Stand
ing Wave Ratio) for both impedances re
mains below 1.5: I to 450 MHz.

Twenty decibels is a hefty boost, but as
Murphy's Law would have it, with 20 dB
of gain available you will undoubtedly
need 21dB . How, then , do you provide the
extra gain ? As shown in Fig. 3, simply
cascade two NE5205s for a total gain of
40 dB : Notice the con spicuous absence of
compensation . Although providing a tota l
of 40 dB ga in, the amp lifier is still our
basic wideba nd amplifier circuit; only an
extra IC , a choke, and two capacitors have
been added .

Also notice that aga in we are saved
from circ uit complexities by using only
AC coupling capac itors rather than reac
tive network s. Tha t is amazing , consider
ing that chaining even the most doci le
co nve ntiona l high-frequ ency amp lifier
can often severely strain stability.

Circuit operation
Referring back to Fig . I. the wideba nd

amplifier uses only five components. Ex
terna l signals enter pin 3 of IC I via AC
coupling capacitor Cl. Following ampli 
fication , the boosted signals from ICI pin I
are coupled to the outp ut by capacitor C2 .
Capac itor C3 deco uples the DC power
supply, while RF current is isolated from
the power supply by RF choke Lt .

Before going into con struction deta ils ,
let 's go over some of the NE5205 's speci
fications, because they will give you a
better feel ing for the IC and its perfor
mance.

FIG. 2-THE NE5205 IS AVAILABLE in tw o con
figurations: a pinout for a conventio nal TO-46
met al can w hose tab provides the ground con
nection is shown in a. An 50-8 DIP pinout is
shown in b. The grounded metal case of the
TO-46 version extends the response from 450
MHz to 650 MHz.

GNO

Bon OMVIEW NE5205EC

NOTE: TABISPIN 4

TOP VIEW NE52050
b

Signet ics offers the NE5205 in two
kinds of housings: the TO-46 metal can
shown in Fig. 2-a, and the SO -8 DIP
shown in Fig . 2-b. Unlike earlier mono
lithic amplifiers, the NE5205 does its jo b
without externa l compensation networks
and matching transformers. What 's left is
an experimenter's dream: an inexpensive
black-box amplifier that can be plugged
into practically any circui t. Put into other
words, a gain -block.----------"'1

C2 7511
.1 VOUT

:cell
7511
V 1N

r 1
.1

FROM DC THROUGH TO THE M OBILE RADIO

and TV frequencies, there's always need
for some amo unt of additional amplifica
tion. In particular, when it comes to TV
reception just a smidg en extra gain can
make the difference bet ween looking at a
snowstorm or a decent pict ure having
rock-stable co lor.

Often, obtai ning enoug h of a signal for
a good TV picture means using some kind
of deep-fringe antenna and a preamplifier.
The problem is , however, that stable pre
amplifiers don ' t come cheap unless you
build them yourse lf, and even then you
might spend countless days, nights , and
weekends ge tting one to work witho ut
producing more spuri (spurious signals)
than it does TV signal.

But spurious signals are nonexistent in
the wideband high-frequency ampl ifier
shown in the photog raphs; yet it rivals
commercial unit s in both perfo rmance
and rel iabil ity-but without their for
midable price tags. While a commercial
counterpart might easi ly sell for $100 or
more , our version, shown in Fig. I, can be
built for about $12. How can a com mer
cial-quality amplifier be built so inexpen
sive ly? The answe r to that question is
found in a new breed of integra ted circuit ,
the Signetics NE5205 , a UHF amplifier
with a fixed gain of 20 dB .
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FIG. 3 -SINCE THE NE5205 FUNCTIONS as a gain block, two or more can be easily cascaded to 
provide additional amplification. In this circuit, which uses Iwo NE5205s. the overall gain is 40 dB. 
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TRACE WIDTH- INCHES 

FIG. 4 -USE THIS CHART to determined micro- 
strip trace width for various impedances and 
thicknesses of G -10 epoxy board. 

-C3- 

-C2- 

^ ~ Vcc 
L1 

ilT-.). -c1- 

IC1 

FIG. S -THIS IS THE COMPONENT LAYOUT for 
the basic amplifier. All components are on the 
soldering side of the board. 

the NE5205's low current consump- 
tion of 25 mA at 6 volts DC makes battery- 
powered operation a reality. (Although the 
device is rated for a 6- to 8 -volt power 
supply, 6 volts is recommended for nor- 
mal operation.) Six volts provides an in- 
ternal bias of 3.3 volts, which permits a 

1.4 -volt peak -to -peak output swing for 
video applications. 

Construction 
Below 150 MHz, just about any kind of 

point -to -point wiring assembly can be 
used if the leads are made as short as 

possible. if you don't run the output and 
input wires close together. and if you re- 
member to ground the metal case. 

strip are given in PC Service. The recom- 
mended printed -circuit board material is 
double -clad 0.060 -inch G -I0 epoxy 
board. The pattern shown is intended for 
75 -ohm operation. For alternate imped- 
ances (Z0) or different thicknesses of 
G -10 board, you will need to change both 
the input and the output trace widths; refet 
to the chart shown in Fg. 4. which shows 
the characteristic impedance vs. signal - 
trace width required for various G -I0 
thicknesses. For example. a 50 -ohm Zn 
(characteristic impedance) and a 0.031 - 
inch G -I0 board requires a signal trace 
width of approximately 0.050 -inch. 

I R00FTOP PREAMPLIFIER -1 

7552 
TV 

ANTENNA 

75:2 
COAXIAL 

CABLE 

5205 

L______J 

81 

6V 

L2 
2200p H 

C4 

TELEVISION 

FIG. 6-IF THE POWER SUPPLY is fed through the signal- carrying coaxial cable, the amplifier can be 
mounted in a weatherproof enclosure directly at the antenna. 

But the amplifier will perform better at 
frequencies above 30 MHz. and most cer- 
tainly with fewer problems above 150 
MHz. if built on a microstrip. A micro - 
strip is a microwave low -loss transmission 
line. It consists of a conductor above a 

groundplane, analogous to a two -wire 
line in which one of the lines is repre- 
sented by the groundplane. Obviously. 
printed -circuit board that is copper -clad 
on both surfaces will make an ideal medi- 
um for a homebrew microstrip. 

Full -scale PC patterns for the micro- 

PARTS LIST 

ICI- NE5205EC wideband high frequen- 
cy amplifier (Signetics) 

Cl. C2. C3-0.1 µF, multilayer ceramic 
chip capacitor. 10 %, 100 -WVDC (Stet - 
tner Electronics KEF01210 or equiv- 
alent) 

L1 -RF choke, 2200µF, 10 °o. Ferrite core 
(Digi-Key M8153 or equivalent) 

Miscellaneous PC board and materials. 
case (when needed). etc. 
Note. The following are available from 
John Clawson. P.O. Box 225, 
Tillamook. OR 97141: NE5205EC. S6: 
set of three 0.1 -1LF chip capacitors. S3. 
Shipping and handling 53 per total 
order. Foreign orders add 54.50. U.S. 
funds only. Oregon residents add ap- 
propriate sales tax. Check or M.O. only. 

Since ICI's TO-46 case is grounded. 
don't be concerned about providing an 
insulated hole through the groundplane. 
You can leave the underside copper com- 
plete and simply drill a '/is -inch hole 
through from the top side of the board. 

If you want to expand the foil pattern to 
include another NE5205, keep all new 
signal paths short and as straight as possi- 
ble. The groundplane should be extended 
beyond each edge of any added traces by 
no less than the trace width. 

The parts-placement pattern is shown 
in Fig. 5. Prior to assembling the etched 
and drilled PC board, be sure that all cir- 
cuit traces are free from residue, burrs, 
and obstructions. 

Except for one lead of RF choke LI, all 
components are mounted directly on the 
soldering side of the board. LI is attached 
by soldering one lead to the V(.r. plane 
and the other lead to the power source. 
The Mò -inch diameter hole is intended to 
hold the NE5205 very snugly. If you expe- 
rience a great deal of difficulty installing 
ICI. slightly enlarge the hole using a small 
round file or a slightly larger drill bit. Be 
sure that the the metal flange on the TO-46 
case doesn't touch the VC,. plane. and 
that ICI is properly oriented. After you 
have correctly positioned the IC, solder its 
leads to their appropriate traces. keeping 
length to an absolute minimum. Then 
make a good electrical connection be- 

continued on page 69 

FIG. 3-SINCE THE NE5205 FUNCTIONS as a gain block, two or more can be easil y cascaded to
provide additional amplification. In this circu it , which uses two NE5205s, the overall gain is 40 dB .

strip are given in PC Service. The recom
mended printed-circuit board material is
double-clad 0 .060-inch G-1O epoxy
board. The pattern shown is intended for
75-ohm operation . For alternate imped
ances (Zo) or different thicknesses of
G-IO board, you will need to change both
the input and the output trace widths ; refer
to the chart shown in Fig. 4, which shows
the characteristic impedance vs. signal
trace width required for various G-IO
thicknesses . For example , a 50-ohm Zo
(characteristic impedance) and a 0.03 1
inch G-IO board requires a signal trace
width of approximately 0.050-inch .

C4
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C1
.1

VIN5017511r 3
5205
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FIG. 5-THIS IS THE COMPONENT LAYOUT for
the basic amplifier. All components are on the
soldering side of the board.

~Vee

-C3- 1-

+ 1----11-----]
81 J..
6V -=-

Since ICl's TO-46 case is grounded,
don't be concerned about providing an
insulated hole through the groundplane.
You can leave the underside copper com
plete and simply drill a 3!I6-inch hole
through from the top side of the board.

If you want to expand the foil pattern to
include another NE5205 , keep all new
signal paths short and as straight as possi
ble. The groundplane should be extended
beyond each edge of any added traces by
no less than the trace width.

The parts-placement pattern is shown
in Fig. 5. Prior to assembling the etched
and drilled PC board, be sure that all cir
cuit traces are free from residue, burrs,
and obstructions.

Except for one lead of RF choke Ll, all
components are mounted directly on the
soldering side of the board. Ll is attached
by soldering one lead to the Vee plane
and the other lead to the power source .
The Yi6-inch diameter hole is intended to
hold the NE5205 very snugly. If you expe
rience a great deal of difficulty install ing
ICI, slightly enlarge the hole using a small
round file or a slightly larger drill bit. Be
sure that the the metal flange on the TO-46
case doesn't touch the Vee plane , and
that ICI is properly oriented. After you
have correctly positioned the IC, solder its
leads to their appropriate traces, keeping
length to an absolute minimum. Then
make a good electrical connection be-

continued on page 69
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PARTS LIST

IC1-NE5205EC wideband high frequen
cy amplifier (Signetics)

C1, C2, C3-0.1 f.LF, multilayer ceramic
chip capacitor, 10%, 100-WVDC (Stet
tner Electronics KEFQ1210 or equ iv
alent)

L1-RF choke, 2200f.LF, 10%, Ferrite core
(Digi-Key M8153 or equivalent)

Miscellaneous: PC board and materials,
case (when needed), etc.
Note. The following are available from
John Cl aw so n , P.O . Box 225,
Tillamook, OR 97141: NE5205EC, $6;
set of three 0.1-f.LF chip capacitors , $3.
Shipping and handling $3 per total
order. Foreign orders add $4.50. U.S.
funds only. Oregon res idents add ap
prop riate sales tax. Check or M.D. only.

But the amplifier will perform better at
frequenc ies above 30 MHz, and most cer
tainly with fewer problems above 150
MHz, if built on a microstrip. A micro
strip is a microwave low-loss transmission
line. It consi sts of a conductor above a
groundplane , analogous to a two-wire
line in which one of the lines is repre
sented by the gro undp lane. Obvio usly,
printed-circuit board that is copper-clad
on both surfaces will make an ideal medi 
um for a homebrew microstrip.

Full-scale PC patterns for the micro-

FIG. 6--IF THE POWER SUPPLY is fed through the signa l-carrying coax ial cable, the amplifier can be
mounted in a weatherproof enclosure directly at the antenna .
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Construction
Below 150 MHz, j ust about any kind of

point-to-point wiring asse mbly can be
used if the leads are made as short as
possible , if you don' t run the output and
input wires close together, and if you re
member to ground the metal case.

- C2- ~~. -C1-

~

e..:>

E;
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ur
l
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The NE5205's low current consump
tion of 25 rnA at 6 volts DC makes battery
powered operation a reality. (Althou gh the
dev ice is rated for a 6- to 8-volt power
supply, 6 volts is reco mmended for nor
ma l operat ion.) Six volts provides an in
terna l bias of 3.3 volts , which permits a
l A -volt peak -to-peak output sw ing for
video applica tions.

40L--'-----'_ - --l...----"----'---- --'
0.020 0.040 0.060 0.080 0.100

TRACE WIDTH- INCHES
FIG. 4-USE THIS CHART to determined micro
strip trace width for various impedances and
thicknesses of G-10 epoxy board.
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Soldering: 
OLD TECHNIQUES & NEW TECHNOLOGY 

It takes a more than just solder to make reliable connections. 

SOME CLAIM IT WAS Gl1GL11,1 W) MARCONI 

himself who said "Soldering is an art" - 
as he used a blowtorch and a five -pound 
bar of lead to assemble the transmitter that 
finally broadcast a radio signal across the 
big pond. While we no longer use a 

plumber's blowtorch for precision solder- 
ing, it often appears that we haven't pro- 
gressed to anything that is significantly 
better. More times than we care to re- 
member, the causes of defects in projects, 

PURE 
LEAD 

600° 

VAUGHN D. MARTIN 

retrofits, and upgrades have been directly 
traced to poor solder connections: either 
too much or too little solder, cold solder 
joints, or simply the wrong kind of solder. 
de- oxidizer, or wetting agent. 

So it is in the spirit of "Soldering is an 

art" that we'll take a close look at solder- 
ing techniques: everything from assem- 
bling a simple "one- evening" commer- 
cial kit to making repairs using 
conductive plastic. 

Conventional soldering techniques 
Exactly what is soldering, anyway'! 

Conventional soldering is the Minding to- 
gether of two or more metal parts with a 

tin -lead alloy (the solder itself). It is the 
least expensive, yet most reliable method 
of connecting electronic components. In a 

good solder joint, solder molecules actu- 
ally mix with the molecules of the metal 
being soldered -what is called wetting. 

The tools for making solder connec- 

PURE 
LEAD 10 /90 20/80 30/70 10/60 50150 60/40 70 30 80/20 90/[0 

PUR[ 
TIN 
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•I II

•
OLD TECHNIQUES & NEW TECHNOLOGY

It takes a more than just solder to make reliab le connections.

VAUGHN D. MARTIN

SOME CLAIM IT WAS G UGLIELMO M A RCO NI retrofits, and upgrades have been directly
himself who said "Soldering is an art"- traced to poor solder connections: either
as he used a blowtorch and a five-pound too much or too little solder, cold solder
bar of lead to assemble the transmitter that joints, or simply the wrong kind of solder,
finally broadcast a radio signal across the de-oxidizer, or wetting agent.
big pond. While we no longer use a So it is in the spirit of " Soldering is an
plumber.'s.blowtorch.for_precision.solder-__art'Lthat.we. ll take a close look at solder-
ing, it often appears that we haven't pro- ing techniques : everything from assem-
gressed to anything that is significantly bling a simple "one-evening" commer-
better. More times than we care to re- cial kit to making repairs using
member, the causes of defects in projects , conductive plastic.

Conventional soldering techniques
Exactl y what is soldering, anyway?

Conventional soldering is the bonding to
gether of two or more metal parts with a
tin-lead alloy (the solder itself). It is the
least expensive, yet most reliable method
of connecting electronic components. In a
good solder joint, solder molecules actu
ally mix with the molecules of the metal
being soldered-what is called wetting.

The tools for making solder connec-
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20/ 80 30/ 70 40/ 60 50/50 60/ 40 70/ 30 80/ 20 90/1 0 TI N

LIQUID
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FIG. 1- ADJUSTABLE -HEAT soldering irons al- 
low you to adjust the tip -temperature adjust- 
ment. Other soldering irons have a single 
controlled tip- temperature. 

tions to electronics equipment come in a 

variety of styles, sizes, and shapes of 
guns, irons, and pencils -a soldering 
pencil being a low- wattage, usually pen- 
cil -size soldering iron. Although most 
have fixed tip -temperatures, some, such 
as the unit shown in Fig. I, have a means 
whereby the tip -temperature can be ad- 
justed or optimized for a particular solder 
or purpose. 

In addition to controlled tip -tem- 
perature, many irons allow the user to 
substitute various shapes and types of tips: 
everything from large tips for soldering to 
a metal chassis to needle -point models for 
heating a hairline printed- circuit trace. 
Figure 2 shows several commonly avail- 
able shapes and variations. 

2 

How to solder 
How do you use those tools to make a 

guaranteed reliable connection -one that 
will last forever and a day? Figure 3 shows 
a four -step approach to soldering termi- 
nals and printed -circuit boards. 

Begin with a wet sponge. Heat the sol- 
dering tip, wipe it off on the sponge, and 
apply solder to the cleaned tip. That is 
called "tinning" the tip-it inhibits ox- 
idation. For terminal lugs (Fig. 3-a) and 
relatively thick or wide printed- circuit 
foils (Fig. 3 -b), place the soldering tip 
tgainst the foil or against the terminal. 
Ind against the component's lead; then 
apply solder. Apply heat long enough to 
allow the solder to flow evenly and uni- 
formly over the joint. Then remove the 
iron and be sure not to move the compo- 
nent until the solder cools. For hairline 
traces, the latest recommended technique 
(Fig. 3 -c) is to place the solder against the 
component lead and the foil and then 
squash the iron down on the solder until 
there is a good flow. (That way there is less 
chance of overheating causing a hairline 
trace to lift off the PC- board.) 

When soldering conventional compo- 
nents such as resistors and capacitors it's a 

good idea to bend their leads to keep them 
from moving when the soldering iron is 
removed; you'll find that it's well worth 
the extra time. 

If you soldered the joint correctly. it 
will be smooth and shiny like the joint on 
the right in Fig. 4. If not, the joint will 
resemble one of the "cold" solder joints 
shown in Fig. 5 -a and Fig. 5 -b. Cold 

BASIC SHAPES VARIATIONS 

CHISEL 
IOR SPADE) 

U 
SEMI -CHISEL 

CONICAL 

PYRAMID 

FIG. 2 -SOLDERING -IRON TIPS are available in 
a wide variety of sizes and shapes. They come 
as complete tips. interchangeable elements, or 
tips for interchangeable elements. 

joints are poor conductors. They are 
characterized by either a crystalline, 
grainy texture (Fig. 5 -a), or by blobs and 
uneven solder flow (Fig. 5 -b). 

Integrated circuits require extra care 
when soldering. Typically, they have 
closely spaced pins on 0.100" centers, and 
it's easy to bridge across two (or more) 
pins if just a bit of excess solder is ap- 
plied, or if the tip of the soldering iron 
spans two pins or traces. To avoid the 
problem, use extra -thin solder (what is 
usually called "wire gauge "), a small sol- 
dering pencil. and great care. 

Except for some specialized solders 
that we'll get to later. one of the principle 
ways to ensure a good connection is by 
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FIG. 3- ALTHOUGH ITS USUAL to heat the material to which solder will be applied (a and b). the heat is 
applied to the solder (c) when soldering hairline printed- circuit traces. 

FIG. 1-ADJUSTABLE-HEAT soldering irons al
low you to adjust the tip-temperature adju st
ment. Other soldering irons hav e a sing le
controlled tip-temperature .

tions to electronics eq uipment come in a
_ variety_of sty les , sizes ,-,!nd shaRes of

guns , irons , and pencils-a so ldering
pencil be ing a low-wattage , usually pen 
cil-s ize so lde ring iron. Altho ugh most
have fixed tip-t em peratures , some, such
as the unit shown in Fig. I, have a means
where by the tip-temperature can be ad
ju sted or optimized for a parti cular solder
or purpose .

In ad dit ion to contro lled t ip- tem
perature , many irons allow the user to
substitute various shapes and types of tips :
everyth ing from large tips for soldering to
a metal cha ssis to needle-point mode ls for
heating a hairline printed-c ircuit trace .
Figure 2 shows several com monly avail
able shapes and variations .

How to solder
How do you use those too ls to make a

guaranteed reliable connection-one tha t
will last forever and a day? Figure 3 shows
a four-step approach to soldering termi 
na ls and printed-circuit boards.

Begin with a wet spo nge . Heat the sol
dering tip, wipe it off on the spo nge, and
app ly solder to the cleaned tip. That is
called "tinning" the tip-it inhibits ox
idation . For termi nal lugs (Fig . 3-a) and
rel atively thick or wide pri nted -circuit
fo ils (Fig . 3-b), place the soldering tip
igainst the foil or against the terminal,
md against the component's lead; then
.ipply solder. Apply heat long enough to
allow the solder to flow evenly and uni
formly over the joint. The n remove the
iron and be sure not to move the compo
nent until the solder coo ls. For hairline
traces, the latest recommended technique
(Fig . 3-c) is to Rlace the solder against the
component lead and the foil and then
squash the iron down on the solder until
there is a good flow. (Tha t way there is less
chance of overhe ating caus ing a hairli ne
trace to lift off the PC-board .)

Whe n soldering conventional compo
nents such as resistors and capacitors it' s a
good idea to bend their leads to kee p them
from moving when the soldering iron is
removed ; you'll find that it's well worth
the extra time.

If you soldered the joint correctly, it
wi ll be smooth and shiny like the joint on
the right in Fig . 4 . If no t, the joint will
resemble one of the " co ld" solder joints
shown in Fig . 5-a and Fig . 5-b . Col d

BASIC S H A PES VARIATIONS
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I j

SEMI-CHISEL
C 5
~CON ICAL

<
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FIG.2 SOLDERING-IRON TIPS are available In

a wide variety of sizes and shapes. They come
as complete tips, interchangeable elements, or
tips for interchangeable elements.

joint s are poor conductors. The y are
characterize d by either a crystall ine,
grainy texture (Fig . 5-a), or by blobs and
uneven solder flow (Fig. 5-b).

Integrated circuits require extra ca re
whe n so lde ring . Typicall y, they have
closely spaced pins on 0 .100" centers, and
it's easy to brid ge across two (or more)
pins if ju st a bit of excess solder is ap
plied , or if the tip of the soldering iron
spans two pins or traces . To avoid the
prob lem, use extra-thin solder (what is
usually called " wire gauge " ), a small sol
dering pencil, and great care.

Except for some spec ialized so lder s
that we' ll get to later, one of the principle
ways to ensure a good conn ection is by
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FIG. 4 -A PROPERLY- SOLDERED terminal con- 
nection looks like this. 

FIG. 5 -A COLD SOLDER JOINT may resemble a 
or b. One is as bad as the other. 

FIG. 6- SOLDER -REMOVAL BRAID is available 
in several widths to accommodate everything 
from hairline printed -circuit traces to 
oldfashioned terminal lugs. 

FIG. 7 -A SOLDER -SUCKER removes solder 
from a one -surface component- mounting hole 
or a plated -through connection. 

¡PURE 
LEAD 
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PURE) 1° 

LEAD 
600 
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50:50 60,'40 70190 80 20 90.10 
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FIG. 8 -A SOLDER'S MELTING POINT is deter mined by its composition. Eutectic solder goes from 
solid to liquid without passing through a plastic state. 

applying a "flux" to the surfaces or wires 
to be soldered either before or during the 
application of heat. 

Flux is a chemical that is used to re- 
move surface oxides from metal before it 
is soldered- because oxidation interferes 
with the adhesion of solder. It is available 
in powder. paste or liquid form. Many 
solders contain a core of flux so that the 
flux is applied continuously during sol- 
dering. 

Occasionally, you will bridge a solder 
gap or make a cold joint. Usually. it's next 
to impossible to salvage the connection, 
or even to avoid further damage, unless 
the solder is removed first. 

Solder removal 
There are two ways to remove unwanted 

solder so that you can start over. You can 
use a product generically called solder - 
removal braid -available under several 
trade names -which is a resin -flux coated 
braid that absorbs molten solder. As 
shown in Fig. 6, it comes in different 
widths tailored for wicking everything 
from hairline PC -board traces to 
oldfashioned terminal lugs. Alternately, 
you can use a "solder sucker" (Fig. 7), a 

device that uses a vacuum to literally suck 
solder off a connection. 

Conventional solder 
As shown in Fig. 8, conventional solder 

is an alloy of tin and lead that melts at a 
lower temperature than either tin or lead 
by itself. The actual temperature at which 
solder melts it depends on the relative 
percentages of tin and lead in the solder. 
Solder with 37% tin and 63% lead yields 
the lowest melting point, but you will find 
that most solder is 40% tin and 60% lead. 

Incidentally, the term "eutectic" is 
sometimes used to describe a particular 
solder alloy. Eutectic simply means the 
lowest possible melting point of an alloy. 

For example. the 37/63 solder previously 
mentioned is eutectic tin lead solder no 
solder can melt at a lower temperature. 

Plastic solders 
Now let's look at plastic solders. Some 

require heating to make them hard; 
others, the epoxies, generally do not. 
They are hardened not by heat, but by 
adding a catalyst or a hardener -a great 
advantage when you're working with 
heat -sensitive semiconductors. 

Many epoxies have excellent strength 
and wettability, even with non -metallic 
substrates, and they are good conductors 
of electricity. Emerson and Cumming's 
Econobond Solder 56C has a resistance of 
2 x 10-4 ohms/cm; Aremco -Bond 556 
has a resistance of 5 x 10-4 Ohms/cm. 
The latter yields bonded shear strength of 
3,000 to 4,000 psi within a temperature 
range after curing of - 60°C to + 200°C 
( - 76 °F to + 392 °F). 

TRA -CON, Inc. 55 North St., Med- 
ford, MA 02155, produces 56 different 
kinds of premixed resins and hardeners. 
Applications range from replacing con- 
ventional solder to repair of PC -board de- 
laminations or blistering. 

Indium solder 
One of the most exciting breakthroughs 

in soldering technology is the use of indi- 
um, a semi- precious, non -ferrous, silv- 
ery- white metal having a brilliant luster. It 
is softer than lead -you can scratch it 
with your fingernail -and it is extremely 
malleable and ductile, even at tem- 
peratures approaching absolute zero. It 
retains its shape when bent, and its soft- 
ness and plasticity make it particularly 
suitable for gaskets. seals, and solders. In 
particular, indium's ability to work into 
the oxide skin of other metals improves 
their electrical and thermal conductivity 
while inhibiting corrosion. 
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For example, the 37/63 solder previou sly
ment ioned is eutectic tin lead solder no
solder can melt at a lower temp erature .

Ind ium solder
One of the most excit ing breakthroughs

in solder ing technology is the use of ind i
um, asemi-precious, non-ferrous, silv
ery-white metal having a brilliant luster. It
is softer than lead- you can scratch it
with your fingernail-and it is extremely
mall eabl e and du ct ile , eve n at tem
peratures approaching absolute zero . It
reta ins its shape when bent , and its soft
ness and plastic ity make it particularly
suitab le for gaske ts, seals, and solders . In
partic ular, indium's ability to work into
the ox ide skin of other metals improves
their electrical and thermal conduct ivity
while inhibiting corrosio n.

Plastic solders
Now let' s look at plastic solders. Some

requ ire heatin g to make th em hard ;
others , the epoxies, genera lly do not.
They are hardened not by heat , but by
adding a catalyst or a hardener- a grea t
adva ntage whe n you're wor king with
heat-sensitive semiconductors .

Many epoxies have excellent strength
and wettabi lity, even with non-metallic
substrates, and they are good conduct ors
of elec tricity. Emerson and Cumm ing's
Econobond Solder 56C has a resistance of
2 x 10-4 ohm s/ern ; Aremco-Bo nd 556
has a resis tance of 5 x 10-4 Ohms/e rn.
The latter yields bonded shear strength of
3,000 to 4 ,000 psi within a temperature
range after curing of - 60°C to +200°C
( - 76°F to + 392°F).

TRA-CON, Inc . 55 North St. , Med
ford , MA 02155, produces 56 different
kinds of premixed resins and hardeners .
Applications range from replacing con
ventional solder to repair of PC-board de
laminations or blistering.
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Conventiona l so lder
As shown in Fig. 8, conventional solder

is an alloy of tin and lead that melts at a
lower temperature than either tin or lead
by itse lf. The actual temperature at which
solder melts it depe nds on the relative
percentages of tin and lead in the solder.
Solder with 37% tin and 63% lead yields
the lowest melting point , but you will find
that most solder is 40 % tin and 60% lead .

Incidenta lly, the term " eutectic" is
sometimes used to describe a partic ular
solder alloy. Eutectic simply means the
lowest possible melting point of an alloy.

apply ing a "flux" to the surfaces or wires
to be soldered either before or dur ing the
application of heat.

Flux is a chemical that is used to re
move surface oxides from meta l before it
is soldered-because oxidation interferes
with the adhesion of solder. It is available
in powde r, paste or liquid form. Many
solders contain a core of flux so that the
flux is applied continuously during sol
dering .

Occas iona lly, you wi ll bridge a solder
gap or make a cold joint. Usua lly, it's next
to impossible to salvage the connectio n,
or even to avoid further damage , unless
the solder is removed first.

Solder removal
There are two ways to remove unwanted

solder so that you can start over. You can
use a product generically called solder
removal braid-available under severa l
trade names-which is a resin-flux coa ted
braid that absorbs molten so lder. As
shown in Fig. 6, it comes in differe nt
widths tai lored for wicking everything
from hairline PC -board traces to
oldfashioned termina l lugs. Alternately,
you can use a "solder sucker" (Fig . 7), a
device that uses a vacuum to literally suck
solde r off a connection .

FIG. 7- A SOLDER-SUCKER removes solder
from a one-surface component-mounting hole
or a plated-through connection.

FIG. 6-S0LDER-REMOVAL BRAID is available
in several widths to accommodate everything
f ro m ha irline printed-circu it traces to
oldfashioned terminal lugs.

FIG.5-A COLD SOLDER JOINT may resemble a
or b. One is as bad as the other.

FIG. 4- A PROPERLY-SOLDERED terminal con 
nection looks like this.

FIG. 8-A SOLDER'S MELTING POINT is deter mined by its composition. Eutectic solder goes from
----'~,------~---------solid to-liq uid without ·passing-through a plastic state.
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Indium is often combined with other 
metals to produce a "specialty solder" for 
joining and sealing applications where 
conventional solders fail. Indium -based 
solders are strong, thermally conductive, 
electrically conductive, easily bondable, 
resistant to fatigue, resistant to leaching, 
and resistant to acid and alkaline corro- 
sion. 

Because indium solder's melting point 
is considerably less than that of con- 
ventional solder (Indalloy #136 melts at 
136 °F), it is particularly well- suited for 
soldering heat -sensitive components. 

Also, indium solder's low vapor pres- 
sure ideally suits it to vacuum- soldering 
environments where high - vapor -pressure 
solder could accumulate on, and thereby 
ruin other components. 

Indium solders are non -toxic, and 
those with gold, or bismuth and tin are 
good candidates to replace poisonous lead 
and cadmium solders in toys and cook- 
ware. 

Epoxy substitute 
Because indium solder is easier to re- 

move than epoxy and plastics, it is often 
substituted when there's a possibility that 
repairs or design changes might have to be 
made to joints and fabrications. 

When indium is combined in an alloy, it 
will wet glass, mica, quartz, glazed ce- 
ramics and certain metallic oxides; and it 
will form a sub -oxide layer that increases 
its adhesion. To avoid interfering with the 
sub -oxide layer, flux cannot be used with 
indium solder. If you want to solder a 

metallic substance to a nonmetallic sub- 
stance, precoat the former with solder 
containing flux; then completely remove 
the flux before soldering the metallic sub- 
strate. 

Indalloys #1 and #4 have the best wet- 
ting qualities on non -metals, while Inda- 
lloys #3 and #290 produce stronger 
connections. However, because of the sil- 
ver they contain, they have slightly less 
wettability. 

Bond strengths between 300 psi and 
700 psi can be attained with non -metallic 
substances if they are properly prepared 
for soldering. To solder the non -metallic 
substrates. clean them thoroughly with a 

strong alkaline cleaner. rinse with dis- 
tilled water, and again with an electronic 
grade acetone or methanol. Heat glass, 
quartz, or glazed ceramics to 350°C 
(662 °F) and cool. Heat one non -metallic 
substrate and the solder to 20- to 30°C 
higher than the solder's melting point, 
then gently rub the solder into the sub- 
strate with a nickel metallic felt, or a sim- 
ilar applicator. Cool the coated substrate. 
bring it into contact with the second, and 
apply heat until the solder flows. 

Incidentally, you will find that an ultra- 
sonic soldering iron is sometimes effec- 
tive in wetting some non -metallic 
surfaces. 

FIG. 9-THE HEAT FROM A MATCH is enough to 
melt a bar of indium fusible -alloy solder. 

FIG 10-INDIUM SOLDER CREAMS, featuring 
oxide -free spherical powders, are available in 
various alloys that are specifically packaged for 
dispensing. screening, and stenciling. 

Fusible alloys of indium 
A tu.lhlc alloy is an alloy of bismuth 

that contains tin, lead. cadmium, gal- 
lium, or indium, and which expands upon 
solidification. Such alloys have low melt- 
ing temperatures compared to most indi- 
um alloys, but their poor wettability keeps 
them from being widely used as solders. 
Normal melting temperatures of fusible 
alloys range from 40 °C to 150 °C (104 °F to 
302 °F). This means that you can melt In- 
dalloy fusible alloys, and keep them mol- 
ten. on an ordinary hotplate. For special 
applications. you can even get Indalloys 
that melt as low as 10.7 °C (51.3 °F). Figure 
9 shows an ordinary match melting a bar 
of Indalloy fusible alloy. 

Surface- mounted devices 
No discussion of soldering would be 

complete without mentioning techniques 
for soldering SMD's (Surface- Mounted 
Devices). SMD's are not only much 
smaller than conventional ones -they 
don't have wire leads. Instead, they have 
what appears to be a semiconductor sub- 
strate with a small metal ridge along the 
edges. Suface mounted devices are 

mounted to a PC board by precise vacuum 
placement. then robotically or vapor -sol- 
dered in place. 

Solder creams make precision, auto- 
mated soldering possible by allowing pre- 
cise placement of tiny, predetermined 
amounts of solder and flux on the conduc- 
tors of PC boards, thick - and thin -film 
circuits, and flexible circuits. Or, as 
shown in Hg. 10, solder creams can be 
dispensed manually from a syringe on to a 

substrate. The intended use of soldering 
creams determines their viscosity, powder 
mesh size, metal content, and packaging. 

. 
FIG. 11 -A COMBINED CREAM DISPENSER and 
vacuum- operated component -holding device 
simplifies the positioning and soldering of SMD 
and other micro -miniature components. 

An alternative to the manual dispenser 
shown in Fig. lOor automated techniques 
is the Model 1000 DV manufactured by 
EFD Inc., East Providence, R.I. 02914; 
that unit is shown in Fig. II. The instru- 
ment provides both a cream dispenser and 
a vacuum parts holder. Figure 12 shows 
how the vacuum holder and cream dis- 
penser are used to install an SMD. 

FIG 12 -IT TAKES TWO HANDS to position an 
SMD device on a PC- board one for the cream 
dispenser, the other for the vacuum holder. 

Before reflowing solder cream, be sure 
to cure it to avoid spattering and solder - 
balling. Substrate type, flux type, the 
metal content of your solder, and the 
amount of solder cream deposited on the 
board will determine the appropriate cur- 
ing parameters. 

Conclusion 
Now that you know all the various pos- 

sibilities available when soldering, your 
only problem will be figuring out which 
one is the best to use for a particular ap- 
plication. R -E 

FIG. 12-IT TAKES TWO HANDS to position an
SMD device on a PC-board: one for the cream
dispenser, the other for the vacuum holde r.

Conclusion
Now that you know all the various pos

sibilities available when soldering, your
only problem will be figuring out which
one is the best to use for a particular ap
plication. R-E

mounted to a PC board by precise vacuum
placement, then robotically or vapor-sol
dered in place .

Solder creams make precision, auto
mated soldering possible by allowing pre
cise place ment of tiny, predetermined
amounts of solder and flux on the cond uc
tors of PC boards, thick- and thin-film
circui ts, and flexi ble circuits . Or, as
shown in Fig. 10, solder creams can be
dispe nsed manually from a syringe on to a
substrate. The intended use of soldering
creams determines their viscosity, powder
mesh size, metal content, and packaging .

Before reflowing solder cream, be sure
to cure it to avoid spattering and solder
balling . Substrate type, flux type, the
metal conten t of your solder, and the
amount of solder cream deposited on the
board will determine the appropriate 'cur
ing parameters.

An alternative to the manual dispenser
shown in Fig. 100r automated techn iques
is the Model 1000 DV manufactured by
EFD Inc. , East Providence , R.I. 029 14;
that unit is shown in Fig. 11. The instru
ment provides both a cream dispenser and
a vacuum parts holder. Figure 12 shows
how the vacuum holder and cream dis
penser are used to install an SMD.

FIG. 11-A COMBINED CREAM DISPENSERand
vacuum-operated component-holding device
simplifies the pos itioning and soldering of SMD
and othe r micro-miniature components.

Surface-mounted devices
No discussion of solderi ng would be

comp lete without ment ioning techniques
for so ldering SMD's (Surface-Mounted
Devices) . SMD's are not only muc h
smaller than co nventional ones-they
don' t have wire leads. Instead , they have
what appears to be a semiconductor sub
strate with a small metal ridge along the
edges . Suface mo unted devices are

Fusible alloys of indium
A fusible alloy is an alloy of bismuth

that contains tin , lead, cadmium, gal
lium , or indium , and which expands upon
solidification. Such alloys have low melt
ing temperatures compared to mos t indi
um alloys , but their poor wettability keeps
them from being widely used as solders .
Normal melting temperatures of fusible
alloys range from 40°C to 150°C (104°F to
302°F). This means that you can melt In
dalloy fusib le alloys, and kee p them mol
ten, on an ordinary hotplate . For spec ial
applications, you can even get Indalloys
that melt as low as 1O. 7°C (5 I. 3°F). Figure
9 shows an ordinary match melting a bar
of Indalloy fusible alloy.

FIG 1D-INDIUM SOLDER CREAMS, featuring
oxide-free spherical powders, are available in
various alloys that are specifically packaged for
dispensing, screening, and stenciling.

Epoxy substitute
Because indium solder is easier to re

move than epoxy and plastics, it is often
subst ituted when there's a poss ibili ty that
repairs or design changes might have to be
made to jo ints and fabrications.

When indium is combi ned in an alloy, it
will wet glass, mica , quartz , glazed ce
ramics and certa in metallic oxides; and it
will form a sub-oxide layer that increases
its adhesion. To avoid interfering with the
sub-oxide layer, flux cannot be used with
indium solder. If you want to solder a
metallic substance to a nonmetallic sub
stance, precoat the former with solder
contai ning flux; then completely remove
the flux before soldering the metallic sub
stra te.

Indalloys # 1and #4 have the best wet
ting qualities on non-metals, while Inda
lloys #3 and #290 produce stronger
connections . However, because of the sil
ver they contain, they have slightly less
wettabi lity.

Bond strengths betwee n 300 psi and
700 psi can be atta ined with non-metall ic
substances if they are properly prepared
for soldering. To solde r the non-metallic
substra tes, clean them thoroughly with a
strong alka line cleaner, rinse with dis
tilled water, and again with an electro nic
grade acetone or methanol. Heat glass,
quartz, or glazed ceramics to 350°C
(662°F) and cool. Heat one non-metall ic
substrate and the solder to 20- to 30°C
higher than the solder 's melting point,
then gently rub the solder into the sub
strate with a nicke l metall ic felt, or a sim
ilar app licator. Coo l the coated substrate,
bring it into contact with the seco nd, and
apply heat until the solder flows.

Incidentally, you will find that an ultra
sonic soldering iron is sometimes effec
tive in wett ing so me non- met all ic
surfaces.

Indium is often combi ned with other
metals to produce a " specialty solder" for
joining and sea ling app licatio ns whe re
conventional solders fail. Indium-based
solders are strong, thermally conductive,
electrically cond uctive , easily bondable,
resistant to fatigue , resistant to leaching,
and resistant to acid and alkaline corro
sion,

Because indium solder's melting point
is considerably less than that of con 
ventional solder (Indalloy # 136 melts at
136°F), it is particu lar ly well-suited for
soldering heat-sensitive components .

Also, indium solder's low vapor pres
sure idea lly suits it to vacuum-soldering
environments where high-vapor-press ure
so lder could accumula te on, and there by
ruin other components. FIG.9-THE HEATFROM A MATCHIs enough to

Ind ium so lders are non-toxic , and melt a bar of indium fusible-alloy solder.

those with gold, or bismuth and tin are
good candidates to replace poisonous lead
and cad mium solders in toys and cook-- 
ware.
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Learning About Loran 
Though unseen. Loran has lit the way for travelers for 47 years. Now, thanks to improved 
technology and dropping costs, even sportsmen and weekend sailors can use the system. 

DURING WORLD WAR 11, WHEN BAT - 
ticships struggled with the gray Atlantic, 
clouds usually blocked the sun and stars 
and thereby hid the navigator's only refer- 
ences for finding his position. If he had 
one. he turned on his Loran receiver and 
watched two horizontal lines glow green 
while the cathode ray tube warmed up. In 
minutes he would synchronize his re- 
ceiver and know his position within a few 
miles. Then he might hold the bulkhead 
for balance against the rolling sea and 
reflect on his warm feelings for radio sig- 
nals. 

The signals originated on far -away solid 
ground from Loran transmitters. Like 
radar, another system developed during 
the war, Loran correlates radio -wave trav- 
el time with distance. Unlike radar, Loran 
uses several remotely operated transmit- 

DAVID J. SWEENEY 

ten. The Loran user measures the dif- 
ference in time between pulses received 
from those stations, then refers to a Loran 
chart to plot his geographic position. 

Loran is an acronym for LOng RAngc 
Navigation. Needed for military shipping 
and aircraft operations, Loran evolved 
from requirements described by the Army 
Signal Corps Technical Committee on 
October I, 1940. Now, some 47 years 
later, Loran has developed into Loran -C, 
which operates on 100 kHz -a frequency 
that provides ground -wave coverage over 
extremely long distances, thereby supply- 
ing signals worldwide so that ships and 
aircraft can find their way to commercial 
ports and airfields. The worldwide system 
is operated by the U.S. Coast Guard and 
foreign governments. 

Figure I shows the Loran -C coverage 

around the continental United States. The 
shading indicates areas of goal reception: 
in other areas, reception is unreliable or 
inaccurate. To close the mid -continental 
gap, the 1986 House Committee on Ap- 
propriations recommended $43 million 
for five new Loran -C transmitters to 
provide nationwide signals for aircraft 
and fresh -water navigation. 

Typical of just about everything else 
electronic, prices for Loran receivers have 
dropped sharply, so that both sportsmen 
and weekend sailors have been able to join 
the corps of Loran -C users. In fact, the 
Loran -C accuracy now available to sport 
fishermen so greatly surpasses that avail- 
able during Loran's early days it has dra- 
matically changed the charter -fishing in- 
dustry. A charter -boat captain often 
maintains Loran -C data for specific loca- 

Leapning About Lopan
Though unseen, Loran has lit the way for travelers for 47 years. Now, thanks to improved
technology and dropping costs, even sportsmen and weekend sailors can use the system.

DAVID J. SWEENEY

DURING WORLD WAR II, WHEN BAT- ters. The Loran user measures the dif-
tleships struggled with the gray Atlantic, ference in time between pulses received
clouds usually blocked the sun and stars from those stations, then refers to a Loran
and thereby hid the navigator's only refer- chart to plot his geographic position .
ences for finding his position. If he had Loran is an acronym for Wng RAnge
one, he turned on his Loran receiver and Navigation. Needed for military shipping
watched two horizontal lines glow green and aircraft operations, Loran evolved
while the cathode ray tube warmed up. In from requirements described by the Army
minutes he would synchronize his re- Signal Corps Technical Committee on

- ceiver"and"know"his-position within-a-few- -October-I-;-1940:-Now,-some-47 years
miles. Then he might hold the bulkhead later, Loran has developed into Loran-C ,
for balance against the rolling sea and which operates on 100 kHz-a frequency
reflect on his warm feelings for radio sig- that provides ground-wave coverage over
nals. extremely long distances, thereby supply-

The signals originated on far-awaysolid ing signals worldwide so that ships and
ground from Loran transmitters. Like aircraft can find their way to commercial
radar, another system developed during ports and airfields . The worldwide system
the war, Loran correlates radio-wave trav- is operated by the U.S. Coast Guard and
el time with distance . Unlike radar, Loran foreign governments .
uses several remotely operated transmit- Figure I shows the Loran-C coverage

around the continental United States. The
shading indicates areas of good reception;
in other areas, reception is unreliable or
inaccurate . To close the mid-continental
gap, the 1986 House Committee on Ap
propriations recommended $43 million
for five new Loran-C transmitters to
provide nationwide signals for aircraft
and fresh-water navigation .

Typical of just about-everything else
electronic, prices for Loran receivers have
dropped sharply, so that both sportsmen
and weekend sailors havebeen able to join
the corps of Loran-C users. In fact, the
Loran-C accuracy now available to sport
fishermen so greatly surpasses that avail
able during Loran's early days it has dra
matically changed the charter-fishing in
dustry. A charter-boat captain often
maintains Loran-C data for specific loca-
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FIG. I- USABLE LORAN SIGNALS cover much of the continguous U.S.. but a broad area in the 
midwest is outside the coverage provided by the coastal and Great Lakes chains. 

and those from Ha associated slave station(s). 

fions, called "waypoints," where quan- 
tities of fish. crabs, or lobster arc known 
to forage. The ability to find "hot spots" 
within a few feet in miles of open sea was 
impractical before Loran -C. Now it is a 

marketing tool. 
Besides fishermen, aircraft pilots have 

successfully used Loran -C. and the gov- 
ernment is currently approving it on a 

selective basis for commercial aviation. 
In November. 1985. the Federal Aviation 
Administration approved the first Loran - 
C approach at Hanscom Field in Bedford. 
Massachusetts. and later approved a non - 
precision Loran -C approach for Runway 
15 at Burlington. Vt. At the time this 
article was prepared. the next Loran -C 
approach was scheduled for Portland. 
Oregon. In addition to guidance on ap- 
proach. Loran -C aircraft receivers 
equipped with computers and data hases 
help pilots make decisions throughout a 

flight. 
The data bases built into some Loran -C 

receivers contain the positions of all 6500 
U.S. public airports. and many standard 
aviation mutes. The data might also in- 

elude the airport's name. and the city and 
state where its located. and the radio fre- 
quencies for the tower. approach control. 
and ground controller. To get a "fix" on 
his position. all the pilot has to do is turn 
on the Loran -C receiver. which then deter- 
mines his position and compares it with 
the positions in the data base. Identifica- 
tion of the closest airport, direction. and 
estimated time of arrival is available in- 
stantly. 

World War II equipment, based on vac- 
uum tubes and primitive by today's stan- 
dards, validated the Loran technique for 
navigation. and initiated development of 
the system presently used. The circuits in 
modern equipment include conventional 
RF and IF amplifiers as well as digital 
logic, thereby using computers with 
Loran -C signals to calculate travel times, 
tracking errors, and distances to prestored 
waypoints. 

Although it's basically the same meth- 
od that began in 1940. the on -board com- 
puter makes it automatic, accurate to 50 
feet. and inexpensive: prices start at about 
$500 (to $4000 for a top -of -the -line unit). 

LORAN HISTORY 
LORAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSED IN 
stages. By June. 1942, the first two high - 

power (100 -kW peak) transmitters had 
been installed and tested in stations at 
Montauk Point. Long Island, and Fenwick 
Island, Delaware. The system designers 
established synchronization between the 
two stations by designating the station at 
Montauk as master. That meant that any 
dnft in pulse- repitition rate or frequency at 
the master would be tracked by the slave 
station: it represented one of the key oper- 
ating characteristics of the Loran system. 
On June 13, 1942. a Loran receiver flew in 

a Navy blimp from Lakehurst, New Jersey 
for a full-scale demonstration. Later that 
month, the USS Manasquan. a Coast 
Guard weather ship. carried another re- 
ceiver on an extended long-range obser- 
vation trip. The frequencies 1.95 MHz and 
7.5 Mhz were used. The tests were suc- 
cessful and the results reached high into 
Army and Navy command levels. Loran 
had arrived. 

The introduction of Loran service oc- 
curred dunng the summer of 1942 when 
the military decided to build chains in the 
North Atlantic and the Aleutian areas. The 
equipment cost was $1250,000 (in 1942 
dollars). By 1943, the use of sky waves 
from Loran signals became established 
as a feasible method for measuring posi- 
tion. "Sky -wave Synchronized Loran" 
(usually called SS Loran). which was usa- 
ble only at night when the upper at- 
moshpere provided the necessary reflec- 
tions. enabled navigation over ranges on 
the order of 1200 -1500 miles from the 
transmitting stations. With that range ca- 
pability. navigation deep into central Eu- 
rope- deeper into enemy territory than 
possible using any other existing sys- 
tem-became feasible. Transmitting sta- 
tions in North Africa and Scotland 
provided navigation for bombers flying 
into enemy territory. Loran systems later 
spread to the Pacific coast and to the 
China- Burma -India theatre where they 
helped pilots fly over the Assam Hump 
(the Himalayas) in late 1944. Loran chains 
in the Pacific were planned for covering as 
much of the advance to Japan as possi- 
ble. They also covered the supply routes 
from Hawaii and the U.S. 

The U.S. Coast Guard. as an operating 
agency for the Navy. constructed, in- 
stalled. and ran the Loran stations that 
were under the cognizance of the Chief of 
Naval Operations. The Coast Guard's as- 
sociation with Loran began in 1942. As 
part of its task to build and operate the 
ground stations. the Coast Guard began a 

training program on ground -station equip- 
ment and enough men were trained so 
that the stations could be taken over by 
the Coast Guard in January 1943. Training 
and station manning were handled by the 
Coast Guard throughout the war and af- 
terwards. By November. 1945. about 70 
million square miles of the Earth's surface 
was served at night by Loran chains. 
Since the war. Loran has continued to de- 
velop and has moved to 100 kHz, where 
it's called Loran -C. 

FIG. l-USABLE LORAN SIGNALS cover much of the continguous U.S., but a broad area in the
midwest is outside the coverage provided by the coastal and Great Lakes chains._

FIG. 2-LOCATION IS DETERMINED by the time difference betwee n signals received from a master
and those from its associated slave station(s).

LORAN HISTORY
LORAN DEVELOPMENT PROGRESSED IN

stages. By June, 1942, the first two high
power (100-kW peak) transmitters had
been installed and tested in stations at
Montauk Point, Long Island, and Fenwick
Island, Delaware. The system designers
established synchronization between the
two stations by designating the station at
Montauk as master. That meant that any
drift in pulse-repitition rate or frequencyat
the master would be tracked by the slave
station; it representedone of the keyoper
ating characteristics of the Loran system.
On June 13,1942,a Loran receiverflew in
a Navyblimp from Lakehurst, NewJersey
for a full-scale demonstration. Later that
month, the USS Manasquan, a Coast
Guard weather ship, carried another re
ceiver on an extended long-range obser
vation trip. The frequencies1.95 MHz and
7.5 Mhz were used. The tests were suc
cessful and the results reached high into
Army and Navy command levels. Loran
had arrived.

The introduction of Loran service oc
curred during the summer of 1942 when
the military decided to build chains in the
NorthAtlantic and the Aleutian areas.The
equipment cost was $1,250,000 (in 1942
dollars). By 1943, the use of sky waves
from Loran signals became established
as a feasible method for measuring posi
tion. "Sky-wave Synchronized Loran"
(usually called SS Loran),which wasusa
ble only at night when the upper at
moshpere provided the necessary reflec
tions, enabled navigation over ranges on
the order of 1200-1500 miles from the
transmitting stations. With that range ca
pability, navigation deep into central Eu
rope-<Jeeper into enemy territory than
possible using any other existing sys
tem-became feasible. Transmitting sta
t ions in North Africa and Scot land
provided navigation for bombers flying
into enemy territory. Loran systems later
spread to the Pacific coast and to the
China-Burma-India theatre where they
helped pilots fly over the Assam Hump
(the Himalayas) in late 1944.Loranchains
in the Pacificwereplanned for covering as
much of the advance to Japan as possi
ble. They also covered the supply routes
from Hawaii and the U.S.

The U.S. Coast Guard, as an operating
agency for the Navy, constructed, in
stalled, and ran the Loran stations that
wereunder the cognizance of the Chief of
NavalOperations. The Coast Guard's as
sociation with Loran began in 1942. As
part of its task to build and operate the
ground stations, the CoastGuard began a
training programon ground-stationequip
ment and enough men were trained so
that the stations could be taken over by
the CoastGuard in January1943.Training
and station manning were handled by the
Coast Guard throughout the war and af
terwards. By November, 1945, about 70
million square miles of the Earth'ssurface
was served at night by Loran chains.
Since the war, Loran has continued to de
velop and has moved to 100 kHz, where
it's called Loran-C.
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elude the airport's name, and the city and
state where it's located, and the radio fre
quencies for the tower, approach control,
and ground controller. To get a "fix" on
his position, all the pilot has to do is turn
on the Loran-C receiver, which then deter
mines his position and compares it with
the positions in the data base. Identifica
tion of the closest airport, direction , and
estimated time of arrival is available in
stantly.

World War II equipment, based on vac
uum tubes and primitive by today's stan
dards, validated the Loran technique for
navigation, and initiated development of
the system presently used. The circuits in
modem equipment include conventional
RF and IF amplifiers as well as digital
lo gic , thereby using computers with
Lo ran-C signals to calculate travel times,
tracking errors, and distances to prestored
waypoints.

Although it 's basically the same meth
od that began in 1940, the on-board com
puter makes it automatic, accurate to 50
feet, and inexpe nsive: prices start at about
$500 (to $4000 for a top-of-the-line unit).
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SAME ANYWHERE
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tions, called "waypoints," wh ere quan
tities of fish, crabs , or lobster are known
to forage . The ability to find "hot spots"
within a few feet in miles of open sea was
impractical before Loran-C. Now it is a
marketing tool.

Besides fi shermen, aircraft pilots have
successfully used Loran-C. and the gov
ernment is current ly approving it on a
selective basis for commercial aviation.
In November, 1985, the Federal Aviation
Administration approved the first Loran
C approach at Hanscom Field in Bedford,
Massachusetts, and later approved a non
precision Loran-C approach for Runway
15 at Burlington, Vt. At the time thi s
article was prepared, the next L oran-C
approach was schedu led for Portland ,
Oregon . In addition to guidance on ap
proach , Loran- C aircraft rec ei ver s
equipped with computers and data bases
help pilots make deci sions throughout a
fl ight.

The data bases built into some Loran-C
receivers contain the positions of all 6500
U.S. public airports, and many standard
aviation routes . The data might also in -
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Loran 
There are two kinds of modern Loran: 

The Loran -A and its replacement. Loran - 
C. The primary difference between the 
two is the operating frequencies. Loran -A 
operates in the 1.8 -2.0 MHz range, while 
Loran -C operates at 100 kHz, . frequency 
that suffers less from skywave inter- 
ference and thereby provides more relia- 
ble groundwavc service. Hence. Loran -A 
was gradually phased out as coastal 
Loran -C was phased in during the mid 
1980's. 

Loran -A and C operates by measuring 
the difference in arrival time between 
pulses broadcast by at least two stations 
located hundreds of miles apart. For ex- 
ample. the Great Lakes Loran -C system 
employs four transmitters located in Indi- 
ana. Minnesota, New York, and Florida. 

A Loran receiver locks to the pulses 
and converts them to map coordinates. 
Then the user simply correlates the coor- 
dinates with a map having the coordinates 
for various Loran systems. 

Loran -C ground stations provide nas i- 
gation signals 24 hours a day, every day. 
To use the signals. a navigator needs a 

Loran receiver and charts (or a computer 
data base) calibrated with Loran time -dif- 
ference lines. The receiver measures the 
difference in arrival time between a radio - 
frequency pulse from a master station and 
one from a slave station. The slave trans- 
mits after it synchronizes with the mas- 
ter's signal: It waits a precisely fixed time 
period called a coding delay and then 
tracks any drift in both the master station's 
pulse -repetition rate and its frequency of 
operation. 

A Loran system -which is called a 

"Loran chain"-consists of three to five 
land -based transmitting stations that serve 
a specific geographic area. Within a 

chain. only one station is a master. the 
others are slaves. but each master and 
slave combination -called a "pair''- 
transmits a distinctive pulse rate. 

In the early Loran systems, the navi- 
gator required data from two separate 
master /slave Loran chains in order to de- 
termine his precise location. In the Loran - 
C. system. only one master station is re- 
quired because it works in conjunction 
with two to four secondary (slave) sta- 
tions. 

Because the master and each slave gen- 
erates a unique pulse -repetition rate. a 

navigator can distinguish one master/ 
slave pair from another. Often, the signals 
from several chains can be received within 
a given area and the navigator must select 
those being the most reliable at the time of 
reception. 

In most modern Loran receivers. a 

computer compares the received signals 
with a prestored data base and automat- 
ically selects the best chain for the area. 
So- called "second -generation" receivers 
measure the signals from more than one 

The NAVSTAR satellites are arranged as a constellation around the Earth. 

Although LoranC is extremely effec- 
tive. it doesn't cover the entire world. Even 
in the U.S. there are broad areas -such 
as our Midwest -that are not yet fully ser- 
viced by Loran -C. 

But if everything goes according to 
schedule. within a few years virtually 
every inch of the globe will be serviced by 
a satellite- generated GPS (Global 
Positioning System). 

GPS. a spin -of from the NAVSTAR sat - 
ellite- positioning system being deployed 
by the Department of Defense, consists of 
18 satellites arranged as a constellation 
around the earth. Although the satellites 
are intended for military applications. 
each radiates a signal that will be made 
available without charge for civilian ap- 
plications. It is those signals that are used 
for the GPS network. 

Similar to conventional Loran -C. GPS 
works by measuring the timing of signals. 
Using spread -spectrum transmitting tech- 
niques, each satellite broadcasts a signal 
telling where it was at the time of transmis- 
sion. (For more information on spread - 
spectrum communications. see the April. 
1987 issue of Radio-Electronics.) The 
GPS receiver decodes the signal to deter - 
mine the distance to the satellite. By inte- 
grating the data from two satellites the 
receiver knows it is on a particular great 
circle. By integrating the signal from a 

third satellite the receiver can calculate its 
exact location on the circle to better than 
300 feet. 

A major complication is that the receiver 
must know the precise time the signals 
are received. because when dealing with 
satellites on an is-was basis the timing 
accuracy must be better than a millionth of 
a second Since such accuracy is simply 

not economically feasible in civilian equip- 
ment. the timing signal is obtained by 
measuring the distance to a fourth satel- 
lite. and then having the receiver's corn- 
puter do the complex calculations needed 
to synchronize the receiver and satellite 
clocks. 

Although the receiver determines its 
position in latitude and longitude. the data 
can be integrated with an electronic 
map-a local area shown in detail on a 
display device -that uses a block cursor 
or other form of marker to indicate the 
receivers position In this way, either the 
map, the marker, or both can scroll to indi- 
cate the movement of the vehicle, ship. or 
aircraft 

1 
A USERS position is indicated by a block 
cursor on this electronic map. 

It is conceivable that waypoints could 
be programmed into the receiver so that 
ETA and direction displays, or an alarm or 
a synthesized voice warning of an upcom- 
ing turn. would be generated. 

In short, just about anything that can be 
done using Loran -C can be done with 
GPS -only more accurately. 

The NAVSTARsatellites are arranged as a constellation around the Earth.
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Loran
There are two kinds of modern Loran:

The Loran-A and its replacement, Loran
e. The primary difference between the
two is the operating frequenc ies. Loran-A
operates in the 1.8-2.0 MHz range, while
Loran-C operates at 100kHz, ,frequency
that suffers less from skywave inter
ference and thereby provides more relia
ble groundwave service. Hence, Loran-A
was gra dua lly phased out as coas ta l
Loran-C was phased in during the mid
1980's.

Loran-A and C operates by measuring
the difference in arriva l time between
pulses broadcas t by at least two stations
located hundreds of miles apart. For ex
ample, the Great Lakes Loran-C system
employs four transmitters located in Indi
ana , Minnesota, New York, and Florida.

A Loran receiver locks to the pulses
and converts them to map coordinates.
Then tne user simply correlates tne coor:
dinates with a map having the coordinates
for various Loran systems.

Loran-C ground stations provide navi
gation signals 24 hours a day, every day.
To use the signals, a navigator needs a
Loran receiver and charts (or a computer
data base) calibrated with Loran time-dif
ference lines. The receiver measures the
difference in arrival time between a radio
frequency pulse from a master station and
one from a slave station. The slave trans
mits after it synchronizes with the mas
ter's signal: It waits a precisely fixed time
period ca lled a coding delay and then
tracks any drift in both the master station's
pulse-repetit ion rate and its frequency of
operation.

A Loran sys tem-which is called a
" Loran chain"--consists of three to five
land-based transmitting stations that serve
a spec ific geog raphic area . Within a
chain , only one station is a master, the
others are slaves, but each master and
slave combination--called a " pair"
transmits a distinctive pulse rate .

In the early Loran systems, the navi
gator requ ired data from two separate
master/slave Loran chains in order to de
termine his precise location. In the Loran
C, system, only one master station is re
quired because it works in conjunction
with two to four secondary (slave) sta
tions.

Because the master and each slave gen
erates a unique pulse-repetition rate, a
navigator can disti nguish one master/
slave pair from another. Often, the signals
from several chains can be received within
a given area and the navigator must select
those being the most reliable at the time of
reception .

In most modern Loran receivers , a
computer compares the received signals
with a prestored data base and automat
ically selects the best chain for the area .
So-called "second-generation" receivers
measure the signals from more than one

Although l.oran-C is extremely effec
tive, it doesn't cover the entire world. Even
in the U.S. there are broad areas-such
as our Midwest-that are not yet fully ser
viced by Loran-C.

But if everyth ing goes according to
schedule , within a few years virtually
every inch of the globe will be serviced by
a sa tellite-gene ra ted GPS (Glo bal
Positioning System).

GPS, a spin-off from the NAVSTARsat
ellite-positioning system being deployed
by the Department of Defense, consists of
18 satellites arranged as a constellation
around the earth. Although the satellites
are intended for military applications ,
each radiates a signal that will be made
available without charge for civilian ap
plications. It is those signals that are used
for the GPS network.

Similar to conventional Loran-C. GPS
works by measuring the timing of signals.
Using spread-spectrum transmitting tech
niques, each satellite broadcasts a signal
telling where it was at the time of transmis
sion. (For more information on spread
spectrum communications, see the April,
1987 issue of Radio-Electronics.) The
GPS receiver decodes the signal to deter
mine the distance to the satellite. By inte
grating the data from two satellites the
receiver knows it is on a particu lar great
circle . By integrating the signal from a
third satellite the receiver can calculate it's
exact location on the circle to better than
300 feet.

A major complication is that the receiver
must know the precise time the signals
are received, because when dealing with
satellites on an is-was basis the timing
accuracy must be better than a millionth of
a second. Since such accuracy is simply

not economically feasible in civilian equip
ment , the timing signal is obta ined by
measuring the distance to a fourth satel
lite, and then having the receiver's com
puter do the complex calculations needed
to synchronize the receiver and satellite
clocks.

Although the receiver determines its
position in latitude and longitude, the data
can be integrated with an electronic
map-a local area shown in detail on a
display device-that uses a block cursor
or other form of marker to indicate the
receiver's position. In this way, either the
map, the marker,or both can scroll to indi
cate the movement of the vehicle, ship, or
aircraft.

A USER'S position is indi cated by a block
cursor on this elect ronic map.

It is conceivable that waypoints could
be programmed into the receiver so that
ETAand direction displays, or an alarm or
a synthesized voice warning of an upcom
ing turn, would be generated.

In short, just about anything that can be
done using Loran-C can be done with
GP8--0nly more accurately.
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FIG. 3-A NAVIGATION CHART shows the Loran -C time -difference lines for the chains that can be 
received within a localized area. 
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FIG. 4-PULSES FROM A MASTER and its slave station provides Loran receiver with the data needed 
to calculate the time difference lines shown on a Loran chart. 

chain and statistically evaluate the results; 
even accounting for varying propagation 
delays over both land and water. 

Figure 2 -a and Fig. 2 -b show how time - 
difference measurements convert to geo- 
graphic lines of position. In both figures a 

shipboard receiver detects pulses from a 

master and its slave (one secondary). In 
Fig. 2 -a. the ship is close to the slave 
station and will receive a pulse from the 
master, soon followed by a pulse from the 
slave. The time measured between the re- 
ceived pulses will be small, not much 
more than the slave's coding delay, be 
cause the slave receives the master pulse a 

short time (shown as tM) after the ship 
receives it. On the other hand, when the 
ship is close to the master (Fig. 2 -b), the 
ship receives the master signal, then waits 
for a while. The master signal must travel 
all the way to the slave; then the slave 
transmits and the signal travels back to the 
ship. Again, the coding delay established 
at the slave station is included in the mea- 
sured time at the shipboard receiver. At 
the ship, the measured time difference is 
large, and will decrease as the ship travels 
from the master to the slave. 

Figure 3 shows a portion of an actual 
chart used for Loran -C navigation. As you 
can see, geographic lines exist for specific 
time -difference measurements. A family 
of lines forms a hyperbolic grid for a mas- 
ter /slave pair. 

In the Loran system that evolved from 
World War I1 (there was an even earlier 
Loran system), separate master /slave 
pairs used different pulse -repetition rates, 
and the navigator changed the settings on 
the receiver to make separate measure- 
ments-one for each time -difference line. 
The point where the lines crossed on the 
chart identified the navigator's position. 
To conserve radio spectrum and to reduce 
the number of ground stations, the Loran - 
C system time -shares the pulse- transmis- 
sion interval and allows one master to 
operate with several secondary slave sta- 
tions. The coding delay assigned to each 
slave station ensures that the order of sig- 
nal reception anywhere in the service area 
will always be: Master. Secondary-W, 
Secondary-X, Secondary-Y, Secondary- 
Z. It remains. then, for the receiver to 
identify the master. 

Figure 4 shows the pulses used in the 
Loran -C system. During each pulse -re- 
petition interval the master transmits not 
one, but nine pulses; then. each of the 
slaves transmits eight pulses. The ninth 
pulse identifies the master on an os- 
cilloscope (if used), but to ensure positive 
identification. the signals from each 
ground station are phase coded. To detect 
the phase coding. sampling gates in the 
receiver compare the polarity of pulse sig- 
nals at precise time intervals. As Fig. 4 
shows, the relative phase relationship of 
each master pulse can be either 0° (voltage 
polarity equal to another pulse) or 180° out 
of phase. The transmitting station con- 
trols the phase relationship of each pulse 
within a group of eight and thus estab- 
lishes a code. 

The master station's code differs from 
the codes assigned to the secondaries. 
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shipboard receiver detects pulses from a
master and its slave (one secondary) . In
Fig. 2-a, the ship is close to the slave
station and will receive a pulse from the
master, soon followed by a pulse from the
slave. The time measured between the re
ceived pulses will be small, not much
more than the slave's coding delay, be
cause the slave receives the master pulse a
short time (shown as tM ) after the ship
receives it. On the other hand, when the
ship is close to the master (Fig. 2-b), the
ship receives the master signal, then waits
for a while . The master signal must travel
all the way to the slave; then the slave
transmits and the signal travels back to the
ship. Again , the coding delay established
at the slave station is included in the mea
sured time at the shipboard receiver. At
the ship, the measured time difference is
large, and will decrease as the ship travels
from the master to the slave.

Figure 3 shows a portion of an actual
chart used for Loran-C navigation . As you
can see, geographic lines exist for specific
time-difference measurements . A family
of lines forms a hyperbolic grid for a mas
ter/slave pair.

In the Loran system that evolved from
World War II (there was an even earlier
Loran system), separate master/slave
pairs used different pulse-repetition rates,
and the navigator changed the settings on
the receiver to make separate measure
ments-one for each time-difference line .
The point where the lines crossed on the
chart identified the navigator's position .
To conserve radio spectrum and to reduce
the number of ground stations, the Loran
C system time-shares the pulse-transmis
sion interval and allows one master to
operate with several secondary slave sta
tions . The coding delay assigned to each
slave station ensures that the order of sig
nal reception anywhere in the service area
will always be: Master, Secondary-W,
Secondary-X, Secondary-Y, Secondary
Z . It remains, then, for the receiver to
identity the master.

Figure 4 shows the pulses used in the
Loran-C system . During each pulse-re
petition interval the master transmits not
one, but nine pulses; then , each of the
slaves transmits eight pulses. The ninth
pulse identifies the master on an os
cilloscope (if used), but to ensure positive
identification , the signals from each
ground station are phase coded . To detect
the phase coding, sampling gates in the
receiver compare the polarity of pulse sig
nals at precise time intervals. As Fig. 4
shows , the relative phase relationship of
each master pulse can be either 00 (voltage
polarity equal to another pulse) or 1800 out
of phase . The transm itting station con
trols the phase relationship of each pulse
within a group of eight and thus estab 
lishes a code .

The master station's code differs from
the code s assigned to the secondaries.

SLAVE-2

I
I
I,
I
I,
I
I
I
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Figure 2-a and Fig. 2-b show how time
difference measurements convert to geo
graphic lines of position . In both figures a
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chain and statistically evaluate the results ;
even accounting for varying propagation
delays over both land and water.

FIG.4-PULSES FROM A MASTER and its slave station prov ide a Loran receiver with the data needed
to calculate the time difference lines shown on a Loran chart.

~:k~~. .I . .-',(
- - FIG. 3=A-NAVIGATION CHART sliows t1ie-L:oran·C time=difference lines fo r the cliains that can be

received within a localized area.
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FIG. 5 -A KEY TO THE ACCURACY of Loran is the receivers ability to track its local oscillator to that of 
the master station through a 100 -kHz Cycle Compare circuit -actually a conventior.al phase -locked 
loop. 

Once the master is detected, the receiving 
equipment establishes a zero reference for 
time measurement and counts microse- 
conds until it receives each slave. 

Rounded pulses 
If a Loran signal were suddenly broad- 

cast as pulses of 100 kHz it would contain 
a squarewave component. and the band- 
width would spread into the fourth and 
fifth harmonics of 100 kHz causing inter- 
ference. Further. the useable range of the 
signals would be reduced. At the receiver. 
the pulse's rise time would be distorted 
and the reference to specific 100 kHz cy- 
cles would not be possible. 

To obtain the precision needed in 
Loran -C measurements. the transmitting 
equipment shapes the 100 -kHz pulse as 

shown in Fig. 4. The rise time of a Loran - 
C pulse increases gradually and results in 
a precisely- defined envelope. Sampling 
gates compare the phase of each pulse by 
sampling at a specific point along the 
pulse's leading edge. The sampling point. 
derived from the shape of the pulse enve- 
lope. occurs within the first few cycles of 
100 kHz and thus avoids the possibility of 

FIG. 6-By combining a computer with user 
programmed memory. a relatively inexpensive 
Loran receiver such as this Heath Model 2980 
Personal Loran can display location, bearing 
and time to waypoints. and even off- course di- 
rection. 

sampling a sky wave that arrives at the 
antenna some time later. 

Because the pulse shape eliminates 
high -frequency components in the trans- 
mitted signal, the signal's bandwidth is a 

relatively narrow 90-110 kHz. If a source 
of radio energy near the receiver operates 
on a frequency that would interfere, the 
Loran -C's narrow -band design allows 
notch filtering to eliminate the interfering 
frequency without filtering the navigation 
signal. Since receivers can be made very 
sensitive by using narrow -hand ampli- 
fiers, the RF section of the Loran -C re- 
ceiver is effective on ground -wave signals 
originating thousands of miles away, and 
thus reduces the cost for servicing a great 
portion of the earth. 

Loran -C equipment functions 
A Loran -C receiver is analogous to an 

array of cogged wheels and gears that 
slowly turn and grind away at numbers 
planned by the system designer. As one 
wheel rotates, driven by some outside 
force, all the wheels turn as the entire 
system adjusts. 

Elsewhere in the system, additional 
forces operate on a subset of the wheels, 
and the difference between those wheels. 
and other wheels drive still more wheels, 
and so on. 

Fortunately, Loran -C is completely 
electronic. Instead of cogged wheels, a 

Loran -C receiver contains complex arrays 
of time- measuring circuits that comprise 
a precise. automatic -tracking system. 

Space prevents showing a complete 
schematic of a Loran -C receiver. Instead. 
Fig. 5 contains an overall functional block 
diagram. The figure is adequate for under- 
standing the functions of the nested 
phase -lock loops and for appreciating 
how reference signals. gate voltages, and 
sampling strobe pulses lock to Loran -C 
radio signals and measure the time dif- 
ferences between groups of 100 -kHz 
pulses. 

The tuner amplifies an input from an 
antenna and usually contains notch filters 
to eliminate unwanted signals close to the 
frequency of the Loran -C signals. Al- 
though the notch filters are shown as a 

separate section. they are actually inte- 
grated with the tuner. The input to the 
blocks labeled 100 kHz Cycle Compare 
and Detected Envelope Sampling consists 
of pulses from the Loran -C stations - 
time- ordered Master, Secondary -X, Sec - 
ondary-Y, etc. The receiver controls the 
compare function with sampling gate 
voltages that are coincident with a re- 
ceived pulse group. Since the receiver de- 
rives the timing of those gates from the 
strobes that sample the pulse envelopes, 
the sampling gate timing automatically 
tracks the reception of the 100 -kHz trans- 
missions. 

The receiver develops its strobe and 
gate voltages from a 100 -kHz oscillator 
that is phase and frequency locked to the 
master station. To lock to the master, the 
receiver performs the functions shown in 
the top portion of Fig. 5. A 100 -kHz Cycle 

continued on page 69 

FIG.5-A KEY TO THE ACCURACY of Loran is the receiver's ability to track its local oscillator to that of
the master station through a 100-kHz Cycle Compare circuit-actually a conventior.al phase-locked
loop.

Loran-e equipment functions
A Loran-C receiver is analogous to an

array of cogged wheels and gears that
slowly tum and grind away at numbers
planned by the system designer. As one
wheel rotates " driven by some outside
force, all the wheels turn as the entire
system adjusts .

Elsewhe re in the systemradditional
forces operate on a subset of the wheels,
and the difference between those wheels,
and other wheels drive still more wheels,
and so on.

Fortunately, Loran-C is completel y
electronic . Instead of cogged wheels, a
Loran-C receiver contains complex arrays
of time-measuring circuits that comprise
a precise, automatic-tracking system.

Space prevents showing a complete
schematic of a Loran-C receiver. Instead,
Fig. 5 contains an overall functional block
diagram . The figure is adequate for under
standing the functions of the nested
phase-lock loops and for appreciating
how reference signals, gate voltages, and
sampling strobe pulses lock to Loran-C
radio signal s and measure the time dif
ferences between gro ups of lOO-kHz
pulses .

The tuner amplifies an input from an
antenna and usually contains notch filters
to eliminate unwanted signals close to the
frequen cy of the Loran-C signals. Al
though the notch filters are shown as a
separate section, they are actually inte
grated with the tuner. The input to the
block s labeled 100 kHz Cycle Compare
and Detected Envelope Sampling consists
of pul ses from the Loran-C stations
time-ordered Master, Secondary-X, Sec
ondary-Y, etc. The receiver controls the
compare function with sampling gate
voltages that are coincident with a re
ceived pulse group. Since the receiver de
rives the timing of those gates from the
strobes that sample the pulse envelopes,
the sampling gate timing automatically
tracks the reception of the 100-kHz trans
missions.

The receiver develops its strobe and
gate voltages from a 100-kHz oscillato r
that is phase and frequency locked to the
master station. To lock to the master, the
receiver performs the functions shown in
the top portion of Fig . 5. A 100-kHz Cycle
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relativel y narrow 90-110 kHz. If a source
of radio energy near the receiver operates
on a frequen cy that would interfere , the
Loran -C' s narro w-band design allows
notch filtering to eliminate the interfering
frequency without filtering the navigation
signal. Since receivers can be made very
sens itive by using narrow-hand ampli 
fiers , the RF section of the Loran-C re
ceiver is effective on ground-wave signal s
originating thousands of miles away, and
thus reduces the cost for servicing a great
portion of the earth .
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Because the pulse shape eliminates
high-frequency components in the trans
mitted signal, the signal's band width is a

FIG. 6-By combining a computer with user
programmed memory, a relatively inexpensive
Loran receiver such as this Heath Model 2980
Personal Loran can display location, bearing
and time to waypoints, and even off-course di-
rect ion. .
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Rounded pulses
If a Loran signal were suddenl y broad

cast as pulses of 100 kHz it would contain
a squarewave component , and the band
width would spread into the fourth and
fifth harmonics of 100 kHz causing inter
ference. Further, the useable range of the
signals would be reduced . At the receiver,
the pulse' s rise time would be distorted
and the referenc e to specific 100 kHz cy
cles would not be possible .

To obta in the precision need ed in
Loran-C measurements, the transmitt ing
equipment shapes the 100-kHz pulse as
shown in Fig. 4 . The rise time of a Loran
C pulse increases gradually and results in
a precisely-defined envelope. Sampling
gates compare the phase of each pulse by
sampling at a specific point along the
pulse's leadin g edge . The sampling point ,
derived from the shape of the pulse enve
lope , occurs within the first few cycles of
100 kHz and thus avoids the possibility of

Once the master is detected, the receiving
equipment establi shes a zero reference for
time measurem ent and counts microse
cond s until it receive s each slave.
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Part 4 

Thyristors are basically a family of electronic switches and triggers; 
even their tests are related. 

TJ BYERS 

THE NEXT SERIES OF 

semiconductors we 
will explore is a group of devices called 
thyristors. Thyristors are multi -layer de- 
vices used primarily for power control and 
trigger applications. The thyristor family 
includes the Diac, Shockley diode, SCR, 
Triac, and the unijunction transistor. 

Thyristors find wide application in 60- 
Hz power control and DC power -supply 
applications. Modern light dimmers, for 
example, use thyristors as the active con- 
trol element. Let's begin our discussion 
with the best known member of the thy- 
ristor family, the SCR. 

Silicon -controlled rectifier 
The SCR is essentially a PNPN 

Shockley diode with a control element 
added. It is a three- terminal device con- 
sisting of a cathode, a control gate, and an 
anode. A transistor analogy of the SCR is 
shown in Fig. l -a and Fig. l -b. 

Figure l-a shows two transistors con- 
nected in a loop, or feedback con - 
fuguration: what happens to one affects 
the other. Imagine that a positive voltage 

is applied to the terminal labeled 
"anode "and a negative voltage is applied 
to the terminal labeled "cathode." There 
is no conduction from anode to cathode. 

If a positive voltage (or current) is ap- 
plied to the "gate" termimal, Q? will 
conduct. QI's base will be pulled effec- 
tively to the voltage on Q2's base, and QI 
will conduct. With QI and Q2 con- 
ducting, current flows from anode to cath- 

GATE 

ANODE 

CATHODE 

GATE 

ANODE 

d 
CATHODE 

FIG. 1 -THE SCR IS A FOUR -LAYER device hav 
ing the electrical equivalent of two self -feeding 
transistors. 

ode. Even if the gate voltage is removed, 
the current from QI's collector will be 
applied to Q2's base, thereby keeping Q2 
"turned on," which in turn keeps QI 
turned on through the Q2- collector /QI- 
base connection. Hence, anode to cath- 
ode conduction is maintained. 

Figure l -b shows the internal con- 
struction of a four -layer NPNP device, an 
SCR, that will perform the same as the 
two-transistor circuit shown in Fig. l -a. 
When the SCR is forward -biased (the 
anode voltage being positive with respect 
to the cathode) the device acts as a switch. 
With no voltage applied to the gate elec- 
trode, the SCR remains in an off con- 
dition; that is, no current flows. But apply 
a small current to the gate and the SCR 
triggers: It now conducts current in a man- 
ner similar to a bipolar diode. As long as 
the SCR remains forward -biased, current 
will continue to flow -even if the gate 
current is removed. Current flow can only 
be stopped by removing the cathode-to- 
anode voltage or by reverse- biasing the 
SCR. With the SCR conducting, the gate 
cannot be used to control the SCR. 

Thyristors are basically a family of electronic switches and triggers ;
even their tests are related.

TJ BYERS

FIG.1-THE SCR IS A FOUR-LAYER dev ice hav
ing the electrical equivalent of two self-fe eding
transistors.

is app lied, to the te rm inal labe led
" anode"and a negative voltage is app lied
to the terminal labeled "cathode ." There
is no conduction from anode to cathode .

If a positive voltage (or current) is ap
plied to the "gate" termimal, Q:? will
conduct. Qls base will be pulled effec
tively to the voltage on Q2's base , and QI
wi ll co nduct. With Q l and Q2 con
ducting , current flows from anode-to cath-

ode . Even if the gate voltage is removed,
the current from Q l's collector will be
applied to Q2's base, thereby keeping Q2
" turned on," which in turn keeps Q I
turned on through the Q2-collector/Q 1
base connection . Hence , anode to cath
ode conduction is maintained.

Figure I-b shows the interna l con
struction of a four-layer NPNP device, an
SCR , that will perform the same as the
two-tran sistor circuit shown in Fig. I-a .
When the SC R is forward -biased (the
anode voltage being positive with respect
to the cathode) the device acts as a switch.
With no voltage applied to the gate elec
trode , the SCR remains in an off con
dition; that is , no current flows. But app ly
a small current to the gate and the SCR
triggers: It now condu cts current in a man
ner similar to a bipolar diode . As long as
the SCR remains forward-biased , current
will continu e to f1 ow--even if the gate
current is removed. Current flow can only
be stopped by removing the cathode-to
anode voltage or by reverse-biasing the
SCR . With the SCR conducting, the gate
cannot be used to control the SCR .
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Silicon-controlled rectifier
Th e SCR is e ss e nt ially a PNPN

Shockley diode with a contro l element
added. It is a three-terminal device con
sisting of a cathode , a control gate, and an
anode. A transistor analogy of the SCR is
shown in Fig . I-a and Fig. I-b .

Figure I- a shows two transistors con
nected in a loop, or fee dback con
fuguration: what happens to one affects
the other. Imagine that a positive voltage

Part 4 T HE N EXT SERIES OF

se m ico nd ucto rs we
will explore is a group of devices called
thyristors. Thyristors are multi -layer de
vices used primarily for power control and
trigger applic ations. The thyristor family
includ es the Diac, Shockley diode , SCR ,
Triac , and the unijunction transistor.

Thyristor s find wide app lication in 60
Hz power contro l and DC power-supply
app lications. Modern light dimmers, for
exampl e , use thyristors as the active con
trol element. Let's begin our discussion
with the best known memb er of the thy
ristor family, the SCR.
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The secret to the SCR's success lies in 
the ratio between the control current and 
forward conducting -current. An SCR 
with an anode current of 100 amperes can 
be controlled by a gate current as small as 

50 mA. 

v1 

")RWARDBLOCKING 
VOLTAGE 

VORM 
IN 

BLOCKING 
VOLTAGE 

VRRM 

AK 

FIG. 2 -The CHARACTERISTIC SCR function 
curve shows the forward blocking- voltage 
(VO M) limit. 
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ßj(1 LAMP 
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POWER 
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GATE 

IN4Y07 

ATHODE 

C 1pF 

VOLTMETER 

FIG. 3 -THE INDICATOR LAMP In this VORM test 
configuration serves the dual role of indicator 
and load. 

Breakdown voltage 
There arc tour static parameters very 

basic to SCR applications. The first is the 
forward blocking -voltage, or Vt)Rsj. The 
forward blocking -voltage determines how 
much voltage can be applied in the for- 
ward- biased mode without exceeding the 
voltage limits of the SCR. If the VDRM of 
the device is exceeded, the SCR conducts 
just as if a trigger current had been applied 
to the gate. A typical SCR voltage to cur- 
rent curve is plotted in Fig. 2. 

A circuit for testing VDRM is shown in 
Fig. 3. VDRM is tested by applying an 

increasing voltage across the SCR in the 
forward direction and noting the reading 
on the meter. The voltage will continue to 
rise until VDRM is reached. At that point. 
the gate junction goes into avalanche. the 
current being generated by leakage flows 
through the SCR. and it fires. 

You must watch the meter carefully. 
because after the SCR fires the reading 
will creep downward as the charge across 
the capacitor bleeds off through the 
meter's resistance. 

The reverse blocking voltage (VRRM) is 
the amount of voltage the SCR can sustain 
in the reverse- biased mode. Like its diode 
counterpart, the SCR goes into avalanche 
when VRRM is exceeded. Since VRRM 
occurs on the Zener portion of the curve. 

GATE CATHODE 

OCONSTANT `) 
CURRENT 
SOURCE 

VOLTMETER 

ANODE 

FIG. 4 -VRMM IS MEASURED using a constant - 
current source. 

excessive reverse voltage does not trigger 
the SCR mechanism. The test configura- 
tion for VRRM is shown in Fig. 4. 

Leakage currents may, of course. be 

taken during the test by inserting an am- 
meter in series with the anode lead. The 
values of ItRM and IRRM can be mea- 
sured. Typical leakage figures fall within 
the IO uA to 200 uA range, depending on 
the ambient temperature. 

Some manufacturers list the values 
VIM and VRRM as VEBO and VRSOM 
respectively. Those values are taken to 
mean the highest repetitive voltages that 
the SCR will sustain under 60-Hz operat- 
ing conditions, and are the textbook defi- 
nitions given to thyristor testing. They are 

by no means standard, only vintage, and 
not in common usage today. Absolute, 
non -repetitive breakdown values are listed 
separately. We mention them only be- 
cause they might appear in application 
notes and books presently in your refer- 
ence library. 

Gate control 
The third SCR parameter is the gate - 

control current, or Im;T. The gate current 
controls the forward -bias voltage at which 
the SCR fires. As the anode -to- cathode 
voltage across the device decreases, a 

larger IGT is required to fire the SCR, as 

shown in Fig. 2. The value of IGT is also 
dependent on the value of I, which is 
governed by the load. Consequently, dif- 
ferent circuit configurations require dif- 
ferent trigger currents. 

To test for IGT, simply insert a current 
meter in series with the gate and increase 
the gate current until the SCR triggers: 
That is your IGT value. Manufacturers 
most often specify IGT with a resistive 
load of 100 ohms and an anode voltage of 
7. 

Although the criteria for turn-on have 
been described in terms of current, it is 

also important to consider the voltage as- 

pect of SCR triggering. Basically, the gate 
is a P-N silicon diode junction and dis- 
plays the same characteristic forward - 
voltage drop. While the value of VG (gate 
voltage for triggering) varies from device 
to device, it normally falls between 0.5 
volts and 1.0 volts. The gate also displays 
the classic reverse breakdown charac- 
teristics, VRGM. Both VGT and VRGM are 
measured using the methods we examined 
last month for diodes. 

Since the junction leakage currents and 
the current gain of the "transistor ele- 

ments within the SCR increase with tem- 
perature, the magnitude of IGT decreases 
as temperature increases. Likewise, VGT 
exhibits a voltage drop as temperature in- 
creases. Consequently, measurements 
taken at a specific temperature don't re- 
flect the SCR's parameters at all tem- 
peratures, and it is important that SCR 
gate drivers be engineered to deliver suffi- 
cient current and voltage to the gate at the 
lowest anticipated ambient temperature. 

Latch and hold characteristics 
Once the thyristor has tired, the control 

voltage can be removed. Certain condi- 
tions must exist, however, if the SCR is to 
continue conducting after the gate current 
is removed. 

It is necessary to have sufficient current 
flowing through the four layers to raise the 
loop gain to unity: Referring to our analo- 
gy in Fig. I, we can take that to mean that 
the current flowing through the collector 
of QI must be high enough to sustain the 
saturation voltage of Ql. Otherwise, the 
self- feeding process can't sustain itself. 

In order for the SCR to turn off, the 
anode -cathode current must be reduced 
below the latch level. The current level at 

which the SCR drops out of conduction is 

referred to as the "holding current," IH. 
IH is tested by first forcing the SCR into 

conduction by applying gate current 
while holding the anode current (Ia,k) 
above the threshold level. The anode cur- 
rent is then reduced until the SCR stops 
conducting. The last 1k value noted 
just before conduction stops is equal tofu. 
Depending on the type of SCR under test, 
1H may vary from a few microamperes to 
several milliamperes. 

Macs 
The Triac is a three -terminal multi - 

layer switch that operates much like an 

SCR. Unlike the SCR, the Triac is 
bidirectional and will conduct current in 
either direction when triggered. The Triac 
also differs from the SCR in that either a 

positive or negative current at the gate can 
trigger conduction, regardless of the po- 
larity across the device. 

Essentially, the Triac is two SCR's 
wired in inverse parallel (back to back). 
Through a clever manipulation of silicon 
geometries, the two gates behave as one 
and the anodes and cathodes share oppos- 
ing terminations. That is, the cathode of 
one is connected to the anode of the other. 

Because the Triac is a bilateral switch, 
the terms anode and cathode have no 
meaning. The Triac is symmetrical in all 
respects and the terminals are simply as- 
signed the labels MTI and MT2, meaning 
Main Terminal I and Main Terminal 2. 
The gate. designated G. is common to 
both main terminals and is used for trig- 
gering the device. To avoid confusion, it 
has become standard practice to specify 
all currents relative to MT!. 

Latch and hold characteristics
Once the thyristor has fired, the contro l

voltage can be removed. Certain condi
tions must exist, however, if the SCR is to
continue conducting after the gate current
is removed.

It is necessary to have sufficient current
flowing through the four layers to raise the
loop gain to unity: Referring to our analo
gy in Fig. I, we can take that to mean that
the current flowing through the collector
of Ql must be high enough to sustain the
saturation voltage of QI. Otherw ise, the
self-feeding process can' t sustain itself.

In order for the SCR to turn off, the
anode-cathode current must be reduced
below the latch level. The current level at
which the SCR drops out of conduction is
referred to as the " holding current," IH ·

IH is tested by first forcing the SCR into
co nd uctio n by app ly ing ga te current
while holding the anode current (Ianode)
above the threshold level. The anode cur
rent is then reduced until the SCR stops
conducting. The last Ianode value noted
jus t before conduction stops is equal to IH .

Depending on the type of SCR under test,
IH may vary from a few microamperes to
several milliamperes.

Triacs
The Triac is a three-terminal multi- .

layer switch that operates much like an
SCR . Unlike the SCR, the Triac is
bidirectiona l and will conduct curren t in
either direction when triggered. The Triac
also differs from the SCR in that either a
positive or negative current at the gate can
trigger conduction, regardless of the po
larity across the device .

Esse ntially, the Triac is two SCR's
wired in inverse paralle l (back to back).
Through a clever manipulation of silicon
geomet ries, the two gates behave as one
and the anodes and cathodes share oppos 
ing terminations . That is, the cathode of
one is connected to the anode of the other.

Because the Triac is a bilateral switch,
the terms anode and cathode have no
meaning. The Triac is symmetrica l in all
respects and the terminals are simply as
signed the labels MT I and MT2, mean ing
Main Terminal I and Main Terminal 2.
The gate, designa ted G, is common to
both main termina ls and is used for trig
gering the device . To avoid confusion, it
has become standard practice to specify
all currents relative to MTI .

ments within the SCR increase with tem
perature, the magnitude of IGT decreases
as temperature increases. Likewise , VGT

exhibits a voltage drop as temperature in
creases . Consequent ly, measurements
taken at a specific temperature don't re
flect the SCR 's parameters at all tem
peratures, and it is important that SCR
gate drivers be engineered to deliver suffi
cient current and voltage to the gate at the
lowest anticipated ambient temperature .

Gate control
The third SCR parameter is the gate

control current, or IGT The gate current
controls the forward-bias voltage at which
the SCR fires. As the anode-to-cathode
voltage across the device dec reases, a
larger IGT is required to fire the SCR , as
shown in Fig. 2. The value of IGT is also
dependent on the value of Ianode' which is
governed by the load . Conse quently, dif
ferent circuit configurations require dif
ferent trigger currents .

To test for IGT, simply insert a current
meter in series with the gate and increase
the gate current until the SCR triggers:
That is your IGT value. Manufacturers
most often specify IGT with a resistive
load of 100 ohms and an anode voltage of
7.

Although the criter ia for tum-on have
been described in terms of current, it is
also important to consider the voltage as
pect of SCR triggering . Basica lly, the gate
is a P-N silicon diode junction and dis
plays the same charac teris tic forward 
voltage drop. While the value of VG (gate
voltage for triggering) varies from device
to device, it norma lly falls between 0.5
volts and 1.0 volts.The gate also displays
the classic reverse breakdown charac
teristics, VRGM ' Both VGT and VRG M are
measured using the methods we examined
last month for diodes .

Since the jun ction leakage currents and
the current gain of the " transistor" ele-

VOLTMETER

FIG. 4-VRMM IS MEASURED using a constant 
current source.

193 192
RE VERSE
BLOC KING
VOLTAGE
VRRM

excessive reverse voltage does not trigger
the SCR mechanism. The test configura
tion for VRRM is shown in Fig. 4.

Leakage currents may, of course , be
taken during the test by inserting an am
meter in series with the anode lead . The
values of -Io RM and IRRM can be mea
sured. Typical leakage figures fall within
the 10 uA to 200 uA range , depending on
the ambient temperature .

Some man ufacturers list the values
VORM and VRRM as VFBO and VRSO M '

-=--=::---:::-:-:-::-:-::= = = -::-;;:-:;-:;:-;---;:-- - r::-:Cespeetively.-Those values are taKen to
mean the highest repetitive voltages that
the SCR will sustain under 60-Hz operat
ing conditions, and are the textbook defi
nitions given to thyristor testing. They are
by no means standard , only vintage, and
not in common usage today. Absolute,
non-repetitive breakdown values are listed
separa tely. We ment ion them only be
cause they might appear in application
notes and books presently in your refer
ence library.

FIG. 2-The CHARACTERISTIC SCR function
curve shows the forward b locking-voltage
(VORM) limit.

Breakdown voltage
There are four static parameters very

basic to SCR applicatio ns . The first is the
forward blocking-voltage, or VORM ' The
forward blocking-voltage determines how
much voltage can be applied in the for
ward-biased mode without exceed ing the
voltage limits of the SCR. If the VORM of
the device is exceeded, the SCR conducts
j ust as if a trigger current had been applied
to the gate . A typical SCR voltage to cur
rent curve is plotted in Fig. 2.

A circuit for testing VDRM is shown in
Fig. 3. VDRM is tested by applying an
increasing voltage across the SCR in the
forward direction and noting the reading
on the meter. The voltage will continue to
rise until VDRM is reached . At that point,
the gate ju nction goes into avalanche, the
current being generated by leakage flows
through the SCR, and it fires.

You .rnust watch the meter carefully,
because after the SCR fires the reading
will creep downward as the charge across
the cap aci tor bleeds off through the
meter 's resistance .

The reverse blocking voltage (VRR M) is
the amount of voltage the SCR can sustain
in the reverse-biase d mode. Like its diode
counterpa rt, the SCR goes into avalanche
when VRRM is exceeded . Since VRRM

occurs on the Zener portion of the curve,

FIG. 3-THE INDICATOR LAMP in th is VORM test
configuration serves the dual role of indicator
and load.

The secret to the SCR 's success lies in
the ratio between the contro l current and
forward co nducting -curre nt. An SC R
with an anode current of 100 amperes can
be contro lled by a gate current as small as
50 rrtA.
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tIR1 GATE 

FIG. 5 -A TRIAC BASICALLY HAS a sym- 
metrical structure. 

1 1 1....... 

MT2+ 
BLOCKING 

STATE 

¡ORY Io 

MT2- ON 

STATE 

n n 
FIG. 6 -THE SYMMETRY OF A TRIAC can be 
seen in Its function curve. Compare quadrants I 

and III. 

The internal structure of a Triac is 
shown in Fig. 5, and its voltage -current 
characteristics (without any gate current) 
are shown in Fig. 6. The first quadrant of 
the graph, identified by I, is the region 
where MT2 and the gate are positive with 
respect to MTI. Quadrant tri shows MT2 
and the gate negative with respect to MTI . 

The relative gate sensitivity of a Triac 
gate depends on the physical structure of a 

particular device. 
Gate voltage, too, is different for a Tri- 

ac than for an SCR. Because the Triac is a 

five -layer device as opposed to the SCR's 
four layers. the gate -region parameters 
become very complex. As a rule of 
thumb, gate voltages for a Triac range 
from 2.5 to 3.5. 

Testing Triacs 
Testing ut Triacs is done using the same 

test circuits that are used for SCR's. In 
fact. several of the terms used to describe 
SCR characteristics are also used to define 
Triac characteristics. VORM, for example. 
is the forward blocking -voltage. The 
holding current is labeled as IH and the 
triggering current is still defined by !GT. 

VORM is tested in both directions, 
which eliminates the VRRM test al- 
together. The test is performed using the 
circuit shown in Fig. 3. Remember to 
leave the gate lead open and to take mea- 
surements in both directions by reversing 
the connections to the main terminals. 
Should a discrepancy exist, the actual 

VORM voltage is the lower of the two mea- 

sured values. Gate sensitivity is measured 
in all four quadrants. 

SCR switching characteristics 
In addition to their traditional role of 

power control. thyristors are being used in 
a wide variety of other applications where 
the switching characteristics of the device 
are important. That includes both the 
turn-on and turn-off requirements of the 
thyristor. 

While the criteria for turn -on has been 
largely described in terms of current. we 
must consider the thyristor as being a 

charge -controlled device. The gate -pulse 
requirements depend on the time required 
for the anode to reach the latching value, a 

parameter known as the "turn-on time," 
and listed as tg,. The turn -on time consists 
of two stages: a delay time td and a 

risetime tr, as shown in Fig. 7. 

100 

FIG. 7 -AN SCR's TURN -ON time Is composed 
of delay time t and rise time t, 

The risetime is the time interval re- 
quired for the anode current to reach 90 
percent of its maximum value. It is mea- 
sured between the 10- percent and 90 -per- 
cent points. The risetime is influenced 
primarily by the off -state voltages. The 
greater the anode voltage, the larger the 
regenerative gain within the thyristor, and 
the faster the anode current is achieved. 

Delay time is the amount of time that 
the anode current must be maintained be- 
fore the gate signal can be removed. Delay 
time increases slightly as the peak off - 
state voltage increases. Its value is pri- 
marily related to the magnitude of the 
gate -trigger current and displays an in- 
verse relationship. The greater the gate - 
trigger current the shorter the delay time. 

Unlike the previous tests in this series, 
to is a dynamic test that must be per- 
formed using an oscilloscope and a pulse 
generator. The basic elements of the test 
circuit are shown in Fig. 8. 

The oscilloscope is triggered by the 
pulse generator as the pulse is applied to 
the gate. The sweep is adjusted to display 
the rise of the anode current and the trig- 
ger pulse with respect to time. The total 
turn-on time, tot, is defined as the time 
interval between the 50% point on the 
leading edge of the trigger pulse and the 
90% point of the anode current, as record- 
ed in Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 8-AN OSCILLOSCOPE and a pulse gener- 
ator are all that are needed for a ta, test circuit. 

dv /dt 
A very special -and important -thy- 

ristor parameter is something called dv/ 
dt. Simply stated, dv /dt is a turn-on effect 
that is created when a voltage is applied 
suddenly to the anode. The effect is the 
result of internal capacitance inherent in 
the SCR's design. 

When applying a voltage to the anode 
of an SCR. we are in effect charging the 
internal capacitor that exists between the 
anode and the gate. If the applied voltage 
exceeds the gate's trigger current. I(;T. 
during the charging of the internal capaci- 
tance. the SCR switches on. The device 
then conducts. and the gate has no control 
over the current flow. 

The way to counteract the effect is to 
apply the voltage slowly enough so that 
1. is never exceeded. We do that by in- 
creasing the rise time of the anode volt- 
age. In other words, we slow down the 
rate at which the voltage is applied. 

Ttirn -off characteristics 
SCR turn -oil is usually done through 

interruption of the anode current. Once 
the anode current ceases, a period of time 
must elapse before the SCR can again 
block a forward voltage. Turn-off time, t4, 
is governed by the amount of time it takes 
for the stored charge inside the SCR to 
dissipate and re- establish forward block- 
ing. 

In actual practice, there can be a wide 
difference in the stored charge between 
SCR's with similar voltage and current 
ratings because the charge is partially de- 
pendent on the absolute value of the ap- 
plied voltage. For example, although an 
SCR might be rated 1000 PRV, it can be 
used in circuits where the applied voltage 
is a small percentage of PRV,,,xl, say 50 
volts, or in circuits where the applied volt- 
age is near the absolute maximum rating 
of 1000 volts. Normally, variations in the 
discharge time can be ignored. 

So much for this session. Next time 
we'll begin a study of dynamic measure- 
ments. R -E 
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Turn-off characteristics
SCR turn-off is usually done through

interrupti on of the anode current. Once
the anode current ceases, a period of time
must elapse before the SCR can aga in
block a forward voltage. Tum-off time , t

4
,

is governed by the amount of time it takes
for the stored charge inside the SCR to
dissipate and re-establi sh forward block
ing.

In actual practice , there can be a wide
difference in the stored charge between
SCR 's with similar voltage and current
ratings because the charge is partially de
pendent on the absolute value of the ap
plied voltage . For example, although an
SCR might be rated 1000 PRY, it can be
used in circuits where the applied voltage
is a small percentage of PRY( max) ' say 50
volts, or in circuits where the applied volt
age is near the absolute maximum rating
of 1000 volts. Normally, variations in the
discharge time can be ignored .

So much for this sess ion. Next time
we' ll begin a study of dynamic measure
ments . R-E

dv/dt
A very special-and !!!Jportant- thy

ristor parameter is something called dv/
dt. Simpl y stated , dv/dt is a turn-on effect
that is created when a voltage is applied
suddenly to the anode . The effect is the
result of internal capacitance inherent in
the SCR 's design .

When applying a voltage to the anode
of an SCR, we are in effect charging the
internal capacitor that exists between the
anode and the gate. If the applied voltage
exceeds the gate's trigger current , IGT,

during the charging of the internal capaci
tance , the SCR switches on . The device
then conducts, and the gate has no control
over the current flow.

The way to counteract the effect is to
apply the voltage slowly enough so that
IGT is never exceeded. We do that by in
creasing the rise time of the anode volt
age . In other words, we slow down the
rate at which the voltage is applied .

FIG. 8-AN OSCILLOSCOPE and a pul se gener
ator are all that are needed for a tg • test circu it.

IANDOE

FIG. 7-AN SCR's TURN-ON time is composed
of delay time td and rise time t,

The risetime is the time interval re
quired for the anode current to reach 90
percent of its maximum value. It is mea
sured between the IO-percent and 90-per
cent points . The risetime is influenced
primarily by the off-state voltages. The
greater the anode voltage, the larger the
regenerative gain within the thyristor, and
the faster the anode current is achieved .

Delay time is the amount of time that
the anode current must be maintained be
fore the gate signal can be removed . Delay
time increases slightly as the peak off
state voltage increases. Its value is pri
marily related to the magnitude of the
gate-trigger current and displays an in
verse relationship. The greater the gate
trigger current the shorter the delay time .

Unlike the previous tests in this series,
t t is a dynamic test that must be per
?armed using an osci llosco pe and a pulse
genera tor. The basic elements of the test
circ uit are shown in Fig . 8 .

The oscilloscope is triggered by the
pulse generator as the pulse is applied to
the gate. The sweep is adjusted to display
the rise of the anode current and the trig
ger pulse with respect to time . The total
turn-on time , tgl' is defined as the time
interval between the 50% point on the
leading edge of the trigger pulse and the
90% point of the anode current, as record
ed in Fig. 7 .

100

seR switching characteristics
In addition to their traditional role of

power control , thyristors are being used in
a wide variety of other applications where
the switching characteris tics of the device
are important. That includ es both the
turn-on and turn-off requirements of the
thyristor.

While the criteria for tum- on has been
largely descr ibed in terms of current, we
must consider the thyri stor as bein g a
charge-controlled device . The gate-pulse
requirements depend on the time required
for the anode to reach the latching value, a
parameter known as the "tum-on time, "
and listed as tgt. The turn-on time consists
of two stages: a delay time td and a
risetime t,., as shown in Fig. 7.

sured values . Gate sensitivity is measured
in all four quadrants.
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The intern al structure of a Triac is
shown in Fig. 5, and its voltage-current
characteristics (without any gate current)
are shown in Fig. 6 . The first quadrant of
the graph, identified by I , is the region
where MT2 and the gate are positive with
respect to MTI. Quadrant 1II shows MT2
and the gate negative with respect to MTI .

The relative gate sensitivity of a Triac
gate depends on the physical structure of a
particular device .

Gate voltage, too, is different for a Tri
ac than for an SCR . Because the Triac is a
five-layer device as opposed to the SCR 's
four layers, the ga te-region parameters
become very complex . As a rule of
thumb, gate voltages for a Triac range
from 2.5 to 3.5 .

Testing Triacs
Testing of Triacs is done using the same

test circuits that are used for SCR's . In
fact, several of the term s used to describe
SCR characteristics are also used to define
Triac characteristics . VDRM ' for example,
is the for ward blo cking-volt age . The
holdin g current is labeled as IH and the
triggering current is still defined by IGT•

VDR M is tested in both directi ons ,
which e liminates the V RRM test al 
together. The test is performed using the
circuit shown in Fig . 3 . Rem emb er to
leave the ga te lead open and to take mea
surements in both directions by reversing
the conne ction s to the main terminals.
Should a discrepancy exist , the actual
VDRM voltage is the lower of the two mea-

~-----/IIDRM

-.III IV

FIG. 6-THE SYMMETRY OF A TRIAC can be
seen in its function curve. Compare quadrants I
and III.

MTI GATE
FIG. 5-A TRIAC BASICALLY HAS a sym
metrical structure.
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R -E 
ROBOT, 

An in -depth look at the 
robot's control electronics. 

Part 6 IIIS MONTH WE TURN 
our attention to the 

robot's control electronics. All of the 
power and control circuits for the unit are 

located on a single control PC board. That 
includes the regulated power supplies. a 

"sleep" circuit to periodically start the 
robot's activities. a 16- channel 8 -bit ana - 
log-to- digital converter. digital I/O as re- 
quired. and the controllers for the two 
drive motors. The control board has a user 
connector. PLI. with 8 digital outputs. 4 

digital inputs. and 8 analog inputs. A pi- 
nout of the user connector is shown in 
Table I. 

In addition. a simple 8 -bit "RERBUS" 
(R -E Robot BUS) expansion bus. PL3. 
provides a method of integrating more 
elaborate projects into the robot's archi- 
tecture. A pinout of the RERBUS con- 
nector is shown in Table 2. 

Control architecture 
There is an old Chinese proverb that 

says: "There are more ways than one to 
skin a cat...as long as you kill it first." So 
it is with the design of a sophisticated 
electronics project like the R -E Robot. We 

know many of the capabilities that we 
would like in the finished unit. We may 
even know the specific circuit -design ap- 
proach that we will use. We also probably 
have several "gray areas" where not 
enough time has been spent at the test 
bench to convince ourselves that our first 
attempt will work. 

There is also the future to consider. 
How are unforeseen changes in the design 
of the robot or its applications going to be 

accommodated? We are faced with a mul- 
titude of design decisions that will deter - 
mine the character of the electronics. 

The architectural design of the elec- 

STEVEN E. SARNS 

ironies can be divided into two philoso- 
phies: One is to build it all on one board; 
the other is to adopt a bus -oriented ap- 
proach. The main advantage of the single - 
board approach is minimized cost. 
However, all risks are greater with that 
approach. Errors in design as well as 

adding future options or upgrades will all 

TABLE 1- USER -CONNECTO 
PIN OUT (PL1) 

Pin number 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

12 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 

Function 
5 volts 
5 volts 

analog channel 0 
analog channel 7 

analog channel 1 

analog channel 3 
analog channel 6 
analog channel 5 
analog channel 2 
DO out 
analog channel 4 

D4 out 
battery (unswltchedl 
D1 out 
robot awake 
D2 out 
D4 in 
D3 out 
D5 in 
D5 out 
D6 In 
D6 out 
D7 in 
D7 out 
ground 
ground 

TABLE 2- RERBUS PIN OUT (PL3) 

Pm number 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 

8 
9 

10 
11 A2 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Function 
5 volts 
5 volts 

wR 
D7 
no 
D6 
Al 

D5 
AO 

D4 

D3 
A3 
D2 
analog channel 15 
D1 

analog channel 14 

DO 
ground 

20 ground 
21 high- current ground 

(SPG) 
22 high -current ground 

(SPG) 
23 battery (switched) 
24 battery switched) 

require a complete re- design. The bus ap- 
proach will allow future expansion. but at 
an increased total system price (more 
boards to build). 

The design approach used in the robot 
is therefore a combination of those two 
approaches. A single control board has 

Function
+ 5 volts
+ 5 volts
WR

07
RD
06
A1
0 5

I AD
04
A2
03
A3
02
analog channel 15
01
analog channel 14
DO
ground
ground
high-current ground
(SPG)
high-current ground
(SPG)
battery (switched)
battery switched)

22 1

23
24

Pin number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

TABLE 2- RERBUS PINOUT(PL3)

I;

require a complete re-design. The bus ap
proach will allow future expansion. but at
an increased tota l system price (more
board s to build).

The design approach used in the robot
is therefore a com binat ion of those two
approaches . A .single control board has

. ~-.e .

Function
+ 5 volts
+ 5 volts
analog channel 0
analog channel 7
analog channel 1
analog channel 3
analog channel 6
analog channel 5
analog channel 2
DO out
analog channel 4
04 out
battery (unswitched)
01 out
robot awake
02 out
04 in
03 out
05 in
05 out
06 in
06 out
07 in
07 out
ground
ground

STEVEN E. SARNS

Pin number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

TABLE 1-USER-CONNECTOR
PIN OUT (PL1)

tronics can be divided jnto.two-philoso
phies: One is to build it all on.one board;
the other is to adop t a bus-oriented ap
proach . The main advantage of the single
boa rd ap proac h is mini mized co st.
However, all risks are greater with that
approach. Erro rs in de sign as well as
adding future options or upgrades will all

Control architecture
There is an old Chinese proverb that

says: "There are more ways than one to
skin a cat. . .as long as you kill it first. " So
it is with the design of a sophisticated
electronics project like the R-E Robot. We
know many of the capabi lities that we
would like in the finished unit. We may
even know the specific circuit-des ign ap
proach that we will use . We also proba bly
have severa l "gray area s" whe re not
enough time has been spent at the test
bench to convince ourse lves that our first
attempt will work .

There is also the future to co nsider:
How are unforeseen changes in the design
of the robot or its applications going to be
accommodated ? We are faced with a mul
titude of design decisio ns that will deter
mine the charac ter of the electro nics .

The architectural desi gn of the elec-

R-E

An in-depth look at the
robot's control electronics.

Part 6 TH IS MONTH WE TURN

our atte nt ion to the
robot's co ntro l elec tronics . All of the
power and control circuits for the unit are
located on a single control PC board. That
includes the regulated power supplies, a
"sleep" circuit to per iodica lly start the
robot's activi ties, a 16-channel '8-bit ana
log-to-di gital converte r, digit al 110 as re
quired , and the con trollers for the two
drive motors. The control board has a user
co nnector, PLI , with 8 digital outputs, 4
dig ital inputs, and 8 analog inputs. A pi
nout of the user co nnec tor is shown in
Table I.

In add ition, a simple 8-bit " RERBUS"
(R-E Robot B US) expa nsion bus, PU ,
provides a method of integrating more
elabora te projec ts into the robot's archi
tecture . A pinout of the RERBUS con
nector is shown in Table 2.
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All resistors ' . -watt, 5%, unless other- 
wise noted 

R1, R4, R6. R7 -not used 
R2, R12, R16, R18 -R20, R22, R23. 

R26 -R28, R30. R34. R36. R37. R39. 
R41, R44- 10.000 ohms 

R3- 62,000 ohms 
R5, R9- 15,000 ohms 
R8-4700 ohms 
R10 -220 ohms 
R11, R35, R42. R43 -1000 ohms 
R13, R14-1 megohm 
R15, R38-47 ohms 
R17, R24. R40 -100 ohms 
R21, R29 0.1 ohms, 5 watts. 1% 
R25. R31 -R33 -- 100,000 ohms 
Capacitors 
Cl, C2. C4, C5, C13- 19. C22. C25. C27, 

C31 -0.1 t.F, monolithic ceramic 
C3-100 pF. 50 volts. ceramic disc 

C6, C10, C21. C30 -2.2 I.I.F. 50 volts. 
ceramic disc 

C7 -0.002 p.F, 50 volts. ceramic disc 
C8-330 pF. 50 volts, ceramic disc 

C9-0.047 µF, 50 volts. ceramic disc 
C11, C12 -2200 u.F. 25 volts, elec- 

trolytic 
C20. C23. C24, C26-10 p.F 16 volts, 

electrolytic 
C28. C29 -not used 

PARTS LIST 
Semiconductors 
ICI, IC2 -4051 multiplexer 
IC3. IC6- 74LS541 octal buffer line driver 
1C4- 74LS377 octal D -flip -flop 
ICS-- ADC0804 8 -bit AD converter 
1C7, IC8- 74LS374 octal D -flip -flop 
IC9 -L296 switching regulator (SGS) 
IC10- 74LS645 octal three -state bus 

transceiver 
IC11- 74LS125 quad three -state buffer 
IC12- 74LS266 quad 2 -input exclusive 

on gate 
IC13, IC14 -8253 programmable interval 

timer 
IC15- 74LS32 quad 2 -input on gate 
IC16- 74ALS520 8 -bit comparator 
IC17- 74LS164 8 -bit serial -in parallel -out 

shift register 
1C18- 74LS393 dual 4 -bit binary ripple 

counter 
1C19- 74LS138 1 -of -8 decoder 
IC20 -LM358 dual op -amp 
IC21- 74LS259 8 -bit addressable latch 
1C22- ULN2003 Darlington array 
1C23, 1C25-4046 PLL 
1C24- 74LS00 quad 2 -input NAND gate 
1C26 -4060 14 -stage ripple counter 
1C27 -4078 8 -input NOR OR gate 
1C28. IC29 dual D -flip -clop 
IC30- LM340 -12 12 -volt regulator 

01. Q5- 2N3906 PNP transistor 
02. 06- TIP29A NPN transistor 
03. Q7- 2N3772 NPN transistor 
04- 2N3904 NPN transistor 
SCR1 -C106Y1 (GE) SCR 
D1, 03. D4. 09. D10- 1N4001 rectifier 
D2, DS. 1N5400 rectifier 
D6. D7- 1N4148 switching diode 
D8 -1N754 6.8 -volt Zener diode 
D11 -8R05 Schottky diode (SGS, 
Other Components 
L1 -300 µH 
RY1 -RY5 -DPST relay. 12 -volt coil. Fujit- 

su FBR- 631D012 or equivalent 
PL1. PL3- 26- conductor plug, dual row, 

0.025 -inch spacing 
PL2, PL6 -10- conductor plug, dual row. 

0.025 -inch spacing 
PL4 -60- conductor right -angle plug. dual 

row, 0.025 -inch spacing 
PL5 -2- conductor plug. single row, 

0.025 -inch spacing 
TS1-6 connector terminal strip 
61 -see text 
Miscellaneous:PC board. IC sockets. 
heat sinks (Thermalloy 601 or equivalent 
for IC9. Thermalloy 286 or equivalent for 
IC30). mounting hardware. nuts. bolts. 
wire. solder. etc. 

been designed that provides (together 
with the RPC- Robotic Personal Com- 
puter) all of the functions required by the 
basic robot. The control board also 
provides two easy expansion opportuni- 
ties -the user and RERBUS connec- 
tors-in addition to the RPC computer bus. 

Before we get to the actual construction 
of the control board, let's look at some of 
the control and power circuits in detail. 
Refer to the schematic in Fig. I as we 
proceed. Note that the power and ground 
connections for the IC's are not shown in 
the schematic; where applicable, they are 
listed in Table 3. 

Power supplies 
Power- supply considerations arc one of 

the toughest problems in robot design. 
Questions like the following must be con- 
sidered and answered: Should the battery 
charger be onboard or remote? Should 
multiple supplies be provided? What 
range of DC inputs are to be accommo- 
dated? Should the power supplies be on a 

separate board? 
The design we have chosen is an at- 

tempt to provide maximum flexibility for 
the user yet still use just a single. econom- 
ical control board. 

The 5 -volt DC supply is the first section 

TABLE 3-IC POWER AND GROUND CONNECTIONS 

IC number Device type Power pin number Ground pin number 
IC1.IC2 4051 16 8 
IC3. IC6 74LS541 20 10 
1C4 74LS377 20 10 
IC5 ADCO804 20 10 
IC7,IC8 74LS374 20 10 
IC10 74LS645 20 10 
IC11 74LS125 14 7 
IC12 74LS266 14 7 
IC13, IC14 8253 12 24 
IC15 74LS32 14 7 
IC16 74ALS520 20 10 
IC17 74LS164 14 7 
IC18 74LS393 14 7 
IC19 74LS138 16 8 
IC20 LM358 8 4 
IC21 74LS259 16 8 
IC23. IC25 4046 16 8 
IC24 74LS00 14 7 
IC26 4060 16 8 
IC27 4078 14 7 

IC28.IC29 74LS74 14 7 

we will focus on. The expected current 
draw is about 3 amperes. If we use a linear 
regulator, more battery power will be 
wasted as dissipated heat than will be de- 
livered to the computer and control cir- 
cuitry; efficiency will be 21% at best! A 
switching regulator is called for. 

The new SGS L296 switching regulator 
is ideal for our application; further, it is 
easy to use. The input voltage range is 8- 
to 50 -volts DC, which allows us to use 
either one, two, or three 12 -volt auto bat- 
teries in series to power the robot. The IC 
is capable of supplying a 5 -amp output 
with full short- circuit and crowbar protec- 
tion. The crowbar feature provides peace 
of mind. If anything in the power -supply 
circuit should fail and put more than 5.5 
volts on the 5 -volt DC bus, the SCR will 
trigger, short circuiting the bus to ground. 

Speaking of ground, our design re- 
quires some special considerations. We 
will be switching up to 30 amperes at the 
motor controllers while trying to measure 
analog inputs as low as 20 mV. Mean- 
while, our microprocessor system will be 
cooking along at 8 MHz. As you can sec. 
we have created an ideal breeding ground 
for glitches, spikes, ground loops. cross 
coupling. and other mysterious bugs that 
can bring our system to its knees. There- 
fore, the concept of a Single Point 
Ground" (SPG) must be understood and 
used in our design. 

If we simply connect everything la- 
beled "ground" together on our PC 
layout, we will have ignored the fact that 
even the copper interconnections have 

5 
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.1

All resistors Y4-watt, 5%, unless other
wise noted

R1,R4, R6,R7--notused
R2 , R12 , R16, R18-R20 , R22 , R23 ,

R26-R28, R30, R34, R36, R37, R39,
R41 , R44-10,000 ohms

R3-62,000 ohms
R5, R9-15,000 ohms
R8-4700 ohms
R1Q-220 ohms
R11 , A35, R42, R43-1 000 ohms
R13, R1 4-1 megohm
R15, R38-47 ohms
A17, R24, R4Q-100 ohms
R21 , R29-D.1 ohms, 5 watts, 1%
R25, A31-R33-100,000 ohms
Capacitors
C1,C2, C4, C5, C13-19, C22, C25, C27,

C31--0.1 f.l.F, monolithic ceramic
C3-100 pF, 50 volts, ceramic disc

C6, C10, C21, C3Q-2.2 f.l.F, 50 volts,
ceramic disc

C7--0.002 f.l.F, 50 volts, ceramic disc
C8--330 pF, 50 volts, ceramic disc

C9--0.047 J1.F,50 volts, ceramic disc
C11, C12-2200 f.l.F, 25 volts, elec

trolytic
C20, C23, C24, C26-10 f.l.F, 16 volts ,

electrolytic
C28, C29-not used

PARTS LIST
Semiconducto rs
IC1, IC2-4051 multiplexer
IC3, IC6-74LS541 octal bufferlline driver
IC4- 74LS377 octal D-f1ip-f1or
IC5-AOCOa04 8-bit AJO converter
IC7, IC8-74LS374 octal O-flip-fiop
IC9-L296 switching regulator (SGS)
IC10':"""74LS645 octal three-state bus

transceiver
IC11- 74LS125 quad three-state buffer
IC12-74LS266 quad 2-input exclusive

NOR gate
IC13, IC14-8253 programmable interval

timer
IC15-74LS32 quad 2-input OR gate
IC16-74ALS520 a-bit comparator
IC17-74LS164 a-bit serial- in/parallel-out

shift register
IC18-74LS393 dual 4-bit binary ripple

counter
IC19-74LS13a 1-01-8decoder
IC2Q-LM358 dual op-arnp
IC21-74LS259 8-bit addressable latch
IC22- ULN2003 Oarlington array
IC23, IC25-4046 PLL
IC24-74LSOO quad 2-input NANO gate
IC26-4060 14-stage ripple counter
IC27-4078 a-input NOR/oR gate
IC28, IC29-dual O-fIip-fiop
IC3Q,-LM340-12 12-volt regulator

Q1, Q5-2N3906 PNP transistor
02, Q6-TIP29A NPN transistor
03, Q7- 2N3772 NPN transistor
Q4-2N3904 NPN transistor
SCR1- C106Y1 (GE) SCA
01,03,04,09, 01Q-1 N4001 rectifier
0 2, 05, 1NS400 rectifier
06, 07-1N4148 switching diode
08-1N754 6.8-volt Zener diode
0 11-8ROS Schottky diode (SGS)
Other Components
L1-300 J1.H
RY1-RY5-0 PST relay, 12-volt coil, Fujit

su FBR-631D012 or equivalent
PL1, PL3-26-conductor plug, dual row,

0.025-inch spacing
PL2, PL6-10-conductor plug, dual row,

0.02S-inch spacing
PL4-60-conductor right-angle plug, dual

row, 0.02S-inch spacing
PL5 -2-con du ctor plug, single row,

0.02S-inch spacing
TS1--6 connector terminal strip
B1-see text
Miscellaneous:PC board, IC sockets,
heat sinks (Thermalloy 601 or equivalent
lor IC9, Thermalloy 286 or equivalent for
IC30), mounting hardware, nuts, bolts,
wire, solder, etc.

TABLE 3-IC POWER AND GROUND CONNECTIONS

been designed that provides (toge ther
with the RPC-Robotic Personal Com 
puter) all of the functions required by the
basic robot. The control board also
provides two easy expa nsion opportuni
ties-the use r and RERBU S connec
tors- in addition to the RPC computer bus.

Before we get to the actual cons truc tion
of the con trol board , let 's look at some of
the control and power circuits in detail.
Refer to the schematic in Fig. 1 as we
proceed . Note that the power and ground
connections for the IC 's are not shown in
the schema tic; where applicab le , they are
listed in Table 3.

Power supplies
Power-supply considerations are one of

the toughest problems in robot design .
Questions like the following must be con
sidered and answered: Should the battery
charger be onboard or remote? Should
multiple sup plies be provided? What
range of DC inputs are to be accom mo
dated? Should the power supplies be on a
separate board?

The design we have chosen is an at
tempt to provide maximu m flexibility for
the user yet still use just a single, econom
ical control board .

The 5-volt DC supply is the first section

IC nu mber
IC1, IC2
IC3,IC6
IC4
IC5
IC7,ICa
IC10
IC11
IC12
IC13, IC14
IC15
IC16
IC17
IC18
IC19
IC20
IC21
IC23,IC25
IC24
IC26
IC27
IC28, IC29

Dev ice type
4051
74LS541
74LS377
AOC0804
74LS374
74LS645
74LS125
74LS266
8253
74LS32
74ALS5 20
74LS164
74LS393
74LS138
LM35a
74LS259
4046
74LSOO
4060
4078
74LS74

Power pin number
16
20
20
20
20
20
14
14
12
14
20
14
14
16
8

16
16
14
16
14
14

Ground pin number
a

10
10
10
10
10
7
7

24
7

10
7
7
8
4
8
8
7
8
7
7

we will focus on . The expected current
draw is about 3 amperes . If we use a linear
regulator, more battery power will be
wasted as dissipated heat than will be de
livered to the computer and control cir
cuitry; efficiency will be 21% at best! A
switching regulator is called for.

The new SGS L296 switching regulator
is ideal for our application; further, it is
easy to use . The input voltage range is 8
to 50-volts DC , which allows us to use
either one , two, or three l2-volt auto bat
teries in series to power the robot. The IC
is capable of supplying a 5-amp output
with full short-circuit and crowbar protec
tion. The crowbar feature provides peace
of mind . If anything in the power-supply
circuit should fail and put more than 5 .5
volts on the 5-volt DC bus, the SCR will
trigger, short circ uiting the bus to ground.

Spe aking of gro und, our design re
quires some special considerations. We
will be switching up to 30 amperes at the
motor controllers while trying to measure
analog inputs as low as 20 mY. Mean
while, our microprocessor system will be
cooki ng along at 8 MHz. As you can see ,
we have crea ted an ideal breed ing ground
for glitches , sp ikes , ground loops, cross
coupling, and other mysterious bugs that
can bring our system to its knees . There
fore , th e co ncept of a Si ng le Po int
Ground" (SPG) must be understood and
used in our desig n.

If we simply connect everything la- ~

bel ed "ground " togeth er on o ur PC -<
layout, we will have ignored the fact that co
even the coppe r interconnec tions have ~
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FIG. 1-THE R-E ROBOT'S CONTROL BOARD. Where applicable, power and ground connecllons for
the IC's are listed in Table 3.
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some. albeit small. resistance. In a nor- 
mal. all -digital system. a few hundreths of 
a milliamp flowing through a resistance of 
a few hundreths of a milliohm will not 
produce enough voltage drop to affect the 
operation of the circuit. However, if we 
are dealing with amperes instead of milli- 
amperes, the problem becomes much 
more serious. We must identify the traces 
that carry large currents and connect those 
directly to some common point. That 
point is the single point ground, noted as 

SPG on the schematic. If we follow that 
rule throughout the design. the oppor- 
tunities for ground -related problems are 
greatly decreased. 

In our design. all of the points labeled 
SPG are tied together only at the single - 
point ground and nowhere el.e. If in the 
future you modify the circuit or add some 
peripheral device or circuit to the system. 
remember to return all high- current 
grounds to the SPG. Frequently. it is 
tempting to do otherwise. For instance. 
when mounting a regulator that uses a 

TO -220 package. it is tempting to connect 
the tab to the chassis and to connect the 
chassis to ground at some other point. 
Don't do it! Insulate the tab and tie the 
ground pin directly to the single point 
ground. 

A 12 -volt DC linear regulator, IC30. is 
also provided to supply power for the op- 
tional disk drives and as an independent 
supply for the relays. Having an indepen- 
dent supply for the relays prevents the 
inductive kickback that occurs when the 
relays are released from affecting the oper- 
ation of the computer system. If the reg- 
ulator is used only to power the relays, it 
can be mounted on the PC board with 
minimal heat sinking; if it will also power 
disk drives, the regulator should be 
mounted on the robot chassis to ensure 
adequate heat dissipation. We'll look at 
that again when we get to the actual con- 
struction of the board. 

The 12 -volt regulator specified in the 
Parts List is rated fora maximum input of 
35 volts. If more than two 12 -volt batteries 
in series are used to power the robot, a 

voltage- dropping resistor must be placed 
in series with the regulator's input to en- 
sure that the rating is not exceeded. 

Sleep circuit 
To conser'c battery power. a sleep cir- 

cuit has been added to the robot that will 
shut it down when certain conditions are 
met. The circuit includes a timing mecha- 
nism to periodically wake up the robot. 

The sleep circuit is built around IC26. a 

4060 I4 -stage counter. The counter is 
clocked by its internal oscillator. Resistor 
R34 and capacitor C23 determine the 
clock frequency; with the values shown in 
Fig. I that frequency is 10 Hz. 

A 4078 8 -input OR gate, IC27, 
monitors the outputs of the 4060. Any 
time that all of the counter's outputs are all 

low. the OR gate activates the main power 
relay, RYI. Activating that relay connects 
the batteries to the power converters and 
energizes the robot's electronics and com- 
puter system. When one or more of the 
counter outputs arc high, however, the OR 

gate dc- activates the main power relay. 
During normal operation. IC16 contin- 

uously resets the counter anytime the con- 
trol board is addressed. That keeps the 
counter outputs all at zero, and as a result 
the main power relay is continuously acti- 
vated. If the reset signal is removed, 
however, the counter advances, causing 
the main power relay to be de- energized. 
Therefore, the robot can be put to "sleep" 
simply by not addressing the control 
board. Once asleep, the robot will awaken 
when the counter outputs all return to 
zero. In the interim, if the control board is 

addressed by the RPC, a pulse will appear 
at the base of Q4, reseting the counter. It is 
also possible to externally awaken the 
robot via the user connector, PLI. What- 
ever method is used, when the robot is 
awakened the RPC will load all of the 
operating software and execute a pre-de- 
fined software routine. 

You can adjust the duration of the sleep 
period by increasing or decreasing the 
clock frequency. The 10 -Hz rate of the 
circuit shown in the schematic will cause 
the robot to be energized about once every 
hour, using specified components. 

During the sleep mode. the main power 
relay is de- energized and the only current 
flowing from the battery is the power for 
the sleep circuit (a couple of milliamps) 
and leakage currents in the motor control - 
lers (a few microamps). Therefore, the 
battery life during sleep is limited more by 
the battery's internal leakage than by the 
robot's power drain. 

The RPC interface 
The RPC is clocked at 8 MHz. A typ- 

ical I/O access cycle at that clock rate will 
take only 12 ns, which is far too fast for 
many peripheral IC's to respond. A wait - 
state generator therefore must be included 
to slow the I/O access cycle. 

The wait -state generator on the control 
board consists of IC16, a 74ALS520 de- 
coder; IC17, a 74LS164 shift register; 
ICI2, a 74LS266 exclusive NOR gate; and 
ICI I. a 74LS125 three -state buffer. When 
an address within its range is detected by 
IC16, the wait -state generator imme- 
diately places a not -ready (áßY) signal on 
the RPC bus. After about I p.s, the shift 
register's output goes high. placing a 

ready (ROY) signal on the bus. That 1 -µs 
interval is now the access time for the 
control board. 

Digital I/O 
I)igital I/O is the first requirement of 

our robotic system. We will need digital 
outputs to enable the two motor control- 
lers, four more to set forward or reverse 

SOURCES 

The following are available from Vesta 
Technology, 7100 W 44th St.. Wheatridge. 
CO 80033 (303.422- 8088): Bare RE- 
Robot controller board, $41: assembled 
and tested RE -Robot controller board. 
5200: bare RPC board. $41: assembled 
and tested RPC, fully populated for the 
robot function. 5294 Add $8.00 shipping 
per board ordered. Colorado residents 
add appropriate sales tax. Mastercard 
adn Visa accepted. 

direction of each motor, and one for an 
audio "beep." Four more digital outputs 
will be required to select the analog -mul- 
tiplexer channel. Four digital inputs will 
be required to monitor the status of the 
motor controller's terminal -count out- 
puts. Beyond that. additional digital in- 
puts and outputs should be provided for 
future applications. 

It is vital that the direction -control re- 
lays. RY2 -RY5, not be enabled on power - 
up. Otherwise, the robot will set off on an 
uncontrolled jaunt until the RPC com- 
pletes its power -on initialization se- 
quence. loads the application software, 
and assumes control. That process could 
take as long as 30 seconds. That means 
that IC21, the latch used to store the direc- 
tion data, must have a clear pin. The 
74LS259 used for that application meets 
that criteria; it is an addressable latch with 
clear. The reset output from the switching 
regulator initializes all outputs to zero 
upon power up. An added advantage of 
the addressable latch is that each data -bit 
address is independent of the others. That 
simplifies software because now a record 
will not have to be kept of the state of the 
latch and a bit mask created to change 
only one bit while leaving the other bits 
unchanged. 

The analog -multiplexer- address latch, 
IC4, should operate on parallel data rather 
than independent bits. A 74LS377 was 
chosen for that application because its de- 
sign allows for direct connection to the 
data bus without additional gates. The 
outputs of the latch are available at the 
user connector, PLI. Note that the upper 
four bits. Q4-Q7, can be used without re- 
striction. However, the state of the lower 
four bits (Qe -Q3) will change anytime an 
analog -to- digital conversion is made. 

Digital inputs are implemented using 
IC3, a 74LS541 bus buffer. That device 
has two enable pins, which allows for 
direct connection to the RPC bus. One 
enable pin is controlled by a chip -select 
signal generated by the RPC, the other by 
the 1i15 line. 

When we continue next time, we'll 
look at the analog -to- digital converter. the 
RERBUS interface, and more. R -E 

some, albeit small, resistance. In a nor
mal , all-digital system, a few hundreths of
a milliamp flowing through a resistance of
a few hund reth s of a milliohm will not
produce enough voltage drop to affect the
opera tion of the circuit. However, if we
are dealing with amperes instead of milli
amperes, the probl em becomes mu ch
more serio us. We must identi fy the traces
that carry large currents and connect those
directl y to some common point. That
point is the single point ground, noted as
SPG on the schematic. If we follow that
rule throu ghout the design , the oppor
tuniti es for ground-related problems are
greatl y decreased .

In our design , all of the point s labeled
SPG are tied together only at the single
point ground and nowhere el:,e. If in the
future you modify the circuit or add some
periph eral device or circuit to the system,
remember to return all high-current
grounds to the SPG-:-Frequently,-it is
temptin g to do otherwise. For instance ,
when mounting a regulator that uses a
TO-220 package , it is tempting to connect
the tab to the chass is and to connect the
chassis to ground at some other point.
Don ' t do it! Insulate the tab and tie the
gro und pin directly to the single point
ground.

A 12-volt DC linear regulator, IC30 , is
also provided to supply power for the op
tional disk drives and as an independent
supply for the relays. Having an indepen
dent supply for the relays prevents the
inducti ve kickback that occurs when the
relays are released from affectin g the oper
ation of the computer system. If the reg
ulator is used onlyto power the relays, it
can be mounted on the PC board with
minimal heat sinking; if it will also power
di sk drives , th e reg ulator should be
mounted on the robot chassis to ensure
adequate heat dissipation. We'll look at
that again when we get to the actual con
struction of the board .

The l2-volt regulator spec ified in the
Parts List is rated for a maximum input of
35 volts. If more than two 12-volt batteries
in ser ies are used to power the robot, a
voltage-dropping resistor must be placed
in series with the regulator 's input to en
sure that the rating is not exceeded.

Sleep circuit
To conserve battery power, a sleep cir

cuit has been added to the robot that will
shut it down when certain conditions are
met. The circuit includes a timing mecha
nism to periodically wake up the robot.

(f) The sleep circuit is built around IC26, a
~ 4060 l4- stage co unter. The co unter is
o clocked by its internal osc illator. Resistor
g: R34 and ca pacito r C23 determine the
~ clock frequency; with the values shown in
uJ Fig. I that frequency is 10 Hz.
6 A 4078 8- input OR ga te, IC27 ,
Ci monitors the outputs of the 4060 . Any
<l:a: time that all of the counter's outputs are all
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low, the OR gate activates the main power
relay, RYI . Activating that relay connects
the batteries to the power converters and
energizes the robot's electronics and com
puter system. When one or more of the
counter outputs are high , however, the OR

gate de-activates the main power relay.
During normal operatio n, ICI 6 contin

uously resets the counter anytime the con
trol board is addressed. That keeps the
counter outputs all at zero, and as a result
the main power relay is continuously acti
vated . If the reset signal is removed,
however, the counter advances, causing
the main power relay to be de-energized .
Therefore, the robot can be put to "sleep"
simply by not addressing the contro l
board . Once asleep , the robot will awaken
when the counter outputs all return to
zero. In the interim , if the control board is
addressed by the RPC, a pulse will appear
at the base ofQ4, reseting the counter. It is

a lso possiore to externa lly awaken the
robot via the user connector, PLI. What
ever method is used , when the robot is
awakened the RPC will load all of the
operating software and execute a pre-de
fined software routine .

You can adjust the durati on of the sleep
period by increasing or decreasing the
clock frequency. The IO-Hz rate of the
circuit shown in the schematic will cause
the robot to be energized about once every
hour, using specified components .

During the sleep mode , the main power
relay is de-energized and the only current
flowing from the battery is the power for
the sleep circu it (a couple of milliamps)
and leakage curren ts in the motor control
lers (a few microamps). Therefore , the
battery life dur ing sleep is limited more by
the battery 's internal leakage than by the
robot's power drain .

The RPC interface
The RPC is clock ed at 8 MHz. A typ

ical I/O access cycle at that clock rate will
take only 12 ns, which is far too fast for
many peripheral [C's to respond . A wait
state generator therefore must be included
to slow the I/O access cycle.

The wait-state genera tor on the control
board consists of ICI 6 , a 74ALS520 de
coder; ICI7 , a 74LSI 64 shift register ;
ICI 2 , a 74LS 266 exclusive NOR gate; and
ICll , a 74LS I25 three-state buffer. When
an address within its range is detected by
ICI 6 , the wait-s ta te ge nera tor imm e
diate ly places a not-ready (ROY)signal on
the RPC bus. After about I us, the shift
register 's output goes high , placing a
ready (ROY) signal on the bus. That l-fLS
interval is now the access time for the
control board.

Digital I/O
Digital I/O is the first requ irement of

our robotic system. We will need digital
output s to enabl e the two motor control
lers, four more to set forward or reverse

SOURCES

The following are available from Vesta
Technology, 7100 W 44th St., Wheatridge ,
CO 80033 (303-4 22-8088): Bare RE
Robot controller board, $41; assembled
and tested RE-Rob ot cont roller board ,
$200; bare RPC board, $41; assembled
and tested RPC, fully populated for the
robot function , $294. Add $8.00 shipping
per board ordered. Colorado residents
add appropriate sales tax. Mastercard
adn Visa accepted .

direction of each motor, and one for an
audio " beep." Four more digital output s
will be required to select the analog-mul
tiplexer channel. Four digital inputs will
be required to monitor the status of the
motor controll er 's terminal-count out
puts. Beyond that , additional digital in
puts and outputs should be provided for
future applications.

It is vital that the direction-control re
lays, RY2-RY5, not be enabled on power
up. Otherwise , the robot will set off on an
uncontrolled jaunt until the RPC com
pl etes it s power-on initiali zation se
quence, loads the application software,
and assumes control. That process could
take as long as 30 seconds. That means
that IC21, the latch used to store the direc
tion data , must have a clear pin . The
74LS 259 used for that application meets
that criteria; it is an addressa ble latch with
clear. The reset output from the switching
regulator initi alizes all outputs to zero
upon power up. An added advantage of
the addressable latch is that each data-bit
address is independent of the others . That
simplifies software because now a record
will not have to be kept of the state of the
latch and a bit mask created to change
only one bit while leaving the other bits
unchanged.

The analog-multiplexer-address latch ,
IC4 , should operate on parallel data rather
than independent bits. A 74LS377 was
chosen for that application because its de
sign allows for direct connection to the
data bus without additional gates . The
outputs of the latch are available at the
user con nector, PLI . Note that the upper
four bits, Q4-Q7, can be used without re
striction. However, the state of the lower
four bits (QO-Q3) will change anytime an
analog-to-digita l conversion is made.

Digital inputs are implemented using
IC3, a 74LS541 bus buffer. That device
has two enable pins, which allows for
direct connection to the RPC bus. One
enable pin is controlled by a chip- select
signal generated by the RPC, the other by
the RO line.

When we continue next time , we 'll
look at the analog-to-di gital converter, the
RERBUS interface, and more. R-E
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PC 
SERVICE 
BECAUSE THE CIRCUIT BOARD FOR THE 

robotics -control computer will not fit on the 
pages of Radio -Electronics, the compo- 
nent side Is shown here half sized. The 
solder side of the board will be shown next 
month. For those interested in receiving 
full -size photostats of both sides of the 
board. simply send a self- addressed. 
stamped envelope to 

Radio- Electronics 
Dept PC 

500 -B Bi- County Boulevard 
Farmingdale. NY 11735 

THE SOLDER SIDE of the robot computer is 
shown half size. It is not a mirror image. The 
component side was shown last month. 

SOLDER -SIDE DIRECT -ETCH FOIL PATTERN for 
the wideband amplifier. The story begins on 
page 45. 

o 

ho---1.2 INCHES-0.1 

COMPONENT -SIDE DIRECT -ETCH FOIL PAT- 
TERN for the wideband amplifier. 
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COMPONENT -SIDE DIRECT -ETCH FOIL PATTERN for the C64 Ar 
matron controller. Don't forget to install the jumper' 
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3 INCHES 

SOLDER -SIDE DIRECT -ETCH FOIL PATTERN for the C64 Armatron 
controller. The story begins on page 144. 
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COMPONENT-SIDE DIRECT-ETCH FOIL PATTERN for the C64 Ar
matron controller. Don 't forget to install the jumper!

1-+-----;-----3 INCHES----- ---.

+
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+
I------------J¥. INCHES---==.:....::::~--------_I

1+--1.2 INCHES---+-j

SOLDER-SIDE DIRECT·ETCH FOIL PATTERNfor
the wideband amplifier. The story begins on
page 45.

THE SOLDER SIDE of the robot computer is
shown half size. It is not a mirror image. The
component side was shown last month.

.-..... .. ....

PC
SERVICE
BECAU SE TH E C IRC U IT BOAR D FOR THE

robotics-control computer will not fit on the
pages of Radio-Electronics, the compo
nent side is shown here half sized. The
solder side of the board will be shown next
month. For those interested in receiving
full-size photostats of both sides of the
board , simply send a self-addressed,

--stampea envelope to:
Radio-Electronics

Dept PC
500-B Bi-County Boulevard

Farmingdale, NY 11735

:s:»
-<

...--------3 INCHES - --- - - --.
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I"

COMPONENT-SIDE DIRECT-ETCH FOIL PAT
TERN for the wideband amplifier.

. r--1 .2 INCHES----+j

SOLDER-SIDE DIRECT-ETCHFOIL PATTERN for the C64 Armatron
controller. The story begins on page 144.
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WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER 

continued from page 46 

tween the NE5205 case and the 
groundplane. If you prefer, electrically - 
conductive epoxy may be used for that. 

Capacitors CI, C2, and C3 are 0.1 -1.1.F 

surface -mounted high -frequency ceramic 
chips. A small drop of quick -drying ad- 
hesive such as Crazy Glue will hold them 
stationary during soldering. Solder coup- 
ling capacitors CI and C2 to their respec- 
tive pads on the input and output signal 
traces. Bridge the gap between Vcc and 
the small ground plane with decoupling 
capacitor C3 and solder it into place. 

The last step in the assembly portion of 
the project is to strap the top and bottom 
ground planes together. Don't run long 
wires to do that. A better, and a far easier 
way to accomplish the task is with inex- 
pensive, self sticking 14 -inch copper tape; 
the kind used in making stained -glass 
windows. (The tape can he purchased at 
most craft centers.) Wrap the tape around 
the edge of the board to the top and bot- 
tom ground planes and then flow -solder 
the tape to the copper foils. 

FIG. 7 -THE AMPLIFIER CAN BE BUILT into ex- 
isting equipment. or made part of a stand -alone 
device. such as this CATV amplifier. 

Applications 
The amplifier can be used in a wide 

variety of applications, such as a CATV 
line amplifier, a 70-MHz satellite ampli- 
fier, or a composite video amplifier. The 
circuit can also improve the operation of 
2- to 160 -meter amateur radio equipment; 
AM. FM, CB, and shortwave radios; 50- 
ohm test equipment; frequency counters; 
and oscilloscopes. By using a phantom 
power source on the signal lead, it can 
even be used as a rooftop antenna pre- 
amplifier, such as shown in Ag. 6. Your 
application will determine whether or not 
a case is needed. The board either can be 
incorporated in a piece of existing equip- 
ment or mounted in an RF -tight case (see 
Fig. 7) for stand -alone use. R -E 

LEARNING ABOUT LORAN 

continued from page 58 

Compare circuit generates an error volt- 
age when the phase of the receiver's 100 - 
kHz signal is incorrect relative to the 
phase of the master 100 -kHz signal. The 
error voltage causes a phase shift to occur 
until the phase of the receiver's 100 -kHz 
signal becomes correct relative to the 
master. If the master frequency drifts, the 
error voltage becomes continuous in one 
direction and eventually a feedback to the 
receiver's oscillator will adjust the fre- 
quency to match the master. Locked to the 
master, the 100 kHz becomes the refer- 
ence for the the strobe and the gate timing 
throughout the receiver. In the Detected 
Envelope Sampling circuit, an error volt- 
age is generated when the master strobe 
pulses do not occur at the correct time 
relative to the received master pulses. The 
error voltage is fed to the Phase Shifter 
circuit in the loop and causes it to change 
the strobe timing until M Strobes occur at 
the correct time. 

The master strobe pulses and the master 
100 -kHz signals are input to the slave 
time -difference measuring circuits where 
similar phase -locked loops generate error 
voltages and phase shifts to lock on to the 
slave stations. Counters are used to mea- 
sure the amount of phase shifting until the 
signals lock to the slave and generate the 
time difference measurement. The strobe- 
pulse phase shift produces time difference 
measurements down to IO microseconds. 
while the 100 -kHz phase shift produces 
the 0-IO microsecond measurement. 

The receiver converts the outputs from 
the Slave Time Difference Measurement 
circuits for display, and for further pro- 
cessing with geographic data bases 

Programmable data integration 
Because the Loran positioning is based 

on time intervals, acomputerized receiver 
can easily integrate user -input data to de- 
termine virtually anything having to do 
with time, location, and speed. Forexam- 
ple, the new Heath model 2980 I rsonal 
Loran receiver (shown in Fig. 6) permits 
the user to store predetermined way - 
points. Using the data obtained from 
Loran -C signals, the receiver will display 
the distance between waypoints, required 
heading, and travel time. The display can 
indicate the Loran chain number, the sig- 
nal- strength status of the master and sec- 
ondary stations in a chain, the boat's 
speed, distance to home, bearing to way - 
point, even which direction you might be 
off course. While the data in Heath's 
model 2980 is entered by the user, as 
previously mentioned, there is nothing to 
prevent waypoint data from being perma- 
nently stored in the receiver's memory for 
instant recall whenever needed.. R-E 
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12-BAND RADIO
World-Wide Ustening Excitement.. .is
yours with this incredible Magnavox Model
01835 Multiband Radio that's portable !
Due to an ove rstock, it's yours at a LOW
liquidation price!

• A Number of Listening Cho ices: 9 Short
Wave Bands, Plus Long Wave and Local
AM/FM Bands .

• Lets You Tune-In Overseas Broadcasts
and Listen to Action All Over the World,
Plus Receive Loca l Music, News,
Weather , and Sports Broadcasts.

• Lightweight. Easy to Carry Anywh ere.
• Compact. Fits in Your Purse or Attache.
• Large Rotary Tuning Knob.
• LED Slide Rule Tuning Indicator.
• Dynamic 3" Diameter Speaker.
• Telescoping 29W 'L FM /SW Antenna.
• Band Selector. Volume /Tone Controls.
• Uses 4 "AA" Cells (Not Included). Size:
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LEARNING ABOUT LORAN

Programmable data integration
Because the Loran positioning is based

on time intervals, a computerized receiver
can easi ly integrate user-input data to de
termine virtually anything having to do
with time, location , and speed. For exam
pie, the new Heath model 2980 Personal
Loran receiver (shown in Fig. 6) permits
the user to store predetermined way
po int s . Usin g the data obtain ed from
Loran-C signals, the receiver will display
the distance between waypoints, required
heading, and travel time. The display can
indicate the Loran chain number, the sig
nal-strength status of the master and sec
ondary stations in a chain, the boat's
speed, distance to home , bearing to way
point, even which direction you might be
off course . Whi le the data in Heath 's
model 2980 is entered by the user, as
previously mentioned , there is nothing to
prevent waypoint data from being perma
nently stored in the receiver 's memory for
instant recall whenever needed . . R-E

Compare circuit generates an error volt
age when the phase of the receiver's 100
kHz signal is incorrect relative to the
phase of the master lOa-kHz signal. The
error voltage causes a phase shift to occur
until the phase of the receiver's lOa-kHz
signal becomes co rrect relat ive to the
master. If the master frequency drifts, the
error voltage becomes continuous in one
direct ion and eventually a feedback to the
receiver's osc illator will adjust the fre
quency to match the master. Locked to the
master; the 100 kHz becom es the refer
ence for the the strobe and the gate timing
throughout the receiver. In the Detected
Envelope Samplin g circuit, an error volt
age is generated when the master strobe
pulses- do'not-occur at-the correc t time
relative to the received master pulses. The
error voltage is fed to the Phase Shifter
circuit in the loop and causes it to change
the strobe timing until M Strobes occur at
the correc t time.

The master strobe pulses and the master
lOa-kHz signals are input to the slave
time-difference measuring circuits where
similar phase-locked loops generate error
voltages and phase shifts to lock on to the
slave stations . Counters are used to mea
sure the amount of phase shifting until the
signals lock to the slave and generate the
time difference measurement. The strobe
pulse phase shift produces time difference
measurements down to 10 microseconds,
while the lOa-kHz phase shift produces
the 0-10 microsecond measurement.

The receiver converts the output s from
the Slave Time Difference Measurement
circuits for display, and for further pro
cess ing with geographic data bases

Applications
The amplifier can be used in a wide

variety of applications, such as a CATV
line amplifier, a 70-MHz satellite ampli
fier, or a composite video amplifier. The
circuit can also improve the operation of
2- to l60-meter ama teur radio equipment;
AM, FM, CB , and shortwave radios; 50
ohm test equipment; frequency counters;
and osci lloscopes. By using a phantom
power source on the signal lead, it can
even be used as a rooftop antenna pre
amplifier, such as shown in Fig. 6. Your
application will determine whether or not
a case is needed. The board either can be
incorporated in a piece of existing equip
ment or mounted in an RF-tight case (see
Fig. 7) for stand-a lone use . R-E

FIG. 7-THE AMPLIFIER CAN BE BUILT into ex
isting equipment, or made part of a stand-alone
device, such as this CATV amplifier.

WIDEBAND AMPLIFIER

continued from page 46

twee n th e NE5205 case a nd th e
groundplane. If you prefer, electrically
conductive epoxy may be used for that.

Capacitors Cl, C2 , and C3 are O.l-J.LF
surface-mounted high-frequency ceramic
chips . A small drop of quick-drying ad
hesive such as Crazy Glue will hold them
stationary during soldering. Solder coup
ling capacitors Cl and C2 to their respec
tive pads on the input and output signal
traces . Bridge the gap between Vee and
the sma ll ground plane with decoupling
capacitor C3 and solder it into place.

The last step in the assembly portion of
the project is to strap the top and bottom
ground planes toge ther. Don 't run long
wires to do that. A better, and a far easier

- way-to-accomplish-the- task-is' with-inex=
pensive , self sticking !!.I-inch coppe r tape;
the kin d used in making stained-glass
windows . (The tape can he purchased at
most craft centers .) Wrap the tape around
the edge of the board to the top and bot
tom ground planes and then flow-solder
the tape to the cop per foils.
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Club 

ADVANCED DIGITAL COMMUNI- 
CATIONS: Systems and Signal 
Processing. Edited by K. Fe' - 

pp , 436 +uus Emphasizes the newest 
advances and developments in tele- 
communications systems and net- 
works. Chapters on subjects such as 
ISON, speech coding algorithms, digi- 
tal speech interpolation systems and 
interference are all written by interna- 
tional authorities to give you on- the -job 
expertise 
5$3$01 4 Pub Pr S59 95 CM h.. $42.51 

ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS' HAND- 
BOOK. Second Ed.: -drted by D. G. 

nw r, ú nr,s;.arsen 2,272 pp.. 
2.189 illus. This updated and enlarged 
edition covers all the latest knowledge 
in the held. including new advances in 
integrated circuits. pulsed and logic 
circuits. laser technology, telecom - 

munications, and much more 

219/012 Pub. Pr., $$9 00 Club Pr.. $11.51 

DESIGNING ELECTRONIC CIR- 
CUITS. By R. G. Middleton. 351 pp.. 
192 illus. Covers virtually every cate- 
gory of circuits commonly used. This 
practical manual provides the basic de- 
sign procedures, tables and formulas 
vital to effective electronic circuit de- 
sign. Plus over 60 start -to -finish pro- 
cedures are featured along with scores 
of computer programs to help you de- 
sign and analyze electronic circuits. 
533173.4 Pub. Pr., $36.95 CM Pr.. $21.51 

THE LASER GUIDEBOOK. By J. Hecht. 
368 pp.. 109 glus This book covers 
the operating principles, characteris- 
tics and applications of all commer- 
cially available lasers. It will help you 
find the specific laser that best meets 
your requirements 
277/333 Pub. Pr., 49 50 Club Pr $37 50 

MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK. 
Edited by J D Greenfield 656 pp . 111 
rgus This first -ever handbook helps you 
select the best microprocessor, en- 
ables you to understand the operation 
of a microprocessor you are now using 
and provides easily accessed coverage 
of the most popular 8 and 16 -bit m 
croprocessors currently available. 
503631 -Z Pre. Pr.. $4415 Club Pr., $20.50 

SYSTEMS TROUBLESHOOTING 
HANDBOOK. Edited by L. M. Faulk - 

enberry. 415 pp . 282 ruus. Ten leading 
experts share their most effective fault - 

isolation techniques as well as solu- 
tions to problems they commonly en- 

u) counter when troubleshooting micro - 
V processors. robotic control systems. 
Z ICs. fiber optics systems and other 
o complex electronic systems and equip 
CC ment 

503699.0 Pre. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr . $33 75 

w 
J MICROCOMPUTER DESIGN. By M. 

Hordeski. 406 pp . illus Emphasizes 
the most current. cost effective meth - 
ods for developing. debugging and test- 
ing all types of microprocessor prod- 
ucts. including software and hardware 
5$3603-1 Pub Pr.. $29 95 Club Pr. $20 95 
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Get the competitive edge with 
the newest and the best information 

in your field ... with books from 
all the leading publishers 

New Members! 
Take any one of these great 

professional 
books 52 89 

for only 
as a premium with your 

first selection! 

Spectacular values up to $110.00 
ANTENNA ENGINEERING HAND- 
BOOK. Second Ed d by R. C. - . ti+th contribu- 
tions by 51 recognized authorities. 
1.408 pp.. 946 ritus. This widely ac- 
claimed Handbook gives you the guid- 
ance you need to solve problems in an- 
tenna design and application. 
322'910 Pub Pr .$111 N CM Pr..$$$ S0 

CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS 
CIRCUITS DESKBOOK Compiled By 
H. Helms. 272 pp., 442 circuit dia- 
grams. Packed with clearly reproduced 
circuit diagrams, a0 proven -in- action. 
covering the entire spectrum of elec- 
tronics technology. Each diagram in- 
cludes a title. a brief description, type 
numbers or values for significant com- 
ponents and a citation of the original 
source 
279102 Pub. Pr..S31 SO Club Pr .52350 

POWER INTEGRATED CIRCUITS: 
Physics. Design, and Applica- 
tiont. Edited by P Antognett, 544 pp , 

410 illus. This comprehensive book of 
fers an exceptionally thorough overview 
of the state of the art in design and 
technology -including the latest de- 
sign advances in voltage regulators, au- 
dio amplifiers. power MOS devices, 
BuMOS power ICs. and improved tran- 
sistor structures 
021 /295 Pub. Pr,$4550 Club Pr .$3550 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS, 
Fifth Ed. By B C. Kuo. /36 pp . 

Provides an overview of automatic 
trot systems, including in -depth cover- 
age of classical control techniques. op- 
timal control theory. and analog and 
digital control system design. This up- 
dated edition discusses the latest ideas 
on the use of computers to design con- 
trol systems and as components of such 
systems. 
5$37064 Pub Pr.. $44.95 CM Pr.. $33.51 

OP -AMP HANDBOOK. Second Ed 
By F W Hughes 320 pp . 231 
Organized for on -the -job reference. ties 
handbook covers all facets of op-amps. 
from stability and protection to signal 
processing using op-amps. Includes a 

collection of over 60 practical circuits 
for a variety of applications, proce- 
dures, and experiments. 
503051.3 Pue. Pr.. $33.95 CM Pr.. $24.75 

CHOOSING AND USING CMOS. By 
M J. Walsh 304 pp., 155 deus- Offers 
a comprehensive overview of the semi- 
conductor technology used ... gives 
practical advice on circuit techniques 
to make your job easier. Specifications. 
characteristics and applications are in- 
cluded. 
071/576 Pub Pr $35 50 Club Pr S24 95 

MCGRAW -HILL CONCISE ENCY- 
CLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECH- 
NOLOGY Editor-in-Chief S P Parker 
and the Staff of the McGraw -Hill En- 
cyclopedia of Science and Technology. 
2.065 pp., 1,600 glus. This volume 
serves every need for understanding to- 
day's science and technology. Written 
by over 3.000 of the world's topmost 
experts. Including 19 Nobel Prize win- 
ners, it covers 75 disciplines from 
Acoustics to Zoology. 
454,125 Pub. Pr..S90.50 CM h..$49.25 

MICROPROCESSORS IN INSTRU- 
MENTATION AND CONTROL By S. 
A Money. 146 pp . 148 anus. Provides 
the design procedures and applications 
data you need to create effective, high 
quality microprocessor -based systems. 
'here is thorough coverage of program - 

i'mg. arithmetic and logic operations. 
parallel input -output, serial input -out- 
put. hardware design, analog'digital 
conversion and much more 

427170 Pub. Pr .$39.50 Club Pr..$21.50 

MODERN COMMUNICATION CIR- 
CUITS. By J. Smith. 557 pp.. 434 re- 

lus. Using realistic examples. this book 
presents time -saving approximation 
techniques for analyzing and designing 
virtually every kind of communications 
circuit imaginable. Includes particu 
larly thorough coverage of the phase 
lock loop. 
537,333 Pub Pr . S45 95 Club Pr . $32.50 

HANDBOOK OF MAGNETIC PHE- 
NOMENA.:r., il E Burke. 423 pp , 

.15 A straightforward guide to over 
b r agnetic phenomena. Topics in- 
clude Ampere's Law. Biot- Savart and 
toroidal fields, spinning electric charges. 
magnetic hysteresis, magnetic field 
measurement. magnetic resonance. 
galvanomagnetic effects. and more. 
5$37101 Pub. Pr.. $49.50 Club Pr.. $31.51 

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS 
REFERENCE MANUAL By J. Markus. 
1.264 pp . 3,666 circuit diagrams 
Complete with values of components and 
suggestions for revisions--plus the 
original source of each circuit in case 
you want additional performance or 
construction details 
404 461 Pub Pr .567 50 Club Pr $61 50 

McCRAW·HILL CONCISE ENCY·
CLOPEDIA OF SCIENCE AND TECH·
NOLOCY. Editor-in -Chief S. P. Parker
and the Staff of the McGraw-Hili En
cyclopedia of Science and Technology.
2,065 pp., 1,600 iIIus. This volume
serves every need for understanding to
day's science and technology. Written
by over 3 ,000 of the world's topmost
experts , including 19 Nobel Prize win
ners , i t covers 75 di sc ip l ines from
Acoust ics to Zoology.
454/825 Pub. Pr.,$98.50 Club Pr.,$49.25

MICROPROCESSORS IN INSTRU·
MENTATION AND CONTROL. By S.
A. Money. 246 pp ., 148 iIIus. Provides
the design procedures and applications
data you need to create effe ct ive, high
qualit y microprocessor-based systems.
There is thorough coverage of program
ming, arithmet ic and logic operation s,
parallel input-output , serial input-out
put , hardware design , analog/digital
conversion and much more.
427/070 Pub. Pr. ,$39.50 Club Pr.,$29.50

MODERN COMMUNICATION CIR·
CUlTS. By J. Smit h. 557 pp., 434 i/
Ius. Using realist ic examples, th is book
presents t ime-saving appro ximat ion
techniques for analyzing and designing
virtually every kind of communicat ions
circuit imaginable. Includes parti cu
larly thorough coverage of the phase
lock loop.
587/303 Pub. Pr., $45.95 Club Pr., $32.50

HANDBOOK OF MACNETIC PHE·
NOMENA. By H. E. Burke. 42 3 pp.,
221 iI/us. A straightforward guide to over
60 magneti c phenomena. Topics in
clude Ampere's Law, Biot-Savart and
toroidal f ields, spinning electr ic charges,
magne tic hysteresis , magnet ic field
measurement , magne tic resonance,
galvanomagneti c effec ts, and more.
583760-9 Pub. Pr., $49.50 Club Pr., $37.50

MODERN ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS
REFERENCEMANUAL. By J. Markus.
1,264 pp ., 3,666 circui t diagrams.
Complete with valuesof components and
sugges tio ns for revi sio ns-plus th e
original source of each circuit in case
you want additio nal performance or
construc tio n details.
404/461 Pub. Pr.,$82.50 Club Pr.,$61.50
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CHOOSINC AND USINC CMOS. By
M. J. Walsh. 304 pp ., 155 iI/us. Offe rs
a comprehensive overview of the semi
conductor technology used ... gives
pract ical advice on circuit techniques
to make your job easier. Specif icatio ns,
characterist ics and applicat ions are in
cluded.
679/576 Pub. Pr. , $35.50 Club Pr., $24.95

Op·AMP HANDBOOK, Second Ed.
By F. W. Hughes. 320 pp., 231 iIIus.
Organized for on-the -job reference, this
handbook covers all facets of op-amps,
from stability and protectio n to signal
processing using op-amps. Includes a
collect ion of over 60 pract ical circuits
for a variety of applicat ions, proce
dures, and experiments.
583651 -3 Pub. Pr., $33.95 Club Pr., $24.75

AUTOMATIC CONTROL SYSTEMS,
Fifth Ed. By B. C. Kuo. 736 pp., iI/us.
Provides an overview of automatic con
trol systems, inc luding in-depth cover
age of classical control techniques, op
ti mal control theory, and analog and
digita l control system design. This up
dated edition discusses the latest ideas
on the use of computers to design con
trol systems and as components of such
systems.
583706-4 Pub. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr., $33.50

New Members!
Take anyone of these great

professional 628 9books
for only -

as a premium with your
first selection!

spectoculor values up to $110.00
ANTENNA ENCINEERINC HAND·
BOOK, Second Ed. Edi ted by R. C.
Johnson and H. Jasik, with cont rib u
tio ns by 5 7 recognized au thori ties .
1,408 po., 946 iI/us. This widely ac
claimed Handbook gives you the guid
ance you need to solve problems in an
tenna design and appl icat ion.
322/910 Pub. Pr..$110.00 Club Pr.,$68.00

CONTEMPORARY ELECTRONICS
CIRCUITS DESKBOOK Compiled By
H. Helms. 272 pp ., 442 circuit dia
grams. Packed with c learly reproduced
circuit diagrams, all proven-in-action,
covering the entire spectrum of elec
tronics technology. Each diagram in
cludes a title, a brief description , type
numbers or values for signifi cant com
ponents and a ci tati on of the orig inal
source.
279/802 Pub. Pr.,$31.50 Club Pr.,$23.50

POWER INTECRATED CIRCUITS :
PhySics, Design, and Appllca·
tlons. Edited by P. Antognetti. 544 pp.,
410 iI/us. This comprehensive book of
fers an except ionally t horough overview
of the state of the art in design and
technology-including the latest de
sign advances in voltage regulators, au
dio amplifie rs, power MOS devices,
BiMOS power ICs, and improved tran
sistor st ruc tures.
021 /295 Pub. Pr.,$49.50 Club Pr.,$35.50

Electronics and
Control Engineers'
Book
Club®

Join
the

ADVANCED DICITAL COMMUNI·
CATIONS: systems and Signal
processing. Edi ted by K. Feher. 768
pp ., 436 iIIus. Emphasizes the newest
advances and developments in tele
co mmunica t ions syste ms and net 
works. Chapters on subjects such as
ISDN, speech coding algorithms, digi-

tal speech interpolatio n systems and Get the competltl e ed tth
inte rference are.all written_by-interna-O-.-_ _ _ I IV ge WI
ti onal authorities to give you on-the-job

~~~:~l~;e · Pub . Pr., $59.95 Club Pr., $42.50 the newest and the best information
ELECTRONICS ENCINEERS' HAND· in your field __ . with books from
BOOK, Second Ed. Edi ted by D. G.

Fink & D. Christianse n. 2,272 pp., all the leadl-ng publishers
2,189 illus, This updated and enlarged
edition covers all the latest knowledge
in the fie ld, including new advances in
integrated circuits, pulsed and logic
ci rcu its , lase r technology , te lecom 
munications , and much more.
209/81 2 Pub. Pr., $89.00 Club Pr., $61.50

DESICNINC ELECTRONIC CIR·
CUlTS . By R. G. Middleton . 35 1 pp .,
192 iIIus. Covers virtually every cate
gory of circu its commonly used. This
pract ical manual provides the basic de
sign procedures, tables and formulas
vital to effec t ive electronic circuit de
sign. Plus over 60 start-to-finish pro
cedures are featured along with scores
of computer programs to help you de
sign and analyze electronic circuits.
583673·4 Pub. Pr., $36.95 Club Pr., $27.50

THE LASER CUIDEBOOK. By J. Hecht.
368 pp., 109 iI/us. This book covers
the operat ing principles, characteris
ti cs and applicat ions of all commer
cially available lasers. It will help you
fi nd the specific laser that best meets
your requirements.
277/338 Pub. Pr., $49.50 Club Pr., $37.50

MICROPROCESSOR HANDBOOK.
Edi ted by J. D. Greenfield. 656 pp., 222
iI/us. This first-ever handbook helps you
select the best microprocessor, en
ables you to understand the operation
of a microprocessor you are now using
and provides easily accessed coverage
of the most popular 8 and 16-bit mi
croprocessors currently available.
583636-X Pub. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr., $28.50

SYSTEMS TROUBLESHOOTINC
HANDBOOK. Edi ted by L. M. Faulk
enberry. 415 pp ., 28 2 iI/us. Ten leading
experts share the ir most effect ive fault
isolat ion techniques as well as solu
t ions to problems they commonly en-

(f) counter when troubleshoot ing micro
() processors, robotic contro l systems,
Z PCs, f iber opt ics systems and other
o complex electronic systems and equip
a: ment.t3 583699-8 Pub. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr., $33.75
llJ
..J M ICROCOMPUTER DESICN. By M.
llJ
O
' Hordeski. 406 pp ., iI/us. Emphasizes

_ the most current , cost eff ect ive meth
~ ods for developing, debugging and test-

ing all t ypes of microprocessor prod
a: ucts, including software and hardware.

583683-1 Pub. Pr., $29.95 Club Pr., $20.95
70
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TELEVISION ENGINEERING HAND- 
B OOK. By B Benson 1.478pp,. 
1.091 rllus. Packed with the technical 
information and know-how you need to 
design. operate and maintain every type 
of TV equ pment in current use. 
047 790 Pub Pr.. S89.S0 Club Pr., $62.50 

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS AND 
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS. 
Third Ed : y R .tghlin and F F 

ù pp., d,,,; A detailed prac- 
tical guide to the op amp and its suc- 
cessor. the linear IC. A variety of appli- 
cations and design procedures are 
covered. 
583754.4 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr.. $25.95 

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELEC- 
TRONIC CIRCUITS. by carat ; by 
pp.. 1,256 ' - large volume pro- 
vides cucu t', . wally every type of 
application in 98 different categories. 
Each has a clear and concise explana- 
tory text accompanying it. 
503265 -9 Pub Pr. 550 00 Club Pr.. $39.95 

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: An In- 
troduction to State -Space 
Methods. By B. Friedland. 513 pp., 

s feedback control. dynam- 
,',It systems, frequency -domain 

analysis. linear observers. linear, quad- 
ratic optimum control, random proc- 
esses. and many other topics 
224/412 PM. Pr..$44.35 Club Pr..S33.51 

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS- 
TEMS By M. l Skolnik. 2nd Ed.. 698 
pp.. 244 Illus. Covering every radar 
fundamental and all important changes. 
this EE text exposes you fully to the sys- 
tems themselves and to their apph- 
caGons! Topics include radar equation. 
CW and frequency- modulated radar. 
MTI, pulse- doppler, tracking radar, re- 
ceivers, displays. duplexera, noise, and 
more. 
579111 Pub. Pr.. $51.35 Club Pr.. $30.!5 

TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRONIC 
EQUIPMENT WITHOUT SERVICE 
DATA By R. G. Middleton. 303 pp., 
162 Illus, and tables Packed with 
charts, diagrams. and case h stones, 
this practical handbook shows you how 
to pinpoint defective electronic circui- 
try when no service data is available. 
583134.1 Pub. Pr.. 527 95 Club Pr. 519 95 

STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGI- 
NEERING CALCULATIONS T. G. 
Hicks, Edda in Chief. 2nd Ed., 1,468 
pp.. 1,292 illus. and tables. Now re- 
vised. updated, and considerably ex- 
pended, th this huge handbook provides 
more than 5.100 step -by -step proce- 
dures for solving the kinds of engineer- 
ing problems you encounter most fre- 
quently in your work. 
217ß52 Pub. Pr..$64.50 Club Pr.,$43.50 

Why YOU should join now! 
BEST A\ I) \ 15%EST BOOKS IN YOUR FIELD - Books are selected from a wile 

range of pir by expert editors and consultants to give '.5)51 Ct)IstiIiUiflg access 
to the best . ' -st books in your field. 

BIG SA% I\(.t. Build your library and save money too! Savings ranging up to 
4U% or more oft publishers' list prices- usually 20% to 30 %. 

it( t S BOOKS -You will immediately begin to participate in our H.unus 
kook flan that allows you savings up to 70% off the publishers' priers Of 
many protessional and general interest hooks! 

CO \11, \11: \Lai -12 -14 times a year labout once every 3 -4 weeks) you receive 
Ilse Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection and Allen' sate Selec- 
t ions. A dated Reply Carel is included. If vou want the Main Selection, you simply do 
nothing - it will be shipped automatically. If you want an Alternate Selection -or 
no look at all -you simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the (fate 
specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If. because of late delivery of the 
Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want. you may return it for credit 
at the Club's expense. 
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three books !including our 
first selection) during your first year of membership. Membership may he discon- 
tinued by either you or the Club at any time after you have purchased the first 
selection plus two additional books. 

Other McGraw-Hill Book Clubs: 
An-hilt-I-Is took Club 1h-te Bonk Club Chemical Engineers' Book Club 

Cis-il Engineer-s' Book (jut) %lerhatiu -al Engineers Book Club 

For more information, write to: 
McGraw -Hill Book (lobs. P.O. Box 582. Flights %%%%% Ness. Jersey 08520.9959 

Be sure to 
consider these 
important 
titles as well! 
FUNDAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN i SWITCHING THEORY. By A U 

311601 1 Pub Pr 526 95 Chi h., I2t.S1 

68000 MICROPROCESSOR: ARCHI- 
TECTURE. SOFTWARE i INTER- 
FACE TECHNIOUES.. Py W A Triet, 
b A S,r,gh 

SI3113 -1 Pu Pr $3195 CttO Pr 576 95 

DESIGNING DIGITAL FILTERS. I.. 
S e, 

SlI627 -0 Pub Pr 51615 Club Pr 01795 

APPLICATIONS IN ARTIFICIAL IN 
TELLIGENCE. 
SUM .3 Pub PI 549 95 club Pr. 571 S0 

THE FOURIER TRANSFORM AND ITS 
APPLICATIONS. Second Ed., Re 
vlsed. by iz Bracewe.. 
010 156 PM h .941 /5 CIO Pr 533 IS 

DIGITAL FILTERS AND SIGNAL 
PROCESSING. By L B Jackson 
513710 2 PM h. 932.15 CM h. 524 SO 

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORT CHIPS. 

095 113 Pus P. 54150 CO10P1.53525 

INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS. By M P 
G.-:. ,. P I, Na,,.- 4 N G Odrey 
241413 PO Pr 53135 DA Pr .52195 

THE MCGRAW -HILL COMPUTER 
HANDBOOK. By H Helms. 
2711721 Pub h..511151 DIB h_556.51 

MICROLITHOGRAPHY: PROCESS 
TECHNOLOGY FOR IC FABRICA- 
TION... [; Dhoti 
193 045 Pub r SON CV Pr. 529 5C 

RC ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN NANO - 
BOOK. By F W Stephenson 
5133506 M. h. D44.ri GIB h $33 15 

r - -- MAIL Tills COUPON TODAY - - -1 
%11( ;raw -Bill Book (Juba 
Electronics and Control Engineers' 
Book Club' 
P.U. Box 582. I Itghutcnw), New Jersey. (ML.2u- tr.l.:a 

Please enroll me as a member and und ine the two 
(woks indicated, billing me for theS2 89 premium and 
my first selection at the discounted member's price, 
plus local tax, shipping. and handling charges I agree 
to purchase a minimum of two additional Ixxyks dur- 
ing my first vearof membership as Old lined Icrthe 
CIO) plan described in this ad A shipping and han 
riling charge is added tu all shit -ins. 

Write Code No of 
52 89 .selection here 

Signatur 

Nance 

Address /Apt. / 

City 

State 

Write Code No of 
first seler here 

lip 

This order subiect to acceptance by McGraw -Hill All 
prices cubjm:I to change without notice Offer goexl 
only to new members 
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Be sure to
consider these
important
titles as well!

FUNOAMENTALS OF LOGIC DESIGN
& SWITCHING THEORY. By A. D.
Friedman.
583601-7 Pub. Pr.. $26.95 Club Pr.• $21.50

68000 MICROPROCESSOR: ARCHI
TECTURE, SOFTWARE & INTER
FACE TECHNIQUES.. By W. A. Triebel
& A. Singh.
583613-0 Pub. Pr.• $34.95 Club Pr.. $26.95

DESIGNING DIGITAL FILTERS. By C.
S. Will iams.
583627·0 Pub. Pr., $36.95 Cl ubPr.• $27.95

APPLICATIONS IN ARTIFICIAL IN·
TELLIGENCE. By S. J. And riole.
583715-3 Pub. Pr.. $49.95 Club Pr., $37.50

THE FOURIER TRANSFORM ANDITS
APP LICATIONS, Second Ed., Re
vised. By R. N. Bracewell.
070/156 Pub.Pr..$48.95 Club Pr.,$33.95

DIGITAL FILTERS AND SIGNAL
PROCESSING. By L. B. Jackson.
583710·2 Pub. Pr.. $32.95 Club Pr., $26.50

MICROPROCESSOR SUPPORTCHIPS.
By TJ Byers.
0951183 Pub. Pr..$4'4.'50 Club Pr..$35.25

INDUSTRIAL ROBOTICS. By M. P.
Groover; R. N. Nagel and N. G. Odrey.
249/89X Pub. Pr.•$39.95 Club Pr.•$28.95

THE McGRAW-H ILL COMPUTER
HANDBOOK. By H. Helms.
2791121 Pub.Pr.•$86.50 ClubPr.•$54.50

MICROLITHOGRAPHY : PROCESS
TECHNO LOGY FOR IC FABRICA
TION. By D. Elliot t.
193/045 Pub. Pr., $42.00 Club Pr., $29.50

RC ACTIVE FILTER DESIGN HAND
BOOK. By F. W. Stephen son.
583350·6 Pub. Pr., $44.95 Club Pr.•$33.75

r--- MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY ---,

I McGraw-Hill Book Clubs

Electronics and Control Engineers'
Book Clubs'
P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey, 08520-9959

INTRODUCTION TO RADAR SYS
TEMS. By M. I. Skolnik. 2nd Ed., 698
pp., 244 iI/us. Covering every radar
fundamental and all important changes,
this EEtext exposes you fu lly to the sys
tems themselves- and to their appli
cations' Topics incl ude radar equat ion,
CW and frequen cy-modul ated radar,
MTI, pulse-doppler , t racking radar, re
ceivers, displays, duplexers, noise. and
more.
579/091 Pub. Pr., $51.95 Club Pr., $38.95

TROUBLESHOOTING ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT WITHOUT SERVICE
DATA By R. G. Middleton. 303 pp. ,
162 iI/us. and tab les. Packe d wi t h
charts , diagrams, and case histories,
th is practi cal handbook shows you how
to pinpoint defecti ve electroni c circui
tr y when no service data is available.
583134-1 Pub. Pr., $27.95 Club Pr., $19.95

STANDARD HANDBOOK OF ENGI
NEERING CALCULATIONS 1. G.
Hicks, Editor in Chief. 2nd Ed., 1,468
pp., 1,29 2 iI/us. and tables. Now re
vised, updated, and considerably ex-
panded, this huge handbook provides
more than 5,100 step-by-step proce
dures for solving the kinds of engineer-

__ing problems you encounter most fre
quentl y in your work.
28 1135X Pub. Pr.,$64.50 Club Pr.,$49.50

CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: An In
t r oductIon to st ate-Space
Methods. By B. Friedland. 513 pp .,
iI/us. Covers feedback cont rol, dynam
ics of linear systems, frequency-domain
analysis, linear observers, linear, quad
ratic optim um control, random proc
esses, and many other topics.
224/412 Pub. Pr.,$44.95 Club Pr.,$33.50

THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELEC
TRONIC CIRCUITS. By R. Graf. 760
pp., 1,256 iI/us. This large volume pro
vides circuits for virt ually every type of
applicat ion in 98 different categories.
Each has a clear and concise explana
tory text accompanying it.
583265-8 Pub. Pr., $50.00 Club Pr., $39.95

~
"~",

OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS AND
LINEAR INTEGRATED CIRCUITS,
ThIrd Ed. By R. F. Coughlin and F. F.
Dri scoll. 450 pp ., iI/us. Adetailed prac
ti cal guide to th e op amp and its suc
cessor, the linear IC. A variety of appli
cati ons and de sig n procedure s are
covered.
583754-4 Pub. Pr., $34.95 Club Pr., $25.95

TELEVISION ENGINEERING HAND
BOOK. - By K. B. Benson. 1,478 pp.,
1,091 iI/us. Packed wit h the tec hnical
informatio n and know-how you need to
design, operate and maintain every type
of TV equipment in current use.
0471790 Pub. Pr., $89.50 Club Pr., $62.50

'-------JII__
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AUDIO 
UPDATE 
The Resurgence of surround sound, Part 2 

FIG. 1 
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seldom achieve a level of sonic re- 
alism that would convince a critical 
listener that he was hearing a live 
performance. The heart of the 
problem is the acoustic dif- 
ferences between live sound and 
sound that is reproduced in a liv- 
ing room. 

There are few sonic similarities 
between the two listening en- 
vironments. The sheer size of 
most live- performance venues 
means that the musical sounds re- 
flected and re- reflected from the 
walls, floor, and ceiling reach a lis- 
tener's ears substantially later than 
the sounds coming directly from 
the performers. Time delays of 
more than 50 milliseconds be- 
tween the direct and the reflected 
sounds are not uncommon. And 
when the performing environ- 
ment is both large and hard -sur- 
faced, the reflections multiply, 
blend, and can take up to several 
seconds to die away. Furthermore, 
all that reflected, reverberant en- 
ergy -which can account for more 
than 80 percent of the total sound 
impinging on the audience - 
strikes the listener from many dif- 
ferent directions. 

In a home listening room, the 

sound originates from a more -or- 
less flat plane whose width is 
roughly defined by the location of 
the two speakers. Of course, sonic 
reflections also occur within a 
home listening room, but the 
nearness of the walls means that 
most reflections have a fairly short 
delay time, and that the recorded 
reverberant sounds -which under 
live conditions would normally be 
heard from the sides and rear -all 
come from the front. It is this dis- 
parity between the large -hall am- 
bience in the recording and the 
relatively small acoustic environ- 
ment of the listening room that 
causes contradictory (and there- 
fore unrealistic) information to be 
delivered to our ears. 

In addition, the brain constructs 
an image of an acoustic environ- 
ment based on similarities and dif- 
ferences in phase, timing, ampli- 
tude, and frequency that occur 
among the sounds reaching our 
two ears. Those factors must have 
a "natural" relationship among 
one another in order for the re- 
produced sound to seem real. 

Recreating hall ambience 
Late last year I was approached 

by Yamaha to help introduce their 

LARRY KLEIN, 
AUDIO EDITOR 

DSP -1 Digital Sound Field Pro- 
cessor; that unit is shown in Fig. 1. 

After hours of listening to the 
DSP-1 and study of its technical lit- 
erature, I told Yamaha that I would 
be pleased to participate. To my 
ears, the DSP -1 appeared to be a 

genuine advance in the science 
and art of recreating concert-hall 
realism in the home. 

Yamaha's approach to eliminat- 
ing contradictory and unrealistic 
sonic messages first involved an 
acoustic analysis of a large number 
of live -music acoustic environ- 
ments. An analysis system was de- 
veloped based on a critically con- 
figured and closely spaced array of 
four microphones feeding a spe- 
cially programmed computer. To 
produce the required data the mi- 
crophone cluster was located in a 
typical or prefered listening loca- 
tion in the environment under 
analysis, and a sonic impulse test 
signal was provided by a starter's 
pistol fired from the stage. 

The four microphones cap- 
tured -each from its own slightly 
different perspective -the initial 
direct impulse and the subse- 
quent complex array of early and 
late- arriving reflections impinging 
from all directions. The individual 
signals picked up by each of the 
four microphones were computer 
analyzed for their relative 
strength, timing, and frequency at- 
tenuation, and the data that was 
gathered was stored for subse- 
quent use. In order to encompass 
a wide range of performing ven- 
ues, Yamaha's engineering team 
recorded the acoustic charac- 
teristics of numerous large and 
small performing environments in 
the U. S., Europe, and Japan. 
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EVEN T HE BEST HIG H - FI D ELITY SYSTEMS

seldom achieve a level of sonic re
alism that would co nvi nce a crit ical
listener that he was hearing a live
perfo rma nce . Th e heart of t he
p rob le m is t he acou sti c di f
fere nces between live soun d and
sound that is reproduced in a liv
ing room.

There are few sonic simi larit ies
between t he two li st enin g en7
vironm en ts. The shee r size of
mo st li ve-p erforman ce ve n ues
means that the mu sical sounds re
f lected and re-r efl ected from the
walls, f loo r, and ceiling reach a lis
tener's ears substa ntially later tha n
the sounds co m ing d irectl y from
the pe rforme rs. Tim e de lays of
mo re t han 50 m illi secon d s be
tween the direct and the ref lected
sounds are not un common . And
w hen the perfo rm i ng env iro n
ment is both large and hard- sur
faced, t he refl ecti on s m ulti p ly,
blend, and can take up to severa l
seconds to die away. Furth ermo re,
all that ref lected, reverberant en
ergy-whic h can acco unt for more
than 80 pe rce nt of th e to tal sound
im pin gin g o n th e audience
strikes the liste ner from many dif
fe rent direct ion s.

In a home listeni ng roo m, th e

sound orig inates fro m a more-or
less f lat pl an e w hose width is
ro ughly defin ed by the locati on of
th e two speake rs. Of co urse, son ic
refl ecti on s al so occ u r wi thin a
hom e li st enin g room , b ut t he
nearn ess of th e wall s means that
most refl ecti on s have a fairly sho rt
delay time, and th at t he recorded
reverb erant sounds- w hich under
live cond it io ns would normally be
heard from th e sides and rear-all
come from th e fron t . It is thi s di s
parity between th e large-h all am
bie nce in th e record in g and the
relati vely small acoust ic env iron
men t of t he li stening room t hat
causes co ntrad ictory (and t he re
fo re unreali sti c) in format ion to be
de live red to o ur ears.

In add it io n, the bra in co nstructs
an image of an acoust ic env iron
ment based on simi larit ies and dif
fe rences in phase', timi ng, ampli
t ude, and freq ue ncy that occu r
among t he sounds reachin g our
two ears. Those facto rs mu st have
a " natura l" re lat ions hip among
one another in order fo r the re
produ ced sound to seem real.

Recreating hall ambience
Late last year I was app roac hed

by Yamaha to help int roduce the ir

DSP-1 Di gi t al So u nd Field Pro
cesso r; th at uni t is show n in Fig. 1.
Aft er hours of l ist enin g to t he
DSP-1and study of its tec hn ical li t
erature, I told Yamaha that I would
be pl eased to parti cipate. To my
ears, the DSP-1 appeare d to be a
ge nu ine adva nce in t he science
and art of recreating co nce rt-hall
real ism in the hom e.

Yamaha's approach to eliminat
in g co ntrad ict o ry and unreali sti c
sonic messages first invol ved an
acou sti c analysis of a large number
of li ve-mu si c aco ust ic env i ro n
ments. An analysis system was de
velo ped based on a cri t ically con
f igured and closely spaced array of
fou r mi crophon es feed ing a spe
ciall y programmed computer. To
produce the required data th e mi
cropho ne clu ster was located in a
typi cal o r prefe red listening loca
t ion in th e enviro n ment under
analysis, and a sonic impulse test
signal was provided by a starte r's
pi stol fired from t he stage.

Th e fo u r mi c roph on es ca p
tured-each fro m its own slight ly
d ifferent per spect ive-the init ia l
direct im p u lse and t he subse
qu ent co mplex array of early and
late-arr ivin g refl ect ion s impi nging
f rom all di recti on s. The individ ual
signals picked up by each of the
fo ur micropho nes were co mp uter
ana lyze d fo r t he i r re lative
strength, timi ng , and fre quency at
tenuation, and the data that was
gathe red was ' sto red for subse
qu ent use. In o rde r to enco mpass
a w ide range of performing ven
ues, Yama ha's eng ineer ing team
reco rd ed th e aco ust ic cha rac 
te rist ics of n ume ro us large and
small pe rfo rming environme nts in
th e U. S., Europe, and Japan.
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Packaging the data 
Yamaha ultimately embodied 

their accumulated data (which in- 
cludes as many as 88 early reflec- 
tions for each quadrant) in the 
DSP -1 Digital Sound Field Pro- 
cessor. The infra -red remote mod- 
ule of the DSP -1 allows the user to 
choose -while seated in his favor- 
ite listening chair -any of twelve 
different fixed acoustic environ- 
ments, including three concert 
halls, two churches of different 
sizes, a recital chamber with a 
high -ceiling, a jazz club, a rock - 
concert environment, a disco, a 
stadium, a warehouse loft, and a 
pavilion like a large sports center. 

The data, which is stored digi- 
tally, is called up and processed by 
three Yamaha -designed VLSI IC's. 
With the same sampling rate (44 
kHz) and quantization (16 -bit lin- 
ear) as a CD player, the DSP -1 has a 

dynamic range of 94 dB and 0.006 
percent distortion. 

Each of the fixed environments 
can have its major acoustic charac- 
teristics individually varied within 
wide limits by the DSP-1 's remote. 
Once an optimum modified set- 
ting is found for a particular re- 
cording, the new program can be 
placed in one of sixteen non- 
volatile memories and recalled at 
will by pushing a button on the 
remote. The chosen programs - 
and the precise degree of their 
modifications -are all dispalyed 
on the DSP -1's front -panel readout 

Setting up the DSP -1 
In addition to the normal stereo 

amplifier and front speakers 
(whose signal is unaffected by the 
processing), four additional chan- 
nels of amplication and four addi- 
tional speakers are required for 
the full DSP -1 setup. The new 
speakers can be small bookshelf 
units, but should have a reason- 
ably full -range response. The two 
additional front speakers are usu- 
ally located above and flanking the 
normal front systems. The two rear 
speakers should be located at or 
near the rear of the room and also 
somewhat above ear level. 

Each of the new speakers is fed a 
basically full -range signal sepa- 
rately modified by digital process- 
ing to have the sonic charac- 
teristics typical of that heard from 
its respective room quadrant in 

the chosen performance environ- 
ment. For example, the signals fed 
to the rear speakers have been in- 
dividually processed to include 
the delays, reverberation density, 
liveness, etc. appropriate to reflec- 
tions from the rear of the hall. 

Keep in mind also that process- 
ing in the digital domain ensures 
that the noise and distortion of a 

conventional processor are nota- 
bly absent from the DSP-1. In fact, 
the sound provided by any one of 
the DSP -1's four channels by itself 
will appear balanced and clean. 

Final thoughts 
What you've just read is at best a 

once -over -lightly description of 
the DSP -1's signal- treatment tech- 
niques and capabilities. Space lim- 
itations prevent me from discuss- 
ing the three video surround - 
sound functions (one of which has 
the Dolby decoding parameters) 
that work sonic wonders for stereo 
video tapes and LaserVision video 
disks. I've also not mentioned the 
DSP -1's sixteen digital special - 
effects facilities with front -panel 
recording inputs. These include 
echo, chorusing, flanging, pitch 
change, panning, phasing, and 
tremelo effects, all of which 
should be of interest to small re- 
cording studios and those making 
their own studio demo tapes. 

I've heard the DSP -1 in action in 
five different environments in- 
cluding my own home. It seemed 
to work marginally better in some 
environments than in others, but 
in every case it was able to make a 

decided improvement in the re- 
production realism of some al- 
ready excellent audio systems. I 

was not surprised to find that it is 
possible to produce unnatural 
effects by choosing an inappropri- 
ate environment for a perfor- 
mance; say, a small jazz ensemble 
in a large church. This is not a flaw 
in the DSP -1; a live jazz group play- 
ing in that type of environment 
would sound echoey and blurred. 

Purists may object to adding a 

synthesized acoustic environment 
to a recorded performance - 
which already has its own built -in 
acoustics -and playing it in a live 
listening room. However, 
Yamaha's use of four additional 
speakers, and the carefully con - 

continued on page 126 
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Packaging the data
Yamah a u lt imate ly embo died 

th eir accumulated data (w hich in 
cl udes as many as 88 early reflec 
t ions for each qu adran t ) in th e
O SP-1 Di gital So un d Field Pro
cessor. The in fra-red remote mod
ul e of the OSP-1 allows the user to
choose-while seated in hi s favor
it e li stening chair- any of twelve
different fixed acou stic envi ro n
ments, includin g three co nce rt
hall s, two chu rc hes of di fferent
siz es, a reci tal ch amber with a
hi gh-c eiling, a jazz club , a rock
concert envi ro nme nt , a di sco , a
stad ium, a warehou se loft, and a
pavilion like a large sports center.

The data , which is stored digi
tally, is called up and processed by
three-Yamaha-designed VLSI lC's.
With th e same sampli ng rate (44
kHz) and quan tization (16-bit lin
ear) as a CD player, the OSP-1 has a
dynamic range of 94 dB and 0.006
percent di stortion .

Each of the fixed environments
can have its major aco ust ic charac
teristics individually varied w ithin
wide limits by t he OSP-1's remote.
Once an optimum modifi ed set
ting is fo und fo r a parti cular re
cording, the new program can be
placed in one of sixteen non 
volatil e memories and recalled at
will by pu shing a button on th e
remote . The chose n programs
and the preci se degree of their
modifications-are all di spalyed
on the OSP-1's front-panel readout

Setting up the DSP-1
In addition to th e normal ste reo

am p l if ie r and front spea ke rs
(w hose signal is un affe cted by th e
processin g), four add it ional chan
nels of amplication and four addi 
tional spe akers are required for
the f u II OSP-1 set up. Th e new
speakers can be small bookshelf
uni ts, bu t should have a reason
abl y full -range response. The two
addit io nal f ront speakers are usu
all y located above and f lanking th e
normal front syste ms . The two rear
speake rs should be locat ed at or
near th e rear of th e room and also
somew hat above ear level.

Each of the new speakers is fed a
ba sicall y full -r ange sig na l sepa
rate ly modi fi ed by di gital process
in g to h ave th e so n ic cha rac
teri sti cs typical of that heard from
its respective room qu adrant in

the chosen performance env iron
ment. For example, the signals fed
to th e rear speakers have been in
di viduall y processed to includ e
the delays, reverberati on density,
liveness, etc. app ropriate to refl ec
tions fro m the rear of the hall.

Keep in mind also that process
in g in th e di gital dom ain ensures
that t he noise and di storti on of a
conventional processor are nota
bly absent from th e OSP-1. In fact ,
the sound provided by anyone of
the OSP-1's four channels by it self
will appear balanced and clean.

Final thoughts
What you 've ju st read is at best a

once-over-lightly description of
the OSP-1's signal-t reatment tech
niques and capabiliti es. Space li m
itations prevent me from di scuss
ing th e three video su rro und 
sound fun ction s (one of whi ch has
the Dolby decoding parameters)
that work sonic wonders fo r stereo
video tape s and LaserVision video
disk s. I've also not mentioned th e
OSP-1 's six tee n digital sp eci al
effec ts faci l it ies with front-panel
recordin g inputs. The se include
echo, choru sin g, flan ging, pitch
chan ge , panning, phasing, and
tremelo effects, all of which
should be of interest to small re
co rd ing stud ios and those making
their own st ud io demo tapes.

I've heard th e OSP-1 in act ion in
five di fferent environm ents in 
cluding my own home. It seemed
to work marginally better in some
environments than in others , bu t
in every case it was abl e to make a
decid ed improvement in the re
produ cti on reali sm of some al
ready exce lle nt aud io systems. I
was not surp rised to find that it is
possible to produce unnatural
effect s by choosing an inappropri
ate e nv i ro n me nt for a p erfor
mance; say, a small jazz ensemble
in a large church. Thi s is not a flaw
in t he OSP-1; a live jazz group play
in g in th at typ e of environment
would sound echoey and blurred .

Puri sts may object to adding a
synt hes ized acou stic environm ent
to a recorde d perform an ce
w hich already has its own bu ilt- in
acoustics- and pl ayin g it in a live
list enin g r oom. H owev er,
Yam aha's use of fo u r add it io na l
speakers, and th e carefully con-
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SATELLITE TV 

Zombies, zits, and zoweee! 
MORE AND MORE STATIONS ARE 

scrambling their signals all the 
time (as shown in Table 1), and an 
entire new language is building up 
around the fast -moving world of 
satellite descrambling. IC creators 
are coining new words and adapt- 
ing old, often unused words to de- 
scribe their products and to stay 
up to date and be conversant in 
the rapidly emerging technology. 
One needs a daily- updated dic- 
tionary in one's word processor. 

Zombie is a case in point. Many 
experimenters digging into their 
Videocipher 2000 descrambling 
modules have experienced an un- 
fortunate accident; they have 
"zapped" (in the traditional sense 
of zapping) their boards either by 
accidentally unhooking the bat- 
tery that retains factory- inserted 
memory or by shorting the battery 
line. When either happens, the 
master microprocessor (U7) for- 
gets everything the factory taught 
it, so you have a "brain dead" unit. 

A Zombie update takes a brain - 
dead unit and corrects the error. It 
restores the VC2000 to its original 
operational state, even with its 
original authorization number 
(provided the original factory 
sticker is still on the descrambler 
module). This means that those 
who worry about zapping their 
modules now have a way to recre- 
ate the original factory authoriza- 
tion. From that point on, the 
restored -as- factory-new module 
can be recreated by cloning, mus- 
keteering, or whatever process 
the user wishes. The cost is around 
$200, through a Canadian compa- 
ny that specializes in bringing 
brain dead units back to life. That's 
where the term 'Zombie' comes 
from. 

BOB COOPER, JR., 

SATELLITE -TV EDITOR 

TABLE 1- VIDEOCIPHER- SCRAMBLED STATIONS 

Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 

Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 

Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
Scrambled since 
December 1986 
February 1987 
Apnl 1987 
April 1987 
April 1987 
Early 1987 

Early 1987 

Date 
November 1985 
November 1985 
January 15. 1986 

January 15, 1986 
March 1986 
May 27, 1986 
July 1986 
July 1986 

July 1986 
August 1986 
October 1986 

July 1987 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 
Precise date not set 

Station Network 
Viewer's Choice (F3 -T5. G1 -T16) 
Request TV (G1 -T12) 
Home Box Office (G1-71.G1-723,F3- 
T13) 
Cinemax (G1- T19,F3 -T13) 
WOR Superstation (G1-715) 
Showtime IG1- T5.F3- T10.G1 -T14) 
The Movie Channel (G1 -T10. G1 -T14) 
Cable News Network (G1 -T7, W4- 
T-16.W3-T5) 
Heading News (G1-78) 
American Exxxtasy (S1 -T3) 
SelecTV (S1 -T13) 
WGN- Chicago (G1 -T3) 
KTVT- Dallas (T303 -T22) 
CBN Cable Network (G1- T11.F3 -T8) 
USA Network (G1- 721,F3 -T9) 
ESPN (G1 -T9) 
Satellite Broadcast Networks (Primetime 
24) 
Netlink USA: KUSA - Denver (ABC) 

KMGH - Denver (CBS) 
KCNC - Denver (NBC) 
KRMA - Denver (PBS) 
KWGN - Denver (Ind.) 

Lifetime (F3 -T17) 
The Disney Channel (G1- T4,G1 -T24) 
Tempo (F3 -T6) 
VH -1 Video Hits (F3 -T15) 
MTV (F3-711) 
Nickelodeon (F3- T1,F4 -T4) 
Nashville Network (G1 -T2) 
Arts & Entertainment (F3 -T24) 
WTBS Superstation (G1T8) 
Playboy Channel (F4 -T24) 
American Movie Classics (F4 -T10) 
Bravo (F4 -T2) 

ZITS is an acronym for Zero 
Information Turn -on System; it is 
the creation of a European anti - 
scrambling consortium. It sprang 
upon the U.S. descrambling in- 
dustry as a surprise in mid -January. 
ZITS upset some applecarts; to 
see why, let's review other de- 
scrambling schemes. 

1. Clone IC's depend upon 
someone's unit being authorized 

for some group of services. Its in- 
ternal ID number is then copied 
and used to clone additional units. 
They all work off the same ID 
number. This is a form of program- 
mer- billing -dilution. The primary 
danger of cloning is that if any unit 
in the clone -family is compro- 
mised (i. e., detected), all units in 
that same family can be turned off. 

2. Musketeer IC's violate the ad- 

SATELLITE TV

Zombies, zits, and zoweee!
BOB COOPER, JR.,

SATELLITE-TV EDITOR

TABLE 1-VIDEOCIPHER-SCRAMBLED STATIONS

MORE AND MORE STATIONS ARE

scrambling their signals all the
time (as shown in Table 1), and an
entire new language is building up

---around-the-fast-moving-world-of
satellite descrambling. IC creators
are coining new words and adapt
ing old, often unused words to de
scribe their products and to stay
up to date and be conversant in
the rapidly emerging technology.
One needs a daily-updated dic
tionary in one's word processor.

Zombie is a case in point. Many
experimenters digging into their
Videocipher 2000 descrambling
modules have experienced anun
fo rtunate accident; they have
"zapped" (in the traditional sense
of zapping) their boards either by
accidentally unhooking the bat
tery that retains factory-inserted
memory or by shorting the battery
line. When either happens, the
master microprocessor (U7) for
gets everything the factory taught
it , so you have a "brain dead" unit.

A Zombie update takes a brain
dead unit and corrects the error. It
restores the VC2000 to its original
operational state, even with its
original authorization number
(prov ided the original factory
sticker is still on the descrambler
module). This means that those
who worry about zapping their
modules now have a way to recre
ate the original factory authoriza
t ion. From that point on, the
resto red-as-facto ry-new mod u Ie
can be recreated by cloning, mus
keteering , or whatever process
the user wish es. The cost is around
$200, through a Canadian compa
ny that spec ializes in bringing
brain dead units back to life . That 's
where the term 'Zombie' comes
from .

Date
Scrambled since November 1985
Scrambled since November 1985
Scrambled since January 15, 1986

Scrambled since January 15, 1986
Scrambled since March 1986
Scrambled since May 27,1986
Scrambled since July 1986
Scrambled since July 1986

Scrambled since July 1986
Scrambled since August 1986
Scrambled since October 1986
December 1986
February 1987
April 1987
April 1987
April 1987
Early 1987

Early 1987

July 1987
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set
Precise date not set

ZITS is an acronym for Zero
Information Turn-on System; it is
the creation of a European anti
scrambling consortium. It sprang
upon the U.S. descrambling in
dustry as a surprise in mid-January.
ZITS upset some applecarts; to
see why, let's rev iew other de
scrambling schemes.

1. Clone lC's depend upon
someone's unit being authorized

Station/Network
Viewer's Choice (F3-T5, G1-T16)
Request TV (G1-T12)
Home Box Office (G1-T1,G1-T23,F3
T13)
Cinemax (G1-T19,F3-T13)
WOR Superstation (G1-T15)
Showtime (G1-T5,F3-T10,G1-T14)
The Movie Channel (G1-T10, G1-T14)
Cable News Network (G1-T7, Wi. -
T-16,W3-T5) .
Headling News (G1-T8)
American Exxxtasy (S1-T3)
SelecTV (S1-T13)
WGN-Chicago (G1-T3)
KTVT-Dallas (T303-T22)
CBN Cable Network (G1-T11,F3-T8)
USA Network (G1-T21,F3-T9)
ESPN (G1-T9)
Satellite Broadcast Networks (Primetime
24)
Netlink USA: KUSA - Denver (ABC)

KMGH - Denver (CBS)
KCNC - Denver (NBC)
KRMA - Denver (PBS)
KWGN - Denver (Ind.)

Lifetime (F3-T17)
The Disney Channel (G1-T4,G1-T24)
Tempo (F3-T6)
VH-1 Video Hits (F3-T15)
MTV (F3-T11)
Nickelodeon (F3-T1,F4-T4)
Nashville Network (G1-T2)
Arts & Entertainment (F3-T24)
WTBS Superstation (G1-T8)
Playboy Channel (F4-T24)
American Movie Classics (F4-T10)
Bravo (F4-T2)

for some group of services. Its in
ternal 10 number is then copied
and used to clone additional units.
They all work off the same 10
number. This is a form of program
mer-billing-dil ution . The primary
danger of cloning is that if any unit
in the clone-family is compro
mised (i. e., detected), all units in
that same family can be tu rned off.

2. Musketeer [C's violate the ad-
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dressing security of Videocipher 
for program "tiers." If a musketeer 
IC is inserted into a Videocipher 
that has been legally authorized 
for a service (CNN, for example), 
the musketeer IC causes the unit 
to receive all home -authorized 
services, without additional pay- 
ments. The danger in musketeer 
IC's is that if many people use that 
approach, their single- service- 
subscriptions will stand out in a 

computer search of home -dish 
subscribers like red flags. Un- 

doubtedly, many will be ferreted 
out and possibly turned off. 

ZITS is a unique, new approach 
that sends software writers scurry- 
ing for their textbooks. It's a two - 
IC operation. First a technician re- 
moves the U30 GI IC (which is sol- 
dered to the board) and replaces it 
with a socket. Next he plugs in a 

master authorization IC for several 
seconds. That IC loads into the cir- 
cuitry the current month's autho- 
rization key. That IC is then 
removed and a ZITS IC is inserted 

SEND COOP $20 

and HE WILL SEND YOU $63! 
NOPE - not a new fangled 'chain letter. 
TYRO pioneer Bob Cooper, Jr. has put to- 
gether the most useful'Data -pack' possible 
to bring you up to full speed on satellite 
television scrambling. It will cost you $20 to 
receive all of the following valuable infor- 

et f,F' 

` ti o 

sciuwel; 

mation: 

1) YOU RECEIVE the 3 current issues' of CSD Magazine: literally, 'the bible' of 
the home dish industry. The most complete insider look at the new equipment, 
scrambling strategies, worldwide satellite explosive growth anyplace. You re- 
ceive 3 issues starting with the now-current issue. A great introduction to TYRO! 
This is an $18 value. 
2) YOU RECEIVE the current plus two recent back issues of SCRAMBLE -FAX 
the hot-news 'Newsletter that details the rapid changes taking place in scram- 
bling. who is scrambling, how, who is working to break scrambling, their progress 
to date. This is a $30 value. 
3) YOU RECEIVE the special 180 page COMMEMORATIVE EDITION OF 
Coop's Satellite Digest, the full, unabridged history of home satellite television. 
This is the handiest, one -source reference recording the home dish industry , a 

$15 value. 
YOU RECEIVE all of the facts, all of the history, and all of the current, 
hard -to-find news about TYRO and scrambling. From Coop; the indus- 
try's most authoritative information source. Send your check or money 
order to the address below, or, with your Visa or Mastercharge card 
handy, call in your order to 305/771-0505 weekdays between 9 AM and 
4 PM. Join the Coop team and learn ALL the facts today! 

CSD /Coop's Satellite Digest 
P.O. Box 100858/Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310 

- Telephone 305 -771 -0505 - 
SCRAMBLE-FAX HOTLINE? Call 305.771 -0575 for3 minute update NOW 

into the socket. That's it; from then 
on, the descrambler receives all 
home -directed services (they 
come on 'instantly') and some of 
the cable -only services such as 
WOR (GI, TR15). 

ZITS works by copying a data - 
stream authorization number. If 
you call up the ZITS IC on- screen 
number, it has none; it says it is 

unit number0000. Internally, it has 
keyed off of the data stream and a 

number it has captured. If the par- 
ticular ID number it first captured 
later becomes inoperative, the 
ZITS IC then searches for and 
grabs a new authorization number 
from the current data stream. 

The user of a ZITS IC has several 
advantages that musketeer and 
cloners do not. The IC purports to 
stand outside of the authorization 
stream; it is not on record with any 
program supplier and it has no ID 
number that can be isolated. 
Therefore the unit cannot be 
turned off, except by accident and 
then only for as long as it takes the 
ZITS IC to locate and capture a 

new authorization number. 
That's the good news. The bad 

news is that the European creators 
of the ZITS IC will not allow their 
IC's to be sold or used inside the 
United States. (There is a very 
open and above -ground de- 
scrambler piracy problem in Eu- 
rope.) 

But the IC's are sold elsewhere 
in lots of 100, with an authorization 
key for the current month and one 
for the coming month. This means 
that the dealer has two months or 
less in which to sell, install and 
self- authorize his 100 IC's. Addi- 
tional -month authorization IC's 
are also available for a fee. 

Buyers to date have had to pro- 
duce iron -clad proof that they are 
neither citizens nor residents of 
the U. S. Early sales activity has 
been in the Caribbean and Central 
America, with a few groups going 
into Canada. 

Sellers of competitive IC's, mus- 
keteers in particular, have cried 
foul. They maintain that the indi- 
vidual unit IC's are clone -able, and 
that, although master authoriza- 
tion IC's may not be copied (they 
are good for a month at a time and 
then expire), a person who pur- 
chases a set of 100 user ZITS IC's 

continued on page 132 SCRAMBLE·FAX HOTLINE? Call 305'771-0575 for 3 minute update NOW!
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into th e soc ket. That 's it ; fr om th en
on, the de scrambler receives all
hom e-di rect ed se rvices (th ey
co me o n 'i nsta nt ly') and some of
th e cab le -o n ly se rv ices suc h as
WOR (GI, TR15).

ZIT S works by co py ing a data
st ream autho rization number. If
you call up the ZITS IC on -scre en
number, it has none; it says it is
un it numberOOOO. Internally, it has
keyed off of th e data st ream and a
number it has captu red. If th e par
t icu lar 10 number it first captured
late r becom es inope rative, th e
ZITS IC then searc hes for and
grabs a new aut ho rizat io n number
from the current data stream .

The user of a ZITS IC has several
advantages that musketeer and
clo ne rs do not. Th e IC purports to
stand outside of the authorization
st ream; it is not on record with any
program suppli er and it has no 10
number that can b e isolated.
Th erefore the unit cannot b e
turned off, except by accident and
then only for as long as it takes the
ZITS IC to locate and capture a
new authorization number.

That's t he good news. The bad
news is that the European creators
of the ZITS IC will not allow their
lC's to be so ld or used inside the
Uni t ed States. (The re is a very
op en and above- ground de
scram b ler piracy problem in Eu
rope.)

But the lC's are so ld elsew here
in lots of100, with an authorization
key for th e current month and on e
for the coming month. This means
that th e deal er has two months or
less in whi ch to sell , install and
self -aut ho rize h is 100 lC's. Addi 
tional-month authori zation lC's
are also available for a fe e.

Buyer s to date have had to pro
duce iron-clad proof that they are
neith er citi ze ns nor re sidents of
th e U . S. Early sales act ivity has
been in th e Cari bbean and Central
Am eri ca, with a few gro ups going
into Canada.

Selle rs of co m petit ive lC's, mu s
keteers in parti cular, have cri ed
foul. Th ey main tain that th e ind i
vidu al unit lC's are clone-able, and
t hat , although ma ster authoriza
ti on lC's may not be copied (th ey
are good for a month at a tim e and
then exp ire), a per son wh o pur
chases a set of 100 user ZITS lC's

continued on page 132

doubtedly, many will be ferret ed
ou t and pos sibly turned off.

ZITS is a un ique, new approach
that sends software w riters scu rry
in g for their textbooks. It 's a two
IC operation . First a technician re
moves the U30 GI IC (which is so l
dered to th e board) and replaces it
with a socket. Next he plugs in a
master authorizat ion IC for several
seconds. That IC loads in to the ci r
cuitry the current month 's autho
rization k ey. That IC is th en
removed and a ZITS IC is ins erted
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and HE WILL SEND YOU $63!

CSD/Coop's Satellite Digest
P.O. Box 100858/Ft. Lauderdale, FI. 33310

- Telephone 305-771 -0505 -
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1) YOU RECEIVE the 3 'current issues' of CSD Magazine; literally, 'the bible' of
the home dish industry. The most complete insider look at the new equipment,
scrambling strategies, worldwide satellite explosive growth anyplace. You re
ce ive 3 issues starting with the now-current issue. A great introduction to TYRO!
Th is is an $18 value.
2) YOU RECEIVE the current plus two recent back issues of SCRAMBLE-FAX,
the hot-news' Newsletter' that details the rapid changes taking place in scram
bling, who is scrambling, how; who is working to break scrambling, their progress
to date. This is a $30 value.
3) YOU RECEIVE the special 180 page COMMEMORATIVE EDITION OF
Coop's Satellite Digest, the full, unabridged history of home satellite television.
This is the handiest, one-source reference recording the home dish industry ; a
$15 value.
YOU RECEIVE all of the facts, all of the history, and all of the current,
hard-to-find news about TVRO and scrambling. From Coop; the indus
try's most authoritative information source. Send your check or money
order to the add ress below, or, with your Visa or Mastercharge card
handy, call in your order to 305/771-0505 weekdays between 9 AM and
4 PM. Join the Coop team and learn ALL the facts today!
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85 THE FUTURE OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 
Computers that reason like humans are on the horizon. 
George H. Heilmeier 
Senior Vice President and Chief Technical Officer 
Texas Instruments 

91 THE AUTOMOTIVE WORLD OF THE 21st CENTURY 
"A better idea" for 2001. 
Donald E. Petersen 
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Gigabit memories and 3 -D IC's are just some of the advances we 
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Robots and society. 
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Dramatic new diagnostic and treatment techniques. 
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Hugo Gernsback had a 
special talent for anticipating 
forthcoming technology. This 
special section, written by 
today's experts, pays tribute 
to that talent, as we 
anticipate the role electronics 
will play in our lives as the 
next century begins. 

ARTHUR C. CLARKE 

THIS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE MAGAZINE 
he founded gives me a chance to pay 

tribute to the memory of Hugo 
Gernsback, who was a major influence in 
shaping my life. And not only mine - 
there must be thousands of engineers and 
scientists all over the Western world 
whose careers he boosted into orbit. 

The very first science -fiction magazine 
I ever saw was the November 1928 issue of 
Gcrnsback's Amazing Stories, and the 
magnificent cover by Frank R. Paul has 
haunted me ever since. It shows the planet 
Jupiter. dominating the sky of its largest 
satellite. Ganymede. The main feature 
was the Great Red Spot. but what was 
truly amazing about that painting was the 
depiction of minor atmospheric details - 
eddies and cyclonic storms -which no 
Earth -based telescope could have shown 
in 1928. They were revealed almost 50 
years later by an almost miraculous feat of 
electronics. when the Voyager spacecraft 
radioed back the first detailed images of 
Jupiter and its satellites. Gernsback would 
have been delighted. but not surprised. 

It is difficult to think of any tech- 
nological development in the field of elec- 
trical or electronic engineering that he did 
not anticipate. in countless articles, but 
above all in his serial Ralph /24C4! + . 

This story of "Thrilling Adventures in the 
Year 2660" ran from the April 1911 to 
March 1912 issue of Modern Electric's, a 
remote ancestor of this journal. and the 
neat pun in the title applies perfectly to 
Gernsback himself. 

The talc's most remarkable forecasts is 
this careful description of radar: 

It has long been known that a pulsat- 
ing polarized ether wave, if directed 
on a metal object. could be reflected 
in the same fashion as a light ray. ... 
If. therefore. a polarized wave gener- 

Hugo Gernsback had a
special talent for anticipating
forthcoming technology. This
specialsection, written by
today's experts, pays tribute
to that talent, as we
anticipate the role electronics
will play in our lives as the
next century begins.

---ARTHUR-C;-CI.:ARKE---

THIS SPECIAL ISSUE OF THE MAGAZINE

he founded gives me a chance to pay
tribute to the memory of Hugo
Gernsback, who was a major influence in
shaping my life. And not only mine
there must be thousands of engineers and
scientists all over the Western world
whose careers he boosted into orbit.

The very first science -fiction magazine
I ever saw was the November 1928 issue of
Gernsback's Amazing Stories, and the
magnificent cover by Frank R. Paul has
haunted me ever since. It shows the planet
Jupiter, dominating the sky of its largest
satellite, Ganymede. The main feature
was the Great Red Spot, but what was
truly amazing about that painting was the
depiction of minor atmospheric details
eddies and cyclonic storms-which no
Earth-based telescope could have shown
in 1928 . They were revealed almost 50
years later by an almost miraculous feat of
electronics, when the Voyager spacecraft
radioed back the first detailed images of
Jupiter and its satellites. Gernsback would
have been delighted, but not surprised .

It is difficult to think of any tech
nological development in the field of elec
trical or electronic engineering that he did
not anticipate , in countless articles, but
above all in his serial Ralph 124C41+ .
This story of "Thrilling Adventures in the
Year 2660" ran from the April 1911 to
March 1912 issue of Modern Electrics, a
remote ancestor of this journal, and the
neat pun in the title applies perfectly to
Gernsback himself.

The tale 's most remarkable forecasts is
this careful description of radar:

It has long been known that a pulsat
ing polarized ether wave, if directed
on a metal object, could be reflected
in the same fashion as a light ray. . ..
If, therefore, a polarized wavegener-
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ator were trained towards the open 
space, the waves would take a direc- 
tion as shown in the diagram, provid- 
ing the parabolic wave reflector was 
used. By manipulating the entire ap- 
paratus like a searchlight, waves 
could be sent over a large area ... 
from the intensity and the elapsed 
time of the reflected impulses, the 
distance between the Earth and the 
flyer is then accurately calculated... 

As the diagram referred to makes per- 
fectly clear, Gernsback had leaped over 
the whole 1935 -40 era of meter -wave 
radar, going straight .o today's micro- 
waves! No wonder that my Profiles of the 
Future bears the dedication "To my col- 
leagues in the Institute of Twenty-first 
Century Studies, and especially to the 
memory of Hugo Gernsback -who 
thought of everything." 

Well, almost everything. I am a little 
surprised that he did not invent communi- 
cations satellites, though I am sure that he 
touched on them somewhere- perhaps in 
the delightful mini -magazine Christmas 
cards he sent out every year to his friends. 
He certainly had a considerable influence 
on Bell Lab's John R. Pierce, the father of 
ECHO and TELSTAR. As John records 
in his memoir The Beginnings of Satel- 
lites Communications (San Francisco 
Press, 1968): 

In my teens I plunged into space 
when I turned from Tom Swift to the 
science fiction stories that Hugo 
Gernsback published in Science and 
Invention, and later in Amazing Sto- 
ries, the first science fiction maga- 
zine... I became so involved ... that 1 

wrote a few stories myself. The first, 
"The Relics from Earth" won second 
prize in a cover illustration story con- 
test; it was published in Science 
Wonder Stories in March 1930. 

Gernsback was already 21 when his 
hero. Jules Verne, died; they had both 
been lucky in their times of birth. Verne 
was the prophet of the Mechanical Age, 
and brilliantly extrapolated its dawning 
technologies to predict aircraft, sub- 
marines, and space -guns. But Gernsback 
was just in time to take advantage of the 
newly discovered electron, radio waves, 
and the energies of the atomic nucleus. 
He had a far wider stage -with far more 
props -than Verne. and he used it to the 
full. 

According to his biographer and one- 
time editor Sam Moskowitz, Gernsback's 
Ralph 124C41+ contains references to 
fluorescent lighting. radio direction -find- 
ers. juke boxes. tape recorders. loud 
speakers. television, radio networks. a 

device for teaching while the user is 
asleep, solar energy, as well as countless 
other ideas in fields not directly associated 

with electricity or radio. Except for the 
"sleep teacher" -which still is a long -felt 
want -all those are now commonplace. 

So what would Gernsback predict if he 
was living today? Well, there is one item 
from Ralph 124C41 which is not yet 
here-the "Menograph" or mind- writer: 

He attached a double leather head- 
band to his head. At each end of the 
band was attached a round metal disc 
that pressed closely on the temples... 
The Menograph had entirely super- 
seded pen and paper. It was only nec- 
essary to press the button when an 
idea was to be recorded and to release 
the button when one reflected and did 
not wish the thought -words record- 
ed... Twenty times as much work 
could be done by means of the Men - 
ograph as could be done by the old - 
fashioned writing. which required 
considerable physical effort. Type- 
writers soon disappeared after its in- 
vention. Nor was there any use for 
stenographers, as the thoughts were 
written down direct on the tape. 
which was sent out as a letter was sent 
centuries ago. 
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THE HYPNO- BIOSCOPE was Introduced in the 
June 1911 issue of Modern Electrics. Invented by 
Ralph 124C41 the machine worked like a Men - 
ograph in reverse. It transmitted words directly 
to the sleeping brain in such a manner that ev- 
erything could be remembered in detail the next 
morning. In fact. it was proven that a story 
'read" by means of a Hipnobiograph lett a much 
stronger impression than it the same story had 
been read while concious. 

That passage is a fascinating mixture of 
foresight and naivete, for Gernsback visu- 

alized the output of the Menowriter as a 

paper tape covered with wavering lines 
like a seismograph or EEG record which 
"could be read by anyone -children 
being taught it at an early age." Why not 
plain text, which to us would seem ob- 
vious and far easier? 

The answer is that between us and the 
1911 Gernsback lies the computer, which 
alone would have the processing power to 
turn the Menograph's squiggles into 
printed words. He can hardly be blamed 
for missing that -but it is quite surprising 
that he imagined the final product being 
delivered by postman (in the year 2660!). 
not by telecommunications. 

In one other respect. he was dead 
right -except in the matter of timing. We 
won't have to wait half a millennium for 
the typewriter to disappear; it will be 
lucky to last out this century. (Last week I 

found two forgotten electric portables in a 

cupboard. and sold them for junk...) 
Already. in the combination of word - 

processor plus modem. we have surpassed 
Gernsback's vision, and I rather feel that a 

Menograph would be an electronic Edsel. 
I am fairly sure that my mental processes 
will never be sufficiently organized to per- 
mit direct brain -to -floppy -disk communi- 
cation. But I have no doubt whatsoever 
that it will be feasible if desired. Mental 
control of simple operations has already 
been demonstrated in the laboratory. 

Virtually all the devices in general use 
by the year 2001 will be little more than 
extensions or refinements of today's tech- 
nology- which, admittedly. can now do 
almost anything we can conceive in the 
fields of communication, information 
handling, and entertainment. Any limita- 
tions that still exist by then will be due to 
economic, legal, or political factors -not 
technical ones. (Witness the current de- 
bate in many places: should the public be 
allowed to receive private broadcasts from 
satellites ?) 

There are two distinct ways of looking 
at future possibilities, and it may seem 
paradoxical to call Gernsback's (and Ver- 
ne's) approach the conservative, down -to- 
earth one. Their method requires a good 
understanding of scientific principles and 
the latest discoveries, and the clear- sight- 
ed ability to extrapolate from them. It 
does not rely on new powers or forces 
beyond the boundaries of known science. 

The second method might be called the 
Baconian one, after Friar Roger Bacon 
(circa 1214 -1292). Roger (not to be con- 
fused with the much later Francis, who 
also dabbled in science- fiction) visualized 
flying machines, telescopes, auto- 
mobiles, submarines -all at a time when 
there was no theoretical basis for their 
achievement. 

Gernsback said: This is what we'll be 
able to do with what we've already got. 
Bacon asked the open -ended question: 
What would we like to do ?, confident that 
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He attached a double leather head
band to his head. At each end of the
band was attached a round metal disc
that pressed closely on the temples. . .
The Menograph had entirely super
seded pen and paper. It was only nec
essary to press the button when an
idea was to be recorded and to release
the button when one reflected and did
not wish the thought-words record
ed. . . Twenty time s as much work
could be done by means of the Men
ograph-as could be done by the old
fashioned writing, which requ ired
considerable physical-effortrr'Type
writers soon disappeared after its in
vention. Nor was there any use for
stenographers, as the thoughts were
written down direct on the tape ,
which was sent out as a letter was sent
centurie s ago .

P RI CE 10 C E NTS

That passage is a fascinating mixture of
foresight and naivete , for Gernsbac k visu-

THE HYPNO-BIOSCOPE was introduced in the
June 1911 issue of Modern Electrics.lnvented by
Ralph 124C41+,the machine worked like a Men
ograph in reverse. It transmitted words directly
to the sleeping brain in such a manner that ev
erything could be remembered in detail the next
morning. In fact, it was proven that a story
" read" by means of a Hipnobiograph left a much
stronger impression than if the same story had
been read while concious.

with electricity or radio. Except for the
" sleep teacher "-which still is a long-felt
want-all those are now commonplace.

So what would Gemsback predict if he
was living today? Well, there is one item
from Ralph I24C4I which is not yet
here-the "Menograph" or mind-writer:

ator were trained towards the open
space, the waves would take a direc
tion as shown in the diagram, provid
ing the parabolic wave reflector was
used . By manipulating the entire ap
paratus like a searchlight, waves
cou ld be sent over a large area ...
from the intensity and the elapsed
time of the reflected impulses, the
distance between the Earth and the
flyer is then accurately calculated .. .

In my teens I plun ged into space
when I turned from Tom Swift to the
sc ience ficti on stories that Hu go
Gernsback published in Science and
Invention , and later in Amazing Sto
ries , the first science fiction maga
zine . . . I became so involved . . . that I
wrote a few stories myself. The first ,
" The Relics from Earth" won second
prize in a cover illustration story con
test ; it was publ ish ed in Sci ence
Wonder Stories in March 1930.

Gernsback was already 21 when his
hero, Jules Verne , died ; they had both
been lucky in their times of birth . Verne
was the prophet of the Mechanical Age ,
and brilliantly extrapolated its dawning
technologie s to predi ct aircra ft , sub
marines, and space-guns. But Gernsback
was just in time to take advantage of the
newly discovered electron, radio waves,
and the energies of the atomic nucleus.
He had a far wider stage- with far more
props-than Verne , and he used it to the
full.

According to his biographer and one
time editor Sam Moskow itz, Gernsback 's
Ralph 124C41+ contains references to
fluorescent lighting, radio direction-find
ers, j uke boxes , tape recorder s , loud
speak ers, television , radio networks, a
device for teach ing whi le the user is
asleep, solar energy, as well as countless
other ideas in fields not directly assoc iated

As the diagram referred to makes per
fectly clear, Gernsback had leaped over
the who le 1935-40 era of meter-wave
radar, going straight ;0 today 's micro
waves! No wonder that my Profil es of the
Future bears the dedication "To my col
leagues in the Institute of Twenty-first
Centu ry Studies , and especially to the
mem ory of Hu go Gernsb ack-wh o
thought of everything."

- Well:alii1ciSt everythinrn Un a little- 
surprised that he did not invent communi
cations satellites, though I am sure that he
touched on them somewhere- perhaps in
the del ightful mini-magazine Christmas
cards he sent out every year to his friends.
He certainly had a considerable influence
on Bell Lab's John R. Pierce, the father of
ECHO and TELSTAR . As John records
in his memoir The Beginnings of Satel
lites Communications (San Fran cisco
Press, 1968):
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eventually the technology would come 
along. Both approaches are valuable, but 
the Baconians usually have to wait a few 
centuries for vindication. I have stated 
their position in my well -known Third 
Law: "Any sufficiently advanced tech- 
nology is indistinguishable from magic." 

Are there any new "magics" lying 
beyond the scientific horizon. as unim- 
aginable to us as radio was and elec- 
trons would have been to the founders of 
the Republic? It seems very unlikely that 
we are the lucky generation to which 
Nature has revealed her last secrets. Per- 
haps the current turmoil in particle phys- 
ics and cosmology hints at fantastic future 
technologies which will, once again. 
transform human civilization. 

But it is very hard to imagine them, for 
surely we are reaching the point of dimin- 
ishing returns. From no TV at all to our 
present color sets is an unparalleled quan- 
tum -jump in human communications. 
After that, high definition and 3 -D are 
merely marginal "fine- tuning" improve- 
ments -nice to have, but not essential. 
Much the same is true in our technologies 
of transportation and entertainment. 
Frankly, I don't want to travel faster than 
the Concorde -and have defected back to 
the jumbo jets now that they have scats I 

can sleep in. And I still haven't made up 
my mind about compact discs -though 
doubtless I'll capitulate eventually. 

But there is, perhaps, one awesomely 
important technology which still lies 
ahead of us. We now have virtually com- 
plete command of information and ener- 
gy; they can be stored. converted, 
transmitted or manipulated in every con- 
ceivable way, as a few minutes of any 
music video channel will amply demon- 
strate. Yet we arc still no better than primi- 
tive savages in our ability to handle the 
other member of the vital triad -matter. 
Indeed. most of our manufacturing tech- 
niques are no more than refinements of 
Stone Age operations -scraping, drill- 
ing, cutting... 

We need the equivalent. in the universe 
of solid. ponderable matter. of the pho- 
tocopier or the videodisc, so that any de- 
sired object can be created from a suitable 
bank of raw materials. That is an old sci- 
ence- fiction idea, of course, and has ap- 
peared under many names: Replicator and 
Santa Claus machine are perhaps the best 
known among them. 

We have to go back to the invention of 
the printing press to find anything that 
would have a comparable impact on so- 
ciety. Our world was created by the infor- 
mation explosion that resulted when 
monastic scribes, taking years to copy sin- 
gle books. were superseded by moveable 
type. It will be destroyed -and, we hope. 
re- created -when the Replicator makes 
our present social and economic systems 
not so much obsolete as irrelevant. 

Will that happen by 2001? No: but I 
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GERNSBACK'S VISION OF A SLEEP- LEARNING MACHINE is one of the few that have not come to 
pass -at least it hasn't been perfected yet. Records. kept in a central exchange could be deliverd to the 
subscriber automatically. 

suspect that the technology will be on the 
horizon by then. It may be based on the 
new discoveries in genetics and biological 
engineering. After all, living creatures 
have been doing that sort of thing for a few 
billion years. and are getting quite good at 
it at last. 

Or the Replicator may operate on prin- 
ciples that were demonstrated in the labo- 
ratory more than a decade ago. My 
random access information retrieval sys- 
tem has just unearthed this item from the 
London Financial Tines for 14 September 
1977: 

3 -D COPY IDEA A MAJOR 
ADVANCE 

Predicted in 1963 by Arthur C 
Clarke. but not expected by him to be 
feasible for many decades. equip- 
ment with ability to reproduce the 
most complex three -dimensional 

shapes simply. quickly and with high 
accuracy is the subject of a patent 
granted very recently in the U.S... 
Thc equipment uses a system of 
steered laser beams in a block of pho- 
to-resist material, which after ex- 
posure will resist the action of 
solvents... The key is that the photo - 
resist is not affected by one laser 
beam, only the combination of the 
two at their point of intersection... 
An American, Wyn Kelly Swainson. 
began working on the idea in 19611 

and the patent (US 4.(141.476) has 
been assigned to Fonnigraphic Engi- 
neering Corp. Licensing is in the 
hands of Omtec Replication. 
Berkeley... 
Hugo would have loved that. But hurry 

up, Wyn -we're more than halfway to 
2001... R -E 
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Are th ere an y new " magics" lying
beyond the scientific hori zon , as unim
aginable to us as radio waves and elec
trons would have been to the founder s of
the Republic? It seems very unlik ely that
we are the luck y generation to which
Nature has revealed her last secrets. Per
haps the current turmoil in particl e phys
ics and co smology hint s at fantastic future
technologies which will, once again ,
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surely we are reaching the point of dimin
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After that, high definition and 3-D are
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ments-nice to have, but not essent ial.
Much the same is true in our technologies
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Frankly, I don 't want to travel faster than
the Concorde-i-and have defected back to
the jumbo jets now that they have seats I
can sleep in. And I sti ll haven 't made up
my mind about compact discs-though
doubtless I'll capitulate eventually.

But there is, perhaps , one awesomely
important technology whi ch still lies
ahead of us . We now have virtually com 
plete command of information and ener
gy; they can be stored , converted ,
transm itted or manipulated in every con
ceivable way, as a few minutes of any
music video channel will amply demon
strate. Yet we are still no better than primi
tive savages in our ability to handle the
other member of the vital triad-matter.
Indeed, most of our manufacturing tech
niques are no more than refinem ents of
Stone Age operations- scraping, drill
ing , cutting. ..

We need the equival ent , in the universe
of solid , ponderable matter, of the pho
tocopier or the videodisc, so that any de
sired object can be created from a suitable
bank of raw materials. That is an old sci
ence-fiction idea , of course , and has ap
peared under many names: Replicator and
Santa Clau s machine are perhaps the best
known among them .

We have to go back to the invention of
the printing press to find anythi ng that
would have a comparable impact on so
ciety. Our world was created by the infor
mation ex p lo sio n tha t resulted when
monastic scribes, takin g years to copy sin
gle book s. were superseded by moveable
type . It will be destroyed- and , we hope .
re-created-when the Replicator makes
our present soc ial and eco nomic systems
not so much obsolete as irrelevant.
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Jan. 4, 2Úu1 

Dear Sue, 

I'm sure glad I ran away from the Back to Basics commune why did our parents raise 
us in that relic of the past? This world of the 21st century is far more challenging. Today; 
I went to the Office Training Center. When I told the job counselor that I had secretarial 
experience, she laughed and said. "That's all done by expert systems in workstations. 
Your entry -level job these days is learning to manage an electronic office!" 

The counselor sent me to a trainer, who handed me my next surprise an electronic 
notebook. It looks like a pocket calculator but instead of a numeric keypad, it has a 
speaker, a microphone, and two keys, ON /OFF and COMMAND. You do everything using 
your voice and the notebook's electronic memory. Before I could try it out, the trainer 
dragged me to the workstation and showed me where the notebook hooks up. At first 
glance, that workstation looked much like those stations back at our commune. It had a 
monitor screen, microprocessor, copier, and laser printer. But I saw no alphanumeric 
keyboard --just a keypad with control keys. Then I noticed that the telephone, the 
rolodex files, and the dictionaries were missing. As I should have guessed, everything's 
electronically integrated into the workstation. A phone call is made simply by request. 
There's no telephone headset. but privacy's no problem because phased -array speakers 
focus the sound. An eavesdropper would have to lean right next to you to hear the 
conversation. 

You've probably guessed that speech - recognition systems and natural - language 
programs have progressed far beyond the limited -vocabulary models we had at the 
commune. You can carry on a natural conversation with this workstation -no 
memorized commands. I could have simply dictated this letter and the system would 
have automatically sent it to you via electronic mail -that is, if you were linked to the 
electronic -mail network. It's just as well, though; I'm still fond of this old typewriter, and 
it look's like I won't have many more chances to use it. 

I still wondered how people write long reports without a standard keyboard. The trainer 
explained that the expert report generator and expert writer make it easy. Most of the 
data you need is already in memory. You tell the report generator who you need to write 
to and what about. It asks you questions, you answer, and it generates your report for 
you. The only people who still use keyboards, the trainer said, are professional writers 
and editors, who polish and tailor documents for special audiences. 

After seeing how much the workstation could do, I asked what they needed an office 
manager for. The trainer told me that, in spite of all the advances in expert systems, the 
brainy workstation of 2001 is still dumb when compared to a human. The office 
manager must review the reports that the expert system churns out, answer the expert - 

system queries. and make the decisions that only humans can make -decisions 
requiring judgment,creativity, and empathy. I learned to operate the workstation in a 
day. The hard part will be learning to think like a manager. But aren't challenges what 
life's all about? Why hide back at that commune, Sue? Come join me in the 21st century. 

Love. 

Jan. 4,2001

Dear Sue,

I'm sure glad I ran away from the Back to Basics commune-why did our parents raise
us in that relic of the past? This world of the 21st century is far more challenging. Today
I went to the Office Training Center. When I told the job counselor that I had secretarial
experience, she laughed and said, "That's all done by expert systems in workstations.
Your entry-level job these days is learning to manage an electronic office!"

__The counselor sent me to a trainer, who handed me my next surprise-an electronic
:lliiteboo . It looks like a pocket calculator but instead of a numeric keypad, it has a
speaker, a micropb.OD:e:a.nd two keys, ON/OFF and COMMAND. You do everything using
your voice and the notebook's electronic memory...Before I could try it out, the trainer
dragged me to the workstation and showed me where the notebook hooks up. At first
glance, that workstation looked much like those stations back at our commune. It had a
monitor screen, microprocessor, copier, and laser printer. But I saw no alphanumeric
keyboard-just a keypad with control keys. Then I noticed that the telephone, the
rolodex files , and the dictionaries were missing. As I should have guessed, everything's
electronically integrated into the workstation. A phone call is made simply by request.
There's no telephone headset, but privacy's no problem because phased-array speakers
focus the sound. An eavesdropper would have to lean right next to you to hear the
conversation.

You've probably guessed that speech-recognition systems and natural-language
programs have progressed far beyond the limited-vocabulary models we had at the
commune. You can carryon a natural conversation with this workstation-no
memorized commands. I could have simply dictated this letter and the system would
have automatically sent it to you via electronic mail-that is , if you were linked to the
electronic-mail network. It's just as well, though; I'm still fond of this old typewriter, and
it look's like I won't have many more chances to use it.

I still wondered how people write long reports without a standard keyboard. The trainer
explained that the expert report generator and expert writer make it easy. Most of the
data you need is already in memory. You tell the report generator who you need to write
to and what about. It asks you questions, you answer, and it generates your report for
you. The only people who still use keyboards, the trainer said, are professional writers
and editors, who polish and tailor documents for special audiences.

After seeing how much the workstation could do, I asked what they needed an office
manager for. The trainer told me that, in spite of all the advances in expert systems, the
brainy workstation of 2001 is still dumb when compared to a human. The office
manager must review the reports that the expert system churns out, answer the expert
system queries, and make the decisions that only humans can make-decisions
requiring judgment,creativity, and empathy. I learned to operate the workstation in a
day. The hard part will be learning to think like a manager. But aren't challenges what
life's all about? Why hide back at that commune, Sue? Come join me in the 21st century.

Love ,
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ions of a quarter century ago, by 

1987 we were all to have a few family 
helicopters in our backyards. ready to 
waft us to work or play. I sometimes think 
back to those prognostications while 
fighting my way to work thmugh freeway 
traffic at 20 miles an hour. 

I've devoted much of my career to pre- 
dicting and developing technologies that 
will he needed ten or fifteen years in the 
future. Early on. I learned to predict not 
what should be. but what is likely to be It 

Artificial -Intelligence (Al) technologies 
were still in the laboratory-as they were 
for about 25 years -I would have serious 
misgivings about outlining their future in 
the workaday world. Just a few years ago. 
however, real -world applications began to 
proliferate. 

We know of several hundred applica- 
tions that have been performing vital 

THE FUT 
ARTIFICiAL 
INTELLiGENCE 
GEORGE HEILMEIER 

Computers so clever that they appear to think like humans 
will revolutionize the ways in which we solve problems. 

functions in commerce and industry for a 
year or more. and we have reason to be- 
lieve that another three or four thousand 
applications are in development. Almost 

50,000 people attended Texas Instru- 
ments' Artificial Intelligence Sym- 
posium -by- Satellite in June. 1986: any 
time a seminar on a technology can attract 
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as many people as a rock concert, you've 
got to believe its real. 

Given the broad base of applications 
already in everyday use in forward -look- 
ing organizations, given the powerful 
hardware and software already available 
from substantial companies, and given 
the potential of the Al technologies to 
influence many aspects of our society, we 
can be safe in extrapolating our experi- 
ence of recent years. Just allow me a lot of 
blank space for uses yet undreamed of. 
I've often wondered whether the initial 
developers of lasers predicted that more 
lasers would be built for entertainment 
purposes than for all other applications 
combined. 

But first, let's examine the current state 
of Al. As you'll see, it's as though we had 
been using that family helicopter to com- 
mute during the last few years, and now 
we only have to devise ways to go more 
places, farther and faster. 

Defining the indefinable 
Because Al is enjoying headlong 

growth and is branching out in many di- 
rections simultaneously, a good and last- 
ing definition is not yet possible. As a 

science, Al is the understanding of the 
mechanisms of intelligence. As engineer- 
ing, it's building systems that exhibit in- 
telligent behavior. One wag has called Al 
"what we give computers so they won't 
make dumb mistakes like people do." 

Here's a useful working definition: Al 
is a tool chest full of technologies that may 
be used singly or in combination; it will 
eventually include expert systems, natu- 
ral- language speech and image under- 
standing, intelligent planning systems, 
automated knowledge- acquisition sys- 
tems, and robotics. 

Each of the sub -technologies listed in 
that definition has been used in conjunc- 
tion with conventional computers, but Al 
brings dramatic new levels of capability. 
Since expert systems are the most highly 
developed of the tools at this time, let's 
focus on them. 

Conventional hardware, 
unconventional software 

Computers that are used today to de- 
velop or deliver expert systems aren't re- 
markably different in appearance from 
conventional computers: they have a key- 
board and a display, and black boxes in 
between. They use hard disks and flop- 
pies, RAM and ROM. In fact, if you have 
a fairly powerful personal computer, you 
can probably find software, like Personal 
Consultant from Texas Instruments, that 
will let you both develop and deliver ex- 
pert systems on your PC. You'll need at 
least 756K of RAM, and the RAM is 
controlled and organized in a non -con- 
ventional way, but no special hardware is 
required. 

The big differences are in the software. 

FOR SOPHISTICATED USERS. Personal Consultant for the Explorer takes advantage of the extensive 
common Lisp environment of the Explorer workstation for extremely complex problem solving and 
rapid prototyping capabilities. 

Here are three essential differences be- 
tween conventional data -processing soft- 
ware and the software of expert systems: 

Conventional software represents and 
manipulates data, but knowledge -based 
software represents and manipulates 
knowledge. 

For our purpose here, "data" are iso- 
lated symbols whose relationships to each 
other and to the real world are not known. 
"Knowledge," on the other hand, con- 
sists of facts that are related to each other 
and to the "real world" well enough to 
serve as a basis for intelligent action. 

In a conventional computer, for exam- 
ple, "914" might represent a home ad- 
dress. But it carries no characteristics of a 

home. In an expert system, the symbol 
"home" represents a home and every- 
thing that the computer operator says it 
stands for. The concept "home" will be 
manipulated through processes of sym- 
bolic logic, along with other facts, to pro- 
duce logical inferences and interrela- 
tionships about the "home." 

Conventional software can use only al- 
gorithms. but expert -system software can 
use both algorithms and heuristics. 

An algorithm is a rigid mathematical 
relationship or equation. Here's a simple 
algorithm: X + Y = Z. On the other 
hand, a heuristic is best thought of as a 

rule -of- thumb. Here's a simple heuristic 
that might be used by a carpenter: X and a 

little bit + Y and a little bit = Z and a 

little bit, because I can always sand them 
down to fit, but 1 can't sand them up to fit. 

Heuristic knowledge, which is gained 
largely through thoughtful analysis of ex- 
perience, is what distinguishes the experi- 
enced and effective human expert from 
the beginner with a head full of theory. At 
long last, the technology of expert sys- 
tems allows us to capture and use that 
invaluable heuristic knowledge. 

Conventional software uses repetitive 
processes, but expert -system software 
uses inferential processes. 

Ask a conventional computer to add 3 

and 2, and you'll get 5 as the answer every 
time; a million times a second, if you like. 
Now, ask an expert system to add 3 lions 
to 2 lambs, and, assuming you've told it 
something about the habits of lions, you'll 
get "3 animals." Or the answer might be 
"2 animals," if you've told the expert 
system about each lion's hunger thresh- 
olds, fighting abilities, and the like. Ex- 
pert systems already have the ability to 
carry out long chains of inferential reason- 
ing, and that capacity is growing fast. 

Other traits of expert systems 
Fhose three differences are the essence 

of an expert system. In addition, however, 
most expert systems have other charac- 
teristics in common. It is these ca- 
pabilities that make expert systems seem 

Other traits of expert systems
Those three differences are the essence

of an expert system. In addition, however,
most expert systems have other charac
teristics in co mmon . It is the se ca
pabilities that make expert systems seem

little bit + Y and a little bit = Z and a
little bit, because I can always sand them
down to fit, but I can't sand them up to fit.

Heuristic knowledge , which is gained
largely through thoughtful analysis of ex
perience, is what distinguishes the experi
enced and effective human expert from
the beginner with a head full of theory. At
long last, the technology of expert sys
tems allows us to capture and use that
invaluable heuristic knowledge .
• Conventional software uses repetitive
processes , but expert-system software
uses inferential processes.

Ask a conventiona l computer to add 3
and 2, and you'll get 5 as the answer every
time; a million times a second , if you like.
Now, ask an expert system to add 3 lions
to 2 lambs, and, assumi ng you've told it
something about the habits ofl ions, you' ll
get "3 animals. " Or the answer might be
"2 animals," if you've told -the expert
system about each lion's hunger thresh
olds, fighting abilities, and the like . Ex
pert systems already have the ability to
carryout long chains of inferential reason
ing, and that capacity is growing fast.
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Here are three essential differences be
tween conventional data-proce ssing soft
ware and the software of expert systems:
• Conventional software represents and
manipulates data, but knowledge-based
software represent s and man ipulates
knowledge .

For our purpose here, " data" are iso
lated symbols whose relationships to each
other and to the real world are not known.
"Knowledge," on the other hand, con
sists of facts that are related to each other
and to the "real world" well enough to
serve as a basis for intelligent action.

In a conventional computer, for exam
ple, "914" might represe nt a home ad
dress. But it carries no characteristics of a
home . In an expert system, the symbol
" home" represe nts a home and every
thing that the computer operator says it
stands for. TIle concept "home" will be
manipulated through processes of sym
bolic logic , along with other facts, to pro
duce logical inferences and inte rre la
tionships about the " home."
• Conventional software can use only al
gorithms. but expert-system software can
use both algorithms and heuristics.

An algorithm is a rigid mathematica l
relationship or equation. Here' s a simple
algorithm: X + Y = Z. On the other
hand , a heuristic is best thought of as a
rule-of-thumb . Here's a simple heuristic
that might be used by a carpe nter: X and a
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FOR SOPHISTICATED USERS, Personal Consultant for the Explorer takes advantage of the extensive
common Lisp environment of the Explorer workstation for extremely complex problem solving and
rapid prototyping capabilities.

Conventional hardware,
unconventional software

Computers that are used today to de
velop or deliver expert systems aren ' t re
markably different in appearance from
conventional computers: they have a key
board and a display, and black boxes in
between . They use hard disks and flop
pies, RAM and ROM . In fact, if you have
a fairly powerful persona l computer, you
can probably find software, like Personal
Consultant from Texas Instruments, that
will let you both develop and deliver ex
pert systems on your PC. You' ll need at
least 756K of RAM, and the RAM is
controlled and organized in a non-con
ventional way, but no special hardware is
required.

The big differences are in the software.

Defining the indefinable
Because AI is e njoyi ng headlong

growth and is branching out in many di
rections simultaneously, a good and last
ing definition is not yet possible . As a
science, AI is the understanding of the
mechanisms of intell igence . As engineer
ing, it's buildin g systems that exhibit in
telligent behavior. One wag has called AI
"what we give computers so they won' t
make dumb mistakes like people do."

Here's a useful working definition: AI
is a tool chest full of technologies that may
be used singly or in combination; it will
eventually include expert systems , natu
ral-language speec h and image under
standing, intell igent plannin g systems ,
automated knowledg e-acqui sition sys 
tems, and robotics.

Each of the sub-technologies listed in
that definition has been used in conjunc
tion with conventional computers, but AI
brings dramatic new levels of capabi lity.
Since expert systems are the most highly
developed of the tools at this time, let's
focus on them.

as many people as a rock concert, you've
got to believe it's real.

Given the broad base of applications
already in everyday use in forward-look
ing organizations, given the powerful
hardware and software already available
from substantia l companies, and given
the potential of the AI technologies to
influence many aspects of our society, we
can be safe in extrapolating our experi
ence of recent years. Just allow me a lot of
blank space for uses yet undreamed of.
I' ve often wondered whether the initial
developers of lasers predicted that more
lasers would be built for entertainment
purposes than for all other applications
combined .

But first, let' s examine the current state
of AI. As you' ll see, it's as though we had
been using that family helicopter to com
mute during the last few years , and now
we only have to devise ways to go more
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less like mindless number crunchers, and 
more like helpful colleagues: 

Explanation facility: Most expert sys- 
tems can explain how they arrived at their 
conclusions, either by citing the rules they 
used, or by displaying a pan of the in- 
ferential chain. or both. During the de- 
velopment of a system, that gives the 
developers a quick and easy way to detect 
and correct faults. When a system is in 
operation, it gives users greater con- 
fidence in the results by clarifying the 
rationale behind the recommendation. 

Meta -knowledge: Mastering words like 
that can make you rich and famous. 
"Meta- knowledge" simply means the 
knowledge a system has about its knowl- 
edge. Such knowledge, in expert systems 
now in development, allows them to ad- 
just their explanations to the interest or 
level of knowledge of the user, to correct 
and amplify their own rules as more is 
learned, or to rank diagnoses in order of 
probability when more than one diagnosis 
fits the available facts. 

Assistance in formulating problems: 
Much of the value of a human expert lies 
in helping clients to "ask the right ques- 
tions." A system designed to assess the 
impact of the 1986 Tax Reform law on a 

company's depreciation, for example, 
might accept inputs about the class of 
property, its cost, end -of -life value, and 
the like, then offer the optional treatments 
under the new code, and run out year -by- 
year dollar figures for comparison. 

Access to databases: Many expert sys- 
tems are still limited to the relatively small 
databases that are programmed into them, 
but that will change. Texas Instruments, 
for example, was the first to introduce a 
system that incorporates both a numeric 
processor (a conventional computer) and 
a symbolic processor (an AI computer) in 
one integrated machine. the Explorer LX 
computer system. 

The near future will certainly see ex- 
pert- system computers tied into world- 
wide corporate computer systems, to give 
the user quick access to information 
throughout the organization. 

Multiple representations of data: That 
is a "near future" capability now in the 
works. Conventional database systems 
don't deal well with data represented in 
maps, X -rays, photographs, diagrams, 
and the like. Yet a physician, for example, 
may need to read a patient's history. study 
his chest X -ray, and relate that informa- 
tion to his electrocardiogram. We're 
working on object- oriented database 
management systems that will help solve 
that problem. 

Dynamic environments: Expert sys- 
tems work beautifully on problems that 
"hold still" for at least a few minutes, but 
they don't comprehend dynamic environ- 
ments. Yet some of the most promising 
areas of application, like emergency pro- 
cedures in aircraft, and dynamic indus- 
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THE EMERGENCY PROCEDURES EXPERT SYSTEM, developed by TI. can either interact with the pilot 
and perform low -level flight operations or assume control of the aircraft and communicate directly 
with its automatic control systems until the pilot can regain control of the plane. Here. a simulated F -16 
panel is shown on the screen of an Explorer computer. It is typical of the type of information that could 
be provided in an emergency situation. 

trial automation, demand facile "quick 
thinking" as conditions change in sec- 
onds. We're working on expert- system 
toolkits that accommodate such dynamic 
environments. 

The past is a prelude 
Now that you're armed with a bit of 

background about what expert systems 
are, you're in a good position to under- 
stand what they're doing in the workaday 
world. More important, you're primed to 
extrapolate from today's systems and their 
uses, to the incredibly capable systems we 
will have in 2001. 

In general, today's expert systems can 
do the following: diagnosing, monitoring, 
interpreting, controlling, predicting, se- 
lecting. designing, training, planning, 
testing, and dispatching. 

Today's systems are at work in almost 
every field of endeavor: diagnosing bacte- 
rial infections and controlling treatment 
of patients in intensive care for Stanford; 
interpreting hydrophone data to identify 
ship types for the Navy; predicting airline 
seats sales for Northwest Orient Airlines; 
designing computer- system configura- 
tions for DEC; planning bombing mis- 
sions for the Air Force; monitoring the 
Space Shuttle's computers for NASA; se- 
lecting among capital -investment pro- 

posals, training sales engineers in 
selecting metallurgical materials, testing 
electronic circuit boards at Texas Instru- 
ments; and scheduling manufacturing at 
Westinghouse. 

That's a very small sample. It's safe to 
predict that the expert systems of the fu- 
ture will find potential applications any- 
where that human thought is required. 

That includes cars and homes. Quite 
powerful expert- system development 
tools are already well within the economic 
reach of home -PC owners. I wasn't 
among the enthusiasts who predicted "a 
PC in every home by 1985," and I don't 
expect more than a few percent of homes 
to get involved in developing expert sys- 
tems. What I do foresee, however, is the 
widespread imbedding of expert systems 
in automotive systems and home ap- 
pliances, just as microprocessors am al- 
ready widely imbedded in a wide variety 
of products. 

Today's applications 
To challenge your imaginations. I'll 

describe what a few expert systems have 
been doing for the last year or more. Later. 
I'll describe a few systems that we're de- 
veloping for the Department of Defense; 
they'll be ready for field trials within a few 
years. 
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describe what a few expert systems have
been doing for the last year or more . Later,
I'll describe a few systems that we're de
veloping for the Department of Defense;
they' ll be ready for field trials within afew
years.

posal s , tr am mg sa les eng ine ers ' in
selecting metallurgical material s, testing
electronic circuit boards at Texas Instru
ments; and scheduling manufacturing at
Westinghou se.

That' s a very small sample . It 's safe to
predict that the expert systems of the fu
ture will find potenti al applicati ons any
where that human thought is required . .'

That includes cars and homes. Quite
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reach of home-PC owners . I wasn. t
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The past is a prelude
Now that you' re armed with a bit of

background about what expert systems
are , you' re in a good position to under
stand what they 're doing in the workaday
world. More important, you' re primed to
extrapolate from today's systems and their
uses, to the incredibly capable systems we
will have in 2001.

In general, today's expert systems can
do the following : diagnosing, monitoring,
interpreting, controllin g , predicting , se
lectin g , design ing, training, planning,
testing , and dispatchin g.

Today's systems are at work in almost
every field of endeavor: diagnosing bacte
rial infections and controlling treatment
of patients in intensive care for Stanford;
interpreting hydrophone data to identify
ship types for the Navy; predicting airline
seats sales for Northwest Orient Airlines;
des igning computer-system confi gur a
tions for DEC; planning bombing mis
sions for the Air Force; monitoring the
Space Shuttle's computers for NASA; se
lecting amo ng capita l-inves tment pro-

trial automation, demand facile " quick
thinkin g" as conditions change in sec
onds. We' re working on expert-system
toolkit s that accommodate such dynamic
environments.

less like mindless number crunchers, and
more like helpful colleagues :

Exp lanation fac ility : Most expert sys
tems can explain how they arrived at their
conclusions, either by citing the rules they
used , or by disp laying a part of the in
ferential chain, or both. During the de
velopmen t of a syste m, that gives the
developers a quick and easy way to detect
and correct faults. When a system is in
ope ratio n , it gives user s greater con
fidence in the results by clarifying the
rationale behind the recommendation .

Meta-kn owledge: Mastering words like
that ca n make you rich and fam ous.
" Me ta -knowledge" simply mean s the
knowledge a system has about its knowl
edge . Such knowledge , in expert systems
now in development , allows them to ad
just their explanations to the interest or
level of knowledge of the user, to correct
and amplify their own rules as more is

----Ieamea-;orto rank- diagnoses in oraer of - - 
probabili ty when more than one diagnosis
fits the available facts.

Assistance in f ormulating problems:
Much of the value of a human expert lies
in help ing clients to " ask the right ques
tions." A system designed to assess the
impact of the 1986 Tax Reform law on a
company's depreciati on , for example,
might accept inputs about the class of
property, its cost, end-of-life value, and
the like, then offer the optional treatments
under the new code, and run out year-by
year dollar figures for comparison.

Access to databases: Many expert sys-
tems are still limited to the relatively small
databases that are programmed into them ,
but that will change . Texas Instruments,
for example, was the first to introduce a
system that incorpora tes both a numeric
processor (a conventional computer) and
a symbolic processor (an AI computer) in
one integrated machine , the Explorer LX
computer system.

The near future will certainly see ex
pert- system computers tied into world
wide corporate computer systems, to give
the user quick access to informatio n
throughout the organization.

Mult iple representations of data : That
is a "near future" capability now in the
works . Conventiona l database systems
don 't deal well with data represented in
maps, X-rays, photo graphs, diagram s ,
and the like . Yet a physician , for example,
may need to read a patient's history, study
his chest X-ray, and relate that informa
tion to his elec trocardiogram. We' re
working on objec t-o rie nted datab ase
management systems that will help solve
that problem .

Dyn ami c environments: Expert sys
tems work beautifully on problems that
" hold still" for at least a few minutes, but
they don 't comprehend dynamic environ
ments. Yet some of the most promising
areas of application, like emergency pro
cedures in aircraft, and dynamic indus-
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Campbell Soup Company is using an 
expert system to help diagnose and cor- 
rect malfunctions in their hydrostatic ster- 
ilizers (otherwise known as "soup 
cookers "). A typical cooker is a gadget 
seven- stories high, crowded with intricate 
can conveyors and heaters. capable of 
turning out 700 cans of perfectly ster- 
ilized, cooked soup every minute. Camp- 
bell has cookers at its plants all over the 
world. Local maintenance people can cor- 
rect minor malfunctions, but on occasion 
a knotty problem requires calling in their 
one real expert, a man who had helped 
design the cookers years ago. Unfor- 
tunately, his future availability to Camp- 
bell is questionable as ae is close to 
retirement age. 

Texas Instrument's knowledge engi- 
neers worked with the expert to identify 
the clues. impressions, and thought pro- 
cesses he uses in diagnosis. Together, 
they converted all of that to a system of 
rules. using a Texas Instruments PC to 
develop the expert system. 

Now, instead of sending a human ex- 
pert. Campbell sends a floppy disk to each 
plant with a cooker, long before trouble 
occurs. When it does occur, local mainte- 
nance people sit down at their PC. spend a 

few minutes in dialogue with the expert 
system. and get the system's recommen- 
dation for corrective action faster than 
they could have placed a long -distance 
phone call. 

The University of Illinois uses an ex- 
pert system called PLAM/cd to predict 
insect damage to crops for farmers 
throughout the Midwest. It takes into ac- 
count the insect populations of prior 
years, winter temperatures, rainfall 
amounts and timing, and other breeding 
and survival factors. Then, interrelating 
those facts much as a human entomologist 

would, by applying both theory and 
heuristics. the system recommends spray- 
ing schedules that will achieve optimum 
results. Several pecan growers in Texas 
use a similar expert system. 

Decision Focus Inc. has developed an 
expert system, now in use at several elec- 
tric utilities, to aid long -range planning 
by calculating the probable effects of 
many different scenarios involving 
changes in fuel costs, changes in demand, 
and changes in efficiency. Multi -variable 
problems like that can be solved using 
decision -tree analysis, an operations -re- 
search technique taught in MBA courses, 
but little -used because it's so cumbersome 
and time -consuming. With just a few vari- 
ables, the many combinations of possible 
futures soon create trees with hundreds or 
thousands of branches, each the outcome 
of a specific scenario. The probability of 
each scenario must be calculated, from 
the probabilities assigned to each branch- 
ing point along the route to each final 
twig. Done manually, it's a nightmare. 
Using Arborist decision -tree software 
from Texas Instruments, the system con- 
structs the tree and calculates all the prob- 
abilities without difficulty. 

From cooking to entomology to fi- 
nance, those three examples only begin to 
suggest the vast scope of applications. 

The near future 
In 1983, the Defense Advanced Re- 

search Projects Agency (DARPA) recog- 
nized that Al technologies could improve 
the effectiveness of many military sys- 
tems while making them safer. DARPA 
has chosen the Al Lab of Texas Instru- 
ments' Defense System & Electronics 
Group to pursue a number of ongoing Al 
projects. Among them are: 

Pilot's Associate: We're developing an 
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EXPERT SYSTEMS are widely used in agriculture. by commercial growers and amateurs alike. Here, a 
pest-identification system takes the first step toward identifying a snail species. 

Al system that will tie into an aircraft's 
operating and control systems. as well as 

its radar and weapons systems, to help the 
pilot gather information, evaluate it. and 
make fast decisions. Advanced versions 
will perform complex tasks beyond the 
capabilities of a human pilot, like the in- 
stant planning of the best tactics for at- 
tacking several enemy planes that are 
threats, even though some of them are 
beyond his visual range. 

There's no need to wonder about how 
we're going to jam a large computer into 
the cockpit alongside the pilot. We're de- 
signing a VLSI device that is capable of 
performing all of the functions of a large 
32 -bit computer running LISP; LISP is a 

computer language that was designed spe- 
cifically for Al applications. We believe 
that device to be the most complex inte- 
grated circuit ever designed. 

Enhanced Terrain Masking Penetra- 
tion: Several expert systems will be tied 
into the aircraft's systems to help guide it 
in low -level flight and to select the safest 
flight paths. The systems will take full 
advantage of the masking effect of hills 
and buildings to avoid enemy -radar track- 
ing, will avoid known anti -aircraft missile 
launching sites and other threats, will 
provide for safe clearance of obstructions, 
and will still get the aircraft to the right 
target at the right time. The systems will 
also be able to re-plan the flight en route, 
control radar power to minimize enemy 
detection, position the radar antenna for 
safe terrain avoidance, monitor fuel con- 
sumption, and perform other vital func- 
tions on demand. 

Force Requirements Expert System: 
Less glamorous than their use in combat 
aircraft, expert systems are also at the 
heart of systems for the Battle Manage- 
ment Program. The Phase -I system we're 
completing for the Navy will be one of the 
largest expert systems designed to date. 
The system will detect changes in the 
readiness of an entire fleet of ships, help 
assign replacement ships, and help mili- 
tary operations staffs to determine a fleet's 
capability to undertake various opera- 
tions, considering current battle opera- 
tions and ship types available. 

Autonomous Vehicle: A military vehi- 
cle without a human aboard, and without 
a human operator back at base, could ob- 
viously perform many important func- 
tions in combat without risking troops. 
DARPA is developing expert systems to 
control such a vehicle. When develop- 
ment reaches an advanced phase, the ve- 
hicle will be able to decide its own routes, 
drive down roads, cut across fields, hide 
from the enemy, carry out its missions at 
the right time, and return to base. 

Let me say it again: Those last four 
examples are not "Blue -Sky" projects on 
some futuristic wish list. They're a sam- 
ple of several projects that are undergoing 
development today. 

EXPERT SYSTEMS are widely used in agricu lture, by commercial growers and amateurs alike. Here, a
pest-identification system takes the first step toward identi fying a snail species.

The near future
In 1983, the Defense Advance d Re

search Projects Agency (DARPA) recog
nized that AI technologies could improve
the effectiveness of many military sys
tem s while making them safer. DARPA
has chosen the AI Lab of Texas Instru
ment s' Defense Sy stem & Elec tro nic s
Group to pursue a number of ongo ing AI
projects. Amo ng them are:
• Pilot's Associate: We ' re developing an
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• Campbe ll Soup Co mpany is using an wou ld, by apply ing bo th theory and
expe rt system to help diagnose and cor- heuristics , the sys tem recommend s spray-
rect malfunctions in thei r hydrostatic ster- ing schedules that will achieve optimum
ilizers (o the rw is e k now n as "soup results. Severa l pecan growers in Texas
cookers"). A typical cooker is a gadg et use a similar expert system .
seven-stor ies high , crowded with intricate • Decision Focus Inc . has developed an
ca n co nveyors and heaters , ca pab le of expert system, now in use at several elec-
turn ing out 700 can s of perfectly ster- tric utilities , to aid long-range planning
ilized, cooked soup every minute . Cam p- by calculati ng the probable effects of
bell has cookers at its plants all over the man y diffe re nt sc ena r ios in vol vin g
world. Local maintenance people can cor- changes in fuel costs , changes in demand ,
rect minor malfun ctions , but on occasion and changes in effic iency. Multi-variable
a knotty problem requires calling in their problem s like that can be solved using
one real expert, a man who had helped decision-tree analysis, an ope ratio ns-re-
design the cooke rs years ago. Unfor- searc h technique taught in MBA courses,
tunately, his future availabili ty to Camp- but little-used because it's so cumbersome
bell is question able as ne is close to and time-consuming . With just a few vari-
retirement age. ables , the many combinations of possible

Texas Instrument 's know led ge eng i- futures soon create trees with hundreds or
neers work ed with the expert to identify thousands of bran ches , each the outco me
the clues , impression s, and thought pro- of a specific scen ario . The probabili ty of
ce sses he uses in diagnosis . Togeth er, each scenario must be ca lculated , from
tney converteo-allo r that to a sys tem of- -tne proba oilitiesassignea to eacl15ranch-
rules , using a Texas Instruments PC to ing point along the route to each final
develop the expert sys tem. twig . Done manu ally, it 's a nightm are .

Now, instead of sending a hum an ex- Us ing Arborist deci si on -tree software
pert , Ca mpbe ll sends a floppy disk to each from Texas Instruments , the sys tem con-
plant with a cooker, long before trouble structs the tree and calculates all the prob-
occ urs . When it does occ ur, loca l mai nte- abilities without difficu lty.
nance people sit down at their PC , spend a From cooking to entomology to fi-
few minu tes in dialogue with the expert nance , those three examples only begi n to
system, and get the system 's recornmen- suggest the vast scope of app lications .
da tion for correc tive action faster tha n
they could have placed a long-d istance
phone ca ll.
• The Univers ity of Illinois uses an ex
pert system called PLANT/cd to pred ict
in sect dam age to crops for farmers
throughout the Midwest. It takes into ac
count the in sect populations of prior
ye ars , w inte r te mp erature s , ra infa ll
amounts and timin g, and other breeding
and survival factors . Then , interrelating
those facts much as a human entomologist

AI system that will tie into an aircraft 's
operating and contro l systems , as well as
its radar and weapons sys tems, to help the
pilot gather information, evaluate it, and
make fast deci sions . Advanced versions
will perform complex tasks beyond the
capabilities of a human pilot , like the in
stant planni ng of the best tactics for at
tacking severa l enemy planes that are
threats , even though some of them are
beyond his visua l range .

There 's no need to wonder about how
we' re going to jam a large computer into
the cockpit alongside the pilot. We ' re de
signing a VLSI device that is capable of
performing all of the functions of a large
32-bit computer running LISP; LISP is a
computer langu age that was designed spe
cifically for AI applications . We believe
that device to be the most complex inte
grated circuit ever designed .
• Enhanced Terrain Masking Penetra
tion: Several expert systems wiIrbe tied
into the aircraft's systems to help guide it
in low-level flight and to select the safest
flight paths . The systems will take full
advantage of the masking effec t of hills
and buildings to avoid enemy-radar track
ing , will avoid known anti-aircraft missile
laun ch ing sites and other threats, will
provide for safe clea rance of obstructio ns,
and will still ge t the aircraft to the right
target at the right time . The systems will
also be able to re-plan the flight en route ,
contro l radar power to minimi ze enemy
detection , pos ition the radar antenna for
safe terrain avoidance , monitor fuel con
sumption, and perfo rm other vital func
tions on dem and .
• Force Requi rements Expert System:
Less glamoro us than their use in combat
aircraft , expert systems are also at the
heart of sys tems for the Battle Manage
ment Program. The Phase-I system we're
completing for the Navy will be one of the
largest expelt systems designed to date.
The sys tem wi ll detect changes in the
readin ess of an entire fleet of ships , help
assign repl acement ships, and help mili
tary opera tions staffs to determine a fleet's
capability to undertake various opera
tions , considering current battle opera
tions and ship types available .
• Autonomous Vehicle: A milit ary vehi
cle without a human aboa rd , and without
a human operator back at base , could ob
viously perform ma ny important func
tions in combat without risking troop s.
DARPA is developin g expert systems to
control such a vehicle . When develop
ment reaches an advanced phase , the ve
hicle will be ab le to decide its own routes,
drive down road s , cut across fields , hide
from the enemy, carry out its missions at
the right time , and return to base .

Let me say it again: Those last four
examples are not " Blue-Sky " projects on
some futuristic wish list. They're a sam
ple of severa l projects that are undergoin g
development today.
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Streamlining the interfaces 
The Autonomous -Vehicle program ob- 

viously depends on development of a 

powerful expert system, but it depends on 
even greater breakthroughs in three other 
sub -technologies of artificial intelligence: 
machine vision, pattern recognition. and 
robotics. Most of that work depends on 
creating software to help a computer un- 
derstand the unfamiliar things that its 
looking at. 

We've already had considerable suc- 
cess in helping computers to understand 
familiar objects. For example, for several 
years, vision -aided robots in Texas Instru- 
ments calculator -manufacturing opera- 
tions have watched calculators come 
down a conveyor belt. have picked them 
up after orienting their robotic lingers to 
the random placements of the calculators. 
and have oriented the calculators properly 
for the next operation. 

In the installation of surface- mounted 
integrated circuits, and other devices, on 
printed -circuit boards, we're using vi- 
sion -aided robots to sec the orientation of 
the board, to rotate the device to the cor- 
rect orientation, and then to place the de- 
vice accurately on the board. 

It's certainly a long leap from today's 
machine vision and pattern recognition to 
the recognition of unfamiliar and unex- 
pected objects like roads. rocks. and 
cliffs, but we're progressing nicely. 

In addition to those "world -machine 
interfaces," we've made progress in casi- 
ng man -machine interfaces. In plain lan- 
guage, we're helping computers to 
understand and speak plain language. 

Most readers are already familiar with 
speech synthesizing devices that have 
made possible "talking cars," "talking 
microwave ovens." and Texas Instru- 
ments' talking learning aids that drill chil- 
dren in spelling. math, and music. The 
integrated circuitry is already remarkably 
dependable and inexpensive. Expert sys- 
tems that speak English (or Swahili. Tag- 
alog, or Esperanto) are just a short chip - 
shot away. 

Natural- speech input is a bit more com- 
plex. however. For several years, Texas 
Instruments has offered a speech- recogni- 
tion system that can be trained to respond 
to nine groups of 50 words or phrases. 
That 450 -word vocabulary is more than 
enough for the specialized applications 
that the system is used for today: 

An executive who doesn't care to learn 
how to type, retrieves information from a 

personal computer just by speaking into 
its microphone. 

A quadraplegic operates his ham radio, 
dials a telephone, types letters, and is 
training himself to do a paying job. 

An inspector of printed -circuit boards, 
though both hands are occupied. records 
the location and nature of defects without 
touching a keyboard. 

An inspector of carpeting observes it as 

ELECTRONICS IN 

WITH THE AID OF A VOICE -RECOGNITION SYSTEM, Jim Ickes of Redondo Beach CA. can handle a 
word processor, a telephone. and his ham radio. 

it comes from the machine in thousand - 
foot lengths, detects defects. and verbally 
notifies a computer so it can decide where 
to cut to create smaller mils. 

An inspector of integrated circuits ma- 
neuvers the slice with one hand. adjusts 
the microscope with the other. and rec- 
ords lot numbers and types of defects and 
their locations, by speaking. 

Those examples may sound like some- 
thing out of Buck Rogers, but they're 
commonplace today. Just two primary 
obstacles prevent today's speech- recogni- 
tion systems from finding widespread, 
generalized use: They're speaker depen- 
dent. and they handle small vocabularies. 
"Speaker dependent" means that the 
speaker must teach the computer each 
word and phrase that will he used by 
speaking it several times. and then the 
computer will respond only to the speech 
of that person. Such is the wide variability 
of human speech that it may take many 
years to solve that problem. Vocabulary 
size, like the power of algorithms and 
heuristics, is largely dependent on the 

power. speed, and price of existing inte- 
grated circuits. And that brings us to the 
driving power behind developments in all 
the fields of artificial intelligence: inte- 
grated circuits. 

Computational plenty 
In I960, leas Instruments supplied 

transistors for the first solid -state comput- 
ers. at roughly S16.00 per transistor. At 
that price. just the transistors to build a 

256K RAM today would cost more than 
S4 million. Instead. a 256K RAM. ready 
to plug in. sells for a few dollars. 

The fabled ability of the semiconductor 
industry to jam more and more computing 
power onto a tiny chip of silicon. is the 
key, not only to the ever- increasing power 
of expert systems, but to the simplicity 
with which they communicate with us. 

Here's why: When you type the word 
"integrated" into your computer. it takes 
just a few dozen bits of RAM memory to 
translate those keystrokes into computer - 
digestible data. But when you speak "in- 
tegrated" into the computer's micro- 

WITH THE AID OF A VOICE-RECOGNITION SYSTEM, Jim Ickes of Redondo Beach CA, can handle a
word processor, a telephone, and his ham radio.
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Streamlining the interfaces

The Autonomous-Vehicle program ob
viously depends on development of a
powerful expert system, but it depends on
even greater breakthroughs in three other
sub-technologies of artificial intelligence:
machine vision, pattern recognition, and
robotics. Most of that work depends on
creating software to help a computer un
derstand the unfamiliar things that it's
looking at.

We've already had considerable suc
cess in helping computers to understand
familiar objects . For example, for several
years, vision-aided robots in Texas Instru 
ments' calculator-manufacturing opera
tions have watched calculators come
down a conveyor belt, have picked them
up after orienting their robotic fingers to
the random placements of the calculators,
and have oriented the calcu lators properly
for the next operation.

--lilihe installation of surface-mounted
integrated circuits, and other devices, on
printed-circuit boards, we're using vi
sion-aided robots to see the orientation of
the board, to rotate the device to the cor
rect orientation, and then to place the de
vice accurately on the board .

It's certainly a long leap from today's
machine vision and pattern recognition to
the recognition of unfamiliar and unex
pected objects like roads, rocks, and
cliffs, but we're progressing nicely.

In addition to those "world-machine
interfaces," we've made progress in easi
ng man-machine interfaces. In plain lan
guage , we're he lping computers to
understand and speak plain language.

Most readers are already familiar with
speech synthesizing devices that have
made possible "talking cars," "talking
microwave ovens," and Texas Instru
ments' talking learning aids that drill chil
dren in spe lling, math, and music. The
integrated circuitry is already remarka bly
dependable and inexpensive. Expert sys
tems that speak English (or Swahili, Tag
alog, or Esperanto) are just a short chip
shot away.

Natural-speech input is a bit more com
plex, however. For several years, Texas
Instruments has offered a speech-recogni
tion system that can be trained to respond
to nine groups of 50 words or phrases.
That 450-word vocabulary is more than
enough for the specialized applications
that the system is used for today:
• An executive who doesn't care to learn
how to type, retrieves information from a
personal computer just by speaking into
its microphone.
• A quadraplegic operates his ham radio,
dials a telephone, types letters , and is
training himself to do a paying job.
• An inspector of printed-circuit boards,
though both hands are occupied, records
the location and nature of defects without
touching a keyboard.
• An inspector of carpe ting observes it as

it comes from tire machine in thousand
foot lengths, detects defects, and verbally
notifies a computer so it can decide where
to cut to create smaller rolls.
• An inspector of integrated circuits ma
neuvers the slice with one hand , adjusts
the microscope with the other, and rec
ords lot numbers and types of defects and
their locations, by speaking .

Those examp les may sound like some
thing out of Buck Rogers, but they ' re
commonplace today. Just two primary
obstacles prevent today's speech-recogni
tion systems from finding widespread,
generalized use: They're speaker depen
dent, and they handle small vocabularies.
"Speaker dependent" mea ns that the
speaker must teach the comp uter eac h
word and phrase that will be used by
speaki ng it several times, and then the
computer will respond only to the speech
of that person. Such is the wide variability
of human speech that it may take many
years to solve that problem . Vocabulary
size, like the power of algorithms and
heuristics , is largely dependent on the

power, speed, and price of existing inte
grated circ uits. And that brings us to the
driving power behind developments in all
the fields of artificial intelligence: inte
grated circuits .

Computational plenty
In 1960, Texas Instruments supplied

transistors for the first solid-state comp ut
ers, at rough ly $16.00 per transistor. At
that price, just the transistors to build a
256K RAM today would cost more than
$4 million . Instead, a 256K RAM, ready
to plug in, sells for a few dollars.

The fabled ability of the semiconductor
industry to jam more and more computing
power onto a tiny chip of silicon, is the
key, not only to the ever-increasing power
of expert systems, but to the simplicity
with which they communicate with us .

Here's why: When you type the word
" integrated" into your computer, it takes
just a few dozen bits of RAM memory to
translate those keystrokes into computer
digestible data. But when you spea k "i n
tegrated " into the comp uter 's micro-
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phone, converting those sound waves into 
computer -digestible data. and then recog- 
nizing the word by comparing it with 
stored vocabularies and by considering it 
in the context of words that come before 
and after. can take tens of thousands of 
bits of RAM. 

Fortunately. we've entered the era of 
"computational plenty." Back in the 
I960's, we had to devote almost TOO % of 
our computational resources just to do the 
number crunching. By the 1990's, per- 
haps 10% will be devoted to that; 90% will 
handle the interfacing. 

Earlier. I mentioned that were de- 
veloping a single IC that will perform the 
essential functions of an Al computer 
(called a Lisp machine). In 1986, Texas 
Instruments announced the world's first 4- 
megabit IC -an IC that can hold and ma- 
nipulate four million bits of information. 
'Three of those IC's can be placed side -by- 
side on a dime without covering all of it. 

That's the kind of computing power- 
complex, compact. dependable, and in- 
expensive- that we have at our disposal 
today to create expert systems as easy to 
deal with as human experts. 

Think of it: No more "computerese" to 
master, no more frustrating protocols. no 
more wading through incomprehensible 
operating manuals. Just sit down and start 
talking, then sit back and listen. Imagine 
having a computer tell you "You don't 
have to do it my way, I'll be glad to do it 
your way." By the year 2001 I think it will 
come about. 

Then. Arthur C. Clarke's dream of 
HAL the Computer will be a working 
reality- minus. of course, HAL's one se- 
rious flaw. 

Toward the unknown 
Alan Turing, the great computer pi- 

oneer, was once asked whether computers 
would ever be able to think. He answered 
"I compute so." 

My answer is different: "Absolutely 
not; but they'll be so clever you'll think 
they're thinking." 

In truth. whether computers will ever 
be able to think is a philosophical debate. 
not a scientific one. The important thing is 
that we have already conclusively demon - 
strated-in hundreds of applications - 
that computers can help humans think 
more effectively. 

Artificial intelligence is helping us 
break out of the narrowly restricted world 
of conventional computing. Conventional 
computers are really giant calculators that 
solve problems with blazing speed. 
provided that humans have thoroughly 
structured the approaches to the prob- 
lems, have provided unambiguous rules, 
and have input precise and certain data. 
Conventional computers deal wretchedly 
with unstructured problems, ambiguity, 
and uncertainty. A conventional computer 
can be thrown into chaos if you tell it 
"maybe," "probably," "my best esti- 
mate is...," or maybe "I'll supply that bit 
of data later." 

Yet most of the important thinking hu- 
mans do is based on imperfect structures, 
ambiguity. and uncertainty. Clearly. all 
planning for the future is beset by those 
characteristics. Expert systems are al- 
ready helping us handle such problems 
with great power. Other facets of Al, such 
as natural -speech input and output, will 
soon make that powerful help available to 
everyone. 

THE EXPLORER "MEGACHIP " -arguably the most complex IC ever developed- replaces several 
cubic feet of Usp machine circuitry. Its the key development that will permit the use of expert systems 
wherever they're needed. including in jet and helicopter cockpits. 

It has been estimated that conventional 
computers are presently doing the work of 
five -trillion people. Since the population 
of the world is about 5 billion, each of us 
has an average of a thousand servants 
working for us somewhere. If you've ever 
had hassles about a miscalculated bill. 
you've probably concluded that a few of 
your servants are idiots, but that's a small 
price to pay for all the other good, low - 
priced help. 

Al computers, including millions of 
small ones imbedded in useful products. 
may never supply that quantity of help. 
but they'll supply help of a much higher 
quality. Conventional computers made us 
more efficient. but Al computers will 
make us more effective. 

It's the fashion, in articles like this, to 
end with a detailed picture of the future 
wonders that will arise from the new tech- 
nologies. I'm not going to do that. In- 
stead. I would like you to spend some time 
dreaming of the possible wonders that Al 
might bring. Those future wonders will 
take many forms and shapes, each of 
which will be tailored and adapted to the 
user's level of intelligence, knowledge, 
needs, and wants. If you would like. you 
can consider this a challenge, or perhaps a 

thought experiment. 
Most of the building blocks are avail- 

able today. Some of those are embryonic. 
a few are awaiting birth. and others are in 
their adolescence. Your challenge is to 
extrapolate the power of those tech- 
nologies into the future. add your own 
vision. and assemble your own wondrous 
intelligent colleagues. 

After all. it will remain forever the 
province of humankind to dream greater 
and greater dreams. 

An epilogue 
Years ago, when people still felt it their 

duty to illustrate the computer's lack of 
common sense, the following story made 
the rounds: 

A new user told the computer: "I have 
two watches. One is erratic, and runs as 
much as a minute fast or slow. The other 
won't run at all. Which should I use ?" 

The computer answered "The one that 
is stopped." 

Puzzled at that answer, the user asked a 

human expert the grounds for the comput- 
er's decision. 

"Obviously." said the expert, "you can 
never be sure the erratic watch is correct, 
but the stopped watch is precisely correct 
twice a day." 

In a few years. if you give the same 
problem to an Al system, it will give you 
the better answer, explain its rationale, 
offer to fix the stopped watch and adjust 
the other, and suggest six improvements 
in their designs. 

The new age has already dawned. I 

hope you look forward to it as enthusi- 
astically as 1 do. R -E 

phone, converting those sound waves into Toward the unknown
computer-digestible data, and then recog- Alan Turing, the great computer pi-
nizing the word by comparing it with oneer, was once asked whether computers
stored vocabularies and by considering it would ever be able to think . He answered
in the context of words that come before " I compute so."
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It has been estimated that conventional
computers are presently doing the work of
five-trillion people. Since the population
of the world is about 5 billion, each of us
has an average of a thousand servants
working for us somewhere. If you've ever
had hassles about a miscalculated bill ,
you've probably concluded that a few of
your servants are idiots, but that's a small
price to pay for all the other good, low
priced help.

AI computers, including mill ions of
small ones imbedded in useful products,
may never supply that quantity of help,
but they'll supply help of a much higher
quality. Conventional computers made us
more efficient, but AI computers will
make us more effective .

It's the fashion, in articles like this, to
end with a detailed picture of the future
wonders that will arise from the new tech
nologies. I'm not going to dothat . In
stead, I would like you to spend some time
dreaming of the possible wonders that AI
might bring. Those future wonders will
take many forms and shapes, each of
which will be tailored and adapted to the
user 's level of intelligence, knowledge,
needs, and wants. If you would like, you
can consider this a challenge, or perhaps a
thought experiment.

Most of the building blocks are avail
able today. Some of those are embryonic,
a few are awaiting birth, and others are in
their adolescence. Your challenge is to
extrapol ate the power of those tech 
nologies into the future , add your own
vision , and assemble your own wondrous
intelligent colleagues.

After all , it will remain forever the
province of humankind to dream greater
and greater dreams.

An epilogue
Years ago, when people stillfelt it their

duty to illustrate the computer's lack of
common sense, the following story made
the rounds:

A new user told the computer : " I have
two watches. One is erratic, and runs as
much as a minute fast or slow. The other
won't run at all. Which should I use?"

The computer answered " The one that
is stopped."

Puzzled at that answer, the user asked a
human expert the grounds for the comput
er's decision.

" Obviously," said the expert, "yo u can
never be sure the erratic watch is correct ,
but the stopped watch is precisely correct
twice a day."

In a few years, if you give the same
problem to an AI system, it will give you
the better answer, explain its rationale ,
offer to fix the stopped watch and adjust
the other, and suggest six improvements
in their designs.

The new age has already dawned . I
hope you look forward to it as enthusi
astically as I do. R-E
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You're invited to test drive Ford's new 2001 model 

NY ArrlMtn- TO DESCRIBE THE ELI - 

ure is a hazardous exercise at best 
By definition. it's an excursion into a 

world of fantasy. But fantasy can range 
from chimerical nonsense to a common- 
sense projection of a rational vision. 

What follows here is the latter a rea- 
sonable extrapolation of current auto- 
motive trends and technologies reaching 
out 14 years: a vision of the future of the 
automobile firmly based on technologies 
now emerging. Product planners and cre- 
ative thinkers at Ford Motor Company 
have devoted considerable energies look- 
ing beyond conventional planning hori- 
zons-and into the 21st century. 

Donald E. Petersen 

When you think .luau it. 14 years ahead 
is not all that distant. Consider the fact 
that 14 years back was 1973 -the year of 
the first OPEC -inspired energy crisis. To 
some of us. that doesn't seem very long 
ago at all. 

Based on what we've learned since that 
time. however. it's safe to make one all - 
important prediction about the future: The 
businesses that survive into the 21st cen- 
tury will he the ones that have become 
obsessively customer- centeted. We will 
realize the importance of producing prod- 
ucts that meet the customers' demand for 
quality and supply their precise needs. We 
will learn. more skillfully than ever. to tap 

the remarkable reserves of talent. e 
and unique ideas that the people 
work in our plants and offices can bring 
their jobs. We will discover new and more 
productive ways to energize that crucial 
resource and use it. 

In the process of looking ahead. teams 
of Ford futurists have identified dozens of 
technologies that can be applied to 
future vehicles -to their designs. to 
onboard features. to the materials used 
them. and to the way that they are man- 
ufactured. The technologies can provide 
automatic navigational guidance. se- 
curity -alert protection. and adaptive pe- 
ripheral vision systems. 
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For the driver, those technologies 
would mean on- board. direct -to- satellite 
communications links with dealer service 
departments allowing automatic diag- 
nosis of any developing problems; high - 
efficiency air -purification systems; auto- 
matic passive -restraint systems; elec- 
tronic light- emitting surfaces; auxilliary 
electrical power systems using pho- 
tovoltaic cells integrated into the roof; and 
special glass coatings that reduce vision 
distortion from rain, repel dust. and retard 
formation of condensation. 

Our vision of the future features modu- 
lar construction of the automobile -using 
modules that can be easily reconfigured 
for urban use, for family vacations, or for 
long- distance travel. 

But rather than just listing the features 
of the future car, let me invite you to 
imagine what it would be like to enter the 
showroom of a Ford dealer featuring the 
newly introduced 2001 model. 

A future vision 
As you enter the showroom, your first 

glimpse of the car conveys its strikingly 
aerodynamic appearance. As you move 
closer, you notice that its appearance re- 
sults from more than just the "clean" 
basic shape. There are no apparent door 
handles, rear -view mirrors or antennas. 
The glass, which comprises all of the ve- 
hicle above the belt line, is flush with the 
lower body and shaped with compound 
curves to conform to the car's smooth 
aerodynamic form. 

A Customer Information Specialist 
(CIS) introduces herself and explains the 
vehicle's overall Airflow Management 
System -which includes such automatic 
features as variable ride- height control. 
variable skirts and spoilers that cancel all 
induced lift, and variable air inlet/outlet 
ducts -all under the coordinated control 
of a central electronic command system. 

She points out the wide tires that blend 
into smooth, disc -like, body -colored 
wheels and explains how the tire- reinforc- 
ing cords are continuous with, and flow 
into the molded plastic wheels, resulting 
in a perfectly balanced, light- weight. 
high -performance integral element. 

As you stroll around the car, you won- 
der at the apparent lack of turn -signal in- 
dicators, side marker lamps. or tail /brake 
lights. The CIS explains that all of those 
functions are now accomplished by elec- 
tronic light- emitting surfaces, which have 
been integrated into the glass and selected 
body areas, and are almost invisible un- 
less they are lighted. 

When lighted, the areas become highly 
visible and vary in intensity, color, and 
shape to clearly communicate the driver's 
intent and the vehicle's operating con- 
dition, such as its rate of deceleration or 
acceleration. She illustrates her explana- 
tion by activating the left turn signal. In- 
stantly. you see a large, bright. flashing 

yellow arrow appear on the bottom left 
region of the rear window area. 

To open the car door, the CIS demon- 
strates the Keyless Entry feature, which is 
activated by a coded sequence of touches 
to sensitive areas on the side window. In 
response to the proper code, the door au- 
tomatically opens; an exterior handle is no 
longer needed. 

Now that the door is open. the CIS 
invites you to slide into the driver's seat. 
The seat momentarily feels alive as it au- 
tomatically adjusts to conform to your 
body, like a fluid -filled bean -bag chair. 

She continues by explaining that the 
Automatic Total Contour Seat is part of an 
overall Individual Occupant Accom- 
modation package that also provides indi- 
vidually selectable climate control and 
audio programming for each occupant. 

The CIS points out that in place of rear- 
view mirrors, there arc multiple electronic 
cameras that are individually programma- 
ble for the best direction and size of field. 
Those cameras are small and "look out" 
through the glass, so they are almost im- 
possible to detect. 

They display on a 3- segment screen lo- 
cated on the upper rim of the Driver Infor- 
mation Module and portray the environ- 
ment behind and to both sides of the car. 
There are absolutely no blind spots. and 
the system senses non -visible infrared ra- 
diation; it works equally well at night and 
during inclement weather. 

She points out that the same technology 
also operates a forward -looking infrared 
system that provides driver vision during 
heavy fog, rain, or snow conditions in the 
form of a heads -up display on the wind- 
shield where driver attention focuses. 

The CIS now invites you to watch a 

short video presentation that illustrates 
some of the car's construction details. 

Modular construction 
The holographic video show introduces 

the automobile as a breakthrough in the 
development of modular construction. 
You watch as 3 -D representations of the 
vehicle's basic building blocks appear out 
of nowhere and slowly rotate into correct 
positions, while a voice explains the ad- 
vantages of that modular assembly. 

You learn that the basic vehicle module 
is an occupant -protecting "cage" con- 
structed of heat- treated alloy steel pre- 
forms that are bonded together with struc- 
tural adhesives to form an incredibly 
strong and resiliant structure. The nar- 
rator states that two -, four -, and six -pas- 
senger modules are available. 

Front and rear -end modules attach to 
the central occupant cocoon with what 
appear to be about a dozen bolts. The 
integrated engine /transmission power - 
train is itself a sub module that can be 
installed in either a front or rear module. 
For applications where 4 -wheel drive is 
required. or where "dual power" is con- 

sidered an asset. a powertrain module may 
optionally be installed in both the front 
and the rear. 

Required tailoring of parameters such 
as suspension rates, damping charac- 
teristics. and brake proportioning is ac- 
complished by appropriate programming 
of the central electronic control system. 

The steering is also under electronic 
control -which automatically orches- 
trates complex 4 -wheel steering re- 
sponses to completely normal driver 
inputs. That effectively extends the per- 
formance range of the vehicle during any 
radical maneuvers. 

The video show concludes by showing 
how the completed assembly of mod- 
ules -which is basically a drivable vehi- 
cle-is skinned by large plastic panels 
which are corrosion - proof, damage -resis- 
tant, and easily replaced if required. A 
full -length, smooth plastic underpan re- 
duces air turbulence under the vehicle and 
provides some drag -free "ground effects" 
road handling. 

The CIS points out that additional mod- 
ules will be introduced from time to time 
as market research uncovers new consum- 
er needs. She emphasizes that all modules 
will be readily interchangable, and it is 

even possible to rent a module and tem- 
porarily reconfigure the vehicle for short- 
term purposes such as vacations. 

Flying the simulator 
The CIS suggests that you spend a few 

minutes in the dealer's vehicle simulator 
which will demonstrate the operation of 
various features. She explains that the 
simulator is based on aerospace flight - 
simulator technology. 

Upon entering it and closing the door 
you are amazed at how life -like the experi- 
ence is. The CIS joins you on the pas- 
senger side and gives you an operator 
authorization code that's needed to acti- 
vate the simulator. 

Of course. the conformable seat has 

already adjusted to you, but you've expe- 
rienced that earlier. You adjust the Adap- 
tive Peripheral Vision sensors and the 
sound system to your preference. You 
notice that the sound system couples low - 
frequency response to your body directly 
through your seat. greatly enhancing the 
realism. 

The CIS explains that you can now 
make several more personal- preference 
adjustments. The first is Climate Control. 
You select a temperature of 68° F. where- 
upon she reaches for her individual Occu- 
pant Accommodation control pad and 
selects a temperature of 72° F for her side. 

Now you begin to "drive" the sim- 
ulator while the CIS uses a special control 
to call up a range of road surfaces. As you 
begin to acquire a feel for the "vehicle," 
she suggests that you experiment with the 
driver -preference controls which deter- 
mine effective suspension- spring rates 
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For the dri ver , tho se technologies
would mean on-board, direct-to-satellite
comm unications links with dealer service
departments allowing automa tic di ag
nosis of any developing problems; high
efficiency air-purification systems; auto
mat ic pas sive-restraint systems; elec
tronic light-emitting surfaces; auxill iary
elec trical power systems using pho
tovoltaic ce lls integrated into the roof; and
special glass coatings that reduce vision
distortion from rain , repel dust, and retard
formation of condensation .

. Our vision of the future features modu
lar construction of the automobile-using
modules that can be easily reconfigured
for urban use, for fami ly vacations, or for
long-dista nce travel.

But rather than just listing the features
of the future car, let me invite you to
imagine what it would be like to enter the
showroom of a Ford dea ler featurin g the
newly introduced 2001 mode l.

A future vision
As you enter the showroom, your first

glimpse of the car conveys its strikingly
aerodynamic appearance . As you move
closer, you notice that its appearance re
sults from more than just the "clean"
basic shape . There are no apparent door
handles, rear-view mirrors or antennas .
The glass , which comprises all of the ve
hicle above the belt line , is flush with the
lower body and shaped with compound
curves to conform to the car's smooth
aerodynamic form .

A Custo mer Information Spec ialist
(CIS) introduces herse lf and explain s the
vehicle's overall Airflow Management
System-which includes such automatic
features as variable ride-height contro l,
variable skirts and spoi lers that cancel all
induced lift, and variable air inlet/outlet
ducts-all under the coordinated control
of a cen tral electronic command system .

She points out the wide tires that blend
into smooth, d isc-l ike , body-colored
wheels and explains how the tire-reinforc
ing cords are con tinuous with, and flow
into the molded plastic wheels , resulting
in a pe rfec tly ba lanced, light-weight,
high-performance integral element.

As you stro ll around the car, you won
der at the apparen t lack of turn-signal in
dicators, side marker lamps, or tail/brake
lights . The CIS explains that all of those
functions are now accomplished by elec
tronic light-emitting surfaces , which have
been integrated into the glass and selected
body areas, and are almo st invisib le un
less they are lighted.

When lighted , the areas become highly
visible and vary in intensity, color, and
shape to clearly communicate the driver's
intent and the vehicle 's operating con
dition, such as its rate of deceleration or
acceleration . She illustrates her explana
tion by activating the left turn signal. In
stantly, you see a large, bright, flashing

yellow arrow appear on the bottom left
region of the rear window area.

To open the car door, the CIS demon
strates the Keyless Entry feature , which is
activated by a coded sequence of touches
to sensitive areas on the side window. In
response to the proper code , the door au
tomaticall y opens; an exterio r handle is no
longer needed.

Now that the door is open, the CIS
invites you to slide into the driver 's seat.
The seat momentarily feels alive as it au
tomaticall y adj usts to conform to your
body, like a fluid-filled bean-ba g chair.

She continues by explaining that the
Automatic Total Contour Seat is part of an
overall Individual Occupant Accom 
modation package that also provides indi
vidually selectable climate control and
audio programming for each occupant.

The CIS points out that in place of rear
view mirrors there are multiRle electronic
cameras that are individually programm a
ble for the best direction and size of field .
Those cameras are small and " look out"
through the glass, so they are almost im
possibl e to detect.

They display on a 3-segment screen lo
cated on the upper rim of the Driver Infor
mation Module and portray the environ
ment behind and to both sides of the car.
There are absolutel y no blind spots, and
the system senses non-visible infrared ra
diation ; it works equally well at night and
during inclement weather.

She points out that the same technology
also operates a forward- looking infrared
system that provides driver vision during
heavy fog, rain , or snow conditions in the
form of a heads-up display on the wind
shield where driver attention focuses.

The CIS now invites you to watch a
short 'video presentation that illustrates
some of the car's construction details.

Modular construction
The holographic video show introduce s

the automobile as a breakthrou gh in the
development of modular con struction .
You watch as 3-D representations of the
vehicle's basic building block s appear out
of nowhere and slowly rotate into correc t
positions, while a voice explain s the ad
vantages of that modu lar assembly.

You learn that the basic vehicle module
is an occupant -protecting " cage " con
structed of heat-treated alloy steel pre
forms that are bonded together with struc
tural adh esives to form an incredi bly
strong and resiliant structure . The nar
rator states that two-, four-, and six-pas
senger modul es are available .

Front and rear-end modu les attach to
the central occupant cocoon with what
appear to be about a dozen bolts. The
integ rate d en gine/tran smission power
train is itself a sub module that can be
installed in either a front or rear module .
For appli cations where 4-wheel drive is
required , or where "dual power" is con-

sidered an asset, a powertrain module may
optionally be installed in both the front
and the rear.

Required tailoring of parameters such
as suspension rates, dampin g charac
teristics, and brake proportioning is ac
comp lished by appropr iate programming
of the central electron ic control system.

The steering is also under electronic
co ntro l-which automatica lly orches
trates com plex 4-w hee l steering re
sponses to co mp lete ly normal dri ver
inputs. That effectively extends the per
formance range of the vehicle durin g any
radical maneuvers .

The video show concludes by showing
how the comple ted assembly of mod
ules- which is basically a drivable vehi
cle-is skinned by large plastic panels
which are corrosion-proof, damage-resis
tant , and easily replaced if required . A
full-length, smooth plastic unde!'P.an re
duces air turbulence under the vehicle and
provides some drag-free"ground effec ts"
road handling.

The CIS points out that additional mod
ules will be introduced from time to time
as market researc h uncovers new consum
er needs. She emphasizes that all modul es
will be readily interchangable , and it is
even possible to rent a module and tem
porarily reconfigure the vehicle for short
term purposes such as vacations.

Flying the simulator
The CIS suggests that you spend a few

minutes in the dea ler's vehicle simulator
which will demo nstrate the operation of
various features . She explains that the
simulator is based on aerospace flight
simulator technol ogy.

Upon entering it and closing the door
you are amazed at how life-like the experi
ence is. The CIS joins you on the pas
senge r side and gives you an ope rator
author ization code that's needed to acti
vate the simulator.

Of course , the conformable seat has
already adjusted to you, but you've expe
rienced that earlier. You adjust the Adap
tive Peripheral Vision sensors and the
sound syste m to your preference . You
notice that the sound system couples low
frequency response to your body directly
through your seat, greatly enhancing the
realism .

The CIS explains that you can now
make severa l more personal -preference
adjustments . The first is Climate Control.
You select a temperat ure of 68° F, where
upon she reaches for her individual Occu
pant Accommodation control pad and
selects a temperature of 72° F for her side .

Now you begin to " drive " the sim
ulator while the CIS uses a spec ial control
to ca ll up a range of road surfaces. As you
begin to acquire a feel for the " vehicle ,"
she suggests that you experiment with the
driver-preference controls which dete r
mine effec tive suspens ion-spring rates
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telephone hookups will put you in touch with the outside world from the start to finish of every journey. 

and damping characteristics. Also, you 
experiment with the controls that program 
the steering effort. steering sensitivity. 
and simulated road -feel feedback. You 
converge on a combination of settings 
which feels best for you. 

Since you are now "driving" the sim- 
ulator in a more spirited fashion. the CIS 
asks if you would like to experiment with 
the instrument format. You sequentially 
review each of the 12 basic pre -pro- 
grammed information formats as they ap- 
pear on the colored flat -panel display of 
the Driver Information Module. Ul- 
timately. you opt for an electronic repre- 
sentation of a few basic analog gauges 
augmented by a variable color bar -chart 
which graphically displays that all of the 
vehicle's critical systems are operating 
within their normal range. 

As you really extend yourself at simu- 
lated high speed along a twisting road. 
you feel the conformable seat grip you 
tighter. Also, the instrumentation display 
simplifies to an easier -to -read. less -dis- 
tracting format. 

After several minutes of that. you do 
manage to find the limit and spin -out. You 
shut off the simulator and remark to the 
CIS how useful that experience was to 
you. You had no previous idea that a 

"road car" could be stably controlled at 
such high rates of lateral acceleration. 
You mention that you will probably now 
be a better driver should an emergency 
situation arise. She agrees and explains 
that the simulator has been used effec- 
tively for advanced driver training. But 
now it's time to try the real thing. 

21st- century automotive serivce 
On your way to the parking area where 

the demonstrator vehicle is parked, you 
pass by the dealer's service area and the 
CIS introduces you to the service man- 
ager. He describes the recent changes that 
have occurred in his department. 

First, the new vehicle's central control - 
system contains a self -diagnostic feature 
that pinpoints the source of virtually all 
problems. Because of the car's highly 
modular construction. the preferred repair 
technique is to replace the offending mod- 
ule. In most cases. that can be accom- 
plished in a couple of hours. The modules 
that are removed will be repaired either at 
the dealer's facility or at regional service 
centers. or they will be returned to a facto- 
ry where they will be completely re- 
manufactured and reissued. 

Continuing his explanation. the Ser- 
vice Manager informs you that redundant 
systems and "limp home" features make 
it highly unlikely that the vehicle would 
ever break down on the road. If it should 
occur, however, its on -board direct- to -sat- 
ellite. two -way communication system 
will automatically contact the nearest 
dealer. The dealer system will analyze 
failure data and determine whether the 
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problem can be fixed in the field using 
replacement modules in inventory. 

If the problem is not field- correctable. 
a service van will drop off a loaner vehicle 
and transport your car back to the dealer's 
service department for repair. 

When the Service Manager finishes his 
explanation, you ask about the "two -way 
satellite communication system" and 
"on -board navigation system" -two fea- 
tures you had not heard about before. The 
CIS assures you that the demonstrator 
contains both systems and that they will 
be explained during the test drive. 

Driving the demonstration vehicle 
As you slide Into the driver's seat in the 

demonstrator, the CIS hands you the driv- 
er ID card that she programmed in the 
simulator. That card also contains the au- 
thorization code for this vehicle. Inserting 
the card in a slot in the Driver Information 
Module, you start the engine while all 
driver -adjustable systems automatically 
adjust to your preference. 

It's a cold fall day -well below the 68 °F 
setting of your Individual Occupant Ac- 
comodation control, and you're aware 
that you arc being bathed by a gentle 
stream of warm air. The CIS explains that 
that is a Quick Heat feature, which uses 
energy from an auxilliary electrical power 
system that generates electricity using 
photovoltaic cells integrated into the roof 
glass. It stores that power in a high -ener- 
gy- density solid- electrolyte battery. 

As you pull out of the dealer's lot, the 
CIS begins to explain the communication 
and navigation systems. She informs you 
that the demonstrator you are driving has 
automatically established contact with a 

geosyncronous orbiting satellite. 
She switches on the navigation system. 

and a map of the dealer's neighborhood 
appears on a flat -panel display on the right 
side of the Driver Information Module. A 
flashing dot indicates the exact location of 
your car. As she dials -down the resolu- 
tion, the neighborhood map "zooms" to a 

full -city map; but the position of your car 
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It's a cold fall day-well below the 68°F
setting of your Individual Occupant Ac
comodation control, and you're aware
that you are being bathed by a gentle
stream of warm air. The CIS explains that
that is a Quick Heat feature, which uses
energy from an auxilliary electrical power
system that generates electricity using
photovoltaic cells integrated into the roof
glass. It stores that power in a high-ener
gy-density solid-electrolyte battery.

As you pull out of the dealer's lot, the
CIS begins to explain the communication
and navigation systems . She informs you
that the demonstrator you are driving has
automatically established contact with a
geosyncronous orbiting satellite.

She switches on the navigation system,
and a map of the dealer's neighborhood
appears on a flat-panel display on the right
side of the Driver Information Module. A
flashing dot indicates the exact location of
your car. As she dials-down the resolu
tion, the neighborhood map "zooms" to a
full-city map; but the position of your car
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Driving the demonstration vehicle
As you slide into the driver's seat in the

demonstrator, the CIS hands you the driv
er ID card that she programmed in the
simulator. That card also contains the au
thorization code for this vehicle. Inserting
the card in a slot in the Driver Information
Module , you start the engine while all
driver-adjustable systems automatically
adjust to your preference .

problem can be fixed in the field using
replacement modules in inventory.

If the problem is not field-correctable,
a service van will drop off a loaner vehicle
and transport your car back to the dealer's
service department for repair.

When the Service Manager finishes his
explanation, you ask about the "two-way
satellite communication system" and
"on-board navigation system"-two fea
tures you had not heard about before . The
CIS assures you that the demonstrator
contains both systems and that they will
be explained during the test drive.

21st-century automotive serivce
On your way to the parking area where

the demonstrator vehicle is parked, you
pass by the dealer's service area and the
CIS introduces you to the service man
ager: He describes the recent changes that
have occurred in his department.

First, the new vehicle's central control
system contains a self-diagnostic feature
that pinpoints the source of virtually all
problems. Because of the car's highly
modular construction, the preferred repair
technique is to replace the offending mod
ule. In most cases, that can be accom
plished in a couple of hours. The modules
that are removed will be repaired either at
the dealer's facility or at regional service
centers, or they will be returned to a facto
ry where they will be completely re
manufactured and reissued .

Continuing his explanation, the Ser
vice Manager informs you that redundant
systems and "limp home" features make
it highly unlikely that the vehicle would
ever break down on the road. If it should
occur, however, its on-board direct-to -sat
ellite, two-way communication system
will automatically contact the nearest
dealer. The dealer system will analyze
failure data and determine whether the

and damping characteristics . Also, you
experiment with the controls that program
the steering effort, steering sensitivity,
and simulated road-feel feedback. You
converge on a combination of settings
which feels best for you .

Since you are now "driving" the sim
ulator in a more spirited fashion, the CIS
asks if you would like to experiment with
the instrument format. You sequentially
review each of the 12 basic pre-pro
grammed information formats as they ap
pear on the colored flat-panel display of
the Driver Information Module. Ul
timately, you opt for an electronic repre
sentation of a few basic analog gauges
augmented by a variable color bar-chart
which graphically displays that all of the
vehicle's critical systems are operating
within their normal range.

As you really extend yourself at simu
lated high speed along a twisting road,

-- - you- feel- the- conformable- seat-grip- you-
tighter. Also, the instrumentation display
simplifies to an easier-to-read, less-dis
tracting format.

After several minutes of that, you do
manage to find the limit and spin-out. You
shut off the simulator and remark to the
CIS how useful that experience was to
you. You had no previous idea that a
" road car" could be stably controlled at
such high rates of lateral acceleration.
You mention that you will probably now
be a better driver should an emergency
situation arise. She agrees and explains
that the simulator has been used effec
tively for advanced driver training. But
now it's time to try the real thing .
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is still readily apparent. She points to the 
map and suggests that you head for a near- 
by freeway. 

She then programs the navigation sys- 
tem to guide you to the freeway entrance 
by using audible commands. and a pleas- 
ant voice instructs you: "Turn right at the 
next intersection and move into the left - 
turn lane for access to the freeway en- 
trance ramp." The same instructions ap- 
pear on the screen. superimposed over the 
map display. 

You also learn that navigation is only 
one function provided by the satellite link. 
She pushes another button and the map is 
replaced by a display of local information 
topics including: hotels/motels, restau- 
rants. route selection, amusements, mu- 
seums, and local events. 

The CIS continues by explaining the 
Security Alert feature. You learn that sen- 
sors integrated into the window glass and 
in other key locations can detect any at- 
tempt to break into or steal the car. When 
the sensors are stimulated. the communi- 
cation and navigation systems will auto- 
matically link up with a central Customer 
Security Services facility operated as a 

customer service. The police department 
closest to the car will be notified and given 
the car's exact location. The system can 
also be activated manually for any neces- 
sary emergency assistance. 

By now you have reached the freeway - 
entrance ramp. As you accelerate to the 70 
mph speed limit. the CIS introduces you 
to the Automatic Guidance feature. You 
learn that this feature uses the navigation 
system in conjunction with data from on- 
board sensors to provide totally automatic 
vehicle guidance on certain of our inter- 
state highways. 

This particular highway has been 
"mapped." so the CIS shows you how to 
engage the guidance feature while con- 
tinuing to explain that within a few years. 
a complete interstate "grid" of highways 
will be "mapped" and reserved ex- 
clusively for automatic- guidance- 
equipped vehicles. 

As the automatic system takes over, you 
release the controls and observe that the 
demonstrator vehicle tracks smoothly 
down the center of the lane at a constant 
70 mph. As you gradually close in on a 

slower- moving car ahead in your lane. the 
demonstrator automatically signals for a 

lane change and pulls smoothly to the left. 
passing the slower vehicle. 

The CIS explains that even when the 
vehicle is not being automatically guided. 
constantly operating features of the guid- 
ance system will prevent unsafe lane 
changes and passing maneuvers. The sys- 
tem will also detect upcoming road haz- 
ards. such as an ice patch. and help the 
driver to respond appropriately. In an 
emergency, that constantly operating sys- 
tem will take over so that it is almost 
impossible for the car so equipped to hit 
another object. 

Your demonstrator completes its pass, 
signals for a lane change and pulls into the 
right lane while smoothly avoiding a piece 
of truck -tire tread lying in the road be- 
tween lanes. The CIS suggests that you 
take the upcoming exit ramp, so you 
switch off the automatic guidance system 
and notice that it does not relinquish con- 
trol until you conclusively demonstrate 
that you are back in command. 

The road back to the dealership is 
lightly traveled and twisting so you en- 
gage in a mild version of the performance 
driving you enjoyed in the simulator. The 
demonstrator confirms all of your sim- 
ulator impressions. You try to skid to a 

stop. but your car refuses to lock its 
wheels. It just stops rapidly, but smoothly. 
while maintaining your full steering con- 
trol. You try to spin the wheels on gravel 
when accelerating away from con- 
struction at an intersection. but you can't 
do it. The car just accelerates smoothly. 
automatically determining the maximum 
rate it can attain. 

Nearing the dealership. you pass a 

road -repair crew generating a cloud of 
dust and spreading hot tar on the road's 
shoulder. As you pass this scene. you real- 

MODULAR CONSTRUCTION will allow your car to be custom built and upgraded as new modules IBM 
introduced. You'll also be able to rent modules to temporarily reconfigure you car -to take a family 
vacation, for example. 

ize that you did not detect the expected 
odor of tar. "The air -purification system 
filtered it out," the CIS explains. You also 
remark that no dust stuck to the wind- 
shield even when you stopped momen- 
tarily in the dust cloud. "It's elec- 
trostatically repelled," she explains. and 
she also mentions that the windshield has 
a special coating inside and out which 
reduces vision distortion from rain and 
greatly retards the formation of any con- 
densation on the glass surfaces. 

As you near the dealership. the CIS 
explains that this car can electronically 
communicate with others. Soon. all new 
vehicles on the road will have that feature. 
That capability also functions as an ad- 
junct to audible horns and sirens. and is a 

particularly useful way for emergency ve- 
hicles to warn near -by drivers, par- 
ticularly in urban areas where sirens are 
used less often. 

Placing your order 
As you return to the showroom, the CIS 

accompanies you to an interactive Vehicle 
Specification Selection and Order Coor- 
dinating Terminal where you work out the 
exact combination of features and options 
you wish to order. 

She helps you to consider the relative 
virtues of the various powenrain options. 
You select a higher horsepower unit for 
rear module/rear drive installation. That 
basic engine adapts to various fuels -in- 
cluding gasoline and alcohol. You select 
gasoline. since that's the prevalent fuel in 
your area. 

The CIS mentions that a hydrogen -fu- 
eled powenrain with high -performance 
capabilities is in the final stages of de- 
velopment and suggests that you may be 
interested in trading in your gasoline -fu- 
eled powertrain and upgrading to the hy- 
drogen unit in a couple of years. 

When you finish the specification pro- 
cess, the CIS explains that your order is 
now being entered, analyzed, and sched- 
uled at the factory. Just as she finishes her 
explanation. the terminal displays a mes- 
sage that your order has been placed and 
your car will be delivered to your dealer - 
exactly 15 days from now. 

After thanking the CIS for her help, she 
invites you to tour the manufacturing 
complex where your car will be con- 
structed. The complex is only about 120 
miles away. and a tour takes about half a 

day. That sounds great to you. and it is 
conveniently arranged. 

21st -century manufacturing 
The first stop on your tour of the man- 

ufacturing complex is a small auditorium 
where your tour guide explains that you 
will see a short film that explains some of 
what you'll see later. You learn that all 
engineering and manufacturing process- 
ing is now accomplished on an integrated, 
computer -driven engineering. design, 

is still readily apparent. She points to the As the automatic system takes over, you
map and suggests that you head for a near- release the controls and observe that the
by freeway. dem on strator vehicle tr ack s smoothly

She then programs the navigation sys- down the center of the lane at a constant
tem to guide you to the freeway entrance 70 mph . As you gradually close in on a
by using audible com mands, and a pleas- slower-moving car ahead in your lane, the
ant voice instructs you: "Tum right at the demonstrator automatica lly signals for a
next intersection and move into the left- lane change and pulls smoot hly to the left,
tum lane for access to the freeway en- passing the slower vehicle.
trance ramp." The same instructions ap- The CIS explains that even when the
pear on the scree n, superimposed over the vehicle is not being automatically guided,
map display. constantly operating features of the guid-

You also learn that navigation is only ance sys tem wi ll prevent unsafe lane
one function provided by the satellite link . changes and passing maneuvers. The sys-
She pushes another button and the map is tem will also detect upcoming road haz-
replaced by a display of local information ards, such as an ice patch , and help the
topics including: hotels/motels , restau- driver to respond appropriately. In an
rants, route selection, amusement s, mu- emergency, that constantl y operating sys-
seums, and local events. tem will take over so that it is almost

The CIS continues by explaining the impossible for the car so equipped to hit
Securi ty Alert feature . You learn that sen- another object.
sors integrated into the window glass and Your demonstrator completes its pass,

--in otlier Key locations can detecn fny- at-- - signals for-alane-change-and pulls into the
tempt to break into or steal the car. When right lane while smoothly avoiding a piece
the sensors are stimulated, the communi- of truck-tire tread lying in the road be-
cation and navigation systems will auto- tween lanes. The CIS sugges ts that you
matically link up with a central Customer take the upcoming exit ramp, so you
Security Services facility operated as a switch off the automatic guidance system
customer service. The police department and notice that it does not relinqui sh con-
closest to the car will be notified and given trol until you conclu sively demonstrate
the car's exact location . The syste m can that you are back in command.
also be activated manuall y for any neces- The road back to the dealers hip is
sary emergency assis tance. lightly traveled and twisting so you en-

By now you have reached the freeway- gage in a mild version of the performance
entrance ramp. As you accelerate to the 70 driving you enjoyed in the simulator. The
mph speed limit, the CIS introduc es you demonstrator confirm s all of your sim-
to the Automatic Guidance feature. You ulator impress ions. You try to skid to a
learn that this feature uses the navigation stop, but your ca r refuses to lock its
system in conj unction with data from on- whee ls. It just stops rapidly, but smoothly,
board sensors to provide totally automatic while maintaining your full steer ing con-
vehicle guidance on certain of our inter- trol. You try to spin the whee ls on gravel
state highways. whe n acc eleratin g away fro m co n-

Thi s parti cular highway has been struction at an intersec tion, but you can 't
" mapped," so the CIS shows you how to do it. The car ju st acce lerates smoothly,
engage the guidance feature while con- automatically determining the maximum
tinuing to explain that within a few years, rate it can attain.
a complete interstate "grid" of highways Nearing the dealer sh ip, you pass a
will be " map ped" and reser ved ex - road-repai r crew genera ting a cloud of
c lus ive ly fo r a uto ma t ic -g ui da nce- dust and spreading hot tar on the road's
equipped vehicles . shoulder. As you pass this scene, you real-
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MODULAR CONSTRUCTION will allow your car to be custom built and upgraded as new modules are
introduced. You'll also be able to rent modules to temporarily reconfigure you car-to take a family
vacation, for example.

ize that you did not detec t the expected
odor of tar. "The air-purification system
filtered it out," the CIS explains . You also
remark that no dust stuck to the wind
shield even when you stopped momen
ta ri ly in the d ust c loud . "It's elec
trostat ically repelled, " she explains, and
she also mentions that the winds hield has
a specia l coating inside and out which
reduces vision distortio n from rain and
greatly retards the formation of any con
densation on the glass surfaces .

As you near the dealership, the CIS
explai ns that this car can electronically
commu nicate with others. Soon, all new
vehicles on the road will have that feature.
That capability also functions as an ad
junct to audible horns and sirens, and is a
particularly useful way for emergency ve
hicl es to warn nea r-b y driver s, par
ticularly in urban areas where sirens are
used less often.

Placing your order
As you return to the showroom, the CIS

accompanies you to an interactive Vehicle
Specification Selection and Order Coor
dinating Terminal where you work out the
exact combi nation of features and options
you wish to order.

She helps you to consider the relative
virtues of the various powertrain options.
You select a higher horsepower unit for
rear module/rear drive installation . That
basic engine adapts to various fuels-in
cluding gasoline and alcohol. You select
gasoline, since that's the prevalent fuel in
your area .

The CIS mentions that a hydrogen-fu
eled powertrain with high-performance
capabil ities is in the final stages of de
velopment and suggests that you may be
interested in trading in your gasoline-fu
eled powertrain and upgrading to the hy
drogen unit in a couple of years.

When you finish the specification pro
cess, the CIS explains that your order is
now being entered, analyzed, and sched
uled at the factory. Just as she finishes her
explanation, the terminal displays a mes
sage that your order has been placed and
your car will be delivered to your dea ler
exactly 15 days from now.

After thanking the CIS for her help, she
invites you to tour the manufacturing
complex where your car will be con
structed . The complex is only about 120
miles away, and a tour takes about half a
day. That sounds great to you, and it is
conveniently arranged .

21st-century manufacturing
The first stop on your tour of the man

ufacturing com plex is a small auditorium
where your tour guide explains that you
will see a short film that explains some of
what you' ll see later. You learn that all
engineer ing and manufacturing process
ing is now accomplished on an integrated ,
co mp uter-drive n eng ineering, design,
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processing and testing network that tics 
together all design and production cen- 
ters. Even key suppliers are tied into se- 

lected parts of this network. 
The film presents an overview of the 

manufacturing complex. You learn that 
the central Vehicle Final Assembly facili- 
ty is responsible for assembling com- 
pleted modules and sub -assemblies into a 

finished automobile. Those modules are 
supplied on a just -in -time basis from a 

ring of surrounding plants which use 
highly automated but flexible processes to 
manufacture, and rcmanufacture, a vari- 
ety of components. Those factories are 
operated by a highly trained staff. 

Not all manufacturing operations are 

represented at the complex you will tour. 
Engine blocks, steel structural pre-forms 
and major glass components are all sup- 
plied to the module- fabrication plants 
from central facilities. The film concludes 
by presenting those operations. 

You see one -piece aluminum engine 
block /cylinder head /transmission case 
casting with ceramic inserts being pro- 
cessed by evaporative -casting techniques. 
You watch large pieces of thin glass being 
laminated to transparent plastic and mold- 
ed into complex shapes which are light- 
weight but shatterproof. 

The film's concluding sequence shows 
steelmaking in which plasma melting 
techniques are used to produce carefully 
controlled, high -purity alloy steel. which 
is cast into a thin slab requiring minimum 
hot rolling before it is cold -rolled into a 

finished sheet. Some of the sheet steel is 
electrolytically coated with a nickel alloy 
for outstanding corrosion resistance and is 

supplied in that form to other Ford man- 
ufacturing locations. Other sheet material 
is roll- formed into a structural preform 
which is cut to length, stretch- formed and 
selectively heat - treated by lasers. 

The real tour starts in the Powertrain 
Module Factory. There you watch as 

robots that, in your guide's words, can 
"see," "learn" and "think for them- 
selves." perform the complex task of as- 
sembling a high specific output. high 

ELECTRONICS IN = I 
a 

THE ALL -GLASS TOP OF FORDS 2001 MODEL is flush with the body. giving the car execellent 
aerodynamic performance. 

RPM, internal combustion engine within 
a "monoblock" casting which also 
houses the integral Continuously Variable 
Ratio transmission. 

The highly automated assembly pro- 
cess makes it difficult for you to see all of 
the operations. but you are able to visually 
confirm your tour guide's claim that many 
of the engine's internal components are 
fabricated from high performance plastic 
composite materials. 

The guide also points out that the en- 
gine's various covers and "pans" are in- 
stalled with structural adhesives and are 
not removable in the field. 

As you study the finished powertrain 
modules at the end of the assembly line. 
you notice that they are all fully integrated 
units, devoid of any "hung -on" accesso- 
ries. For control purposes, a single elec- 
trical umbilical is provided to plug into 
the vehicle's central control -system. 

Your next stop is the Greenhouse Fab- 
rication Factory where you watch large 
formed -glass pieces being unloaded from 
trucks onto a line for Magnetic Vacuum 
Sputter Deposition. That process. your 
guide explains, is used to deposit multiple 
thin films of exotic materials to insulate 
the car's interior from the sun. 

That. you are told. allows smaller/ 
lighter air conditioning systems and pre- 
vents degradation of the car's interior ma- 

THE INTERIOR OF FORD'S FUTURISTIC automobile is revealed in this photo by the removal of the 
glass top 

terials from ultraviolet radiation. The 
coatings also impart cosmetic color to the 
glass. control glare. and reduce the tend- 
ency to fog. In other operations, various 
sensors and antennas required for features 
such as keyless entry, intrusion detection 
and satellite communication are inte- 
grated into the greenhouse structure. 

You next visit the Exterior Panel Fab- 
rication Factory where large panels are 
injection - molded from high performance 
thermoplastics or formed from reinforced 
thermoset plastic composites with 
finished color gel coats in large presses. 

Your tour also includes stops at the Sus- 
pension Module Assembly plant and the 
various structural module fabrication 
plants where you watch robots apply fast - 
curing structural adhesives to bond ele- 
ments into an integral structure. 

All modules leave their various assem- 
bly plants complete with all sensors, actu- 
ators and control electronics and a single 
electrical power- distribution bus. 

Your tour ends at the Final Vehicle As- 
sembly plant where all modules arrive on 
a coordinated. just -in -time basis and are 
assembled by robots, with minimum 
human assistance. into a completed vehi- 
cle. A comprehensive computer -directed 
final checkout procedure completes the 
manufacturing process. 

On your drive home from the plant tour, 
you think about the seven days remaining 
until you take delivery. You can hardly 
wait! R-E 

Well. there you have it. A look at 2/st 
century transportation technology, mate- 
rials. and manufacturing processes as we 

at Ford Motor Company now anticipate 
them to he. To nte, it's a fascinating pros- 
pect. But getting from here to there will he 
even more fascinating. While I expect to 
be happily retired and playing golf in 
Patin Springs when 2(X)I comes around. 
what we do for the remainder of this de- 
cade and into the /990's will determine 
whether or not this scenario cones any- 
where near reality. And, as I noted at the 
outset. how we treat our cu.sloners and 
Itou. we treat our own people will make all 
the difference. -Donald E. Petersen 
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terial s from ultraviolet radi ation . The
coatings also impart cosmetic color to the
glass, contro l glare, and reduce the tend
ency to fog . In other operations, various
sensors and antenn as requi red for features
such as keyless entry, intrusion detection
and satell ite commun icati on are inte
grated into the greenhouse structure .

You next visit the Exterior Panel Fab
rication Factory where large panels are
injection-molded from high perform ance
thermoplastics or formed from reinforced
th e rmo set plasti c co mpos ites with
finished color gel coats in large presses .

Your tour also includes stops at the Sus
pension Module Assembl y plant and the
vari ou s structura l modul e fabri cation
plants where you watch robots apply fast
curing structura l adhesives to bond ele
ments into an integral structure.
. All modules leave their various assem

bly plants compl ete with all sensors, actu
ators and control electronics and a single
electrica l power-distributi on bus.

Your tour ends at the Final Vehicle As
sembl y plant where all modules arrive on
a coordinated, ju st-in-time basis and are
assembled by rob ots , with minimum
hum an assistance , into a comp leted vehi
cle . A comprehensive computer-directed
final checko ut procedure completes the
manufacturin g process.

On your drive home from the plant tour,
you think about the seven days remaining
until you take delivery. You can hardly
wait! R-E

Well, there you have it . A look at Zlst
century transportation techno logy, mate
rials, and manufacturing processes as we
at Ford Motor Company /lOW anti cipate
them to be. To me, it's a fasc inating pros
pect. BIItgetting from here to there will be
even more fascinat ing , While I expect to
be happily retired and playing golf in
Palm Springs when 2001 comes arou nd,
what we do fo r the remainder of this de 
cade and into the 1990'.1' will determine
whether or not this scenario comes any
where near reality. And. as I noted at the
outse t , how we treat our customers and
how we treat our own people will mak e all
the difference .s-Donald E. Petersen

THE ALL-GLASS TOP OF FORD'S 2001 MODEL is flush wit h the body, giving the car execellent
aerodynamic performance.

RPM , internal combustion engine within
a " rnonoblock " casting which also
houses the integral Continuously Variable
Ratio transmission .
- The fiighly automated assembly pro
cess makes it difficult for you to see all of
the operations, but you are able to visually
confirm your tour guide's claim that many
of the engine 's Internal components are
fabric ated from high performance plastic
composite materials.

The guide also points out that the 'en
gine 's various covers and' " pans" are in
stalled with structu ral adhesives and-are
not removable in the field. ,

As you study the finished powertrain
modules at the end of the assembly line,
you notice that they are all fully integrated
units, devoid of any " hung-on" accesso
ries. For cont rol purposes, a single elec
trical umbilical is provided to plug into
the vehicle 's central control-system.

Your next stop is the Greenhouse Fab
rication Factory where you watch large
formed- glass pieces being unloaded from
trucks onto a line for Magnetic Vacuum
Sputter Deposition . That process, your
guide explains, is used to deposit multiple
thin films of exotic materials to insulate
the car 's interior from the sun.

That , you are told , allows smaller/
lighter air conditioning systems and pre
vents degradation of the car's interior ma-

THE INTERIOR OF FORD'S FUTURISTIC automobile is revealed in this photo by the removal of the
glass top .

processing and testing network that ties
together all design and production cen
ters. Even key suppliers are tied into se
lected parts of this network .

The film presents an overview of the
manufactu ring complex. You learn that
the centra l Vehicl e Final Assembly facili 
ty is respon sibl e for assembling com
pleted modul es and sub-assemblies into a
finished automobile . Those modules are
supplied on a just-in-tim e basis from a
rin g of surro unding plants which use
highly automated but flexible processes to
manufacture, and remanufacture , a vari
ety of components . Those factories are
operated by a highly trained staff.

Not all manufacturing operations are
represented at the complex you will tour.
Engine block s, steel structural pre-forrns
and major glass components are all sup
plied to the module-fabric ation plants
from central facilit ies. The film concludes

- - 15y presentingtliose operati~

You see one -piece aluminum engine
block/c ylinder head /transmi ssion case
casting with ceramic inserts being pro
cessed by evaporative-casting techniqu es.
You watch large pieces of thin glass being
laminated to transparent plastic and mold
ed into compl ex shapes which are light
weight but shatterproof.

The film's concluding sequence shows
steelmaking in which plasma melting
techniques are used to produce carefull y
controlled, high-purity alloy steel, which
is cast into a thin slab requirin g minimum
hot rolling before it is cold-rolled into a
finished sheet. Some of the sheet steel is
electrolytica lly coated with a nickel alloy
for outstanding corros ion resistance and is
supplied in that form to other Ford man
ufacturing locati ons. Other sheet material
is roll-formed into a structural preform
which is cut to length , stretch-formed and
selectively heat-treated by lasers.

The real tour starts in the Powertrain
Module Factory. There you watch as
robots that , in your guide 's words, can
"see," " learn" and " think for them 
selves," perform the compl ex task of as
sembling a high spec ific output, high
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Apr. 4, 2001 
Dear Sue, 

I'm still glad I left the Back to Basics commune, but I admit that being raised there does 
have some advantages. Although I may struggle with today's technology, at least I know 
how to read and write! That, along with my experience on the commune newsletter, got 
me my new job: researcher for Telecommute, an electronic magazine. 

When I say I'm a researcher, I don't mean I run around town visiting libraries. I sit at 
my office workstation, tell the expert - system researcher what information I need, and 
let it dig out the data from the online databanks we subscribe to. 

Although Telecommute is transmitted electronically, the editor designs it to be read as 
hardcopy rather than videotex. Subscribers scan the magazine on their home terminals 
and print out only the articles they want to read more closely. 

Such on- demand printing is common. In fact, books printed on printing presses are 
considered antique curios, of interest mainly to rare -book collectors. (That library of 
books at the commune may be worth a lot of money some day!) High -speed laser 
printers can print out full -color illustrations and double -sided copy, thon adhesive -bind 
the pages. 

The editor told me that when high -resolution screens displayed type as clear as print on 
glossy magazine stock, many people said that paper books and magazines would vanish 
altogether. That still has not happened -certain types of communication, such as those 
requiring analysis, can be more easily read and understood as hardcopy. Even for casual 
reading, many prefer it to book disks that are read on portable book screens. 

My first research assignment was to dig up background for an article on bootleg TV -art. 
Subscription TV -art displayed on high - resolution flat -screen TV's has become popular. A 
TV -art reproduction- French impressionist -hangs on my wall at home. The quality 
doesn't match that of the original, of course, but it's about the same as the print 
reproduction; it doesn't need to be mounted or framed, and I can change it whenever I 
want to just by requesting another selection from the catalog. Video artists found a new 
market selling to the subscription art services. But now, because hackers have 
downloaded popular artworks onto optical disk and sold bootleg copies, some artists are 
demanding improved safeguards. 

Doing research on that article gave me my first taste of how the expert- system 
researcher works. One feature I particularly like is the databank guide. I request 
information from the guide, and give it search parameters, and it becomes an instant 
librarian: It designs a search pattern, then collects, catalogs, and electronically "shelves' 
the results. It can search international foreign - language sources and run them through 
its translater. I found that sources originally written in Japanese, Russian, Chinese, 
Arabic, and Swahili can give a broad perspective. 

I can learn more in one week researching electronically than in months researching in 
library books. Sometimes I complain about information overload, but then I remind 
myself what life was like back home. With electronic research, printing on- demand, and 
art broadcast on TV, 2001 offers plenty of mental stimulation. Sue, admit it- -don't you 
find life in your Back to Basics commune just a little dull? 

Love, 

Apr. 4 , 2001
Dear Sue,

I'm still glad I left the Back to Basics commune, but I admit that being raised there does
have some advantages. Although I mao' struggle with today's technology, at least I know
how to read and write! That, along with my experience on the commune newsletter, got
me my new job: researcher for Telecommute, an electronic magazine.

When I say I'm a researcher, I don't mean I run around town visiting libraries. I sit at
my office workstation, tell the exper-t-system researcher what information I need, and
let it dig out the data from the online databanks we subscribe to .----Although Telecommute is transmitted electronically, the editor designs it to be read as
hardcopy rather thanVideot ex . Subscribers scan the magazine on their horne terminals
and print out only the articles they want to read mo~osely.

Such on-demand printing iii common. In fact, books printed on printing presses are
considered antique curios, of interest main ly to rare-book collectors. (That library of
books at the commune mao' be worth a lot of money some dayl ) High-speed laser
printers can print out full-color illustrations and double-sided copy, then adhesive-bind
the pages.

The editor told me that when high-resolution screens displayed type as clear as print on
glossy magazine stock, many people said that paper books and magazines would vanish
altogether. That still has not happened ---certain types of communication, such as those
requiring analysis, can be more easily read and understood as hardcopy. Even for casual
reading, many prefer it to book disks that are read on portable book screens.

My first research assignment was to dig up background for an article on bootleg TV-art.
Subscr ip tion TV-art displayed on high-resolution flat-screen TV's has become popular. A
TV-art reprOduction-French impressionist-hangs on my wall at horne. The quality
doesn't match that of the original, of course, but it's about the same as the print
reproduction; it doesn't need to be mounted or framed, and I can change it whenever I
want to just by requesting another selection from the catalog. Video artists found a new
market selling to the subscription art services. But now, because hackers have
downloaded popular artworks onto optical disk and sold bootleg copies, some artists are
demanding improved safeguards.

Doing research on that article gave me my first taste of how the expert-system
researcher works. One feature I particularly like is the databank guide. I request
information from the guide, and give it search parameters, and it becomes an instant
librarian: It designs a search pattern, then COllects, catalogs, and electronically "shelves"
the results. It can search international foreign-language sources and run them through
its translater. I found that sources originally written in Japanese, Russian, Chinese,
Arabic, and Swahili can give a broad perspective.

I can learn more in one week researching electronically than in months researching in
library books. Sometimes I complain about information overload, but then I remind
myself what life was like back horne. With electronic research, printing on- demand, and
art broadcast on Tv, 2001 offers plenty of mental stimulation. Sue, admit it--don't you
find life in your Back to Basics commune just a little dull?

Love, JJ~
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SOLID STATE 
TECHNOLOGY 
IN THE 
21 st CENTURY 

One gigabit in three dimensions. 

B. L. GREGORY 

FOURTEEN YEARS AGO TIIC INTC- 
grated-circuit industry introduced the 

I- kilobit MOS Dynamic RAM (DRAM). 
Although the DRAM has reached the I 

megabit level -a tenfold increase -it 
took five generations of development 
since 1973 to get there. In retrospect, each 
step in the development of I- megabit 
DRAM's is obvious, yet few people in 
1973 would have been able to chart the 
advances in both the processing and the 
equipment that made the progress of the 
last 14 wars possible. 

What made it difficult, back in 1973, to 
sec 14 years into the future is that prog- 
nostications are really limited by what we 
already know. It's relatively easy to pre- 
dict the next generation of technology be- 
cause it's usually based on existing 
knowledge and production equipment: 
The problem of getting there is largely 
one of execution. It's predicting the third 
generation that becomes difficult because 
key pieces of technology or equipment 
normally do not exist, or at best we sur- 
mise what direction technology will take 
based on what is already known. Beyond 
the third generation, predictions become 
very inexact; at their best they are guessti- 
mates that must be solely based on extrap- 
olations of past rates of progress. 

What does the extrapolation process 
show us about the future? Between the 
late 1950's and early 1970's, chip com- 
plexity doubled every year; a pace that was 
difficult to sustain. In the early seventies it 
slowed to a factor of four increases every 
three years. Indications are that, as we 
approach the existing technical limits, the 
rate of change will slow even further in the 
decade of the nineties. But even with 
slower progress, extrapolation predicts 
that in the year 2001 it will be possible to 
fabricate a 1- gigabit chip (1000 million 
bits) having a minimum feature size of 

less than 0.25 micron and an area approx- 
imately ten times larger than today's 
largest chips. 

Another approach to prediction is to 
identify fundamental limits. This can take 
the form of limits in feature size due to 
lithographic or other patterning con- 
straints. It can take the form of practical 

DRAM EVOLUTION 
1987 2001 

a)08pn 
b) (10 mmh 
cl OPTICAL 
dl NMOS 

a) 0.6 pm 
b) 115 mmll 
cl OPTICAL 
dl CMOS 
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a) 0.45 pm 
b1122mm2 
c) OPTICAL 
d) CMOS 

limits on the thinness of gate oxides nec- 
essary for high reliability. The limit can 
become even more fundamental and relate 
the energy involved in a semiconductor 
device's switching action, or the charge 
stored on a storage capacitor. to the funda- 
mental thermal noise present in the de- 
vice's elements; or the energy might be 
related to the charge produced spon- 
taneously in a device when it is transisted 
by a high -energy particle. For example. 
without the shielding effect of the Earth's 
atmosphere on cosmic rays, we would not 
be able to use our present complex inte- 
grated circuits because of induced logic 
and memory upsets. 

We can attempt to predict the evolution- 
ary equipment that will set the major lim- 
its in future manufacturing processes. If, 
for example. we knew the capability and 
availability of future generations of op- 
tical lithographic (photographic) equip- 
ment we would eliminate a major 
unknown in our predictions -assuming 
that optical systems will still be used for 
manufacturing chips. 

But there is hazard in that kind of think- 
ing, because it is based on the existing 
technology that uses an optical process to 
improve two -dimensional (2 -D) chip den- 
sity by making the features smaller. The 
existing 2 -D technology might easily be 
superseded in two generations. For exam- 
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limits on the thinness of gate oxides nec
essary for high reliability. The limit can
become even more fundamental and relate
the energy involved in a semiconductor
device 's switching action, or the charge
stored on a storage capac itor, to the funda
mental therma l noise present in the de
vice's elements; or the energy might be
related to the cha rge pro duced spon
taneously in a device when it is transisted
by a high-energy particle . For exam ple,
without the shielding effect of the Earth's
atmosp here on cosmic rays, we would not
be able to use our present complex inte
grated circuits 'because of induced logic
and memory upsets.

We can attempt to predict the evolution
ary equipment that will set the majo r lim
its in future manufacturing processes. If,
for example, we knew the capabil ity and
availability of future generations of op
tica l lithographic (photographic) equ ip
me rit w e wo u ld e l im inate a ma jo r
unknown in our predictions-assumi ng
that optical systems will still be used for
manufacturing chips.

But there is hazard in that kind of think
ing, because it is based on the existing
technol ogy that uses an optical process to
improve two-dimensional (2-D) chip den
sity by making the features smaller. The
existing 2-D techn ology might easily be
superseded in two generations . For exam-
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D
a) 0.8 pm
b) (10 mm)2
c) OPTICAL
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less than 0 .25 micron and an area approx
imate ly ten times larger than tod ay' s
largest chip s.

Anoth er approach to predict ion is to
identify fundamental limits. This can take
the form of 'limits in feature size due to
lithogr aphic or oth er pattern ing con
straints . It can take the form of practical

One gigabit in three dimensions.

SDLIDSTATE
TEC NDLDGY
INTHE
2 t st CENTURY

FO U RT E E N YEARS AGO T Il E INTE 

grated -circuit indus try introduced the
I-kilobit MOS Dynamic RAM (DRA M).
Although the DRAM has reached the I
megabi t leve l-a tenfol d increase- it
took five generations of development
since 1973 to get there . In retrospect, each
step in the deve lopme nt of I-megabit
DRAM 's is obvious, yet few people in
1973 would have been able to chart the
advances in both the process ing and the
equipment that made the progress of the
last 14 years possible .

.What made it difficul t, back in 1973, to
see 14 years into the future is that prog
nostications are really limited by what we
already know. It 's relatively easy to pre
dict the next generation of technology be
cause it's usually based o n existi ng
knowledge and production equipment:
The problem of gett ing there is largely
one of execution. It 's predicting the third
generation that becomes difficult because
key pieces of techn ology or equipment
normally do not exist, or at best we sur
mise what direction technology will take
based on what is already known. Beyond
the third generation, prediction s become
very inexact; at their best they are guessti 
mates that must be solely based on extrap
olations of past rates of progress .

Wha t does the extra polatio n process
show us about the future? Between the
late 1950 's and ear ly 1970's, chip com
plexity doubled every year; a pace that was
difficult to sustain . In the early seventies it
slowed to a factor of four increases every
three years. Indications are that , as we
approach the existing technical limits, the
rate of change will slow even further in the
decade of the nineties. But even with
slower progress , extra polatio n predic ts
that in the year 2001 it will be possible to
fabricate a I-gigabit chip (1000 million
bits) having a minimum feature size of
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plc. the introduction of three -dimensional 
(3 -D) technology would allow us to work 
within the depth of a chip (in connected 
layers, so to speak) so that the overall 
active density of the chip would be in- 
creased without requiring smaller fea- 
tures. Or, the chip might contain its own 
testing system capable of bypassing faulty 
memory circuitry. thereby permitting 
larger chips to be built at greater yields - 
meaning fewer and fewer rejects caused 
by faulty memory. 

But enough said about the diffi- 
culties-on to the predictions! The most 
complex chips in 2001 will be DRAM'S. 
NMOS (negative- channel M'S) tech- 
nology. which is used for both DRAM'S 
and CPU's, will have given away to 
CMOS for a variety of reasons, among the 
most important being lower power re- 
quirements and improved submicron per- 
formance. Although new architectures 
will reduce CMOS power to minuscule 
levels, the higher density of the 1- gigabit 
chip will nevertheless concentrate what 
little heat there is per individual cell, so 
new. more efficient, concentrated cooling 
techniques will be employed to provide 
for the power dissipation required in a (- 
gigabit chip. 

The chip itself will have 3 -D circuitry. 
employing both horizontal (2 -D) and ver- 
tical (3 -D) devices. multilevel 3 -D de- 
vices. and several layers of electrical and 
optical interconnections. In a sense. the 
chip will resemble a modem commercial 
building having some office complexes on 
a single floor (2 -D). others occupying sev- 
eral floors (3 -D). horizontal raceways for 
communication wiring (2 -D). and vertical 
raceways or the elevator shaft (3 -D) for 
interfloor wiring. To the process engineer 
of 2001. the processes of 1987 probably 
will appear as primitive as a 10-micron 
metal gate and a high -threshold PMOS 
appears to us today. 

Referring to Fig. I . from what it is pos- 
sible to conceive from present technology. 
we have extrapolated the limits, pro- 
cesses, and equipment that are likely in 
the evolution of DRAM 's from the present 
to the I- gigabit chip of 2001. Because it is 
a density -related 3 -D system. we expect 
that X -ray lithography (synchroton 
source) will be required in the late 1990's 
in order to continue DRAM evolution. 

Other silicon products 
The DRAM is a high -volume, cost - 

sensitive product. Decisions made con- 
cerning its technology are not automat- 
ically relevant to low -volume. high -value 
ASIC (Application- Specific IC) chips. An 
ASIC chip is an ultra- high -density device 
containing a complete system made to 
order for a specific application. Stretching 
the imagination, one ASIC chip might 
comprise all the electronics of a personal 
computer system: the CPU. DRAM. and 
support systems. More likely, an ASIC 
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MULTILAYER. OR 3 -D PROCESSING will sharply increase the active area per chip. As shown in a, in 
conventional optical prococossing a mask provides the surface pattern for a silicon chip. In 2001. 3 -13 

processing. such as the X -ray system shown in b. will result in a multilayered chip having individual 
elements interconnected by metallic and or optical paths. 

might contain the entire electronic system 
for an automobile: Everything from a 

voice synthesizer warning that the doors 
aren't closed to the computerized ignition 
system. Similarly. one or two ASIC's 
might comprise a complete cellular tele- 
phone. something that presently takes a 

bagful of components, of which many are 
already multi -function integrated circuits. 

Even today a schism is developing be- 
tween the technologies used to manufac- 
ture DRAM's and ASIC's. Although the 
DRAM process is continuing on an op- 
tical- lithography path, high -performance 
high -density ASIC's. called VHSIC's. are 
being produced by direct -write E -beam 
lithography. Other techniques for man- 
ufacturing ASIC's and VHSIC's that are 
still in the early stages of development 
include laser- assisted deposition /etching, 
and focused -ion beams. The advanced 
ASIC line of 2001: 

a) will not use any form of mask or 
reticule. 

b) will use a combination of E -beam. 
laser and ion -beam processing. 

c) will depend on extensive computer 
resources for design, simulation. process- 
ing and testing. 

d) will be designed using innovative 
techniques to achieve high levels of toler- 
ance against both hard and soft faults. 

New materials 
Because compound semiconductors 

provide greater speed. and because speed 
is the key to performance in VLSI (Very 
Large Scale Integration) circuits, it is 
more than likely that 2001 won't be a 

silicon world. Right now, new classes of 
synthetic compound semiconductors are 
being developed in research labs and uni- 
versities around the world. In particular. 
there is a great deal of effort going into 
improving the materials- technology of 

gallium arsenide (GaAs). which is con- 
sidered by many to be the most mature of 
the compound semiconductors. By 2001. 
the compound semiconductors will be ex- 
tremely fast, and single -gate switching in 
just a few picoseconds will be possible. 

Although it would normally be difficult 
to take advantage of such speed in com- 
plex IC's due to the parasitic resistances 
and capacitances present in large chips. 
the shorter paths of three- dimensional 
structures will maintain the higher speed 
by reducing the signal delay between de- 
vices (because they will be within the 
same structure). 

In 2001, the major impact of high- 
speed compound semiconductors will he 

in devices that successfully combine op- 
tical and electronic signal processing; de- 
vices that combine ultra -fast analog -to- 
digital conversion with digital signal -pro- 
cessing to make possible digital video 
transmission and reconstruction at greatly 
reduced bandwidth. Also, compound 
semiconductor devices will be standard in 
monolithic circuits, in integrated optical 
arrays of various sorts. and in high- perfor- 
mance communications. However, com- 
pound semiconductors will not have 
succeeded in the semiconductor memory 
market. There. silicon will continue to be 

the unquestioned leader, although the cur- 
rent wasteful approach to memory fab- 
rication will be eliminated in 2001-we 
throw away approximately one -half the 
silicon we make due to defects. In 2001. 
on -chip fault -compensation will allow us 

to use all the chips. 
Although we anticipate that silicon will 

still be the material of choice for memory. 
the search for different. higher -density 
memory materials will continue. Should a 

new memory material be created. the pre- 
dictions in this article will most likely 
prove to be tOO conservative. R -E 

X-RAY SOURCE
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gall ium arsenide (GaAs), which is con
sidered by many to be the most mature of
the compound semico nductors . By 2001,
the compound semiconductors will be ex
tremely fast, and single-gate switching in
just a few picoseconds will be possible .

Although it would normally be difficult
to take advantage of such speed in com 
plex IC's due to the parasitic resistances
and capacitances present in large chips,
the shorte r paths of three-dimensional
structures will maintain the higher speed
by reducing the signal delay between de-'
vices (because they will be within the
same structure).

In 2001, the major impact of high
speed compound semiconductors will be
in devices that success fully combine op
tical and electronic signal processing; de
vices that combine ultra-fast analog-to
digital conversion with digital signal-pro
cessing to make possible digital video
transmission and reconstruction at greatly
reduced band width . Also, co mpo und
semiconductor devices will be standard in
monolithi c circuits, in integrated optica l
arrays of various sorts, and in high-perfor
mance comm unica tions. However, com
po und se micond uc to rs will no t have
succeeded in the semiconductor memory
market. There, silicon will continue to be
the unquestioned leader, although the cur
rent wasteful approach to memory fab
ricat ion will be eliminated in 200l-we
throw away approx imately one-half the
silicon we make due to defects. In 2001,
on-chip fault-compensation will allow us
to use all the chips.

Although we anticipate that silicon will
still be the material of choice for memory,
the search for differe nt, higher-density
memory materials will continue . Should a
new memory material be created, the pre
dictions in this article will most likely
prove to be too conservative. R-E
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New materials
Because co mpo und semicond uctors

provide grea ter speed, and because speed
is the key to perform ance in VLSI (Very
Large Scale Int egrat ion) circ uits, it is
more than likely that 200 1 won' t be a
silicon world . Right now, new classes of
synthetic comp ound semiconductors are
being developed in research labs and uni
versities around the world. In particular,
there is a great dea l of effort going into
impro ving the materials-technology of

might contain the entire electronic system
for an automobile: Every thing from a
voice synthesizer warning that the doors
aren 't closed to the com puterized ignition
sys tem. Similarl y, one or two ASIC's
might comprise a complete cellular tele
phone , something that presently takes a
bagful of comp onent s, of which many are
already multi- function integrated circuits .

Even today a schism is developing be
tween the technologies used to manufac
ture DRAM's and ASIC 's. Although the
DRAM process is continuing on an op
tical-lithography path , high-performance
high-density ASIC's, called VHSIC's, are
being produced by direct-w rite E-beam
lithog raphy. Other techn iques for man
ufacturing ASIC's and VHSIC's that are
still in the early stages of development
include laser-assisted deposition/etching,
and focused-ion beams. The advanced
ASIC line of 2001:

a) will not use any form of mask or
reticule .

b) will use a com bination of E-beam,
laser and ion-beam processing.

c) will depend on extensive computer
resources for design , simulation, process 
ing and testing.

d) will be designed using innovative
techniques to achieve high levels of toler
ance against both hard and soft faults .

Other silicon products
The DRAM is a high- volume , cos t

sensitive product. Decisions made con
cerning its technology are not automat
ically relevant to low-volume , high-value
ASIC (Application-Specific IC) chips. An
ASIC chip is an ultra-high-density device
containing a compl ete system made to
order for a spec ific application . Stretching
the imagination , one ASIC chip might
compri se all the electronics of a personal
computer system: the CPU, DRAM , and
support syste ms. More likely, an ASIC

pie , the introduction of three-dimensional
(3-D) technology would allow us to work
within the depth of a chip (in connected
layers, so to speak) so that the overall
active density of the chip would be in
creased without requiring smaller fea
tures. Or, the chip might contain its own
testing system capable of bypassing faulty
mem ory circui try, th ereb y perm ittin g
larger chips to be built at grea ter yields
meaning fewer and fewer rejects caused
by faulty memo ry.

Bu t e no ug h sa id abo ut th e diffi
culties-on to the predictions! The most
complex chips in 2001 will be DRAM 's. _ I I I I I I I I I
NMOS (nega tive-channel M0S) tech- '" + '" '" '" '" '" + +
nology, which is used for both DRAM's I~~~~II
and CPU's , will have given away to . ~ .
CMOS for a variety of reasons, among the SILICON WAFER SILICON
most important being lower power re- a b

quirements and improved submicron per- .. . .. .
. MULTILAYER, OR 3-D PROCESSING Will sharp ly Increase the act ive area per chip. As shown In a, In

form ance . Although new archltecJI.JI:e_s__ conventional optical prococesslng a mask provides the surface pattern for a silicon chip . In 2001,3-D
will reduce CMOS power to minuscule pro cess ing, such as the X-ray system shown In b, will result In a multilayered chip having Individual
levels , the higher density of the l-gigabit elements interconnected by metallic and/or optical paths.

chip will nevertheless concentrate what
little heat there is per individual cell, so
new, more effic ient, concent rated cooling
techn iques will be employed to provide
for the power dissipation required in a 1
gigabit chip.

The chip itself will have 3-D circuitry,
employing both horizontal (2-0) and ver
tical (3-D) devices, multilevel 3-D de
vices, and several layers of electrical and
optica l interconnections. In a sense, the
chip will resemble a modem comme rcial
buildin g having some office complexes on
a single floor (2-0), others occupying sev
eral floors (3-D), horizontal raceways for
communication wiring (2-0), and vertical
raceways or the elevator shaft (3-D) for
interfloor wiring . To the process engineer
of 2001, the processes of 1987 probably
will appear as primitive as a lO-micron
metal gate and a high -threshold PMOS
appears to us today.

Referring to Fig. I, from what it is pos
sible to conceive from present technology,
we have extra pola ted the limits, pro
cesses, and equipment that are likely in
the evolution of DRAM 's from the present
to the I-gigabit chip of 2001. Because it is
a density-related 3-D system, we expect
that X- ray lithograph y (sync hro to n
source) will be required in the late 1990 's
in order to continue DRAM evolution.
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ROBOTS IN THE YEAR 2001 may take on a 
more human appearance. and act as personal 

servants " Well still be covering new 
technology then -you can bet on R. 

ISAAC ASIMOV 
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machines) are c ttcnirI Hie) 
arc. essentially. merely computerized 
arms performing very few motions over 
and over again. 

Research is under way. however. to .odd 
to the capabilities of such robots ---to gi 
them the equivalent of visual, auditory. 
and tactile senses -to kt them modify 
their behavior according to what they see. 
hear. and touch -to make them respon- 
sive to spoken orders and to let them 
speak in return ---to grant them mobility. 

By the year 2001, it might well be that 
at least some of those characteristics will 
have been imparted to robots. so that they 
can perform tasks of increased complex- 
ity. Robots will improve not only in their 
capacity, but they will certainly increase 
in numbers as well. There may be well ten 
times as many robots in action in 2001 as 
there are today. 

The social impact of robots 
"Way. robots are used almost en 

Ill t.i:torics: they are "industrial ro 
l b * ever. attempts are being made to de- 
sign robots of vaguely human form that 
would be able to do tasks in the home, 
acting essentially as servants. since they 
will be running the household appliances, 
and even greeting visitors. Such "person- 
al robots' may well exist by 2001. 

But robots do not exist in isolation. 
They are accompanied by social and eco- 
nomic problems- If, in 2001. there are 
many more and much better robots in ex 
istence, then it is reasonable to suppose 
that the social and economic problems 
will intensify enormously. 

The most obvious problem is thai ans- 
ing from the fact that robots will replace 
human beings in many kinds of work. 
They are doing so now, but they will be 
doing so to a much greater extent in 2001. 
In fact. the economic diltx-auons that 
may result. and the popular resentment 
that will grow. may be an important factor 
in inhibiting the entry of robots into so- 
ciety. Robots might not increase in num- 
bers or in ablilities as rapidly as they 
would if human suffering did not have to 
be taken into account. 

Since the advantages of robots are so 
great that the pressure for their use will be 
overwhelming. society will have to make 
that use more nearly possible by attacking 
the problem of human displacement and 
unemployment. By 2001. social con- 

ELECTRONICS IN 

N 

rn 

THE ROBOT 
IN THE 
21ST CENTURY 
At present, robots are simple, computerized arms with limit 
capabilities. That will change as the 21st century begins. 

cans, in that respect. will be as prominent 
a part of the human scene as the robots 
themselves are. 

It might be asked. of course, whether 
robots are really so necessary that it is 

. 

1 

sake. What are the advantages of who. 
that are so great? 

For one thing. robots may be used in 
jobs that are too dangerous for human -< 

beings-under conditions of considerable 
os .c or in environments where 
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poison gases or radioactive con- 
taminations are a possiblility. They can 
also do work that is too filthy or unpleas- 
ant to be popular with human beings. 

Then, too, they can do some kinds of 
work more efficiently than human beings 
can. When properly powered and main- 
tained, robots do not get tired. do not get 
bored. do not take dislikes to other work- 
ers or to supervisors, and do not need to 
take coffee -breaks. visit the bathroom, or 
stop for lunch. They work with greater 
met' ulousness and reproducibility. 

All that is obvious, but there is another 
point that is, perhaps, easy to miss. 

Throughout history, human beings have 
sought help in doing the heavy labor that 
needs to be done. Animals were hitched to 
the plough or set to turning millstones, 
dragging carts or chariots, and carrying 
human beings. Levers, wheels, inclined 
planes. and ever more complex combina- 
tions of those simple devices were devised 
to do work more easily. Sources of energy 
other than human and animal muscle were 
looked for -the wind, flowing water, and, 
most of all, burning fuel. 

However, when all that could be done in 
the way of the use of animals and ma- 
chines was done, there still remained jobs 
that, because of their complexity, had to 
be done by human beings. Yet a great 
many of those jobs, although too complex 
for animals and machines, were far too 
simple to make use of the full potential of 
even ordinary human brains. 

The repetitious work done in factories 
and offices, the endless tightening of bolts 
or filing of papers, the alphabetizations 
and hammerings, had to be done by 
human beings under conditions that did 
not engage the brain except to a most 
limited extent. The brain, largely unused, 
loses much of its capacity, as unused mus- 
cles will. A brain that has no occasion to 
think, becomes unused to thinking, and 
ends by being unable to think. 

It was customary in pre- industrial times 
to think of the peasants and serfs, who 
made up at least 90 percent of the human 
race, as sub -human and brutish, little bet- 
ter than the animals they lived and worked 
with. To some extent, that was justified - 
but the serfs were not born so; they were 
made so by the nature of the work they did 
all their lives, work that never engaged the 
mind. 

In today's industrial time -in the 
United States, for instance -we are far 
less inclined to despise the "lower class- 
es." We attempt to educate everyone to 
some extent, and we maintain the belief 
that since all human beings are human 
beings then everyone has an opinion that 
ought to be considered. It follows that 
opinion polls merely present numbers and 
have nothing to say about the quality of 
thought behind the opinions. It also fol- 
lows that we allow every human being an 
equal vote in political contests. 

Yet most people, even in the United 
States, are condemned to those re- 
petitious, stultifying. non -mind- engaging 
jobs that leave them largely unable to 
think. They are easily swayed by slogans, 
by illogic, and by distorted appeals to 
prejudice and emotion -all of which 
weakens our democracy. 

The potential for change came in the 
mid- 1970's, with the developments that 
led to small, cheap, yet enormously capa- 
ble computers. That meant that comput- 
erized machines could be made suffi- 
ciently compact and affordable, and yet 
sufficently capable to be profitably used 
in industry. The robots had come! 

That meant that, for the first time in 
human history, there existed a machine 
that could perform the dull and reptitious 
tasks that hitherto only human beings 
could do. For the first time, the possibility 
arose that human beings might be freed 
from the necessity of doing work that stul- 
tified the human brain and made it so 
much less useful than it could be. 

Aftcr all, is it not plain that work which 
is so dull and repetitive that a robot can do 
it is beneath the dignity of human endeav- 
or? If a human being is forced to do it. you 
make a robot out of him or her. Robots, 
then, can free human beings to be human. 

Put that way, it sounds very good -but 
it is not that easy. Those human beings 
who are replaced by robots are precisely 
those whose brains have been rendered 
flaccid by unuse; and they may have lost 
the capacity to turn their brains again to 
use. What are we to do with them? 

We might argue, of course, that ad- 
vances in technology that wipe out jobs 
have always created new jobs in numbers 
far greater than those that had been wiped 
out. There's no reason to suppose that that 
won't be true of the coming of robot tech- 
nology too. The work involved in design- 
ing. manufacturing, maintaining, and 
coordinating robots will require vast num- 
bers of qualified people. 

Re- educating society 
The key word, however, is "qualified." 

It will be insufficient to tell those who 
have lost their jobs to robots simply to 
take one of the new jobs that have become 
available. They are not qualified. There 
will arise the absolute necessity of an ex- 
pensive program of retraining and re-edu- 
cation. And for those who are too old or 
too damaged by the life -work that has 
been forced on them, there must be the 
task of finding work they can do or of 
giving them financial assistance. 

The age of robots, which will be well 
along in the year 2001, will therefore, as a 
direct result, be also an age of huge educa- 
tional projects designed to correct the 
harm donc human beings by a non -robotic 
economy and to create the people who can 
fill the jobs that have been opened by the 
robotic economy. 

It is clear, however, that that problem is 
a transitional one. It belongs only to the 
period of the change -over from a non - 
robotic economy to a robotic one. 

Presumably, the new generation born to 
a robotic economy will, from the start. do 
only work that robots cannot do, work that 
engages the human brain much more fully 
than hitherto. It should be a thinking gen- 
eration, rich in creativity. 

But is that possible? Might it not be that 
cleverness. ingenuity, and creativity are 
but rare properties and that most human 
beings are. after all, only fit for the kind of 
dull jobs a non -robotic economy would 
afford them? We can't tell until we try, but 
at least there is historical precedent in 
favor of the fact that we may be under- 
estimating the capacity of human beings 
generally. 

In ancient and medieval times. the abil- 
ity to read and write belonged only to a 
very few people -philosophers, scribes, 
merchants, and so on. Most people did 
not have the opportunity to learn how to 
read and writc and it was generally 
thought that they could not do so, even if 
one attempted to teach them. Literacy was 
a rare faculty. 

But as the world grew industrialized, it 
became more and more important for peo- 
ple, generally, to be literate. Industrial 
nations established the principle of uni- 
versal education, and built free public 
schools for the purpose and. behold, most 
people in such nations are literate as a 
result. Almost all of us can read and write 
with some facility. Those of us who can- 
not suffer more from an imperfect educa- 
tion than from innate lack of ability. 

So it may well be that the generations 
brought up in the 21st Century into a 
robot -economy will display widespread 
creativity, more widespread than we, with 
our experience of a non -robot economy 
only, are likely to credit. 

To be sure, it means that in the year 
2001, we will be struggling with the estab- 
lishment of an entirely new philosophy of 
education. Until now, the notion of mass 
education has meant one teacher for many 
students (since it is all too difficult to find 
capable teachers). It has also meant a stan- 
dardized curriculum in which everyone 
learns in the same way at the same speed. 
No allowance is made for individual dif- 
ferences. with the result that most stu- 
dents are either confused, bored, or 
resentful of the learning that is forced on 
them. 

Fortunately, the coming of a robotic 
economy means the coming of a generally 
computerized economy, for robots them- 
selves are the products of computers. Li- 
braries will be computerized and the 
computer outlet, which may be present in 
nearly every home by 2001, will make it 
possible for people generally (adults as 
well as children) to satisfy their curiosity 
in any field. 
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poison gases or radioacti ve con - Yet most people, even in the United It is clear, however, that that problem is
taminations are a possiblility. They can States, are condemned to those re- a transitional one . It belongs only to the
also do work that is too filthy or unpleas- petitious, stultifying, non-mind-engaging period of the change-over from a non-
ant to be popular with human beings. jobs that leave them largely unable to robotic econom y to a robotic one.

Then, too, they can do some kinds of think . They are easily swayed by slogans, Presumably, the new generation born to
work more efficiently than human beings by illogic, and by distorted appeals to a robotic economy will, from the start , do
can . When properly powered and main- prejudice and emotion-all of which only work that robots cannot do , work that
tained, robots do not get tired , do not get weakens our democracy. engages the human brain much more fully
bored, do not take dislikes to other work- The potential for change came in the than hitherto. It should be a thinking gen-
ers or to supervisors , and do not need to mid-1970's, with the developments that eration , rich in creativity.
take coffee-breaks, visit the bathroom, or led to small, cheap, yet enormously capa- But is that possible? Might it not be that
stoplor lunch . They work with greater ble computers. That meant that comput- cleverness, ingenuity, and creat ivity are
meticulousness and reproducibility. erized machines could be made suffi- but rare properties and that most human

All that is obvious, but there is another ciently compact and affordable, and yet beings are, after all, only fit for the kind of
point that is, perhaps, easy to miss . sufficently capable to be profitably used dull jobs a non-robotic economy would

Throughout history, human beings have in industry. The robots had come! afford them? We can't tell until we try, but
sought help in doing the heavy labor that That meant that, for the first time in at least there is historical precedent in
needs to be done. Animals were hitched to human history, there existed a machine favor of the fact that we may be under-
the plough or set to turning millstones, that could perform the dull and reptitious estimating the capac ity of human beings
dragging carts or chariots, and carrying tasks that hitherto. only human beings generally.
human beings . Levers, wheels, inclined could do. For the first time, the possibility Inancient and medieval times, the abil-
planes, and ever more complex combina- arose that human beings might be freed ity to read and write belonged only to a

- tions ofthose simple devices were devised- -from the necessity of do ing workthat stul-- -very few people-philosophers, scribes,
to do work more easily. Sources of energy tified the human brain and made it so merchants, and so on. Most people did
other than human and animal muscle were much less useful than it could be. not have the opportunity to learn how to
looked for-the wind, flowing water, and , After all, is it not plain that work which read and write and it was generally
most of all, burning fuel. is so dull and repetitive that a robot can do thought that they could not do so, even if

However, when all that could be done in it is beneath the dignity of human endeav- 'one attempted to teach them. Literacy was
the way of the use of animals and ma- or? If a human being is forced to do it, you a rare faculty.
chines was done, there still remained jobs make a robot out of him or her. Robots, But as the world grew industrialized, it
that, because of their complexity, had to then, can free human beings to be human. became more and more important for peo-
be done by human beings . Yet a great Put that way, it sounds very good-but pie, generally, to be literate . Industrial
many of those jobs, although too complex it is not that easy. Those human beings nations established the principle of uni-
for animals and machines, were far too who are replaced by robots are precisely versal education, and built free public
simple to make use of the full potentia l of those whose brains have been rendered schools for the purpose and, behold, most
even ordinary human brains. flaccid by unuse; and they may have lost people in such nations are literate as a

The repetitious work done in factories the capacity to turn their brains again to result. Almost all of us can read and write
and offices, the endless tightening of bolts use . What are we to do with them? with some facility. Those of us who can-
or filing of papers, the alphabetizations We might argue, of course, that ad- not suffer more from an imperfect educa -
and hamrnerings, had to be done by vances in techno logy that wipe out jobs tion than from innate lack of ability.
human beings under conditions that did have always created new jobs in numbers So it may well be that the generations
not engage the brain except to a most far greater than those that had been wiped brought up in the 21st Century into a
limited extent. The brain , largely unused, out. There's no reason to suppose that that robot-economy will display widespread
loses much of its capacity, as unused mus- won't be true of the coming of robot tech- creativity, more widespread than we, with
cles will. A brain that has no occasion to nology too. The work involved in design- our experience of a non-robot economy
think, becomes unused to thinking, and ing , manufacturing, maintaining, and only, are likely to credit.
ends by being unable to think . coordinating robots will require vast num- To be sure , it means that in the year

It was customary in pre-industrial times bers of qualified people . 2001, we will be struggling with the estab-
to think of the peasants and serfs, who lishment of an entirely new philosophy of
made up at least 90 percent of the human Re-educating society education. Until now, the notion of mass
race, as sub-human and brutish, little bet- The key word, however, is "qualified." education has meant one teacher for many
ter than the animals they lived and worked It will be insufficient to tell those who students (since it is all too difficult to find
with . To some extent, that was justified- have lost their jobs to robots simply to capable teachers) . It has also meant a stan-
but the serfs were not born so; they were take one of the new jobs that have become dard ized curriculum in which everyone
made so by the nature of the work they did available. They are not qualified . There learns in the same way at the same speed.
all their lives, work that never engaged the will arise the absolute necessity of an ex- No allowance is made for individual dif-
mind. I pensive program of retraining and re-edu- ferences, with the result that most stu-

In today's industrial time-in the cation. And for those who are too old or dents are either confused, bored, or
United States , for instance-we are far too damaged by the life-work that has resentful of the learning that is forced on
less inclined to despise the " lower class- been forced on them, there must be the them.
es." We attempt to educate everyone to task of finding work they can do or of Fortunately, the coming of a robotic
some extent, and we maintain the belief giving them financial assistance. economy means the coming of a generally
that since all human beings are human The age of robots, which will be well computerized economy, for robots them-
beings then everyone has art opinion that along in the year 2001, will therefore, as a selves are the products of computers . Li-
ought to be considered. It follows that direct result, be also an age of huge educa - braries will be computerized and the
opinion polls merely present numbers and tional projects designed to correct the computer outlet , which may be present in
have nothing to say about the quality of harm done human beings by a non-robotic nearly every home by 2001, will make it
thought behind the opinions. It also fol- economy and to create the people who can possible for people generall y (adults as
lows that we allow every human being an fill the jobs that have been opened by the well as children) to satisfy their curiosity
equal vote in political contests . robotic economy. in any field. .
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We all love to learn, if we are given a 
chance. provided that the learning is in a 
field in which we are interested. After all. 
the human brain is particularly proficient 
in learning, and anything for which an 
organism is well adapted is pleasant to do. 

Therefore. in addition to school where 
basics are learned, and where students 
learn how to deal with human interactions 
and those subjects that require such inter- 
action, there will also be time at home 
where youngsters can pursue their own 
inquires and explore his or her own inter- 
ests and potentialities. In a sense. each 
child (and adult. too) will have a private 
tutor in the form of an advanced and inter- 
active computer that can guide curi- 
osities, supply answers, and even suggest 
new avenues of questioning. 

In 2001, then. we will be looking for- 
ward to a world in which human beings 
will. almost automatically. find them- 
selves delightful ways of life, some in 
science. some in art. or music, or liter- 
ature, or government, or industry, or show 
business. 

We will be looking forward to a far 
richer and happier world, and we will be 
learning to be grateful to the faithful. 
hard -working robots who will have taken 
the weight of all the dreadful hack -work 
from our shoulders and our minds, and 
will be doing the dull work of the world in 
order that we might do the interesting 
work. 

Humans vs. Robots 
Rut ill the robots stay where they are 

put? Surely, they (and computers in gener- 
al) will continue to be improved. will con- 
tinue to be made more versatile, and given 
additional powers. They will be able to 
take over more complex jobs. 

Will humanity be engaged in a hopeless 
race; climbing the mountains of complex- 
ity and creativity, with the inexorable 
robots always close behind. until we de- 
spairingly reach the highest peak of all, 
only to be pushed off by the robots? In 
other words, will robots and computers 
finally replace human beings altogether, 
simply because they will become more 
intelligent and capable than humans? 

I don't think so. Such fears are based on 
the assumption that intelligence is a rather 
simple thing, a unitary phenomenon; that 
all objects that show intelligence show an 
identical kind of intelligence, so that di- 
rect comparison is possible. 

That can't be so. Intelligence comes in 
various varieties and the greatest geni- 
uses. transcendent in one way (Einstein in 
physical concepts, Mozart in music, 
Shakespeare in writing) may be quite ig- 
norant, or even foolish in other fields. It is 
not enough. then, to say "intelligent," 
one must say "intelligent in this or that 
way. 

It seems to me, then, that robotic intel- 
ligence is widely different from human 
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PERHAPS THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS ROBOT. The Space Shuttle's remote manipulator system 
holds a monitor to detect contaminants around the orbiter 's cargo bay. 

intelligence. If we measure intelligence 
simply by the ease with which we solve 
mathematical problems. then the simplest 
pocket comrnputer is already far more in- 
telligent than we. 

But. then, the human brain is not adapt- 
ed for number crunching. We can't possi- 

THE TROIKABOT can carry out complex three - 
dimensional assembly tasks. We might see this 
Westinghouse robot in a future space station. 

bly do any but the simplest arithmetical 
operations in our head. For anything else, 
we use our fingers. or an abacus, or Ara- 
bic numerals written on paper, or a slide - 
rule, or a computer. 

What the human brain is good at are 
such things as insight, fantasy, imagina- 
tion, and creativity. The human brain has 
the ability to look at a problem as a whole 
and guess the answer. It can take insuffi- 
cient data and work out the probable re- 
sult. (I can write an essay such as this one 
at top speed without ever stopping for 
conscious thought over the problem of 
which word comes after which word. or 
how to structure a paragraph.) 

Can we teach robots those human ways 
of thought? Probably we can't, because 
we don't know how we think. (I don't 
know how an essay comes out of me with- 
out conscious thought. so I can't program 
a robot to do it. What directions can I 

possibly give it ?) 
Even if we learned how to program 

robots to think humanly, why should we? 
We have humans to think humanly. What 
we want are robots who think robotically, 
who have capacities that we don't have. 

In short. in 2001, we will be looking 
forward to a world in which robots and 
humans, two different varieties of intel- 
ligence. will cooperate, rather than com- 
pete. Together we will advance far more 
rapidly, than either of us could, sepa- 
rately. R -E 
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We all love to learn, if we are given a
chance , provided that the learning is in a
field in which we are interested . After all,
the human brain is particularly proficient
in learning, and anything for which an
organism is well adapted is pleasant to do.

Therefore, in addition to school where
basics are learned, and where students
learn how to dea l with human interactions
and those subjects that require such inter
action, there will also be time at home
where youngsters can pursue their own
inquires and explore his or her own inter
ests and potential ities. In a sense, each
child (and adult, too) will have a private
tutor in the form of an advanced and inter
active co mputer that can guide curi
osities, supply answers, and even suggest
new avenues of questioning.

In 2001, then, we will be looking for
ward to a world in which human beings
will, almos t automatically, find them
selves-delightful-ways-of-life~some-in--

science, some in art, or music , or liter
ature, or government, or industry, or show'
business.

We will be looking forward to a far
richer and happier world, and we will be
learning to be grateful to the faithful,
hard-working robots who will have taken
the weight of all the dreadful hack-work
from our shoulders and our minds, and
will be doing the dull work of the world in
order that we mig ht do the interesting
work .

PERHAPS THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS ROBOT. The Space Shuttle's remote manipulator system
holds a monitor to detect contaminants around the orbiter's cargo bay.

Humans vs. Robots
But will the robots stay where they are

put? Surely, they (and computers in gener
al) will continue to be improved, will con
tinue to be made more versatile, and given
additio nal powers. They will be able to
take over more complex jobs.

Will humanity be engaged in a hopeless
race; climbing the mountains of complex
ity and crea tivi ty, with the inexorable
robots always close behind , until we de
spairi ngly reach the highest peak of all,
only to be pushed off by the robots? In
other words , will robots and computers
finally replace human beings altogether,
simply because they will become more
intelligent and capab le than humans?

I don't think so . Such fears are based on
the assumption that intelligence is a rather
simple thing, a unitary phenomenon; that
all objec ts that show intelligence show an
identical kind of intelligence, so that di
rect comparison is possib le.

That can' t be so. Intelligence comes in
various varieties and the greatest geni
uses, transcendent in one way(Einstein in
phy sical concepts, Mozart in music,
Shakespeare in writing) may be quite ig
norant , or even foolish in other fields. It is
not enoug h, then, to say "intelligent ,"
one must say " intelligent in this or that
way."

It seems to me, then, that robotic intel
ligence is widely different from human

intelligence. If we measure intelligence
simply by the ease with which we solve
mathematical problems, then the simplest
pocket commputer is already far more in
telligent than we.

But , then, the human brain is not adapt
ed for number crunching. We can't possi-

THE TROIKABOT can carry out complex three
dimensional assembly tasks. We might see this
Westinghouse robot in a future space station.

bly do any but the simplest arithmetical
operations in our head. For anything else,
we use our fingers , or an abacus, or Ara
bic numerals written on paper, or a slide
rule , or a computer.

What the human brain is good at are
such things as insight, fantasy, imagina
tion, and creativity. The human brain has
the ability to look at a problem as a whole
and guess the answer. It can take insuffi
cient data and work out the probable re
sult. (I can write an essay such as this one
at top speed without ever stopping for
conscious thought over the problem of
which word comes after which word, or
how to structure a paragraph.)

Can we teach robots those human ways
of thought? Probably we can't, because
we don' t know how we think. (I don 't
know how an essay comes out of me with
out conscious thought, so I can't program
a robot to do it. What directions can I
possibly give it?)

Even if we learned how to program
robots to think humanly, why should we?
We have humans to think humanly. What
we want are robots who think roboticall y,
who have capacities that we don 't have.

In short, in 2001, we will be looking
forward to a world in which robots and
humans, two different varieties of intel
ligence , will cooperate, rather than com
pete . Together we will advance far more
rapidly, than either of us could , sepa
rately. R-E
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You'd like to switch jobs. and. to learn 
more about companies in the area that 
need people w ith your expertise. you type 
"companies within 50 stiles employing 
physicists" Into your TV. In two days. an 
hour and a hall of video programming 
describing seven local corporations is 
downloaded to your VCR automatically. 

Or suppose your daughter has a thyroid 
problem Her pediatrician recommends a 
local surgeon. hut you would like com- 
ments from former patients YOU type 
"loner patients of Ur. Wellbeing who 
have had thyroid disorder:" into your TV 
In five days it informs you that "the mate- 
rial you requested on thyroid patients has 
amved." 

Or suppose you're a young mother tak 
mn care of our newborn son and stud -in 

Igor your master's degree in 
necnng. While the baby sleeps. yo 
taking Lesson 12 of the digital signa 
¡onocessing course being taught at Prince- 
ton. Your VCR recorded the lesson last 
night. In addition. your questions regard- 
ing DSP chips were received by Professor 
Billings this morning. 

Each of those scenarios is likely to be 
realistic in the 'Third Age of Videoa 
tome u whnch televlsnm audiences might 
wry well consist not of groups of 20 mil- 
lion watching one program. but 01 gniups 
of ten for fewer uarching 20 nullum pro- 
grams. Adven}sing. rather than being the 
province of relatively few of America's 
half a million corporations. will Ile ac- 
cessible to virtually any company. We are 
talking about "Video Power to the Iko- 
ple " -a time when most anyone can be a 
producer as well as a consumer of video - 
and it's about as close to realization as 
personal computing was in the early days 
of the first personal computer. the MITS 

e devices. systems. and services we en- 
sion for the Third Age of Video We 

t to understand what role telephone 
mpanies, as distributors of informa- 

tion. might play. That there will be a 
role -and an important one -can hardly 
be doubted. Even pessimists predict that 
within 20 years. it will he no more expen- 
sive to build high -speed fiber -optic tele- 
phone- switching systems than it is to 
build our current systems. However. the 
new systems will handle many times the 
volume of information that our systems do 
today. 

The liber- optics based communications 
network of the Third Age of Video will 
have the information- carrying capacity of 
cable -TV networks. as well as the tele- 
phone network's ability to connect any 
node in the network to any other node. In 
fact. experiments in Europe. Canada. and 
Japan are already being conducted to ex- 
plore the possibilities of such wideband 
communications systems. In Biarritz. 
France. for example. IS(N) telephone sub- 
scribers have video -telephone service. 
video -library service. and other advanced 
leatures provided through a fiber -optic 
distnbution system. 

h 
Scientists at Bell Communications Re- 

search (Bellcore) have been researching 
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Third -age prototype 
7ü test the Icasibthty of those ideas. 

Bellcore engineers developed an experi- 
mental machine that delivers the type Ott 

integrated video services that we believe 
will be important to consumers. We want- 
ed to give the viewer as much control over 
what he watched on TV as he now has over 
who he talks to on the telephone. 

So we built a machine called a Video 
Resource Manager (VRM). and installed 
it for three months in my New Jersey 
home. One of the most useful services 
experimented with was what we called the 
"intelligent VCR " It comprised an up- 
to-date list of TV programming available 
on a particular day. and for the next 
month. From any of four television sets. 
my family could either watch the current 
program. or. by pressing a button. have 
the VRM record the show for later view. 
ing. (See Fig. l I. 

Playback required only a selection from 
one of several on- screen lists All of the 
usual VCR functions, such as fast -for- 
ward, freeze -frame and search, were 
available from the keypad as well. We 
multiplexed the output of a fi,urh -Tone 
telephone pad onto an RG59 coaxial cable 

that also carnal the sÚdio and v s sig- 
nais from the 401 to the remote TV set 
Key presses were de- multiplexed and in- 
terpreted at the VRM independently for 
each of six users. Every action taken by 
the VRM was then recorded for later anal- 
ysis in our ongoing evaluation of the ser- 
vice. 

In addition to the intelligent VCR. 
users had a movies -on- demand service 
that allowed them to browse through list- 
ings of movies organved by title. subject. 
and rating. Although that panicular ser- 
vice was not as conveniently implemented 
as the intelligent VCR. at that time, it 
suggested a new approach to introducing 
videotex into the home. 

In fact. until now. videotex has been a 

solution looking for a problem. But by 

integrating a database service with enter 
tainment video, we believe we may have 
found the path leading to the Third Age - 
that is. Mosichnwvscr. a natural photo- 
videotex application. 

Still -image composer 
Researchers in the United Kingdom 

and Japan have been experimenting with 
the notion Of photo -videotex. And engi- 

Pieces ; crxe ave been busy. too. 
have built a still -image composer that can 
snap pictures of ordinary video images 
and place them at arbitrary places in arbi- 
trary sites on a composite screen. Such 
capabilities can he provided over cable - 
distribution facilities by adding a frame 
butler to the home videotex system. 

In addition. we built a system that al- 
lows you to L reale .Itde -shun like se 

quences. cad' Ilan nta he .s.4kfated 
with an audio sequence. The system is 
multi -user. and uses Winchester -type hard 
disks to store digital audio whose quality 
matches that of the compact disc. The 
technologies are here today and can Ix- 

made available inexpensively in sufficient 
volume to he economically 1,011, 

TV production 
the obstacle to that son of pit tit tet.Utuu 

set television production has not been a 

lack of ideas. but of :cces, to the tools of 
the trade. Until recently. y taro pr,slutttnn 
has been restricted to pruicssnnt.ils. due to 
the cost of the necessary specialized 
equipment. However. simple VHS- format 
editors are now sufficiently inexpensive 
that high -school curricula include video 
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THE VIDEO RESOURCE MANAGER (VRM) was installed in the author's home for three months for 
testing. h allowed us to share video resources among four TV sets via remote control. The remote 
controllers were based on Touch-Tone-like keypads. 

FIG. S- DEMOCRATIC TV (DTV) MUST BE EASY TO USE, unlike current Videotex systems. Developers 
are working on new ways of getting information from the system. including the Macintosh -like 
interlace shown here. 

production as an elective along with pho- 
tography. Special- effects processors that 
mix multiple video streams are being re- 
searched at Bellcore. to determine the ex- 
tent to which microelectronics can reduce 
the cost of such components. 

For example under study is an RGB 
video -image combiner that can take four 
NTSC or RGB inputs and combine them 
into a single high -definition or 525 -line 
RGB composite -video output. With suffi- 
cient demand. cost could be reduced to 
the point where the equipment would be 
affordable by semi- professionals. 

In the fourth edition of the Video 
Source Book. there are more than 35,000 
listings of video material categorized by 
business /industry. children/juvenile. fine 

arts, general interest/education. health/ 
science. instruction /how -to. movies/en- 
tertainment and sports/recreation. The 
Third Age of Video will change our habits 
from shopping for one title out of several 
thousand in the local video store to re- 
questing that one of several hundred thou- 
sand titles be downloaded to your VCR. 
The technology is available today and 
could compete as an alternative to video- 
store shopping. 

Democratic TV 
Consider a new service that we call 

Democratic TV (DTV). How would it 
work? You turn the TV set on and select a 

DTV service. Your videotex controller 
connects you to a computer in the cable 
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THE VRM COMBINED VIDEOTEX -LIKE SER- 
VICES with remote -VCR control. From any loca- 
tion we could. using on-screen guides. choose 
one of several television services (a). obtain a 

listing of current shows (b). set up for delayed 
recording (c). and obtain a listing of current 
movies (d). 

head -end. The ensuing dialogue would 
depend on the sophistication of the ser- 
vice offered. It might proceed as follows: 
DTV System: Thanks for calling. Select 
a subject category. 
Subscriber: Baseball. 
DTV System: Select an event. 
Subscriber: Last night's little - league 
game. 
DTV System: Currently being offered not 
later than 10 pm on Friday at $3.50 to 17 
other subscribers. We do not expect suffi- 
cient interest to permit earlier broadcast. 

THE VIDEO RESOURCE MANAGER (VRM) was install ed in the author's home for three months for
testing. It allowed us to share video resources among four TV sets via remote cont rol. The remote
controllers were based on Touch-Tone-Iike keypads.

a

b

FIG. 5-DEMOCRATIC TV (DTV) MUST BE EASY TO USE, unlike current Videotex systems. Developers
are working on new ways of gett ing information f rom the sys tem , including the Macintosh-like
interface shown here.
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product ion as an elective along with pho
tography. Spec ial-effects processors that
mix multiple video streams are being re
searc hed at Bellcore , to determine the ex
tent to which microelect ronics can reduce
the cos t of such co mponents .

For example under study is an RG B
video-image co mbiner that can take four
NTSC or RGB input s and co mbine them
into a sing le high-definition or 525-line
RGB composite-video output. With suffi
cient demand , cost co uld be reduc ed to
the point where the eq uipment would be
affordab le by semi-profess ionals.

In the fourth edit io n of the Video
Source Book. there are more than 35,000
listings of video materi al categorized by
business/ industry, children/juven ile . fine

arts , ge neral interest/edu cati on , health/
sc ience , instruc tion/how-to, movies/en 
terta inment and sports/recreation. The
Third Age of Video will change our habits
from shopping for one title out of several
thousand in the local video store to re
questing that one of several hundred thou
sand titles be downloaded to your VCR .
The technology is avai lable today and
could co mpete as an alternative to video
store shopping .

Democrat ic TV
Consider a new service that we call

Democratic TV (DTV). How would it
work? You turn the TV set on and select a
DTV service. Your videotex co ntro ller
con nects you to a comp uter in the cable

c

d , I ,

THE VRM COMBINED VIDEOTEX-LIKE SER
VICES with remote-VCR control. From any loca
tion we cou ld , using on-screen guides, choose
one of several television services (a), obtain a
listing of current shows (b), set up fo r delayed
recording (c) , and obtain a listing of current
movi es (d).

head- end . The ensuing dialogue would
depend on the sophistication of the ser
vice offered . It might proceed as follows:
DTV System: Thanks f or calling . Select
a subjec t category.
Subscr iber: Baseball .
DTV System: Select an event.
Subscriber: Last night' s littl e-l eague
game .
DT V System: Currently being offered not
later than 10 pm on Friday at $3 .50 to 17
other subscribers . We do not expect suffi
cient interest to permi t earlier broadcast .
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STILL -IMAGE VIDEO EDITING is another ap- 
plication of third -age video technology. For ex- 
ample, various images can be superimposed (a) 
on one another. A standard video terminal can 
be used to browse through an electronic "book" 
of video "snapshots" (b). Semi- professional TV 
production using equipment like that shown 
here (c) can be used to combine several video 
signals into a single output (d). The input sig- 
nals may be either NTSC or RGB; the output may 
be in either the standard 525 -line or the upcom- 
ing high -definition format. 

Do you still wish to subscribe? 
Subscriber: If by Wednesday. yes. If not. 
any baseball game will do. 
DTV System: Conditional order taken. 
Anything else? 
Subscriber: Display movie listings. 

The basic idea is to use software and 

ELECTRONICS IN 
hardware technologies to take maximum 
advantage of existing limited- distribution 
networks. Movies would be distributed on 
the CATV network: control signals would 
be transported on the telephone network. 

A key element of the architecture is the 
VCR. It is important because the capacity 
of CATV networks is limited, and more so 
if you attempted to provide video-on-de- 
mand service to a typical system of 5000 
subscribers. The reason is that most peo- 
ple watch TV at the same time (7 I0 pm). 
and if half of a 35- channel CATV system 
were devoted to DTV service, only 18 

people would get to watch what they want- 
ed. However, with intelligent VCR's (to 
which programs could be down -loaded 
during off -peak hours) 180 people could 
watch their program choice with at worst a 

one -day wait from the time it was ordered. 

DTV technology 
Exactly what do we mean by Demo- 

cratic TV? To begin with. your TV set 
would be interfaced to a controller that 
makes using the service easy for the sub- 
scriber and manages all the electrical sig- 
nals needed to make it work. We believe 
that earlier attempts at a service like that 
failed because the user interface was poor. 

Furthermore, electronic home informa- 
tion (videotex) experiments in this coun- 
try have been generally unsuccessful. At 
home. people will not pay much for infor- 
mation- they're used to getting it free. 
However. people will and do pay for enter- 
tainment. as evidenced by the popularity 
of VCR's, cable TV. and stereo equip- 
ment and programming. Democratic TV 
couples videotex with an entertainment 
service to give people more control over 
their viewing choices. That control is the 
key to launching the Third Age of Vid- 
eo-and in a sense it has already begun; 
Impulse Pay -Per -View schemes are under 
trial nationally. 

After a delivery system for still -image 
and full -motion video is made available at 
the community level, more people will 
have the opportunity to produce video 
programming. including, for example, 
the fifteen- minute sermon by a local rabbi 
or minister, excerpts from the town -coun- 
cil meeting discussing hazardous waste 
sites, a visit to the high school by one of 
NASA's astronauts, and a walk through a 

local park. The difference between the 
scenarios described and today's cable sys- 
tems is in the scale of viewer options and 
their control over them. 

The technology for the Third Age of 
Video exists and awaits deployment -ad- 
mittedly a large task. But it seems over- 
whelmingly likely that, by 2001, the 
strikingly superior quantity and quality of 
audio and video transmissions available 
through fiber -optic cable will have gener- 
ated so great a demand that the Third Age 
will not only be upon us. it already will 
have become commonplace. R -E 

As the preceding article makes 
clear. the way we use video commu- 
nications In the twenty -first century 
will be quite different from the way we 
use It today. Technology will also dra- 
matically change the video we watch 
and the way we view it. What are 
some of the possibilities? 

Large hang -on- the -wall screens 
will finally become a reality. We'll see 
multi -Image projection rooms with 
360 -degree viewing screens and ho- 
lographic displays. We'll also have 
spherical viewing rooms that will let 
us experience video like we never 
have before. They will take advan- 
tage of new video tape that contains 
computerized codes for the room's 
master control system -to vary room 
temperature. aromas, vibration. etc 
to enhance the realism of what we 
view. 

s,.aacav vawaa aoo. 
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As the preced ing art icle makes
clear, the way we use video commu
nications in the twenty-first century
will be quite different from the way we
use it today. Technology will also dra
matically change the video we watch
and the way we view it. What are
some of the possibilities?

Large hang-on-the-wall screens
will finally become a reality. We'll see
multi -image projection rooms with
360-degree viewing screens and ho
lograph ic displays . We'll also have
spherical viewing rooms that will let
us experience video like we never
have before. They will take advan
tage of new video tape that contains
computerized codes for the room's
master control system-to vary room
temperature, aromas, vibration, etc.
to enhance the realism of what we
view.

ELEeTR tJN l e s IN
hardware techno logies to take maximum
advantage of existing limited-distribution
networks. Movies would be distributed on
the CATV network; control signals would
be transported on the telephon e network .

A key element of the architecture is the
VCR . It is import ant because the capacity
of CAT V networks is limited , and more so
if you attempted to provide video-on-de
mand service to a typica l system of 5000
subscribers. The reason is that most peo
ple watch TV at the same time (7-10 pm) ,
and if half of a 3S-channel CATV system
were devoted to DTV service , only 18
peopl e would get to watch what they want
ed. However, with intelli gent VCR 's (to
which programs could be down-loaded
during off-peak hours) 180 people could
watch their program choice with at worst a
one-day wait from the time it was ordered .

_D_T_V_tEt~tlno logy _
Exactly what do we mean by Demo 

cratic TV? To begin with , your TV set
would be interfaced to a controller that
makes using the servic e easy for the sub
scriber and manages all the electrical sig
nals needed to' make it work. We believe
that earlier attempts at a service like that
failed because the user interface was poor.

Furthermore , electronic home informa
tion (videotex) experiments in this coun
try have been generally unsuccessful. At
home, people will not pay much for infor
mation-they're used to getting it free .
However, people will and do pay for enter
tainment, as evidenced by the popularity
of VCR's , cable TV, and stereo equip
ment and programming . Democratic TV
couples videotex with an entertainment
service to give people more control over
their viewing choices. That control is the
key to launching the Third Age of Vid
eo--and in a sense it has already begun;
Impul se Pay-Per-View schemes are under
trial nationally.

After a delivery system for still-image
and full-motion video is made available at
the community level, more people will
have the opportunity to produce video
programming , including, for example,
the fifteen-minute sermon by a local rabb i
or mini ster, excerpts from the town-coun
cil meeting discus sing hazardous waste
sites, a visit to the high school by one of
NASA's astronauts, and a walk throu gh a
local park . The differenc e between the
scenarios described and today's cable sys
tems is in the scale of viewer options and
their control over them .

The technology for the Third Age of
Video exists and awaits deployment-ad
mittedl y a large task . But it seems over
whe lming ly likely tha t, by 2001 , th e
strikin gly superior quantity and quality of
audio and video transmissions available
through fiber-optic cable will have gener
ated so great a demand that the Third Age
will not only be upon us, it alread y will
have become commonplace . R-E

b

a

c

d

Do you still wish to subscribe?
Subscriber: If by Wednesday, yes. lf not ,
any baseball game will do .
DT V System : Conditional order taken .
Anything else?
Subscriber: Display movie listings .

The bas ic idea is to use software and

STILL-IMAGE VIDEO EDITING is another ap
plication of third-age video technology. For ex
ample, var ious imag es can be superimposed (a)
on one another. A standard video terminal can
be used to browse through an electronic "book"
of video "snapshots" (b). Semi-professional TV
production us ing equipment like that shown
here (e) can be used to combine several video
signals into a single output (d) . The input sig
nals may be either NTSC or RGB; the output may
be in either the standard 525-line or the upcom
ing high -def inition format.
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July 4, 2010 
Dear Sue, 

Your letter posed a tough question: How has the technology I've been describing affected 
people's lives? I know you feared the worst -I remember those horror stories we were 
raised on in the Back to Basics commune, about individual liberty being destroyed by 
computer integration. You thought that my enthusiastic letters meant I had been 
brainwashed, right? I admit the technology of the 21st centruy dazzled me. I saw 
instant -information, and it seemed that instant information meant instant solutions. 

I no longer expect instant solutions. But I still believe that the technologies I've written 
you about -integrated electronic offices and electronic information access -offer the 
average person increased opportunities. Here's what I've discovered. 

First, the integrated electronic office: Office automation shifted people's attitudes toward 
work in several ways. Back in the early 1990's, automation caused rough times for 
white -collar workers, with massive layoffs, similar to the blue -collar layoffs of the 
1980's. Public pressure forced government and industry to establish free retraining 
centers, like the one I trained at when I first left the commune. Today, people and 
companies plan on changes in jobs and careers. Such changes often demand continuing 
education. Industry leaders increased support to community colleges and continuing 
education programs. Tax laws now allow deductions for any education expenses. 

Next, electronic access to information: Ease of access poses a subtle danger because now 
people are' more easily informed, but not necessarily more knowledgeable. With 
information so easy to get, people take its accuracy for granted. Hand someone a copy of 
Mein Kampf with a biography of Hitler on the back cover and they'll likely take one look, 
then toss it in the garbage. They can see from the context the writer's prejudices. Show 
that same person an out -of- context extract from the book in a databank -how are they 
to guess the author was a deranged fanatic? 

But people are finding answers to that problem, too. Schools now train students to 
analyze data for the degree of accuracy. And. to discourage those who might deliberately 
plant lies in databanks, a new law requires databank publishers to disclose the source 
and entry date for all information. 

The benefits of electronic information access outweigh trie hazards. Scientific and 
technological research is thriving. Geography is no longer a barrier. Because people can 
access translations from all over the world, they learn to understand other cultures 
better. Will we someday understand each other enough to solve our disagreements with 
reason instead of force? On a personal level, when people get the information they want 
faster, they think faster. make decisions faster, and act faster. People find fewer barriers 
between their dreams and their goals. 

Speaking of which, I've got to go now. My home workstation just arrived and my 
neighbors have gathered to welcome me to the ranks of telecommuters with a terminal - 
warming party. Sue, I think you really wanted to ask, "Have the new technologies 
isolated and diminished people or made them mere chunks of data in gigantic databanks, 
as our parents feared ?" I hope I've shown you that, instead, people have found new ways 
to come together, to broaden their interests and skills, and to better understand each 
other and their world. 

Love, 

July 4, 2010
Dear Sue ,

Your letter posed a tough question: How has the technology I've been describing affected
people's lives? I know you feared the worst--I remember those horror stories we were
raised on in the Back to Basics commune, about individual liberty being destroyed by
computer integration. You thought that my enthusiastic letters meant I had been
brainwashed, right? I admit the technology of the 21st centruy dazzled me. I saw
instant-information, and it seemed that instant information meant instant solutions.

---I nol on ger expect instant solutions. But I still believe that the technologies I've written
you about :::::1ntegrated~OniC offices and electronic information access-offer the
average person increased oppor-tunttdes'Here's what I've discovered.----First, the integrated electronic office: Office automation shifted people's attitudes toward
work in several w8(1s. Back in the early 1990's, automation caused rough times for
white-collar workers, with massive 18(10ffs, similar to the blue-collar layoffs of the
1980's. Public pressure forced government and industry to establish free retraining
centers, like the one I trained at when I first left the commune. Tod8(1, people and
companies plan on changes injobs and careers. Such changes often demand continuing
education. Industry leader s increased support to community colleges and continuing
education programs. Tax laws noyv allow deductions for any education expenses.

Next, electronic access to information: Ease of access poses a subtle danger because now
people aremore easily informed, but not necessarily more knowledgeable. With
information so easy to get, people take its.accuracy for granted. Hand someone a copy of
Mein Kampf with a biography of Hitler on the back cover and they'll likely take one look,
then toss it in the garbage. They can see from the context the writer's prejudices. Show
that same person an out-of-context extract from the book in a databank-how are they
to guess the author was a deranged fanatic?

But people are finding answers to that problem, too. Schools now train students to .
analyze data for the degree of accuracy. And .to discourage those who might deliberately
plant lies in databanks, a new law requires databank publishers to disclose the source
and entry date for all information.

The benefits of electronic information access outweigh the hazards. Scientific and
technological research is thriving. Geography is no longer a barrier. Because people can
access translations from all over the world, they learn to understand other cultures
better. Will we someday understand each other enough to solve our disagreements with
reason instead of force? On a personal level, when people get the information they want
faster, they think faster, make decisions faster, and act faster. People find fewer barriers
between their dreams and their goals .

Speaking of which, I've got to go now. My home workstation just arrived and my
neighbors have gathered to welcome me to the ranks of telecommuters with a terminal
warming party. Sue, I think you really wanted to ask, "Have the new technologies
isolated and diminished people or made them mere chunks of data in gigantic databanks,
as our parents feared?" I hope I've shown you that, instead, people have found new w8(1s
to come together, to broaden their interests and skills, and to better understand each
other and their world.

Love,
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A look at five new 
technologies that may 
dramatically effect the ways 
we generate electric power 
as the 21st century begins. 

Dr. STEPHEN B. KUZNETSOV 

OVER THE NEXT DECADE AND A HALF. 
several dramatic changes will occur 

in the ways that American households ob- 
tain electric power. Those changes will 
come about because of the development 
of practical, commercially- feasible small 
power -generating systems for consumer 
use. 

The technology is being developed 
now. When that development is complete. 
millions of consumers will have access to 
resources that will allow them to generate 
their own power efficiently and reliably. 

In this anicle, we will examine five new 
power technologies that could be in mass 
production by 2001, profoundly affecting 
our everyday lives. Three of the tech- 
nologies generate DC and AC electric 
power; a fourth conditions the electric 
power produced by the consumer for prac- 
tical use; and the fifth is one of the most 
efficient energy- storage inventions known 
to modern civilization. 

Private power production 
The inventions and technologies de- 

scribed here are ones truly designed for a 

new age as they are used to produce rather 
than consume electric power. Further, the 
generators we'll describe here all use 
renewable energy sources in performing 
their tasks. finally. their installation, use. 
and maintenance in a home/consumer sit- 
uation requires no specialized skills or 
additional training. 

For the consumer, there will be many 
incentives for turning to self -generated 
electric power. In the past. the govern- 
ment has encouraged the use of solar, geo- 
thermal. and wind energy, and it is likely 
to do so in the future. For example, since 
1978. owners of home power-generating 
equipment have been guaranteed a fair 
selling price for the electricity they pro- 
duced. Utilities are required to purchase 
any excess electricity. up to a limit of 80 
megawatts. at the prevailing rate. By 
2001. that rate could be $0.12 a kilowatt - 
hour. or more. potentially making private 
power- generating systems a very attrac- 
tive investment. 

The energy -technology industry is un- 
dergoing explosive growth. Almost 4000 
n wv manufacturers spnng up in this coun- 
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try every year; and if current trends con- 
tinue. that rate is likely to triple by 2001. 
Unlike traditional energy -equipment 
manufacturers. which have concentrated 
on large -scale power generation ex- 
clusively, the new manufacturers are con- 
centrating on technologies that are 
suitable for small -scale applications. 
Many arc appropriate for use by individu- 
al home owners. 

One key to making home power- gener- 
ation practical is to make the technology 
less intimidating. That can be done in 
part, by using microprocessors. With mi- 
croprocessor- controlled systems, you 
won't need to be an engineer to maintain a 

small generating unit. Instead, a micro- 
processor- perhaps aided by voice -rec- 
ognition and speech -synthesis systems - 
can guide you through most maintenance 
and repair operations. 

Many consumers already have turned 
over the operation of some home energy - 
generating equipment to microproces- 
sors. That equipment ranges from hot - 
water boilers to automatic fireplace light- 
ers. In most installations, however, all 
equipment is controlled by a single, cen- 
tral processor -that is, the personal com- 
puter. 

By 2001. we will be in the midst of 
what is called the DIRAC (Decentralized 
Indirect -Radiated Automatic Control) 
era. Then. each piece of energy- produc- 
ing equipment, be it a rooftop generator, a 
basement storage -unit, or a hidden power- 
conditioner. will be controlled by its own 
microprocessor. No fiber -optic or hard- 
wire link will be needed for coordination. 
because each piece of equipment will be 
able to react autonomously to conditions 
for peak performance. Some have even 
speculated that, by 2001, each wall socket 
in the home will be equipped with micro- 
processors that will monitor all ap- 
pliances and control the distribution of 
power in the room following voice in- 
structions and sensor information. 

A new vocabulary 
Man has always speculated about the 

future. In past centuries it was fashionable 
among scientists and others to consider 
the changes that might come about in 100 

years. As the pace of technological ad- 
vance quickened, perceptions altered and 
visionaries began thinking in terms of 50 
years for significant changes in lifestyles 
to be realized. Now. IS years. or less. 
seems safer. 

With the dramatic changes in energy 
technology will come a new language of 
sorts. In particular. five new "words' will 
become familiar to everyone from age 2 to 
92 (the anticipated life expectancy in 
2001). Those words will be: 

LIMPET- Linear Induction Machine 
Programmed Electric Turbine 

SUPERSEA- SUPERconducting 
Self- Excited Armature 

CAVET- Closed -cycle Advanced 
Vapor Electro- Turbogenerator 

FC -Fuel Cell 
PC -Power Conditioner 
If you doubt that to he true. think about 

the blank stares that the terms micro- 
processor. personal computer. RAM. 
ROM, or even LCD would have drawn 
from many in 1972. and the knowing 
smiles they now generate. 

UMPET -a linear generator 
Roughly IS years ago the Linear Induc- 

tion Motor (LIM) was introduced as a 

replacement for conventional electric 
motors in high -speed mass transit. LIM - 
powered trains built in the U.S. achieved 
record -breaking ground -transportation 
speeds of over 250 miles -per -hour in 
1974. At present. the world record is 320 
miles -per -hour for a linear -induction levi- 
tated train. However, it is predicted that by 
2001. the greatest use of linear induction 
may be for electric -power generation for 
homes and farms. 

The LIMPET is a relative of the LIM of 
the 1970's, although the mechanics be- 
hind the technique originally were con- 
ceived by Leonardo da Vinci in the 14th 
century. The device uses wind energy, a 

classic renewable -energy source. to gen- 
erate continuous AC electric power at 60 
hertz in a way that's dramatically different 
from current conventional wind- energy 
systems. Currently, wind -energy systems 
all use rotary- turbine motion and a rotary 
generator in one form or another. Two 
schemes are commonly used: Either the 
generator is directly attached to the pro- 
peller, or alternately. it is geared to the 
blading through a long shaft. allowing the 
generator to be mounted on the ground. 
The result is the windmill. long a fixture in 
rural America. 

By 2001 those windmills will have vir- 
tually disappeared. In their place will be 

one or more LIMPET's, like the one 
shown in Fig. I, mounted on the roof of a 

barn or an estate house. 
The LIMPET has a number of attractive 

characteristics. For example, its low pro- 
file (6 inches or less) means that it is 
unobtrusive and environmentally benign; 
as to other dimensions. the unit shown 
measures roughly 38 inches wide and 20 
inches deep. Other advantages are its use 
of a renewable energy source and the 
elimination of the gyroscopic forces asso- 
ciated with large rotary turbines. 

The principals behind the LIMPET are 
shown in Fig. 2. It generates electricity 
using a bladed "venetian blind" system 
mounted on a conductive movable belt. 
The armature consists of an array of cop- 
per coils wound on a steel core. Wind 
striking the blades causes the belt to move 
and 60-Hz electricity to be generated in a 

manner analogous to the way electricity is 
generated in a rotary system. The elec- 
tricity is generated anytime the belt is 
moving at a speed between I and 25 feet - 
per- second. 

Current prototype LIMPET's have a 

power density of about 50 watts/pound. 
That means that a unit capable of produc- 
ing IO killowatts will weigh 200 pounds. 
Mounting a 200 -pound unit on your roof 
is not a particularly easy task, but by 2001 
lighter units. perhaps using aluminum 
belts and blades. will be available. While 
those units will have lower power outputs, 
on the order of 2 kilowatts or so. for many 
applications that is all that is needed. If 
higher capacity is required, two or more 
units can be used. 

A sea of energy 
The LIMPET is just one of several 

power -generation technologies currently 
under investigation; we'll examine two 
others, the CAVET and the fuel cell, later 
on in this article. However, no matter what 

FIG. 1-THIS PROTOTYPE LIMPET GENERATOR. installed on a rooftop in Maryland, is but six inches FIG. 1-THIS PROTOTYPELIMPET GENERATOR, install ed on a rooftop in Mary land, is but six inches
high.
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try every year; and if curre nt trends co n
tinue , that rate is likel y to trip le by 200 !.
Un like traditi on a l e ne rgy-eq u ip men t
manufacture rs , which have co nce ntrated
o n large -sc al e power ge ne ra tio n ex 
c lus ively, the new manufactu rer s are con
c e nt ra t in g o n technol o gi e s th at a re
su ita b le fo r s ma ll-sca le ap p licatio ns .
Many are appropr iate fo r use by indi vidu 
a l hom e ow ners .

O ne key to makin g home power-gener
ation pract ical is to make the technology
less intim idating . Th at ca n be don e in
part , by us ing microprocessor s . With mi 
c ro p ro cesso r-contro lled sys te ms, yo u
won' t need to be an eng ineer to maintain a
small ge ne rat ing un it. Instead , a micro
processor-perhap s aide d by voice-rec
og nition and speec h-synthes is sys tems
can guide you through most mainten anc e
and repair operations.

- Many- co nsumers a lrea dy. hav turned.L;
over the operatio n of some hom e ene rgy
ge ne rating eq uipme nt to microp roces
sors . Th at eq uipment ranges from hot
water boile rs to automa tic firep lace light 
ers. In most inst a llations , however, a ll
equipme nt is co ntro lled by a s ing le, cen-
tral proc essor-that is , the person al co m
puter.

By 2001, we will be in the mid st of
what is called the DIRAC (Decentrali zed
Indirect-Radi at ed A ut omat ic Contro l)

.era , Then , each piece of ene rgy-produc-
ing equipme nt, be it a rooftop ge nerator, a
basemen t sto rage -unit, or a hidden power
co nditione r, wi ll be co ntro lled by its own
microp rocessor. No fiber-o ptic or hard
wire link will be need ed for co ord ina tio n,
because each piece of eq uipme nt will be
able to react autono mous ly to co nd itions
for peak performan ce . So me have even
speculated that , by 200 1, eac h wall socket
in the home w ill be equipped wi th micro
processors th at w ill moni to r a ll ap
plian ces and co ntro l the distrib ution of
power in the roo m foll owing voice in
struc tions and se nsor infor matio n.

A new vocabulary
Man has always speculated abo ut the

future . In past ce nturies it was fashionab le
am on g sc ientists and other s to consider
the cha nges that migh t co me ab out in 100
years . As the pace of technological ad
vance qui cken ed, perceptions altered and
visionari es bega n thinking in te rms of SO
years for s ignificant cha nges in lifestyles
to be reali zed . Now, IS years , or less ,
seems safe r.

With the drama tic cha nges in ene rgy
techno logy will co me a new language of
sorts. In part icular, five new "words" will
become fami lia r to eve ryone from age 2 to
92 (the antic ipa ted life ex pectancy in
200 1). Th ose words w ill be:
• LIMPET-Linear Inducti on Machine
Programmed E lec tr ic Turb ine
• S U P E RSEA-SUP ER co nd uct ing
Se lf-E xc ited Arma ture

• CAVET-Closed-cyc le Adva nced
Vapor Elec tro-Turbogene rator
• FC-Fue l Ce ll
• PC- P ower Conditioner

If you do ub t that to be true , think abo ut
the blank stares that the te rms micro
pro ce ssor, pe rsona l co mpute r, RAM ,
ROM , or eve n LCD would have drawn
fro m many in 1972 , and the know ing
sm iles they now ge nerate .

L1MPET-a linear generator
Rou gh ly IS years ago the Linear Indu c

tion Mo tor (LIM) was introduced as a
re pl ace me nt fo r conventio na l e lec tric
motors in high-speed mass tran sit. L1M
powered tra ins bui lt in the U .S. ac hieved
rec ord- brea k ing gro und -tra ns po rta tio n
sp eed s of ove r 250 m ile s- per-h o ur in
197 4 . At pre sent, the wor ld record is 320
miles-per-hour for a linear-ind ucti on levi
tated train . However, it is predicted that by
2001, the grea tes t use of linear induction
may be for e lec tric- powe r ge neration for
homes and farms.

The LIMPET is a relative of the LIM of
the 1970 's , altho ug h the mecha nics be
hind the technique orig ina lly were co n
ce ived by Leonardo da Vinci in the 14th
ce ntury. The device uses wi nd energy, a
class ic ren ewabl e-en ergy so urce , to ge n
era te co ntinuo us AC electric power at 60
hertz in a way that's dramaticall y different
from curre nt co nventio nal wi nd-e ne rgy
systems. Curren tly, wind-ene rgy systems
all use rotary-turbine mo tion and a rotary
ge nerator in one form or ano ther. Two
sc hemes are co mmo nly used : Eit her the
ge ne rator is direct ly attac hed to the pro
pe ller, or alternate ly, it is geared to the
bladi ng th rou gh a lon g shaft, a llow ing the
ge ne rator to be mo unted on the gro und .
Th e result is the windmi ll , lon g a fixture in
rural Ame rica .

By 200 1 those w indmills will have vir
tuall y disappea red . In thei r place will be

one or more LIMPET's , like the one
shown in Fig . I , mounted on the roof of a
barn or an estate hou se .

The LIMPET has a number of attractive
characteris tics . For example, its low pro
file (6 inches or less) means that it is
unobtrusive and env iro nme nta lly benign;
as to ot he r dime nsions, the unit shown
measures rough ly 38 inc hes wide and 20
inches deep. O ther adva ntages are its use
of a renewable energy so urce and the
elimination of the gyroscopic forces asso 
ciated with large rotary turbines .

The principals behi nd the LI MPET are
shown in Fig. 2 . It ge nerates e lec tricity
using a bladed "vene tian bl ind " system
mo unte d on a co nd uctive movab le belt .
Th e ar ma ture co nsis ts of an arr ay of co p
per co ils wound on a stee l core . Wind
striki ng the blades ca uses the be lt to move
and 60-Hz elect ricity to be ge nerated in a
manner ana logous to the way elec tric ity is
ge nerated in a rotary sys tem . The elec
tricity is generated anyti me the be lt is
moving at a speed between I and 25 fee t
per-second .

Current prototype LI MPET's have a
power density of abo ut SO watts /po und .
Th at mean s tha t a un it ca pa ble of prod uc
ing 10 ki llowa tts will we igh 200 pou nds.
Mo unting a 200-pound unit on you r roof
is not a particularly easy task , but by 2001
lighter units , perhaps us ing aluminum
belt s and blades , wi ll be avai lable . While
those units wi ll have lower power outputs ,
on the order of 2 kilowatts or so, for many
app lications that is a ll tha t is need ed . If
higher capacity is required , two or more
un its can be used.

A sea of energy
The LIMPET is j ust one of seve ra l

power-gen erati on technologies currently
under investi gation; we ' ll exa mine two
others , the CAVET and the fue l ce ll , later
on in th is arti cle . However, no matter what
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generating technology is used. one of the 
most significant problems in making de- 
centralized power -production practical i. 
energy storage. 

An answer to that problem may lie in 
the use of the element niobium-or. more 
precisely. a wire made of a niobium -tin 
alloy. That's because that wire has an ex- 
traordinary property: Its electrical resis- 
tance drops to near zero at the lower 
temperatures. 

Over the past twenty years. scientists at 

the United States National Labs have ex- 
perimented with niobium -tin wire. 
Among other things, they have found that 
a supercooled electromagnetic coil made 
of that wire can be used to "store" a DC 
current for up to several days. That discov- 
ery is at the heart of a technology dubbed 
SUPERSEA. A cross section of a super- 
conducting armature is shown in Fig. 3. 
Primarily. it consists of a magnetic coil 
and a miniature refrigerator; there are no 
moving parts. 

Currently. several U.S. and Canadian 
companies are investigating the use of 
superconductive energy -storage coils for 
residential use. Niobium -tin wire, which 
previously was expensive and difficult to 
obtain. has been produced recently in 
larger quantities -though it's still only 
appropriate for winding miniature elec- 
tromagnets. Such electromagnets are of 
limited utility; a 2- x -3 -foot elec- 
tromagnet. for instance. would be capable 
of storing 4000 kilojoules of energy. In 
practical terms. that is enough energy to 
power an appliance that draws II kilo- 
watts. such as a large electric range. for 
one hour. A practical superconducting ar- 
mature for a typical home is expected to 
weigh 250 -300 pounds. However. by 
2001, the price of niobium -tin wire is ex- 
pected to drop dramatically. If that hap- 
pens, household units could cost as little 
as $300045000. 

Some have pointed out that SUPER - 
SEA is an appropriate name for the tech- 
nology as it provides for a "sea of reserve 
energy" sitting (in the basement of the 
house) and ready to leap into action when 
called for. When the technology is matu- 
re. the owner of a large roof -top solar 
array will no longer be concerned about 
using the energy at mid -day. Instead. 95% 
of the energy generated at mid -day will be 

available at 6 P.M. to cook. light. or enter- 
tain with. The availability of SUPERSEA 
technology will greatly increase the prac- 
ticality of using climate dependent solar 
and wind technologies. 

SUPERSEA has only one apparent 
drawback: It is capable of storing energy 
in the form of direct current (DC) only. In 
the presence of AC. the wire loses its 
superconducting properties. That prob- 
lem can be solved through the use of a 

power conditioner, which can convert DC 
to 60 -Hz AC to power all of the appliances 
in your home. 
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FIG. 2- ALTHOUGH LEONARDO DA VINCI first proposed the concept behind the LIMPET in the 14th 
century. it is expected that those devices will become an important source of energy by 2001. 
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FIG. 3- SUPERSEA ARMATURE. Armature shield (0): armature conductors (1). rotor damper shields 
(2); ambient temperature damper (3): compression spacers (4); vacuum (5), heat shield (6); liquid - 

helium containment vessels (7): rotor-tourque transfer banding (8). Nb -Ti field winding (9): cooling 
ducts (10). field -winding containment block (11). rotor torque transfer coupling (12). 

Power conditioner 
All the power technologies now under 

investigation seem to share one common 
feature: they all seem to operate best at 
some frequency other than 60 Hz. The 
task of translating frequencies produced 
by home generating or storage equipment 

to 60 Hz. which will likely still be the 
standard for home appliances. will be 
handled by a PC (Power Conditioner). 
The PC of the year 2001 will be able to 
handle three tasks efficiently and quietly: 

conversion from DC power to 60 -hertz 
AC. 
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to 60 Hz, which will likely st ill be the
stan da rd for hom e app liance s , will be
handled by a PC (Power Conditioner).
The PC of the year 200 1 will be ab le to
handl e three tasks efficiently and qu ietly:
• conversion from DC power to 60-hertz
AC.
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FIG. 3-SUPERSEA ARMATURE. Armature shield (0): armature conductors (1); rotor damper shields
(2); ambient temperature damper (3); compression spacers (4); vacuum (5); heat shield (6); Iiquid
heli um con tainment vessels (7); rotor-tourque transfer banding (8); Nb-Ti field winding (9); cooling
ducts (10); field-winding containment block (11); rotor torque transfer coupling (12).

Power conditioner
All the power techno logies now under

investigation seem to share one common
feature : they all seem to operate best at
some frequency other than 60 Hz. TIle
task of translat ing frequencies produced
by home genera ting or storage equipment

FIG. 2-ALTHOUGH LEONARDO DA VINCI first proposed the concept behind the LIMPET in the 14th
century, it is expected that those devices will become an important source of.energy by 2001.

genera ting technology is used , one of the
most significant prob lems in making de
centralized power-production practical is
energy storage .

An answer to that problem may lie in
the use of the element niobium-or, more
precisely, a wire made of a niob ium-t in
alloy. That's because that wire has an ex
traord inary property: Its electrical resis
tance drops to near ze ro at the lower
temp eratures.

Over the past twenty years , scientists at
the United States Natio nal Labs have ex
perime nt e d wi th ni ob ium-t in wire.
Among other things, they have found that
a supercoo led electromag netic co il made
of that wire can be used to "store" a DC
current for up to several days. That discov
ery is at the heart of a techn ology dubbed
SUPERSEA. A cross section of a super
conducting armature is shown in Fig. 3.
Primarily, it consists of a magnetic co il
and a miniature refrigerator; there are no
moving parts .

Currently, severa l U. S. and Canadian
companies are investigating the use of
superconduct ive energy-storage coils for
residential use . Niobium-tin wire, which
previously was expensive and difficult to
obtai n, has been produced recentl y in
larger qu antit ies-though it' s sti ll only
appropriate for wind ing miniature elec
tromagnet s . Such electromagnets are of
lim ite d utility; a 2- x -3 -foo t e lec 
tromagnet , for instance , would be capa ble
of storing 4000 kilojo ules of energy. In
practical term s, that is enough energy to
power an appliance that draws II kilo
watts, such as a large electric range , for
one hour. A practical superconduc ting ar
mature for a typica l home is expected to
weigh 250-300 pounds. However, by
2001, the price of niobium-tin wire is ex
pected to drop dramatically. If that hap
pens, household units could cos t as little
as $3000-$5000.

Some have pointed out that SUPER
SEA is an appropria te name for the tech
nology as it provides for a "sea of reserve
energy" sitting (in the basement of the
house) and ready to leap into action when
called for. Whe n the technology is matu
re, the owner of a large roof-top solar
array will no longer be concerned about
using the energy at mid-day. Instead , 95%
of the energy generated at mid-day will be
available at 6 PM. to cook, light , or enter
tain with . The availability of SUPERSEA
technology will greatly increase the prac 
ticality of using cl imate dependent solar
and wind technolog ies .

SU PE RSEA has on ly one apparent
drawback : It is capable of storing energy
in the form of direct current (DC) on ly. In
the presence of AC, the wire loses its
superco nduct ing pro pertie s. That prob
lem can be solved through the use of a
power conditioner, which can convert DC
to 60-Hz AC to power all of the applia nces
in your home .
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inversion from low- frequency AC to 
60 -hertz AC. 

cycloconversion from high -frequency 
AC to 60 -hertz AC. 

In contrast to the power electronics of 
1987. which requires completely separate 
units to perform each of those tasks. by 
2001 it is expected that integrated power 
conditioners capable of performing all 
three tasks will become available. Ad- 
vances in semiconductor technology will 
play a large role in making that possible. 

Currently, it is possible to obtain power - 
handling components such as MOSFET's 
and thyristors in IC form. However, it is 
not possible to obtain different types of 
devices on a single substrate. That will 
soon change: Manufacturers are closing 
in on producing arrays of 6 or 12 power - 
handling devices of different type on a 

single substrate. When that has been ac- 
complished, a complete, versatile 20 -kW 
power conditioner may be available on a 

single 4 -by -6 -inch board. That board 
should retail in the $1004150 range and 
be, at first glance, almost indistinguisha- 
ble from a plug -in computer board. Of 
course, the power conditioner will handle 
about 1000 times more power. 

By the year 2001, it is also speculated 
that home power- conditioner IC's will use 
something other than a silicon or gallium - 
arsenide substrate. Newer substrate mate- 
rials, such as indium -phosphate. may 
dominate the IC industry by then. Poten- 
tial advantages in using other substrates 
for power devices is faster power -con- 
ditioning speeds and lighter appliances. 

The CAVET 
These days. roof- mounted arrays of 

photovoltaic cells are becoming com- 
monplace. But by 2001, owners of such 
installations will have discovered one of 
their key drawbacks: The crystalline and 
amorphous silicon materials that make up 
those cells degrade somewhat under con- 
stant exposure to the sun. Future repair. 
maintenance, or replacement costs can 
greatly offset any economic advantages 
offered by photovoltaic cells. 

However. another solar technology. 
called CAVET. that may be less expensive 
in the long run for residential applications 
is under investigation. In that technology. 
a solar -thermal heat exchanger is coupled 
to a closed -cycle vapor turbine that di- 
rectly drives a miniature alternator. 
CAVET offers the added advantage of 
producing high -frequency AC rather than 
DC. The system is shown in Fig. 4. 

The CAVET of 2001 will be a combina- 
tion heat exchanger. bladed turbine. and 
brushless alternator. Aside from the roof- 
top heat exchanger. residential units capa- 
ble of generating about 20 kW will mea- 
sure around 10 cubic feet; that's no larger 
than a standard mom air conditioner. The 
analogy to an air conditioner can be car- 
ried one step further, since the two share 
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FIG. 4 -LIKE SOLAR CELLS. the CAVET uses solar energy to provide low -cost electric energy. Aside 
from the root- mounted heat exchanger. all of the components can be mounted within a cabinet no 
larger than a standard room air conditioner. 

many features. However, in essence, all of 
the functions are reversed. 

Like a photovoltaic solar -cell array, the 
CAVET's heat exchanger is located on the 
roof of a house or other structure to collect 
solar energy. Its advantage over pho- 
tovoltaic cells is that the exchanger is built 
from a corrosion -resistant metal, such as 

aluminum. 
One manufacturer of roof tiles. in antic- 

ipation of CAVET technology. has al- 
ready started producing roof -installation 
kits for new construction. The aesthet- 
ically designed house of the year 2001 
could have a grid -like heat -exchanger 
placed on the roof support structure. 
above the truss layout. Above that array. 
special opaque interlocking roof tiles are 
installed as the final surface. To the casual 
observer, it would be impossible to deter- 
mine if the house incorporated a CAVET 
system because the heat exchanger is hid- 
den from sight under the roof. The vapor 
turbine and the alternator are located in- 
side the attic. 

Though the turbine is designed to turn 
at a constant rate of 7200 rpm, it is ex- 
pected that it will be nearly silent. That's 
because, by the turn of the century. mag- 
netic levitation bearings will be standard 
in all home appliances, including the 
CAVET. Through the use of such bear- 
ings. the shafts will be supported by a 

cushion of magnetic flux. Further. moving 
parts within the generator will be main- 
tained in a vacuum to eliminate the fric- 
tion losses caused by air. 

The electrical portion of the system is a 

synchronous induction generator de- 
signed to output 120-Hz AC. While de- 

signed to be synchronous at 7200 rpm, on 
days of reduced sunlight, power genera- 
tion is possible at speeds as low as 6500 
rpm. A line frequency of 120 -Hz was 
chosen because it allows for generating 
equipment that is significantly lighter in 
weight than 60-Hz equipment. A power 
conditioner can be used to drop the fre- 
quency to 60 Hz. 

The CAVET of the year 2001 will use 
vanadium -cobolt magnetic steel and an 
inconel rotor; it is expected to have a 

power density of 4 -kW /pound. Currently, 
one experimental CAVET has achieved a 

power density of 5 -kW /pound, but at a 

speed of 26,000 rpm. Its rotor has no 
mechanical contact with bearings, 
brushes, etc; all linkages are magnetic. 

A number of university research groups 
have built prototype CAVET systems. In 
the case of one prototype, the absence of a 

large roof arca led to the use of sidewalk 
heat as the source for the solar thermal 
energy. Consequently, the heat exchanger 
was cast in the concrete, about 1 -inch 
below the top surface. As you can see. 
with a little ingenuity. endless variations 
are possible. 

Advanced fuel cells 
High -temperature Solid -Oxide Fuel 

Cell (SOFC) systems show great promise 
for the economical production of elec- 
tricity and heat in a variety of commercial, 
residential. and industrial applications. If 
that promise is fulfilled, the misconcep- 
tion that fuel cells are suitable only for 
space or military applications will be per- 
manently dispelled. 

Relying on a readily available source of 

FIG. 4-L1KE SOLAR CELLS, the CAVET uses solar energy to prov ide low-cost electric energy. Aside
from the roof-mounted heat exchanger, all of the components can be mounted within a cabinet no
larger than a standard room air conditioner.
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Advanced fuel cells
Hig h-temperature So lid -Oxide Fuel

Cell (SOFC) systems show great prom ise
for the eco nomical productio n of elec
tricity and heat in a variety of com mercial,
residential, and industrial applications . If
that promise is fulfilled, the misconcep
tion that fuel ce lls are suitable only for
space or military applications will be per
manentl y dispelled .

Relying on a readily available source of

signed to be synchronous at 7200 rpm , on
days of red uced sunlight, power genera 
tion is possib le at spee ds as low as 6500
rpm . A line frequency of 120-H z was
chosen beca use it allows for generat ing
equipment that is significantly lighter in
weight than 60- Hz equipment. A power
conditioner can be used to drop the fre
quency to 60 Hz.

The CAVET of the year 2001 will use
vanadium-cobo lt mag netic steel and an
incon el rotor; it is expected to have a
power density of 4-kW/pound. Currentl y,
one expe rime ntal CAVET has achieved a
power den sity of 5-kW/pound, but at a
speed of 26,000 rpm. Its rotor has no
me ch a n ic al co ntact w ith be aring s ,
brushes, etc; all linkages are magnetic.

A num ber of university research groups
have built prototype CAYET syste ms. In
the case of one prototype, the absence of a
large roof area led to the use of sidewalk
heat as the source for the solar therm al
energy. Consequently, the heat exchanger
was cast in the concrete, abo ut V2-inch
below the top surface . As you can see ,
with a little ingen uity, endless variations
are possible .
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many features . However, in essence , all of
the functions are reversed .

Like a photovoltaic solar-cell array, the
CAVET's heat exchanger is located on the
roof of a house or other structure to collect
so la r ene rgy . Its adva ntage ove r pho 
tovoltaic cell s is that the exchanger is built
from a corrosion- resistant metal , such as
alum inum.

One manufacturer of roof tiles, in ant ic
ipation of CAVET technology, has al
ready started producing roof-installation
kits for new constru ction . The aesthet
icall y design ed house of the year 2001
could have a grid-like heat-exch anger
placed on the roof suppo rt structure ,
above the truss layout. Above that array,
special opaque interlocking roof tiles are
installed as the final surface . To the casual
obse rver, it would be impossible to deter
mine if the house inco rporated a CAVET
sys tem because the heat exchanger is hid
den from sight under the roof. The vapor
turbine and the alterna tor are located in
side the attic .

Though the turbine is designed to tum
at a constant rate of 7200 rpm , it is ex
pecte d that it will be nearly silent. That's
beca use, by the turn of the cen tury, mag
netic levitation bearin gs will be standard
in all hom e app liances, including the
CAYET. Through the use of such bear
ings, the shafts will be supported by a
cushion of magnetic f ux . Further, moving
parts within the genera tor will be main
tained in a vacuum to eliminate the fric
tion losses caused by air.

TIle e lec trical portion of the sys tem is a
sy nc hrono us induction ge ne ra to r de
signed to output 120-Hz AC While de-

The CAVET
These days , roof-mounted arrays of

phot ovolt aic ce lls are bec oming co m
monplace . But by 2001, owners of such
installation s will have discovered one of
their key drawbacks: The crystalline and
amorphous silicon materials that make up
those ce lls degrade somewhat under con
stant exposure to the sun . Future repair,
maint enan ce , or replacem ent costs can
grea tly offse t any econo mic advantages
offered by photovoltaic ce lls .

Howeve r, another solar technol ogy,
ca lled CAYET, that may be less expe nsive
in the long run for residential app lications
is under investigat ion. In that techn ology,
a solar-thermal heat exchanger is coupled
to a clo sed-cycle vapor turbine that di
re ctl y drives a minia ture a lternator.
CAYET offe rs the added adva ntage of
producing high-freq uency AC rather than
DC The system is shown in Fig. 4 .

The CAYETof2001 will be a combina
tion heat exc hanger, bladed turbin e , and
brushless alternator. Aside from the roof
top heat exc hange r, reside ntia l units capa
ble of generating abou t 20 kW will mea
sure around 10 cubic feet ; that' s no larger
than a standard room air conditioner. The
analogy to an air conditioner can oe car
ried one step further, since the two share

• inver s ion from low-frequ ency AC to
60-hertz AC
• cycloconversion from high- frequency
AC to 60- hertz AC

In co ntrast to the power electro nics of
1987 , whic h req uires completely separate
units to perform eac h of those tasks, by
200 1 it is expected that integrated power
conditioners ca pable of performin g all
three tasks will become available. Ad
vances in semiconductor techn ology will
play a large role in makin g that possible.

Currently, it is possible to obtain power
handl ing co mponents such as MOSFET's
and thyristors in IC form. However, it is
not possibl e to obtain different types of
devices on a single substrate . That will
soon change: Manu factu rers are closing
in on producing arrays of 6 or 12 power
handlin g devices of different type on a
sing le substrate . When that has been ac
complished , a complete..versatile 20-kW
power co nditioner may be available on a
sing le 4-by-6-inc h board . Th at board
should retai l in the $100-$150 range and
be, at first glance, almost indistin guisha
ble from a plug- in computer board . Of
course , the power conditioner will handl e
about 1000 times more power.

By the year 200 1, it is also speculated
that home power-conditioner Ie's will use
some thing other than a silicon or gallium
arsenide substrate . Newer substrate mate
ria ls, such as ind ium -ph osphate , may
dom inate the IC indu stry by then. Poten
tial advantages in using other substrates
for power devices is faster power-con
ditioning speeds and lighter appliances .
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heat, such as natural gas. SOFC tech- 
nology is based upon the ability of a sta- 
bilized element. such as zirconia, to 
operate as a solid electrolyte at high tem- 
peratures. The operation of an SOFC is 
shown in Fig. 5. The cell conducts oxygen 
ions from an air electrode (cathode) where 
they are formed through a zirconia -based 
electrolyte to a fuel electrode (anode). At 
the anode, the ions react with fuel gas 
(CO, H,. or any mixture. such as steam - 
reformed natural gas) and deliver elec- 
trons to an external circuit to produce 
electricity. The fuel cell operates at tem- 
peratures near 1000 °C and is a highly effi- 
cient source of both heat and electric 
power that does not require the presence 
of a turbine or rotating generator. 

Some of the advantages of fuel cells 
over battery- or solar- powered systems are 
that they are: 

air cooled -they require no cooling 
water. 

adaptable- gaseous or liquid fuels can 
be used. 

simple -they can be installed quickly. 
quiet and reliable -there are no mov- 

ing pans to create noise or wear out. 
modular -efficiency can be realized in 

small as well as large units. 
readily sited -they can be located in 

populated areas. eliminating added trans- 
mission costs. 

While the above advantages are gener- 
ally available from all types of fuel cells. 
the solid -oxide fuel cell, a key contender 
for prominence in the year 2001. has a 

number of additional advantages over 
other fuel -cell systems. For instance, op- 
erating at temperatures of 1000 °C. it 
shows promise of attaining higher overall 
system efficiency than other fuel cell sys- 
tems. Furthermore, the solid -oxide fuel 
cell products higher quality exhaust heat. 
At temperatures of about 600 °C to 
1000 °C. that exhaust can be used to pre- 
heat incoming air and fuel. to generate 
steam that can be used to drive a turbine 
and produce yet more electric power, or to 
provide heating for a plant or a factory. 

The high operating temperature of the 
SOFC makes catalysts unnecessary, sim- 
plifying fuel processing and system de- 
sign. Equally important. the use of a 

solid -state electrolyte eliminates material 
corrosion and electrolyte loss. 

The technology is apt to see use in areas 
from Alaska to Arizona for underground, 
roof -top, or surface -mounted systems. 
With added benefits of the ruggedness of 
the technology and the low cost of mate- 
rials, the SOFC systems, when fully com- 
mercialized. could serve in a wide range 
of power and heat applications. 

A number of U.S. firms have started 
investigating the commercial applications 
of solid -oxide technology for electric - 
power generation systems. Widespread 
commercialization will depend on de- 
veloping robotic manufacturing plants 
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tinuous chemical reaction is used to produce 
electrical energy. 
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FIG. 6- STATE -OF -THE -ART FUEL CELL. De- 
veloped by Westinghouse. this cell has pro- 
duced power outputs as high as 32 watts. For 
higher outputs. cells can be bundled in a variety 
of configurations. 

that can produce relatively small size cells 
rapidly and at low cost. The objective is 
the introduction of readily -affordable resi- 
dential products by the mid 1990's. Those 
could range from a small I -kW energy 
system to a 200-kW home plant. 

The structure of a state -of- the -art solid - 
oxide electrolyte fuel cell developed by 
Westinghouse is shown in Hg. 6. It fea- 
tures a porous, zirconia 12 -mm O.D. sup- 
port tube overlaid with a porous air 
electrode of modified lanthanum 
maganite (about 1.0 -mm thick). A gas- 
tight electrolyte of yttria- stabilized zir- 
conia, about 50- microns thick. covers the 
air electrode, except in an area about 9- 
mm wide along the entire active cell 
length. That strip of exposed air electrode 
is covered by a thick (30 microns), dense 
layer of lanthanum chromite. That layer 
serves as the electric contacting area to an 
adjacent cell and is called the cell inter- 
connection. The fuel electrode. a nickel - 
zirconia cermet. is about 150- microns 
thick and covers all the electrolyte surface 
except for a gap about 1 -mm wide along 
the interconnection in order to prevent 
internal cell shorting. 

With state -of- the -art units like the one 
shown. a peak power of about 0.2 watts 
per square centimeter of cell surface area 
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can be obtained. The theoretical open -cell 
voltage at 1000 °C is about I volt. Thou- 
sands of the cells have been built and 
tested in single -. double -. and triple -cell 
configurations. Testing has been done at 

temperatures ranging from 700- 1100°C. 
at fuel efficiencies of 55% to 85%. and air 
and pure oxygen efficiencies of 25 %. 
With air, a typical output is 0.63 -volt at 26 
amps; peak power is 16.4 watts. With pure 
oxygen. peak -power levels of over 32 
watts have been obtained. 

Also. a 24 -cell SOFC generator has 
been designed, built. and tested. Peak - 
power levels of 384 watts and peak -cur- 
rent levels of 80 amps were obtained front 
that unit. The efficiency was 45 %. The 
insulation package was capable of holding 
the average cell operating temperature 
above 1000 °C for currents of as much as 

50 amps or more; that is. the unit is ther- 
mally self -sustaining. 

Westinghouse is actively engaged in 
designing. building. and testing a 5 -kW 
generator. That unit contains 324 cells 
and will include design features of much 
larger -size generators. Over the next fif- 
teen years. a standard fuel -cell generator 
will be developed that is expected to con- 
tain 500 -1000 cells. with a cost of ap- 
proximately $5.00 per cell. 

Small experimental units are being sold 
to a number of customers around the 
world. A host of U.S. high -tech firms are 
currently pursuing inexpensive. larger 
units. Those larger units will be used for 
continuous power production and be 
custom engineered for various applica- 
tions from 50 -200 kW. Natural gas is 
expected to be the fuel of choice for most 
residential and commercial customers. 

Widespread use of the fuel -cell units is 
expected to begin in the mid 1990's. A 
study by the IEEE Power Generation 
Committee estimates that 150,000- 
300,000 residential and light commercial 
fuel -cell units. using both solid -oxide and 
phosphoric acid. will be installed in 
homes and businesses by 2001. 

In conclusion 
In this article. we've explored some 

promising power -generation tech- 
nologies. The LIMPET and the CAVET 
use classic renewable -energy sources and 
can be installed. operated. and main- 
tained by the average homeowner. Cou- 
pled with a power conditioner and a 

SUPERSEA power-storage armature. ei- 
ther technology could completely fulfill 
its owner's electric -power requirements. 
Natural - gas -fed fuel cells could be used 
where higher generating capacities arc 
needed to provide power for individual 
residences. factories. or even entire com- 
munities. They also can provide a relia- 
ble. efficient source of heat. When used in 
larger -scale applications. fuel cells offer 
an attractive alternative to more costly and 
more dangerous technologies. R-E 
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In conclus ion
In th is article, we've explored so me

prom isin g powe r- gen erati on tech
nolo gies . The LIMPET and the CAYET
use classic renewable-e nergy so urces and
ca n be install ed , operated , and main 
tained by the average homeowner. Co u
pled with a power co nditi one r and a
SUPE RSEA power-storage arm ature , e i
ther techn ology co uld completely fulfill
its owner 's elec tric-powe r requirements .
Natu ra l-gas-fed fuel ce lls co uld be used
where higher ge nerating ca pac ities are
needed to provide power for individu al
residences , factor ies, or even entire co m
mun ities . They also can provide a relia
ble , effic ient so urce of heat. When used in
large r-scale applica tions, fuel ce lls offer
an attrac tive alternative to more cos tly and
more dangerous tech nologies . R-E

can be obta ined . The theoretic al open -ce ll
voltage at 1000°C is about I volt. Thou
sands of the ce lls have been built and
tested in single-, doub le- , and triple-ce ll
configurations . Testing has been don e at
tem peratu res ranging from 700-1100°C .
at fue l efficiencies of 55% to 85%. and air
and pure oxygen effic iencies of 25 % .
With air, a typ ical output is 0 .63-volt at 26
amps; peak power is 16 .4 watts . With pure
oxygen, peak-power levels of over 32
watts have been obta ined.

Also, a 24-ce ll SOFC generator has
been designed , built, and tested . Peak
power levels of 384 watts and peak-cur
rent levels of 80 amps were obtained from
that uni t. The efficiency was 45%. The
insu lation package was ca pable of hold ing
the average ce ll operating temperature
above 1000°C for currents of as much as
50 amp s or more; that is, the unit is ther
mally self-sustaining .

Westinghou se is active ly en gaged in
desi gnin g, bui lding , and testin g a 5-kW .
generator. That unit contains 324 cell s
and will include design features of much
larger-size generators . Over the next fif
teen years , a standard fue l-cell generator
will be deve loped that is expected to con
tain 500-1000 cell s , with a cos t of ap
proximately $5. 00 per cell.

Small experimenta l units are being so ld
to a number of customers around the
world. A host of U.S . high-tech firms are
currently pur suing inexpensive , large r
units . Those larger units will be used for
co ntinuous power prod ucti on and be
custom engineered for various applica 
tions from 50-200 kW. Natural gas is
expe cted to be the fue l of choice for most
residen tial and commerc ial customers .

Widespread use of the fuel-cell unit s is
expec ted to begin in the mid 1990 's . A
study by th e IE EE Power Generation
Co m m ittee es t ima tes th at 150 ,000
300, 000 residenti al and light co mmercial
fue l-ce ll units , using both so lid-ox ide and
ph osphoric ac id , wi ll be installed in
homes and businesses by 2001.
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that can produ ce relati vely small size ce lls
rapidly and at low cost. The objective is
the introdu ction of readily-affordable resi
dential products by the mid 1990 's . Those
could range from a small l-kW energy
sys tem to a 200-kW home plant.

The structure of a state-of-the-art so lid
ox ide electrolyte fue l cell developed by
Westinghouse is shown in Fig. 6. It fea
ture s a porous , zirconia 12-mm 0 .0 . sup
port tube ove r la id with a porou s air
e lec tro de of m odi fi ed lan th anum
maganit e (about I.O-mm thick). A gas 
tight electro lyte of yttri a-stabili zed zir
conia, about 50-microns thick , covers the
air ele ctrode , except in an area about 9
mm wide along the ent ire act ive ce ll
length . That strip of expose d air electrode
is covered by a thick (30 micron s), dense
layer of lanth anum chromite. That layer
serves as the electr ic contacting area to an
adjacent ce ll and is ca lled the ce ll inter
connection. The fue l electro de, a nicke l
zirco nia cermet , is abou t 150-mi cron s
thick and covers all the electrolyte surface
except for a gap about I-m m wide along
the interconnection in order to prevent
interna l ce ll shorting .

With state-of-the-art unit s like the one
shown, a peak power of about 0 .2 watts
per square centimeter of ce ll surface area

FIG. 6- STATE-OF-THE-ART FUEL CELL. De
veloped by Westinghouse, this cell has pro
duced powe r outputs as high as 32 watts, For
hig her outputs, cells can be bundled in a variety
of configurations.

FIG. 5-IN THE SOLID-OXIDE FUEL CELL a con 
tinuous chemica l reaction is used to produce
electrical energy.

heat , such as natural gas, SO FC tech
nology is based upon the ab ility of a sta
bilized e leme nt, suc h as zirco nia, to
opera te as a solid e lectrolyte at high tem 
peratures . The operation of an SO FC is
shown in Fig . 5. The ce ll conducts oxygen
ions from an air electrode (cathode) where
they are formed through a zirconia-base d
electro lyte to a fuel electrode (anode). At
the anode , the ion s react with fuel gas
(CO, H~ , or any mixture , such as stea m
reformed natural gas) and deli ver elec
tron s to an external circui t to produce
electricity. The fue l ce ll operat es at tem 
peratures near 1000°C and is a highly effi
cient source of both heat and elec tric
power that does not require the presence
of a turb ine or rotatin g generator.

Some of the advantages of fuel cells
over battery- or so lar-powered systems are
that they are:
•t. air cooled-s-they.require. no coo ling 
water.
• adaptable-gaseo us or liquid fuels ca n
be used.
• simple-they ca n be installed qu ickly.
• qu iet and reliable-s-i here are no mov
ing part s to create noise or wear out.
• modular-efficiency can be realized in
small as well as large units .
• readi ly sited- they can be located in
populated areas , elimina ting added tran s
mission cos ts.

Whil e the above advantages are gener
ally available from all types of fuel cell s ,
the so lid-ox ide fuel ce ll, a key contender
for prominence in the year 200 I, has a
number of additiona l adva ntages over
other fuel-cell sys tems. For instance, op
era ting at temperatures of 1000 °C , it
shows prom ise of atta ining higher overall
system efficiency than other fue l ce ll sys 
tems. Furthe rmore, the so lid-ox ide fuel
cell produces higher qu ality exhaust heat.
At temperature s o f abo ut 600° C to
1000°C, that exhaust ca n be used to pre
heat inco ming air and fuel, to genera te
steam that can be used to drive a turbine
and produce yet more electric power, or to
provide heat ing for a plant or a factory.

The high ope rating temp eratu re of the
SOFC makes ca talysts unnecessary, sim
plifying fuel proc essing and sys tem de
sign . Equally important, the use of a
solid-state electro lyte eliminates materi al
corros ion and electrolyte loss .

The techn ology is apt to see use in areas
. from Alaska to Arizona for underground ,

roof-top, or surface- mounted sys tems.
With added benefits of the ruggedn ess of
the techn ology and the low cos t of mate
rials , the SOFC sys tems, when fully com
merci alized , co uld serve in a wide ran ge
of power and heat applications .

A number of U.S. firms have started
invest igating the commerc ial applica tions

. of so lid-ox ide techn ol ogy for e lec tr ic
power ge nera tion sys tems. Widespread
commerc ializa tion w ill depend on de
veloping robotic manu factu rin g plant s
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By 2001, the advances discussed here will dramatically affect 
the ways in which doctors examine, diagnose, 

and treat patients. 

RAY FISH, Ph.D.. M.D. 

F)R ALMOST THE ENTIRE HISTORY OF 
IHOdem medicine, the focus has been 

on diagnosing and fighting disease. 
Whether it was Dr. Ignatz Semmelweis 
trying with little success to persuade his 
peers to wash their hands before examin- 
ing patients, or Sir Alexander Fleming 
using penicillin mold to light the "wee 
beasties," the object was to keep disease 
Out of the body, or to correct by surgery 
the medical misfortunes of fate. 

Modern science, in particular, elec- 
tronics, gives us the added tools to fight 
the afflicitions that slip by our defenses: 
those that do not respond to natural or 
chemically -derived drugs: those that at 
present cannot be diagnosed through the 
sensitive fingers and knowledge of a phy- 
sician: those which destroy body tissue 
and parts. 

With ever- increasing frequency we see 

diagnostic and surgical techniques re- 
cently thought to be impossible -to- attain 

become commonplace. For example. 
using a device known as a CAT or Cl' 
(Computerized Axial Tomography) scan- 
ner, we can now look deep inside body 
tissues without intrusion -meaning there 
is no surgical procedure. Also, thousands 
of people who just a few short years ago 
would die from the complications caused 
by defective heart valves are now literally 
ticking away because of a mechanical 
heart valve that looks not much different 
from a small door. 

It's only a little more than 10 years since 
diagnostic devices such as the CAT scan- 
ner. and mechanical body -part replace- 
ments such as the heart valve. have 
become commonplace. But we expect 
progress will continue at an even faster 
pace -some say a logarithmic pace -and 
medical practices in the year 2001 will be 
quite different from those of today. And 
that will be due mainly to the advances in 
medical electronics. 

A larger role 
The steadily increasing and aging pop- 

ulation has caused an increased demand 
for medical services of every kind. Com- 
plicating the delivery of those services. 
medical care providers must deal with a 

highly mobile population. For example. it 
is not uncommon for an elderly person 
with chest pain to be thousands of miles 
away from home, or from the hospital 
where he or she was last treated. The doc- 
tor treating the patient for the chest pain 
might find abnormalities on his or her 
ECG (ElectroCardioGraphic report) and 
chest X -ray, but often no previous ECG's 
or X -rays are available for comparison. 

In the year 2001, electronically -stored 
records will provide the information 
needed for optimum care. X -rays, elec- 
trocardiograms, ultrasound and sonar im- 
ages, and even simple pen- and -ink 
medical records will routinely be stored as 

digitized records, making their access via 
telephone. radiophone, or satellite as easy 
as ordering a large pie from the local pizza 
parlor. 

Some people will carry copies of their 
medical records on wallet -size digital 
discs having a standard format readable 
by any hospital computer. Others will 
have their entire medical history stored on 
a programmable pinhead -size optical 
memory chip that is concealed under a 

dental filling. In the event of an accident, 
a laser- scanner aimed at a bicuspid. an 
incisor, or even dentures will spew out the 
patient's medical history. 

Increased abilities 
If optical memories implanted in a 

tooth seems like the stuff of Star Wars. 
bear in mind that almost anything the 
brain can conjure is now technically feasi- 
ble: In general, only excessive costs stand 
in their way. Often, an idea must be tern- 
oprarily set aside because its cost, or what 
the patient must pay for its use, will be so 
great that agencies that control which hos- 
pital can have what equipment will simply 
not authorize its use. or its coverage by 
health- maintenance plans. However. as 
the average patient becomes more aware 
of the life- giving value of the high -tech- 
nology devices, even high costs will no 
longer restrain their use in generally - 
available medical care. because once the 
value of a technological advance is 
proven, it is demanded. For example, the 
CAT scanner did not exist outside the lab- 
oratory before 1973. Although physicians 
were quick to see the value of these mil- 
lion- dollar machines. government cost - 
containment regulations prevented many 
hospitals from buying them. Now the 
technology is expected and demanded by 
both doctor and patient. Thus, the exis- 
tence of new technology creates a demand 
(or its use, regardless of cost, if the tech- 
nology is truly useful and can help save 
lives. 

By 2001, the advances discussed here will dramatically affect
the ways in which doctors examine, diagnose,

and treat patients.
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FO R ALMOST T H E ENTIRE H ISTORY OF

modem medicine , the focus has been
o n d iag nosi ng and f ig ht ing d isease.
Whether it was Dr. Ignatz Semmelweis
trying with little success to persuade his
peers to wash their hand s before examin
ing pat ients , or Sir Alexander Fleming
using penici llin mold to fight the "wee
beasties ," the object was to keep disease
out of the body, or to correct by surgery
the medica l misfortunes of fate .

Modern scie nce, in parti cul ar, e lec
tronics, gives us the added tools to fight
the affticitions that slip by our defenses :
those that do not respond to natural or
chemica lly-de rived dru gs; those that at
present cannot be diagnosed through the
sensitive fingers and knowledge of a phy
sician; those which destroy body tissue
and parts .

With ever-increasing frequency we see
diag nostic and surg ical techniques re
cently thought to be impossible-to-attain

become commo np lace. For example,
using a device known as a CAT or CT
(Computerize d Axial Tomography) scan
ner, we can now look deep inside body
tissues without intru sion-meaning there
is no surgical procedure . Also, thousands
of peo ple who ju st a few short years ago
would die from the complications caused
by defec tive heart valves are now literally
ticki ng away because of a mec hanica l
heart valve that looks not much different
from a small door.

It 's only a little more than 10years since
diagnost ic devices suc h as the CAT scan
ner, and mechanical body-pa rt replace
ments suc h as the heart valve, have
become co mmonp lace . But we expect
prog ress will co ntinue at an even faster
pace-some say a logarithm ic pace-and
medical practices in the year 2001 will be
qu ite different from those of today. And
that will be due mainly to the advances in
medical electronics.

A larger ro le
The steadily increasing and aging pop

ulat ion has caused an increased demand
for medical services of every kind. Com
plicating the del ivery of those services ,
medical care providers must deal with a
highly mobi le popul ation . For example, it
is not uncommon for an elderly person
with ches t pain to be thousands of miles
away from home , or from the hospital
where he or she was last treated . The doc
tor treating the patient for the chest pain
might find abnorma lities on his or her
ECG (ElectroCa rdioGraphic report) and
chest X-ray, but often no previous ECG's
or X-rays are available for comparison.

In the year 2001 , electronically-stored
reco rd s will provid e the informati on
needed for optimum care. X-rays , elec
trocard iograms , ultrasound and sonar im
ages , a nd even s im ple pen-and-in k
medical records will routinely be stored as
digiti zed records, making their access via
telephone , radiophone, or satellite as easy
as ordering a large pie from the local pizza
parlor.

Some people will carry copies of their
medi cal records on wallet-s ize digit al
discs having a standard format readable
by any hosp ita l computer. Others will
have their entire med ical history stored on
a pro gr ammable pinhead- size opti cal
memory chip that is concealed under a
dental filling . In the event of an accident,
a laser-scanner aimed at a bicuspid , an
incisor, or even dentures will spew out the
patient's medic al history.

Increased abil ities
If optica l mem ories implanted in a

tooth see ms like the stuff of Star Wars ,
bea r in mind that almost anythin g the
brain can conjure is now technically feasi
ble: In general, only excess ive costs stand
in their way. Often , an idea must be tern
oprarily set aside because its cost , or what
the patient must pay for its use , will be so
grea t that agencies that control which hos
pital ca n have what equipment will simply
not authorize its use , or its coverage by
health -mainten ance plans. However, as
the average patient becomes more aware
of the life-giving value of the high-tech
nology devices, even high costs will no
longer rest rain their use in generally
available medical care , because once the
va lue of a technol ogi ca l advance is
proven, it is dem anded . For examp le, the
CAT sca nner did not exist outside the lab
oratory before 1973 . Although physicians
were qu ick to see the value of these mil
lion -dollar machines, government cost
containmen t regulations prevented many
hospitals from buying them . Now the
technology is expected and demanded by
both doctor and patient. Thus, the exis
tence of new techn ology creates a demand
for its use , regard less of cost, if the tech 
nology is truly usefu l and can help save
lives.
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Mending a broken heart 
About 1.5 million Americans have a 

heart attack every year; more than a third 
of those die. By the year 2001, that figure 
will decrease dramatically.. 

A heart attack occurs when one of the 
arteries that supplies the blood to the heart 
muscle becomes blocked. Actually, the 
blockage of the inside of the arterial wall 
builds up over many years. When the 
blockage is nearly complete a blood clot 
can easily form, which results in a sudden 
total blockage. With its blood supply cut 
off, the heart muscle supplied by the ar- 
tery dies in a few hours. 

At present, except for a new electronic 
imaging technique called DSA (Digital 
Subtraction Angiography), we get arterial 
information through catheterization, a 

procedure whereby a tube is actually 
passed into the arterial system and the 
heart. While catheterization is a common 
procedure, there is still a small- though 
generally insignificant -element of risk. 
Unfortunately, it is not insignificant to the 
affected person. To totally eliminate the 
element of risk to the patient. by 2001 all 
arterial examinations will be electronic 
and non -intrusive, therefore risk -free. 

Because arterial examinations will be 
non -intrusive, it will be possible to screen 
the population early in life -before heart 
problems develop -to determine those 
most at risk, and thereby take preventive 
measures -such as a special or modified 
diet -before heart illness strikes. 

Medical imaging 
When the CAT scanner was first intro- 

duced some 12 years ago, some vocal and 
well -publicized people said it was an ex- 
travagant plaything. In the 12 years since 
its introduction, it has become a necessary 
part of medical practice. 

A conventional X -ray is literally a 

"shadowgraph" that gives prominance to 
the densest structures, such as bones. It is 
made by passing an X -ray beam through a 

body to a sheet of film on the opposite 
side. Softer tissues in front of, or behind a 

bone are overwhelmed by the image from 
the bone. Also. small variations in tissue 
density are often lost because of the 
amount of radiation needed to penetrate 
the the body and expose the X -ray film. 
CAT (and CT) scanners overcome the 
shadowing and definition problems by 
using a pinpoint -focused X -ray beam that 
rotates once around the body. Rather than 
exposing a flim, the energy that passes 
through the body is electronically de- 
tected as individual bursts of exposure. 
called "points," by a detector that tracks 
along with the source of the X -ray emis- 
sions. A typical scan might consist of data 
representing 150,000 or more points. A 
computer assembles the point data into an 
image suitable for display on a TV screen. 
The softer tissue is no longer shadowed. 
and even minor variations in tissue density 

can be seen. 
CAT scanning detects tumors at an ear- 

ly stage, often when they can be suc- 
cessfully removed through surgery. On 
the other hand, CAT scanning also pre- 
vents unneeded surgery in cases where the 
indications for surgery would be unsure 
without the scan. For example, a person 
who has received a head injury in an auto- 
mobile accident may have physical signs 
that suggest bleeding in the head, which 
requires immediate surgery. But the phys- 
ical signs may really be due to the effects 
of drug ingestion (which also caused the 
accident). A CAT scan will prevent un- 
necessary surgery by showing there is no 
bleeding in the head. 

In the year 2001 there will be additional 
imaging technologies and techniques that 
will detect and evaluate the medical and 
surgical treatment of many conditions 
which are now diagnosed and managed 
only with great difficulty. 

One new technology sure to be in com- 
mon use in 2001, but which is now in its 
infancy and not generally available, is 
MRI (Magentic .Resonance imaging). 
MRI has been called NMR (Nuclear Mag- 
netic Resonance), but many people prefer 
to use the term MRI because it does not 
suggest the presence of nuclear radiation. 
Actually MRI (or NMR) places the per- 
son in mixed magnetic and radio wave 
fields; no ionizing or nuclear radiation is 
used. The magnetic- and radio -wave 
fields cause spinning of nuclei in the body 
being scanned. When a field is removed. 
the nuclei stop spinning and emit detecta- 
ble radio waves. From those emissions 
both tissue density and the presence of 
tissues of certain chemical compositions 
can be determined. 

In contrast, conventional X -ray devices 
and CAT scanners arc sensitive to only the 
density of tissues. Thus, MRI is useful for 
detecting differences in chemical com- 
position that would not show up on con- 
ventional X -rays or CAT scans. For 
example. the demyelination present in 
multiple sclerosis can be imaged by MRI. 

Standard X -ray studies will still be per- 
formed in the year 2001, but they will be 
improved in two ways. First. the images 
will not be stored on bulky film negatives 
or microfilm. In 2001, the image itself 
will originate as a digital TV or a comput- 
er image and will be stored digitally, with 
thousands of images occupying less space 
than a single conventional X -ray film. 
Second. the image will be super -high res- 
olution; essentially. digitally- enhanced. 
The detail will make today's X -rays look 
as if they were developed in pea soup 

Artificial organs 
Although the development of artificial 

organs is in its infancy now, by 2001 we 
expect that artificial organs not presently 
available will prolong and greatly improve 
the quality of life for many individuals. 

ELECTRONICS IN 
Such devices will include the internal ar- 
tificial heart. kidney, car. and pancreas. 
among others. 

Because many organ functions such as 

the heart and pancreas are timed or quan- 
tified, they are likely be under electronic 
rather than chemical control, requiring 
some form of power that will be generated 
by implanted ultra - long -life batteries or 
rechargeable energy cells. Rechargeable 
internal batteries will be recharged 
through the skin itself by induction. 

In the year 2001. electrical stimulation 
of various body parts will restore or im- 
prove lost functions. For example. stim- 
ulation of the diaphragm will improve 
breathing in persons with paralysis of the 
diaphragm, and many persons will regain 
the use of weak and paralyzed arms and 
legs through electronic stimulation of 
damaged muscles. 

Computer -processed signals from in- 
tact muscles and the brain. as well as 
voice commands, will stimulate what 
were previously paralyzed limbs. In the 
case of brain waves. computers will carry 
the electrical brain waves around 
damaged nerves to muscle tissue. and 
even to artificial limbs which will be. 
themselves, operated by computers. 

In instances where it will be impossible 
to stimulate unresponsive or atrophied 
muscles, voice commands and other ac- 
tions of the severely physically handicap- 
ped will program internal computers. 
which will, in turn, control external and 
internal bionic devices (artificial limbs 
and organs that can "think, "or which re- 
spond to natural stimuli.) 

Personal robotic devices in the year 
2001 will understand and perform com- 
plex functions such as "open the door." 
The person will not have to give a series of 
commands such as "approach the door, 
take out the key. move the key upward. 

" A single voice command, the flex 
of a healthy muscle. perhaps the quiver of 
a finger, or even a brain wave generated by 
the thought. will initiate a complex series 
of muscle stimuli and robotics that will 
result in a series of pre- programmed me- 
chanical movements by artificial limbs, 
whether it be extracting a key from a 

pocket and opening a door, or opening a 

frozen dinner for the microwave oven. In 
short, medical electronics will enable 
what we presently think of as totally phys- 
ically handicapped persons to care for 
themselves. and to perform useful work. 

More accurate diagnosis 
Although brain waves, artificial 

organs, robotic limbs, and electronic 
muscles are spectacular and attention - 
grabbing, the real nitty- gritty of medicine 
remains diagnosis: the sifting and focus- 
ing of hundreds, possibly thousands of 
bits and pieces of information. 

In the year 2001, using data gathered 
from a world -wide network, local on -line 
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Mending a broken heart
About 1.5 million Americans have a

heart attack every year; more than a third
of those die . By the year 2001 , that figure
will decrease dramatically. .

A heart attack occurs when one of the
arter ies that supplies the blood to the heart
muscle becomes blocked. Actually, the
blockage of the inside of the arter ial wall
builds up over many years . When the
blockage is nearl y complete a blood clot
can easi ly form , which results in a sudden
tota l block age . With its blood supply cut
off, the heart muscle supp lied by the ar
tery dies in a few hours.

At present , except for a new electronic
imagi ng techn ique ca lled DSA (Digital
Subtractio n Angiography), we get arterial
informat ion thro ugh catheterization, a
procedure where by a tub e is ac tually
passed into the arteria l system and the
heart . Whil e ca theteriza tion is a com mo n
proce dure , there is sti ll a small- though
generally insignifican t---element of risk .
Unfort unately, it is not insigni ficant to the
affec ted person. To totally eliminate the
element of risk to the patient , by 2001 all
arterial exa minations will be electronic
and non-intrusive , therefore risk-free .

Because arterial -examinations will be
non-intrusive , it will be possible to screen
the population early in life-before heart
problem s develop-to determine those
most at risk , and thereby take preventi ve
measures-such as a special or modi fied
diet-before heart illness strikes.

Medical imaging
Whe n the CAT scanner was first intro

duced some 12 years ago, some voca l and
well-publicized people said it was an ex
travaga nt playth ing . In the 12 years since
its introduction , it has become a necessary
part of medical practice .

A conven tional X -ray is lit e rally a
"shadowg raph" that gives prom inance to
the dense st structures , such as bones . It is
made by passing an X-ray beam through a
body to a sheet of film on the opposite
side . Softer tissues in fron t of, or behind a
bone are overw he lmed by the image from
the bone . Also, small variations in tissue
de nsi ty are often lost becau se of the
amount of rad iation needed to penetrate
the the body and expose the X-ray film .
CAT (and CT) scanners overcome the
shadowing and defi nition probl ems by
using a pinpoint -focu sed X-ray bea m that
rotates once aro und the body. Rather tha n
exposing a flim , the energy that pas ses
thro ugh the body is e lectronically de
tected as individual bursts of exposure ,
called " points," by a detector that track s
along with the source of the X-ray emis
sions . A typic al scan mig ht consist of data
represe nting 150 ,000 or more points . A
compute r asse mb les the point data into an
image suitable for disp lay on a TV screen.
The softer tissue is no longer shadowed,
and even min or variations in tissue density

can be seen.
CAT scanning detect s tumors at an ea r

ly stage, ofte n when they can be suc
cessfully removed through surge ry. On
the other hand , CAT scanning also pre
vents unneeded surgery in cases where the
ind ications for surgery would be unsure
without the sca n. For exa mple, a person
who has received a head inju ry in an auto
mobile acc ident may have physical signs
that suggest bleeding in the head, which
req uires immediate surgery. But the phys
ical signs may really be due to the effects
of drug ingestion (which also caused the
accident). A CAT scan wi ll prevent un
necessary surgery by showing there is no
bleeding in the head.

In the year 200 1there will be add itiona l
imagin g technolog ies and techniques that
will dete ct and evalua te the medical and
surg ical treatmen t of many co ndi tions
which are now diagnosed and managed
only with grea t di fficul ty.

One new techn ology sure to be in com
mon use in 200 1, but which is now in its
infa ncy and not ge nerally avai lab le , is
MR I (Magentic .Reso na nce Imaging).
MRI has been called NMR (Nuclear Mag
netic Resonance), but many people prefer
to use the term MRI because it does not
suggest the pre sence of nucl ear radiation.
Actu ally MRI (or NMR) places the per
son in mixed magnet ic and radio wave
fields; no ionizing or nucle ar radiation is
used. Th e magn et ic- and rad io-wave
fields ca use spinning of nuclei in the body
bein g scanned . Whe n a field is removed,
the nuclei stop spinning and emi t de tecta
ble radio waves. From those emissio ns
both tissue density and the presence of
tissues of cert ain chemical compo sitions
can be dete rmi ned .

In co ntras t, conventional X-ray devices
and CAT scanners are sensitive to only the
den sity of tissues . Thu s, MRI is useful for
detectin g differences in chemica l co m
position that would not show up on co n
ve ntio na l X-rays o r CAT scans . For
example, the demyelina tion present in
mu ltip le scleros is can be imaged by MR I.

Sta ndard X-ray studies will still be per
formed in the year 2001 , but they will be
improved in two ways . First, the images
wi ll not be sto red on bulky film negatives
or microfilm. In 200 1, the image itse lf
will or iginate as a dig ital TV or a comput
er image and will be stored digitally, with
thou sand s of images occupying less space
than a sing le co nve ntional X-ray film.
Second, the image will be super-high res
o lutio n; essentially, digitally-en ha nced .
The det ail will make today 's X-rays look
as if they were developed in pea soup

Artificial organs
Although the deve lopment of artificial

organs is in its infancy now, by 200 1 we
expect that artificial organs not presentl y
available will prolong and greatly improve
the quality of life for many indiv idua ls .

ELE e TR tJNle s IN ~

Such devices will include the intern al ar- :l:mtificial heart , kidn ey. ear. and pancreas.
amo ng others . ~,

Because many organ functions such as 1'1
the heart and pancreas are timed or quan- .,
tified , they are likely be under electronic
rather tha n chem ica l contro l, req uirin g ~
some form of power that will be generat ed
by imp lanted ultra-long-li fe batteries or
rechargeab le energy ce lls . Rechargeab le
int ernal batt eri es w ill be recharged
thro ugh the skin itself by ind uction .

In the year 200 1, e lectrical stimulation
of various body parts will restore or im
prove lost functions. For example . stim
ulation of the dia phragm will improve
breathi ng in persons with para lysis of the
diaphragm , and many persons will rega in
the use of weak and paralyzed arms and
legs throug h e lectro nic stimulation of
damaged muscles.

__ Co mputer-proc essed signals from in
tact muscles and the brain , as well as
voice comma nds . w ill stimulate wha t
were previously paralyzed lim bs . In the
case of brain waves. computers wi ll carry
the e lec t r ic a l brai n wave s a ro u nd
da maged nerves to muscle tissue . and
even to arti ficial limbs whic h will be ,
them selves , opera ted by co mputers.

In instances where it will be impos sible
to stimulate unrespon sive or atrophied
muscles , voice commands and other ac
tions of the severe ly physica lly handicap
ped will prog ram inte rna l compute rs ,
whic h will , in turn , contro l externa l and
intern al bionic devices (art ificia l limb s
and organs that can " think ,"or wh ich re
spond to natural stim uli.)

Perso nal robotic devices in the year
2001 will understand and perform com 
plex functions such as " open the door."
The person will not have to give a series of
commands such as "approach the door,
take out the key, move the key upwa rd .
. . . . . . . ." A single voice command , the tlex
of a healthy muscle, perhaps the quiver of
a finger, or even a brain wave generated by
the thought, will initiate a complex series
of muscle stimuli and robot ics that will
result in a series of pre-pro gra mmed me
chanical movem ents by artificial limbs ,
whe ther it be extr acti ng a key from a
pocket and open ing a door, or ope ning a
frozen dinner for the microwave oven. In
short , medical e lec tro nics wi ll enable
what we presently think of as totall y phys
icall y handicapped per son s to care for
themselves , and to perform useful work .

More accurate diagnosis
A lt ho ug h brai n waves . a rt ific ia l

or gan s , robotic limbs, and electronic
muscl es are spectac ular and attention
grabbing , the rea l nitty-gr itty of medicine
remains diagnosis: the sifting and focus
ing of hundreds , possibly thousands of
bits and pieces of information.

In the year 200 1, using data gathered
from a world-w ide network, local on-line
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diagnostic computers will help physicians 
diagnose and treat patients. For example, 
it is often difficult for a doctor who has 
never treated nor seen malaria make the 
diagnosis. A computer, however. can rec- 
ognize the disease in possibly minutes if it 
can automatically search throughout the 
world for matching symptoms. In 2001, a 

touch of a button will be all that's needed 
to initiate a world -wide search on all 
forms of disease and illness. 

Because computers can correlate infor- 
mation from X -rays, CAT and MRI scans. 
surgical treatment involving the precise 
localization of tumors and other struc- 
tures. or even laser -scalpel "bloodless 
surgery," will be computer -aided. 

The computer will even be used for 
conventional illnesses and treatment. In 
the year 2001. a typical serious illness 
such as a heart attack might be computer - 
aided from diagnosis to treatment. 

While walking on a country road you 
feel a severe, heavy chest pain. Before 
losing consciousness you are able to press 
the medical emergency button on your 
personal transmitter. A satellite in space 
relays your location and your medical rec- 
ords to the nearest available ambulance. 
Within minutes, a paramedic starts CPR 
while another connects sensing electrodes 
to your chest. No heartbeat is seen on a 

monitor, so pacing electrodes are placed 
on the front and back of your chest. Mild 
pacemaker shocks cause your heart to 
start beating again. 

The paramedics start an I -line (intra- 
veneous) for medication, and a non- intru- 
sive A -line (arterial) sensor for computer - 
aided diagnosis and observation. In the 
event your personal security transmitter is 
not programmed with your medical histo- 
ry. a laser- scanner aimed at your teeth by 
the ambulance's computer will read your 
medical records from the implanted op- 
tical memory. Its information, your elec- 
trocardiogram. and A -line blood chemis- 
try data is telemetered to the hospital. 

You are brought to the Emergency De- 
partment where a diagram of your heart's 
circulation is obtained non -intrusively 
through a cardiac imager. 

As you awake. the physician tells you 
not to worry. You have started to have a 

heart attack. but the process can probably 
be reversed. A clot has formed in one of 
your coronary arteries. However. the clot 
may dissolve with suitable chemical treat- 
ment. If not, it will probably be in posi- 
tion to be burned clear with a laser scalpel 
later on. 

Meanwhile. he reassures you about the 
twitching and pain in your chest. As soon 
as the blood supply is returned to your 
heart muscle the pacemaker will no lon- 
ger be needed. 

The computer display above your bed 
shows a continuous stream of data derived 
from automatic blood sampling, as well 
the medical history that was transmitted 

a., 
A COMPUTERIZED TOMOGRAPHY SCANNING system combines an advanced X -ray scanning system 
with a powerful computer to allow doctors to study almost any structure within the human body. Its 
use often permits patients to avoid exploratory surgery or other painful diagnostic techniques. 

by your personal- security transmitter, or 
which was read from the optical memory 
concealed in your tooth. On inspecting 
the data, the physician says that it will not 
be possible to dissolve the clot because he 
sees on the monitor that you had gallblad- 
der surgery a few weeks before. and the 
healing tissues at the surgery site are still 
partially held together by clotted blood. It 
would be too risky to put a substance 
which dissolves clots into your system. 

The diagram of your coronary circula- 
tion showing the blockage is transmitted 
by computer or fax machine to a car- 
diologist several miles away. who deter- 
mines that even a laser -bore cannot clear 
the clot, and that bypass surgery is 
needed. 

In surgery. electronic monitors con- 
tinually sense through your intact skin the 
amount of oxygen, sugar, and carbon di- 
oxide in your blood. The electrical ac- 
tivity of your heart and your blood 
pressure are continuously recorded. 

The electrical activity of your brain 
which results from stimuli applied to your 
legs is monitored to help determine the 
depth of anesthesia. Because you are par- 
alyzed as well as asleep, a respirator con- 
trols your breathing. The function of the 
respirator is guided in part by the blood 
levels of oxygen and carbon dioxide mea- 
sured through your intact skin. 

A segment of vein from your leg, or its 
plastic equivalent, is used to bypass the 
blocked segment of your coronary artery. 
The blood flow through the bypass graft is 
measured with an ultrasound or sonar 
imaging, which displays a cross -sectional 
image of the graft. The velocity and tur- 
bulence of blood flow at each point in the 
graft is indicated. 

The blocked coronary artery has been 
successfully bypassed. Only slight 
damage has been suffered. Your heart at- 
tack has been undone. The pacemaker is 
no longer needed. 

After surgery you are taken to the Inten- 
sive Care Unit. Automated monitoring of 
your blood pressure, respiratory rate, 
electrocardiogram, and mental function 
continues. In addition, your blood sugar. 
electrolytes, oxygen, and carbon dioxide 
are monitored. Those parameters are used 
to control the amounts of oxygen, fluid. 
and respiratory support given to you. Ab- 
normal heart rhythms are detected and 
treated with drugs and electrical shocks 
applied to your chest. The protocol for 
such treatment is decided by a computer. 

After a few days in Intensive Care you 
are ready for telemetry monitoring. Car- 
diac arrhythmias (fibrillation) are consid- 
ered much less likely, but it is wise to 
provide monitoring for several more days. 
A few days after your surgery, you are 
transferred to a portion of the hospital, 
where you receive more intensive phys- 
ical and psychological rehabilitation. 

All during your hospital stay, a system 
of interconnected computers has kept 
track of your vital functions, body chem- 
istries. medication intake, and your respi- 
ratory and physical conditions. Your 
psychological condition has been judged 
and recorded in the computer system by 
nurses and physicians. Your respiratory 
function has been evaluated by automated 
spirometers and respiratory therapists. 
Your physical condition has been judged 
by physical therapists. The computer sys- 
tem has watched for deterioration of your 
condition on a minute -by- minute basis, 
has scheduled your treatments and evalua- 
tions, has prevented drug interactions, 
and has charted your progress. 

A month later you are walking on the 
same country road you were on when you 
had your heart attack. Your chest is sore 
from the surgery. pacemaker. and elec- 
trical shocks. You wonder how much fur- 
ther into the future it will be before 
science finds a way to treat heart attacks 
without so much pain. R-E 

After surgery you are taken to the Inten
sive Care Unit. Automated monitoring of
your blood pressure, respiratory rate,
electrocardiogram, and mental function
cont inues. In addition, your blood sugar,
electrolytes, oxygen, and carbon dioxide
are monitored. Those parameters are used
to control the amounts of oxygen, fluid,
and respiratory support given to you. Ab
normal heart rhythms are detected and
treated with drugs and electrica l shocks
applied to your chest. The protoco l for
such treatment is decided by a compu ter. .

After a few days in Intensive Care you
are ready for telemetry monitoring. Car
diac arrhyt hmias (fibrillation) are consid
ered much less likely, but it is wise to
provide monitor ing for several more days.
A few days after your surgery, you are
transferred to a portion of the hospital,
where you receive more intensive phys
ical and psychological rehabilitation .

All during your hospita l stay, a system
of interconnected computers has kept
track of your vital functions, body chem
istries , medication intake, and your respi
rator y and physical conditions . Your
psycho logica l condition has been judged
and recorded in the computer system by
nurses and physicians . Your respiratory
functio n has been evaluated by automa ted
spirometers and respiratory therapists.
Your physical condition has been judged
by physical therapists. The computer sys
tem has watched for deterioration of your
condition on a minute-by-minute basis,
has schedu led your treatments and evalua
tions, has prevented drug interac tions ,
and has charted your progress.

A month later you are walking on the
same country road you were on when you
had your heart attack. Your chest is sore
from the surgery, pacemaker, and elec
trical shocks . You wonder how much fur
ther into the future it wi ll be before
science finds a way to treat heart attacks
without so much pain . R-E

by your ' personal -security transmitter, or
which was read from the optical memory
concealed in your tooth, On inspecting
the data, the physician says that it will not
be possible to dissolve the clot because he
sees on the monitor that you had gallblad
der surgery a few weeks before , and the
healing tissues at the surgery site are still
partially held together by clotted blood . It
would be too risky to put a substance
which dissolves clots into your system .

The diagram of your coronary circula
tion showing the blockage is transmitted
by computer or fax machi ne to a car
diologist several miles away, who deter
mines that even a laser-bore canno t clear
the c lot, and that bypass surgery is
needed .

In surgery, electronic monitors con
tinually sense through your intact skin the
amou nt of oxygen, sugar, and carbon di
oxide in your blood. The electrica l ac
tiv ity of your heart and your blood
pressure are conti nuous ly recorded .

The electrica l activity of your brain
which results from stimuli applied to your
legs is monitored to help determi ne the
depth of anesthesia . Because you are par
alyzed as well as asleep, a respirator con
trols your breathing. The function of the
respirator is guided in part by the blood
levels of oxygen and carbo n dioxide mea
sured through your intact skin .

A segment of vein from your leg, or its
plastic equivalent, is used to bypass the
blocked segme nt of your coronary artery.
The blood flow through the bypass graft is
measured with an ultrasound or sonar
imaging, which disp lays a cross-sectional
image of the graft. The velocity and tur
bulence of blood flow at each point in the
graft is indicated.

The blocked coronary artery has been
successfu lly bypassed. Only sligh t
damage has been suffered . Your heart at
tack has been undone. The pacemaker is
no longer needed .

A COMPUTERIZEDTOMOGRAPHY SCANNING system combines an advanced X-ray scanning system
with a powerful computer to allow doctors to study almost any structure within the human body. Its
use often permits patients to avoid exploratory surg ery or other painful diagnostic techniques.

diagnostic com puters will help physicians
diagnose and treat patien ts. For example,
it is often difficu lt for a doctor who has
never treated nor seen malaria make the
diagnosis. A comp uter, however, can rec
ognize the disease in possibly minutes if it
can automatically search throughout the
world for matching symptoms. In 200 I, a
touch of a button will be all that's needed
to initia te a world -wide search on all
forms of disease and illness .

Because computers can corre late infor
mation from X-rays, CAT and MRI scans,
surgica l treatme nt involving the precise
localization of tumors and other struc
tures, or even laser-scalpel " blood less
surgery," will be computer-aided. /

The computer will even be used for
conventional illnesses and treatment. In
the year 2001, a typica l serious illness
such as a heart attack might be computer
aided from diag nosis to treatment.

While walking on a country road you
feel a severe, heavy chest pain. Before
losing consciousness you are able to press
the medica l emergency button on your
persona l trans mitter. A satellite in space
relays your location and your medical rec
ords to the nearest available ambulance.
Within minutes, a paramedic starts CPR
while another connects sensing electrodes
to your chest. No heartbeat is seen on a
monitor, so pacing electrodes are placed
on the front and back of your chest. Mild
pacemaker shoc ks cause your heart to
start beating again .

The paramedics start an I-line (intra
veneous) for medication, and a non-intru
sive A-line (arteria l) sensor for computer
aided diagnosis and observation. In the
event your personal security transmitter is
not programmed with your medical histo
ry, a laser-scanner aimed at your teeth by
the ambulance's computer will read your
medica l records from the implanted op
tical memory. Its informa tion, your elec 
trocardiogram, and A-line blood chemis
try data is telemetered to the hospital.

You are brought to the Emergency De
partment where a diagram of your heart's
circu lation is obtained non-i ntrus ively
through a cardiac imager.

As you awake, the physician tells you
not to worry. You have started to have a
heart attack, but the process can probably
be reversed. A clot has formed in one of
your coronary arteries . However, the clot
may disso lve with suitable chemical treat
ment. If not, it will probab ly be in posi
tion to be burned clear with a laser scalpel
later on.

Meanwhi le, he reassures you about the
twitching and pain in your chest. As soon
as the blood supp ly is returned to your
heart muscle the pacemaker will no lon
ger be needed .

The computer disp lay above your bed
shows a contin uous stream of data derived
from automatic blood sampli ng, as well
the medical history that was transmitted
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A smart house will prevent electrocution (0.B), 
allow the distribution of signals without running 
additional wires (C). using any outlet (O} Sen- 
sors will automatically turn off lights In empty 
rooms E). and display the status of the house 
on any 1V (F). Security features will protect the 
house from theft (G) and fire (H) The entire sys- 
tern can be operated remotely (I and any device 
in the house can be operated from any point in 
the house (J). 

David J. MacFadyen 
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vemencc that electronic mail has clearly 
established. 

In 1987. we're still waiting for the infor- 
mation age to conk into our homes. It 
hasn't yet because much of the technology 
we'll need is too new. And to get it into 
our homes. we have to contend with the 
regulatory environment and the disaggre- 
gate nature of the building industry. 
However. the NAHB Research Founda- 
tion, a subsidiary of the National Associa- 
tion of Home Builders. has come up with 
a realistic plan for the future that allows 
new homes to fully accommodate the 
coming information age. Its Smart House 
project demonstrates how new technology 
can be used in our homes in the 21st cen- 
tury. Let's see what we can expect. 

A Smart House will have three systems 
that will make its appliances -and the 
house itself -more "user- friendly" and 
efficient: a closed -loop poorer system. a 

high -speed data -transmission system. 
and a logical central control system. A 
Smart House will provide DC power as 

well as AC. so that new motor- driven ap- 
pliances can be designed for more effi- 
cient and effective operation. 

The concept of closed -loop power is 
not new but. until recently. we didn't have 
the technology to implement it. The home 
of the future will use it extensively. Ap- 
pliances will indicate. via a communica- 
tions link, how much energy they need. 
For instance. an electric range will tell the 
central controller how much current it 
needs to heat a burner. When the energy is 
supplied. the appliance must confirm, via 
the communications link. that the correct 
amount of energy is being received. 

Closed -loop power systems will benefit 
us in three ways: 

Human electrocution will be elimi- 
nated. If an appliance cannot signal for 
energy. none will be provided. A finger in 
an electrical socket has no way of sending 
the electronic signal that's needed to star 
power flow. 

House fires caused by electrical faults 
and gas leaks will be eliminated. If an 
appliance requests a specific amount of 
energy. and the central controller detects 
that a different amount is being supplied 
(because of leakage between the control- 
ler and the appliance), the controller will 
act to ensure safety. 

Appliances can he monitored and con- 
trolled from any point in the house. A 
simple interface will let you do the same 
thing from a remote location, over the 
telephone lines. 

The ability to control any powered ap- 
pliance at any point in the signal path will 
allow for logical control instead of the 
traditional hard control of devices. Wall 
switches will no longer physically open or 
close a circuit path to control the power 
flow to an outlet or an overhead light. 
Instead. they will send signals to a central 
controller for action. The central control- 

NO 

POWER 
FOR YOV 

KIDDO 
YOU'RE AN 

UNRECOGNIZED 
DEVICE. 

SMART HOUSE OUTLETS ARE SAFE. In a closed -loop power system. no electrical power is delivered 
to an outlet unless it is requested by an appliance 

ler will act based on your previously pro- 
grammed instructions. For example. you 
can tell your central controller not to turn 
on any lights unless it is dark in the room. 
the room is occupied. and the wall switch 
is turned on. As you can see. we won't be 
using only wall switches. Other devices - 
such as occupancy detectors. photocells. 
temperature transducers. etc. -will be 
used throughout the house to let the cen- 
tral controller know what's going on. 

The high -speed data- communication 
capability in the Smart House will make it 
easy to distribute audio. video. and con- 
trol signals. And instead of increasing the 
complexity of your home. it will make 
many things much simpler. 

For example, it will be much easier to 
deal with portable devices. A single plug 
configuration will be used by all ap- 
pliances. You'll be able to plug your tele- 

phone into any outlet. When you plug in 
your television set, you won't have to wor- 
ry about the antenna or cable connec- 
tions- theyII be made automatically 
through the same outlet. You'll be able to 
put speakers anywhere in the house and 
use them with a stereo. radio. television. 
or other audio equipment without several 
separate runs of speaker wire. 

Using DC power 
We now use alternating current in our 

homes. even though the vast majority of 
products that we use need direct current to 
operate. There is a good reason for using 
AC -it's the only economical way to 
transmit electric power over long dis- 
tances. Unfortunately, it means that many 
products- radios. televisions. comput- 
ers, etc. -require separate power supplies 
to convert AC to DC. 

SMART HOUSE OUTLETS ARE SAFE. In a closed-loop power system, no electrical power is delivered
to an outlet unless it is requested by an appliance. .
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venience that e lectro nic mail has clearly
established .

In 1987 , we're still waiting for the infor
mation age to com e into our homes . It
hasn 't yet becau se much of the technology
we ' ll need is too new. And to get it into
our homes, we have to contend with the
regulatory environment and the disaggre
gat e natu re of the bui lding indust ry.
However, the NA HB Research Founda
tion , a subsidiary of the National Associa
tion of Home Builders, has come up with
a realistic plan for the future that allows
new homes to fully acco mmodate the
coming information age . Its Smart House
project demonstrates how new technology
can be used in our homes in the 21st cen
tury. Let's see what we can expect.

A Smart House will have three systems
that will make its appliances-and the
house itself-more " user-friendly" and
efficie nt: a closed-looppower sYS1em _a_
high- speed data-transmissio n sys tem ,
and a logical central control system. A
Smart House will provide DC power as
well as AC, so that new motor-dri ven ap
pliances can be designed for more effi
cient and effective operatio n.

The concept of closed-loop power is
not new but , until rece ntly, we didn 't have
the technology to implement it. The home
of the futur e will use it extensively. Ap
pliances will indicate , via a communica
tions link, how much energy they need.
For insta nce , an electric range will tell the
centra l co ntro lle r how much current it
needs to heat a burner. When the energy is
supplied, the appliance must confirm , via
the co mmunicat ions link , that the correct
amount of energy is being received .

Closed-loop power syste ms will benefit
us in three ways:
• Hum an electroc ution will be elimi
nated . If an app liance cannot signal for
energy, none will be provided . A finger in
an electrical socke t has no way of sending
the electronic signa l that 's needed to start
power flow.
• House fires caused by electrical faults
and gas leak s will be eliminated . If an
appliance requ ests a spec ific amount of'
energy, and the ce ntra l controller detects
that a different amount is being supplied
(beca use of leakage between the control
ler and the appliance), the contro ller will
act to ensure safety.
• Appliances can be monitored and con
trolled from any point in the house. A
simple interface wi ll let you do the same
thing from a remo te location , over the
telephone lines.

The ability to co ntro l any powered ap
pliance at any.point in the signal path will
allow for logical control instead of the
trad itional hard control of devices. Wall
switches will no longer physically open or
close a circ uit path to co ntro l the power
flow to an outlet or an overhead light.
Instead , they will send signals to a cent ral
controller for action. The central control-

ler will act based on your previously pro
grammed instructions . For example , you
can tell your central contro ller not to turn
on any lights unless it is dark in the room ,
the room is occupied , and the wall switch
is turned on. As you can see , we won't be
using only wall switches. Other devices
such as occupancy detectors , photocells ,
temperatu re transducers , etc .-will be
used throughout the house to let the cen
tral controller know what's going on .

The high- speed data-communication
capability in the Smart House will make it
easy to distr ibute audio , video , and con 
trol signals . And instead of increasing the
co mplexity of your home , it will make
many things much simp ler.

For example, it wi ll be much easier to
deal with portable devices. A single plug
configuration will be used by all ap
pliances. You' ll be able to plug your tele-
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phone into any outlet. When you plug in
your television set , you won't have to wor
ry about the anten na or cable connec
tio ns-they ' ll be made automatica lly
through the same outlet. You' ll be able to
put speakers anyw here in the house and
use them with a stereo, radio, television ,
or other audio equipment without several
separate runs of speaker wire .

Using DC power
We now use alternating curre nt in our

homes, even though the vast majority of
products that we use need direct current to
operate. There is a good reaso n for using
AC- it's the onl y economical way to
tran smit electric power over long dis
tance s. Unfortunate ly, it means that many
prod ucts-radios, televisions, co mput
ers , etc .- require separa te power supplies
to convert AC to DC .
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DC POWER WILL BE USED IN A SMART HOUSE along with AC. That will allow many appliances to be 
designed for more efficient and reliable operation. 

THE SIGNALING LOOP is used to continually 
monitor the appliance interlace. If any problem 
is detected. (such as the device drawing too 
much current). power to the appliance will be cut 
immediately. 

A SMART HOUSE POWER OUTLET will also be 
used for distributing video, audio, power, and 
more There will never be a need to run addi- 
tional wiring! 

When you use DC in your home. your 
light bulbs will last five to twenty times 
longer. You won't need different wattage 
bulbs. You'll be able to vary the light 
output easily -and without flicker. The 
switch from AC induction motors to 
brushless DC motors will make your ap- 
pliances more efficient and reliable, and 
and provide variable speed with ease. 

Our heating and cooling systems will 
be matched to how we actually live in our 
homes. The Smart House won't use tem- 
perature sensors alone to determine how 
to heat and cool itself. It will know when 
the first person wakes up in the morning. 
when everyone has gone to bed at night. or 
if no one is in the house at all! If you go 
out of town for a few days. it will set back 
the water heater, and lower the tern- 
peratures to a safe level -and reset every- 
thing to normal in time for your expected 
return. Of course, if you're going to ex- 
tend your vacation. you can simply phone 
ahead to let your house know! 

You'll be able to use your TV set to 
display the status of any or all ap- 
pliances-it will look at the signal path to 
determine that a light is on in the base- 
ment, that the washing machine is on its 
final rinse cycle, or that there is movement 
in the baby's room. 

If you choose to add an electrical rear - 
door lock, you could use the TV to tell you 
whether the back door is open or closed, 
locked or unlocked. If you add a Safari- 
House compatible touch screen or hand- 
held remote control to your TV set. you'll 
be able to send commands to the lights, 
the washing machine. or the rear door to 
control them from any location where that 
TV set is plugged in. 

Even the lowly vacuum cleaner will be 
redesigned to take advantage of access to 
the Smart House communications path. If 
the telephone or doorbell rings while 
you're vacuming your rugs. the vacuum 
cleaner will shut itself off so that you can 
hear. And like most other appliances. the 
vacuum cleaner will be designed to run on 
a DC brushless motor that could match 
the power supplied to the cleaning re- 
quirement. It will clean better. and like 
other Smart House appliances. it will cost 
less to operate. last longer. and need less 
maintenance than what you use today. 

Virtually every product that attaches to 
the various wiring systems of a home to- 
day will be changed to take advantage of 
the Smart House technology. which will 
offer a vastly improved array of home 
products and a better way of living for all 
of us. R-E 
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THE SIGNALING LOOP is used to continually
monitor the appliance interface. If any problem
is detected, (such as the device drawing too
much current), power to the appliance will be cut
immediately.

A SMART HOUSE POWER OUTLET will also be
used for distributing video, audio, power, and
more . There will never be a need to run addi
tional wiring!

When you use DC in your home, your
light bulb s will last five to twenty times
longer. You won't need differen t-wattage
bulb s. You 'll be able to vary the light
output easily-and without flicker. The
sw itch from AC induction motors to
brushle ss DC motors will make your ap
plianc es more efficient and rel iable , and
and provide varia ble speed with ease .

Our heating and coo ling systems will
be matched to how we actually live in our
homes. The Smart House won' t use tem 
perature sensors alone to determine how
Ito heat and cool itself. It will know when
the first person wakes up in the morning,
when everyone has gone to bed at night , or
if no one is in the house at all! If you go
out of town for a few days, it will set back

- the water heat er , and lower the tem
perat ures to a safe level-and rese t every
thing to norm al in time for your expected
return . Of course , if you're going to ex
tend your vacation, you can simply phone
ahead to let your house know!

You' ll be ab le to use your TV set to
d ispl ay th e sta tus of any or a ll ap
pliances-it will look at the signal path to
determine that a light is on in the base
ment , that the washin g machin e is on its
final rinse cycl e , or that there is movement
in the baby's room .

If you choos e to add an electrical rear
door lock, you could use the TV to tell you
whether the back door is ope n or closed ,
locked or unlocked . If you add a Smart
House compatible touch screen or hand
held remote control to your TV set, you' ll
be able to send commands to the lights ,
the washing machine , or the rear door to
cont rol them from any location where that
TV set is plugged in.

Even the lowly vacuum clea ner will be
redesigned to take advan tage of access to
the Smart House co mm unications path . If
the teleph one or doorb ell rings while
you're vacuming your rugs. the vacuum
cleaner will shut itsel f off so that you can
hear. And like most other appliances . the
vacuum cleaner will be designed to run on
a DC brushless motor that could match
the power supplied to the clean ing re
qui rement. It will clean better. and like
other Smart House app liances . it will cos t
less to operate. last longer. and need less
ma intenance than what you use today.
/ Virtually every produ ct that attaches to
the various wiring systems of a home to
day will be changed to take advantage of
the Smart House techn ology, which will
offer a vastly improved array of home
products and a better way of living for all
of us. R-E
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ARTHUR C. CLARKE 

Arthur C. Clarke. born in Minehead. En- 
gland in 1917, displayed an early fascina- 
tion with science. writing. and astronomy 
As a youth he wrote for his schools maga- 
zine. studied and charted the moon using 
a telescope he built from a cardboard tube 
and old lenses. and was an avid sci -fi butt. 
Clarke transformed those childhood inter- 
ests into a career as one of the world's 
foremost science- fiction writers. 

Clarke was first published profession- 
ally while serving in the Royal Air Force in 
the early 1940s. In an article published in 
1945. he predicted a global satellite com- 
munications system based upon three 
satellite stations in synchronous orbit 
around the Earth. Although his idea was 
met with skepticism by the scientific com- 
munity of the time, the orbit path he de- 
scribed -now known as the "Clarke 
Belt " -is the one currently used for com- 
munications satellites. 

Attending college on an ex -ser- 
viceman's grant. Clarke received a Bach- 
elor of Science degree in physics and 
applied and pure mathematics in 1948. A 
prolific writer, he is highly regarded for 
scientific accuracy as well literary style. 
His science -fiction writing includes 
Prelude to Space. Earthlight, Childhoods 
End. and several short story collections. 
Clarke's non -fiction works on space and 
undersea exploration are well- respected 
in scientific circles. He has won several 
prestigious writing awards. including a 
Hugo -the science -fiction writing award 
named for Hugo Gernsback. 

Clarke is best known, however, for 
'2001: A Space Odyssey" and '2010: Od- 
yssey Two: Both films. on which he col- 
laborated with Stanley Kubrick. were 
inspired by Clarkes short story The Sen- 
tinel - 

Interestingly. since the mid- 1950's Clar- 
ke has chosen to make his home in the 
technologically backward tropical country 
of Sri Lanka. Seldom leaving that tropical 
island, he keeps up with the latest in sci- 
ence through journals, and depends 
largely upon letter -writing and shortwave 
radio tor communications with the world at 
large 

ISAAC ASIMOV 

Born in Petrovichi. Russia in 1920. Is- 
aac Asimov emigrated to New York with 
his parents in 1923. and considers himself 
'Brooklyn- bred." He was accepted to Co- 
lumbia University at the age of 15 and 
earned his Bachelor of Science degree in 
1939 and his Ph in chemistry in 1948. 

Dr. Asimov began writing science -fic- 
tion at the age of eleven and had his first 
short story published in Hugo 
Gernsback's Amazing Stones in 1938. His 
first science- fiction novel, Pebble in the 
Sky. was published in 1950. Since then. 
he's gone on to write about almost every 
subject under the sun. ranging from math 
and physics to the Bible and Shake- 
speare. 

r 
DAVID J. MacFADYEN, 

President, NAHB Research 
Foundation, Inc. 

Mr. MacFadyen joined the NAHB Re- 
search Foundation, in January of 1983 
He has more than 20 years expenence in 
building technology, new -product de- 
velopment, codes and standards. energy 
conservation. and research management. 

Mr. MacFadyen has held many other 
high -level posts and has published a 
number of papers. He has degress from 
Northwestern University and the Mas- 
sachusetts Institute of Technology. 

DONALD E. PETERSEN 

Chairman of the Boar 
and 

Chief Executive Officer, 
Ford Motor Company 

When Donald E Petersen was elected 
president and chief operating officer of 
Ford Motor Company on March 13. 1980. 
the New York Times noted that. Not since 
the founder. Henry Ford. has the company 
had a top manager with an extensive tech- 
nical background in product develop- 
ment." The Times also referred to him as 
-the first of a new wave of top auto ex- 
ecutives who are more concerned about 
products and production systems than fi- 
nancial analysis.' 

It was, perhaps. an educational back- 
ground that combined business admin- 
istration with engineering that helped set 
him apart. After graduating magna cum 
laude and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. 
Tau Beta Pi (honorary engineering so- 
ciety) and Sigma Xi Scientific Research 
Society (natural sciences) from the Uni- 
versity of Washington in 1946 with a de- 
gree in mechanical engineering, he went 
on to Stanford University where he re- 
ceived his MBA in 1949. 

When he first applied for a job at Ford in 
1949. he expressed a primary interest in 
what he called "product planning " At that 
time the auto industry had not yet for- 
malized that function. In his early years 
with the company, Mr Petersen helped 
establish the product- planning office 

Since becoming chairman. Mr. Pe- 
tersen has devoted considerable ener- 
gies toward defining the corporate culture 
at Ford in ways that enhance the creative 
process. teamwork. trust. innovation and 
personal fulfillment. 

In the 21st century scenario that fol- 
lows. Mr Petersen draws upon the cre- 
ative ideas of a number of Ford's planners, 
thinkers and visionaries who have con- 
structed a hypothetical automotive world. 
based on a projection of today's tech- 
nologies into the future. It incorporates 
ideas from Ford s Project "T- 2008," a learn 
effort designed to anticipate the elements 
of 21st century transportation 
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ARTHUR C. CLARKE

Arthur C. Clarke, born in Minehead, En
gland in 1917, displayed an early fascina
tion with science, writing, and astronomy.
As a youth he wrote for his school'smaga
zine, studied and charted the moon using
a telescope he built from a cardboard tube
and old lenses, and wasan avid sel-f buff.
Clarke transformed those childhood inter
ests into a career as one of the world's
foremost science-fiction writers.

Clarke was first published profession
ally while serving in the Royal Air Force in
the early 1940's. In an article published in
1945, he predicted a global satellite com
municat ions system based upon three
sate llite stations in synchronous orb it
around the Earth. Although his idea was
met with skepticism by the scientific com
munity of the time, the orbit path he de
scribed-now known as the "Clarke
Belt"-is the one currently used for com
munications satellites.

Att end ing college on an ex -s er
viceman 's grant , Clarke received a Bach
elor of Science degree in physics and
applied and pure mathematics in 1948. A
prolific writer, he is highly regarded for
scientific accuracy as well literary style.
His sc ie nc e- fi ction wr iting incl udes
Prelude to Space , Earthlight, Childhood's
End, and several short story collections.
Clarke's non-fiction works on space and
undersea exploration are well-respected
in scientific circles. He has won several
prestigious writing awards, including a
Hugo-the science-fiction writing award
named for Hugo Gernsback.

Clar ke is best known, however, for
"2001: A Space Odyssey" and "2010: Od
yssey Two." Both films, on which he col
labo rated with Stanley Kubrick, were
inspired by Clarke's short story "The Sen
tineL"

Interestingly, since the mid-1950'sClar
ke has chosen to make his home in the
technologically backward tropical country
of Sri Lanka. Seldom leaving that tropical
island, he keeps up with the latest in sci
ence through journals, and depends
largely upon letter-writing and shortwave
radio for communications with the world at
large.

ISAAC ASIMOV

Born in Petrovichi, Russia in 1920, Is
aac Asimov emigrated to New York with
his parents in 1923, and considers himself
"Brooklyn-bred." He was accepted to Co
lumbia University at the age of 15 and
earned his Bachelor of Science degree in
1939 and his Ph.D. in chemistry in 1948.

Dr. Asimov began writing science-fic
tion at the age of eleven and had his first
short story p ub l ished in Hugo
Gernsback'sAmazing Stories in 1938. His
first science-fiction novel, Pebble in the
Sky, was published in 1950. Since then,
he's gone on to write about almost every
subject under the sun, ranging from math
and physics to the Bible and Shake
speare.

DAVID J. MacFADYEN,
President, NAHB Research

Founda tion , Inc.

Mr. MacFadyen joined the NAHB Re
search Foundation, in January of 1983.
He has more than 20 years experience in
build ing techno logy, new-product de
velopment, codes and standards, energy
conservation,and research management.

Mr. MacFadyen has held many other
high -level pos ts and has publ ished a
number of papers. He has degress from
Northwestern University and the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology.

DONALD E. PETERSEN

Chairman of the Board
and

Chief Executive Officer,
Ford Motor Company

When Donald E. Petersen was elected
president and chief operating officer of
Ford Motor Company on March 13, 1980,
the New York Times noted that, "Not since
the founder, Henry Ford, has the company
had a top manager with an extensive tech
nica l background in product develop
ment." The Times also referred to him as
"the first of a new wave of top auto ex
ecutives who are more concerned about
products and production systems than fi
nancial analysis ."

It was, perhaps, an educational back
ground that combined business admin
istration with engineering that helped set
him apart. After graduating magna cum
laude and a member of Phi Beta Kappa,
Tau Beta PI (honorary engineering so
ciety) and Sigma Xi Scientific Research
Society (natural sciences) from the Uni
versity of Washington in 1946 with a de
gree in mechanica l engineering, he went
on to Stanford University where he re
ceived his MBA in 1949.

When he first applied for a job at Ford in
1949, he expressed a primary interest in
what he called "product planning." At that
time the auto industry had not yet for
malized that function. In his early years
with the company, Mr. Petersen helped
establish the product-planning office.

Since becoming cha irman, Mr. Pe
tersen has devoted considerable ener
gies toward defining the corporate culture
at Ford in ways that enhance the creative
process, teamwork, trust, innovation and
personal fulfillment.

In the 21st century scenario that fol
lows, Mr. Petersen draws upon the cre
ative ideas of a number of Ford'splanners,
thinkers and visionaries who have con
structed a hypothetical automotive world,
based on a projection of today 's tech
nologies into the future. It incorporates
ideas from Ford'sProject ''T-2008," a team
effort designed to anticipate the elements
of 21st century transportation.
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GEORGE H. HEILMEIER 
Senior Vice President 

and 
Chief Technical Officer 

Texas Instruments 
George H. Heilmeier received the B.S. 

degree in Electrical Engineering with dis- 
tinguished honors from the University of 
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and the 
M.S.E., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in solid - 
state materials and electronics from 
Princeton University. 

Dr. Heilmeier has received many major 
awards, including the IEEE David Samoff 
Award, the IEEE Frederik Philips Award. 
the Secretary of Defense Distinguished 
Civilian Service Medal (twice), the Eta Ka- 
ppa Nu Award as the Outstanding Young 
Electrical Engineer in the U.S . the 26th 
Arthur Flemming Award as the Outstand- 
ing Young Man in Government, and the 
IEEE Founders Medal in 1986 

Among Dr. Heilmeier's numerous pro- 
fessional achievements, he holds 15 U.S. 
patents. 

CHARLES N. JUDICE 
Bell Communications Research Inc. 

Charles Judice is currently division 
manager of the Wideband Services Re- 
search Division at Bell Communications 
Research Inc. (Bellcore). His division is 
responsible for developing new telecom - 
mications services. including multi -media 
teleconferencing, information and video 
browsing expert systems. integrated vid- 
eo services. and visual communications 
processing. among others. 

The Wideband Services Division builds 
prototypes of advanced services and sys- 
tems using state -of- the -art software and 
video technologies. Those prototypes will 
be used in field trials. 

Mr. Judice holds eight patents in image 
processing and image retrieval and has 
written more than 30 papers and technical 
articles on those subjects. He did his un- 
dergraduate work in physics at Manhattan 
College. and received masters and doc- 
torate degrees from Stevens Institute. 

BOB L.GREGORY 
Director of Microelectronics 
Sandia National Laboratory 

Dr. Bob Lee Gregory joined Sandia Na- 
tional Laboratories in 1963 as a staff mem- 
ber in the Radiation- Physics Department. 
He is a Fellow in the IEEE and has been 
an active participant in the annual IEEE 
Nuclear and Space - Radiation Effects 
Conference. During 1973 -1974. he served 
as Member -at -Large for the IEEE Radia- 
tion- Effects Committee. He has served on 
the IEEE Solid -State Circuits Council and 
is a past Associate Editor of the IEEE 
Journal of Solid -State Circuits and of 
Solid -State Electronics. He is currently an 
Associate Editor of the IEEE Circuits and 
Devices Magazine and on the Board of 
the IEEE Spectrum. 

Dr. Gregory received his B.S.. M S.. and 
Ph.D. degrees in Electrical Engineering 
from Carnegie Institute of Technology in 
1960, 1961 and 1963 respectively. 

STEPHEN KUZNETSOV 
Uiruuiur ul Lnyr. . 

Power Silicon and M 
Technologies Corp 

Prior to his current position. Dr. Stephen 
Kuznetsov served as the Washington 
D.C. representative for Research and De- 
velopment for the Westinghouse Corpora- 
tion. 

In 1984 Dr. Kuznetsov served as the 
Science and Technology Advisor to the 
Senate Subcommittee on Energy Re- 
search and Development. Since 1985. he 
has been Chairman of the IEEE Commit- 
tee on Energy Development. 

Dr. Kuznetsov holds Electncal Engi- 
neering degrees from Carnegie- Mellon 
University and the University of London. 

RAY FISH Ph.D. M.D. 
University of Illinois. Urbana 

Dr. Ray Fish, a frequent contnbuter to 
Radio -Electronics. is an Adjunct As- 
sistant Professor of Biomedical and Elec- 
trical Engineering at the University of 
Illinois at Urbana. He is also a Clinical 
Instructor at that university's Medical 
School and an Emergency Physician at 
the Burnham Hospital Trauma Center at 
Champaign IL. 

Dr Fish received his B.S. and M.S. de- 
grees in electrical engineering from the 
University of Illinois at Urbana. He re- 
ceived a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering 
from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and 
Clark University and his M.D. from the 
University of Chicago. 

HEDY OLIVER 

Winner, Honeywell 
Futurist Awards Competition 

Hedy Oliver was a technical communica- 
tions major at California State University - 
Northndge when she won Honeywell's Fu- 
turist Award for 1986. The Futunst Awards 
Competition is held annually to discover 
how college students think technology will 
advance, and how those advances will 
affect society. 

Oliver is currently a Product Informa- 
tions Analyst at Unisys Inc.. specializing 
in office automation. Oliver has resumed 
her studies at Northndge on a part -time 
basis. and plans to graduate this spring. 
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GEORGE H. HEILMEIER

Senior Vice President
and

Chief Technica l Officer
Texas Instruments

George H. Heilmeier received the B.S.
degree in Electrical Engineering with dis
tinguished honors from the University of
Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, and the
M.S.E., M.A., and Ph.D . degrees in solid 
state materials and electronics from
Princeton University.

Dr. Heilmeier has received many major
awards, including the IEEE David Sarnoff
Award, the IEEE Frederik Philips Award,
the Secretary of Defense Distingu ished
Civilian Serv ice Medal (twice), the Eta Ka
ppa Nu Award as the Outstanding Young
Electr ical Engineer in the U.S., the 26th
Arthur Flemm ing Award as the Outstand
ing Young Man in Government, and the
IEEE Founders' Medal in 1986.

Among Dr. Heilmeier's numerous pro
fessional achievements, he holds t5 U.S.
patents .

STEPHEN KUZNETSOV
Director of Engineering

Power Silicon and Monolith ic
Technologies Corp.

Prior to his current pos ition, Dr. Stephen
Kuznetsov served as the Washington
D.C. representative for Research and De
velopment for the Westinghouse Corpora
tion.

In 1984 Dr. Kuznetsov served as the
Science and Technology Advisor to the
Senate Subcommittee on Energy Re
search and Development. Since 1985, he
has been Chairman of the IEEE Commit
tee on Energy Development.

Dr. Kuznetsov holds Electrical Engi
neering degrees from Carnegie-Mellon
University and the University of London.

CHARLES N. JUDICE
Bell Communications Research , Inc.

Charles Judice is currently division
manager of the Wideband Services Re
search Division at Bell Communications
Research Inc. (Bellcore). His division is
responsible for developing new telecom
mications serv ices, including multi -media
teleconferencing, information and video
brows ing expert systems, integrated vid
eo services, and visual communications
processing, among others.

The Wideband Serv ices Division builds
prototypes of advanced serv ices and sys
tems using state-of-the-art software and
video technologies . Those prototypes will
be used in field tria ls.

Mr. Judice holds eight patents in image
processing and image retrieval and has
written more than 30 pape rs and techn ical
articles on those subjects . He did his un
dergraduate work in phys ics at Manhattan
College, and received master's and doc
torate degrees from Stevens Institute .

RAY FISH Ph.D. M.D.
University of Illinois. Urbana

Dr. Ray Fish , a frequent contributer to
Radio-Electronics, is an Adjun ct As
sistant Professor of Biomed ical and Elec
trical Engineering at the University of
Illinois at Urbana. He is also a Clinical
Instructor at that un ive rsity 'S Medical
School and an Emergency Physician at
the Burnham Hospital Trauma Center at
Champaign IL.

Dr. Fish received his B.S. and M.S. de
grees in electrical engineering from the
University of Illinois at Urbana. He re
ceived a Ph.D. in biomedical engineering
from Worcester Polytechnic Institute and
Clark University and his M.D. from the
University of Chicago.

BOB L.GREGORY
Director of Microelectronics
Sandia National Laboratory

Dr. Bob Lee Gregory joined Sandia Na
tional Laboratories in 1963 as a staff mem 
ber in the Radiation-Physics Department.
He is a Fellow in the IEEE and has been
an active part icipant in the annual IEEE
Nuclear and Space-Radiation Effects
Conference. During 1973-1974. he served
as Member-at-Large for the IEEE Radia
tion-Effects Committee. He has served on
the IEEE Solid -State Circu its Counc il and
is a past Assoc iate Editor of the IEEE
Journal of Solid-State Circuits and of
Solid-State Electronics. He is currently an
Associate Editor of the IEEE Circuits and
Devices Magazine and on the Board of
the IEEE Spectrum.

Dr. Gregory received his B.S., M.S., and
Ph.D . degrees in Electrical Engineering
from Carnegie Institute of Technology in
1960, 1961 and 1963 respectively.

HEDY OLIVER

Winner, Honeywell
Futurist Awards Competition

Hedy Oliver was a tech nical communica
tions major at California State University
North ridge when she won Honeywell'sFu
turist Award for 1986. The Futurist Awards
Competition is held annually to discover
how college students think technology will
advance, and how those advances will
affect socie ty.

Oliver is currently a Product Informa
tions Analy st at Unisys Inc., specializing
in office automation. Oliver has resumed
her studies at Northridge on a part -time
basis, and plans to graduate this spring.
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ANTIQUE RADIO CLU l 
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THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF RADIO CLUBS, COURTESY OF ANTIQUE RADIO CLASSIFIED (9511 
Sunrise Blvd., J -23, Cleveland, OH 44133). for those interested in the history of radio, or 
in the collecting of antique radio or radio -related equipment. Most of the clubs publish 
their own bulletins or newsletters, and many sponsor conventions and flea markets in 

their areas throughout the year. Those clubs are a good way to meet fellow collectors 
who share your antique -radio interests. 

Most clubs invite out -of -state membership. Most clubs have some dues or mem- 
bership requirments: contact the individual clubs for more information on that. Also. 
while the information presented here is as accurate as possible. several of the clubs 
have not provided their current status. When writing to any of the clubs, please mention 
that you saw its name in Radio -Electronics. 

Antique Wireless Association, 
Inc. -C O Bruce Roloson, Box 212. 
Penn Yan, NY 14527. Publishes The 
Old Timers Bulletin on a quarterly 
basis. Sponsors regional con- 
ventions as well as an annual con- 
ference in September at Canan- 
daigua, New York. 

Antique Radio Club of America, 
Inc. -C O William Denk, 81 Stee- 
plechase Rd., Devon, PA 19333. 
Publishes The Antique Radio Ga- 
zette on a quarterly basis. Sponsors 
several regional chapters of 
A.R.C.A. as well as an annual con- 
vention, usually in June, in a dif- 
ferent part of the country each year. 

Antique Radio Club of Illinois - 
C O Randy Renne, 1020 Idlewild 
Dr., Dixon, IL 61021. Publishes ARCI 
News on a quarterly basis. Spon- 
sors meets throughout the year in 

addition to the large "Radio -Fest" 
meet in August of each year. 

Antique Radio Club of Sche- 
nectady-C O Jack Nelson, 915 
Sherman St.. Schenectady, NY 
12303. 

Arizona Antique Radio Club - 
C O Lee Sharpe, 2224 West Desert 
Cove Rd., No. 205, Phoenix, AZ 
85029. Publishes Radio News on a 

quarterly basis. 
Arkansas Radio Club -P.O. Box 

4403, Little Rock, AR 72214. 
British Vintage Wireless So- 

ciety-C O Robert Hawes, 63 Man- 
or Rd., Tottenham N17, London 
OJH, England. Publishes Vintage 
Wireless on a monthly basis. 

Buckeye Antique Radio and 
Phonograph Club -C O Steve 
Dando, 627 Deering Dr., Akron, OH 
44313. Publishes its Soundings 
newsletter on a quarterly basis. 

Sponsors several informal meets at 
collector's homes throughout the 
year, plus exhibits at area shopping 
malls. 

California Historical Radio So- 
ciety -CNRS. P.O. Box 1147, 
Mountain View, CA 94041. Pub- 
lishes the CHRS Official Journal 
and the CHRS Newsletter, both ap- 
pear four times a year. Sponsors 
conventions and flea markets. 

Houston Vintage Radio Asso- 
ciation-C O Ron Taylor, 12407 
Mullins, Houston, TX 77035. Pub- 
lishes the Houston Vintage Radio 
News and also the Grid Leak on a 
frequent basis. Yearly activities in- 
clude a Spring show and public auc- 
tion, swapfests, a picnic, and a 

banquet. 
Indiana Historical Radio So- 

ciety -C O E.E. Taylor. 245 N. 
Oakland Ave.. Indianapolis, IN 
46201. Publishes the IHRS Bulletin 
on a quarterly basis. Sponsors at 
least four swap meets per year in 
various areas of Indiana, including 
the well- attended Auburn, Indiana 
meet, held in the Fall. 

Long Island Antique Radio So- 
ciety -160 S. Country Rd., East 
Patchogue, NY 11772 

Michigan Antique Radio Club - 
C O Jim Clark, 1006 Pendleton Dr., 
Lansing, MI 48917. Sponsors two 
swap meets in the Lansing, Michi- 
gan area. 

Mid -America Radio Club -C O 
Robert Lane, 1444 E. 8th. Kansas 
City, MO 64106. 

Mid -Atlantic Antique Radio 
Club -C O Joe Koester, 249 Spring 
Gap South, Laurel, MD 20707. Pub- 
lishes a newsletter for members. 
Sponsors monthly meets. 

Niagara Frontier Wireless As- 
sociation--C O Larry Babcock. 
8095 Centre Lane, E. Amherst, NY 
14051. Publishes the NFWA Chroni- 
cle on a quarterly basis. Conducts 
swap meets and meetings four 
times a year in the Buffalo. New York 
area. 

Northwest Vintage Radio So- 
ciety -Box 02379, Portland, OR 
97202 

Puget Sound Antique Radio 
Association -C O N.S. Braith- 
waite, 4415 Greenwood Ave. N., 
Seattle. WA 98103. Publishes the 
Horn of Plenty monthly. Holds swap 
meets and meetings in the Seattle. 
Washington area. 

Rocky Mountain Wireless As- 
sociation -16500 W. 12th Dr.. 
Golden, CO 80401. 

Sacramento Historical Radio 
Society -5724 Gibbons Dr.. Sacra- 
mento, CA 95608. 

Southern California Antique 
Radio Society -C O Floyd Paul, 
1545 Raymond Ave., Glendale, CA 
91201. Publishes the California An- 
tique Radio Gazette on a quarterly 
basis. Holds four swap meets and 
meetings at various locations in 
Southern California. 

Society of Wireless Pioneers - 
P.O. Box 530, Santa Rosa, CA 
95402. Publishes the Sparks Jour- 
nal on a quarterly basis. 

Vintage Radio and Phonograph 
Society -P.O. Box 165345, Irving, 
TX 75016. Publishes The Re- 
producer approximately six times a 
year. Sponsors radio meets in 
Dallas, Texas area. 

Whippany Vintage Radio 
Club -217 Ridge Wale Ave., Flo- 
rham Park, NJ 07932. R -E 

Niagara Frontier Wireless As
sociation-C/O Larry Babcock,
8095 Centre Lane, E. Amherst, NY
14051 . Publishes the NFWA Chroni
cle on a quarterly basis. Conducts
swap meets and meetings four
times a year in the Buffalo,NewYork
area.

Northwest Vintage Radio So
ciety-Box 02379, Portland , OR
97202

Puget Sound Antique Radio
Association-C/O N.S . Braith
waite, 4415 Greenwood Ave. N.,
Seattle , WA 98103. Publishes the
Horn of Plenty monthly. Holds swap
meets and meetings in the Seattle,
Washington area.

Rocky Mountain Wireless As
sociation-16500 W. 12th Dr.,
Golden, CO 80401.

Sacramento Historical Radio
Society-5724 Gibbons Dr., Sacra
mento, CA 95608.

Southern California Antique
Radio Society-C/O Floyd Paul,
1545 Raymond Ave., Glendale, CA
91201 . Publishes the California An
tique Radio Gazette on a quarterly
basis. Holds four swap meets and
meetings at various locations in
Southern California.

Society of Wireless Pioneers
P.O. Box 530, Santa Rosa, CA
95402. Publishes the Sparks Jour
nalon a quarterly basis.

Vintage Radio and Phonograph
Society-P.O. Box 165345, Irving,
TX 75016 . Publishes The Re
producer approximately six times a
year. Sponsors radio meets in
Dallas, Texas area.

Whippany Vintage Radio
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ANTKQUJE RAJDKO CLUBS
THE FOLLOWING IS A LIST OF RADIO CLUBS, COURTESY OF ANTIQUE RADIOCLASSIFIED (9511
Sunrise Blvd., J-23, Cleveland, OH 44133), for those interested in the history of radio, or
in the collecting of antique radio or radio-related equipment. Most of the clubs publish
their own bulletins or newsletters, and many sponsor conventions and flea markets in
their areas throughout the year. Those clubs are a good way to meet fellow collectors
who share your antique-radio interests.

Most clubs invite out-of-state membership. Most clubs have some dues or mem
bership requirments; contact the individual clubs for more information on that. Also,
while the information presented here is as accurate as possible, several of the clubs
have not provided their current status. When writing to any of the clubs, please mention
that you saw its name in Radio-Electronics.

Antique Wireless Association, Sponsors several informal meets at
Inc:=C/() Bruce Holoson-Boxztzr- collector's-homes-throughout the
PennYan, NY 14527. Publishes The year, plus exhibits at area shopping
Old Timer's Bulletin on a quarterly malls.
basis . Sponsors regional con - California Historical Radio So-
ventions as well as an annual con- c iet y- C HRS, P.O . Box 1147 ,
ference in September at Canan - Mountain View, CA 94041 . Pub-
daigua, New York. lishes the C;HRS Official Journal

Antique Radio Club of America, and the CHRS Newsletter; both ap-
Inc.-C/O William Denk, 81 Stee- pear four times a year. Sponsors
plechase Rd., Devon, PA 19333. conventions and flea markets.
Publishes The Antique Radio Ga- Houston Vintage Radio Asso-
zette on a quarterly basis. Sponsors ci ation-C/O Ron Taylor, 12407
several reg ional chapters of Mullins, Houston, TX 77035. Pub-
A.R.CA as well as an annual con- lishes the Houston Vintage Radio
vention, usually in June , in a dif- News and also the Grid Leak on a
ferent part of the country each year. frequent basis. Yearly activities in-

Antique Radio Club of lIIinois- clude a Spring show and public auc-
C/O Randy Renne, 1020 Idlewild tion , swapfests, a picnic, and a
Dr., Dixon, IL61021. PublishesARCI banquet.
News on a quarterly basis. Spon- Indiana Historical Radio So-
sors meets throughout the year in ciety-C/O E.E. Taylor, 245 N.
addition to the large "Radio-Fest" Oakland Ave., Indianapolis , IN
meet in August of each year. 46201. Publishes the IHRS Bulletin

Antique Radio Club of Sche- on a quarterly basis. Sponsors at
nectady-C/O Jack Nelson , 915 least four swap meets per year in
Sherman St. , Schenectady, NY various areas of Indiana, including
12303. the well-attended Auburn, Indiana

Arizona Antique Radio Club- meet, held in the Fall.
C/O Lee Sharpe, 2224 West Desert Long Island Antique Radio So-
Cove Rd., No. 205, Phoenix , AZ ciety-160 S. Country Rd., East
85029. Publishes Radio News on a Patchogue, NY 11772
quarterly basis. Michigan Antique Radio Club-

Arkansas Radio Club-P.O. Box C/O Jim Clark, 1006 Pendleton Dr.,
4403, Little Rock, AR 72214. Lansing, MI 48917. Sponsors two

British Vintage Wi rele ss So- swap meets in the Lansing, Michi-
ciety-C/O Robert Hawes, 63 Man- gan area.
or Rd. , Tottenham N17, London Mid-America Radio Club-C/O
OJH, England. Publishes Vintag e Robert Lane, 1444 E. 8th, Kansas
Wireless on a monthly basis. City, MO 64106.

Buckeye Antique Radio and Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio
Phonograph Club-C/O Steve Club-C/O Joe Koester, 249 Spring
Dando, 627 Deering Dr., Akron, OH Gap South, Laurel, MD 20707. Pub-
44313 . Publ ishes its Soundings Iishes a newsletter for members.
newsletter on a quarterly basis . Sponsors monthly meets.
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DESIGNER'S 

NOTEBOOK 
Trigger pulses 
SEE IF THIS SOUNDS FAMILIAR: YOU 
have put a circuit design on paper 
and have made a working bread- 
board. But as soon as you assem- 
ble the final version of the circuit 
the only thing it does is drain the 
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battery. There are many reasons 
for that kind of problem, among 
them are wiring errors, bad 
printed- circuit traces, and inter- 
mittent components -and they 
should be the first things you 
check when things go wrong. 

If those seem okay, the next 
thing you should check out is 

something that's often over- 
looked: the state of the circuit 
when the power is first applied. 
The more complex a circuit is, the 
more critical it is to make sure ev- 
erything is set to a known state at 
power up. The parts needed to do 
that can be anything from a simple 
RC network to a separate active 
circuit designed to insure a specif- 
ic start -up condition. 

Most digital circuits need a 
pulse of predetermined length to 
set all the clocks, counters, 
latches, and so forth to a known 
state. The most basic way to gener- 
ate a pulse is to use the circuit 
shown in Fig. 1, which consists of 
resistor R1, capacitor Cl, and nor- 
mally -open momentary- switch S1. 

When the power is applied, ca- 
pacitor C1 charges, and then dis- 
charges through resistor Rl. As 
shown, the circuit produces a 
positive -going pulse. A negative - 
going pulse is attained by simply 
reversing the power connections. 
The circuit is reset closing S1. 

The simple RC pulse -generator 
shown in Fig.1 will be adequate for 
designs that aren't particularly 
fussy about the shape or height of 
the reset pulse. Although the exact 
shape of the pulse will depend on 
the specific RC values, in some 
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ROBERT GROSSBLATT, 

CIRCUITS EDITOR 

way it will resemble the shape 
shown in Fig. 1. 

But suppose you need a pulse 
that resembles a clean squarewave 
with a wider width. The easiest 
way to generate such a pulse is to 
add a gate to the circuit of Fig. 1 

and build a half -monostable; such 
a circuit is shown in Fig. 2. Al- 
though an inverter is shown in 
Fig.2, you can use any kind of gate 
if you connect the inputs together. 
When the power is first applied to 
the half -monostable, it will change 
state and stay that way until the 
voltage at its input falls below the 
threshold voltage for the logic 
family. If you're using a CMOS de- 
vice, that would be half of the 
power supply voltage. Then the 
half- monostable changes state 
again. The result is a clean pulse, 
whose width is determined by the 
value of R1 and C1. A close approx- 
imation of the pulse width is: 

Pulse Width = .77RC 

You can use almost any kind of 
gate (it can be inverting or non - 
inverting) but Schmitt triggers are 
the best. They have considerable 
gain, and their hysteresis will guar- 
antee a squarewave. A hex inverter 
is also a good choice for the circuit 
because it will make six half - 
monostables. That isn't as silly as it 
sounds because you can daisy - 
chain the individual circuits to get 
delayed pulses. Use the circuit 
shown in Fig. 3 if you need a series 
of pulses in a particular sequence 
and you have to be able to set dif- 
ferent widths for each pulse. 

Half -monostables are edge -trig- 
gered devices, so if you plan on 
daisy -chaining several circuits 

continued on page 128 
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way it will resemble the shape
shown in Fig. 1.

But suppose you need a pulse
that resembles a clean squarewave
w it h a wider width . The easies t
way to generate such a pulse is to
add a gate to th e ci rcuit of fi g. 1
and build a half-mon ostabl e; such
a circuit is show n in Fig . 2. Al
t ho ug h an inverter is show n in
Fig.2, you can use any kind of gate
if you connect th e inpu ts togeth er.
When th e power is fi rst applied to
the half-mon ostable, it w ill change
state and stay that way until th e
voltage at it s input falls bel ow th e
threshold voltage for th e logi c
family. If you' re using a CM05 de
vice, th at w ould be half of the
power supply vo ltage . Th en th e
hal f-mon ostabl e changes state
again . The result is a clean pulse,
wh ose wid th is determined by the
valu e of R1 and C1. A close approx
imation of th e pul se w idth is :

Pulse Width = .77RC

You can use almost any kind of
gate (it can be invert ing or non
invertin g) but 5chm itt t rigge rs are
the best. They have considera ble
gain, and the i r hysteresis will guar
antee a squarewave. A hex inverter
is also a good cho ice for the ci rcuit
because it wi ll make six hal f
mon ostabl es. That isn' t as silly as it
sou nds because yo u can daisy
chain th e individual circ uits to get
del ayed pul ses. Use t he ci rcu it
shown in Fig. 3 if you need a ser ies
of pulses in a part icular sequence
and yo u have to be able to set d if
ferent widths fo r each pulse.

Half -mo nostab les are edge-trig
gered dev ices, so if you pl an on
da isy-c ha i n ing seve ral c i rc u i ts
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battery. There are many reason s
for that kind of problem , among
them are wiring errors , bad
printed-circuit traces , and inter
mittent components-and they
should be the first things yo u
check when things go wrong.

If those seem okay, the next
thing yo u sho u ld che ck o ut is

SEE IF THIS SOUNDS FAMILIAR: YOU something that's often over-
have put a circuit design on paper looked : the state of the circuit
and have made a working bread- when the power is first app lied .

- board -:- But-as·soo n-as·you-assem-- - The-more-complex a-ci rcuit is, th e
ble the final version of the circuit more critical it is to make sure ev-
the only thing it does is drain the erything is set to a known state at

power up. The part s needed to do
that can be anything from a simple
RC network to a separate active
circuit designed to in sure a specif
ic start-up condition .

Most di gital circuit s ne ed a
pulse of predetermined len gth to
set all the clock s, co u n te rs,
latch es, and so fo rth to a known
state . The most basic way to gener
ate a pulse is to use the circuit
shown in Fig. 1, which con sists of
resistor R1 , capacitor C1, and nor
mally-open momentary-switch 51.

When th e power is applied, ca
pacitor C1 charges, and then di s
charges throu gh resistor R1. As
shown , th e circuit produ ces a
po sitive-going pul se. A negativ e
going pulse is attained by simply
reversing th e power con nections.
The circuit is reset closing 51.

The simple RC pul se-generato r
shown in Fig. 1will be adequate for
desi gn s that aren 't par ticul arly
fu ssy about th e shape or hei ght of
th e reset pulse. Althou gh the exact
shape of th e pu lse wi ll depend on
th e specif ic RC valu es, in some
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To access the RE -BBS. you need a per- 
sonal computer and a modem capable of 
communicating at 300 or 1200 baud Set 
the modem for 8 data bits. 1 stop bit, and 
no parity. (Other formats will work. but you 
may be unable to upload and download 
files.) You'll also need a communications 
program that runs on your computer and 
can control your modem. If you have an 
IBM -PC and a modem. but no communi- 
cations program. get a friend to download 
the QMODEM.ARC file for you. It contains 
a user -supported communications pro- 
gram and complete documentation. 

The BBS runs 24 hours a day. seven 
days a week. To sign on the first time. dial 
516- 293 -2283 if your system rs working 
properly. you'll be presented with an iden- 
tifying message. Type in the requested 
information. At that point you'll be able to 
access some. but not all of the BBS. After 
the Sysop verifies your account, you'll be 
able to access all relevant areas of the 
BBS. 

You can do several things on the RE- 
BBS: send and receive messages. and 
upload and download files. Sending mes- 
sages is simple, and only requires you to 
type at your keyboard. Receiving mes- 
sages is also simple. but to save mes- 
sages. your communications program 
must allow you to set up a capture buffer. 

Uploading and downloading files is 
easy after you get the hang of it: just follow 
directions, and remember always to start 
the transmitter before starting the re- 
ceiver. 

USING THE RE -BBS 
Because of our background and inter- 

ests, the RE -BBS will be oriented toward 
IBM -PC's and compatibles. But you can 
access the RE -BBS with any computer (or 
ASCII terminal) and modem, so it your 
interest lies in Apples. Ataris, Com- 
modores, Sinclairs. etc.. feel free to par - 
ticipate. If you have public -domain 
software of interest to other owners of your 
type of machine. feel free to upload It. The 
contents of the BBS will in large part be 
determined by what you post there. so if 

you feel your machine is being neglected. 
do something about it! 

On the RE -BBS. any file whose name 
ends in the three letters ARC (like 
OMODEM.ARC) is an archive file. An ar- 
chive file is a group of related files that are 
collected together and compressed in 

order to save space and download time. 
Archive files are useful only to owners of 
IBM -PC's or compatibles. You use a pro- 
gram called ARC.EXE to add to, delete or 
extract from, list the contents of, etc., an 
archive. 

Similar to archive files are library files. 
which have the file type .LBR (e. g.. HID - 
DEN.LBR). Like archive files, libraries are 
also composed of compressed. inter-re- 
lated programs and data files. but they are 
incompatible with .ARC files. So an addi- 
tional utility is necessary to process li- 

brary files: one such utility is LSWEEP, for 
Library SWEEP. Library files are used on 
both CP M and IBM BBS's. and versions 
of LSWEEP are available for both types of 
system. And, although you can unpack a 

CP M library file on an IBM -PC. you can't 
run the .COM files' Nor can you run .COM 
files from a CP M library on an IBM! 

A method of compressing and de-com- 
pressing files is popular on CP M and 
some IBM BBS's. On IBM BBSs the f ile- 
compression program is usually called 
SQ.COM (for squeezing) or something 
similar. and the de- compression program 
is usually USQ.EXE (for unsqueezing). 
SO and USO work only on individual files. 
a squeezed file always has a O in the 
second position of the file type le. g. RID - 
DLES.TQT). USO automatically restores 
the proper file name. 

For maximum flexibility, you'll need cop - 
ies of ARC.EXE, SO.COM. USQ.EXE, 
and LSWEEP.EXE. A version of each has 
been posted on the RE -BBS. If you cant 
find programs with those exact names, 
check the directory listing carefully; many 
of those programs also contain version 
numbers in their names (e. g.. 
LSWP103.EXE). 

A related utility tor IBM s. which is based 
on a popular public -domain CP M utility. is 
called PCSWEEP. It allows multi -file 
copying, deleting. etc. In addition, it can 
squeeze and unsqueeze files, and pro- 
cess library files. Its biggest limitation is 
that it cant process archive files. 

Don't hesitate to upload your own pro- 
grams, and don't hesitate to participate in 

the vanous conferences we've set up. If 

you're working on a protect of general in- 
terest, share your thoughts. If you need 
help -ask. Somebody's bound to help. 

HITACHI AT LOW COST 
(o) HITACHI 

HLTACH V -212 
OSCILLOSCOPE 

20MHz, Extremely portable, 
IMV/Div. sensitivity, t39ó 

Accuracy, Dual channels, 
TV sync XY mode 

USER NET SII1S.0 
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HITACHI V -680 OSCILLOSCOPE 
60MHz, CRT readout, 3 channels, 6 traces, Delayed 
sweep, cursor measured valve readout and acate factor, 
Display function, Frequency readout, Ref/A, Ch I range, 
Ch 2 range-and much more. 
USER NET S 490.00 ( OUR PRICE: 

1 3 6 9 

ÖSCILI.OSCOP> 
* -s u b 2034Hz,IMV /Div.sensitivity, D.C. 

offset for DMM output,CHI output, f..'XI- X10mat.,TVs c, XY mode 
t USER NET 

4 il 'B OUR PRICE: 
. 

20MHz, Battery operated, Super mini -potable 
IMV/Div. sensitivity, auto focus, 3 power 

sources (AC, DC and External), self- Ctargia4 
TV sync, XY mode, WITH FRONT COVER. 

USER NET 5113.08 
OUR PRICE: 

ALL MAJOR 
CREDIT CARDS 

HONORED 

WM. B. ALLEN SUPPLY COMPANY, INC. 
Allen Square The 300 Block North Rampart Street 

New Orleans Louisiana 70112-3106 
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To access the RE-BBS, you need a per
sonal computer and a modem capab le of
commun icating at 300 or 1200 baud. Set
the modem for 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, and
no parity. (Other formats will work, but you
may be unable to upload and down load
files.) You'll also need a comm unicat ions
program that runs on your computer and
can control your modem. If you have an
IBM-PC and a modem, but no communi
cations program , get a friend to download
the OMODEM.A RC file for you. It contains
a user-supported communications pro
gram and complete documentation .
. The BBS runs 24 hours a day, seven

days a week. To sign on the first time, dial
516-293-2283 . if your system is working
properly, you'll be presented with an iden
tifying message. Type in the requested
information. At that point you'll be able to
access some , but not all of the BBS. After
the Sysop verifies your account, YOU'll be
able to access all relevant areas of the
BBS.

You can do several things on .the RE
BBS: send and receive messages, and
upload and download files. Sending mes
sages is simple , and only requires you to
type at your keyboa rd. Receiving mes
sages is also simple, but to save mes
sages, you r commu nications pro gram
must allow you to set up a capture buffer.

Up loading and download ing files is
easy after you get the hang of it; just follow
directions, and remember always to start
the transmitter befo re sta rting the re
ceiver .

USING THE RE-B BS
Because of our background and inter

ests, the RE-BBS will be oriented toward
IBM-PC's and compatibles. But you can
access the RE-BBS with any computer (or
ASCII terminal) and modem, so if your
interest lies in Apples , Atar ls, Com 
modores , Sinclairs , etc., fee l free to par
t ic ipate . If yo u have pub lic-domain
softwareof interest to other owners of your
type of machine, feel free to upload it. The
contents of the BBS will in large part be
determined by what you post there, so if
you feel your machine is being neglected ,
do something about it!

On the RE-BBS , any file whose name
ends in the three lett ers ARC (li ke
OMO DEM.ARC) is an archive file . An ar
chive file is a group of related files that are
collected together and compressed in
order to save space and download time.
Archive files are useful only to owners of
IBM-PC's or compati bles, You use a pro
gram called ARC.EXE to add to, delete or
extract from, list the conten ts of, etc., an
archive .

Similar to archive files are library files,
which have the file type .LBR (e. g., HID
DEN.LB R). Like archive files, libraries are
also composed of compre ssed , inter-re
lated programs and data files, but they are
incompatible with .ARC files. So an addi
tional utility is necessary to process li
brary files; one such utility is LSWEEP, for
Library SW EEP. Library files are used on
both CP/M and IBM BBSs, and versions
of LSWEEP are available for both types of
system. And, although you can unpack a

CP/M library file on an IBM-PC, you can't
run the .COM files! Nor can you run .COM
files from a CP/M library on an IBM!

A method of compressing and de-com
pressing files is popular on CP/M and
some IBM BBS's. On IBM BBS's the file
compression program is usually called
SO.COM (for squeezing) or something
similar, and the de-compression program
is usually USO.EXE (for unsqueezing).
SO and usa work only on individual files ;
a squeezed file always has a 0 in the
second position of the file type (e. g. RID
DLES .TOT). USO automatically restores
the proper f ile name.

For maximum flexibility, you'll need cop
ies of ARC .EXE , SO.COM, USO.EXE,
and LSWEEP.EXE. A version of each has
been posted on the RE-BBS. If you can't
find programs with those exact names ,
check the directory listing carefully; many
of those programs also contain version
numbers i n their names (e . g .,
LSWP103.EXE).

A related utility for IBM's, which is based
on a popula r public-domain CP/M utility, is
called PCSW EEP. It allows mu lt i-file
copying, deleting, etc. In addition , it can
squeeze and unsqueeze files, and pro
cess library files. It's biggest limitation is
that it can't process archive files.

Don't hesitate to upload your own pro
grams , and don't hesitate to partici pate in
the various conferences we've set up. If
you're working on a project of genera l in
terest, share your thoughts. If you need
help-eask. Somebodys bound to help.
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DRAwl NG 

BOARD 
Which memory? 
WE RECENTLY SPENT A LOT OF TIME TALK - 
ing about the different kinds of 
memory: what they were, how 
they worked, and how to use 
them. The two basic types of RAM, 
static and dynamic, each have 
characteristics that are particularly 
useful for specific applications. 
Which type of memory you should 
use depends on the kind of circuit 
that you want to put together. As 
with most things in life, there's a 

trade -off involved; you have to 
weigh the amount of memory you 
need against the amount effort 
you will have to put into the design 
of the circuit. 

There's no getting around the 
fact that static RAM is a whole lot 
easier to use than dynamic RAM. 
When you put data in a static RAM, 
you can forget about it. Just about 
the only thing you have to do to 
guarantee that the data will be 
there when you want it is to keep 
the power turned on; and if you 
refer to our previous discussion of 
low -power CMOS memory (see 
Drawing Board in the July 1985 is- 
sue of Radio -Electronics), you'll see 
that there are ways of making sure 
your data is there even when the 
power is turned off. 

One of the oldest rules of circuit 
design is summed up very neatly in 
Grossblatt's fifth law: "Always keep 
brain damage to a minimum." But 
you'll occasionally run afoul of 
Grossblatt's twelfth law, which is: 
"There's no such thing as too 
much memory." It's sad, but true, 
that there comes a time in the life 
of every circuit designer when 
they're forced by circumstances to 
turn away from the relatively has- 
sle -free world of static RAM and 
enter the hassle -full world of dy- 

A SIC 
STATIC 
RAM STORAGE 
CELL 

BASIC 1--p DYNAMIC RAM 
STORAGE CELL 

FIG. 1 

namic RAM. If your circuit needs 
megabytes of memory, if your 
power supply starts heating up, or 
if you're just running out of board 
space, you'll find it impossible to 
meet all of your storage require- 
ments with static RAM. 

The characteristic that makes dy- 
namic RAM such a hassle to use is 
also the same one that makes it so 
attractive. Of course, I'm talking 
about refreshing. Before we get 
into the nuts and bolts of circuit 
design, let's spend a bit of time 
examining the anatomy of a stan- 
dard dynamic RAM. 

The basic memory cells in a dy- 
namic RAM are much smaller and 
less complex than those of a static 
RAM, which results in more stor- 
age for the same size package. 
Since it's one thing to describe the 
difference between the two of 
them, but another thing to actually 
see them side by side, Fig. 1 shows 
how the complexity of a typical 
static RAM cell compares with that 
of a dynamic RAM cell. Whereas 
the static RAM usually consists of 
two cross -coupled inverters, the 
dynamic RAM, as you can see from 
Fig. 1, is nothing more than a small 
capacitor directly on the IC's sub- 

ROBERT GROSSBLATT, 
CIRCUITS EDITOR 

strate. (By using techniques such 
as address multiplexing, we can in- 
crease the number of directly -ad- 
dressable cells without increasing 
the size of the IC's package. We'll 
get to that subject later.) 

When a chip designer sits down 
to work out the internal circuitry of 
an IC, there are a few basic rules 
he follows, and one of them is to 
minimize the number of passive 
components. The space on an IC's 
substrate is limited, and passive 
components take up a lot of room. 
It's true that a small capacitor takes 
up less room on the substrate than 
the transistors needed to make the 
two inverters found in a static RAM 
cell, but the operative word there 
is "small." 

Small means short 
We have all used capacitors for 

temporary storage, but if you look 
over your old designs you'll notice 
that most stand -alone storage ca- 
pacitors have values in the micro - 
farad range; they are usually the 
electrolytic type. The reason for 
using large -value capacitors is sim- 
ple -you want the longest time 
constant you can possible get. Al- 
though the exact value of the ca- 
pacitors used for dynamic RAM 
varies from IC to IC, you can get an 
approximate idea of that value by 
considering that the integrity of 
the data stored there can only be 
guaranteed for 2 milliseconds! 

Since the data will disappear in 2 

milliseconds, the circuit- designer 
must provide memory- support cir- 
cuitry that will periodically read 
out the data in every single cell and 
write it back in. That process, 
known as refresh, is a basic fact of 
dynamic RAM life, and any circuit 
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WE RECENTLY SPENT A LOT OF TIME TALK

ing about the different kinds of
memory: what they were, how

- t hey-w o rked , an d-h ow-to-u se
them. The two basic types of RAM,
static and dynamic, each have
characteristics that are particularly
useful for specific applications.
Which type of memory you should
use depends on the kind of circuit
that you want to put together. As
with most things in life, there's a
trade-off involved; you have to
weigh the amount of memory you
need against the amount effort
you will have to put into the design
of the circuit.

There's no getting around the
fact that static RAM is a whole lot
easier to use than dynamic RAM .
When you put data in a static RAM,
you can forget about it. Just about
the only thing you have to do to
guarantee that the data will be
there when you want it is to keep
the power turned on; and if you
refer to our previous discussion of
low-power CMOS memory (see
Drawing Board in the July 1985 is
sue of Radio-Electronics), you 'll see
that there are ways of making sure
your data is there even when the
power is turned off.

One of the oldest rules of circuit
design is summed up very neatly in
Grossblatt's fifth law : "Always keep
brain damage to a minimum." But
you'll occasionally run afoul of
Grossblatt's twelfth law, which is:
"There's no such thing as too
much memory." It's sad, but true,
that there comes a time in the life
of every circuit designer when
they're forced by circumstances to
turn away from the relatively has
sle-free world of static RAM and
enter the hassle-full world of dy-
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namic RAM. If your circuit needs
megabytes of memory, if your
power supply starts heating up, or
if you're just running out of board
space, you 'll find it impossible to
meet all of your storage require
ments with static RAM.

The characteristic that makes dy
namic RAM such a hassle to use is
also the same one that makes it so
attractive. Of course, I'm talking
about refreshing. Before we get
into the nuts and bolts of circuit
design, let's spend a bit of time
examining the anatomy of a stan
dard dynamic RAM.

The basic memory cells in a dy
namic RAM are much smaller and
less complex than those of a static
RAM, which results in more stor
age for the same size package.
Since it's one thing to describe the
difference between the two of
them, but another thing to actually
see them side by side, Fig. 1 shows
how the complexity of a typical
static RAM cell compares with that
of a dynamic RAM cell. Whereas
the static RAM usually consists of
two cross-coupled inverters, the
dynamic RAM, asyou can see from
Fig. 1, is nothing more than a small
capacitor directly on the lC's sub-

strate. (By using techniques such
as address multiplexing, we can in
crease the number of directly-ad-

- d ressable cells without increasing
the size of the lC's package. We'll
get to that subject later.)

When a chip designer sits down
to work outthe internal circuitry of
an IC, there are a few basic rules
he follows, and one of them is to
minimize the number of passive
components. The space on an lC's
substrate is limited, and passive
components take up a lot of room.
It's true that a small capacitor takes
up less room on the substrate than
the transistors needed to make the
two inverters found in a static RAM
cell, but the operative word there
is "small."

Small means short
We have all used capacitors for

temporary storage, but if you look
over your old designs you'll notice
that most stand-alone storage ca
pacitors have values in the micro
farad range; they are usually the
electrolytic type. The reason for
using large-value capacitors is sim
ple-you want the longest time
constant you can possible get. Al
though the exact value of the ca
pacitors used for dynamic RAM
varies from IC to IC, you can get an
approximate idea of that value by
considering that the integrity of
the data stored there can only be
guaranteed for 2 milliseconds!

Since the data will disappear in 2
milliseconds, the circuit-designer
must provide memory-support cir
cuitry that will periodically read
out the data in every single cell and
write it back in. That process,
known as refresh, is a basic fact of
dynamic RAM life, and any circuit
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that makes use of dynamic RAM 
has to deal with it. 

A more -general fact of elec- 
tronic life is that you can't do real- 
istic design work without paper- 
work, and that's especially true 
with dynamic RAM since the tim- 
ing requirements are very strict. If 
you don't have any data books or 
sheets for dynamic memory it's a 

good idea to get some before you 
follow this discussion any further. 
The dynamic RAM manufacturers 
listed in Table 1 is a good start. 
They all have a variety of dynamic 
RAM types in their semiconductor 
stable, and if you call or write 
they'll tell you how to get their 
data sheets. 

When we talked about memory 
the last time, we went into consid- 
erable detail about RAM anatomy 
(see Drawing Board, August 1985). 
We found out everything there 
was to know about RAM theory, 
but never took the practical side of 
things past a demonstrator circuit. 
In a later column we covered 
memory organization and bank 
switching (August 1986, page 73). If 
you've kept those issues it would 

TABLE 1 -RAM MANUFACTURERS 

National Semiconductor 
2900 Semiconductor Drive 
Santa Clara. CA 95051 
408- 721 -5000 

NEC Electronics USA. Inc.-_ 
Communications Dept. 
Microcomputer Div. 
One Natick Executive Park 
Natick, MA 01760 

Mostek Corp. 
1215 West Crosby Road 
Carrollton, TX 75006 
214- 466-6000 

help to reread them, because 
there isn't enough room in this 
column to review the material. 

The more you search, the more 
benefits you'll find there are for 
using dynamic RAM. At present, 
you can get 256k x 1 RAM for un- 
der $2 each, and that means a 

quarter megabyte of storage is 
going to cost you less than $16-an 
outstanding value for you cost - 
conscious folk. Since there's no 
doubt that the 1- megabyte IC's will 
eventually show up in the mail 
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order houses, if you know how to 
design around them you can save 
both money and board space. 

Over the next few months we'll 
put together a memory system 
using dynamic RAM. Since every- 
body has their own applications 
for memory, we'll keep the system 
as general as possible. Once we 
get it up and working, we'll talk 
about customizing it for particular 
uses. If you have questions about 
the circuit or ideas for it's use, 
drop me a note and I'll get back to 
you. If your idea has a broad ap- 
peal, we'll spend some time talk- 
ing about it in the column. Now, 
let's get to work. 

Designing RAM 
As you probably know by now, 

the first step in any design is to 
make a list of the design goals. You 
can't start wiring up stuff without a 

clear idea of what you want, so 
here's what we're aiming at: 

1. Our memory system will have 
64k of storage. 

2. The storage will be in 4164 dy- 
namic RAMs. 

3. The system will be expanda- 
ble beyond 64k. 

4. The system will be indepen- 
dent of the host circuit. 

If you go through the mail order 
ads, you'll see that 64k RAM's 
come in several types. The dif- 
ferences have to do with the ac- 
cess speed, packaging, tem- 
perature range, and so on. The 
design we'll be putting together is 
geared to 150- nanosecond RAM, 
and that's the only consideration 
you have to keep in mind. Mil - 
spec stuff is great, but there's no 
sense in paying for something 
you're not going to use. 

Figure 2 shows the pinouts of a 

standard 4164 dynamic RAM. 
Notice that there is no indication 
for the function of pin 1. Most 
4164's have no connection to pin 1, 

others have a RFSH input on pin 1, 

which is connected to an internal 
counter that is used for increment- 
ing refresh addresses. Mostek in- 
troduced the refresh feature in 
1980; some manufacturers 
adopted it and some didn't. We 
won't be using it, but if you hap- 
pen to have a device with a RFSH 

input on pin 1, tie pin 1 high to 
disable the refresh. 

continued on page 131 
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order houses, if you know how to
design around them yo u can save
both money and board space.

Over th e next few months we 'll
put togeth er a memory system
using dynamic RAM . Since every
body has their own appl ications
for memory, we ' l l keep the system
as general as possib le. O nce we
get it up and working, we' ll talk
about customizing it fo r part icular
uses. If you have questions abo ut
t he circuit or ideas fo r it 's use,
d rop me a note and I'll get back to
you. If your idea has a broad ap
peal, we' ll spend some t ime talk
ing about it in the co lumn. Now,
let's get to wo rk .

Designing RAM
- As you probably know-by-now,

th e f irst step in any design is to
make a list of the design goals. You
can't start w ir ing up stuff w it hout a
clear idea of w hat yo u want, so
here's what we 're aimi ng at :

1. O ur memo ry system wi ll have
64k of storage.

2. The storage w ill be in 4164 dy
namic RAMs.

3. The system w ill be expanda
ble beyond 64k.

4. The system will be indepen
dent of the host ci rcuit.

If yo u go through the mail o rde r
ads, you' l l see t hat 64k RAM 's
co me in several ty pes. Th e di f
fe rences have to do w ith th e ac
cess spee d, packag i ng, t em 
per ature ran ge, and so o n. The
design we' ll be putting together is
geared to 150-nanosecond RAM ,
and that's the o nly consideration
yo u have to keep in mind. Mi l-:
spec stuff is great, but there's no
sense in payi ng for so meth ing
you 're not goi ng to use.

Figure 2 shows the pinouts of a
standard 4164 dynamic RAM .
Notice that the re is no ind ication
for t he functio n of p in 1. Most
4164's have no connection to pi n 1,
others have a RFSH input on pin 1,
wh ich is connected to an internal
counter that is used for in crement
ing refresh addresses. Mostek in
troduced the refres h feat ure in
1980; so m e man ufact urers
adopted it and some didn 't. We
won't be using it, but if you hap
pen to have a device w ith a RFSH

input on pin 1, tie p in 1 high to
disable the refres h.
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has to dea l with it.

A more-general fact o f ele c
tronic life is that you can 't do real
istic de sign work without paper
work , and that's especially t rue
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They all have a var iety of dynamic
RAM types in the ir semiconductor
stab le, and if yo u cal l or writ e
t hey' l l te ll yo u how to get their he lp to re read t he m, because
data sheets. t here isn't enoug h roo m in thi s

W hen we talked about memory co lumn to review t he material.
- the last-t ime, we went-into consid- - - - The-mo re you search, the more-

erable detail about RAM anatomy benefits yo u'l l f in d the re are fo r
(see Drawing Board, August 1985). using dynam ic RAM . At present,
We fo und out everythi ng t here yo u can get 256k x 1 RAM fo r un-
was to know abo ut RAM theory, der $2 each, and t hat mea ns a
but never took the p ractical side of qua rter megabyte of sto rage is
thi ngs past a de monstrator circuit. going to cost you less than $16-an
In a later co lum n we covered outstanding value for you cost-
memo ry organization and bank consc io us fo lk . Since there's no
switchi ng (August 1986, page 73). If doubt that the1 -megabyte lC's will
you've kept those issues it would event ually show up in the mai l
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SERVICE 

CLINIC 
Funny pictures 

EVERY ONCE IN WHILE, WE GET A SET 

with some very peculiar symp- 
toms. One classic case was a set 
with a very unusual picture: Taking 
a closer look at it, it appeared to be 
negative! See Fig.1. 

That gave me an idea, and one 
look at the video -detector diode 
told me that I was on the right 
track. The soldering job on that 
component was not up to "profes- 
sional standards." The joints were 
dull and "blobby;" in other words, 
they were a mess. 

Encouraged, I checked the de- 
tector diode against the sche- 
matic. Sure enough, it had been 
installed backwards. The video 
signal coming from the detector 
was inverted; that fact was quickly 
confirmed using an oscilloscope. 
Removing, reversing, and re-in- 
stalling the diode corrected the 
polarity problem. 

However, things still did not 
look quite right. On a hunch, I 

decided to check the video align- 
ment. Hooking the set up to a 

sweep generator and examining 
the response curve with an os- 
cilloscope yielded an interesting 
result: The video -IF amplifier was 
as out -of- alignment as it could be. 
The response curve resembled 
nothing that I had ever seen be- 
fore. 

The reason for that soon be- 
came apparent. Just about every 
tunable component in the video IF 

had been "diddled" with. Some 
slugs were perfectly aligned with 
the tops of the cans; others were 
screwed down as far as they could 
go. Once the set was aligned to 
the manufacturer's specifications, 
everything worked fine. 

Generally, a full sweep align- 

ment of a set is not needed and 
most of the time your sweep gen- 
erator just sits on the bench. But 
every once in a while it becomes 
indispensable. If a set with signs of 
diddling comes across your 
bench, one of the first things you 
should do is check the alignment. 
It only takes a few minutes, but 
often it can lead you right to the 
cause of the problem. 

A lot of weird effects and funny 
pictures can be caused by mis- 
alignment. In one case that I recall 
vividly, a set with no picture came 
into the shop. After opening the 
back of the set, it soon became 
obvious that someone with little 
expertise had been there first. Out 
came the trusty sweep generator 
and soon the reason for the miss- 
ing picture was revealed. The vid- 
eo- carrier frequency had been 
"adjusted" so that it fell com- 
pletely outside the video pass - 
band. After things were set right, 
the set worked perfectly; at least it 
did until the next time that the did - 
dler got inside of it! 

Intermittents 
Now it's time for me to hold 

forth once again on a subject that 
is "dear to my heart" -the inter- 
mittent TV set. Actually, "bane of 

.4 
JACK DARR, 
SERVICE EDITOR 

my existence" would be a more 
apt description! Though I have to 
admit that they serve a purpose: 
They give me plenty of material for 
this column. 

Intermittents come in all 
shapes, sizes and colors; they can 
crop up in the picture, the sweep, 
the color, or any other section of 
the TV set. There are as many kinds 
of intermittents as there are beans 
in a beanbag. Therefore, the most 
important tool you can have when 
dealing with intermittents is pa- 
tience. 

First of all, really look at the 
symptoms and figure out where in 
the TV set the problems lie. Sec- 
ond, always suspect solder joints, 
no matter how "good" they look 
upon first inspection. 

Here's one classic that points 
out what I mean: Troubleshooting 
an intermittent in a set eventually 
led me to a terminal strip that 
served as the main distribution 
point for the B + . But the joints 
there seemed to be perfect; they 
were shiny, clean, textbook -like 
examples of proper ,soldering 
technique. There was no way that 
those joints could be the cause of 
the problem. 

Want to bet? 
Continuing, all indications 

eventually led me back to the ter- 
minal strip. I finally decided to 
stop being lazy and resolder the 
connections. As soon as I started 
melting the first joint, a stream of 
smoke appeared. That beautiful 
solder joint was made using a non- 
conductive "liquid solder!" Clean- 
ing, tinning, and soldering the 
connections properly restored op- 
eration to normal. 

Of course, solder joints are the 
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wi th so me very peculi ar sym p
tom s. One classic case was a set

--with avery un usual picture r'Takin gr"

a closer look at it , it appea red to be
negative ! See Fig. 1.

That gave me an idea, and one
look at th e video-detector di od e
told me t hat I w as o n th e ri gh t
t rack. The so lde ring job on that
compo nent was not up to " profes
sio nal standards." The joints were
dull and " b lobby;" in other words,
th ey were a mess.

Enco uraged, I checked t he de
te cto r d iod e against th e sc he 
matic. Sure enoug h, it had been
in stall ed backward s. Th e video
signal co ming f ro m th e detector
was inve rted; th at fact was quickl y
confirme d using an osc i llos cope .
Rem oving, reversin g, and re- in
stal li ng the diode co rrec te d the
polarity problem .

Howev er, thin gs st i l l did not
loo k quite right. On a hunch , I
decided to check th e vi deo align
ment. Hooking th e set up to a
swe ep ge nerato r and exam in ing
th e respon se cu rve with an os
cillosco pe yie lde d an in terest in g
resu lt : The video-IF amplifier was
as out-of-alignme nt as it co u ld be.
Th e resp on se cu rve resembl ed
nothing that I had ever seen be
fo re.

Th e reaso n fo r that soon be 
came apparent. Just about eve ry
tunabl e co mpo ne nt in the video IF
had been "d id d le d" w it h . Some
slugs were per fectl y al igned wi th
the to ps of the cans; others we re
screwed down as far as they co uld
go . O nce th e set was alig ned to
the manu facturer 's spec ificatio ns,
everything worked f ine.

Gen er all y, a full sweep align-

FIG.l

ment of a set is not needed and
most of t he time yo ur swee p gen
erato r ju st sits on the bench . But
every once in a w hile it becom es
ind ispe nsab le . If a set wi th signs of
diddlin g co mes ac ross yo u r
ben ch , on e of th e f i rst things yo u
should do is chec k the alignme nt.
It only tak es a few minutes, but
ofte n it can lead yo u right to the
cause of th e problem.

A lot of weird effects and funny
pi ctures can be caused by mi s
al ignment. In one case that I recall
viv idly, a set w it h no p icture came
in to the sho p. After ope ning the
back of th e set, it soo n became
obviou s th at som eon e w ith little
expert ise had been th ere f irst. O ut
came t he t rusty sweep gene rato r
and soo n th e reason fo r the mi ss
ing picture was revealed. The vid
eo-c arrie r fr equ en cy had bee n
"ad jus te d" so t hat it fe l l co m
p le te ly o utside t he video pass
band . Af ter th in gs were set rig ht,
the set worked perfectl y; at least it
di d unti l the next time that the did
dl er go t in sid e of it !

Intermittents
Now it's t ime fo r me to hol d

fo rt h o nce again on a sub ject that
is " dea r to my heart"-th e in ter
mittent TV set. Act ually, "bane of
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my existe nce" wo uld be a more
apt descriptio n! Though I have to
admit that they serve a purpose:
They give me plentyof mater ial for
this co lum n.

In t erm it t ent s co me i n all
shapes, sizes and co lo rs; they can
crop up in the picture, the sweep,
the co lor, or any ot her section of
the TV set. There are as many kinds
of in term itt en ts as there are beans
in a beanbag. Therefore, th e most
im portant too l yo u can have w hen
deal in g w it h interm itten ts is pa
tie nce .

First of all, rea lly loo k at the
sympto ms and fig ure out w here in
the TV set th e probl ems lie. Sec
ond, always suspect solde r jo ints,
no matt er how "good" th ey look
upon f irst inspect ion .

Here's one classic t hat poin ts
out w hat I mean : Tro ubl eshooting
an in termi tt ent in a set eventually
led me to a te rmi na l str ip t hat
served as the ma in distribut io n
po int for the B+ . But the joints
the re seemed to be pe rfect; they
we re sh iny, clean , textbook-l ike
examp les of proper so lder ing
tec hn ique. There was no way that
those joi nts cou ld be the cause of
the prob lem.

Want to bet?
Co n t i n u i ng, all in di cati on s

eventually led me back to the ter
mi nal strip. I finally decided to
stop be ing lazy and resold er the
co nnections. As soon as I started
me lt ing the first joi nt , a strea m of
smoke appea red . That bea utifu l
solder joint was made using a non
conductive " l iquid solder ! " Clean
ing, t inni ng , and solderi ng the
co nnections properly restored op 
erat io n to no rmal.

Of co urse, solde r joi nts are the
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only cause of intermittents. Capac- 
itors and resistors can do their part 
to make you crazy, too. 

With capacitors, the older wax 
types, the kind with the brown - 
paper cases, should be especially 
suspect. The connections to the 
leads on those have a tendency to 
become intermittent with age. I 

have a soldering tool with a slotted 
end on my workbench that comes 
in very handy in spotting capaci- 
tors with that problem. Slipping 
the slot over the leads of the capac- 
itor and twisting it almost always 
causes the intermittent to appear, 
usually at the moment the leads 
are moved even slightly. 

With resistors, look for signs of 
overload. A sure giveaway is a uni- 
form grayish color. Resistors that 
bear that coloration have been 
subjected to a drastic overload and 
no longer have a value that bears 
any resemblance to the original. 

In some of the more severe 
cases, burned resistors will even 
break in two or disintegrate com- 
pletely. The good point to that, I 

quess, is that then the problem is 
no longer intermittent! R -E 

AUDO UPDATE 

continued from page 75 

trolled signals sent to them, ap- 
pears to mostly "swamp out" the 
contribution of the listening 
room, and the control flexibility 
built into the DSP -1 can adjust for 
the normal range of recorded pro- 
gram acoustics. 

After one listens to the DSP -1 for 
a time, switching it out is almost a 

painful experience. The sound 
field collapses into the noraml 
front speakers with a distressing 
loss of depth and liveness. 

I don't know how many of my 
readers are prepared to spend the 
$1,500 or so that a four -channel 
power amplifier, four good small 
speakers, and the DSP -1 would 
cost, but for those dedicated to 
the search for sonic realism it is 
money well spent. For more infor- 
mation on the DSP -1 and its associ- 
ated equipment, write to Yamaha 
Electronics Corp., Dept. RE, 6660 
Orangethorpe Ave, Buena Park, 
CA 90622. R -E 
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o n ly cause of intermittents . Capac
itors and resisto rs can do their part
to make yo u crazy, too.

With capacitors , the o ld er W aX

types, the kind with the brown
paper cases, sho uld be especial ly
suspect. The conn ect ions to th e
leads on those have a tendency to
becom e interm ittent with age . I
have a so lderi ng tool with a slotted
end on my work bench that co mes
in very handy in spott ing capac i
tors with that prob lem. Slippi ng
t he slot over the leads of the capac
ito r and twisti ng it almost always
causes the intermittent to appear,
usuall y at the momen t the leads
are moved even slig ht ly.

W it h resisto rs, loo k fo r signs of
ove rload. A sure giveaway is a un i

- - fo rm grayisH colOi':""Resistors that
bea r t hat co lorat io n have bee n
sub jected to a drast ic ove rloa d and
no lon ger have a val ue that bears
any rese mblance to the origi nal.

In so me of th e more seve re
cases, bu rned resistors w i ll eve n
break in two o r di sin tegrate co m
plete ly. The good po int to that , I
qu ess, is that the n th e prob lem is
no lo nger intermittent ! R-E
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tro ll ed sig nals sent to th em, ap
pears to most ly "swam p ou t" the
co n t r i b u t i o n of t he l i st e ni n g
room , and the contro l f lexib i lity
built in to the OSP-1 can adj ust fo r
the normal range of reco rded pro
gram aco ustics .

After o ne l iste ns to the OSP-1 for
a t ime, sw itching it out is almost a
pa infu l expe r ience. The sound
fie ld co l lapses into the noram l
fro nt speakers with a d istre ssing
loss of depth and li veness.

I don 't know how many of my
readers are prepared to spend the
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COMMUNICATIONS 
CORNER 
Think ferrite 
THE MOST DEVILISH FORM OF RFI (RA- 

dio frequency interference) is not 
what we do to others, but what we 
do to ourselves. I have probably 
spent more time filtering my own 
transmitter out of my own receiv- 
ing and high -fidelity equipment 
than I have spent filtering RF from 
an FM- broadcast transmitter out of 
the local hospital's EKG machine. I 

have also spent, and wasted, many 
an hour trying to get my comput- 
er's bleeps and bloops out of my 
telephone. 

The problem itself has a very rea- 
sonable explanation: Each wire ex- 
ternal to the shielding of a metal 
equipment cabinet or a chassis 
functions as an antenna. If the lo- 
cal transmitter is a low -power unit 
in your backyard, every wire in the 
house, even shielded wires, will 
receive some part of the radiated 
signal. If anything causes the RF to 
be detected, you have RF inter- 
ference. 

Shielded wires in themselves 
are often no solution because 
rarely is the shield totally effective 
at RF frequencies. Depending on 
the overall length of the wire, one 
end of the shield might be 
grounded for RF while the op- 
posite end, which indicates 
ground when checked with an 
ohmmeter, is actually "hot" to RF. 

We'll show you why that is so in a 

future column. 
Move the same transmitter and 

its antenna a few hundred feet 
away and the RFI is eliminated be- 
cause the signal received by the 
wiring is simply too weak to do any 
damage. On the other hand, a 
50,000 -watt broadcast station a 

mile or so away can radiate so 
much RF into the wiring that we 

can consider the station to be a 

local transmitter, capable of inter- 
fering with receivers, high -fidelity 
gear, telephones, and even com- 
puters. As a general rule, the four 
consumer -equipment wires most 
sensitive to RFI from local trans- 
mitters are the AC line cord, coax- 
ial -cable antenna connections, 
microphone cable, and audio and 
video line -level cables. 

The ferrite ring 
Virtually any external wire, 

shielded or not, can be REI sup- 
pressed by using a ferrite choke; 
all that's required is to loop the 
wire around a ferrite ring. 

Perhaps the easiest filter to 
make, yet one of the most effec- 
tive, is the line -cord filter shown in 
Fig. 1. It is simply a ferrite ring 

RECEIVER 

FERRITE 
RING 

LINE CORD 
OR COAX 
CABLE 

FIG. 1 

through which the line cord is 
wrapped as many as seven times. 
The filter is equally effective with 
either conventional two -wire zip 
cord or three -wire -with -ground 
line. To provide clearance for the 
seven turns of line cord, as well as 
for heat dissipation, the ring must 
be almost 2.5 inches in diameter, 
and a little more than 0.5 -inch 

HERB FRIEDMAN 
COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR 

thick. It must also be effective over 
a rather broad frequency range. 
An Amidon type FT- 240 -75 ring 
meets those requirements. The 
240 part of the specification means 
the ring is 2.4 inches in diameter. 
the 75 means that the ring is made 
of a type 75 material; the charac- 
teristics of that material allow the 
resulting filter to have maximum 
effect over a 1 -MHz through 50- 
MHz range, but the filter will at- 
tenuate noise to 200 MHz. 

To prevent capacitive coupling 
between the input and output 
leads, push the turns close to- 
gether so there is as much space as 
is possible between the first and 
last turns. Then tape the turns 
down with common plastic tape so 
they can't change position. 

The scheme can also be used 
with coax antenna lead, or even a 

shielded microphone lead. Simply 
wrap seven turns around an 
FT-240-75 ring and tape the turns to 
keep the input and output sepa- 
rated. The ferrite choke will keep 
RFI from traveling down the shield 
of the coax or microphone cable 
into the receiving or the amplify- 
ing equipment. 

If the interference comes from 
radio frequencies below 1 MHz it 
might be necessary to use two 
chokes in series. As that arrange- 
ment can get very bulky, first try 
adding two turns per ring, for a 

total of nine. 
When dealing with audio cables 

and thin microphone wire, it isn't 
necessary to use a large ring be- 
cause there's no dissipation to 
worry about; all you need is a ring 
large enough to allow you to wind 
up to seven turns. For con- 
ventional microphone and audio 
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dio frequency interference) is not
wh at we do to othe rs, but w hat we
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than I have spe nt f ilte ring RF from
an FM -broadcast tran smitter out of
.the local hospi tal 's EKG machine. I
have also spent, and wasted, many
an hour tryi ng to get my comput 
er's bleeps and bloops out of my
te lepho ne .

The problem itself hasa very rea
sonab le explanat ion : Each w ire ex
te rna l to t he shie lding of a metal
eq uip me nt cab inet o r a chassis
functions as an antenna. If th e lo
cal tra nsmitter is a low-power uni t
in yo ur backyard , every wire in the
hou se, even shie lded wires, will
receive some part of the radi ated
signal . If anything causes t he RF to
be detect ed , yo u have RF inter
fe rence.

Shie lde d wi res in t he mselves
are often no so l utio n becau se
rarely is th e shie ld tota lly effect ive
at RF fr equ encies. Depending on
the ove rall length of the w ire, one
e n d of t he sh ie l d mi gh t be
grounde d for RF w hi le the op
po si t e e nd, w hic h i ndicates
grou n d w he n checked wit h an
ohmmeter, is actua lly " hot" to RF.
We' ll show yo u w hy that is so in a
future co lumn.

M ove th e same transmitt er and
its antenna a few hun d red feet
away and th e RFI is elimi nated be
cause the signal received by the
wir ing is simp ly too weak to do any
damage . O n the other hand , a
50,000-w att b roa dcast statio n a
mil e o r so away can radiate so
mu ch RF into th e w iring that we

can co nsider th e station to be a
local transmi tter, capab le of inte r
fering w it h receivers, high- fidelity
gear, telepnones, ana -even com
pu ters. As a general rule, the fo ur
co nsume r-equipme nt w ires most
sensit ive to RFI from local t rans
mi tt er s are the AC lin e co rd, coax
ial -cabl e ante nna co nnect io ns,
mi crop hon e cable, and audio and
video lin e-level cab les.

The ferr ite rin g
Virtu all y any externa l w ire,

shie lded o r not , can be RFI sup 
pre ssed by using a ferrite cho ke;
all that's req ui red is to loop the
w ire aro und a fe rrite ring .

Perhaps t he easiest fi lte r to
make, yet one of th e most effec
t ive, is th e lin e-cord fi lter shown in
Fig. 1. It is simp ly a ferr ite rin g

LINE CORD
ORCOAX
CABLE

through w hic h t he lin e cord is
w rapped as many as seven t imes.
The fi lter is equally effe ct ive with
either co nventional two-wi re zip
co rd o r t hree-wire-with-g ro und
line . To provide clearance for the
seven turns of lin e cord, as we ll as
fo r heat di ssipat ion , the ring mu st
be almost 2.5 in ches in diameter,
and a li ttl e more t han 0.5- inc h

HERB FRIEDMAN
COMMUNICATIONS EDITOR

thick . It mu st also be effect ive over
a rath er broad fr eq uency range.
An Am idon ty pe FT-240-75 ri ng
meetsthose req uirem en ts. Th e
240 part of the specificat io n means
the ring is 2.4 in ches in di ameter.
'I he 75 means that the rin g is made
of a typ e 75 material; the charac
teristics of that materi al allow the
resulting filte r to have maxim um
effect over a 1-M Hz through 50
M Hz range, but the fi lter w ill at
te nuate no ise to 200 M Hz.

To prevent capacitive coupli ng
betwee n t he input and output
leads, pu sh t he t u rns cl ose to
get he r so th ere is as mu ch space as
is possibl e between the f irst and
last t urns . The n tape t he turns
down with commo n plasti c tap e so
they can't change pos it io n.

The scheme can also be used
w it h coax ante nna lead, o r even a
shie lded mi croph on e lead . Simply
wrap seve n t ur n s aro u nd an
FT-240-75 rin g and tape the turns to
keep the input and output sepa
rated . The ferrite cho ke wi ll kee p
RFI fro m travel ing down the shie ld
of the coax or microphon e cable
into th e rece iving or th e amplify
in g equip me nt.

If the in terference comes f rom
radio freq uencies below 1 M Hz it
might be necessary to use two
chokes in series. As that arrange 
ment can get very bu lky, f irst try
add ing two turns per ri ng, for a
tota l of nine.

When dealing with audi o cables
and th in microphone w ire, it isn't
necessary to use a large rin g be
caus e there 's no di ssipati on to
worry abo ut; all you need is a ring
large enough to allow yo u to w ind
up to seve n t u r n s . For co n 
ventional mi croph on e and aud io
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Try the 

cables, you could try a ring with a 

1.4 -inch diameter. 
Actually, for audio circuits you 

might even get by with a single 
turn, as shown in Fig. 2. But it pays 
to use extra turns. If a single turn 

FERRITE 
RING 

suppresses, but doesn't eliminate 
the interference, keep adding 
turns. Just keep in mind that there 
must be some separation between 
the input and output leads. 

Ferrite rings are reasonably 
priced. The FT-240 is $8, while the 
FT-140 is only $3. You can get a 

complete price list along with a 

ferrite coil -form catalog by writing 
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DESIGNER'S NOTEBOOK 

continued from page 121 

you'll have to pay attention to the 
polarity of the pulses. If necessary, 
you can use a small -signal tran- 
sistor as a flip -flop to convert 
positive pulses to negative. 

When you're working with a 

complex design, you should pay 
as much attention to the reset as 
you do to any other part of the 
circuit. Its timing can be very crit- 
ical, and if it's off the mark you may 
get intermittent operation. 

More complex reset problems 
require more complex solutions. 
You can find dedicated IC's that 
are designed specifically to gener- 
ate pulses of one kind or another, 
but they are often expensive, hard 
to find, and difficult to use. Half - 
monostables are simple, cheap, 
and easy to use. The next time you 
find yourself looking for some way 
of generating a variety of pulses, 
use a hex inverter and wire up a 

couple of half -monostables. 
Chances are they'll do the job with 
a minimum of fuss and bother. R -E 

LOOPED
SHIELDED

1+---- MICROPHONE
WIRE

FIG .2

FERRITE
RING

suppresses, but does n't elimi nate
t he in t erfer en ce, kee p add ing
turns. Just keep in mind that the re
mu st be some separation between
the in put and output leads.

Fer ri t e r in gs are re aso nab ly
priced. The FT-240 is $8, while the
FT-140 is only $3. You can get a
co mplete price list alo ng with a
fe rrite coi l-fo rm catalog by wri t ing
to Amidon Associates, Inc., 12033
Otsego St. , North Hollywo od , CA
91607. R-E

cables, you cou ld t ry a ri ng w it h a
1.4-in ch diameter.

Actually, for audi o circuits you
mi ght even get by w it h a single
turn, as show n in Fig. 2. But it pays
to use extra t urn s. If a sing le turn
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continued fro m page 121

yo u' ll have to pay atte nt ion to th e
pol ari ty of the pul ses. If necessary,
you can use a small-s ig nal tran
sisto r as a flip-fl op to convert
po sitive pulses to negative.

Wh en yo u ' re wo rk i ng wi t h a
complex design , you should pay
as mu ch atten ti on to the reset as
yo u do to any ot her part of th e
circuit . Its t iming can be very crit
ical , and if it 's off the mark you may
get intermittent operation.

Mo re co mplex reset probl em s
require more comp lex solutions.
You can find ded icated lC's th at
are designed spec if ically to gene r
ate pul ses of one kind or anoth er,
bu t they are often expensive, hard
to fi nd , and di ffi cul t to use. Half
monostabl es are simp le, cheap,
and easy to use. The next t ime yo u
find yo urse lf looking fo r some way
of gene rating a variety of pul ses,
use a hex inverter and wire up a
co u p le of hal f-m on o st ab l es.
Chances are t hey' ll do the job w ith
a mi nimum of fuss and bother. R-E
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STATE OF 
SOLID STATE 
Long -time timer 
FOR MOST OF THE PAST DECADE, THE 

mention of a monolithic timer im- 
mediately brought to mind the 
555; the best -known and most 
widely produced timer IC. Al- 
though the 555 is a practical device 
for delay times ranging from a few 
milliseconds to several minutes, it 
becomes less reliable as the delay 
interval is increased. That's be- 
cause the time interval is deter- 
mined by an RC product, and long 
time intervals can require a very 
large -value capacitor, which usu- 
ally means an electrolytic type. 

But when accuracy is required 
you cannot use an electrolytic ca- 
pacitor. For one thing, elec- 
trolytics are low precision devices; 
their value can drift with time. Fi- 
nally, an electrolytic capacitor's in- 
herent high leakage- current 
makes it impossible to use a high 
value of resistance in the circuit. 

But, though not as well known, a 
timer IC that is especially designed 
for long -time applications has 
been around since the early 1970's; 
it is the ZN1034E from Ferranti Elec- 
tronics. When used as a stand- 
alone device, that IC can provide 
timed intervals ranging from 1 sec- 
ond to 19 days, although the RC 
time constant is only 220 seconds. 

The ZN1034E includes an inter- 
nal voltage regulator, an oscillator, 
and a 12 -stage binary counter. The 
total delay time provided by the 
counter is 4095 times the period of 
the oscillator. Therefore, we can 
use moderate values of resistance 
and capacitance in the RC timing 
network and obtain periods that 
are many times longer than those 
possible with just the basic os- 
cillator. With precision compo- 
nents with low temperature coeffi- 

ROBERT F. SCOTT, 
SEMICONDUCTOR EDITOR 
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FIG. 1 

cients, the repeatability of timed 
periods is accurate to within 0.01% 
and the temperature drift in the 
timed period can be held to within 
0.01% per degree Centigrade. 

The ZN1034E comes in a 14 -pin 
DIP package. A pinout and block 
diagram of the IC are shown in Fig. 
1. Figure 2 shows a basic circuit for 
the device that is suitable for prac- 
tical experimentation. Note that 
when you use a 5 -volt power sup- 
ply, only pin 4 is tied to the positive 
rail; pin 5 should not be con- 
nected. For supplies of from 6 -450 
volts DC, pins 4 and 5 are tied to 
the positive rail through dropping 
resistor RD, as shown. The internal 
5 -volt regulator connected to pin 5 
insures that +5 volts is supplied 
to the internal circuitry. Resistor 
RD must drop a voltage equal to 
VsuppIy minus 5 volts. Its value is 
derived from (Vsupply - 5) _ I, 
where I is the load current plus the 
current drawn from either of the 
outputs. 

The control logic times -out after 
4095 cycles of the oscillator and 
delivers high and low output 
pulses at pins 2 and 3. The output 
at pin 3 is normally high and goes 

ZN 1034 E 

V 

CI 
.1 

}OUTPUTS 

FIG. 2 

low at the end of the timed inter- 
val. The complementary output at 
pin 2 is normally low and goes high 
at the end of the timed interval. 
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Long-time timer

ROBERT F. SCOTT,
SEMICON DUCTOR EDITOR

The co nt ro l logic t imes-out afte r
4095 cycles of th e osci ll ato r and
del iver s hi gh an d low o ut p ut
pul ses at pin s 2 and 3. The output
at pin 3 is normally high and goes
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low at the end of the ti med in ter
val. The complementa ry output at
pin 2 is normally low and goes hi gh
at th e end of th e timed in terval.
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cients, the repeatabi lity of ti med
pe riods is accurate to withi n 0.01%
and the te mperature d rift in the
ti med per iod can be held to w it hin
0.01% pe r degree Cent ig rade .

The ZN1034E co mes in a 14-pin
DIP package. A pinout and block
diagram of the IC are shown in Fig.
1. Figure 2 shows a basic circuit fo r
t he device that is suitab le for prac
tical experi mentat io n . Note th at
when you use a 5-vo lt power sup
p ly, only pi n 4 is t ied to the posit ive
ra i l; pi n 5 shou ld not be co n
nected. For supplies of fro m 6--450
vo lts DC, pins 4 and 5 are tie d to
the positive rai l through droppin g
resistor RD , as shown. The in tern al
5-volt regu lator con nected to pin 5
insures that +5 vo lts is supplied
to the internal circuitry. Resistor
Ro must drop a vo ltage eq ual to
V supply min us 5 vo lts. Its value is
derived from (Vsupp ly - 5) +- 1,

where I is the load cu rrent p lus the
cu rrent d rawn fro m eit her of the
outputs .

FOR MOST OF THE PAST DECADE , T HE

mention of a mo no lithic timer im
mediately brought to m ind the

--555; the -best-known-and -most
w ide ly produced timer lC, A l
though the 555 is a pract ical dev ice
for delay times rang ing from a few
milliseconds to several minutes, it
becomes less reliable as the de lay
interval is increased . That's be 
cause t he t ime in terval is det er
mined by an RC product, and lon g
time in tervals can req uire a very
large-va lue capacitor, which usu
ally means an electrolytic type.

But w hen accuracy is required
you cannot use an electrolytic ca
pacitor. Fo r one thing, e lec 
tro lytics are low precision devices;
their value can drift with time. Fi
nally, an electro lytic capacitor's in
here nt high leakage-curre nt
makes it impossible to use a high
value of resista nce in t he circuit .

But, though not aswe ll known, a
t imer IC that is especially designed
for lo ng-ti m e app lications has
been aro und since t he early1970's;
it is the ZN1034E from Ferranti Elec
tronics. When used as a stand
alone device, that IC can provide
timed intervals rangi ng from 1 sec
ond to 19 days, alt hough the RC
time constant is only 220 seco nds.

The ZN1034E inclu des an inter
nal vo ltage regu lato r, an osci llator,
and a 12-stage binary counte r. The
total de lay time provided by the
counter is 4095 times the period of
the osc illator. Therefo re, we can
use moderate values of resistance
and capacitance in the RC timing
network and obtain periods that
are many times lo nger than those
possible with just the basic os 
cillator. With prec is ion compo
nents with low temperature coeffi-
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FIG. 3 

The timing period, in seconds, is 
obtained from the formula: 

T = KRTCT 

where RT and CT are the values of 
the resistor and capacitor respec- 
tively, and K is a multiplying factor 
determined by the resistance con- 
nected across pins 11 and 12. When 
pins 11 and 12 are connected to- 
gether only an internal resistance 
of 100K is across those pins and the 
value of K is 2736. Connecting a 
50K, 150K, or 300K resistor across 
those pins will provide multiplica- 
tion factors of 2500, 4100, or 7500 
respectively. 

Resistor RT can range from 5K to 
5 megohms, but its value should 
be kept between 50K and 1 

megohm for best performance 
and linearity. For best perfor- 
mance the value of CT should be 
greater than 0.01 µF, but smaller 
values can be used when the 
timed interval must be short. With 
values below 0.01 µF, the timed in- 
terval is not linear with respect to 
the RC time constant. The man- 
ufacturer suggests 3900 pF as the 
minimum value for CT. Table 1 

shows convenient RT and CT val- 
ues for timed periods ranging 
from 1 second to 19 days. 

The timing period is initiated by 
momentarily grounding pin 1, In 
Fig. 2, that is done using a momen- 
tary pushbutton switch, Si. Alter- 
nately, if pin 1 is grounded, the 
timing period can be initiated by 
applying power to the circuit. 

Figure 3 shows how the ZN1034E 
can be used as an interval timer 

TABLE 1-RT AND CT VALUES 

Timing elements Timed period 
RT (ohms) CT (µF) A B 
39K 0.01 1 sec 2.92 sec 
220K 0.1 1 min 2.75 min 
100K 1.0 5 min 12.5 min 
1.2 Meg 1.0 55 min 2.5 hrs 
1.2 Meg 10 9.1 hrs 25 hrs 
3.3 Meg 10 1 day 2.8 days 
2.2 Meg 100 1 week 19 days 
A) Pins 11 and 12 tied together 
B) 300K resistor connected between pins 

11 and 12 

providing delays of 1 toll minutes. 
Timing resistor RT consists of two 
resistors, R1 and R2, in series. Be- 
cause R1 is a fixed value of 100K, 
the total range of RT is 100K to 1.1 

megohms. Timing starts when S1 is 
pressed. The alarm sounds at the 
end of the timed interval and con- 
tinues until S2 is opened. Tran- 
sistor Q2, a Ferranti ZTX450, is an 
NPN medium -power (1 watt) sil- 
icon transistor with a VCeo of 60 
volts and an IC(max) of 1 ampere. 

The ZN1034E's data sheet has cir- 
cuits for a number of other ap- 
plications, gives interfacing ideas, 
and shows how to cascade two 
timers to provide delays up to 1 

year with an accuracy of 6 minutes. 
(Such long -timed periods can be 
used for time -lapse photography 
and for controlling automatic wa- 
tering systems for lawns and 
greenhouses.) Data sheets and 
further details on the ZN1034E can 
be obtained from Ferranti Electric 
Inc., 87 Modular Ave., Commack, 
NY 11725. R -E 
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cian let s people know that you are
a professional in your field. It tell s
th em that you are serious about your
wo rk and can perform up to CET
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Now you can order th e "Study
Guide for the Associate-Level CET
Test" from t he Int ernational Society
of Certified Electronics Technicians.
It includes material covering the
most often missed qu estions on the
Associate CET exam. 8'1,," x 11",
paperback, 60 pages.

For Mo re In fo rm ation Con tact :
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FIG. 3

The tim in g pe riod , in seco nds , is
obtained from the formula:

T = KR.cT

wh ere RT and CT are the values of
the resistor and capacitor respec
t ively, and K is a multiplyin g facto r
det ermined by the resistance con 
nected across pi ns 11 and 12. W he n
pins 11 and 12 are co nnected to 
gether o nly an internal resistance
of 100K is acros s those pins and the
valu e of K is 2736. Connec t ing a
50K, 150K, or 300K resistor across
th ose pins wi ll provi de multi pli ca
t io n factors of 2500, 4100, o r 7500
respect ively.

Resisto r RT can range from 5K to
5 megohms, but its value sho uld
b e ke pt b etw een 50K an d 1
megohm for b est pe rf orm ance
and linear ity. Fo r best perfor
mance th e valu e of CT shou ld be
greater th an 0.01 /-LF, bu t smalle r
val ues can be used w he n t he
t im ed interval must be short. W it h
valu es below 0.01 /-LF, t he timed in 
te rval is not lin ear w it h respect to
the RC t ime co nsta nt. The man
ufactu rer sugges ts 3900 pF as the
m in imum valu e fo r CT' Tabl e 1
shows co nve nient RT and CT val
ues for t imed per iod s rangi ng
from 1 seco nd to 19 days.

The timi ng peri od is initiated by
mom entarily ground ing p in 1, In
Fig. 2, th at is do ne usin g a mo men 
tary pu shbutt on switc h, 51. Alter
nately, if pin 1 is gro unded , the
timing pe riod can be in it iated by
apply ing power to t he circuit .

Figu re 3 shows how the ZN1034E
can be used as an interval t imer

TABLE 1-RT AND CT VALUES

Timi ng elements Timed period
RT (ohms) CT (J-lF) A B
39K 0,01 1 sec 2.92 sec
220K 0.1 1 min 2.75 min
100K 1.0 5 min 12.5 min
1,2 Meg 1.0 55 min 2.5 hrs
1.2 Meg 10 9.1 hrs 25 hrs
3.3 Meg 10 1 day 2.8 days
2.2 Meg 100 1 week 19 days
A) Pins 11 and 12 tied together
B) aOOK resistor connected between pins

11 and 12

provi d ing del ays of 1 to 11 minutes.
Tim in g resistor RT consists of two
resistors, R1 and R2, in series. Be
cause R1 is a fi xed value of 100K,
th e total range of RT is 100K to 1.1
megohms. Timing starts when 51 is
presse d. The alarm sounds at th e
end of th e ti med in terval and con
t in ues until 52 is ope ned . Tran
sisto r Q2 , a Ferrant i ZTX450, is an
NPN medium-power (1 watt) si l 
icon tra nsistor wi th a VCBO of 60
vo lts and an ' c (max) of 1 amp ere.

The ZN1034E's data shee t has cir
cu its fo r a number of oth er ap
p l icat ions, gives interfacin g id eas,
and shows how to cascade two
t imers to provi de delays up to 1
year w ith an accuracy of 6 minutes.
(Such lon g-timed peri od s can be
used for t ime- lapse ph ot ograph y
and for con tro ll ing auto matic wa
te r i ng syste ms f or lawn s and
green ho uses .) Data sheets and
furt he r detail s on the ZN1034Ecan
be obtained from Ferranti Electric
Inc., 87 Modula r Ave., Commack ,
NY 11725. R-E
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DRAWING BOARD 

continued from page 124 

If you're used to dealing with 
static memory, the first feature of 
the 4164 you should notice is that 
there are only 8 address pins, AO 

FIG. 2 

through A7. Ordinarily, this 
wouldn't be enough for decoding 
the 65,536 memory cells on the 
substrate, but you'll remember 
that I had mentioned the notion of 
"address multiplexing" earlier in 
this column. The address pins are 
used in conjunction with RAS, 
(Row Address Strobe) and CAS, 
(Column Address Sttrobe) to 
provide a complete address. 
When you want to access a par- 
ticular location in the IC, the row 
address is presented to the ad- 
dress pins and the RAS pin is 
strobed, which causes the partial 
address to be internally latched in 
the IC. The column address is then 
presented to the same address 
pins and the CAS pin is strobed to 
internally latch the remainder of 
the complete address. 

And if all that wasn't enough, 
the issue of refresh has to be dealt 
with as well. And there are other, 
well, peculiarities, of dynamic 
RAM that I haven't even men- 
tioned. 

The logical glue that has to be 
added to the board before it can 
be used for anything is what made 
me call our project a "system." But 
the complications don't really 
make anything any harder, only 
more interesting. 

Next month we'll start to get our 
hands dirty. R -E 
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continued from page 124

FIG. 2

t hrough A7. Ord i nari ly, t h is
wo uld n't be eno ug h for decoding
t he 65,536 m em ory ce lls on the
substrate, but yo u ' ll rem em b er
that I had men t ioned the notion of
"address multiplexing" earl ier in
this co lumn . The address pins are
used in co nj unction w ith RAS,

(Row Add ress Strobe) and CAS,

(Co l um n Ad dress Stt robe) to
prov ide a comp lete ad dress.
W hen yo u wa nt to access a par
t icular location in t he IC, the row
address is presented to the ad
dress p i ns and t he RAS pi n is
strobed, w hich causes the part ial
address to be in ternally latched in
the lC. The co lumn add ress is the n
presented to t he same ad dress
p ins and the CAS pin is strobed to
interna lly latch the remainder of
t he co mplete address .

And if all that wasn't enough,
the issue of refres h has to be dea lt
with as we ll . And t he re are other,
we ll, pec uliar ities , of dynam ic
RAM t hat I haven ' t even men
tioned .

The logical glue that has to be
added to t he board before it can
be used for anything is w hat made
me call our project a "system ." But
t he comp l ications do n't rea l ly
make anyth ing any hard e r, o n ly
mo re interesting.

Next mon th we' ll start to get our
hands d i rty. R-E

If you're used to dealing with
static memory, the first feature of
the 4164 yo u shou ld noti ce is t hat
there are on ly 8 address pi ns, A0
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continued from page 78 

plus the master authorization IC's 
could copy an additional 100, 1,000 
or any number of additional user 
IC's. The ZITS people say "Yes, 
but. . ." The "but" means they 
would have to sell the copies in a 
month. And the "but" also means 
they are working on making their 
customer IC's copy -proof. 

The ZITS approach was appar- 
ently first developed by European 
software people who were work- 
ing on breaking both S /A -B -MAC 
and Oak Orion technology. The 
Oak Orion system is in use by Eu- 
rope's Sky Channel service on Ku 
band. The B -MAC or a variation of 
it (C -MAC, etc.) is thought to be 
pending by several programmers 
in Europe, and B -MAC is also in 
use in Australia. The ZITS ap- 
pearance in the North American 
market caught US software enthu- 
siasts by surprise. It could signal 
the start of a software- technology 
exchange on a worldwide basis. 

Those who have seen the ZITS 
IC work have observed that a 
stand -alone descrambler, one cre- 
ated outside of the GI factory, can- 
not now be long in coming. 
Indeed, in Europe, a consumer de- 
scrambler has been on the market 
for several months. It has a moth- 
erboard and a master housing; in- 
side are five slots that will accom- 
modate up to five totally unrelated 
descrambling circuits. The units 
now being offered, openly, in Eu- 
rope are equipped with a pair of 
plug -in boards to decode the two 
systems now used there. 

In the last 90 days, the focus of 
scrambling has changed from 
scrambling to descrambling. The 
makers of Videocipher continue, 
as this is written, to maintain that, 
through software and hardware 
changes, the holes in the initial 
version of Videocipher can be 
closed. Those who have broken 
into Videocipher have new con- 
fidence with each passing day that 
nothing done by the operators of 
GI is beyond their decoding abil- 
ities. There is no foreseeable end 
to this game yet, but the battle 
seems to reach impossible new 
heights with each passing day. R -E 

plu s the master aut horization lC's
co uld copy an add it io nal 100, 1,000
o r any number of add it io nal user
lC's. The ZITS peo p le say " Yes,
b ut. . ." Th e " b ut " m eans t hey
would have to sell th e cop ies in a
mon th. And the " but" also means
they are worki ng on makin g the ir
custo mer Ie's co py-proof.

The ZITS approach was appar
ent ly f irst developed by European
software people wh o we re work
in g on breaking bo th S/A-B-MAC
and Oa k Orion tech no lo gy. Th e
Oa k O rio n syste m is in use by Eu
rope's Sky Channe l service on Ku
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erboard and a master housing; in 
side are f ive slo ts that will acco m
mod ate up to f ive totally unrelat ed
d escramblin g c i rc uits. Th e uni ts
now bein g offe red, ope nly, in Eu
ro pe are eq uipped w ith a pair of
plug-i n boards to decode th e two
systems now used there.

In the last 90 days, t he focus of
sc ram b l i n g has c ha nge d f ro m
scrambling to descrambling. The
makers of Vid eociph er co nt inue ,
as this is written , to maintain th at ,
th rough softwa re and hardware
changes, th e hol es in th e initial
versio n of V id eoc iphe r can be
cl osed . Tho se w ho have broken
into Videocipher have new co n
fidence with each passing day that
nothi ng don e by the operators of
GI is beyond thei r decoding abi l
it ies. There is no fo reseeab le end
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EDITOR'S 
WORK- 
BENCHL®, 

toes Workbench is the place where 
set to try out the latest hardware and 

software, and where we have occasion to 
wax philsophical. This month we examine a 

high-quality graphics board, a circuit de- 
sign program, and a thought -provoking 
navel by John Updike. 

TSENG LABS' EVA/480 

very time IBM introduces a new display 
adapter, the R & D labs of the companies 

that supply IBM -compatible equipment go 
into high gear in order to find out how IBM 

built theirs, and how it can be improved 
upon Of course, the first major success in 

this regard was the Hercules company, 
whose monochrome display adapter was 
compatible with IBM's original model. 

However, no one (including IBM) be- 
lieved at first that "serous- users of PC's 

would want to work on color displays, 
mainly because quality color monitors cost 
three or more times what a good mono- 
chrome monitor cost. But it turns that there 
are many legitimate uses for a high -quality 
color display, and that many PC users are 

willing to pay for it So, in the fall of 1984, 

IBM introduced the Enhanced Graphics ' 

Adapter (EGA), which finally brought a 

more -or -less reasonably priced high - 
quality color -graphics system to the IBM -PC. 

Since then, dozens of companies, Amer - 
ican and foreign, have introduced EGA 
clones By shopping around, you can pur- 

chase an EGA monitor- and -card combina- 
tion for about $600-that is about $400 less 

r 

than IBM's original price for the EGA card 
alone. 

What does an EGA card have to offer') 
The most important benefit, as shown in 

Table 1, is that vertical resolution, in modes 
15 and 16, is almost twice that of the old 
Color /Graphics Adapter (CGA). This means 
that, connected to an appropriate monitor, 
you now get resolution near that of Her- 

cules' monochrome card Finally you can 
read text in color without going blind. 

In addition, the EGA has provision for as 

many as four RAM -based character sets that 
programs like Microsoft Word and Lotus 
Manuscript use to display boldface and 
italic characters, and other special effects. 

But the EGA is not called an enhanced 
graphics adapter for nothing. Where it really 
shines is in graphics modes when working 
with programs like AutoCAD and Dr. Halo II. 
With the old CGA, higher -resolution modes 
meant fewer on -screen colors. For exam- 
ple, you can get 16 colors on a standard 
color monitor, but only in text modes 0, 1, 2, 

and 3. You get only four colors (or four 
shades of gray) on the screen in graphics 

11111.111,1,11111111 111111111111111 

modes 4 and 5, whose resolutions are lim- 
ited to 320 x 200. At the highest CGA 
resolution (640 x 200) you get only two 
colors (in mode 6). 

On the other hand, with an EGA card and 
an appropriate monitor, you can get 16 (out 
of 64 total) colors on screen simultaneously, 
at a resolution of 640 x 350. That's about 
90% of the resolution of the Hercules 
monochrome card. 

The EVA/480 
In order to provide not merely lower 

cost, but also added value, several EGA 
manufacturers have introduced EGA cards 
with all the standard IBM features, plus 
some of their own One of the best such 
cards, the EVA/480, is made by Tseng Labo- 
ratories, Inc (10 Pheasant Run, Newtown, 
PA 18940) Its name comes from Tseng's 
view of the card as an Enhanced Video 
Adapter; the 480 refers to the maximum 
number of scan lines available from the 
card Note that 480 lines is more than twice 
that of the standard CGA, and more than 
that of a Hercules mono card In fact, total 

Mode Type 

TABLE t- IBM -PC DISPLAY MODES 

Resolution Remarks 
(H V) 

0 Text 320 200 40 25 text, 16 -grey 
1 Text 320 200 40 25 text, 16 -color 
2 Text 640 x 200 80 25 text. 16 -grey 
3 Text 640 x 200 80 25 text, 16 -color 
4 Graphics 320 x 200 4-grey 
5 Graphics 320 x 200 4 -color 
6 Graphics 620 x 200 2 -color (black and white) 

L. 7 Text 720 x 350 80 25 monochrome 

Modes 8-12 are unavailable in normal use 

13 Graphics 320 x 200 16 -color 
14 Graphics 640 x 200 16 -color 
15 Graphics 640 x 350 4 -color mono display 
16 Graphics 640 x 350 16 of 64 colors 

Modes 13-16 are for use only with the EGA 
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Remarks

ts-cotor
16-color
4-color mono display
16 of 64 colors

40 x 25 text, 16-grey
40 x 25 text , 16-color
80 x 25 text, 16-grey
80 x 25 text, ts-color
4-grey
4-color
z-color (black and white)
80 x 25 monochrome

modes 4 and 5, w hose resolutions are lim
ited to 320 x 200. At the nignest CGA
resolution (640 x 200) you get only two
co lors ( in mode 6).

On the other hand, with an EGA card and
an appropriate monitor, you can get 16 (out
of 64 total) co lors on screen simultaneously,
at a resolution of 640 x 350. That's about
90% of the reso lution of the Hercules
monochrome card .

The EVA/480
In order to provide not merely lower

cost, but also added value, several EGA
manufacturers have introduced EGA cards
with all the standard IBM features, p lus
some of their own. One of the best such
cards, the EVN 480, ismade by Tseng Labo
ratories, Inc. (10 Pheasant Run, Newtown,
PA 18940). Its name comes from Tseng's
view of the card as an Enhanced Video
Adapter; the 480 refers to the maximum
number of scan lines available from the
card. Note that 480 lines is more than twice
that of the standard CGA, and more than
that of a Hercules mono card. In fact, total

320 x 200
640 x 200
640 x 350
640 x 350

Resolution
(H x V)

320 x 200
320 x 200
640 x 200
640 x 200
320 x 200
320 x 200
620 x 200
720 x 350

Modes 13-16 are for use only with the EGA

Graphics
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics

Type
Text
Text
Text
Text
Graphics
Graphics
Graphics

. Text

13
14
15
16

Mode
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

What does an EGA card have to offe r?
The most important benefit, as shown in
Table 1, is that vertica l resolution, in modes
15 and 16, is almost twice that of the o ld
Color/Graphics Adapter (CGA). This means
that, connected to an appropriate mon itor,
you now get resolution near that of Her
cules' monochrome card. Finally you can
read text in co lor without going b lind.

In addition, the EGA has provision for as
many as four RAM-based character sets that
programs like Microsoft Word and Lotus
Manuscript use to display boldface and
italic characters, and other spec ial effects.

But the EGA is not called an enhanced
graphics adapter for noth ing.Where it really
shines is in graphics modes when working
w ith programs like AutoCAD and Dr. Halo II.
With the old CGA, higher-resolution modes
meant fewer on-screen co lors. For exam
p le, you can get 16 co lors on a standard
co lor monitor, but only in text modes 0,1,2,
and 3. You get only four colors (or four
shades of gray) on the screen in graphics

TSENG LABS' EVA/480

Every time IBM introdu ces a new display
adapter, the R&D lab s of the companies

that supply IBM-compatible equip ment go
into high gear in order to find out how IBM
built theirs, and how it can be improved
upon. Of cou rse, the first major success in
this regard was the Hercules company,
whose monochrome d isplay adapter was
compatib le with IBM's original model.

How ever, no one (incl ud ing IBM) be
lieved at first that "serious" users of PC's
wou ld want to work on co lor d isplays,
mainly because quality color mon itors cost
three or more times what a good mono
chrome mon itor cost. But it turns that there
are many legitimate uses for a high-quality
color d isplay, and that many PC users are
wi lling to pay for it. So, in the fall of 1984,
IBM introd uced the Enhanced Grephics '
Adapter (EGA), which finally brought a
more-or-less reasonably priced high 
quality co lor-graphics systemto the IBM-PC.

Since then, dozens of compan ies,Amer
ican and foreign, have introduced EGA
clones . By shopping around, you can pur
chase an EGA monitor-and-card combina
tion for about $600-that isabout $400 less

software, and where we have occasion to
wax ph ilsop hical. This month we examine a
high-qua lity graphics board, a circ uit de
sign program, and a thought-provoking
novel by John Updi ke.
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FIG. 1 

resolution is about 22% greater than the 
Hercules card 

What good are those extra lines? For one, 
they can be used to produce high- quality 
graphic images, like the ones shown on our 
cover Further, they make working with Au- 
toCAD in color a joy In addition, in text 
modes, they allow you to get more informa- 
tion on the screen. How would you like to 
work with Lotus 1 -2 -3 or Symphony and 
have 132 columns of text on the screen? In 

fact, the board supports a number of text 
formats: 80 x 25, 132 x 25, 132 x 28, 
132 x 44,80 x 43, and even 80 x60. Patcha- 
ble programs (like WordStar) can be modi- 
fied easily to take advantage of the denser 
formats, however, most programs will use 

only the upper left comer of the screen in 

those formats. 
An optional plug -in daughterboard 

provides complete downward com- 
patibility with both CGA and Hercules 
monochrome standards A parallel port is 

included with the board, as is print spool - 
ing software 

The EVA/480 can work with a number of 
display adapters -in fact, just about any 
IBM -compatible display adapter, color or 
monochrome. To take advantage of the EGA 
modes, of course, an EGA -compatible 
monitor (like Amdek's excellent Cola 722) 
must be used To take advantage of the 480 - 
line graphics modes or text displays with 
more than 43 lines, a NEC Multisync or com- 
patible monitor must be used 

Tseng Labs includes some very useful 
software with the package the MacPaint- 
like drawing/painting program, Dr Halo II, 

drivers for Lotus 1 -2 -3 and Symphony, a font 
editor, so you can create and use your own 
custom -character sets, a replacement for 
ANSI SYS that allows you to take advantage 

of the EVA/480's enhanced video modes; 
and a program for setting the video mode. 
A custom driver that allows AutoCAD to use 

the 480 -line mode is also available, and 
works fairly well. 

Hardware zoom and pan 
One feature of the EVA/480 that is new to 

the world of moderately priced PC -based 
graphics design is its hardware zoom and 
pan features You'll be completely amazed 
at how fast those features work if you've 
ever seen them implemented in software. 
The photos (Fig. 1 -a, Fig. 1 -b, and Fig. 1 -c) 
indicate the three levels of zoom (2 x 4 x 
8 x ) available at the push of a button Figure 

1 -d shows Dr Halo (l's bit- mapped edit 
mode Both zoom and pan occur in- 
stantaneously We hope that Autodesk (or 
someone else) will write a complete driver 
for AutoCAD that takes full advantage of the 
EVA/480 

In conclusion, if you're in the market for a 

high- quality, yet reasonably priced graphics 
system for the IBM-K, the combination of 
an EVA/480 and a NEC Multisync monitor is 

simply the best you can get for under 
$1500 We found no compatibility prob- 
lems and recommend it highly 

We'd like to offer our sincere thanks to the 
following companies, without whose as- 

sistance this review would have been im- 
possible. Tseng Labs for the EVA/480 
($680), NEC Home Electronics (1255 
Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191) for a 

Multisync monitor ($899), Amdek Corpora - 
tion (2201 Lively Blvd , Elk Grove Village, IL 

6007), for a Color 722 monitor ($799), Or- 
chid Technology (45365 Northport Loop 
West, Fremont, CA 94538) for a TinyTurbo 
accelerator board ($695), and JDR Micro- 
devices (110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 

95030) for an 80287 math co- processor 
(5199.95). Incidentally, NEC is marketing the 
EVA/480 separately as the Multisync GB -1 

($649) Prices quoted are current list, often 
they're heavily discounted. Shop around 

CompDes- Computer -aided circuit 
design 

Altmost any kind of electronics calcula- 
ion or circuit design can be worked 

out using a scientific calculator Unfor- 
tunately, if you want to try many different 
combinations of component values, the 
job can become a tedious, time- consum- 
ing chore as you keep punching in new 
data. 

A faster and a more convenient way to 
handle both calculations and circuit design 
is with CompDes, a program that runs on the 
IBM -PC and compatibles, from Esoft Soft- 
ware, PO. Box 072134, Columbus, OH 
43207 Although CompOes is described as 

a "Computer -aided circuit -design pro- 
gram,- in actual fact it Consists of seven 
more-or -less independent functions 

1. A calculator for basic electrical quan- 
tities (resistance, current, voltage, and 
power) 

2. A calculator for electronic circuits (in- 
ductive and capacitive reactance, parallel 
and serial impedance conversions, reso- 
nant frequency parameters, bypass capaci- 
tor values) 

3. A circuit designer for self- biasing Class 
A transistor amplifiers, a transistor Schmitt 
trigger, and several DC power supplies. 

4. A designer for passive and active (op- 
erational- amplifier) pi- and T- filter: low 
pass, high pass, band pass, band- elimina- 
tion, variable band pass, Wien -Bridge 
notch, and Twin -Tee notch. 

5. A communications calculator for mi- 
crostnp, VSWR, RF air -core inductors, deci- 
bel ratios, and strip- lines. 

6. A calculator for balanced, T, H, lattice, 
pi, and bridged -T attenuators 

7. A list of definitions and the non- graph- 
ic symbols of various electrical, electronic, 
transistor, and integrated circuit quantities. 

All functions are selected through main 
and sub -menus For example, if the Filter 
Design function is selected from the main 
menu, the screen then displays a sub -menu 
allowing you to choose passive or active 
filters A sub -sub -menu allows you to 
choose one of eight passive or six active 
filters. 

Some of the functions, such as the basic 
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resolution is about 22% greater than the
Hercules card.

What good are those extra lines?For one,
they can be used to produce high-quality
graphic images, like the ones shown on our
cover. Further, they make working with Au
toCAD in color a joy In addition, in text
modes, they allowyou to get more informa
tion on the screen. How would you like to
work w ith Lotus 1-2-3 or Symphony and
have 132 co lumns of text on the screen? In
fact, the board supports a number of text
fo rmats : 80 x 25, 132 x 25, 132 x 28,
132 x 44, 80 x 43, and even 80 x 60. Patcha
b le programs (like WordStar) can be modi 
fied easily to take advantage of the denser
formats; how ever, most p rograms w ill use
only the upper left corner of the screen in
those formats.

A n opt iona l p lug- in dau ghterb oard
p rov ides complete downw ard com
patib ility w ith bot h CGA and Hercules
monochro me standards. A parallel port is
included w ith the boa rd, as is print spool
ing software.

The EVN 480 can work w ith a number of
display adapters-in fact, just about any
IBM-compatible display adapter, color or
monochrome.Totakeadvantage of the EGA
modes, of course, an EGA -compat ib le
monitor (like Amdek's excellent Color 7(2)
must be used.To takeadvantage of the 480
line graphics modes or text displays with
more than43 lines, a NECMuitisync or co m
patible monitor must be used.

Tseng Labs includes some very useful
software w ith the package: the MacPaint
like drawing/painting program, Dr. Halo II;
d rivers for Lotus1-2-3 and Symphony; a font
ed itor, so you can create and use your own
custom-character sets; a repl acement for
ANSI.SYS that allows you to take advantage

d

of the EVN 480's enhanced video modes;
and a program for setting the video mode.
A custom driver that allows AutoCADto use
the 480-line mode is also available, and
works fairly well.

Hardware zoom and pan
One feature of the EVN480 that isnew to

the world of moderately priced PC-based
graphics design is its hardware zoo m and
pan features. You'll be co mp letely amazed
at how fast those features work if you've
ever seen them imp lemented in software.
The photo s (Fig. 1-a, Fig. 1-b, and Fig. 1-c)
ind icate the three levels of zoom (2 x , 4 x ,
8 x ) availab le at the pushof a button. Figure
1-d show s Dr. Halo II's bit-mapped ed it
mode. Both zo om and pan occur in
stantaneously We hope thet Autodesk (or
someone else) w ill write a co mp lete driver
for AutoCAD that takes full advantage of the
EVN480.

In conclusion, if you're in the market for a
high-quality,yet reasonab ly pr iced graphics
system for the IBM-PC, the co mbination of
an EVN 480 and a NEC Multisync monitor is
simply the best you can get for under
$1500. We found no compatibility prob
lems and recommend it highly

We'd like to offer our sincere thanksto the
following companies, without whose as
sistance this review would have been im
possible: Tseng Labs fo r the EVA/480
($680), NEC Ho me Elec tron ics (1255
Michael Drive, Wood Dale, IL 60191) for a
Mult isync monitor ($899), A mdek Corpora
tion (2201 Lively Blvd ., Elk Grove Village, IL
6007), for a Color 722 monitor ($799), Or
chid Technology (45365 Northport Loop
West, Fremont, CA 94538) for a TinyTurbo
accelerator board ( $695), and JDRMicro
devices (110 Knowl es Drive, Los Gatos, CA

95030) for an 80287 math co-processor
($199.95). Incidentally,NEC is marketing the
EVN 480 separately as the Multisync GB-1
($649). Prices quoted are current list; often
they're heavily discounted . Shop around.
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CompDes-Computer-aided circuit
design

A Imost any kind of electronics calcula
~ion or circuit design can be w orked
out using a sc ient if ic calculato r. Unfor
tunately, if you w ant to try many d ifferent
combinations of co mponent values, the
job can become a ted ious, time-consum
ing chore as you keep punching in new
data.

A faster and a more convenient w ay to
handle both calculations and circuit design
iswith CompDes, a program that runson the
IBM-PC and compatib les, from Esoft Soft
ware, P.o. Box 072134, Co lumb us, OH
43207. A lthough CompDes is described as
a " Comp uter-aid ed c ircuit -desi gn pro 
gram," in actual fact it consists of seven
more-or-less independent functions:

1. A calculator for basic electrical quan
tit ies ( resistance, current, vo ltage, and
pow er).

2. A calculato r for electronic circuits ( in
duct ive and capacitive reactance, parallel
and serial impedance conversions, reso
nant frequency parameters, bypass capaci
tor values).

3. A circuit designer for self-b iasing Class
A transistor amplifiers, a transistor Schmitt
trigger, and several DC power supplie s.

4. A designer for passive and active (op
erat io nal-amp lifie r) p i- and T-f il ter : low
pass, high pass, band pass, band -elimina
tion, variab le band pass, Wien-Bridge
notch, and Tw in-Tee notc h.

S. A communications calculator for rni
crostrip, VSWR, RFair-core inductors, deci
bel rat ios, and strip-li nes.

6. A calculator for balanced, T, H, lattice,
pi, and bridged-T attenuators.

7. A list of defin itions and the non-graph
ic symbols of various electrical, electronic,
transistor, and integrated circuit quantities.

All functions are selected through main
and sub-menus. For examp le, if the Filter
Design function is selected from the main
menu, the screen then di splaysa sub-menu
allowing you to choose passive or act ive
fi lters. A sub -sub -menu allo w s yo u to
choose one of eight passive or six active
filters.

Some of the functions, such as the basic
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electricity calculations, could probably be 
done faster and more conveniently in your 
head, however, a major convenience of the 
basic electricity calculations is a function 
that instantly calculates the value of any 
number (within reason) of parallel resistors. 

No Graphics 
Whether working a simple Ohm's Law 

calculation or designing a band -elimination 
filter or a microwave stnpline, only the cal- 
culated values are displayed; there are no 
graphics, such as a screen representation of 
an amplifier or a regulated three -terminal 
power supply The displayed values must 
be referenced to illustrations in the 42 -page 
user's manual. 

If you should want to work a problem or 
design using several different parameters, 
its possible to make a "hardcopy" so that 
the various calculations and designs can be 
compared Also, a hardcopy makes it easy 
to correlate the screen -displayed values 
with the circuit(s) in the user's manual. 

You can print at the completion of each 
calculation or design either the input data, 
the resultant data, or design values. They are 

then used with the appropriate schematic 
shown in the manual. 

FIG. 2 

For example, Fig. 2 is a Wien-Bridge filter 
as shown in the user's manual. Calculated 
values shown on the screen or hardcopy are 
simply correlated with the circuit shown in 

the manual 
Depending on the particular kind of cal - 

culation or design, if there can be some 
doubt as to the available value to use, the 
program will calculate either the value with 
up to three -decimal accuracy or suggest a 

"nearest common value - 

Often, the user can select some param- 
eters in advance, thereby enabling the cal - 

culation or design to be "juggled" so that a 

commonly -available capacitor value can 
be used The suggestion(s) are based on 
the assumption that it is easier to work with 
standard resistor than capacitor values. 

Limitations 
There are limitations on the range of cal - 

culations that may be entered For example, 
capacitor and inductor input values are lim- 
ited to seven places, including the decimal 
point Capacitors may range from 0000001 

µF to 1000000 µF, while inductors may 
range from is .000001 henries to 1000000 
henries. The frequency range is 1 to 
99000000 Hz Calculated values can, of 
course, exceed the limitations on the input 
data 

Compiles obviously is not the type of 
program that will be found in everyone's 
software library But for what it is, it works 
well, and is certainly worth the $49.95 
(postage included) price. But we must call 
your attention to two things that can be 
confusing if you don't know what's going 
on The first concerns the calculation for 
"wire size" vs. the ampacity of various size 
wires. The calculated wire size was greater 
than the National Electrical Code's recom- 
mended ampacity in the category generally 
used for "home" wiring. Under the code, 15 

amperes (maximum) calls for #14 copper 
wire: Compiles suggested #12 wire - 
somewhat overly conservative. (We under- 
stand that that will be corrected, but if you 
get a version that calls for a "conservative" 
wire size you know why). 

the second confusion is caused by 
those who believe that there is such a thing 
as 100% IBM- compatibility Compiles is in- 
tended for the IBM- PC/XT /AT/PCjr and their 
true clones -those using the 8088 CPU. It 

did not work with a V20 CPU, which has 
been touted as a faster substitute for the 
8088. (Only heaven knows what other soft- 
ware isn't V20- compatible.) 

ROGERS VERSION BY JOHN UPDIKE 

No special issue on Technology in the 
Year 2001 would be complete without 

some discussion of the effect that tech- 
nology has on those who use it And one 
book that is sure to get you thinking about 
numerous topics ranging from computers 
to religion is called Rogers Version, by John 
Updike (Alfred A. Knopf New York 1986) 

The hero of the book, Roger Lambert, is a 

professor of dimity and a former minister 
One day he is accosted by a young born - 
again computer -science student, Dale 
Kohler, who wants to prove the existence of 
God using computers Dale wants the Di- 
vinity School to underwrite the project 

Roger is challenged by the fervent young 
man, and their discussions range from early 
Christian history to astrophysics to number 
systems to social- welfare programs 

For example, the Lamberts have Dale to 
Thanksgiving dinner In the course of their 
Conversation, Roger's wife Esther asks Dale 
to explain his work in computer science He 
discusses the basic differences between 
raster and vector displays, and goes on to 
discuss one of the bigger problems con - 
fronting computer science these days: You 
look at this table now in front of you, there's 
a tremendous amount of visual information, 
I mean, a terrifying amount, if you take into 
account, say, the sheen on that turkey skin, 
and the way its folded, and the way the 
water in the glass refracts that bowl, and the 
way the onions are a different kind of shiny 
from the bowl, . The Japanese do an 
amazing job with that sort of thing -glass 
balls floating around in front of checker- 
boards and translucent cylinders and so 
forth. It means you have to calculate through 
the pixel . ." 

Dale is not afraid to tackle cosmology, 
either: "The total energy . and the expan- 
sion rate of the Big Bang had to be initially in 
precise balance For galaxies lasting bil- 
lions of years to exist at al I is statistically very 
strange Energy density at the time of the 
Big Bang had to equal the expansion rate to 
one part in ten to the fifty -fifth power . 

Now if thats not a miracle, what is ?" 
Roger is less than enamored both with 

Dale's zealous religious beliefs and his al- 
most compulsive theorizing about the uni- 
verse, its origin, how it works, and why it 
exists at all The drama of the book centers 
around the contrast between Dale's enthu- 
siasm, on the one hand, and Roger's self - 
centered, almost cynical complacency, on 
the other 

Dale and Roger (and most of the subsidi- 
ary characters) are interesting because Up- 
dike does not make stereotypes of them. 
You might expect, for example, a divinity 
professor to have a "religious" attitude to- 
ward life, mankind, and his work But Roger's 
attitude's toward all three is about as dry as 

that of any bookkeeper Yet there is a human 
side to him, so you're really unable simply 
to dismiss him 

The book contains long stretches of the - 
oretical argumentation about many topics, 
but balancing them are the interactions be- 
tween Roger's wife and Dale, Roger and his 
niece (Dale's friend), Dale and Roger's son, 
etc The counterpoint thus produced keeps 
you from getting bogged down 

Updike is a novelist, of course, but he 
shows a surprising grasp of many of the 
topics discussed He acknowledges receiv- 
ing help from several leading computer sci- 
entists 

Undoubtedly, specialists will find points 
for debate But Updike must be admired for 
being able to encompass so wide a range 
of subject matters In addition, the charac- 
ters are so real that occasionally you feel like 
stopping an argument to participate 

If you're interested in technology and in 
how effects us, check out Rogers Version- - 
you won't be disappointed SCNI 
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ROGER'SVERSION BY JOHN UPDIKE

....10 special issue on Technology in the
I~Year 2001would be comp lete w ithout
some d iscussion of the effect that tech
nology has on those who use it And one
book that is sure to get you thinking about
numerous topics ranging from computers
to religion iscalled Roger's Version, by John
Upd ike (Alfred A. Knopf, New York:1986).

The hero of the book, Roger Lambert, is a
professor of divinity and a former minister.
One day he is accosted by a young born
again computer-science student, Dale
Kohler, who wants to prove the existence of
God using computers . Dale wants the Di
vinity School to underwrite the project

Roger is challenged by the ferventyoung
man, and their discussions rangefrom early
Christian history to astrophysics to number
systems to social-welfare programs.

c

Rl

FIG. 2

R2

INPUT

Limitat ions
Thereare limitations on the rangeof cal

culations that may be entered. For example,
capacitor and inductor input valuesare lim
ited to seven places,including the deci mal
po int Capacitors may range from .0000001

For example, Fig. 2 is a Wien-Bridge filter
as shown in the user's manual. Calculated
valuesshown on the screenor hardcopy are
simply correlated with the circuit shown in
the manual.

Depend ing on the part icular kind of cal
culation or design, if there can be some
doubt as to the available value to use, the
programw ill calculate either the value w ith
up to three-decima l accuracy, or suggest a
"nearestcommon value."

Often, the user can select some param
eters in advance, thereby enabling the cal
culation or design to be "juggled" so that a
commonly-availab le capacitor value can
be used. The suggestion(s) are based on
the assumption that it is easierto workw ith
standard resistor than capacitor values.

electricity calcu lations,cou ld probably be
done fasterand more convenient ly in your
head; how ever, a major convenience of the
basic electricity calculations is a function
that instantly calculates the value of any
number (within reason) of parallel resistors.

I-lF to 1000000 1-lF, while inductors may For example, the Lamberts have Dale to
range from is .000001 henries to 1000000 Thanksgiving dinner. In the course of their
henri es. The frequ ency range is 1 to conversation, Roger'sw ife Esther asks Dale
99000000 Hz. Calculated values can, of to exp lain hiswork incomputer science. He
course, exceed the limitations on the input discusses the basic d ifferences between
data. rasterand vector displays, and goes on to

CompDes obviously is not the type of discuss one of the bigger problems con-
No Graphics program that will be found in everyone's fronting computer science thesedays: "You

Whether working a simple Ohm's Law software library. But for what it is, it works look at this table now in front of you, there's
calculation or designinga band -elimination we ll, and is certainly worth the $49.95 a tremendous amount of visual information,
filter or a microw ave strip line, only the cal- (postage included) price. Butwe must call I mean, a terrifying amount, if you take into
culated values are d isplayed; there are no your attention to two things that can be account, say, the sheen on that turkey skin,
graphics,such asa screen representationof confusing if you don 't know what's going and the way it's folded, and the way the
an amplifier or a regulated three-terminal on. The first concerns the calculation for water in the glass refractsthat bowl, and the
power supply. The displayed values must "w ire size" vs. the ampacity of various size way the onions area different kind of shiny
be referenced to illustrationsin the 42-page wires. The calculated wire size was greater from the bowl, .. . The Japanese do an
user's manual. than the National Electrical Code's recom- amazing job with that sort of thing-glass

If you should want to work a problem or mended ampacity in the category generally balls floating around in front of checker-
design using several di fferent parameters, used for "home" w iring. Under the code, 15 boards and translucent cylinders and so
it's possib le to make a "hardcopy" so that amperes (maximum) calls for # 14 copper forth. It meansyouhave to calculatethrough
the variouscalculations and designscan be w ire: CompDes suggested #1 2 wi re- the pixel . . ."
compared. A lso, a hardcopy_makes it easy__somewhet.overly.conservetive. (We under-- - Dale is not afraid to tackle cosmology,
to correlate the screen-displayed values stand that that w ill be corrected, but if you either: "The total energy . . . and the expan-
with the circuit(s) in the user's manual. get a version that calls for a "conservative" sion rateof the BigBang had to be initially in •

You can print at the completion of each wi re size you know why.). precise balance ... For galaxies lasting bi l-
calculation or design either the input data, I he secon d co nfusion is caused by lionsof yearsto existatall isstatistically very
the resultant data,or designvalues. They are those w ho believe that there is such a thing strange... . Energy density at the time of the
then used w ith the appropriate schematic as100% IBM-compatib ility. CompDes is in- Big Bang had to equal the expansion rate to
shown in the manual. tended for the IBM-PCIXT/AT/PCj r and their one part in ten to the fifty-fifth power . . .

true clones- those using the 8088 CPU. It Now if that'snot a miracle,what is?"
did not work with a V20 CPU, which has Roger is less than enamored both with
been touted as a faster substitute for the Dale's zealous religious beliefs and his al-
8088. (Only heavenknows what other soft- most compulsive theorizing about the uni-
ware isn't V20-compatib le.) verse, its origin, how it works, and why it

exists at all. The drama of the book centers
around the contrast between Dale's enthu
siasm, on the one hand, and Roger's self-
centered, almost cynical complacency, on
the other.

Dale and Roger (and most of the subsidi
ary characters) are interesting because Up
d ike does not make stereotypes of them.
You might expect, for example, a divinity
professor to have a "religious" attitude to
ward life, mankind, and hiswork. But Roger's
attitude 'stoward all three isabout asd ryas
that of any bookkeeper.Yetthere isa human
side to him, so you're real ly unable simply
to dismiss him.

The book contains long stretchesof the
oretical argumentation about many topics,
but balancing them are the interactions be
tween Roger'swife and Dale, Roger and his
niece (Dale's friend), Dale and Roger's son,
etc. Thecounterpo int thusproduced keeps
you from getting bogged down.

Updike is a novelist, of course, but he
shows a surprising grasp of many of the
topicsdiscussed.Heacknowledges receiv
ing help from several lead ing computer sci
entists.

Undoubted ly, specialistswil l find points
for debate . ButUpd ikemustbe admired for
being able to encompass so w ide a range
of subject matters. In addition, the charac
tersareso real thatoccasionallyyou feel like
stopping an argument to participate.

If you're interested in technology and in
how effects us, check out Roger's Version
you won 't be d isappointed.t CD.
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The 
MC 68000 
Pert 2 
Hardware highlights of 

the MC 68000 computer. 

TIM AND HANS SCHRADER, 
MANFRED KOENIG, 
HAGEN VOELZKE 

Laos;etime (In the March Issue) we gave an 
rview of the hardware and software 

that are available for the MC 68000 This 

time well discuss the overall function of the 
circuits on the motherboard, and, due to 
lack of space, focus our attention on one of 
the more innovative of those circuits, the 
programmable address decoder 

For those of you just joining us, here's a 

brief synopsis of what the MC68000 com- 
puter is and what It can do As its name 
suggests, the computer is based on the 
68000 microprocessor The computer can 
run several operating systems, including CP/ 
M -68K, OS -9, and others. The computer has 
an EPROM -based system monitor, so it can 
be booted, and programs can be run, with- 
out a disk drive or formal operating system. 

The motherboard can hold 128k or 512k 
of memory; eight expansion slots allow 
memory expansion almost to the limit of the 
68000 -16 megabytes! The motherboard 
contains a built-in disk controller for 8-inch, 
51 -Inch, and 31/2-inch disk drives, and a 

SASI port for a hard disk drive. It also con- 
tains a CRT controller (the 6845) and ports 
for several types of keyboards. In addition, serial, parallel (user), 
and parallel (printer) ports are built-in 

To keep cost down, you can use Inexpensive IBM -PC clone 
components for most major system devices case, power supply, 
keyboard, monitor, disk drives In fact, a usable system can be put 
together for about $1500 In addition, you can purchase, separately 
or in combination, a blank motherboard (with BIOS EPROM's), a 
thick manual (with complete schematics, parts -list, assembly in- 

structions, BIOS listing, troubleshooting hints, etc.), and much ex- 
pansion software, as well as applications programs and 
programming languages See the Sources box for more information 

In addition, for those who want to see what they're getting into 
before making any significant cash outlay, ComputerDigest will 
provide, at nominal cost, a packet of information consisting of 
schematics, parts list, and circuit description Watch these pages 
(and our BBS) for more information. 

Speaking of the BBS, which now has a section dedicated to the 
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168451 
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1128K OR 51210 

EPROM 
FIRMWARE 

14 . 271281 

USER PORT 

16 BITS 

MC 68000, we've posted a number of public domain (CP /M -68K) 
programs there that will allow you to start learning 68000 program - 
ming. Call 516-293-2283 with your modem set for 1 start bit, 8 data 
bits, and 1 stop bit, at 300 or 1200 baud. 

Circuit overview 
As you can see in the block diagram shown above, the mother- 

board contains most of the interface circuitry that personal -com- 
puter buffs are used to adding via peripheral interface cards, 
Including serial and parallel ports, SASI hard -disk interface, floppy- 
disk interface, CRT controller, etc 

Not shown in the block diagram are the details of how all the 
subsections fit together In fact, it would take all the space oc- 
cupied by this issue of Computerûrgestjust to present schematics, 
not to mention circuit description! However, if you're interested in 

all the gory details, see the Sources box for information on the MC 

68000 handbook 
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Circuit overview
As you can see in the b lock diagram shown above, the mother

board contains most of the interface circuitry that personal-com
puter buffs are used to adding via periphera l interface cards,
including serialand parallel ports, SASI hard-disk interface, floppy
disk interface, CRT controller, etc.

Not shown in the block-d isgrern are the details of how all the
subsections fit together. In fact, it would take all the space oc
cup ied by this issue of ComputerDigest just to present schematics,
not to mention circuit description! How ever, if you're interested in
all the gory deta ils, see the Sources box for information on the MC
68000 handbook.

MC 68000, we've posted a number of public domain (CP/M-68K)
programs there that will allow you to start leaming 68000 program
ming. Call 516-293-2283 with your modem set for 1 start bit, 8 data
bits, and 1 stop bit, at 300 or 1200 baud .
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Hardware highlights of

the Me 68000 computer.

TIM AND HANS SCHRADER,
--MANFRED-KOENIG,=--------I

HAGEN VOELZKE

Last time (in the March issue)we gave an
overview of the hardwa re and software

that are availab le for the MC 68000. This
time we'll d iscussthe overall function of the
circ uits on the motherboard , and, due to
lack of space, focus our attention on one of
the more innovat ive of those circuits, the
prog rammable address decoder.

For those of you just joining us, here's a
b rief synopsis of w hat the MC68000 com 
puter is and w hat it can do. As its name
suggests, the comp uter is based on the
68000 microproc essor. The comp uter can
run several operating systems, includ ing CPI
M-68K,OS-9, and oth ers.The comp uter has
an EPROM-based system monitor, so it can
be booted, and programs can be run, w ith-
out a d iskdrive or formal operating system.

The motherboard can ho ld 128k or 512k
of memory; eight expansion slots allow
memory expansion almostto the limit of the
68000--16 megabytes! The mothe rboard
contains a built- in d iskcontroller for 8-inch,
5Y4-inch, and 3Y2-inch d isk d rives, and a
SASI port for a hard disk drive. It also con -
tains a CRT controller (the 6845) and ports
for several types of keyboards . In addition, serial, parallel (user),
and parallel (printer) ports are built-in.

To keep cost down, you can use inexpensive IBM-PC clone
components for most major system devices: case, power supply,
keyboard , monitor, disk drives. In fact, a usable system can be put
together for about $1500. In addition, you can purchase, separately
or in combination, a b lank motherboard (with BIOS EPROM's), a
thick manual (with complete schematics, parts-l ist, assembly in
struct ions, BIOS listing, troub leshoot ing hints, etc .), and much ex
pans ion so ftware, as well as app licat ions programs and
programming languages.Seethe Sourcesbox for more information .

In addi tion , for those w ho want to see what they're getting into
before making any significant cash out lay, ComputerDigest w ill
provide, at nom inal cost, a packet of information consisting of
schematics, parts list, and circuit descr iption. Watch these pages
(and our BBS) for more information.

Speaking of the BBS, which now hasa section de dicated to the
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Buses 
The MC 68000 has three buses address, data, and control The 

address and control lines from the microprocessor are buffered by 
two sets of IC's, one feeding all on -board IC'S, the other feeding the 
expansion slots In a like manner, the data bus Is fed to various 
circuits via four sets of buffers. One set drives the on -board dynam- 
ic RAM, one drives the major LSI components (serial- and parallel- 
interface ICS, CRT controller, and BIOS EPROM's), one drives the 
expansion bus, and the last drrves all remaining circuitry. 

Address decoder 
One of the chief attractions of the 680xx family is the set of 32 -bit 

address and data registers shared by all members of that family The 

68000 in particular has 24 external address lines that allow access 
to 224 (16 megabytes) of memory As shown in Fig. 1, the MC 68000 
computer uses only three IC's to decode the entire address space: 
two 74LS138's (IC49, and IC50) and one 2149 static RAM (IC52). The 

address -decoder RAM has a very fast access time (less than 50 ms) 
and is organized as 1024 four -bit nibbles. 

Dmding 224 by 1024 yields 16,384, the size of each "segment" of 
memory. Each segment is defined by one four -bit location in the 
address -decoder RAM; the select signals that correspond to each 
segment are indicated in Table 1 

There are several advantages to that design: (1) Bus contention 
due to simultaneous decoding of several devices is avoided easily; 
(2) Specific memory segments can be "write -protected" or forced 
to generate a 801 (Bus Error); (3) Unpopulated memory locations 
can be forced to generate a eaa if accessed, thereby allowing 
appropriate microprocessor /peripheral handshaking; (4) The ad- 
dress decoder can be programmed during power -up to accomo- 
date varying amounts of RAM automatically; (5) Memory locations 
can be shifted or made to appear at several places in the address 
space of the microprocessor; that feature is necessary during the 
power -up stage, when the address -decoder RAM contains random 
data -but more on that below; (6) Great flexibilty is achieved at 

Signal 
FO 

F1 

F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 

TABLE 1- SELECT SIGNALS 

Function 
Internal RAM 
IO 
EPROMs (disk) 
EPROM's (monitor) 
SASI port 
DTACK timeout 
Bus error 
EXT 

Signal Function 
F8 Slot select 0 
F9 Slot select 1 

FA Slot select 2 
FB Slot select 3 
FC Slot select 4 
FD Slot select 5 
FE Slot select 6 
FF Slot select 7 

low cost, minimal hardware, and minimal PC -board real estate 
Additional logic combines select outputs and control signals to 

generate the control -bus signals vn.,, EXT, wA, DT.ACK and Baa 

NO addressing 
Unlike the 801oc family, which has an I/O space that 1s separate 

from the regular address space, the ó8xxx family divides one space 
for both I/O and memory In the MC 68000 computer, that space 
begins at SFE0000; it is divided into five main 16k sections, begin- 
ning at SFE0000, SFE4000, FE5000, SFE6000, and SFE7000 

The first block (SFE0000) is dedicated to the SASI hard -disk 
controller In addition, I/O expansion is addressed at addresses 
SFE0007, SFE000F, SFE0017, etc 

The second block (SFE4000) is used by the CRT controller, its 
color look -up table, and the RS -232 Interface, a 2661 Enhanced 
Programmable Communications Interface (EPCI). 

The two eight -bit VIA's (6522') are addressed at alternate ad- 
dresses beginning at SFE5000. In general the A" ports are dedi- 
cated for system use; the "B" ports are available for the user 

The FDC (floppy -disk controller), a Western Digital 1793, Is ad- 
dressed at SFE6000 Its five registers (Status, Track, Sector, Data, and 
Hardware) are addressed at even addresses (SFE6000, SFE6002, 
SFE6004, EFE6006, and SFE6008, respectively). 
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FIG. 1 -THE MC68000s programmable address decoder. 
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Function
Slot select 0
Slot select 1
Slot select 2
Slot select 3
Slot select 4
Slot select 5
Slot select 6
Slot select 7

Signal
Fa
F9
FA
FB
FC
FD
FE
FF

TABLE 1-SELECT SIGNALS

Function
Internal RAM
110
EPROM's (disk)
EPROM's (monitor)
SASI port
DTACK timeout
Bus error
EXT

Signal
FO
F1
F2
F3
F4
F5
F6
F7

low cost, minimal hardw are, and minimal PC-board real estate.
Addi tional logic combinesselect outputsand control signalsto

generate the control-bus signals VNlA, EXT, VPA, DTACK and BERR.

Buses
The MC 68000 has three buses: add ress, data, and control. The

address and control lines from the microprocessor are buffered by
two setsof I('s , one feed ing all on-board I('s, the other feed ing the
expansion slots. In a like manner, the data bus is fed to various
circuits via four setsof buffers.One setdrives the on-board dynam
ic RAM, one drives the major LSI components (serial- and parallel
interface I('s, CRT controller, and BIOS EPROM 's), one drives the
expansion bus, and the last drives all remaining circuitry.

Address decoder
One of thechief attractionsof the 680xx family is the set of 32-b it

addressand data registers shared by all members of that family. The
68000 in particular has 24 external address lines that allow access
to 224 (16 megabytes) of memory.As shown in Fig.1,the MC 68000
computer usesonly three I('s to decod e the entire address space:
two 74LS138s oc49, and IC50) and one 2149static RAM(IC52).The I/O addressing
address-decoder RAMhas avery fast access time (less than 50 rns) Unlike the 80xx family, w hich has an I/O space that is separate
and is organized as 1024 four-bit nibbles. from the regularaddress space, the 68xxx family divid es one space

Dividing 224 by 1024 yields 16,384, the size of each "segment" of for both I/O and memory. In the MC 68000 computer, that space
memory. Each segment is defined by one four-bit location in the beg ins at $FEOOOO; it is d ivided into five main 16k sections, begin-
~ress-decoderJ~6M;Jhe selectsignals thatcorrespondJo each__ning aUJEOOOO, $FE4000, $FE5000, H E6000, and $FE7000.

segment are ind icated in Table 1. The first b lock ($FEOOOO) is dedicated to the SASI hard-disk
There are several advantages to that design: (1) Bus contention controller In addition, I/O expansion is addressed at addresses

due to simultaneous decoding of several devices isavoided easily; $FE0007, H EOOOF, $FE0017, etc.
(2) Speci fic memory segments can be "write-protected " or forced The second block ($ F- E4000) is used by the CRT controller, its
to generate a BERR(Bus Error); (3) Unpopulated memory locations co lor look-up tab le, and the RS-232 interface, a 2661 Enhanced
can be forced to generate a BERR if accessed, thereby allow ing Programmable Communications Interface (EPCI).
appropriate microprocessor/peripheral hand shaking; (4) The ad - The two eight-b it VIA 's (6522's) are add ressed at alternate ad-
dress decod er can be programmed du ring pow er-up to accomo- d resses beginning at $FE5000. In general the "A" ports are ded i-
date varying amounts of RAMautomatically; (5) Memory locations cated for system use; the "B" ports are available for the user
can be shifted or made to appear at several p laces in the address The FDC (floppy-disk controller), a Western Digital 1793, is ad-
space of the microprocessor; that feature is necessary during the d ressedat $FE6000. lts five registers(Status,Track, Sector, Data, and
pow er-up stage,w hen the address-decode r RAMcontainsrandom Hardw are) are addressed at even addresses ($FE6000, $FE6002,
data-but more on that below; (6) Great flexib ilty is achieved at $FE6004, $FE6006, and $FE6008, respectively).
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FIG. 1-THE MC68000's programmable address decoder.
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SOURCES 
Computer Express (687 S.W. 15th, Corvallis, OR 
97330) 503 -757 -2983 is the major supplier of hardware 
and software for this machine in this country. 

For those interested in running the multi -user, multi- 
tasking operating system OS -9 (whose most famous 
incarnation is on Radio Shack's Color Computer), the 
OS -9 Users Group, 1715 East Fowler Ave.. Suite R -237, 
Tampa, FL 33612 has an interesting monthly newsletter 

as well as many volumes of public- domain software. 
Last, as we go to press, it is unclear who will be 

handling the licensing arrangements for OS -9. In any 
case, if you're interested in OS -9. you should contact the 
company that wrote it. Microware (1866 N. W. 114th 
Street, Des Moines, IA 50322, 515- 224 -1929). They sell 
a number of applications and systems software pack- 
ages, including compilers, screen editors, etc. 

Address 
$FE0001 
$FE0003 
SFE0005 

SFE0007 
$FE000F 
SFE0017 
$FE001F 
SFE0027 
$FE002F 
SFE0037 
SFE003F 

SFE4000 
SFE4002 
SFE4011 
$FE4013 
$FE4015 
$FE4017 

TABLE 2 -1 O SPACE 

Function 
SASI data port 
SASI status port 
SASI select strobe 

I O expansion 0 
I O expansion 1 

I O expansion 2 
I O expansion 3 
I O expansion 4 
I O expansion 5 
1.0 expansion 6 
I O expansion 7 

CRTC address register 
CRTC data register 
EPCI data register 
EPCI status register 
EPCI mode register 
EPCI command register 

Note: Each logical color can be mapped to one of sixteen 
physical colors 

SFE4001 
5FE4003 
SFE4005 
5FE4007 
$FE4009 
$FE400B 
$FE400D 
SFE400F 

Color 0 

Color 1 

Color 2 
Color 3 
Color 4 
Color 5 
Color 6 
Color 7 

Note: The following locations indicate the contents of the upper 
VIA Odd -numbered addressed (not shown) contain corre- 
sponding registers in the lower VIA. 

SFE5000 
SFE5002 
SFE5004 
$FE5006 
5FE5008 
SFE500A 
$FE500C 
SFE500E 
SF E5010 
SFE5012 
$FE5014 
SF E5016 
SFE5018 
SFE501A 
SFE501C 
SFE501E 

SFE6000 
SFE6002 
SFE6004 
5FE6006 
5FE6008 

$FE7000 
SFE7000 
$FE7002 
$FE7002 

Data register B 
Data register A 
Direction register B 
Data register A 
Timer 1 low counter byte 
Timer 1 high counter byte 
Timer 1 lower latch 
Timer 1 high latch 
Timer 2 low counter byte 
Timer 2 high counter byte 
Shift register 
Auxiliary control register 
Penpheral control register 
Interrupt flag register 
Interrupt release register 
Data register A (no handshake) 

FDC status register 
FDC track register 
FDC sector register 
FDC data register 
FDC hardware register 

Printer output port 
Keyboard input port 
Sound output port 
Activate address decoder 

Several latches occupy the space beginning at SFE7000. The 
Centronics- compatible parallel port is written to at SFE7000; the 
keyboard is read from that location The sound output port resides 
at SFE7002; a read to that location triggers the mode that allows the 
programmable address decoder to be programmed. Programming 
can only be done from the EPROM system monitor, not from RAM; 

otherwise the system will crash 
I/O space usage is summarized in Table 2 

Address decoding hardware 
Referring back to Fig. 1, you can see how the hardware imple- 

ments the decoding discussed above. One of the 74LS138's (IC50) 
generates Slot Select signals 0-7; the other (IC49) provides various 
decoding signals, including that for the hard disk. In addition, a 

74L5139 provides further decoding for many of the I/O functions 
discussed above (keyboard, sound, etc ) 

As stated earlier, the address -decoder RAM cannot be used for 
its normal purpose directly after power up, because the contents of 
the RAM cannot be predicted beforehand. Therefore the address 
decoder is switched out of circuit at power up and during a Reset 

operation. That is accomplished through the two D flip -flops con- 
tained in IC74, and the BOOT signal, which is generated at power up 
or by pressing the Reset switch. 

The soar signal clears the two flip -flops (IC46 -a and IC46 -b), so 
all select signals remain high, as do the enable lines of the two 
74LS138's (IC49 and IC50). In addition, the write- enable () signal 
of the 2149 is disabled. Eventually a select signal is generated that 
enables the monitor EPROM's. Two EPROM's are used; one for the 
upper eight bits (IC13), and one for the lower (IC11). The EPROM's 

are not shown here. 

Now the microprocessor is free to fetch its stack pointer and 
reset vectors (from locations 0-3 and 4-7) in the usual manner Later 

the address -decoder RAM is programmed so that access to all 

pages will generate a sir signal. Next, the hardware (on -board 
RAM, I /O, EPROM's, disk interfaces, etc.) is configured. Then, when a 

write occurs to an even address, IC46 -a is set, and that sets K46-b, 
which enables the decoders (IC49, IC50) and RAM (IC52) Now the 
EPROM's are no longer active, and during the next bus cycle, the 
address decoder RAM is used A special EPROM -monitor sub - 
routine is sunnlrd that allows programming the address- decoder 
RAM. 

Data acknowledge 
Half of a 556 dual timer (IC47 -a) is used to generate a timed FAT( 

pulse, should a peripheral be addressed and not respond. In that 
way the microprocessor will not lock up waiting for an acknowl- 
edge pulse. The timed signal is used, for example, to determine the 
presence of autostart EPROM's, and when an unused expansion slot 
is addressed. 

Conclusions 
That's all we have space for this time Where we go from here is 

largely up to you If there is significant reader interest, we will 
publish additional articles on the MC 68000, including one dedi- 
cated to a discussion of the BIOS and system -monitor EPROM's. 

The important point: If you build a system, want more informa- 
tion, or get involved with one in any other way -let us know about 
it, by mail or on the BBS There's nothing we'd like better than to 
promote this machine -so show us you're interested*CD` 

SOURCES
Computer Express (687 S.W. 15th, Corvallis , OR as well as many volumes of public-domain software.
97330) 503-757-2983 is the major supplier of hardware Last, as we go to press, it is unclear who will be
and software for this machine in this country. handling the licensing arrangements for OS-9. In any

For those interested in running the multi-user, multi· case, if you're interested in OS-9,you should contact the
tasking operating system OS·9 (whose most famous company that wrote it, Microware (1866 N. W. 114th
incarnation is on Radio Shack's Color Computer), the Street, Des Moines, IA 50322,515-224-1929). They sell
OS-9 Users Group, 1715 East Fowler Ave., Suite R-237, a number of applications and systems software pack
Tampa, FL 33612 has an interesting monthly newsletter ages, including compilers, screen editors, etc.

Note: Each logical color can be mapped to one of sixteen
physical colors.

Note: Thefollowing locations indicate thecontents oftheupper
VIA. Odd-numbered addressed (not shown) contain corre
sponding registers in the lower VIA.

(J)

g
z
o
a:
Io
W
...J
W

6
o«
a:
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Address
$FE0001
$FE0003
$FE0005

$FE0007
$FEOOOF
$FE0017
$FE001F
$FE0027
$FE002F
$FE0037
$FE003F

$FE4000
$FE4002
$FE4011
$FE4013
$FE4015
$FE4017

$FE4001
$FE4003
$FE4005
$FE4007
$FE4009
$FE400B
$FE400D
$FE400F

$FE5000
$FE5002
$FE5004
$FE5006
$FE5008
$FE500A
$FE500C
$FE500E
$FE5010
$FE5012
$FE5014
$FE5016
$FE5018
$FE501A
$FE501C
$FE501E

$FE6000
$FE6002
$FE6004
$FE6006
$FE6008

$FE7000
$FE7000
$FE7002
$FE7002

TABLE 2-110 SPACE

Function
SASI dataport
SASI status port
SASI selectstrobe

110 expansion 0
110 expansion 1
110 expansion 2
110 expansion 3
I/Oexpansion 4
110 expansion 5
1/0 expansion 6
1/0 expansion 7

CATC address register
CATC dataregister
EPCI dataregister
EPCIstatus register
EPCI moderegister
EPCIcommand register

Color0
Color1
Color2
Color3
Color4
Color5
Color6
Color7

Dataregister B
Dataregister A
Direction register B
Dataregister A
Timer1 lowcounter byte
Timer1 highcounterbyte
Timer1 lowerlatch
Timer 1 high latch
Timer2 lowcounter byte
Timer2 highcounter byte
Shift register
Auxiliary control register
Peripheral control register
Interrupt flag register
Interrupt release register
Dataregister A (no handshake)

FDCstatus register
FDCtrackregister
FDCsector register
FDCdata register
FDChardware register

Printer outputport
Keyboard inputport
Sound outputport
Activate address decoder

Several latches occupy the space beginning at $FE7000. The
Centronics-compatible parallel port is written to at $FE7000; the
keyboard isreadfrom that location.Thesound output port resides
at $FE7002; a readto that locationtriggers the mode thatallowsthe
programmable address decoder to be programmed. Programming
can only be done from the EPROM system monitor, not from RAM;
otherwise the system will crash

I/O space usage is summarized in Table 2.

Address decoding hardware
Referring back to Fig. 1, you can see how the hardware imple

mentsthe decoding discussedabove.One of the 74LS138's (IC50)
generates SlotSelectsignals 0-7; the other (lC49)providesvarious
decoding signals, including that for the hard disk. In addition, a
74LS139 provides further decoding for manyof the I/O functions
discussedabove (keyboard, sound, etc.)

As statedearlier, the address-decoder RAM cannot be used for
itsnormal purposedirectly afterpower up,becausethecontentsof
the RAM cannot be predicted beforehand. Therefore the address
decoder isswitched out of circuit at power up and during a Reset
operation.Thatisaccomplished throughthe two D flip-flops con
tained in 104, and the BOOT signal, which isgeneratedat power up
or by pressing the Reset switch.

TheBOOT signal clears the two flip-flops (IC46-a and IC46-b), so
all select signals remain high, as do the enable lines of the two
74LS138's(IC49 and IC50). Inaddition, the write-enable (WE) signal
of the 2149 is disabled. Eventually a select signal isgenerated that
enablesthe monitor EPROM's. Two EPROM's areused;one for the
upper eight bits (IC13), and one for the lower (IC11). TheEPROM's
arenot shown here.

Now the microprocessor is free to fetch its stackpointer and
resetvectors(from locations0-3 and4-7) in the usual manner. Later
the address-decoder RAM is programmed so that access to all
pages will generate a BERR signal. Next, the hardware (on-board
RAM, I/O,EPROM's, disk interfaces, etc.) isconfigured.Then, whena
write occursto anevenaddress, IC46-a isset,and thatsets IC46-b,
which enablesthe decoders (IC49, IC50) and RAM (IC52). Now the
EPROM's are no longer active, and during the next bus cycle, the
address decoder RAM is used. A special EPROM-monitor sub
routine issupplied that allows programming the address-decoder
RAM.

Data acknowledge
Halfof a556dual timer(IC47-a) isusedto generate atimed DTACK

pulse,should a peripheral be addressedand not respond. In that
way the microprocessor will not lock up waiting for an acknowl
edge pulse.Thetimed signal isused,for example, to determinethe
presence of autostart EPROM's, andw henanunusedexpansion slot
is addressed.

Conclusions
That's all we havespace for this time. Wherewe go from hereis

largely up to you. If there is significant reader interest, we will
publish additional articleson the MC 68000, including one dedi
cated to a discussion of the BIOS and system-monitor EPROM's.
The important point: If you build a system, want more informa
tion, or get involvedwith one in anyotherway-let usknow about
it, by mail or on the BBS. There's nothing we'd like better than to
promote this machine-so show usyou're interested'.a>.
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In the beginning was the 8080, and it wasn't bad -but it was 
expensive. Enter the 6509 and a single -board computer called the 
Apple I. Then enter the Commodore PET, the KIM -1 (and its cous- 
ins); then enter the Apple II. They all used the 6504 with its 8 -bit 
data bus and its 16-bit address bus. In the late 1970s, the 6502 was 
alive and doing welt 

Then came the 8088 (heart of the IBM -PC). It has 20 address lines, 

so it can address a megabyte of memory; and it has a 16-bit internal 
data bus. Its big brothers have 16-bit external data buses, and the 
ability to address even more memory. 

The 6502 crowd saw all that power and wanted it. Rumor 
followed Humor about the new 16-bit 6502, called the 6516 But 
year after year the 6516 was not released, even though a magazine 
article published complete pre- production specifications for it! 
No one knew for sine whether anyone was even working on it! 

At long last in 1989, a CMOS version of the 6502 was released. In 
truth, however not one but three companies each released its own 
version of the 65002, a fourth would soon join the fray Although the 
four versions are all based on the venerable 6502, they're slightly 
incompatible with each other. Any program that uses only the basic 
6509 instruction set should run on any of the CMOS versions, but 
any program that takes advantage of the enhancements offered by 
one CMOS version may or may not run on the others. 

Eventually a 16-bit version of the 6502 was released. Actually 
(things are never simple), there are two versions: the 65816 and the 
65802. The '802 is pin- for -pin compatible with the original 6502; 
the '816 is not, but allows access to 16 megabytes of memory Both 
are CMOS ICs, and both have emulation modes that are totally 
compatible with the 6502. 

In this article our author delineates the differences between the 
6502 and the various CMOS versions of the IC; we've also added 
sane material to show how the 16-bit versions of the processor 
compare with the 8 -bit versions -- Editor 

The evolution of the 6502 microprocessor 
mirrors 15 years of microcomputer history. 

LES SOLOMON 

r65(02 microprocessor used in the Apple llc microcomputer 
s identified as if it were just a CMOS version of the 6502 used in 

the Apple ll, II +, and Ile computers However, investigation reveals 
that four different versions of the 65(02 are manufactured; each 
version is enhanced in a different way than the others. 

All are hardware -interchangeable, in their conventional 40 -pin 
packages; the differences are in their instruction sets The instruc- 
tion set of each is a superset of the onginal 6502's instruction set 
This means that software written for one processor may-or may 
not -work with another version 

How It started 
The original 6502 was created by the Western Design Center, who 

sold the design to several semiconductor houses (Rockwell, Com- 
modore, GTE, and NCR). Each company now owned its own 
version of the 65CO2, so each could enhance it or not as desired. 
Each chose to keep the 40 -pin DIP configuration and to enhance 
the instruction set, each in its own way 

There are 56 instructions and 161 op codes in the basic 6502 
Those instructions are not stored in the microprocessor in a ROM, 
but in an instruction- decoding matrix that can hold as many as 256 
(16 x 16) 8 -bit op codes When the matrix receives a particular 
combination of binary data (1's and 0's), it "steers" the signals to the 
correct portion of the processor In that way, each op code can 
perform its unique function However, when a semiconductor as 

complex as a microprocessor is designed, the instruction -set ma- 
trix has a number of unused positions Those unused (and unidenti- 
fied) positions in the matrix are usually ignored by the conventional 
user -but not by others. 
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In the beginning was the 8080, and it wasn't bad-but it was
expensive. Enter the6502and a single-board computer called the
Apple I. Then enterthe Commodore PET, theKIM-1 (and its cous
ins);then enter theApple II. They al/ used the 6502, with its 8-bit
databusand its16-bit address bus. Inthe late1970's, the 6502was
aliveand doing well.

Thencamethe8088(heart of theIBM-PO. It has20address lines,
so it canaddress amegabyteof memory; and it has a16-bit intemaA
databus. Itsbig brothershave 16-bit extemal data buses, and the
ability to addressevenmorememory.

The 6502 crowd sawall that povver and wanted it. Rumor
follovvedrumorabout the new 16-bit 6502, called the 6516. But
year afteryearthe6516 was not released, eventhougha magazine
article published complete pre-production specifications for it!
No one knew for sure 'Nhether anyone wasevenVoIOrking on it!

At long last in 1982, a CMOS version ofthe6502wasreleased. In
truth, howeve; not one but three companies eachreleased itsown
version ofthe65C02; a fourthwould soonjoin thefray. Although the
fourversions areall based on the venerable 6502, they're slightly!'
incompatiblewith eachother. Anyprogramthatuses onlythebasiCi
6502instruction set should runon anyof the CMOSversions; bu~
anyprogram thattakes advantage of the enhancements offered byr
one CMOS version mayor maynot run on theothers.

Eventually a 16-bit version of the 6502 was released. Actually
(things areneversimple2 there aretwo versions: the65816 and the
65802. The '802 is pin-for-pin corppatible with the original6502;
the '816 is not but al/olNS access to 16megabytes of memory. Both
are CMOS IC's, and both have emulation modes that are totally!
compatible with the 6502.

In thisarticleourauthordelineates thedifferences between the
6502and the various CMOS versions of the IC; we've alsoeadeo
somematerial to show how the 16-bit versions of the processon
comparewith the 8-bit versions.-Editor

The evolution of the 6502 microprocessor
mirrors 15 years of microcomputer history.

LES SOLOMON

The 65C02 microprocessor used in theApple IIc microcomputer
is identified asif it werejustaCMOS version of the6502used in

theApple II, /I+, and liecomputers.However, investigation reveals
that four different versions of the 65C02 are manufactured; each
version is enhanced in a different way than the others.

All are hardware-interchangeable, in their conventional 40-pin
packages; the differences are in their instruction sets. The instruc
tion set of each is a supersetof the original 6502's instruction set.
This means that software written for one processor may-Dr may
not- wo rkw ith anotherversion.

How it started
Theoriginal 6502wascreated by theWesternDesign Center, who

sold the design to several semiconductor houses(Rockwell, Com
modore, GTE, and NCR). Each company now owned its own
version of the 65C02, so each could enhance it or not as desired.
Each chose to keep the 40-pin DIP configuration and to enhance
the instruction set, each in its own way

There are 56 instructions and 161 op codes in the basic 6502.
Those instructions arenot stored in the microprocessor in a ROM,
but in an instruction-decod ing matrix thatcanhold asmanyas256
(16 x 16) 8-bit op codes. When the matrix receives a particular
combination of binary dataCls and (2)'s), it "steers" the signalsto the
correct portion of the processor. In that way, each op code can
perform its unique function. However, w hen a semiconductor as
complex as a microprocessor is designed, the instruction-set ma
trix has anumberof unused positions. Those unused (and unidenti
fied) positionsin thematrixare usually ignored by theconventional
user-but not by others.
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Undocumented op codes 
All op codes are stored in a PLA (Programmable Logic Array) that 

is is microprogrammed during manufacture The PIA ensures that 
instructions are fetched from memory via the data bus, latched into 
the instruction register, and then decoded (along with timing and 
interrupt signals) to generate control signals fa the various registers 

So, from a functional standpoint, the instruction register is where 
the software meets the hardware, in essence, it runs the whole 
show 

As previously mentioned, the instruction register can have as 

many as 256 different 8 -bit combinations However, note that the 
NMOS 6502 and Commodore's bare-bones 65CO2 use only 151 of 
the 256 possible slots But what happens to the other, unused, 105 

slots') 
When a manufacturer designs a microprocessor, he makes sure 

that everything cav?red by the pertinent specifications is included 
in the IC That includes microprogramming the instruction decoder 
to accept the IC's standard instruction set 

THE 65816 

In many ways. the 65816 stands in relation to the 6502 as the 8088 
stands to the 8080. First, it has a 16 -bit internal data bus. but an 8- 
bit internal data bus This means that all 16 -bit memory accesses 
take two clock cycles. effectively reducing its potential speed by a 
factor of two Second, the register structure of the 65816 closely 
expands upon that of the 6502. in that all the 8 -bit registers have 
been extended to 16 bits In addition, a new register. called the 
direct -page register (D). has been added: it allows quick access as 
to page zero) to any 256 -byte page in the first 64K of the address 
space. 

One big improvement in the register structure is that the stack 
pointer is now sixteen bits. so the stack can be located anywhere in 
the first 64K of the address space, rather than being stuck on page 
one (5000- SOFF), as with the 6502. And, of course. it can have a 
depth greater than 256 bytes 

The mode (native or 6502 emulation) is set by a new bit (M) in the 
processor status register. Several new instructions (SEP and REP) 
allow you to manipulate individual bits in the status register. 

Address modes available include all the original 6502 modes. 
the NCR 65CO2 modes, and Rockwell's additional 65CO2 mode, 
as well as eight new 65816 modes. 

The 65816 has the three hardware interrupts of the 6502 (Reset. 
NMI. and IRQ). and a new one. called Abort, which may be used to 
implement a virtual -memory system. As in the 6502. the interrupt 
vectors are located in the highest locations of the first 64K of 
memory. 

Software interrupts include the old BRK instruction. as well as a 
new COP instruction, used for interlacing a co- processor IC. In 
addition. two instructions adapted from the 6800 family, WAI (wait) 
and STP ( stop). halt the processor until a hardware interrupt occurs 
(NMI or IRO). or until the processor is reset, respectively. 

For more information on the 65816 and the 65802 (as well as the 
6502 and the various 65CO2's). an excellent starting point is 
65816 65802 Assembly Language Programming. written by 
Michael Fischer, and published by Osborne McGraw -Hill (1986). 

But what about the unused slots in the matrix? Often, because 
they're not specified for use by any particular instruction, those 
portions of the matrix are fabricated at random, so they may or may 
not contain data that can function as an op code. 

The bulk of those undocumented op codes will be useless. 
However, its likely that one or more of the unused slots contains a 

workable op code But it's impossible to predict where in the 
matrix it might be found (i e , no one knows its hexadecimal code), 
what it is, or what it does 

Hacking the 6502 
SirKe the test microprocessor was used in the first microcom- 

puter, there has been a software underground whose prime objec- 
tive is to try to find undocumented yet useful op codes in the 
unused portion of the instruction -decoding matrix Because the 
codes in the unused decoding- matrix slots are essentially random, 

they may or may not appear in all microprocessors of a given 
type -even those made by the same manufacturer 

Finding undocumented op codes is not easy Hackers write 
reams of machine - language software and use special hardware and 
software techniques to try to discover them. And, although their 
success rate has not been high, hackers did find a number of new 
and useful op codes in the 6502 (and in other microprocessors). 
The problem is, of course, that you could only be sure that a 

program using undocumented op codes would run on one ma- 
chine -your own! 

Even so, some of the useful undocumented op codes were used 
in private software to save many lines of programming code 
However those unique programs might not run on a different 
computer -even with one that used the same microprocessor 
from the same manufacturer For that reason some manufacturers 
include a warning in their documentation that they're not responsi- 
ble for undocumented op codes " 

When a microprocessor was second -sourced by a different 
manufacturer, many undocumented op codes simply didn't make 

the manufacturing transition and disappeared. But there are com- 
panies that specialize in second- sourcing a device, "warts and all," 
to maintain the undocumented op codes. 

In any case, several very handy undocumented op codes were 
discovered Some of the new op codes greatly reduced the 
number of lines of code required, and increased system speed 
Others allowed various forms of bit manipulation that made graph- 
ics faster However, since the processor was already in production, 
those op codes remained "underground" and were unused by the 
general programming public 

The point is that semiconductor manufacturers maintain a log of 
undocumented op codes and what each does. So it's possible 
that, in creating a CMOS 6502, a manufacturer saw a way to enhance 
its version of the microprocessor by incorporating one or more 
undocumented op codes 

The new 65C04's 
One manufacturer, Commodore Semiconductor, diffuses a "plain 

vanilla" 65002 which is just a CMOS version of the 6502 It runs all 

the conventional 6502 op codes 
GTE's version adds eight new instructions to the 56 of the original 

6502, for a total of 64 instructions and 178 op codes The NCR 

version includes GTE's new instruction set, but adds two of its own 
(for a total of 66 instructions and 178 op codes). Rockwell's 65CO2 

has not only GTE's and NCR's new instructions, but four more The 

new instructions of all manufacturers are shown in Table 1, Table 2 

compares the number of instructions and op codes of each man- 

ufacturer's version of the 65CO2 

New address modes 
It should be obvious that Rockwell's 65(02 is the most enhanced 

of the 65CO2's It has 12 more instructions and 49 more op codes 
than the original 6502. It has so many more op codes than the 
original because Rockwell also added three new addressing 
modes to the 65(02. 

The first of the new modes is called Indexed Absolute Direct 
(ABS,X). The contents of the second and third instruction bytes are 

added to the X register The 16 -bit result is a memory address 
containing the effective address The only instruction to use this 
mode is a JMP instruction (JMP(ABS,X)). 

The second new addressing mode is called Zero Page Relative 
Addressing (ZRREL). It's used for bit -testing a zero-page location 
with a mask value specified as part of the instruction. The op codes 
SOF, $1F, S2F, . SEF, SFF use the ZRREL mode 

The third addressing mode is called Indirect (IND) The second 
byte of the instruction contains a zero-page address serving as the 
indirect pointer This mode is not used by any new instructions, but 
by several old ones, including ADC, AND, CMR EOR, IDA, ORA, 

SBC, and STA. Table 1 contains a complete chart of all op codes for 
all versions (to date) of the 6502 and 65CO2 Thanks goes to 
Rockwell for permission to adapt and print it here 

Hew address modes
It should be obvious that Rockwell's 65C02 is the most enhanced

of the 65C02's: It has 12 more instructions and 49 more op codes
than the original 6502. It has so many more op codes than the
orig inal because Rockwell also added three new address ing
mod es to the 65C02.

The first of the new modes is called Indexed Abso lute Direct
(A BS,X). The co ntents of the second and third instruction bytes are
added to the X register The 16-bit result is a memory ad d ress
co ntaining the effec tive address. The on ly instruction to use this
mode is a JMP instruction (JMPCA BS,X».

The second new addressing mode is called Zero Page Relative
Addressing (Z P,REL). It's used for b it-testing a zero-page location
with a maskvalue spec ified aspart of the instruction.The op codes
$0F, $1F, $2F, . . . $EF, $FF use the Zp,RELmode.

The third addressing mode is called Ind irect ( IND). The second
byte of the instruction contains a zero-page address seNing as the
ind irect pointer This mode is not used by any new instructio ns,but
by several o ld ones, includi ng A DC, AND, CMp, EOR, LDA, ORA,
SBC, and STA.Tabl e 1co ntains a co mplete chart of all op codes for
all versions (to date) of the 6502 and 65C02. Thanks goes to
Rockwell for pe rmission to adapt and print it here.

The new 65C02's
One manufacturer, Commod ore Semiconductor, diffuses a "p lain

vanilla" 65C02 which is just a CMOS version of the 6502. It runs all
the conventional 6502 op codes.

GTE'sversion addseight new instruct ions to the 56 of the original
6502, for a total of 64 instructi ons and 178 op codes. The NCR
version includes GTE's new instruction set, but adds two of its own
(for a total of 66 instructions and 178 op codes) . Rockwell's 65C02
has not only GTE's and NCR's new instructi ons, but four more. The
new instructions of all manufacturers are shown in Table 1; Tabl e 2
compares the number of instructions and op codes of each man-
ufacturer's version of the 65C02. .

THE 65816

they may or may not appear in all microprocessors of a given
type---even those made by the same menutecturer

Finding und ocumented op codes is not easy. Hackers write
reamsof machine-languagesoftware and use spec ial hardw are and
software techniq ues to try to di scover them. And, altho ugh their
success rate has not been high, hackers d id find a number of new
and useful op codes in the 6502 (and in other microprocessors).
The problem is, of course, that you co uld only be sure that a
program using undocumented op codes would run on one ma
chine-your own!

Even so, some of the useful und ocum ented op codes were used
in p rivate software to save many lines of programming code.
How ever those unique programs might not run on a different
computer--even with one that used the same microprocessor
from the same rnenutecturer For that reason some manufacturers
include awa rning in their documentation that they 're "not responsi
bl e for undocumented op codes ."

When a microprocessor was second -sourced by a d ifferent
manufacturer, many undocumented op cod es simp ly didn't make
the manufacturing transition and di sappeared . But there are co m
panies that specialize in second-sourcing a device, "warts and all,"

In many ways, the 65816stands in relation to the 6502 as the 8088 t-_-,t=o -;-:-maintain the undocumented op codes.
stands to the 8080. First, it has a 16-bit internal data bus, but an 8- In any case, several very handy und ocumented op codes were
bit internal data bus. This means that all 16-bit memory accesses discovered. Some of the "new" op codes greatly reduced the
take two clock cycles, effectively reducing its potential speed by a number of lines of code requ ired , and increased system speed.
factor of two. Second, the register structure of the 65816 closely Othersallow ed various forms of bi t manipulation thatmadegruph-
expands upon that of the 6502, in that all the 8-bit registers have ics fester How ever,since the processor was already in production,
been extended to 16 bits. In addition, a new register, called the
direct-page register (0 ), has been added; it allows quick access (as those op codes remained "und erground " and were unused by the
to page zero) to any 256-byte page in the first 64K of the address general programming publ ic.
space. .The point is that semiconductor manufacturers maintain a log of

One big improvement in the register structure is that the stack undocumented op codes and w hat each does. So it's possible
pointer is now sixteen bits, so the stack can be located anywhere in that, in creating aCMOS6502, a manufacturer saw aw ay to enhance
the first 64K ofthe address space, rather than being stuck on page its version of the microprocessor by incorporating one or more
one ($000--$0FF) , as with the 6502. And, of course, it can have a und ocumented op codes.
depth greater than 256 bytes.

The mode (native or 6502 emulation) is set by anew bit (M) in the
processor status register. Several new instructions (SEP and REP)
allow you to manipulate individual bits in the status register.

Address modes available include all the original 6502 modes,
the NCR 65C02 modes, and Rockwell's additional 65C02 mode,
as well as eight new 65816 modes.

The 65816has the three hardware interrupts of the 6502 (Reset,
NMI, and IRQ), and a new one, called Abort, which may be used to
implement a virtual-memory system. As in the 6502, the interrupt
vectors are located in the highest locations of the first 64K of
memory.

Software interrupts include the old BRK instruction, as well as a
new COP instruction, used for interfacing a co-processor IC. In
addition, two instructions adapted from the 6800 family, WAI (wait)
and STP (stop), halt the processor until a hardware interrupt occurs
(NMI or IRQ), or until the processor is reset, respectively.

For more information on the 65816and the 65802 (as well as the
6502 and the various 65C02 's), an excellent starting point is
65816165802 Assembly Language Programming, written by
Michael Fischer, and published by Osbome McGraw-Hili (1986).

But w hat about the unused slots in the matrix? Often, because
they're not spec ified for use by any particular instruction, tho se
portionsof the matrix are fabri cated at random, so they mayor may
not co ntain data that can funct ion as an op code.

The b ulk of those undocumented op codes wi ll be useless.
However, it's likely that one or more of the unused slots co ntains a
workable op code. But it's impossible to predict where in the
matrix it might be found (i. e.,no one knows its hexadecimal code),
what it is, or what it does.

Hacking the 6502
Since the first microprocessor was used in the first microc om

puter, there hasbeen a software und erground whose p rime objec
tive is to try to find undocumented yet useful op codes in the
unused portion of the instruction-d ecoding matrix. Because the
codes in the unused decoding-matrix slots are essent ially rand om,

Undocumented op codes
All op codes are stored in a PLA(Programmab le Logic Array) that

is is microprogrammed d uring manufacture. The PLA ensures that
instructions are fetched from memory via the data bus, latched into
the instruct ion register, and then decoded (along w ith timing and
interrupt signals) to generate control signals for the various registers.
So, from a functional stand point, the instructi on register is where
the software meets the hardware; in essence, it runs the w hole
show.

As previously ment ioned, the instruction register can have as
many as 256 d iffe rent 8-bit combinations. How ever, no te that the
NMOS 6502 and Commodore'sbare-bones 65C02 use only 151 of
the 256 poss ible slots. Butwhat happens to the other, unused , 105
slots?

When a manufacturer des igns a microprocessor, he makes sure
that everything covered by the pe rtinent specifications is included
in the Ie. That includes microprogramming the instruction d ecoder
to accept the ICs stand ard instructio n set.
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TABLE 1-6502 OP CODES 

4 5 6 7 6 9 A B C D E F 

BRK ORA 
Implied (IND. X) 

1 7 2 6 

TSB 
ZP 

2 5 

ORA 
ZP 

2 3 

ASL 

ZP 

2 5 

MR BO 

ZP 
2 5 

PMP 
Implied 

1 3 

ORA ASL 
IMM Accum 

2 2 1 2 

TSB 
ABS 
3 6 

ORA 
ABS 
3 4 

ASL 
ABS 
3 6 

B8R0 
ZP 

3 5" 

BPL ORA 
Rotative (IND). Y 

2 2" 2 5' 

ORA 
(IND) 
2 5 1 

TRB 
ZP 

2 5 

ORA 
ZP. X 

2 4 

ASL 

ZP, X 

2 6 

AMBI 
ZP 

2 5 

CLC 
Implied 

1 2 

ORA 
ABS Y 

3 4 

INC 
Accum 

1 2 

TRB 
ABS 
3 6 

ORA 
ABS. X 

3 4' 

AS. 
ABS, X 

3 7 

B8R1 
ZP 

3 5" 

JSR AND 

ABS (IND. X) 

3 6 2 6 

I BIT AND 

ZP ZP 

2 3 2 3 

ROL 

ZP 
2 5 

RMB2 
ZP 

2 5 

PLP 

Implied 
1 4 

AND ROL 

IMM Accum 

2 2 1 2 

BIT 
ABS 
3 4 

AND 
ABS 
3 4 

ROL 
ABS 
3 6 

B8R2 
ZP 

3 5" 

BMI 
Relative 
2 2" 

AND 

(IND). Y 

2 5' 

AND 
(IND) 
2 5 

BIT 
ZP. X 

2 4 

ANO 

ZP. X 

2 4 

ROL 

ZP, X 

2 6 

RMB3 
ZP 

2 5 

SEC 
Implied 

1 2 

AND 
ABS. Y 

3 4' 

DEC 
Accum 

1 2 

BIT 
ABS, X 

3 4' 

AND 
ABS. X 

3 4' 

ROL 
ABS, X 

3 7 

B8R3 
ZP 

3 5" 

RTI 
Impled 

1 6 

FOR 
(IND. X) 

2 6 

FOR 
ZP 

2 3 

LSR 
ZP 

2 5 

RMB4 

ZP 
2 5 

PHA 
Implied 

1 3 

FOR LSR 
1MM Accum 

2 2 1 2 

JMP 
ABS 
3 3 

FOR 
ABS 
3 4 

LSR 
ABS 
3 6 

8884 
ZP 

3 5" 

BVC 
Relative 
2 2" 

FOR 
(IND). Y 

2 5' 

FOR 
(IND) 
2 5 

FOR 
ZP, X 

2 4 

LSR 
ZP. X 

2 6 

RMB5 
ZP 

2 5 

CLI 
Impaled 

1 2 

FOR 
ABS. Y 

3 4 

PUY 
Implied 

1 3 

FOR 
ABS. X 

3 4' 

LSR 
ABS. X 

3 7 

8885 
ZP 

3 5 

RTS 
Impaled 

1 6 

ADC 
(IND, X) 

2 6t 

STZ 
ZP 

2 3 

ADC 
ZP 

2 3t 

ROR 

ZP 
2 5 

RMBB 

ZP 
2 5 

PLA 
Implied 

1 4 

ADC 

IMM 
2 21 

ROR 
Accum 

1 2 

JMP 
(ABS) 
3 6 

ADC 
ABS 

3 41 

ROR 
ABS 
3 6 

B8R6 
ZP 

3 5" 

BVS ADC 
Rwarv (IND), Y 

2 2" 2 51 

ADC 
(IND) 
2 St 

STZ 
ZP. X 

2 4 

ADC 
ZP, X 

2 4t 

ROR 
ZP..X 
2 6 

RMB7 
2P 

2 5 

SEI 
Imphod 

1 2 

ADC 
ABS. Y 

3 4't 

PLY 
Implied 

1 4 

JMP 
(ABS, 

3 6 

ADC 
ABS. X 

3 4'1 

ROR 
ABS. X 

3 7 

BBR7 
ZP 

3 5" 

BRA 
Relative 

2 3' 

STA 
(INO. X) 

2 6 

STY 
ZP 

2 3 

STA 
2P 

2 3 

STX 
ZP 

2 3 

SMBO 
ZP 

2 5 

DEY 
Implied 

1 2 

BIT 
IMM 

2 2 

TXA 
Implied 

1 2 

STY 
ABS 
3 4 

STA 
ABS 
3 4 

STX 
ABS 
3 4 

BBSO 
ZP 

3 5" 

BCC 
ANOve 
2 2" 

STA 
(IND). Y 

2 6 

STA 
(IND) 
2 5 

STY 

ZP. X 

2 4 

STA 
ZP, X 

2 4 

STX 

ZP. Y 

2 4 

SMBI 
ZP 

2 5 

TYA 
Implied 

1 2 

STA 
ABS, Y 

3 5 

TXS 
Impaled 

1 2 

STZ 
ABS 
3 4 

STA 
ABS. X 

3 5 

STZ 
ABS. X 

3 5 

88SI 
ZP 

3 5" 

LDY 
IMM 
2 2 

LOA 
(IND, X) 

2 6' 
LOX 

IMM I 

2 2 i 

LDY 
ZP 

2 3 

LDA 
ZP 

2 3 

LOX 

ZP 
2 3 

SMB2 
ZP 

2 5 

TAY 
Implied 

1 2 

LOA 
IMM 
2 2 

TAX 
Impaled 

1 2 

LDY 
ABS 
3 4 

LDA 
ABS 
3 4 

' LDX 
ABS 
3 4 

B8S2 
ZP 

3 5" 
BCS 

Relative 
2 2 

LOA 
(IND). Y 

2 5' 

LOA 

(IND) 
2 5 

LDY 
2P, X 

2 4 
! 

LOA 
ZP, X 

2 4 

LOX 
ZP. Y 

2 4 

SMB3 
ZP 

2 5 

co/ 
Implied 

1 2 

IDA 
ABS, Y 

3 4' 

TSX 
Implied 

1 2 

LDY 
ABS, X 

3 4' 

LDA 
ABS X 

3 4' 

LOX 
ABS. Y 

3 4' 

88S3 
ZP 

3 5" 
CPY 
IMM 
2 2 

CMP 
(IND, X) 

2 6 

CPY 
ZP 

2 3 

CMP 
ZP 

2 3 

DEC 
ZP 

2 5 

SMB4 
ZP 

2 5 

INY 
Impaled 

1 2 

CMP 
IMM 
2 2 

DEX 
Nnpaled 

1 2 

CPY 
ABS 
3 4 

CMP 
ABS 
3 4 

.__. 
DEC 
ABS 
3 6 

BBS4 
ZP 

3 5" 
BNE 

Recativi 
2 2" 

CMP 
(IND). Y 

2 5' 

CMP 
(IND) 
2 5 

CUP 
ZP. X 

2 4 

DEC 
ZP. X 

2 6 

SMB5 
ZP 

2 5 

CLD 
Implied 

1 2 

CMP 
ABS. Y 

3 4' 

mix 
wood 

1 3 

CMP 
ABS. X 

3 4' 

DEC 
ABS, X 

3 7 

BBSS 
ZP 

3 5" 
CPX 
IMM 
2 2 

SBC 
(IND, X) 

2 61 

CPX 
ZP 

2 3 

WC 
ZP 

2 31 

INC 

ZP 
2 5 

SM136 

ZP 
2 5 

INX 

impied 
1 2 

SBC 
IMM 

2 21 

NOP 
longed 

1 2 

CPX 
ABS 
3 4 

SBC 
ABS 

3 4t 

INC 
ABS 
3 6 

BBS6 
ZP 

3 5" 
BEO 

RNatrve 
2 2" 

SBC 
(IND). Y 

2 5'1 

SBC 
(INO) 

2 51 

SBC 
ZP, X 

2 41 

INC 

ZP. x 

2 6 

SMB7 
ZP 

2 5 

SED 
Implied 

1 2 

S8C 
ABS. Y 

3 4.1 

PO( 
Implied 

1 4 

SBC 
ABS, X 

3 4.1 

INC 
ABS. X 

3 7 

B8S7 
ZP 

3 5" 
o 

BRK 

2 3 

implied MNEMONIC 

1 7 ADDRESSING MODE 
f - -_ CLOCK CYCLES 

NUMBER OF BYTES 

4 5 6 

NCR 
AND 

ROCKWELL 

7 

Incompatible compatibles 
Inc proliferation of o502 clones- (cloning really began in 1975 

when IMSAI "cloned" their version of the Altair 8800) can lead to 
confusion and incompatibility. For example, a program written 
using Rockwell's enhanced branching instructions is guaranteed not 
to work on an Apple /lc, which uses the NCR IC 

So programmers and systems developers are faced with a 
choice: Stick to the original 6502 instruction set and maintain 
compatibility at the expense of performance, or use the enhanced 
instructions, knowing that programs may not run on all machines. 

8 9 A B C D E F 

ROCKWELL teak! 1 to N A m deamal mode 
ONLY 'Add 1 to N A page boundary Is crowed 

"Add I to N A branch occurs to same page 
Add 2 lo N A branch occurs to deferent page 

o 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

e 

9 

A 

B 

C 

0 

E 

F 

The bottom line is that the only way to guarantee compatibility is 
to stick to the manufacturer's specified hardware Anything else is a 
gamble 

In this article we have examined the 6502 family of micro- 
processors The original 6502 was used in numerous machines from 
Apple, Commodore, Atari, and many others In spite of many 
predictions of its early demise, it and its descendants are still being 
used in many personal computers and dedicated controllers We 
hope this article has helped you understand the major differences 
between the various members of the 6502 famiIy*m$ 
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TABLE 1-6502 OP CODES

7

5

2

F

4

5
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2

3

F

9

6

7
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o

E

C

FEoCBA96650 1 2 3 4 .- .•. __ .-

BRK ORA TSB ORA ASL RMBO PHP ORA ASL TSB ORA ASl. BBAO

Implied (IND, Xl ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Accum ABS ABS ABS ZP

2 5 2 3 2 5 2 5 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 6 3 4 3 6 3 5"1 7 2 6

BPL ORA ORA TRB ORA ASL RMB 1 CLC ORA INC TRB ORA ASL BBR,

Rel~tive (IND), Y (IND) ZP ZP,X ZP,X ZP Implied ABS,Y Accum ABS ABS, X ABS, X ZP

2 2·· 2 5· 2 5 2 5 2 4 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4' 1 2 3 6 3 4· 3 7 3 5··

JSR AND BIT AND ROL RMB2 PLP AND ROL BIT AND ROL BBR2

ABS (IND, Xl ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Accum ABS ABS ABS ZP

3 6 2 6 2 3 2 3 2 5 2 5 1 4 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 6 3 5· ·

BMI AND AND BIT AND ROL RMB3 SEC AND DEC BIT AND ROL BBR3

Relative (IND), Y (IND) ZP, X ZP,X ZP, X ZP Implied ABS , Y Accum ABS,X ABS , X ABS, X ZP

2 2·· 2 5· 2 5 2 4 2 4 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4' 1 2 3 4· 3 4· 3 7 3 5··

RTI EOR EOR LSR RMB4 PHA EOR LSR JMP EOR LSR BBR4

Implied (IND, X) ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Accum ABS ABS ABS ZP
1 6 2 6 2 3 2 5 2 5 1 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 4 3 6 3 5··

BVC EOR eOR EOR LSR RMB5 Cli EOR PHY EOR LSR BBRS

Relative (IND), Y (IND) ZP,X ZP,X ZP Implied ABS , Y Implied ABS, X ABS , X ZP

2 2·· 2 5· 2 5 2 4 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4· 1 3 3 4· 3 7 3 5··

- RT S AOC- ----- STZ - ADC- - ROR- RMB6 PLA ADC ROR JMP - ADC RCR BBR6

Implied (INO, X) ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Accum (ABS) ASS ABS ZP

1 6 2 6t 2 3 2 3t 2 5 2 5 1 4 2 2t 1 2 3 6 3 4t 3 6 3 5··

BVS ADC ADC STZ ADC ROR RMB7 SEI ADC PLY JMP ADC ROR BBR7

Relative (IND), Y (INO) ZP,X ZP, X ZP"X ZP Implied ABS, Y Implied ABS.X ABS, X ABS, X ZP

2 2·· 2 5·t 2 5t 2 4 2 4t 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4·t , 4 3 6 3 4·t 3 7 3 5··

BRA STA STY STA STX 5MBO DEY BIT TXA STY STA STX BBSO
Relative (IND, Xl ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Implied ABS ABS ABS ZP

2 3· 2 6 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 5 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 5··

BCC STA STA STY STA STX 5MB1 TYA STA TXS STZ STA STZ BBS1
Relative (IND), Y (INO) ZP,X ZP, X ZP, Y ZP Implied ABS, Y Implied ABS ABS , X ABS, X ZP
2 2· · 2 6 2 5 2 4 2 4 , 2 4 2 5 1 2 3 5 1 2 3 4 3 5 3 5 3 5··

LOY LOA LOX LOY LOA LOX 5MBl TAY LOA TAX LOY LOA LOX BBS2
IMM (IND, Xl IMM ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Implied ABS ABS ABS ZP
2 2 2 6 2 2 2 3 2 3 2 3 2 5 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 5··

BCS LOA LOA LOY LOA LOX 5MB3 CLV LOA TSX LOY LOA LOX BBS3
Relative (IND), Y (IND) ZP,X ZP, X ZP , Y ZP Implied ABS , Y Implied ABS , X ABS , X ABS, Y ZP
2 2· ' 2 5· 2 5 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 5 1 2 3 4" 1 2 3 4' 3 4· 3 4· 3 5··

CPY CMP CPY CMP DEC 5MB4 INY CMP DEX CPY CMP DEC BBS4
IMM (IND, X) ZP ZP ZP ZP Implied IMM Implied ABS ABS ABS ZP
2 2 2 6 2 3 2 3 2 5 2 5 1 2 2 2 1 2 3 4 3 4 3 6 3 5'-

BNE CMP CMP CMP DEC 5MB5 CLD CMP PHX CMP DEC BBSS
Relative (IND), Y (IND) ZP , X ZP ,X ZP Implied ABS, Y Implied ABS, X ABS, X ZP
2 2· ' 2 5· 2 5 2 4 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4' 1 3 3 4· 3 7 3 5··

CPX SBC CPX SBC INC 5MB6 INX SBC NOP CPX sse INC BBS6
IMM (IND, Xl ZP zp ZP ZP Implied IMM Implied ABS ABS ABS ZP
2 2 2 6t 2 3 2 3t 2 5 2 5 1 2 2 2t 1 2 3 4 3 4t 3 6 3 5··

BEQ SBC SBe SBC INC 5MB 7 SED SBC PLX SBC INC BBS7
Relative (IND), Y (IND) ZP, X ZP,X ZP Implied ABS, Y Implied ABS , X ABS, X ZP
2 2· ' 2 5·t 2 5t 2 4t 2 6 2 5 1 2 3 4't , 4 3 4·t 3 7 3 5··

LSD

3

4

E

9

6

8

A

o

B

e

oen
:E

o

BRK~
Implied I MNEMONIC

1 7~ ADDRESSING MODE
t ---.J CLOCK CYCLES
---NUMBER OF BYTES

tAdd 1 to N if in decimal mode .
•Add 1 to N if page boundary is crossed.

'·Add 1 to N if branch occurs to same page ;
Add 2 to N if branch occurs to different page .

o 2 3 4 5 6

DROt~£ELL

7 8 9 AD ROg~'[jELL

B C D E F

Incompatible compatibles
The proliferation of 6502 "clones" (c loning really began in 1975

when IMSAI "clo ned" their version of the A ltair 8800) can lead to
confusion and incompatibi lity. For examp le, a program w ritten
usingRockwell'senhanced branching instructions isguaranteed not
to w ork on an Apple lie, w hich uses the NCR IC

So programmers and systems d evelopers are faced w ith a
cho ice: Stick to the original 6502 instruction set and maintain
compatibility at the expense of performance, or use the enhanced
instruct ions, knowing that programs may not run on all machines.

The bottom line is that the only way to guarantee compatib ility is
to stick to the manufacturer's specifi ed hardware.Anything else is a
gamble.

In this article we have examined the 6502 family of micro
processors.The original 6502 was used in numerousmachines from
A pp le, Commodore, Atar i, and many others. In sp ite of many
predictions of its early demise, it and its descendantsare st ill being
used in many personal comp uters and dedi cated controllers. We
hope this article has helped you understand the major di fferences
between the various members of the 6502 family.. CD.
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those of us interested in experiment- 
ing with robotics, the Armatron from 

Radio Shack was both agony and ecstasy 
Still available, Armatron is a low -cost, fully 
functioning robot arm with six degrees of 
freedom (meaning there are six different 
portions of the arm whose movement can 
be controlled) For robotics experimenta- 
tion, its serious shortcomings include the 
inability to lift anything of significant weight 
and its totally mechanical controls. While 
many different articles have described 
modifications that allow computer control 
of the Armatron, all required a substantial 
amount of mechanical skill. 

Many of those shortcor ,ngs have been 
eliminated in a new version of that device 
called the Mobil Armatron; that new version 
easily lends itself to computer control. In 

this article, well describe a simple corn - 
puter interface for the robot arm, as well as 

a comprehensive controller program for the 
Commodore 64 

COMPUTER - 
CONTROLLE D 
ROBOT 

An easy -to -build interface that lets you use your 
Commodore 64 computer to control a popular robot arm. 

The Interface 
The Mobile Armatron 's movement is con- 

trolled using a series of switches. Those 
switches are used to direct the motion of 
the unit's base (forward, back, left, and 
right), and to control the positioning and 
motion of the arm (arm up, arm down, wrist 
up, wrist down, wrist turn, and fingers 
open/clamp) Four D cells are used to provide ± 3 volts for the 
unit's motors By changing the polarity of the applied voltage, the 
motors can be reversed, therefore obtaining complimentary func- 
tions such as arm up and arm down. One motor each is used to 
control the left wheel, the right wheel, the movement of the arm, the 
movement of the wrist, and the wrist -turn/finger- position. Seven 
control wires run from the switches, which are located in a control 
module, to the motors; one wire each for positive or negative 
voltage, plus a retum (ground) vnre from each motor 

Because of its design, it is a relatively simple matter to control the 
Mobile Armatron using a personal computer All that is required is 

to replace the control module switches with a simple interface An 
appropriate circuit, designed for use with a Commodore 64, is 

shown in Fig. 1. 

In that circuit, the switches are replaced by low- current relays 
Those relays are activated by seven transistors, which are in turn 
controlled by seven of the eight available Commodore 64 user -port 
lines Use of low- current relays ensures that the 100 -mA maximum 
allowable current draw from the user port is not exceeded. 

Construction 
While the circuit is simple, we still recommend using a PC board. 

A suitable pattern for a double -sided board is shown in PC Service 
The corresponding parts- placement diagram is shown in Fig 2 

Once the board is etched, inspect it carefully for shorted or open 
traces, etc 

The main reason for using a double -sided board is mechanical 
rigidity Once assembled, the PC -board is mounted on a card -edge 
socket and soldered in place With a double -sided board, solder 
connections can be made on both sides, with a single -sided 
board, connections can be made only on one side 

If you find the thought of etching a double -sided board intim- 
idating, the component -side pattern can be eliminated Then, you 
will need to add a jumper between pad A and edge -connector 
pad 2 Remember that you will lose the rigidity offered by the 
double -sided design, so extra care must be taken when handling 
the unit 

JIM BARBARELLO 

Mount the components on the PC board as shown in Fig 2 If 

using a double -sided board, install a feedthrough at pad A; if using 
a single -sided board, install a jumper as previously discussed. 
Follow proper construction techniques. 

Once the board is complete, insert it into SO1, a 12- position 
card -edge socket with 0 156-inch spacing If you are only able to 
obtain a longer connector, for instance 22- position, it can be cut 

An easy-to-build interface that lets you use your
Commodore 64 computer to control a popular robot arm.

JIM BARBARELLO

Mount the components on the PC board as shown in Fig. 2. If
using a doub le-sided board, install a feedth rough at pad A; if using
a single-sided board, install a jumper as previously discussed.
Follow proper construct ion techniques.

Once the board is co mp lete, insert it into 50 1, a 12-position
card-edge socket w ith O.1 56-inch spacing. If you are only able to
obtain a longer co nnecto r, for instance 22-pos ition, it can be cut

COMPUTER·
ONTROLLED

ROBOT

Construction
While the circuit is simple, we still recommend using a PC board.

A suitab le pattern for a doubl e-sided board is shown in PC Service
The correspond ing parts-placement di agram is show n in Fig. 2.
Once the boa rd is etched, inspect it carefully for shorted or open
traces, etc. .

The main reason for using a doub le-sided board is mechanical
rigid ity.Once assembled, the PC-board is mounted on acard-edge
socket and solde red in place . With a double -sided board, solder
connections can be made on both sides; w ith a single-sided
board, connections can be made only on one side .

If you find the thought of etching a double -sided board intim
idating, the co mponent-side pattern can be eliminated . Then, you
will need to add a jumper between pad A and edge -connector
pad 2. Remember that you w ill lose the rigid ity offered by the
doub le-sided design, so extra care must be taken w hen handling
the unit.

The interface
The MobileArmatron'smovement iscon

trolled using a series of switches. Those
switches are used to d irect the motion of
the unit's base (forward, back, left, and
right), and to control the positioning and
motion of the arm (arm up, arm down , w rist
up, w rist dow n, w rist turn, and fingers
open/clamp). Four D ce lls are used to provide ± 3 volts for the
unit's motors. By changing the polarity of the applied voltage, the
motors can be reversed, therefore obtaining comp limentary func
tions such as arm up and arm down . One motor each is used to
control the left wheel , the right wheel, the movement of the arm,the
movement oLthe w rist, and the w rist-tum/fi nger-position. Seven
contro l wires run from the switches,wh ich are located in a co ntrol
module, to the motors; one w ire each for positive or negative
voltage, pl us a return (ground) w ire from each moto r.

Because of its design, it isa relatively simp le matter to control the
Mobile Armatron using a personal co mputer. A ll that is requi red is
to replace the co ntrol module switchesw ith a simp le interface. An
appropriate circuit, d esigned for use w ith a Commodore 64, is
shown in Fig. 1.

In that circuit, the switches are replaced by low-current relays.
Those relays are activated by seven transistors, whi ch are in turn
controlled by sevenof the eight available Commodore 64 user-port
lines. Use of low-current relays ensures that the 100-mA maximum
allowable current d raw from the user port is no t exceeded.

rorthose of us interested in experiment
ring w ith robot ics, the Armatron from
Radio Shack was both agony and ecstasy.
St ill available, Armatron is a low-cost, fully
functioning robot arm w ith six degrees of
freedom (meaning there are six d ifferent
portions of the arm w hose movement can
be controlled). For robotics experimenta
tion, its serious shortcomings include the
inability to lift anything of significant weight
and its totally mechanical controls . While
many different articles have described
modifications that allow computer control
of the Armatron, all requi red a substantial
amount of mechanical skill.

Many of those shortcor ,ings have bee n
eliminated in a new version of that device
called the MobilArmatron; that new version
easily lends itself to co mputer control. In
this art icle, we' ll describe a simp le com
puter interface for the robot arm, aswell as
a com prehensive controller program fo-r""""th;-'-e'--
Commodore 64.
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FIG. 1 -YOU CAN ADD COMPUTER CONTROL to a Radio -Shack 
Mobile Armatron with this simple interlace. It replaces the robot 
arm's control module. 

TO MOBILE ARMATRON 
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FIG. 2 -ONCE ALL PARTS ARE MOUNTED, this double -sided PC 
board is inserted into a 12- position card -edge connector and the 
circuit is connected to the Armatron. 

1 rem 
2 rem mobile armatrnn r 

3 rem name: robot 
4 rem (c) 1986, jjh 

5 rem manalapan, nj 07726 
6 rem . 1ñ7120 

7 rem 

10 dim a(12), :,(2W,1):v1u: :00 :p,: ;.u, 5000:poke 
56579,255:poke 56577,0 

20 a(1) =38:a(2) =70:a(3) =36:a(4) =34:a(5) =33:x(6) =65 
30 a( 7)= 40: a( 8)= 72: a( 9 ) =48 :a(10) =80 :a(11) =66 :a(12) =68 
40 ss$ =" 1234567890 +- ":rcS =chrS(5)+chr$(LB) 
50 gosub 31000:ro 6:co=10:gosub 5050: 

printrcS; "main Ten u" 
60 print:printtab(12); "< fl >: 

)earn " :print:printtab(12); "< f3 >: do" 
70 print:printtab(12); "< f5 >: save ":print:printtab(12); 

"< f7 >: retrieve" 
80 print:printtab(10); " <ctrl> q: quit (end) 

90 ro=19:cw10:gosub 50S0:print "which... " 

100 get sr$:if sr$ = "" then 100 

110 sr =asc(sr$1- 132:if sr= -115 then sr =5 
120 if sr <L or sr>5 then 90 

130 on sr gosub 200,300,400,600,800 
140 goto 50 
200 gosub 1000:j =b(0,0):x=0:rem'' learn mace "' 
210 get aS:if a$ = "" then 210 

220 if asc(aS) =133 then return 
230 gosub 2000:if i =O then poke 56577,0:goto 210 
240 poke 56577,a(i) 
250 get aS:if a$ = "" then x =x +l:goto 250 
260 poke 56577,0 
270 j= j+ 1:b(j,0) =i:b(j,1) =x:x =0:b(0,0) =j 
280 ro=i +10:co=5:gosub 5050:print midS(ss$,i,1);:goto 210 
300 rem" do procedure 
310 printchr$(147):printblS: 

print" do procedure ":printbt$:print 
320 if b(0,0) =0 then print "no procedure in memory. ": 

goto 375 
330 print "press any key to begin procedure." 

340 get aS:if a$ = "" then 340 
350 print "procedure execution in progress" 
355 for i =1 to b(0,0 ):poke 56577,a(h(i3O)) 
360 for j =1 to b(i,l) 

365 get aS:if a$ = "" then x =x +1:next j 

370 poke 56577,0:for j =1 to 500:next j: 

next i:print "procedure done." 

375 ro=18:co =0:gosub5050: 
print "press any key to return to the menu." 

380 get aS:if aS = "" then 380 

390 return 
400 rem" save procedure 
410 printchr$(147):printhl$: 

print" save procedure ":printblS:print 
420 if b(0,0) =0 then print "no procedure in memory. ": 

goto 480 
430 input "enter file name to save ";f$ 
440 open 1,8,L5:open 2,8,2, "?0: " +f$ + ",s,r ": 

input$1,e,ed$,tn,hl :close 1:close 2 

450 if e=62 then 500 

460 print "file exists. continue (y /n)... ";:gosub 1500 
470 if aS = "y" then 500 

480 print "abort. press any key..." 
490 get aS:if a$ = "" then 490 
495 return 
500 open 2,8,2, "?0: " +f$ + ",s,0:print: 

print "saving procedure. wait." 
510 for i =0 to b( 0, 01 :printl2,b(i3O):printl2,b(i,1): 

next i:close 2:close 15 

520 print:print "procedure saved. press any key. ":goto 490 

dawn to the proper length That's what was done in the author's 
prototype. (See Fig. 3 ) Solder each edge -connector pad to the 
corresponding terminal on the socket For double -sided boards, 
remember to solder on both sides 

Connecting the interface 
Place the Mobile Armetron's controller module face down and 

remove the six screws that hold the unit together When you remove 
the rear half of the case you will see a PC board that is held in place 
with just a single screw Remove that screw and the board 
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FIG. 1-YOU CAN ADD COMPUTER CONTROL to a Radio-Shack
Mobile Armatron with this simple interface. It replaces the robot
arm's control module.

down to the proper length. That's what was done in the author's
prototype. (See Fig. 3.) Solde r each edge-co nnector pad to the
correspon di ng terminal on the socket. For d oubl e-sid ed board s,
remember to solde r on both sides.

1 rem ******************************* **
2 ran ** mobi le arrnat ron software **
3 rem ** narre : robo t **
4 ran ** (c ) 1986 , j jb **
5 rem ** manalapan , nj 07726 **
6 rem ** v 8613928 **
7 rem *********************************
10 dim a( 12) ,b(250 , 1) :gosub 3000:gosub 50ee : poke

56579, 255:poke 56577,13
20 a(1) =38:a(2) =70:a (3) =36:a (4)= 34:a(5) =33:a {6)=65
30 a (7) =40:a (8)=72: a (9 )=48:a (10)=80:a (ll )=66:a (12) =68
413 ss$="1234567890+- " :rc$=chr$ (5)+chr$ (18)
513 gosub 30130 : ro =6:co=10:go s ub 5050:

pr i ntrc$ ; " m a i n "Tl e n u
613 pr int :pr i ntt ab (12) ; "< fl >:

learn" :print : printtab(12) ;"< f3 >: do"
713 print : pr inttab (12) ;"< f5 >: sa ve" :print :printtab(l2) ;

"< f7 >: re trieve"
813 print : pr inttab(lO) ; "<ctr l > q: qui t (end)
913 rO=19:co=10:gos ub 513513 : print "which ••. "
100 ge t s r$ : if s r $="" t hen lee
110 sr=asc(sr$ )-132 :if sr=-11 5 then sr=5
120 if sr<l or sr>5 t hen 90
1313 on sr gosub 2013 ,3013 ,41313 ,6130 ,800
140 goto 50
2013 gosub 10130:j=b (0, 0) : x=0: r em*** l earn mode ***
210 get a$:if as="" t hen 2113
220 i f asc(a$) =133 then retur n
230 gosub 2000:if i=0 t hen poke 56577,13 :goto 210

_ 240 poke 56577, a (i )
250 ge t a$ : if a$="" th en x=x+1 :goto 250
260 poke 56577 , 0
270 j =j+1 :b (j , 0) =i :b (j ,1 )=x: x=0:b (0, 0)=j
280 ro=i+10: co=5:gos ub 50513 : print mid$ (ss$ , i ,l) ; :goto 210
3130 rem** do procedure
3113 printchr$(1 47) : printbl$ :

print " do procedure" :printbl$ :print
320 if b (O ,13) =O t hen print "no procedur e i n rtaPory . " :

got o 375
330 print"press any key t o beg i n pr oced ure . "
3413 ge t a$ : if a$="" t hen 3413
3513 pr int "procedure execut i on in progress"
355 fo r i =l to b(13 ,0) :poke 56577,a(b(i ,13»
360 for j =l to b (i , l )
365 get a$:if a$="" then x=x+l :next j
370 poke 56577, 13 :for j =l t o 5013 :next j :

next i :pr i nt"procedure done ."
375 ro=18:co=13 :gos ub5050:

pr i nt "press any key to return t o t he menu. "
3813 ge t as : i f a$="" then 3813
3913 re t urn
4013 rem** sa ve proced ure
410 pr int chr $(147) :print b1$:

print" save procedure" :p rint bl$ :print
4213 if b( O,O)=O then print "no proced ure in cremory . " :

goto 4813
430 i nput "ent er file nan-e t o sa ve";f$
440 open 1,8 ,15 :open 2, 8,2 ," @0 : "+f$+" ,s ,r" :

input #1, e ,ed$, tn ,b1:close l :close 2
4513 if e=62 then 51313
4613 print "f ile ex ists . cont inue (y/ n) ••• ";:gosub 151313
4713 if a$="y" then 5013
4813 print "abort . press any key• •• "
4913 get as : if a$='''' then 4913
495 return
5130 open 2,8 ,2 , "@13 : "+f$+" ,s ,w" :print :

print"saving pr ocedure . wait . "
5113 for i=13 to b (O ,O) : pr i nt# 2, b (i, 0) : print# 2, b (i, 1) :

next i:c1ose 2:close 15
5213 print :print "procedure sa ved. press any key. " :goto 490
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FIG. 2-0NCE ALL PARTS ARE MOUNTED, this double-sided PC
board is inserted into a 12-position card-edge connector and the
circuit is connected to the Armatron.

Connecting the interface
Place the Mob ile Armatron 's con trol ler mod ule face down and

remove the six screws that hold the unit together. When you remove
the rear half of the case you w ill see a PC board that is held in p lace
w ith j ust a single screw. Remove that screw and the board .
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146 

600 rem" retrieve procedure 
610 printchrS(147) :printbl$: 

print" retrieve procedure ":printblS:print 
620 if b(0,0)0 then 650 
630 print "procedure in memory. continue (y /n) ? ";:gosub 1 

640 if aS "n" then print "abort. ";:goto 700 

650 input "enter file name to retrieve ";fS 
660 open 1,8,15:open 2,8,2, "P0: " +fS + ".s,r ": 

inputtl,e,edS,tn,bl:close 1:close 2 
670 if e0 then 720 
680 if e62 then print "file doesn't exist. "; 

690 print "press any key." 
700 get aS:if aS "" then 700 
710 return 
720 print "retrieving procedure. wait. ": 

open 2,8,2, "p0: " +fS + ",a,r" 
730 irputt2,b(0,0):inputt2,b(0,1) 
740 for i1 to b(0,0):inputt2,b(i3O): 

inputt2,b(i,1):next:close 2 
750 print "retrieval complete. ";:goto 690 
800 rep" end 
810 ro5:co10:gosub '450:for q1 to 16: 

print tab(10);bS:next 
820 ro10:co0:gosub 5050:closel:close2 
830 print "program ended. to re- enter, type goto 50 "; 

840 print:end 
1000 rem" learn node screen 
1005 printchrS(147):printblS 
1006 print" mobile armatron robot learn mate ": 

printblS:print 
1007 print" press key to do function. press any other 

key to stop. "; 

1008 print" press <fl> to return to menu. ":print 

1009 print" key function ": 
print" -- ------------ -------- " 

1010 printtab(5); "1 forward ":printtab(5); "2 backward" 
1020 printtab(5); "3 right forward turn ": 

printtab(5); "4 left forward turn" 

1030 pcinttah(5); "5 arm up ":printtab(5); "6 arm down" 
1040 pcinttab(5); "7 wrist up ": 

printtab(5) ; "8 wrist down" 
1050 printtab(5); "9 hand turn ": 

printtab(5); "0 fingers move in /out" 

1060 printtab(5); "+ right reverse turn" 
1070 printtab(5); "- left reverse turn" 
1080 return 
1500 get aS:if aS "" then 1500 
1510 aSchrS(asc(aS) and 223) 
1520 if a$<> "y" and aS< > "n" then 1500 

1530 print aS:return 
2000 rem" position in string 
2010 for i1 to 12:if aSmidS(ssS,i,l) then 2030 
2020 next:i0:return 
2030 roi +10:co5:gosub 5050:printrcS;aS:return 
3000 rem" format screen= 
3010 poke 53280,6:poke 53281,6:printchrS(147): 

bSchrS(5) +chrS(18) 
3020 b1SbS +" 

print bIS 
3030 print b$;" mobile armatron robot controller 
3040 printblS 
3050 b6" 
3060 return 
5000 rem" cursor control using plot kernel ($fff0) 
5010 data 162,0,160,0,24,32,240,255, 96,999 
5020 a49300:sca 
5030 read I:if b<>999 then poke a.b:aa+l:goto 5030 
5040 return 
5050 poke sc+3,col:poke sc+1,row:sys sc 
5060 return 

Examining the circuit you will see that seven wires are terminated 
at one edge of the board. Orienting the board so that that edge is at 
the top, from left to right those wires are colored black, brown, red, 
pink, yellow, green, and blue. Unsolder the wires from the PC board 
and connect them to the interface as shown in Fig 2 

Using the interface 
Install four D cells in the Mobile Armatron Plug SO1 and the 

interface board into the 64s user port (rear left of the computer) so 
that the interface board circuit faces upward Power up the com- 
puter and enter the program shown in the listing, save the program 
under the name ROBOT 

PARTS LIST 

R1- R7- 10.000 ohms. 1 4 watt. 5 , 

Q1 -07- 2N2222 NPN transistor 
mittY1-RY7-reed relay. SPST. 5 -volt. 

Shack 272 -232 or equivalent 
S01-12-position card -edge socket, 0 156 -inch spacing 
Miscellaneous:Mobile Armatron robot arm (Radio-Shack) PC 

board. wire. solder. four D cells. etc 
The program shown in Listing 1 and a series of demonstra- 
tion procedures is available on a Commodore 64 disk for 
$6.00 (U.S. funds only) postpaid from B&BTC. RD 1. Box 
241H, Tennent Road. Manalapan. NJ 07726. New Jersey 
residents. please add 50.36 for sales tax. 

250-ohm co , a 

FIG. 3 -THE AUTHOR'S PROTOTYPE. Note that it uses a single - 
sided board (as indicated by the jumper) and that 501 has been 
cut down from a larger socket. 

When you RUN the program, a menu with five options will appear 
on the screen. Those options are LEARN, co, SAVE, RETRIEVE and aun 
(ENO). To better understand what each of those options do and 
how the program operates, let's discuss each option separately 

LEARN allows you to "teach' the robot to perform a series of 
functions in a specific manner Together those functions form a 

procedure Once created, the procedure can be saved, retrieved, 
added to, and executed at any time Select iuiarN by pressing key ri. 
The LEARN screen defines the keys to select the twelve possible 
movement functions To perform one of the functions described, 
press the associated key To end movement, press any key The 
program remembers each function selected and the length of time 
the function Is performed To end the teaching session, press the ri 
key to return to the main menu 

co executes a procedure resident in memory Select co by 
pressing key F3 If a procedure Is resident in memory, you will be 
advised to press any key to begin execution. Otherwise you will be 
Informed that there is no procedure in memory and asked to press 
any key to return to the main menu. 

SAvE allows you to transfer a procedure in memory to a disk file 
using a name that you specify Select svE by pressing key Fs If there 
is no procedure in memory, you are so informed and asked to press 
any key to return to the main menu. If you specify the name of a file 
that already exists, you are asked if you want to continue Continuing 
erases the old disk file and replaces it with the current contents of 
memory 

RETRIEVE copies the contents of a disk file into memory, erasing any 
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600 rem** re t r i eve procedure
610 printchr$(1 47) : printbl$ :

print " retrieve procedure" :printbl$:print
620 if b(0 ,0)=0 then 650
630 pr i nt.vprocedure in roemory, continue (y/ n)? " ; :gosub 1500
640 if a$="n" then print"abort . " ; :got o 700
650 input"enter file name to ret r ieve" ; f$
660 open 1,8 ,15 :open 2,8 ,2 , "@0 : "+f$+",s ,r" :

input#l , e, ed$,tn ,bl : cl ose l: c lose 2
670 i f e=0 t hen 720
680 if e=62 then print "file does n' t exist . " ;
690 print "pres s any key . "
700 get as : if a$=.... then 701l
710 ret urn
721l print "retrieving procedure . wait . " :

open 2,8 ,2 , "@'3 : n +fS+" , s , r "
730 input#2,b(0 ,0) :input#2 ,b(0 ,1 )
740 fo r i=l to b (0,0) : i nput #2, b (i ,0) :

input #2, b (i, 1): next :cl ose 2
750 pr int "ret r ieval complete . "; :goto 690
800 rem** end
810 ro=5: co=10:gosub ~q 50: for q=1 t o 16:

pr i nt t ab(10); b$: ne xt
820 ro=10:co=0 :gosub 5050: c losel :c lose2
830 print"pr ogram ended . t o re -enter , t ype goto 50" ;
840 pr int: end
1000 rem** learn mode sc reen
11l1l5 printchr$(14 7) : printbl$
11l1l6 print " mobile armatron robot learn mode ":

printbl$:print
1007 print " press key to do funct ion . press any other

key La SLOp. " ;
11108 print" press <fl> to return to menu. ": print
11l1l9 print " key function" :

pr I nt " --- - - - -------- - - ----"
lll10 print tab( 5) ; "1 = forward": print tab (5) ; "2 = backward"
11l21l pr i nttab(5) ;"3 = right forward t urn":

printtab( 5);"4'" left fo rward turn"
1031l print t ab (5) ; "5 '" arm up":printtab(5) ; "6 arm down"
11140 print tab (5) ; "7 = wri st up":

print tab (5) ; "8 = wri st down"
1050 pr i nttab (5) ; "9 = hand turn " :

printtab(5) ; "0 = f ingers move in/out "
1060 printtab(5 ) ; "+ = right reverse t urn"
l07a pr inttab(5) ; "- = left re verse turn"
1080 ret urn
1500 get as : if a$="" t hen 1500
1510 a$=chr$ (asc (a$) and 223)
1520 if a$<>"y" and a$<>"n" then 1500
1530 print a$:ret ur n
21100 rem** posi tion in string
2010 for i=l to 12:if a$=mid$ (ss$, i ,l) t hen 2030
2020 next : i=0: retur n
2030 ro=i+10:co=5: gosub 5050:printrc$ ;a$:return
3000 rem** format screen=
3010 poke 53280,6 :po ke 53281, 6: printcbr$ (147) :

b$=chr$ (5)+chr$ (18)
3020 bl$=b$+" " :

' pr i nt bl$
3030 print b$; " mobile armatron robot controller
3041l printbl$
3050 b$="
3060 return
5000 rem** cur sor control using plot kernel ($fff0)
5010 data 162,O,160 ,0,24 ,32 , 240,255 ,96 ,999
5020 a=49300:sc=a
5030 read h:if b<>999 then poke a ,b:a =a+l :goto 5030
5040 return
5050 poke sc+3, col :poke sc+l , row: sys SC
5060 returl'l

Examining thecircuit youw ill seethatsevenw ires are terminated
at oneedge of theboard.Orienting the board so thatthatedge isat
the top, from left to right thosewi res arecolored black, brown, red,
pink,yellow,green, and blue. Unsolder thewi resfromthe PC board
and connect them to the interface asshown in Fig. 2.

Using the interface
Install four 0 cells in the Mobile Armatron. Plug S01 and the

interface board into the 64's user port (rear left of thecomputer) so
that the interface board circuit faces upward . Power up the com
puter and enter the program shown in the listing; savethe program
under the name ROBOT.

PARTS LIST

R1-R7-10,OOO ohms, 1/4 watt, 5%
Q1-Q7-2N2222 NPN transistor
RY1-RY7-reed relay, SPST, s-volt, 250-ohm coil , Radio- ·

Shack 272-232 or equivalent
SOl - 12-position card-edge socket, O.156-inch spacing
Miscelianeous:Mobile Armatron robot arm (Radio-Shack), PC
board, wire, solder, four D cells, etc.
The program shown in Listing 1and a series of demonstra
tion procedures is available on a Commodore 64 disk for
$6.00 (U.S. funds only) postpaid from B&BTC, RD 1, Box
241H, Tennent Road, Manalapan, NJ On26. New Jersey
residents, please add $0.36 for sales tax.

FIG. 3-THE AUTHOR'S PROTOTYPE. Note that it uses a single
sided board (as indicated by the jumper) and that 801 has been
cut down from a larger socket.

Whenyou RUNthe program, amenuw ith five opt ionswi ll appear
on the screen. Those opt ions are LEARN, DO, SAVE, RETRIEVEand QUIT

( END). To better understand what each of those options do and
how the program operates, let's d iscuss each option separately.

LEARN allows you to "teach" the robot to perform a series of
functions in a specific manner. Together those functions form a
procedure. Once created, the procedurecanbe saved, retrieved,
added to,and executed atanytime.Select LEARN by pressing keyFl.

The LEARN screen defines the keys to select the twelve possible
movement functions. To perform one of the functions described,
press the associated key. To end movement, press any key. The
programrememberseach function selected and the length of time
the function isperformed.To end the teachingsession, press the Fl

key to return to the main menu.
DO executes a procedure resident in memory. Select DO by

pressing key F3. If a procedure is resident in memory, you will be
advisedto press anykeyto begin execution.Otherwiseyouwil l be
informed thatthere isno procedure in memoryand asked to press
anykey to return to the main menu.

SAVE allows you to transfer a procedure in memory to a disk file
using anamethatyou specify. SelectSAVE by pressing keyFS. If there
isno procedurein memory, you areso informedand asked to press
anykeyto return to the main menu. If you specify the nameof a file
thatalreadyexists, youareasked if youwantto continue.Continuing
erases the old disk file and replaces it w ith the current contents of
memory.

RETRIEVEcop iesthe contentsof adiskfile into memory, erasingany
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R -E Computer Admart 

CALL NOW 
AND 

RESERVE 
YOUR SPACE 

6 rate 5800.00 per each insertion 
Reaches 239.312 readers 
Fast reader service cycle. 
Short lead time for the placement 
ads 

Call 516- 293 -3000 to reserve space. Ask 
for Arline Fishman Limited number of 
pages available Mail materials to 
Computer Admart. RADIO -ELEC- 
TRONICS. 500 -B Bi- County Blvd . Farm 
ingdale, NY 11735 

Rates: Ads are 21/4" x 2W One insertion $825. Six Insertions $800 each IWelve 
insertions S775. each Closing date same as regular rate card. Send order with 
remittance to Computer Admart, Radio Electronics Magazine. 500 -B BI- County 
Blvd.. Farmingdale. NY 11735 Direct telephone inquiries to Arline Fishman. area 
code -516- 293 -3000. Only 100% Computer ads are accepted for this Admart.' 

ICs PROMPT DEUVERYIII 
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DYNAMIC RAM 
1Mbu JOOK.. 100 ns 
51258 56K.1 100 ns 
4464 so..4 150 ns 
41256 :SEK., 100 ns 
41256 a6K.1 120 ns 
41256 a6K.' 150 ns 
4164 64K., 150 ns 

EPROM 
27512 64K,e 200 ns 512.10 
27C256 32x.@ 250 ns 5.15 
27256 32x.111 250 ns 4.96 
27128 'two 250 ns 3.50 
27C64 eK.e 150 ns 4.85 
2764 IK.e 250 ns 3.25 

STATIC RAM 
62256 321,..8 120 ns 514.95 
6264LO.15 e,.e I50 ns 2.85 

632.00 
6.95 
3.24 
3.59 
2.59 
2.19 
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CIRCLE 81 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

COMPUTER 
ASSEMBLY 
MANUALS 

Eliminate Guesswork! 
Build with Confidence! 

BIG BLUE SEED for IBM" BUILDERS 
Parts list. placement diagrams & instructions 
for assembling over 75 IBM -compatible 
bare cards Latest version Includes guides 
for 640K. Turbo, 8 AT MthBds $17.95 

APPLE SEED II for APPLE" BUILDERS 
Instructions for assembling over 85 Apple - 
compatible bare cards including II. 8 Ile 
MthBds For all Apple enthusiasts $14.95 
Both for $30.001 Also bare cards in stock! 

Check money- order. VISA MasterCard to 

NuScope Associates', Dept RE 
P.O. Box 790 Lewiston. NY 14092 

O..-. d ,« . 
CIRCLE Zee ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

DISK SERVICE MANUAL $15 
Maintain repair, adjust, align 
drives without special equipment/ 
software - 5.25' /8e /mlcroflopples. 
IBM- PC/Compatible, Apple, Com- 
modore Kaypro, T , Atari TI, 
HP, DEC, etc. 12 cc s., 100+ 

tos, figures. Save Si 

DISK DRIVE TUTORIAL S12 
Theory . ptoct{od facts on drtveA Mg; 
FUC;, formntting, Interfacing, wftwme. 
Sane drtvv ,. as listed above. 7 chaps.; 

and .. 
COMPUTER PHREAKING S15 
r., computer w caw 
termeonrres. How systems are penetrated. 
BBS advice; password defeats; EMI and audio 
eavesdropping (TEMPEST, Vm Eck methods; 
crosstalk anpe). 200 phredc -term Glossary. 

CONSUMERTRONICS 
2011 CRESCENT OR. P.O. DRAWER 537 

AI AMOGOftDO. NM 88310 

CIRCLE 201 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

GETTING 
THE MOST 
FROM YOUR 
PRINTER 

Getting The 
Most From Your 
Printer 

BP181 -It is probable that 80% of dot -ma- 
trix printer users only ever use 20% of the 
features offered by their printers This book 
will help you unlock the special features and 
capabilities that you probably don't even 
know exist To order your copy send $6.95 
plus $1.50 for shipping in the U S to Elec- 
tronic Technology Today Inc.. P.O. Box 
240. Massapequa Park. NY 11762-0240. 

procedure that is stored in memory at the time Select PlreEvE by 
pressing key 17. If you specify the name of a file that doesn't exist, 
you will be so informed and asked to press any key to return to the 
main menu If mernory already contains a procedure you will be so 
advised and asked if you want to continue. Continuing erases the 
current contents of memory and replaces it with the procedure 
saved on disk. 

QUIT Is selected by pressing both the ciat and o keys. That ends 
the program, ensures all files are closed, and prints a message To 

re- enter, type GOTO SO ". If you end prematurely without saving a 

procedure in memory, executing a Goro 50 allows you to re -enter 
the program with memory intact. You can then save memory con- 
tents to a disk file 

Tips for experimenters 
Each movement you specify Is called a step. After loading a 

procedure from disk, you can add steps to it in the LEARN mode 
That allows you to build a procedure one part at a time, add to it, 

test it, and save the revised procedure if It proves acceptable You 

can also have standard procedures on file rather than having to 
build them manually each time 

You should always start a procedure with the robot in the same 
initial position. To do that, save the procedure in memory and enter 
the EI93.1 mode. Perform the functions necessary to get the robot to 
the initial position. Then retrieve the procedure you wish to per- 
form. 

Each procedure step is saved as a movement -function number 
and a time count The movement function is specified by a number 
between one and twelve (corresponding to the twelve function- 
definition listings on the LEARN screen). The time count is a number 
that indicates how long the function should be performed. As the 
robot's batteries drain, the time count may produce slightly dif- 
ferent results since the robot will move at a slower speed There- 
fore, for precise procedures it is recommended that you always use 
a fresh set of batteries 

If your procedures will be longer tnan the currently allowable 
250 steps, modify the DIAnENsiOri statement in program line 10 to 
increase the size of the B array.W$ 
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GETTING
THE MOST
FROM YOUR
PRINTER

BP181-lt is probablethat 80% of dot-ma
trix printer users only ever use 20% of the
features offered bytheir printers. This book
willhelp you unlock thespecial features and
capabil ities that you probably don 't even
know exist. To order your copy send $6.95
plus$1.50 forshipping intheU.S. toElec
tronic Technology Today Inc., P.O. Box
240, Massapequa Park, NY 11762-0240.
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DYNAMIC RAM
1Mbit tOOOKxt 100 ns $32.00
51258 *256Kxl 100 ns 6.95
4464 64Kx4 150 ns 3.24
41256 256Kxl 100 ns 3.59
41256 256Kxl 120 n5 2.59
41256 256Kxl 150 ns 2.19
4164 64Kxt 150 ns 1.30

EPROM
27512 64KxB 200 ns $12.10
27C256 32KxB 250 ns 5.15
27256 32KxB 250 ns 4.96
27128 16KxB 250 ns 3.50
27C64 BKxB 150 ns 4.85
2764 BKxB 250 ns 3.25

STATIC RAM
.. 62256 32KxB 120 ns $14.95

6264LP·15 BKxB 150 n 5 2.85

Rates: Ads are 2W' x 2W . One insertion $825. Six insertions $800 each. Twelve
insertions $775. each. Closing date same as regular rate card . Send order with
remittance to Computer Admart, Rad io Electronics Magazine, 500-B Bi-County
Blvd., Farmingdale, NY 11735. Direct telephone inquiries to Arline Fishman , area
code-516-293-3000. Only 100%Computer adsareaccepted for thisAdmart. .
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COMPUTER
ASSEMBLY
MANUALS

Eliminate Guesswork!
Build with Confidence!

BIG BLUE SEED for IBM'· BUILDERS
Parts list, placement diagrams &instructions
for assembling over 75 IBM-compatible
bare cards. Latest version includes guides
for 640K, Turbo, &AT MthBds $17.95

APPLE SEED II for APPLE'· BUILDERS
Instructions for assembling over 85 Apple
compatible bare cards including 11+ & lie
MthBds. For all Apple enthusiasts ..$14 .95
Both for $30.001Also bare cards in stockl

Check/money-order, VISA/Maste rCard to:

NuScope Associates*, Dept RE
P.O. Box 790. Lewiston, NY • 14092

""" 0Ms00n d Kosmic MiCtOTech Inc.
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R-E Computer Admart

CALL NOW
AND

RESERVE
YOUR SPACE

• 6 x rate $800.00 per each insertion.
• Reaches 239,312 readers.
• Fast reader service cycle.
• Short lead time for the placement of

ads.

Call 516-293-3000 to reserve space. Ask
for Arline Fishman. Lim ited number of
pages available. Mail materials to:
Compu ter Adm art , RADIO -ELEC
TRONICS, 500-B Bi-Count y Blvd., Farm
ingdale, NY 11735.

CIRCLE 200 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

procedure that is stored in memory at the time. SelectRETRIEVE by
pressing key F7. If you specify the name of a file that doesn't exist,
youwill be so informed andasked to press anykeyto return to the
mainmenu. If memory already contains a procedureyouwill be so
advised and asked if you want to continue. Continuingerases the
current contents of memory and replaces it w ith the procedure
saved on disk.

QUIT is selected by pressing both the CTRL and Q keys. That ends
the program, ensures all filesare closed, and printsa message "To
re-enter, type GOTO 50". If you end prematurely w ithout saving a
procedure in memory, executing a GOTO 50 allows you to re-enter
the program w ith memory intact. You canthen save memory con
tents to a disk file.

Tips for experimenters
Each movement you specify is called a step. After loading a

procedure from disk, you can add steps to it in the LEARN mode.
That allows you to build a procedure one part at a time, add to it,
test it, and save the revised procedure if it provesacceptable.You

can also have standard procedures on file rather than having to
build them manually each time.

You should always starta procedure with the robot in the same
initial position.To do that, save theprocedureinmemory and enter
the LEARN mode. Perform the functionsnecessary to get the robot to
the initial position. Then retrieve the procedure you w ish to per
form.

Each procedure step is saved as a movement-function number
andatimecount.The movement function isspecified by anumber
between one and twelve (corresponding to the twelve function
definition listings on the LEARN screen). The time count isa number
that indicateshow long the function should be performed.As the
robot's batteries drain, the time count may produce slightly dif
ferent results since the robot w ill move at a slower speed. There
fore, for precise proceduresit isrecommended thatyoualwaysuse
a freshset of batteries.

If your procedures wi ll be longer than the currently allowable
250 steps, modify the DIM ENSION statement in program line 10 to
increase the size of the Barray. CD.

s:»
-<
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FREE power supply with Assortment #103 
(February '84 article, has PCB, TOKO 
coils(4), 2N3904(2), BFQ85. 7812. 74123. 
MC1330. 1N914. 1N52318 Only $25.00. 
Five. 5112.50. Shipping 53.00. 
1- 800 -821 -5226 Ext. 426. (orders). MC! 
VISA. COD, check or M.O. JIM RHO- 
DES INC., P.O. Box 3421, Bristol, TN 
37625. 

MARKET CENTER 
FOR SALE 

RESTRICTED technical information: Electronic 
surveillance. schematics. locksmithing. covert sci- 
ences. hacking. etc Huge selection. Free bro- 
chure MENTOR -Z. 135 -53 No. Blvd . Flushing. NY 
11354 

TV tunable notch filters. free brochure. D.K. VIDEO. 
Box 63 6025. Margate. FL 33063 (305) 752 -9202 

TUBES, name brands. new. 80% off list KIRBY, 
298 West Carmel Drive. Carmel. IN 46032 

INDIVIDUAL Photofact- folders #1 to #1400 $3 00 
postpaid LOEB. 414 Chestnut Lane. East Meadow. 
NY 11554 

WHOLESALE car -radio computer telephone audio 
video acessories antenna catalog (718) 897 -0509 
08WR, 68-12 110th St . Flushing, NY 11375 
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A SINGER'S DREAM! 

,to 
t `L . i 

, - 

REMOVES VOCALS FROM RECORDS! 
Now You can sing with the world's best bands! 

The Thompson Vocal Eliminator can remove 
most or virtually all of a lead vocal from a standard 
stereo record and leave the background! 

Write or call for a free brochure and demo record. 
LT Sound, Dept. R -I, P.O. Box 338. 

Stone Mountain, GA 30086 (404) 493.1258 

TUNABLE notch filters Channels 2. 3. and 4 avail- 
able Send $15 for sample Specify channel Money 
back guarantee. DB ELECTRONICS, PO. Box 
8644. Pembroke Pines, FL 33084 

NEW 12- channel microwave T V antenna! Com- 
plete $104 95. Standard 2- channel system $84 95. 
Lifetime warranty. Dealer pricing. COD- Mastercard- 
Visa. $3.00 credit phone orders. PHILUPS -TECH 
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 8533. Scottsdale. AZ 
85252. (602) 947-7700. 

INTEL, RCA, National, OKI, SGS, and more Fac- 
tory prime and surplus parts catalog. LYNBAR IN- 
DUSTRIES, 205 Main. Box 822. St. Joseph, MI 
49085.0822. 

TEST equipment, reconditioned For sale S1.25 for 
catalog. WALTER'S, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo. CA 
94806 (415) 724-0587. 

BRAND new Oak van-sync descramblers $45 00 
each Oak automatic on off $75.00. SB -3 $89.00; 
Tri-mode $125.00: Br -state $125.00. Scientific Atlan- 
ta $125.00. Hamlin $75.00: Zenith cable 5175 00. 
Starcom VI $125.00: Oak Sigma $175 00. also 
schematics. service manuals. descrambler infor- 
mation booklets; catalog S3 00: call us, we ship 
units UPS COD. PONDEROSA COMPANY. (303) 
634-6666 

VIDEO copier ($69.95) connects between two 
VCR1s (stereo) and makes copies as good as the 
o ginal For infororder write or call VIDEO VIBES. 
657 Allerton Ave . Bronx. NY 10467. Tel. (212) 
863.4644. 

NOTICE! light controllers. rope lights, etc. Flyer 
S1.00 DESIGN SPECIALTY, 2213 Chesley Dr.. San 
Jose, CA 95130. 

OLD radio TV schematics Send Si 00. make. 
model RADIO MAPS. PO Box 791. Union City. CA 
94587 

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM 

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each or the lines below and send this form along with your chock to: 

Radio- Electronics Classified Ads, 500 -B Bi- County Boulevard. Farmingdale, NY 11735 

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For 
special headings, there is a surcharge of $23.00. 
( ) Plans. Kits ( ) Business Opportunities ( ) For Sale 
( ) Education Instruction ( ) Wanted ( Satellite Television 
( 

Special Category: $23.00 

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETTERS. 
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors can be made unless you clearly print or type your 
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads only. See below for additional 
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words. 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 (542.75) 

16 (545.60) 17 ($48.45) 18 ($51.30) 19($54.15) 20 ($57.00) 

21 ($59.85) 22 ($62.70) 23 ($65.55) 24 ($68.40) 25 ($71.25) 

26 ($74.10) 27 ($76.95) 28 ($79.80) 29 ($82.65) 30 ($85.50) 

31 ($88.35) 32 ($91 10) 33 ($94.05) 34 (S96.90) 35 ($99.75) 

We accept MasterCard and Visa for payment of orders If you wish to use your credit card to pay for your ad fill 
in the following additional information (Sorry. no telephone orders can be accepted ) 

Card Number Expiration Date 

Please Print Name Signature 

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE 
NUMBER FOR OUR FILES. ADS SUBMITTED WITHOUT THIS INFORMATION WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services) 
S2 85 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code) . MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6 
issues. 10 °° discount for same ad in 12 issues within one year: if prepaid. NON -COMMERCIAL RATE: (for 
individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $2.30 per word. prepaid. no minimum. ONLY FIRST 
WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 50C 
per word additional (20'ií premium). Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price TINT 
SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25% premium to total price TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD 
PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price EXPANDED TYPE AD: $4.30 per word 
prepaid. All other items same as for STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE 
EXPANDED TYPE AD: add 25% premium to total price TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED 
TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium 10 total price DISPLAY ADS: 1- 2' r - 
$320.00, 2- 2w-S640 3" 21/4"-S960.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepay- 
ment discounts are available ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS 
USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER 
WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 12th of the third 
month preceding the date of the issue (le . August issue copy must be received by May 12th) When normal 
closing date falls on Saturday. Sunday or Holiday. issue closes on preceding working day. 

MARI{ET CENTER

CLASSIFIED AD ORDER FORM

FOR SALE
RESTRICTED technical informat ion: Electronic
surveillance, schematics, locksmithing, covert sci
ences, hacking, etc. Huge selection. Free bro 
chure MENTOR·Z , 135-53 No. Blvd. , Flushing, NY
11354.

NOTICE! light controllers, rope lights, etc. Flyer
$1.00 DESIGN SPECIALTY, 2213 Chesley Dr., San
Jose, CA 95130.

OLD radio TV schematics. Send $1.00, make,
model.RADIO MAPS, P.O.Box 791, Union City, CA
94587.

TV tunable notch filters, free brochure. O.K. VIDEO,
Box 63/6025, Margate, FL 33063. (305) 752-9202.

FREE power supply with Assortment #103
( February '84 article, has PCB, TOKO
1colls(4), 2N3904(2), BFQ85, 7812, 74123,
MC1330, lN914, lN5231B. Only $25.00.
Five /$112 . 50. Shipping $ 3.00 .
:1-800-821-5226 Ext. 426. (orders). MCA
,VISA, COD, check or M.O. JIM RHO
DES INC., P.O. Box 3421, Bristol, TNI
37625.
TUBES, name brands, new, 80% off list. KIRBY,
'298 West Carmel Drive, Carmel, IN 46032.

INDIVIDUAL Photofact-folders # 1 to # 1400. $3.00
postpaid. LOEB, 414Chestnut Lane, East Meadow,
NY 11554.

To run your own classified ad, put one word on each of the lines below and send this form along with your check to:

Radio-Electronics Classified Ads, 500-B Bi-County Boulevard, Farmingdale, NY 11735

PLEASE INDICATE in which category of classified advertising you wish your ad to appear. For
special headings, there is a surcharge of $23.00.
( ) Plans/K its () Business Opportunities () For Sale
( ) Education/Instruction () Wanted () Satellite Television
( ) - - ------------------ --

Special Category: $23.00

PLEASE PRINT EACH WORD SEPARATELY, IN BLOCK LETIERS.
(No refunds or credits for typesetting errors ca n be made unless yo u clearly print or type your
copy.) Rates indicated are for standard style classified ads on ly. See be low for additional
charges for special ads. Minimum: 15 words.

IF YOU USE A BOX NUMBER YOU MUST INCLUDE YOUR PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE
NUMBERFOROURFILES. ADS SUBMITTEDWITHOUTTHIS INFORMATION WILL NOTBE ACCEPTED.
CLASSIFIED COMMERCIAL RATE: (for firms or individuals offering commercial products or services)
$2.85 per word prepaid (no charge for zip code)...MINIMUM 15 WORDS. 5% discount for same ad in 6
issues; 10% discount for same ad in 12 issues within one year; if prepaid. NON·COMMERCIAL RATE: (for
individuals who want to buy or sell a personal item) $2.30 per word, prepaid....no minimum. ONLY FIRST
WORD AND NAME set in bold caps at no extra charge. Additional bold face (not available as all caps) 50~
per word additional (20% premium). Entire ad in boldface, add 20% premium to total price. TINT
SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD: add 25% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE AD
PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. EXPANDED TYPE AD: $4.30 per word
prepaid. All other items same as for STANDARD COMMERCIAL RATE. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE
EXPANDED TYPE AD: add 25% premium to total price. TINT SCREEN BEHIND ENTIRE EXPANDED
TYPE AD PLUS ALL BOLD FACE AD: add 45% premium to total price. DISPLAY ADS: 1" x 2W'
$320.00; 2" x 2W'-$640.00; 3" x 2W'-$960.00. General Information: Frequency rates and prepay
ment discounts are available. ALL COPY SUBJECT TO PUBLISHERS APPROVAL. ADVERTISEMENTS
USING P.O. BOX ADDRESS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED UNTIL ADVERTISER SUPPLIES PUBLISHER
WITH PERMANENT ADDRESS AND PHONE NUMBER. Copy to be in our hands on the 12th of the third
month preceding the date of the issue. (i.e., August issue copy must be received by May 12th). When normal
closing date falls on Saturday, Sunday or Holiday, issue closes on preceding working day.

2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 ($42.75)

16 ($45.60) 17 ($48.45) 18 ($5 1.30) 19 ($54.15) 20 ($57.00)

21 ($59.85) 22 ($62.70) 23 ($65.55) 24 ($68.40) 25 ($71 .25)

26 ($74.10) 27 ($76.95) 28 ($79 .80) 29 ($82.65) 30 ($85.50)

31 ($88.35) 32 ($91 .10) 33 ($94.05) 34 ($96.90) 35 ($99.75)

Weaccept MasterCardand Visa for payment of orders. Ifyou wish to useyourcredit card to payforyour ad fill
in the following additional information (Sorry, no telephone orders can be accepted.):

Expiration Date

Please Print Name

Card Number

BRAND new Oak van-sync descramblers $45.00
each; Oak automatic on/off $75.00; SB-3 $89.00;
Tri-mode $125.00; Bi-state $125.00; Scientific Atlan
ta $125.00; Hamlin $75.00; Zenith cable $175.00;
Starcom VI $125.00; Oak Sigma $175.00; also
schematics: service manuals, descrambler infor
mation booklets; catalog $3.00; call us, we ship
units UPS COD. PONDEROSA COMPANY, (303)
634-6666.

INTEL, RCA, National, OKI, SGS, and more. Fac
tory prime and surplus parts catalog. LYNBAR IN
DUSTRIES, 205 Main, Box 822, St. Joseph, MI.
49085-0822.

TUNABLE notch filters. Channels 2, 3, and 4 avail
able. Send $15 for sample. Specify channel. Money
back guarantee . DB ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box
8644, Pembroke Pines, FL 33084. :

NEW 12-channel microwave T.V. antenna! Com
plete $104.95. Standard 2-channel system $84.95.
Lifetime warranty. Dealer pricing. COD-Mastercard
Visa. $3.00 credit phone orders. PHILLIPS-TECH
ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 8533, Scottsdale, AZ
85252. (602) 947-7700.

WHOLESALE car-radio computer telephone audio
video acessories antenna catalog (718) 897-0509
D&WR, 68-12 11athSt., Flushing, NY 11375.

TEST equipment, reconditioned. For sale. $1.25 for
catalog. WALTER'S, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, CA
94806. (415) 724-0587.

VIDEO copier ($69 .95) connects between two
illeR's (stereo) and makes copies as good as the ·
,original. For inf% rder write or call VIDEO VIBES,
:657 Allerton Ave., Bronx, NY 10467. Tel. (212)
:e?~64.4. .• ",OM. 1
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SCIENTIFIC 

ATLANTA 

UNITS 

LOWEST 

PRICES 

ANYWHERE! 

CABLE -TV 

WELL MATCH OR BEAT ANYONE'S 
ADVERTISED RETAIL OR WHOLESALE PRICES.' 

ITEM SUNITE 
PRICE 

UNIT 10-UNIT 
PRICE 

RCA 36 CHANNEL CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY' 29.95 18.00 ea. 

PIONEER WIRELESS CONVERTER (OUR BEST BUY) 88.95 72.00 ea 

LCC -58 WIRELESS CONVERTER 92.95 76.00 ea 

JERROLD 450 WIRELESS CONVERTER (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 105.95 90 00 ea 

SB ADD -ON UNIT 109.95 5800 ea 

BRAND NEW - UNIT FOR SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA can loi specrbcs 

MINICODE (N -12) 10995 5800 ea 

MINICODE (N -12) VARISYNC 119.95 62.00 ea 

MINICODE VARISYNC W /AUTO ON -OFF 17995 115.00 ea 

M -35 B (CH. 3 OUTPUT ONLY) 139.95 70.00 ea 

M -35 B W /AUTO ON -OFF (CALL FOR AVAILABIUTY) 199.95 125.00 ea 

MLD- 1200 -3 (CALL IF CH. 2 OUTPUT) 109.95 58.00 ea 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS - CH. 3 24.95 14.00 ea 

JERROLD 400 OR 450 REMOTE CONTROLLER 29.95 18.00 ea 

ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON 5 UNITS) 225.00 185.00 ea 

SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT Other products available - Please Call 

Ouanbty hem Output 
Channel 

Price TOTAL 
Each PRICE 

California Penal Code e593D Iorbds us 
from shipping any cable descrambhng unit 
to anyone residing in the state of California 

Paces subject to change without notice 

Dr cscc DD MT 

SUBTOTAL 
Shipping Add 
S3 00 per unit 

COD d Credit 
Cards - Add 5% 

TOTAL 

Name 

Address - _City 

State Zip _ Phone Number 

Cashier's Check Money Order E COD Visa C Mastercard 

Acct Exp Date 

Signature _ _ 

FOR OUR RECORDS 

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I. the undersigned. do hereby declare under 
penalty of perjury that all products purchased. now and in the future. will only be used on cable 
TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in 
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws 

Dated - - _ Signed 

Pacific Cable Company, Inc. 
7325'2 RESEDA BLVD., DEPT. R -05 RESEDA. CA 91335 

(818) 716 -5914 No Collect Calls (818) 716 -5140 
IMPORTANT: WHEN CALLING FOR INFORMATION 

Please have the make and model rr of the equipment used in your area Thank You 
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76.00 ea.

72.00 ea.

58.00 ea.

90.00 ea.

18.00 ea.

29.95 18.00 ea.

24.95 14.00 ea.

Call for specifics

109.95 58.00 ea.

179.95 115.00 ea.

119.95 62.00 ea.

139.95 70.00 ea.

199.95 125.00 ea.

109.95 58.00 ea.

ITEM ~5-'GL~~
PRICE

~I

-SCIENlIFIC
ATLANTA

UNITS
ZENITH SSAVI CABLE READY (DEALER PRICE BASED ON5 UNITS) 225.00 185.00 ea.
SPECIFY CHANNEL 2 or 3 OUTPUT Other products arailable - Please Call

PLEASE PRINT

California Penal Code #593 -0 forbids us
from shipping any cable descrambling unit
to anyone residing in the state of California.

Prices subject to change without notice .

LOWEST
PRICES

ANYWHERE!

Quantity Item Output
Channel

Price
Each

SUBTOTAL
Shipping Add
$3.00 per unit

COO & Credit
Cards - Add 5%

TOTAL

TOTAL
PRICE

_ _ _ _ _ _ Zip, _

o Money Order o Visa o Mastercard

FOR OUR RECORDS:

DECLARATION OF AUTHORIZED USE - I, the undersigned, do hereby declare under
penalty of perjury that all products purchased, now and in the future ,will only be used on cable
TV systems with proper authorization from local officials or cable company officials in
accordance with all applicable federal and state laws.
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MONITOR MODE 
CAUSES TERMINAL TO SHOV 
ALL 32 CONTROL CODES 

SCREEN SAYER 
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RETURNS WITHOUT LOSS OF 
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OPEN 
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CLOSED 
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CIRCLE 192 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

RECHARGEABLE "AA" nicads 500mAh 1.2volt 
ten for $11.00 plus shipping. RAYMOND 
RICHARD. 26557 Hass, Dearborn Heights, MI 
48127. 

ZENITH. SSAVI, ready to go $100 00 plus shipping, 
order C.O.D 1 (305) 752 -9202. 

ROBOT! kits. Books and Plans! Learn to build your 
own robots. Free catalogs contain hundreds of af- 
fordable robot systems Explore the world of 
robotics today. Catalog CEARGS- ROBOTS!, POB 
458. Peterborough. NH 03458 (603) 924-3843 

AMPUFIER breakthrough -The current amplifier 
drives loads push-pull without internal voltage gain 
Fastest, quietest circuit in transistor electronics Op 
amps now drive speakers Plans for quieter, easier 
to construct audio amplifiers. all wattages. $15. AM- 
PLIFIERS UNLIMITED, Fit 2. Box 139. Highmore. 
SD 57345 

500 parts $12 00 Mixed resistors, capacitors. di- 
odes. inductors. etc Good stuff No junk 5 free 
power transistors with each 524 00 order We pay 
shipping in U S A add 52 00 If C.O.D. BARGAIN 
CITY, PO Box 121, Glen, MS 38846. 

PROTECT your delicate equipment with. non- toxic, 
non -corrosive. Halon Fire extinguisher. 22oz 
$29.95. 115 Gm $14 951 each $39 95, plus $3.00 P 
& H per order DAKOTA ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box 
3432 -RE. Rapid City, SD 57709. 

STEREO sound simulator Conned your TV and 
stereo. Great for VCR's. Send $15 00 SHEPHERD, 
8125 Sunset Ave , Suite 183. Fairoaks, CA 95628. 

CB Tune -up manual Volume II. Specific adjust- 
ments, modifications for peaking all popular CB's 
Covers over 1300 radios $19 95, Visa. MasterCard 
to. THOMAS PUBLISHING, 127 -R Westwood. 
Paris, IL 61944. 

TRIPLE regulated, metered benchtop power sup- 
plies. Fixed - 5VDC, two vanable 15VDC. 1 amp 
Maximum short and overload protected, current lim- 
ited. Supplies stackable to 35VDC $119.95 year 
warranty USI, Box 332R. Wealogue, CT 06089 
(203) 658 -4318 

OSCILLOSCOPES and reconditioned test equip- 
ment, teletronix, H P. etc. Free list CAL- SCOPES, 
983D Ponderosa Ave , Sunnyvale. CA 94086 (408) 
730 -4573 

WANTED: Western Electric. McIntosh, Marantz. 
RCA. Dynaco. Altec, Telefunken, JBL. tubes, 
speakers, amplifiers. (713) 728 -4343 MAURY. 
11122 Atwell. Houston, TX 77096. 

ELECTRONIC equip.. frequency counters, pre - 
amps. RF final amplifiers and more at below whole- 
sale prices' Send S2 00 for catalog refundable with 
purchase Dealer inquiries invited. DIGITREX 
DIST., 1948 Coventry. Thousand Oaks. CA 91362. 

DESCRAMBLER catalog Special combo Jerrold 
400 and SB3 $165 New cable descrambler kit 
$49 00 (assemble in half hour) Much more Send 
S1 00 MJ INDUSTRY, Box 531, Bronx. NY 10461 

TUBES! 59. Year guarantee Free catalog Tube 
tester S8 95 CORNELL, 4215 University, San Di- 
ego. CA 92105. 

1I -99HA software hardware bargains Hard -to -find 
items. Huge selection Fast service. Free catalog 
DYNA, Box 690. Hicksville, NY 11801 

VIDEO scrambling techniques The original -secret 
manual- covers sinewave, gatedpulse. and SSAVI 
systems 56 pages of solid, useful. ible informa- 
tion, Only $14.95. ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, 
INC., Box 41865 -J. Phoenix. AZ 85080 (602) 
581.1973 

IS it true Jeeps for $44 through the government/ 
Call for facts! 1 (312) 742 -1142, ext 4673 

OLDT1ME radio programs on high quality tapes 
Comedy! Adventure! Music! Free catalog. CARL F. 

FROELICH, Heritage Farm, New Freedom. PA 
17349 

LINEAR PARTS -translators: MRF454 $15, 
MRF455 $12. MRF477 $11. MRF492 $16.75. 
MRF421 $22.50. SRF2072 $13. SRF3662 $25. 
3800 $18 75. 2SC2290 $19.75. 2SC2879 $25. 
Tubes: 6KD6 $10.50, 6L06 $9 75, 6LF6 $9.75, 
8950 $16.75. Best prices on Palomar road noise 
mies, Ranger AR3300 New 16 -page catalog listing 
radio amplifier tricks- channel modification. PLL- 
sliders, peaking for range, hard -to -find linear 
parts-mail $1 00 to RFPC, Box 700. San Marcos. 
CA 92069. For same day parts shipment. call (619) 
744 -0728. 

CHANNEL 3-60db notch filter, 63.5MHz. $19.95. 
All other channels $29 95 Cable converter and ac- 
cessory catalog Si (514) 739 -9328. CROSLEY(A). 
Box 840. Champlain. NY 12919. 

THE BEST PLACE to BUY. SELL or 
TRADE NEW and USED EQUIPMENT 

NUTS & VOLTS MAGAZINE 
BON 1111.E PLACENTIA. CA 9200 

17141 E32.7721 
On 77ro.ir,ee of Readers Nat.o...de 

Eer7 Monti, 
owl YIAR U.B. Sc*SCRIPTIO/ 

$11.10 lid Oast $ IS SO Na MSS 

NSSS.N Li0.u.. Ira Clem = 
ATTENTION looking for surplus test equipment sig- 
nal generator voltmeter oscilloscope J.B. ELEC- 
TRONICS, 9518 Grand. Franklin Park. IL 60131 

DECODE nearly any gated pulse signal with our 
new super simple circuit. Works on In -band, Out - 
band, AM of FM pilot tone -use with Hamlin. Jer- 
rold. Sylvania. Complete plans and theory only 
$13.50 plus $1.50 P&H. ELEPHANT ELEC- 
TRONICS INC., Box 41865 -J, Phoenix, AZ 85080 
(602) 581.1973. 

BUILD from our quality diagrams: alarm. audio. 
automotive. power supply, environmental. etc. and 
related circuits. Wnte for free details list. Special 
requests invited CAN -PLAN, 4690 Clark. 
Montreal,Ouebec Canada H2T2T4 

FREE semiconductors catalog. gift with purchase 
C.M. ELECTRONIOUE, Dept RE. PO Box 243. 
Lapraine. Quebec. Canada J5R3Y3 

STRANGE stuff. Plans. kits, new items Build satel- 
lite dish $69.00. Descrambers, bugs. adult toys 
Informational photo package $3.00 refundable. D4 
RIJO CORPORATION, Box 212. Lowell, NC 28098. 

TUBES: 'OLDEST". "LATEST" Parts and sche- 
matics. SASE for list. Steinmetz, 7519 Maplewood 
Ave . RE. Hammond, Ind , 46324 

CB RADIO OWNERS! 
We specialize in a wide variety of technical infor- 
mation. parts and services for CB radios 10M- 
FM conversions. repairs. books, plans. kits. 
high- performance accessories Our 11th year! 
Catalog S2. 

CBC INTERNA Is ` '.o. : 31500RE 
PHOENIX. AZ 85046 

PROPAGANDA BROADCAST TAPES! Authentic, 
rare recordings of WW -II shortwave broadcast by 
"Tokyo Rose ". Axis Salty". others. Cassette $9.95. 
D-W Research, 4548 Auburn Blvd . #231 -C. Sac- 
ramento, CA 95841 

LOW noise preamp Great microphone booster, 
guitar direct box. Many other uses $29 95 Wired 
and tested C.M. Baker, PO Box 186, Leola, PA 
17540 

Cable Television Converter, Descrambler and wire- 
less Remote control video Equipment accessories 
catalog. FREE CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN- 
LIMITED, 116 -Main Road, Washington, AR 71862 

CABLE -TV converters and descramblers. Low 
prices, quality merchandise. we ship C OD Send 
$2.00 for catalog. CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED, 
PO. Box 266. South Weymouth. MA 02190 (1i17) 
843.5191 

U.L. APPROVED VIDEO D A's 
THE VDA -601 Distribution Amplifier features six 
short circuit protection. D C coupled outputs A 
user selectable looping or terminated input with ad- 
justable level control For details please send SASE 
to: D & S ENGINEERING, P.O Box 4-426. Orange, 
CA 92613 -4426 DEALERS WANTED!!! 

PLANS AND KITS 
BUILD this five -digit panel meter and square wave 
generator including an ohms. capacitance and fre- 
quency meter Detailed instructions $2 50 BAG - 
NALL ELECTRONICS. 179 May, Fairfield, CT 
06430 

DESCRAMBLE the latest video cassette copy pro- 
tection scheme Our simple Line Zapper circuit 
takes the jitter out of your picture Complete plans 
and theory only $13 95 plus Si 50 postage and han - 
dling PC board and complete kits also available. 
ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, INC., Box 41865 -J. 
Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602) 581.1973. 

HI-FI speaker systems, kits and speaker compo- 
nents from the world's finest manufacturers For be- 
ginners and audiophiles Free literature A &S 
SPEAKERS, Box 7462R, Denver, CO 80207 (303) 
399 -8609 

VOICE disguisers! FM bugs! SWL active antenna' 
Receivers! More! Catalog Si 00 (refundable) XAN- 
DI ELECTRONICS, Box 25647. Dept. 60L. Tempe, 
AZ 85282 

JERROLD gated pulse theory Twelve information - 
packed pages covering Dl 8 DIC converter opera- 
tion Includes introduction to tnmode system $6,95 
plus S1 50 postage and handling. ELEPHANT 
ELECTRONICS. INC., Box 41865 -J. Phoenix, AZ 
85080. (602) 581 -1973 

WRITE FOR 

--__McGEE'S 
SPEAKER & ELECTRONICS CATALOG 

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS 
toll free 1.800- 346.2433 for ordering only 

1901 MCGEE STREET KANSAS CITY. MO. 64108 

DIGITAL audio recorder Commodore -64 Excellent 
Sound! Plans. PC B . A drum software $19 95 Kit 
$49 95 Postpaid. order now TAD PAINTER, PO 
Box 166055. Irving TX 75016. 

IS it true...Jeeps for $44 through the government?
Call for facts ! 1 (312) 742·1142, ext. 4673.

TI·99/4A software/hardware bargains. Hard-to-find
items. Huge selection. Fast service. Free catalog
DYNA, Box 690. Hicksville, NY 11801.

DIGITAL audio recorder Commodore·64 . Excellent
Sound! Plans. P.C.B.• & drum software: $19.95. Kit
$49.95. Postpaid, order now!! TAD PAINTER, P.O.
Box 166055, Irving. TX 75016.

DESCRAMBLE the latest video cassette copy pro
tection scheme. Our simpl e Line Zapper circuit
takes the jitter out of your picture. Complete plans
and theory only $13.95 plus $1.50 postage and han
dling. PC board and complete kits also available.
ELEPHANT ELECTRONICS, INC., Box 41865-J,
Phoenix. AZ 85080. (602) 581-1973.

VOICE disguisers! FM bugs! SWL active antenna!
Receivers! More! Catalog $1.00 (refundable): XAN·
01 ELECTRONICS, Box 25647, Dept. 60L. Tempe.
AZ 85282.

PLANS AND KITS

CBC INTERNATIONAL, P.O. BOX 31500RE.
PHOENIX. AZ 85046

We specialize in a wide variety of technical infor
mation, parts and services for CB radios. 10M
FM conversions. repairs, books , plans , kits.
high-performance accessories. Our 11th year!
Catalog $2.

THE VDA-601 Distribution Amplifier features six
short circuit protection , D.C. coupled outputs. A
user selectable looping or terminated input with ad
justable level control. For details please send SASE
to: 0 & S ENGINEERING, P.O. Box 4426. Orange,
CA 92613-4426 DEALERS WANTED!!!

HI-FI speaker systems, kits and speaker compo
nents from the world's finest manufacturers. For be
ginne rs and audiophiles. Free literature. A&S
SPEAKERS, Box 7462R, Denver, CO 80207. (303)
399-8609.

U.L. APPROVED VIDEO DIA's

Cable Television Converter, Descrambler and wire
less Remote control video Equipment accessories
catalog. FREE . CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN
LIMITED, 116-Main Road, Washington, AR 71862

CABLE-TV converters and descrambl ers. Low
prices, quality merchandise. we Ship C.O.D. Send
$2.00 for catalog. CABLETRONICS UNLIMITED,
P.O. Box 266, South Weymoutn, MA 02190. (617)
843-5191.

A WRITE FOR

~PQbMcGEE'S
SPEAKER& elECTRONICSCATALOG

1001 BARGAINS IN SPEAKERS
toll free 1·800·346· 2433 for ordering only.

1901 MCGEESTREET KANSAS CITY, MO. 64108

JERROLD gated pulse theory. Twelve information
packed pages coverinll 01 & DIC converter opera
tion. Includes introduction to trimode system. $6.95
plus $1.50 postag e and handl ing . ELEPHANT
ELECTRONICS, INC., Box 41865-J, Phoenix, AZ
85080. (602) 581-1 973.

BUILD this five-digit panel meter and square wave
generator including an ohms, capacitance and fre
quency meter. Detailed instructions $2.50. BAG
NALL ELECTRONICS. 179 May, Fairf ield , CT
06430.

PROPAGANDA BROADCAST TAPES! Authentic,
rare recordings of WW-II shortwave broadcast by
"Tokyo Rose". ':A.xis Sally". others. Cassette $9.95.
D-W Research, 4548 Auburn Blvd., # 231-C, Sac
ramento, CA 95841

LOW nois e preamp. Great microphone booster,
guitar direct box. Many other uses. $29.95. Wired
and tested. C.M. Baker, P.O. Box 186, Leola, PA
17540

H AM GEA Il.
CO HP'UT US
$O " WAAE

SCA N NEll' • O PTICS

TE~~cEIl~~~~HT
SAT I L.lITE

AU DIO VIWAl
HEW " " OD UCT S

COMPO NENTS . KITS
AN TIQUE ELECT.

l"Ua LlCATIONS
P'l.AHS. SfIlVlCfS

THE BEST PLACE to BUY. SELL or
TRADE NEW and USED EQUI PMENT

NUTS & VO LT S MAG AZINE
BOX III I ·E • PLACENTIA. CA 92670

(7 1-1'632·7721
Join Thousands of Readers N ationwide

Every Month
ONE YEAR U .S. SUBS CRIPT IONS

$10.00 - lrd ClUJ . $15.00 - 1st Clas s$35.00 - Uf.tlme • ]rd Class ..

STRANGE stuff. Plans. kits, new items. Build satel
lite dish $69.00. Descramblers, bugs, adult toys.
Informational photo package $3.00 refundable. 01
RIJO CORPORATION, Box 212. Lowell. NC 28098.

TUBES: "OLDEST", "LATEST". Parts and sche
matics. SASE for list. Steinmetz , 7519 Maplewood
Ave.• RE, Hammond, Ind., 46324

BUILD from our quality diagrams; alarm. audio.
automotive. power supply. environmental. etc.... and
related circuits. Write for free details list. Special
requ ests inv ited . CAN · PLAN, 4690 Cla rk ,
Montreal,Quebec Canada H2T2T4.

FREE semiconductors catalog, gift with purchase.
C.M. ELECTRONIQUE, Dept. RE, P.O. Box 243,
Laprairie, Quebec. Canada J5R3Y3.

ATIENTION looking for surplus test equipment sig
na! generator voltmeter oscilloscope. J.B. ELEC
TRONICS , 9518 Grand. Franklin Park. IL60131.

DECODE nearly any gated pulse signal with our
new super simple circuit. Works on In-band, Out
band, AM or FM pilot tone-use with Hamlin, Jer
rold, Sylvania . Complete plans and theory only
$13 .50 p lus $1.50 P&H . ELEPHANT ELEC
TRONICS INC., Box 41865·J. Phoenix, AZ 85080.
(602) 581-1973.

CHANNEL 3---BOdb notch filter, 63.5MHz. $19.95.
All other channels $29.95. Cable converter and ac
cessory catalog $1. (514) 739·9328. CROSLEY(A) ,
Box 840, Champlain, NY 12919.

DESCRAM BLER catalog. Special combo Jerrold
400 and SB3 $165. New cab le desc rambler kit
$49.00 (assemble in half hour). Much more. Send
$1.00. MJ INDUSTRY, Box 531. Bronx. NY 10461.

TUBES ! 59¢. Year guarantee. Free catalog. Tube
tester $8.95. CORNELL, 4215 University, San Di·
ego. CA 92105.

LINEAR PARTS- trans ist o r s : MRF454 $15 ,
MRF455 $12. MRF477 $11, MRF 492 $16.75,
MRF421 $22.50. SRF2072 $13, SRF3662 $25,
3800 $18.75, 2SC2290 $19.75, 2SC2879 $25.
Tube s : 6KD6 $10.50, 6LQ6 $9.75. 6LF6 $9.75.
8950 $16.75. Best prices on Palomar road noise
rnics, Ranger AR3300. New 16-page catalog listing
radio/am plifi er tricks- channel modification, PLL
sliders, peaking for range , hard-to-f ind linear
parts-mail $1.00 to: RFPC, Box 700, San Marcos.
CA 92069. For same day parts shipment, call (619)
744-0728.

OLDTIME radio programs on high quality tapes.
Comedy! Adventure! Music! Free catalog. CARL F.
FROELICH, Heritage Farm. New Freedom , PA
17349.

ELECTRONIC equip., frequency counters, pre
amps, RF final amplifiers and more at below whole
sale prices! Send $2.00 for catalog refundable with
purch ase. Dealer inq uiries invi ted. DIGITREX
DIST., 1948 Coventry. Thousand Oaks, CA 91362.

OSCILLOSCOPES and reconditioned test equip
ment, teletronix, H.P.• etc. Free list. CAL-SCOPES,
9830 Ponderosa Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408)
730-4573.

WANTED: Western Electric. Mcintosh. Marantz.
RCA , Dyna co, Altec , Telefun ken , JBL , tubes,
speake rs, amplifiers, (713) 728-4343. MAURY,
11122 Atwell, Houston, TX 77096.

VIDEO scrambling techniques. The original "secret
manual" covers sinewave, gatedpulse, and SSAVI
systems. 56 pages of solid. useful, legible informa-

--tion.-Only $14.95. ELEPHAN T ELECTRONICS,
INC ., Box 41865-J, Phoenix, AZ 85080. (602)
581-1973.

CIRCLE 192 ON FREE INFORMATION CAR D

PROTECT your delicate equipment with, non-toxic.
non- cor rosi ve. Halon Fi re ext inguisher. 220z .
$29.95. 115 Gm. $14.95 1each $39.95. plus $3.00 P
& H per order. DAKOTA ENTERPRISES, P.O. Box
3432-RE, Rapid City. SO 57709.

TRIPLE regulated. metered benchtop power sup
plies. Fixed ± 5VDC. two variable ± 15VDC, 1amp.
Maximum short and overload protected. current lim
ited. Supplies stackable to ± 35VDC. $119.95 year
warranty. USI, Box 332R, Weatogue, CT 06089.
(203) 658-4318.

STEREO sound simulator. Connect your TV and
stereo. Great for VCR·s. Send $15.00. SHEPHERD,
8125 Sunset Ave.• Suite 183. Fairoaks. CA. 95628 .

CB Tune-up manual Volume II. Specific adjust
ments. modifications for peaking all popular CB·s.
Covers over 1300 radios. $19.95, Visa, MasterCard
to : TH OMAS PUBLISHING, 127-R Westwo od.
Paris. IL 61944.

500 parts $12.00. Mixed resistors. capacitors, di
odes. inductors. etc. Good stuff. No junk. 5 free
power transistors with each $24.00 order. We pay
shipping in U.S.A. add $2.00 if C.O.D. BARGAIN
CITY, P.O. Box 121. Glen. MS 38846.

ZENITH, SSAVI. ready to go $100.00 plus shipping.
order C.O.D. 1 (305) 752-9202.

RECHA RGEABLE "AA" nicads 500mAh 1.2volt
t en fo r $11.00 plus shipp ing. RAYMOND
RICHARD , 26557 Hass , Dearborn Heights, MI
48127.

ROBOT! kits. Books and Plans! Learn to build your
own robots. Free catalogs contain hundreds of af
fordable robot systems. Explore the wo rld of
robotics today. Catalog: CEARGS·ROBOTS !, POB
458, Peterborough. NH 03458. (603) 924-3843.

AMP LIFIER brea kthrough-The current amplifier
drives loads push-pull without internal voltage gain.
Fastest. quietest circuit in transistor electronics. Op
amps now drive speakers. Plans for quieter. easier
to construct audio amplifiers. all wattages. $15. AM
PLIFIERS UNLIMITED, Rt 2. Box 139. Highmore.
SO 57345.
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TELEV IEOO OR MORROV

80 BY 24 LINE DISPLAY
/ ~,

9 BY:5INCH AMBER TUBE
YISUAL ATTRIBUTES

~~
REVERSE , UNDERLINE" 12
INTENSITY. COMBINATIONS
MON ITOR MOD E
CAUSESTERMINAL TO SHOV

~
ALL 32 CONTROLCODES

SCREEN SAYER
TURNS OFF VHENNOT USED
FOR1:5MINUTES. DISPLAY
RETURNS V ITHOUT LOSS OF
DATA VHEN ANYKEY IS HIT

PROGRAMABLE KEYC LICK

80NUS~
AUTO SCROLL
PROGRAMMABLE TO SCROLL
ORVRAP AT 24THLINE

~~ . . 93 K~ KEYBOARD
- CPM ENGINE- _SEPE ATENURMICKEYPAD

KEYCLICK I BELLSPEAKER
ONLY $5 0 0 LOV PROFILE FULL SIZE

QVERTYLAYOUT. 2I FUNC-
'w'HEN YOU BUY -THE TION KEYS,CAPSLOCK V ITH

TERHtl AL- FOR $99 AT HWfli,g H~EYEH LED,HE SAME TIME . REGUL AR
PRICE$45. SEEOUR FEB

p~n~&~i~~~~~vocR.E.AOO FOR DETALS

Coli for 0 cor, of 15 do, trtol o.reement. Tox &
f r ei . ht ex tn.Send check or odd 1.90 for COD.
Pn.o mo, chonn .St ore pr ice mn diffor.W hile
surrli eo l os t. No POs terms or credit co rds

S mcOnValleySUrPlUS
OPEN

IOam-6 pm

4 15- 26 1- 4506 CLOSED
44 0 1 OAKPO RT OAK LAND CA, 94601 SUN&MON

CALL OUR BBS 41')-261 -4')13

ena
Zo
a:
f
a
w
...J
W

6o
<!
a:
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PROJECTION TV Convert your TV to project 7 

loot picture Results comparable to S2.500 proj- 
ectors . Total cost less than $30 00 plans and 8' 
lens $21 95 Illustrated information FREE...MAC- 
ROCOMA-GI, Washington Crossing. PA 18977 
Creditcard orders 24hrs (215) 736 -3979 

TOP QUALITY emported.domestic kits, surplus. 
discount electronics, computer components FREE 
catalog. TEKTRASONIX, 1120 Avenue of the Amer- 
icas. 1 fl suite 4038. New York. NY 10036 

TV- STEREO kit -easily converts your TV VCR to 
receive the new MTS stereo sound True stereo not 
simulation $43 95 information -SASE DPI, Box 
150, Elmont, NY 11003 

SATELLITE descrambling manual, Video Cypher 
II Schematics and thorough explanation of dig ital 
audio encoding (HBO. Cinemax. Showtime, Fan - 
tasy, Extasy) S10 95 SL 00 postage Catalog 
$1.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R.. Bethesda. 
MD 20814. 

CRYSTAL radio sets. plans, parts. kits, catalog 
$1 00. MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway. Hol- 
lywood. FL 33020. 

CORDLESS phone monitor. Simple instructions to 
modify cheap AM radio to receive entire 1 7 Mhz 
cordless phone band No parts required, only a 
screwdriver Also instructions how to monitor the 
new 46 49 Mhz frequencies Only S5 95 complete 
ADVANTAGE INC., Box 1086. Edgewater, FL 
32032 

MOBILE telephone using your 2 -way radio, plans 
S9 95. with PC bids $24 95 Countdown timer hrs 
min or min sec. LED display. for lab. dark room. etc 
Plans S7 95 with PC bids $16 95 Paging control- 
ler using your 2-way radio, plans $9 -95 with PC brds 
$19 95 CURRENT DEVELOPMENT CORP., Box 
384. Westmoreland, NY 13490. 

UPGRADE kit for line zappers $19 95 Stops nega- 
tive pictures, improves ctanty Complete with add -on 
board. Complete kits available C L C SPE- 
CIALTIES, 1432 Heim. Orange. CA 92665 (714) 
998-6866 

Cable TV Converters 
Why Pay A High Monthly Fee', 

Jerrold ' oducts Inc u'e " few erro 
Tri- Mode, ' SB -3, Hamlin, Oak VN -12. 
M -35 -B. Zenith, Magnavox, Scientific 
Atlanta. and more. (Quantity dis- 
counts) 60 day warranty. For fast ser- 
vice C.O.D. orders accepted. Send 
SASE (60 cents postage) or call for info 
(312) 658 -5320. Midwest Electronics, 
Inc.!, HIGGINS ELECTRONICS, 5143 -R 
W. Diversey. Chicago. IL 60639. MCA 

Visa orders accepted. No Illinois orders 
accepted. Mon. -Fri. -9 A.M. -6 P M.CST 

SCHEMATIC and theory for third brake light Send 
$2 00 to BILL SHAFFER, Box 107. Gas City, IN 
46933. 

SAVE 75% build your own 68000 or IBM compatible 
computer -easy Free details DIGATEK CORPO- 
RATION, Suite 175. 2723 West Butler Drive. Phoe- 
nix, AZ 85051 

DESCRAMBUNG. new secret manual Build your 
own descramblers for Cable and Subscription TV. 
Instructions, schematics for SSAVI, gated sync. 
sinewave (HBO. Cinemax. Showt'me etc 158 95 

$1.00 postage catalog CABLETRONICS. Box 
30502R. Bethesda. MD 20814 

COMMODORE 64 128 owners Design your own 
custom circuits Just enter specifications and the 
computer designs the circuit Free information' 
Send today' WEASELGRAPHICS, Dept RE 487. 
606 Thomasville. Pocahontas. AR 72455 

HOW to build 1,000 watt car stereo amplifiers Send 
S6 00 MESCO, 233 West North St . Fayetteville. AR 
72701 

BUG shaped bug $19 95 Shopping 55.00 security 
military marine Electronics Many kits catalog $5.00. 
TRI -AD, PO Box 644. Matluchu. FL 339Oß 

SA turn on kit $40 00 Videodechiper stand alone kit 
S75 00, trimode board power pac coil. filter $22.00. 
Call John (419) 243-7856. 

CATALOG: hobby broadcasting 1750 meters ham/ 
CB transmitters. antennas, scramblers. bugging 
devices. more' PANAXIS, Box 130 -F5. Paradise. 
CA 95967 

FREE catalog 99 -cent kits -audio. video. TV. 
computer parts ALLKIT, 434 W 4th St . West Islip 
NY 11795 

LOGIC PROBE KIT- Steady state and pulse train 
indicator with memory TTL and CMOS level detec- 
tion All components and instructions 515 00 
postage included Tektron, 530 Grand Island Blvd . 

Tonanwanda. N Y 14150 

Cable Television Converter. Descrambler and wire- 
less Remote control video Equipment accessories 
catalog FREE CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN- 
UMITED, 116 -P Main Road. Washington. AR 71862 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring 
ownership of small electronics manufactunng busi- 
ness- without investment. Write: BUSINESSES, 
92 -R. Brighton 11th. Brooklyn. NY 11235 

PROJECTION TV Make 55S's assembling proj- 
ectors easy results comparable to $2.500 proj- 
ectors Total cost less than $30 00 PLANS, 8' 
LENS and dealers information S20 50 Illustrated 
information free. MACROCOMA -GIX, Washington 
Crossing, PA 18977 Creditcard orders 24hrs (215) 
736 -2880 

EASY. lucrative. One man CRT rebuilding machin- 
ery Free into (815) 459-0666 CRT. 1909 Louise. 
Crystalake. IL 60014 

MARK V ELECTRONICS INC., TOLL FREE INFORMATION: 1 818 2821196 
24)3LAJ1 MAIN b1HLEt5u11t. IOU. 1- 800423 -3483 MAIL ORDER: P.O.BOX 6610 
ALHAMBRA. CA 91801 Only for order paid by Master or Vnacald J ALHAMBRA, 
TELEX 3716914MARK5 IN CAL.: 1- 800 521 -MARK CA91802 

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG - OVER 60 HOT & WELL -QUALIFIED ITEMS FOR YOUR SELECTION' 

Mod. No Dr..ptao K,1/A..rneW U,IPtK. TP6100 016v 24 REGULATED OC POWER SUP.L KNAr $59 50'69 50 
TY.1A MK. BATTERY PLUOPESCENT LIGHT Kit 3399 TA001 lw M.n. Ampl.lyr Kn 13 90 TY7 ELECTRONIC TOUCH SWITCH Ka $5 50 

T A 006 6W U.n. Ampi.l..r KO M 92 TV.11A MULTI FUNCTIONAL CONTROL RELAY Kn S3 99 TA007 12 Si o Pow. Bowe. Kn $600 TV.13 DIGITAL CLOCK WITH TWO TIMER Kn $1386 
1 A 006 AC,DC SHOULDER AMPLIFIER , A Ar $48 00 TY.13 COLOR LEO VU METER K,1 $1750 
1A10 STEREO PRE AMPLIF IER WITH MAGNETIC MIC AMP Kn $6 00 TY14 ELECTRONIC SHOCK Kn $3 00 
TA-50 A. 9 MULTIPURPOSE MELODY GENERATOR Kn $10 76 TY IS HIGH PRECISION SOUND CONTROL SWITCH Ka $766 
TA 120 PURE CLASS"A "" MAIN POWER AMPLIFIER Kn $2500 Tv 70 SUPER SENSITIVE COLOR POWER LEVEL INOICA TOR Kn $1950 
TA 720 7264 AC /DC STEREO AM liF IER 'WITH MIC *AMER; Ar $60 00 TY.236 COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER Kn/Ar $65 00 75 00 
TA 300 3013 MPH. Pwpor S.q1. Cl.r,w Amp K.t $11 07 TY26 SPEAKER PROTECTOR Kn $11 00 
TAJ02 IOW St.wo Pore. Bowtw K.T,Ar $50006000 TV.36 FM WIRELESS MICROPHONE Kò S768 
TAJ73A H,M C64Iav 3D1y30w Mingo A.rol.le. Kn $2460 Tv.71 AC /OC QUARTZ DIGITAL CLOCK Kn $1697 
TAJ22. IOW IC Stooge Pro Ampld . Paver An,W.ly. Kn $2950 Tv 311 SOUND OR TOUCH CONTROL SWITCH Kn $1000 
TA 400 4034 TRNSISTORIZED P A AMPL H,ER Kn $13 M TV-41 Will INFRARED REMOTE CONTROL UNIT Kn/Ar $75003000 
TA 477 130W MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER K./ S61 78 TYRE BAR/DOT LEVEL METER Kn $71 00 
TAa00 110168064 DC LOW TIM PRE AMPLIFIER A POWER AMP Kn $5538 TEAS BAR.'DOT AUDIO LEVEL DISPLAY Kn U495 
TA 302 8064.8016 PUN( DC STEREO POWER AMP 'W/SP(AKE R' K 1 $39 95 TY47 SUPERIOR ELECTRONIC ROULETTE Kn $1697 TAa204 NOW -6034 OCL OC PRE MAIN 6 STEREO AMPLIJ It KT M300 YAMATO 4001 35 DIGITAL Mtn TIMETER SET $3380 
TA 1000A 10064 DYNAMIC CLASS-A" MAIN POWER AMP IMONO1 KT S5195 T1 LCD THERMOMETER CLOCK W /IN /OUT DOOR SENSOR SET $2000 
TA 1500 1003/2 NEW CLASS "A" DC STEREO PRO MAIN AMP ITT $67 00 T2 LCD THERMOMETER CLOCK W'r .0 ° MEASURING SET $18D0 
TA 2400A 
TA 2500 
TA 2200 

ELECTRONIC ECHO AND REVERBERATION AW Kn:Ar 
HIGH QUALITY MULTIPURPOSE PRE AWLIF 'ER Ar 
OC PET SUPER CLASS "A - PRE AMP'. IF IER Kn 

$8900 $9965 
S90 00 
$3800 NEW FOR 87 

TA 2600 
TA 3000 
SM 43 

Ni CR 914E1 PRE AMP rWITT. 3WAY TONE CONTROL 1 Kn 
STEREO SIMULATOR Ka/As 
3 1/7 MULTIFUNCTIONAL LED D M KNAr 

$44 50 
$75003000 
$7973,3500 

11501 TALKING CLOCK 'PARROTI 
$507 TALKING CLOCK 'COCKATOO' 

SET 
SET 

$1775 
11590 

w46 4 1.2 HIPRECISION D P M Ka/Ar 83800'4300 6504 TALKING CLOCK [MYNAH. GOLDEN OR BLACK' SET $1690 
SM 100 8 DIGIT 160MC FREOUENCY COUNTER AN $99 00 NO 620 CORDLESS SOLDERING IRON RECHARGE AM SET $7780 
T 4 3 1'2 DIGITAL PANEL METER Kn $2800 SM-321 PROP ES$IONAL COLOR LIGHT CONTROLLER ASS 9170 W 
TR355A 
TR 503 

B 3 SA REGULATED OC POWER SUPPLY Kn 
O 15V/3A POWER SUPPLY WITH SNORT CIRCUIT BREAK 

$1068 METAL CABINETS WITH ALUMINIUM PANEL 

a OVERLOAD PROTECTOR Rn $t230 L01773 3 ". I7'. T' SET $1600 
101144 4-. Ir r 
101924 4 ". 1r'. 11.6. 

it T 

SET 
$77 00 
$7490 

LGI$75 6-'. Ir. 116'. SET $26 00 

WE CAN SUPPLY HIGH POWER TRANSFORMERS FOR OUR KITS. PLEASE REFER TO OUR CATALOG' 

TERMS Minimum order $1000 Charge card order $2000 C O D check, money order & phone order accept CA. residents must include 
6 5% sales tax. Prices are subject to change without notice. All merchandise subject to prior sale Shipping & handling Inside L A 5% of total 
order (Min. $1.50). Outside L A 10% of total orde (Min. S2 50). Outside U.S A 20% of total order (MIn 55.00) Shipped by UPS ground 
HOURS Mon -Fri 9 30 to 5:00. Sat 9 30 to 1 00 (PACIFIC TIME) 
NATION-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED FOR OUR PRODUCTS, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE! ".`41 = 
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PROJECTION TV...Convert your TV to project 7
foot picture. Results comparable to $2,500 proj
ectors...Total cost less than $30.00 plans and 8"
lens $21.95...lIlustrated information FREE...MAC·
ROCOMA-GI, Washington Crossing, PA 18977.
Creditcard orders 24hrs. (215) 736-3979.

TOP QUALITY imported,domestlc kits, surplus,
discount electronics, computer components. FREE
catalog . TEKTRASONIX, 1120Avenue of the Amer
icas, 1/fl suite 4038, New York, NY 10036.

TV-STEREO kit-easily converts your TVNCR to
receive the new MTS stereo sound. True stereo not
simulation . $43.95 information-SASE. DPI, Box
150, Elmont , NY 11003.

SATELLITE descrambling manual, Video Cypher
II. Schematics and thorough explanation of digital
audio encoding. (HBO, Cinemax, Showlime, Fan
tasy, Extasy) $10.95 + $1.00 postage. Catalog
$1.00. CABLETRONICS, Box 30502R, Bethesda,
MD 20814.

CRYSTAL radio sets, plans, parts, kits . catalog
$1.00 . MIDCO, 660 North Dixie Highway, Hol-
lywood , FL 33020. .

CORDLESS phone monitor. Simpie instructions to
modify cheap AM radio to receive entire 1.7 Mhz
cordless phone band. No parts required, only a
screwdriver. Also instruct ions how to monitor the
new 46/49 Mhz frequencies.-Only ss .ssccmpiete.
ADVANTAGE INC., Box 1086, Edgewater, FL
32032 .

MOBILE telephone using your 2-way radio. plans
$9.95, with PC/brds $24.95. Countdown timer hrs/
min or min/sec, LED display, for lab, dark room, etc.
Plans $7.95 with PC/brds $16.95. Paging/control
ler using your 2-way radio, plans $9.95 with PC/brds
$19.95. CURRENT DEVELOPMENT CORP., Box
384, Westmoreland , NY 13490.

UPGRADE kit for line zappers $19.95. Stops nega
tive pictures, improves clarity.Complete with add-on
board. Complete ki ts avai lable. C & C SPE
CIALTIES, 1432 Heim, Orange. CA 92665. (714)
998-6866 .

Cable TV Converters
Why Pay A High Monthly Fee?

I ~ I

Tri-Mode," SB-3, Hamlin , Oak VN-12,
M-35-B, Zenith, Magnavox, Scientific
Atlanta , and more . (Quantity dis
counts) 60 day warranty. For fast ser
vice C. O. D. orders accepted . Send
SASE (60 cents postage) orcall for info
(312) 658-5320. Midwest Electronics,
Inc.!, HIGGINS ELECTRONICS, 5143-R
W. Diversey, Chicago, IL 60639. MCI
Visa orders accepted . No Illinois orders
accepted. Mon.-Fri.-9 A.M. -6 P. M.CST

SCHEMATIC and theory for third brake light. Send
$2.00 to BILL SHAFFER, Box 107. Gas City. IN
46933 .

SAVE 75% build your own 68000 or IBM compatible
computer-easy. Free details. DIGATEK CORPO
RATION, Suite 175, 2723 West Butler Drive. Phoe
nix. AZ 85051.

DESCRAMBLlNG, new secret manual. Build your
own descramblers for Cable and Subscription TV.
Instruc tions , schematics for SSAVI , gated sync ,
sinewave. (HBO, Cinemax, Showlime, etc.) $8.95
+$1.00 postage catalog. CABLETRONICS, Box
30502R. Bethesda, MD 20814.

COMMODORE 64/128 owners. Design your own
custom circuits. Just enter specifications and the
computer designs the circui t. Free information!
Send today! WEASELGRAPHICS, Dept. RE 487,
606 Thomasville. Pocahontas, AR 72455.

HOW to build 1,000 watt car stereo amplifiers. Send
$6.00. MESCO, 233 West North St., Fayetteville, AR
72701.

BUG shaped bug $19.95. Shipping $5.00 security
military marine electronics. Many kitscatalog $5.00.
TRI-AD , P.O. Box 644, Matluchu, FL 33909.

SA turn on kit $40.00. Videodechiper stand alone kit
$75.00; trimode board power pac coil, filter $22.00.
Call John (419) 243-7856.

CATALOG: hobby/broadcasting/1750 meters/ham/
CB: transmitters, antennas. scramblers, bugging
devices, more! PANAXIS, Box 130-F5, Paradise,
CA 95967.

FREE catalog ss-cent kits-audio, video , TV,
computer parts. ALLKIT, 434 W. 4th St., West Islip.
NY 11795.

LOGIC PROBE KIT- Steady state and pulse train
indicator with memory. TTL and CMOS level detec
tion. All components and instructions. $15.00
postage included. Tektron, 530 Grand Island Blvd.,
Tonanwanda, N.Y. 14150.

Cable Television Converter, Descrambler and wire
less Remote control video Equipment accessories
catalog FREE . CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN
LIMITED, 116-PMain Road, Washington, AR 71862

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
MECHANICALLY inclined individuals desiring
ownership of small electronics manufacturing busi
ness-e-wltnout investment. Write : BUSINESSES,
92-R, Arighton 11th, Arooklyn, NY 11::'35.

PROJECTION TV...Make $$$'s assembling proj
ectors ...easy...results comparable to $2,500 proj
ectors. Total cost less than $30.00. PLANS, 8"
LENS and dealers information $20.50. Illustrated
information free. MACROCOMA-GIX, Washington
Crossing, PA18977. Creditcard orders 24hrs. (215)
736-2880.

EASY, lucrative. One man CRT rebuilding machin
ery. Free info: (815) 459-0666 CRT, 1909 Louise,
Crysta lake. IL 60014.

MARK V ELECTRONICS INC., TOLL FREE INFORMATION : 1·818·282-1196
248 EAST MAIN STREET. SUITE100. _ 1-800-423-3483 r:::251 MAl L ORDER : P.O.BOX 6610
ALHAMBRA. CA91801 ~ Only for order paid by Master or V isaeard t=Z2J ALHAMBRA,
TELEX 3716914 MARK 5 IN CAL. : 1-800-521-MARK CA9 1802

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG - OVER 60 HOT & WELL-QUALIFIED ITEMS FOR YOUR SELECTION!

Kit / Assem bled

NEW FOR 87

M ETAL CABINETS WITH A LUM IN IU M PA NEL
LG1213 3" x 12" x 7"
LG 1684 4" x 16" x 8"
LG1924 4" x 19" x 11.5"
LG 1925 5" x 19" x 11.5"

Model No. Description

TA -001 1W Min i Amplifie r
TA -006 6W Min i A mplifier
TA -007 12W Stereo Power Boos ter
TA-008 A C/D C SHOU L DER AMPLIFIE R IP.A.l
TA ·10 STER EO PRE· AM PLIFIER WITH MA GNETIC MI C AM P
TA ·50 A , B MULTI ·PURPOSE ME LOD Y GENERATOR
TA ·120 PURE CL A SS"A" MA IN POWER A MPL IFI ER
T A·720 72W A C/D C ST ER EO A MPLI FI ER IWITH M IC MIXER)
TA ·300 30W Mu lt i-Purpose Single Channel Amp.
TA-3 02 60W Stereo Power Booste r
TA·323A High Oualitv 30W +3OW Ster eo Am pli f ier
TA -322 i 6f1N IC Stereo Pre-Ampl ifi er &: Power Am pli fi er
TA-400 40W TR A NSISTOR IZED P.A . A MPLI FI ER
TA -477 120W MOSFET POWER AMPLI FI ER
TA -800 80W+80W DC LOW TIM PRE-AMPLIFIE R & POWER A MP.
TA-8 02 8OW+8OW PURE DC ST ER EO POWER A MP. (W/SPEAKER}
TA-820 A 6OW+6rYN OC L DC PRE-M AIN & ST EREO A MPLI FIE R
TA ·100QA 100W DY NA M IC CLASS"A" MA I N POWER A MP (M ONO )
TA·1500 100wx2 NEW CLASS"A" DC ST EREO PRE·MAIN AMP
TA·2400A EL ECTRO NIC ECH O AN D R EV ERB ERATION A MP
TA ·25 oo HIGH QU A LI TY MULTI-PURPOSE PRE·A MPLI FI ER
TA ·22oo DC F ET SUPER CLASS"A" PRE-AM PLIF I ER
TA·28 oo NF -CR BI ·F ET PRE·AMP (WIT H 3WA Y TONE CONTROLl
TA ·3000 STE R EO SIMU LATO R
SM -43 3 1/2 MULT1·FU NCTI ONAL L ED D.P.M .
SM-48 4 1/2 HI -PRECI SION D.P.M.
SM-100 8 DIGI T 150M C FREQUE NCY COU NTE R
T Y-43 31/2 DI GITAL PANEL MET ER
TR.J 55 A , B 3-SA REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLY
TR ·50 3 O·15V /3A POWER SUPPLY WITH SHORT C IRCU IT BR EAK

& OVER LOAD PROTECTOR

Kit
K it
K it
A..
Kit
Ki t
K it
Au
Kit
K it /Ass.
Kit
Kit
Kit
K i t
Ki t
Ki t
K it
K it
K i t
Kit/ Ass.
A..
Kit
Kit
Kit/An.
Kit / An.
Ki t/An.
A..
Kit
K it

K it

Un it Pri ce

$3.90
$4 .92
ss.oo
$48.00
$6 .00
$10.76
S25.OO
$60.00
$11.07
$50.00 /60 .00
524.60
$29.50
$ 13 .84
$6 1_28
S55 .38
$3 9.95
$43.00
$5 1.95
$67 .00
$89 .OO/S99.85
590.00
538.00
$44 _50
$25 .00 /30.00
$29.23/3 5.00
$3 8 .00 /4 3 .00
599 .00
$28.00
$10 .68

S12 .30

T R·1OO
TY -1A MK4
TY ·7
T Y -11A
TY·12
TY ·13
T Y·14
TY ·18
TY ·20
T Y-23B
T Y·25
T Y·35
T Y -36
TY ·38
TY-41 MK III
TY-4 2
TY-45
T Y-47
YA MA TO 4001
T1
T2

8 50 1
8502
850 4
NO. 620
SM·328

0-15V 2A REGULATE D DC POWER SU PPLY
BA TTERY FL UOPESCENT LI GH T
ELECTRONIC T OU CH SWITCH
MULT I-FUNCTIONAL CON TROL RELA Y
D IG ITAL CLOCK WITH TWO TIMER
COLOR LED VU M ETER
ELECTRONIC SHOCK
HIGH PRECISION SOUND CON TROL SWIT CH
SUPER SENS ITI V E CO LOR POWER LEVE L INDI CA TOR
CO LO R LI GHT CONTROLLER
SPEA K ER PROTEC TOR
FM WI RELESS M ICROPHONE
AC /OC OU ARTZ DIGIT AL CLOCK
SOUND OR TOUCH CON TR OL SWITC H
INF RARED REM OT E CONT RO L U NIT
BAR /D OT LEVEL METER
8ARfOO T A U DIO LE VEL DIS PL A Y
SUPERIO R EL ECTR ONI C ROULETTE
3Y.r DI GITAL M ULTIMETER
LCD T HE RMOMETER CLOCK W/ IN /OUT ODOR SENSOR
LCD THE RM OM ETER CLOCK W/ Fo/Co ME A SUR ING

TAL KIN G CLOC K (PA RROn
TALKI NG CLOC K ICOCKATOO)
TALKI NG CLOCK (M YNAH, GOLDEN OR BLACK )
CORD LESS SOLD ER ING IR ON R ECHARGEA BL E
PROFE SSIONA L CO LOR LI GHT CON TRO L L ER

Kit/As s.
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
K it
Kit
Kit
Kit/A$! .
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit
Kit/A u .
Kit
Kit
Ki t
@SET
@SET
@S ET

@SET
{i'l SET
@SET
(j!) SET
ASS.

@lSET
@SET
@SET
@SET

$59 .50/69.50
$3.9 9
$5 .50
$3 .99
$13 .86
$17.50
$3 .00
S7.68
$ 19 .50
$65 .00/75.00
$11 .00
$7 .68
$16.92
$ 10 .00
S25 .OO/30 .OO
$21 .00
$34 .95
S16.92
$33 .80
$20.00
518.00

$17 .75
$15 .90
$16.90
$22.80
$120 .00

$18 .00
S22 .OO
524 .00
$26 .00

WE CAN SUPPLY HIGH POWER T RANSFORMERS FOR OUR KITS, PLEASE REFER TO OUR CATA LOG'

TE RM S: Mi n im um ord er : $ 10.00. Charge card order $20.00. C.OD ., check , money order & phone order accept. CA . residents mu st inc lude
6 .5% sales tax . Pri ces are subject to change w ithout not ice. Al l merchandise subjec t to pri or sale. Shipping & hand ling : Inside L .A. 5% of total
order (Min . $ 1.50). Outs ide L. A . 10% of tota l orde (Mi n. $2 .50 ), Outs ide U.S.A . 20% of tota l o rder (Min . $5 .00), Ship ped by UPS groun d .
HOUR S: Mon -Fri 9: 30 to 5 :00, Sat 9 :30 to 1:00 (PA CIFIC TIME) I/~I ~

NATION·WIDE DISTRIBUTORS WANTED FOR OUR PRODUCTS, QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE! ~ ...
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CRT equipment rebuilds Sony color tubes other 
CRT SYSTEMS, 633 North Semoran, Orlando. FL 
32807. Call (305) 275.9543 

YOUR own radio station! AM, FM. cable Licensed 
or unlicensed BROADCASTING, Box 130 -F5. Par- 
adise. CA 95967 

ELECTRONIC 
1SSEMBLY BUSINESS 

Start home spare tir- t 
experience unnecessary BIG DEMAND assem 
ding electronic devices Sales handled by proles 
sionals Unusual business 00 ortun tv 

FREE' Complete illustrated literature 
BARIA RE-0 Box 248 

Walnut Creek Car' 94597 

WANTED 
INVENTORS! AIM wants -ideas, inventions. new 
products, Improvements on existing products We 
present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiality 
guaranteed Call toll free 1(800) 225-5800 for infor- 
mation kit 

INVENTIONS. ideas. new products wanted' Indus- 
try presentation national exposition. Call free 1 (800) 
528 -6050. Canada. 1 (800) 528 -6060 X831 

WANTED surplus inventories of Cs. transistors etc. 
No quantity too small or large Call WESTERN 
TECHNOLOGY, (303) 444 -4403 

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION 
TRAINING in cable television technology. Prepare 
for the future. CABLE CORRESPONDENCE 
COURSES INC., Post Office Box 1319, St. Charles. 
MO 63302 

FCC commercial general radiotelephone license 
correspondence course 60 individual lessons for 
$89 50 Payment plan Results guaranteed' Details 
free AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Box 
201. Cedar Mountain, NC 28718 

SUPERFAST morse code supereasy. Subliminal 
cassette Moneyback guarantee $10. BAHR. 
2549E Temple. Palmbay. FL 32905 

F.C.C. commercial general radiotelephone li- 
cense. Electronics home study Fast, inexpensive! 
-Free" details. COMMAND, D -176. Box 2223, San 
Francisco. CA 94126. 

CASSETTE recorded home study for new general 
class FCC license examinations Also broadcasting 
and cablevision courses. BOB JOHNSON TELE- 
COMMUNICATIONS, 1201 Ninth. Manhattan 
Beach, CA 90266 

I have the Idea: do you have the scientific knowl- 
edge in Audio-Video field? If you are interested in 
pining forces with me to convert this potentially very 
lucrative idea into reality and sharing the results. 
please contact. ANTOINE RISTAKIAN, 2 Overlea 
Ct.. Massapequa Park. NY 11762. 

Start Your Own TV /VCR 
Repair Business +- 

N 
can train at 

TV-VCR 
in your spare tor 

venous 
money- 

prier as a TVVCR Repair 
experience necessary No need to quit your Oa or school Every- 
Wing is explained m easy-to- understand language with plenty of 
drawings. diagrams and photos We slow you how to trouble- 
shoot and repair videocassette recorders and TV sets. how to 
kandle noun cals and stop repairs for almost any make of teie- 
men or VCR Tools are inducted with your course so you an ge. 
"hands -on" practice as you follow your lessons step by st: 
Send for free tarts about the exciting opportunities in TV V. 
F: ' Ind find out how you an start m along money in your own 

MAIL COUPON TODAY! 

r ICS SCHOOL OF TV/VCR REPAIR, Ng DE047 
' Scranton. Psrwytvarw 18515 
lend me cue information and cobs brochure on now I I 

ream N VCR Repro at home m my spare bate hinder- 
-d -d there is rep obligation and no salesman w1e von me 

IName Age _ I 
Address Apt 

I CtyiStateillp _ I 
LPhone I I 
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SATELLITE TV 
CABLE TV Secrets- the outlaw publication the 
cable companies toed to ban HBO. Movie Channel. 
Showlime. descramblers, converters, etc Sup - 
pliers list included $8.95. CABLE FACTS. Box 711- 
R. Pataskala, OH 43062. 

SATELLITE systems $349 up VISA MC available. 
Catalog 53.00. STARLINK, INC., 2603.16R Artie, 
Huntsville. AL 35805 

SATELLITE TV receiver kits' instructions. sche- 
matics' LNAs' Catalog SI 00 (refundable) XANDI 
ELECTRONICS, Box 25647. Dept 21N. Tempe, AZ 
85282 

Multi -Channel Microwave T.V. Receivers 
t 92 7 GHz Parabolic I Sh 40. d8 Gn- 

UFETIME WARRANTY 
Complete System 2995 (Shipping In 
Dealer Rates Replacement Componen 

8 Expert Repairs Available 
K 8 8 ELECTRONICS Call newleNItrppsppakksppell 

X 34522 
MIOINIL AZ O67 PO2 28006 

$2 credit on phone orders' 

VIDEOCIPHER II, descrambling manual 510 00; 
offset printed set of schematics $10.00. free set of 
DeSug members "special" video and audio -work- 
ing schematics with $20.00 order. PONDEROSA 
COMPANY, (303) 634 -6666. 

DESCRAMBLER build our low cost satellite TV 
video only descrambler for all major movies and 
sports. Uses all Radio Shack parts Order PC 
board and instructions by sending cheque. money 
order. or Visa for $35 00 U S funds to: VALLEY 
MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS, Bear River. Nova 
Scotia, Canada. BOS -180. (902) 467-3577 

ASSORTMENT #301 has Printed Circuit. all IC's, 
transistors. diodes for TELEASE -MAST protect 
(October article) 525 00 Shipping 53 00 Call 
1-800- 821.5226 Ext. 426 (orders) Jim Rhodes, 
Inc. Box 3421. Bristol. TN 37625. 

INVENTORS 
INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your 
idea'? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORA- 
TION for free information Over a decade of service 
1 (800) 338-5656 In Massachusetts or Canada ca' 
(413)568.3753 

PHONE RECORDER CONTROL 
AutomaticaNy records phone con.ersahonr 
when maw a lifted 
Interfaces your phone to any tape recorder 
Meets M FCC requirements 
Guaranteed lo work 

Send 19 95 plus 3.00 sfrppsng a handling to VISA. 
MASTER CHARGE,orC00 to ELECTRONIC DEVICES. 
2429 Central Ave. St. Petersburg. FLA. 33173. =ire rr. -.we,w 

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA & TOCOM 
SCIENTIFIC Atlanta cable converters (original 
units), models -8500 and 8550, remote con- 
trol 50.00. Tocom and Zenith descramblers 
$225 00. Guaranteed. N.A.S., (213) 631 -3552 

DESCRAMBLER MODULE 
COMPLETE cable -TV decoder in a mini-module. 
Latest technology upgrade for Jerrold SB -3 or Ra- 
dio Electronics Feb 1984 protect Available at very 
low cost For literature. SOUTHTECH DISTRIBUT- 
ING. 1(800) 821 -5226 Ext 130 

SB-3/TRI-BI/ZENITH 
SB -3's $67 00 Tri-Bis $79 00 Zenith (Tag - 
ons) $159 00 N -12 (Vansync)..575.00 N.A.S., 
(213) 631 -3552 

Pay TV and Satellite Descrambfing 
All New 6th Edition' 

100 peera 13 ceOU. 7 Weer sysswew SOwenseu. usury mineenwrns deieceon e14 95 rrn e n 
*ores* vnons M 12 e5 fC 

ryMr1r. seamy at2 96 M 
n1rP)Ou nears t9 95 r r pm 
e12 95 Any 3526 Now Spnp CWbg 

Shopki Electronics Corp 1327R Niagara St.. 
Niagara Falls. NY 14303 COD s 716.284 2163 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS 
CIRTECH of Colorado delivers quality PC'B design 
layout at affordable prices Prototypes welcome 
Single or double sided Send specs for quote to 
1330 Riverside Ave Boulder, CO 80302 or call 
(303) 449 -1307 (home) 

DO IT YOURSELF TV REPAIRS 
NEW...REPAIR ANY TV...EASY Retired ser- 
viceman reveals secrets. ante RESEARCH. Rt 3. 
Box 601B, Colville, WA 99114. 

EPROM PROGRAMMING 
FREE catalog. Your software data installed in 
EPROM of your choice. Fast. low cost service. 
Write call. Romulus Microeontrol, Dept A. Box 
8669. Rockville, Maryland 20856 (3011 540 -8863 

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS 
Cable Television Converter. Descrambler and wire- 
less Remote control video Equipment accessories 
catalog FREE. CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN- 
LIMITED, 116 -C Main Road, Washington. AR 
71862 

HOT BOOKS FOR HOBBYISTS 

MITT -aAno A REMOTE 

CONTROLLEO ROBOT FOR 

LIMN Ma $9 IS Fop 
wag a resSeet M 19001 
1e9Mr' your sun his -on 
rotar 

2715T -97 MOM REMOTE 

CONTROL ANO AUTOMATION 

PROJECTS .. 112 911 A tai 
maw aft** el *NM 
e mew e'er Its Wer mors 

new_ wl awl 

BUILD A REMOTE -CONTROLLED 
ROBOT FOR UNDER $300 

26171 --II you're fascinated by the home robots n 
'casingly available on today's market bu' _.. 

',-,piled by their price tags here's your solution 
.r own home robot-and a full size unit at that 

than $300 No advanced electronics or coma, 
Is are needed to put together -Ouestor", a roba Ct. 

- malty designed to be both affordable and Bas' 
Order your copy for S9 95 plus $1 75 s r ; 

62 HOME REMOTE CONTROL AND 
AUTOMATION PROJECTS 

: 2735T -A device that ore. 

when you turn on your stereo a' 
greeter sensors that keep your air -cc 
levels automatically voice -Operated r. 
and window controllers and more C 

tons, wring diagrams. and show -now usratc,s ' 

each device $12 95 plus S2 75 shipping 

Send 40-page catalog -FREE wilt order. 
I've included $2.00 Send catalog and coupon 

tor $2 00 on first order 

Electronic Technology Today 
P.O. Box 240 

Massapequa Park. NY 11762 

WANTED

YOUR own radio station! AM , FM, cable. Licensed
or unlicensed . BROADCASTING, Box 130-F5, Par
adise , CA 95967.

CRT eq uipment rebu ilds Sony/color tu bes/other.
CRT SYSTEMS, 633 North Semo ran, Orlando , FL
32807. Call (305) 275-9543.

PayTVandSatellite Oescrambling
All New 6thEdition!

Shojiki Electronics Corp., 1327R NiagaraSt. ,
Niagara Falls, NY 14303. COD's 716-284·2163

100 pages . 13 catse . 7 satelli te systems. Schematics, theory,
counter mea sures , de tection . $14.95. Experiments with VKt
~. Bypasses, tumon s. 4 free updates $12.95 Cable 'tv.
T~way systems. security. $12.95 MOSiMMD S Handbook_For
mICrOWaVe hackers $9.95 Build Satellite Systems Under S6OO.
$12.95. Any 31$26. New Spnng catalog $1.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS
CIRTECH of Colorado de livers quality PC'B design/
layout at affordable prices. Prototy pes we lco me ,
Single or doubl e sided. Send specs for quote to
1330 Riv erside Ave ., Boulder, CO 80302 or call
(303) 449·1307 (home).

DO IT YOURSELF TV REPAIRS
NEW... REPAIR A NY TV.. .EASY. Retir ed se r
viceman reveals secre ts. Write RESEARCH, Rt. 3,
Box 601B, Co lville , WA 99114.

' ..

SATELLITE TV

SATELLITE TV receiver kits! instructi ons, sc he 
matics! LNA's! Catalog $1.00 (refundable) : XANDI
ELECTRONICS, Box 25647, Dept. 21N, Tempe, AZ
85282.

SATELLITE systems $349 up. VISN MC availab le.
Catalog $3.00. STARLlNK, INC., 2603-16R Artie,
Hunt svill e, AL 35805 .

CABLE TV Secrets- the out law publication the
cable companies tried to ban . HBO, Movie Channel ,
Showtime, descramblers, converters , etc . Sup
plie rs list included $8 .95. CABLE FACTS , Box 711
R, Pataska la, OH 43062.

I1Iii. " • • 1.9-2.7GHz Parabolic Dish 40+ dBGain
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Complete System $89.95 (Shipping Incl.)
Dealer Rates. ReplacementComponents

& Expert Repairs Available
K& SELECTRONICS Callnow forsame
P.O. BOX 34522 dayshlpplngl
PHOENIX, AZ B5067 (6021 23O-lI640

S2 crediton phoneorders!

ElECTRONIC
ASSEMBLY BUSINESS

SIG
PROFIT

Start home. spare time. Investment knowledge or
exper ience unnecessar y. BIG DEMAND assem
bling electronic devices. Sales handled by profes
sionals. Unusual business opportunity.

FREE: Complete illustrated literature
BARTA. RE-OBux 248

Walnut Creek. Calif. 94597

INVENTORS! AIM wants-ideas, inventions , new
products, improvements on existing products. We
present ideas to manufacturers. Confidentiali ty
guara nteed . Call toll free 1 (800) 225-5800 for infor
matio n kit.

Cable Television Converter, Descrambler and wire
less Remote control video EqUipment acce sso ries
ca talog FREE. CABLE DISTRIBUTORS UN 
LIMITED, 116-C Main Road, Washington , AR
71862.

EPROM PROGRAMMING

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS

FREE catalog . Your software/data installe d in
EPROM of your choice. Fast , low co st service .
Write/call : Romulus Microcontrol , Dept. A, Box
8669, Rockville, Maryland 20856; (301) 540-8863

ASSORTMENT # 301 has Printed Circuit, all IC 's,
tran si stors, diodes fo r TELEASE·MAST proj ect
(Octo ber a rticle) $25.00. Sh ipping $3 .0 0 . Ca ll
1·800·821·5226 Ext. 426 (orde rs). Jim Rhodes,
Inc. Box 3421 , Bristol, TN 37625.

EDUCATION & INSTRUCTION
TRAINING in cable television tec hnology. Prepare
for th e future . CABLE CORRESPONDENCE
COURSES INC. , Post Office Box 1319, St. Charles,
MO 63302 .

FCC com mercial ge neral rad iotelephone licen se
correspon dence course . 60 individ ual lesso ns for
$89.50. Payme nt plan . Results guaranteed! Details
free. AMERICAN TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, Box
201, Cedar Moun tain, NC 28718 .

INVENTIONS , ideas, new prod ucts wanted! Indus-
- try presentation/nat ional exposition. Call free 1 (800 ) - -VIDEOCI PHER II, descrambling manual $10 .00;

528-6050. Canada, 1 (800) 528 -6060 . X831. offse t printed set of schematics $10.00; free set of
.. . DeSug me mbers "special" video and audio "work-

WANTED.surplus inventories of ICs, transistors etc . ing schematics" wit h $20.00 order ; PONDEROSA
No quantity too sm all or larg e . Ca ll WESTERN COMPANY: (303 ) 634-6666
TECHNOLOGY, (303) 444-4403 . ,.

DESCRAMBLER build our low cost satellite TV
video only descram bler for all major movies and
sports . Uses all Radio Shack pa rts . Order P.C.
board and instructions by sending cheq ue, money
order, or Visa for $35 .00 U.S. funds to : VALLEY
MICROWAVE ELECTRONICS, Bear River, Nova
Scotia , Canada, BOS-180. (902) 467-3577.

BUILD A REMOTE-CONTROLLED
ROBOT.. ...FOR UNDER $300

62 HOME REMOTE CONTROL AND
AUTOMATION PROJECTS

D 2617T-1f you're fascinated by the home robots in
creasing ly available on today's market .. .. but are
sloppedbytheirpricetags ... . here'syoursolution. Build
your own homerobot-and a full size unit at that- for
less than $300. No advanced electronics or computer
skillsareneeded to puttogether "Ouestor", arobotbutler
especially designed to be both affordable and easy-to
build.- Orderyour copy for $9.95plus $1.75shipping.

2735T-62 HOME REMOTE
CO NTROL ANO AUTOMATION
PROJECTS..... $12.95. Alas
cfnating collection 01 projects
to makeyour life safer, more
convenient, andmore fun.

2617T-BUILD A REMOTE
CONTROLLED ROBOT FOR
UNOER $300.....S9.95. Fool
proof instructions for putting
together your own full-size
robot.

HOT BOOKS FOR HOBBYISTS

1]
'

• I I ' .
I I'"

. )

D 2735T-A device that automatically dims the lights
when you turn on your stereo ... an automatic guest
greeter ... sensors that keepyour air-conditioningat ideal
levelsautomatically .. . voice-operatedtransmitters, door
and window controllers and more. Complete instruc
tions, wiring diagrams, and show-how illustrations for
each device. $12.95 plus $2.75 shipping .

D Send 40-pagecatalog-FREEwith order.
D I've included $2.00 Send catalog andcoupon good
for $2.00 on first order.

Electronic Technology Today
P.O. Box 240

Massapequa Park, NY 11762

INVENTORS

PHONERECORDERCONTROL
• Automatically records phoneconversations ~

when receiver is lifted. ~~~
• Interfaces your phoneto any tape recorder.
• Meets all FCC requirements. •
• Guaranteed to work.
Send19.95 plus 3.00 Shipping & handling to VISA,
MASTERCHARGE,orCOD to:ELECTRONIC DEVICES,
2429Central Ave. 51.Petersburg, FLA. 33173.
DooIo< inquiries "'I<omod.

SB-3 's . ..$67.0 0. Tri -Bi 's.. .$79 .00 . Ze nith (Tag 
ons )...$159 .00 . N-12 (Varisy nc)...$75.00 . N.A.S.,
(213) 631-3552 .

DESCRAMBLER MODULE

SB-3/TRI-BI/ZENITH

SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA & TOCOM
SCIENTIFIC Atlanta ca ble co nverters (original
units), model s-8500 and 8550, re mote con 
trol. ..$250.00 . Tocom an d Zenith descramblers
$225.00, Guaranteed. N.A.S., (213) 631-3552.

COMPLETE cable-TV decoder in a min i-modul e.
Latest tec hno logy upgrade for Jerrold SB-3 or Ra
dio Electron ics Feb. 1984 project. Available at very
low cost. For literature, SOUTHTECH DISTRIBUT
ING . 1(800) 821-5226 Ext. 130.

INVENTORS! Can you patent and profit from your
idea ? Call AMERICAN INVENTORS CORPORA
TION for free information. Over a decade of service.
1 (800) 338-5656 . In Massachusetts or Canada call
(413) 568-3753.

SUPERFAST morse code supereasy. Sub limina l
cassette . Moneyback guarantee . $10. SAHR,
2549 E Temple, Palmb ay, FL 329 05.

F.C.C. commercial general radiotelephone li
cense. Electronics home study. Fast, inexpe nsive!
"Free" details. COMMAND, D-176 , Box 2223, San
Francisco, CA 94126 .

I have the idea ; do you have the scient ific knowl 
edge in AudioN id eo fie ld? If you are interested in
join ing forces with me to convert this potentially very
lucrative idea into reali ty and sha ring the results ,
please contact: ·ANTOINE RISTAKIAN, 2 Ove rlea
Ct., Massapequa Park, NY 11762.

CASSETTE reco rded home study for new general
class FCC lice nse exam inations . Also broadcasting
and cablevisio n courses . BOB JOHNSON TELE
COMMUNICATIONS, 120 1 Nin th, Manhattan
Beach, CA 90266.

Start Your Own TV/VCR
... Repair Business ...

Now you can train at home in yourspare timefor a money
making career as a TVNCR Repair Specialist. No previous

experiencenecessary. No needto quityour jobor school. Every
thing is explainedin easy-to-understand languagewith plenty of
drawings. diagrams and photos. We show you howto trouble
shoot and repair videocassette recorders and TV sets. how to
handle housecallsand shop repairs for almost any makeof tele
visionorVCR. Toolsareincludedwithyourcourse soyoucanget
"hands-on" practice as you follow your lessons step by step.
Send for free facts about the exciting opportunities in TVNCR

en Repairand findout howyoucanstart making money inyourown
o business! MAIL COUPON TODAYI 0<23

~ ICB SCHOOLOFTV7vCRREPAIR,"O;'~;;
a: I SINCE I'" Scrant on, Pennsylvan ia 18515

O
J- Please send me fUll information and color brochure on howI I

I can learn TVN CR Repair at home in my spare time. I under- I
~ stand thereis noobligation andnosalesmanwill visit me.
W I Name Age- - - Io Address Apt # __
is I City/State/Zip I
~ ~1~,~~.l_ .2.. ~
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Copies of articles from this 
publication are now available from 
the UMI Article Clearinghouse. 

For more information about the Clearinghouse, please fill 
out and mail back the coupon below. 

earu house 
Yes' I would like to know more about UMI Article 
Clearinghouse. I am interested in electronic ordering 
through the following system(s): 

D DIALOG Dialorder 
OnTyme 

.72 ITT Dialcom 
OCLC ILL Subsystem 

Name 

Title 

Institution, Company_ 

Department 

D Other (please specify) Address 
01 am interested in sending my order by mail. 

D Please send me your current catalog and user 
City State Zip 

instructions for the systems( I checked above. Phone ( 1 

Mail to: University Microfilms Internetllmal 
300 North Zeeb Road. Box 91 Ann Arbor. MI 48106 

CALL FOR FREE CATALOG 

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD! 
PC /XT COMPATIBLE. MAKE YOUR COMPUTER TALK! 

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD USES THE NEW GENERAL 
INSTRUMENTS SPO256-AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE CTS256A -AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH 
CONVERTER 
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE 
MOTHERBOARD AND REQUIRES A COM 
SERIAL PORT BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A 
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMENT WITH ALMOST 
ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL 
PORT. FEATURES ON BOARD AUDIO AMP OR 
MAY BE USED WITH EXTERNAL AMPS 
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY 
BUILDING PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED ON A 5'. 
INCH PC XT DISKETTE FULL DOCUMENTA- 
TION AND SCHEMATICS ARE ALSO INCLUDED 

NEW! 

4,,;,m._ 
1f 

$89.95 
ASSEMBLED 
I TESTED 

CANON 80 COLUMN PRINTER - $39.95 
ORIGINALLY MANUFACTURED FOR THE PC JR BUT WITH OPTIONAL CONNECTOR 
WILL WORK WITH PC. XT. OR AT REQUIRES SERIAL I O THIS THERMAL PRINTER IS 
QUIET AND USES EASY TO GET s , IN ROLLS OF PAPER 50 C P S UPPER AND 
LOWER CASE. PLUS GRAPHICS. ORIGINAL LIST PRICE 519900 ADD 5300 FOR 
PC. XT CONNECTOR ADD SS.00 UPS 

PC /XT EPROM 
PROGRAMMER 

$199 
LATEST DESIGN PROGRAMS UP TO 4 DEVICES AT ONE TIME FEATURES EASY 

TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE THAT RUNS UNDER PC OR MS DOS USES AN 
INTELLIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR SUPER FAST (4X) EPROM 
BURNING THIS PLUGIN BOARD ATTACHES TO AN EXTERNAL MINI CHASSIS 
CONTAINING 4 TEXTOOL Z F SOCKETS NO PERSONALITY MODULES 
REQUIRED AUTOMATIC VPP SELECTION 12Í5V. 21V. OR 25V EPROM DATA CAN 
ALSO BE LOADED FROM OR SAVED TO A DISKETTE PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE 
SUPPORTS 2716. 2732 2732A. 2764. 2764A. 27126. 2712$A. 27254. 27254A. 27512. AND 
27512A ASSEMBLED AND TESTED. BURNED IN WITH MANUAL. $199 WITH 
SOFTWARE 

Digital Research Computers 
(OF TEXAS) 

P 0 BOX 3814508 DUNCANVILLE. TX 75138 (214) 225 -2309 

TERMS. Add 53.00 postage. We pay Wanes. Orders under S1S add 75K handling No 
C.O D. We accept Vise and MasterCard. Twat Res. add 6 -1 4% Ta. Foreign orders 
1.c.pt Canada) add 20. P A H. Orden over /SO add SSC for Insurance 

Parts s Ex mes P ÍÍÍÍ 

CHECK OUT OUR 
HARDWARE SELECTION! 

MP .md KnIN own". 
de0s. 0100 n010 Kr.. rA. 

bad Mr ÍM Al ..eal. 
n MM, ten00000 0a.p..4 
a 0 w Mo ..r/ AM 
O.1 of M a onces M,IA,10.I 

REPLACEMENT 
POWER CORDS 

, e 910 2 co,wcla s l0ar 
w. 

,10e10Memo) 
11020 (F.) 

1100]O (080 1) 

296 
40 

HARDWARE AND ELECTRONICS 

COPPER CLAD 
PC BOARD 

RS-232 DATA SWITCH 

s ' DaAM Sa 
K144-a&s 

,- ,r oaa. Sow NaM 
Si so 

5395 

12- PIONEER WOOFER 
00." RSW R.S or +uqW 
2510 2503 I.r rep,. 

ac. cN 

2M-1M IS =1395 

FREE CATALOG 
Our lsw 56 pops catalog GOnt .ns 
mouton& of Mme MN you need 
every MN for do41yotateW 
potenm product emonsN5.9. 
eWCUonCI rear W d mon. Cal us 
loony for your Ires Copy and man Ong. 

CALL TOLL FREE 
1- 800 -255 -3525 

In Ohio 1- 800-322 -3525 
Local (513) 222 -0173 

2 po.on OYr, rra FÍ0, 
10o.0 FCC 00000 

Insel@ $27fá 

500 PIECE 
RESISTOR KIT 

. FbDAM r.atArc 
....Mq+q from 2 7 Often. 3 2 

U.S yn 
061601 S12f5 

OUTLET STRIP 

M.r, 0" .G 000 M. AI o,. 00000 wan.. 00100, 
IA 000.00 

eeFe~a~ maw bsek 

ltlyty w den ale Olga air r+mp Y..aA6u. Sow 1ST INF. 

Ways MOM BITS INC. 
a6 Eau reu Sl 

O.iW' Ono 45402 

$995 

IMMeMOSe 

CIRCLE 204 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 183 

o ITTDialcom
o OCLC ILLSubsystem

Yes! I would like to know more about UMIArticle
Clearingliouse. I am interested iii"electronic ord~
through the following systernts):

o DIALOG/Dialorder
D OnTyme
o Other (please specify) _
o I am interested in sending my order by mail.
o Pleasesend me your current catalog and user

instructions for the systemtsl I checked above.

Name.-=-::-=-----== = = =- _
Title _

Institution/Company _

Department.; -,-- _

Address, _

City State_· _Zip _

Phone (__J _

Mail to: University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road, Box91 AnnArbor, MI 48106

CANON 80 COLUMN PRINTER - $39.95

CIRCLE 204 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

!£...parts
HARDWARE AND ELECTRONICSXP!!!l

CHEC K OUT OU R CO PPER CLAD RS·232 DATA SWIT CH
HAR DWARE SELECTI ON! PC BOARD

~ ~ ~
' . - " - - --

' .

We stock wood sc rews, mach ine
screws, sheet metal screws, nuts,

9" x 8" Double Sided • 2 posit ion , rota ry type. • Fullybo lts, and fastene rs. All are available $150
In eit her conve nien t package sizes fl)5S·300 shielded . FCC app roved .

or bulk fo r large quan tity users . And 18" x 12" Doub le Sided $395 $2795best of all, our prices are tru ly lowl lIOS5-320 ' 130-010

REPLACEMENT

~
500 PIECE

POWER COR DS RESISTOR KIT

~ ~40:
• 18 gauge . 2 co ndu ctor . • 6 foot , 12" PIONEER WOOFER
bulk . • Power : 65W RMS • 11 oz. magnet • 'h watt . Popular resistance

• 25 to 2500 Hz response . 1'hN values rang ing from 2.7·ohms-3 .3

. , , 0-<111:1(While) 29¢ voice con Meg ohms .

. , , 0-020 (Brown) P().upl
. 290-100 '15 50 $1395 . 010-010 $1295

. , , 0...Q30 (B lack) p. ' ) 4Qc (1·3) (.-101

FREE CATALOG
OUTLET STRIP

~Our new 56 page catalog contains ~ ~
thousands of items that you need GEeevery day for do-i t-yo urself

~Q
projects. product engineering , • Heavy duty four ou tlet box . • All
electro nics repair and more. Call us l:iiii i ' ~. out lets switched w/circu lt breaker.
today for your free copy and start It!iJ • Ul appr oved .

saving! $995. ' 30-2, 0

CALL TO LL FREE I'15 day .......y .... gu... nIH . ' $10.00 minimum I
~1-800-255-3525

order. • COD orders -eaptect. • 24 hour shipping.
• Shipping chII rge = UPS chart rate ($2.50 mln -

In Oh io : 1-800-322-3525
Imum cha rge) . Hours 8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. EST ,..·F ,

E]PARTS EXPRESS INTL INC .
Local: (51 3) 222-0173 340 Easl First St.

Dayton , Oh io ( 5402

$89.95
ASSEMB LED

& TESTEDNEW!

PC/XT EPROM
PROGRAMMER

$199

TEXT TO SPEECH BOARD!
PC/XT COMPATIB LE. MA KE YOUR CO MPUTER TALK!

A VERY POWERFUL AND AMAZING SPEECH CARD. USES THE NEW GENERAL
INSTRUMENTS SP0256·AL2 SPEECH CHIP AND THE CTS256A· AL2 TEXT TO SPEECH
CONVERT ER.
THIS BOARD USES ONE SLOT ON THE
MOTHERBOARD AND REQUIRES A COM
SERIAL PORT. BOARD MAY ALSO BE USED IN A
STAND ALONE ENVIRONMEN T WITH ALMOST
ANY COMPUTER THAT HAS A RS232 SERIAL
PORT. FEATURES ON BOA RD AUDIO AMP OR
MAY BE USED WITH EXTERNA L AMPS.
DEMONSTRATION SOFTWARE AND A LIBRARY
BUIL DIN G PROGRAM ARE INCL UDED ON A 5'/.
INCH PC/XT DISKETTE . FULL DOCUMENTA·
TION AND SCHEMATI CS ARE ALSO INCLUDED.

\

* LATEST DESIGN * PROGRAMS UPTO 4 DEVICES AT ONE TIME * FEATURES EASY
TO USE MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE THAT RUNS UNDER PC OR MS·DOS . * USES AN
INTEL LIGENT PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM FOR SUPER FAST (8X) EPROM
BURNING . * THIS PLUG-IN BOARD ATTACHES TO AN EXTERNAL MINI CHASSIS
CONTAINING 4 TEXTOOL Z.I.F. SOCKETS . * NO PERSONALITY MODULES
REQUIRED * AUTOMATICVPP SELECTION: 12.5V,21V , OR 25V. * EPROM DATA CAN
ALSO BE LOADED FROM OR SAVED TO A DISKETTE . * PROGRAMMING SOFTWARE
SUPPORTS: 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256, 27256A, 27512, AND
27512A. * ASSEMBLED AND TESTED, BURNED. IN WITH MANUAL. $199 WITH
SOFTWARE.

ORIGINALLY MANUFACTURED FOR THE PC JR. BUT WITH OPTIONAL CONNECTOR
WILL WORK WITH PC, XT, OR AT. REQUIRES SERIALI /O . THIS THERMAL PRINTER IS
QUIET AND USES EASY TO GET 8'h IN. ROLLS OF PAPER. 50 C.P.S., UPPER AND
LOWER CASE, PLUS GRAPHICS. ORIG INAL LIST PRICE $199.00. ADD $3.00 FOR
PC/XT CONNECTOR. ADD $5.00 UPS.

CALL FOR FRE E CATALO G.-;..---- - - - - --- - - - - - - - --- ---- - - ---,
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$035 
8{1{111 

149 
$039 1 9S 
ROSO 2 95 
SOIS 2 49 
8067.2 169 93 
6017 129 00 
BOSS 6 95 
$06192 9 95 
61!6 2 49 
$116-2 3 95 
$768 7 95 
$755 14.119 
$0246 129 95 
802117 199.954 

24 95 
3 29 
1 49 
1 9 
2 2S 
4 95 
549 
6 9S 

69 
83 
89 
9S 
69 
69 
95 

2 29 
95 

249 
2 95 
3 95 
2 95 
395 
4 95, 

3 7S 
25 
25 

14 35 
12 9S 
12 35 
19 911 

8500 
1.0 MHZ 

6502 
$5CO2 
6507 
6520 
6522 
6526 
6532 
6545 
6551 
6561 
6581 

2 69 
12 9S 

9 9S 
1 IS 

95 
26 95 
695 
6 9S 
S 95 

19 95 
395 

2.0 MHZ 
6502A 

65224 
6532A 
65454 
6551A 

2 9S 

S 95 
11 IS 
7 95 
6 95 

3.0 MHZ 
165021 6 5J 

1.0 MHZ 
6800 1 9S 
6E02 9S 
6803 9 95 
6809 S 95 
6809E S 95 
6810 1 95 
6820 2 95 
6821 1 95 
6840 6 95 
6843 19 9S 
6844 12 9S 
685 95 
6647 11 9S 
6550 1 95 
68/3 22 95 

2.0 MHZ 
611800 95 
68807 5 95 
6$B09E 695 

6 95 
3 95 
6 95 
2 95 

715_4 

CLOCK 
CIRCUITS 

MM3349 1 95 
MM5369 EST 1 95 
MM5S167 12 95 
MMS$174 11 9S 

IMSMS132 215. 

* ** *HIGH -TECH* * ** 
NEC V20 UPD70108 $11" 
REPLACES 6068 TO SPEED UP IBM PC 10 -4114ì 

HIGH SPEED ADDRESS CALCULATION 
IN HARDWARE 
PIN COMPATIBLE WITH 8088 
SUPERSET OF 8088 INSTRUCTION SET 
LOW POWER CMOS 

8MH2 V20 UPD70108 -8 $13.95 
BMHZ V30 UPD70116 -8 $19.95 * * * *SPOTLIGHT* * * * J 

11 95 
6 95 
2 95 

26 95 
1995 
12 95 

9 95 i 

BIT RATE 

GENERATORS 
MC14411 9 95 
441941 95 
4702 9 95 
CoM8116 L9S 
MM5307 4.96- 

4 .5 

9 95 
9 9S 

12 95 
1295 
19 IS 
19 9S 
29 95 
1995 

4 9S 
95 

12 95 
12 95 

R 95 

395 
95 

3 95 
4 95 
6 95 
9 95 
6 95A 

93 95 
95 

495 95 95 95 
95 

95 
6 IS 
495 
495 

95 
4 954 

50ru) 4 95 
450m11SV1 3 49 
3SOn.RSV1 395 
450n01SV1 S 95 
4S0n.11SV1 3 95 
250m11SV1121V POMI 395 
200m 11 S V 1121 V PON) 4.25 
250n.11SV11CMOSl S 95 
50m11SV1 3 49 
250m11SV1 3 99 
200n.I13V1 4 2 
350.113V1124 PINI 17.95 
250n.11SV1 4.25 
2 SOrr.11 S V 11CMOS1 10.95 
750m11SV1 7 49 

71V P'Gal Program at 21 Vom., 

74LSi18 
.16 7411165 
.l$ 7411166 
.17 7411169 
.11 7611173 
.16 7413174 
.1$ 7441171 
.11 7413191 
IS 7413192 
16 7413193 

.22 7411194 
22 7413196 
26 7411154 
31 74/9197 

.26 7419221 
17 7413240 

22 7411241 
22 7411242 
23 7411241 
2$ 7411244 
17 7411245 II 741S251 

.25 7415253 

.26 7411256 
26 7411267 
39 7411296 
76 74/1259 
.0 7413760 
17 7413266 

.21 741.5273 

.24 7415279 

.29 741S280 
21 7415783 
49 7415790 
49 7415253 
22 741E299 
.31 7411122 
.49 7411321 
39 74/3364 
49 741S36S 
34 7415367 
36 7415368 
29 7415373 
45 7415374 
49 7411375 

2 7S 7411377 
39 74/S37$ 
39 7415190 
39 741.5393 
49 7418541 
39 7415674 
39 741.5640 
39 7415645 
99 7411669 
99 7415670 
99 7415682 
31 7415683 
39 7413664 

1 49 7415611 
SI 7415783 
49 611115 
aS $11396 
29 111597 
29 
>s 

6S 
95 
95 
49 » 
39 
49 
69 
69 
.61 
69 
-S9 
59 
59 
69 
69 
69 
69 
69 
79 
49 
49 

1 79 
3! 
49 

1.29 
.49 
39 
79 
39 

1 98 
59 
$9 
89 

1.4! 
3.95 
2.49 
1.96 

39 
39 
39 
79 
79 
IS 
79 

118 
1 19 

79 
1 49 
1 IS 

99 
99 

1 29 
89 

3 20 
320 
320 
2 40 

22 95 
1 49 
1 49 
1 49 

611318 149 
23152521280 

49 25152569280 
39 261S31 195 
49 261532 195, 

154 

12008 MODEM $9995 FSOFTAAR / 2400B MODEM $11995 
STATIC RAMS 

2101 
5101 
210211 
2112 
2114 
21141.1 
211412 
211411S 

256.4 
256.4 

1024.1 
256.4 

1024.4 
1024.4 
1024.4 
1024.4 

450n.I 
450.uI1CMOS1 
4..111P1 
450..1 
4S0n.1 
450m111P1 
200m111P1 
1SOn.1u) 

1.96 
3.96 

.99 
2.99 
.9! 

1.09 
1 49 
1 95 

TMS4044.4 4096.1 450.1 195 
TMM2016- 1 SO 2048.4 160..) 1 49 
TMM2016100 20454 100..1 195 
NM61164 2048.8 200.IICMOSI 1 89 
1410611133 2048.5 1 S0n.11CMOS1 1 93 
14111611 614-4 204848 200m11CMOS111P1 1 93 
14111611111P-3 2048.8 150.11CMOS)1lP) 20S 
NM611KP2 2048.8 120.)ICM03)Il) 2 95 
141116264P15 81924 150.)ICMOSI 3 89 
NM4264V-1S 81924 1 S0m)1 CM05111P1 3 93 
NM42641P. 12 81924 120m)ICMOS)uP) 4 49 

LP, low poww 

DYNAMIC RAMS 
4116250 163841 1250m) 49 
4116.200 163641 1260m) $9 
116150 163641 1150.1 99 
4116.120 16364.1 1120m) 1 49 
MK4332 32766.1 1200..1 6 95 
4164-200 635361 1200.113.1 1 19 
4164.150 655341 1150..11Se) 129 
4164.120 65536.1 1120a11Sv1 1 9S 
MCM666S 655341 1200m115.1 1 95 
TM54164 65536.1 1150m11Sr1 1 93 
4164REFRESH 
TM64416 

653361 11SOr..11SV11REFRESRI 2 95 
16364.4 1160r101Se1 4 95 

41121.150 131072.1 11504115.1 595 
TMS4464-15 65536.4 IIS0..4113e1 6 95 
41256200 262144.1 1200.115r1 2 95 
612561 SO 2621441 1150.11Se1 : 95 
sv- S..tpl. S VoN Supple REFRESH P... 1 P.,.r. 

8200 
8203 
5205 
1212 
5216 
4224 
4237 
52375 
5250 
4251 
USIA 
$233 
US 3.9 
$255 
1255S 
8259 
4259.9 
4272 
4279 
4279 S 

$212 
4254 
4246 

s u 
1-80 

180 CPU . ... 1 69 

4.0 MHZ 
280A CPU 1.79 
/80A CTC 1 89 
1804 DART S 95 
Z$OA DMA S 96 
ZIGA MO 189 
2800 510 0 S 95 
Z$OA 910 1 5 93 
Z$OA 510 2 5 9S 

6.0 MHZ 
1808 CPU 
Z80B CTC 
2808 PIO 
2808 DART 
2608 510 0 
2504 510 2 

21671 71100 

Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. in San Jose, (408) 947 -8881 
PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 

8800 

68809 
68821 
68645 
68850 

L.6111854 

[TT-W TOLL FREE 

800 -538.5000 

zfi 
CRT 

CONTROLLERS 
6845 4 95 
68645 8 95 
6647 
N D46SOSSP 
MC1372 
8275 
7220 
CRT5027 
CRTS037 

1TMS99/6A 

DISK 
CONTROLLERS 
1711 
1791 
1793 
1795 
1797 
2791 
2793 
2717 
6643 
6272 
UPD76S 
M0/476 
6446877 
1691 
2143 

UARTS 
AYS 1013 
AY) 1015 
TR1602 
2651 
1646402 
16403 
17458250 

SOUND CHIPS 
76471 
76489 
551 263 
AY] /910 
AY3 8912 

`SP1000 

S 95 
8 95 

39 95 
12 95 
12 9S 
3900 

CRYSTALS 
17 /68 KN. .9S 

1 O MN. 2.95 
1 6432 2.95 
2 0 1.9S 
2 097132 1.95 
2 4576 1.95 
3 2766 1.95 
3 579345 1.95 
40 IlS 
4 032 T95 
5 0 1.95 
5 0688 1 SS 
60 195 
6 144 1.15 
65536 195 
8 0 1.95 

100 1.55 
10 731633 1.95 
12 0 1.95 
14 31816 1.95 
ISO 1.95 
16 0 1.9S 
17 430 1.95 
180 1x 
18432 1.1S 
20 0 1.27 
22 1164 145 
24 0 1.95 
32 0 1 95 

CRYSTAL 
OSCILLATORS 
1 04111. S 95 
1 8432 S 95 
70 S95 
7 4576 5.95 
25 
40 
S 0641 
60 
6 144 
40 
100 
120 
12 4E0 
150 
160 
18 432 
200 

...24 

MISC. 
T911219931 9 95 
114599332 10.9S 
01.12003 .79 
3742 7.95 
3341 .95 
MC3470 1.95 
MC3430 6.95 
MC34$7 2.95 
11C90 19.95 
2911001 V 6115 
AY5.23711 11.95 
AYS3600RC 11.95 

Moly. Cord 

(PROMS 
2708 1021.6 
2716 2048.8 
2716-1 2044.8 
TM32132 4096.8 
2732 1096.8 
2732* 40968 
2732*.2 4096.8 
27C64 8192.8 
2754 8192.8 
2764-250 8192.8 
2764-200 8197.8 
MCM68766 8192.8 
27121 163818 
27C2S3 3276848 
27294 327688 

911-94+04 S Von $.cv. 

r SPECTRONICS 
/J CORPORATION 

MeMI 

PE-14 
PE-14T 
PE-24T 

EPROM ERASERS 

M1m.11r 
6ApAei19 Ina...nY t/n, 

Clap RAY C.ml 1 /tic 
NQ 9 6 000 111130, 

9 8000 I! OC, 

YES 17 9. 600 117300 
SIRS 

741300 
741301 
741302 
741.803 
741.104 
741.503 
741808 
741309 
741610 
741911 
741.312 
741.513 
741114 
741315 
741.920 
745121 
741322 
741527 
741321 
745130 
741332 
741.133 
741.937 
741133 
741142 
741347 
741346 
741191 
741.173 
741.574 
74L37S 
741376 
741Sí3 
711425 
741386 
741190 
741392 
741393 
741595 
7413107 
7413109 
7411112 
7413122 
7411123 
7411124 
7413126 
7413126 
7413132 
7411133 
7418136 
7415138 
7415139 
7413145 
7415147 
7415141 
7413151 
7411153 
7415154 
7413155 
7415156 
7411157 
7413153 
7411160 
7411161 
7411162 
7413163 

'7413164 

A new lam* of Man mead CMOS loge f..r..a g 
Or mead of low pow. Schalk, :9.. MM., 116.1 

po0R94$ ' O.lar1. Lomond watt 6a alra.ag.. of 
CMOS .MY low Dow.r wrwwoao' `uDwv 27.M 
.1....7 and npo.ad output Orea 

74HC00 
74NC Operate N CMOS bec 1rvak and am deal 

Io. new .l CMOS drwgr. 
74NC00 SI 7414C14$ 1.19 
74NCO2 S9 7414C151 .19 
74NC04 S9 74/4C 1141 2.49 
7474C08 SI 7414C1S7 .49 
74HC10 59 74NC1S$ .95 
74NC14 79 7414C163 1.16 
74NC20 39 74MC17S .99 
74HC27 59 74NC240 1.89 
74HC10 59 74NC244 1.$l 
74HC32 69 7414C243 1.$1 
74HC51 .59 7414C257 45 
74 N C 74 .71 74 N C 2S 9 I 39 
7471C$S 1.36 7414C273 149 
7414C86 Ai 7414C299 4.91 
7471C93 1.15 7471C 368 91 
7474C107 .79 7414C373 221 
7414C 109 .79 7414C374 211 
7414C117 .79 7414C 390 1.31 
74NC 125 1.19 7474C313 1 39 
7414C 132 1.19 7414C4017 1.91 
7414C 133 .69 7414C4020 1.39 
74HC 138 .99 7414C4041 .89 
74/4C 139 99 7414C4030 89 

74HCTOO 
7444CT: °06e1 dray n repf.c«r.nn fo. LS TTl 

and can M 60arIi.O w.t1. 7415 to Ow sane Loom 
74NCT06 .41 
7414CT02 .69 
74NCT04 .N 
74NCT06 .69 
74HCT10 .tf 
7414CT11 .69 
74HCT27 69 
74NCT30 .b 
74NCT32 71 
7414C1174 .45 
74HCT70 .96 
74HCT1311 1.15 
7414CT136 1.15 
7471CTIE4 2.99 
7414CT167 .99 
7441CTIw 99 
7411CT101 1.2! 
7414011114 1.31 

7414C1166 
74HCT174 
7414CT113 
74HCT164 
74HCT260 
74NCT241 
7414C1244 
74HCT245 
74NCT2S7 
74HCT259 
74NCT273 
74HCT347 
74NCT373 
74HCT374 
74NCT313 
74HCT4017 
7474CT4040 
74HCT4060 

3.05 
1.09 
1.39 
119 
219 
219 
2-19 
2.19 

9! 
1 SI 
209 
1 09 
2 49 
2 49 
1 59 
2 19 
1 59 
1 49 

r 
/4700 
14702 
74E04 
/4E01 
74110 
74,37 

L 14F64 

.69 
69 
79 
69 
69 
69 
89 

74F00 
74074 75 
74586 99 
710136 1 69 
740139 1 69 
74F 157 1 69 
717240 321 
710244 3 29 

744251 1 69 
745253 1 69 
745257 1 69 
740280 1 75 
745213 3 95 
748373 429 
748374 4 29 

JDR Microdevices 
110 Knowles Drive. Los Gatos. CA 95030 
Toll Free 800 -538 -5000 (408) 866 -6200 

óóósv-. 
FAX (408) 378 -8927 Telex 171 -110 

TERMS M.ann. orOn SIO 00 f w.f.gp.q ad I.aldap .tchdr 5210 iv UPS 
(i..4a1d and Si 50 S. UPS A. Ordr.. one 1 D and IOre.Om widen n.a. mV... 
adSYql.d Wmpp.lgcna0r, Ohmage LprMaciowHart drpaanrr.11ur Inr.nluu.l 1 A 
..edwtb nhwt nchdr appKlO4 saints. A/ n1n.IVIdr. wr.ar.rd y 90.4. un. uMe..w .I.II.1 PrKw. are ..bpct to chew .O1ouI .1.4.. Wr an ma 
7494107111117 ha 7Tpo7aprtcll noon Wr ..ewer k.tg/M lo 1...4 rt. .n66l+..I l. 
.OMhM m.n/achrr+ At mrchanór .uOR.t Io Pa 1ah 

COPYRIGHT 1987 JOB MICRODEVICES 
THE JON MIC ROOF VICES L OGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK Of JDR MICROOE VICE S JUR INSTRUMENTS AND JOR MICRODE VICES ARE MAUL MARKS,* A)H 141. H. N If .. t . 

IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES APPLE IS A TRADEMARK Of APPS E COMPUTER 

CIRCLE 113 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

(450nsl 4 .95
(450nsIl5V) 3.49
(350nsIl5V) 3.95
(450nsIl5V) 5.95
(450nsIl5V) 3.95
(250nsIl5VIl21V PGM) 3 .95
(200nsIl5VIl21V PGM) 4 .25
(250nsIl5VIlCMOS) 5.95
(4 50 ns Il5V) 3.49
1250nsll5VI 3 .95
(2oonsll5VI 4.25
(350ns1l5V1l24 PINI 17 .95
(250ns1l5VI 4 .25
(250nsIl5VIlCMOS) 10 .95
(2 50n s1l5VI 7.49
21V PGM =Program at 21 Volts

2 708 1024x8
2716 2048x8
2716-1 2048x8
TMS2532 4096.8
2732 4096x8
2732A 4096x 8
2732A-2 4096.8
27C64 8192x8
27 64 8192.8
2764-250 8192x8
2764-200 8192.8
MCM68766 8192.8
27128 16384.8
27C256 32768x8
27256 32768.8

5V",Single 5 Vo lt Suppty

nSPECTRONICS EPROM ERASERS
~ CORPORATION

Timer
Capacity Inten sit y

Chip (uW/Cm11

NO 9 8.000
YES 9 8.0 0 0
YES 12 9.6 00

HIGH SPEED CMOS
32. / 68 KHz .95 74LSoo .16 74LS165 .65 A new family of high speed CMOS logic featuring

1.0MHz 2 .95 74LSOl .18 74LS166 .9 5 the speed of low powe r Schott kv :9n$ typical gate
1.8432 2 .95 74LS02 .17 74LS169 .95 propagation delay). combined wrt h tb e advantages of
2.0 1.95 74LS03 .18 74LS173 .4 9 CMOS: very low power cons umption. supe rior noise
2.0 97152 1.95 74LS04 .16 74LS1 74 .39 immunity. and improved output drive.
2 .4576 1.95 74LS05 .18 74LS175 .39 74HCOO3 .2768 1.95 74LS08 .18 74LS191 .493 .57 9545 1.9 5 74LS09 .18 74LS192 .69 74HC: Operate at CMO S logic levels and are ideal
4 .0 1.95 74LS10 .16 74LS193 .6 9 for new . all-CM OS designs.
4 .0 32 1.95 74LSll .2 2 74LS194 .6 9 74HCOO .59 74HC148 1.195 .0 1.9 5
5 .0688 1.95 74LS12 .2 2 74LS195 .6 9 74HC02 .59 74HC151 .89
6 .0 1.9 5

74LS13 .2 6 74LS196 .59 74HC04 .59 74HC154 2.49
6.144 1.9 5 74LS14 .3 9 74LS197 .59 74HC08 .5 9 74HC157 .8 9
6 .55 36 1.9 5 74LS15 .2 6 74LS221 .5 9 74HC10 .59 74HC158 .9 5
8 .0 1.95 74LS20 .17 74LS240 .6 9 74HC14 .79 74HC163 1.15

10 .0 1.95 74LS21 .2 2 74LS241 .6 9 74HC20 .59 74HC175 .9 9
10 .73 8635 1.95 74LS22 .2 2 74LS242 .6 9 74HC27 .59 74HC240 1.89
1 2 .0 1.95 74 LS27 .2 3 74LS243 .6 9 74HC30 .59 74HC244 1.89
14 .3 181 8 1.95 74LS28 .26 74LS244 .6 9 74HC32 .69 74HC245 1.89
15 .0 1.95 74LS30 .1 7 74LS245 .7 9 74HC51 .59 74 HC257 .85
16 .0 1.95 74LS32 .18 74LS251 .49 74HC74 .7 5 74HC259 1.39
17 .430 1.95 74LS33 .28 74LS253 .4 9 7 4HC85 1.35 74HC273 1.89
18 .0 1.95 74LS37 .26 74LS256 1.79 74HC86 .6 9 74HC299 4 .99
18 .4 32 1.95 74LS38 .26 74LS257 .39 74HC93 1.19 74HC368 .99
2 0 .0 1.95 74LS42 .39 74LS258 .4 9 7 4HC1 07 .79 74HC373 2.29
22 .11 84 1.95 74LS47 .75 74LS259 1.29 7 4HC109 .7 9 74HC374 2.29
2 4 .0 1.95 74LS48 .85 74LS260 .4 9 74HCl12 .7 9 74HC390 1.39
32 .0 1.9 5 74LS51 .17 74LS266 .39 74HC 125 1.19 74HC393 1.39

CRYSTAL
74LS73 .2 9 74LS273 .79 74HC132 1.19 74HC4017 1.9 9
74 LS74 .24 74LS279 .39 74HC133 .69 74HC4020 1.39

OSCILLATORS
74LS75 .29 74LS280 1.98 74HC138 .99 74HC4049 .89
74LS76 .29 74 LS283 .5 9 74HC139 .9 9 74HC4050 .89

1.0MHz 5.9 5 74LS83 .4 9 74LS290 .8 9
74 LS85 .4 9 74LS293 .8 9 74HCTOO1.843 2 5 .95 74LS8 6 .22 74 LS299 1.492 .0 5 .9 5 74LS90 .3 9 74LS322 3.95 74HCT: Direct. drop-in replacements for l S TTL

2 .4 576 5 .95 74LS92 .4 9 74LS323 2 .49 and can be intermixed w ith 74lS in the same circuit .
2 .5 4 .95
4 .0 4 .95 7 4 LS 93 .3 9 74LS364 1.95 74HCTOO .6 9 74HCT1 66 3.05
5.0 68 8 4 .95 74LS95 .4 9 74LS365 .3 9 7 4HCT02 .69 74HCT174 1.09
6 .0 4 .9 5 74LS107 .3 4 74LS367 .39 74HCT04 .6 9 74HCT193 1.39
6 .144 4 .95 74LS109 .36 7 4LS368 .39 74HCT08 .69 74HCT194 1.19
8 .0 4 .9 5 74LSl12 .29 74LS373 .7 9 74HCT10 .6 9 74HCT240 2 .19
10.0 4 .9 5 74LS122 .4 5 74LS374 .7 9 74HCT11 .6 9 74HCT241 2 .19
12 .0 4 .95 74LS123 .4 9 74LS375 .9 5 7 4HCT27 .6 9 74HCT244 2 .19
12. 48 0 4 .95 74LS1 24 2 .7 5 74LS377 .7 9 74HCT30 .69 74HCT245 2 .19
15 .0 4 .95 74LS125 .39 74LS378 1.18 74HCT32 .7 9 74HCT257 .99
16 .0 4 .9 5 74LS126 .39 74LS390 1.19 74HCT74 .8 5 74HCT259 1 .59
18 .4 32 4 .95 74LS132 .3 9 74LS393 .7 9 7 4HCT75 .9 5 74HCT273 2 .09
20 .0 4 .95 74LS133 .4 9 74LS541 1.49 74HCT138 1.15 74HCT367 1.09
24 .0 4 .9 5 74LS136 .39 74 LS624 1.95 74HCT139 1.15 74HCT373 2 .49

74LS138 .39 74 LS640 .9 9 7 4 HCT154 2 .99 74HCT374 2 .49
74LS139 .39 74LS645 .9 9 74HCT1S7 .99 74HCT393 1.59
74LS145 .9 9 74LS669 1.29 74HCT158 .99 74HCT4017 2 .19

MISC. 74LS147 .99 74LS670 .8 9 7 4HCT161 1.29 74HCT4040 1.59
74LS148 .99 74LS682 3.20 74HCT164 1.39 74HCT4060 1.4 9

TMS99531 9 .9 5 74LS1 51 .39 74LS683 3.20
TMS99532 19 .9 5 74LS153 .3 9 74LS684 3.20
ULN2003 .7 9 7415154 1.49 74LS688 2.40
3242 7 .95 74LS155 .59 74LS783 22.95 74FOO3341 4 .95 74lS156 .4 9 81LS95 1.49
MC3470 1.95 74LS157 .3 5 81 LS96 1.49 74F74
MC3480 8 .95 74LS158 .29 81 LS97 1.49
MC3487 2.95 74LS160 .2 9 81 LS98 1.49
llC90 19 .95 74LS161 .39 25LS2521 2 .80
2513·001 UP 6.95 74LS162 .4 9 2 5 LS2 56 9 2 .80
AY5·2376 11 .95 74LS163 .3 9 26LS31 1.95
AY5·3600 PRO11 .95 74LS164 .4 9 26LS32 1.95
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(450ns)
14 50 ns llCMOS I
1450nsllLPI
1450nsl
1450nsl
(450nsIlLP)
(2oonsIlLP)
(150nsIlLP)
(450ns )
1150ns'
1100nl)
(2oonsIlCMOS)
(150nsIlCMOS)
(200nsIlCMOSIlLPI
(150nsIlCMOSIlLPI
(120nsIlCMOSIlLPI
(150n s IlCMOS )
(150nsIlCMOSIlLP)
(120nsIlCMOSIlLP)

2101 256.4
5 101 256.4
2102L-4 1024.1
2112 256.4
2114 1024.4
2114L-4 1024x4
2114L-2 1024.4
2114L-15 1024,,4
TMS4044-4 4096.1
TMM2016-150 2048.8
TMM2016-1oo 2048.8
HM6116-4 2048x8
HM61 16-3 2048.8
HM6116LP-4 2048.8
H M6 1 16 LP-3 2048.8
HM6116LP-2 2048.8
HM6264P-15 8192.8
HM6264Lp · 15 8 192.8
HM6264LP-12 8192.8

LP=Low power

6500
1.49 1.0 MHz
1 .95

6502 2 .692 .95 6845 4 .95
2.49 65C02 1CMOS112 .95 68B45 8 .95

169.95 6507 9.95 6847 11.95
129.00 6520 1.95 HD46505SP 6 .95

6 .95 6522 4 .95 MC1372 2.95
9.95 6526 26.95 8275 26 .95
2.49 6532 6 .95 7220 19 .95
3 .95 6545 6 .95 CRT5027 12 .95
7 .95 6551 5 .95 CRT5037 9 .95

14.95 6561 19 .95 TMS9918A 19 .95
129.95 6581 34.95
199.95 2.0MHz

6502A 2.95 DISK
6520A 2 .95 CONTROLLERS8200 6522A 5.95
6532A 11 .95

8203 24 .95 6545A 7 .95 1771 4 .95

8205 3 .29 6551A 6 .95 1791 9 .95
1793 9 .958212 1 .49 3.0 MHz 1795 12 .958216 1.49

8224 2 .25 6502B 6.95 1797 12 .95
2791 19 .958237 4 .95
2793 19. 9 58237·5 5 .49

8250 6.95 27 97 29 .95

8251 1.69 6800 6843 19 .95

8251A 1.89 8272 4.95

8253 1.89 1.0 MHz UPD765 4 .95
MB8876 12 .958253·5 1.95 6800 1.95 MB8877 12 .958255 1.69 6802 4 .95 1691 6 .958255-5 1.89 6803 9 .95 2143 6 .958259 1.95 6809 5.958259·5 2 .29 6809E 5.958272 4 .95 6810 1.958279 2 .49 6820 2 .95 BIT RATE8279·5 2 .95

8282 3 .95 6821 1.95 GENERATORS6840 6.958284 2 .95 6843 19 .958286 3 .95 6844 12 .95 MC14411 9.95
6288 4 .95 6845 4 .95 BR1941 4.95

6847 11.95 4702 9 .95

6 8 50 1.95 COM8116 8 .95

Z-80 6883 22 .95 MM5307 4 .95

2.0 MHz

4.0 MHz
68BOO 4 .95 UARTS68B02 5 .95

Z80A-CP U 1.79 68B09E 6 .95 3 .95
Z80A-CTC 1.89 68B09 6 .95 4 .95
Z80A·DART 5 .95 68B21 3 .95 3 .95
Z80A·DMA 5.95 68845 6 .95 4 .95

Z80A·P10 1.89 68B50 2 .95 6 .95
Z80A-SIO/O 5 .95 68B54 7.95 9 .95

Z80A·S10/l 5 .95 6 .95
Z80A-SIO/2 5 .95

6.0 MHz
Z80B-CPU
Z80B·CTC
Z80B·P10
Z800-DART
Z80B·SIO/O
Z800-S10 /2
Z8671 ZILOG

DYNAMIC RAMS
4116-250 16384)(1 (250n5)
4116-200 16384.1 (2oons)
4116-150 16384x1 (150ns)
4'16·120 16384x1 (1200s )
MK4332 32768x1 (200ns)
4164-200 65536.1 (200nsIl5v)
4164-150 65536.1 (150nsIl5v)
4164-120 65536.1 (120nsIl5v)
MCM6665 65536.1 (200nsIl5v)
TMS4 164 65536)(1 (150ns1l5vl 1.95
4164-REFRESH 65536.1 1150nsIl5VIlREFRESH) 2 .95
TMS4416 16384x4 (150ns){5vl 4 .95
41128-150 131072.1 1150ns1l5v) 5.95
TMS4 464 · 15 65536.4 (150nsIl5v) 6 .95
41256·200 262144.1 1200ns1l5v) 2.95

' 4 1 2 56-1 50 - 26 2 144 . 1-(150n s Il5v) 2 .95 -
5v:Single 5 Volt Supply REFRESH=Pin 1 Refresh
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r 
DISK DRIVES 

FOR APPLE COMPUTERS 

AP-150 
$99.95 

HT DIRECT GRIVE 
TOO.. APPLE COMPATIBLE 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

AP-135 
$129.95 

FULL HT SHUGART MECHANISM 
DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE 
DISK II 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

0°1. -`--' 

MAC535 
$249.95 -... 

- =3 

3 5 ADD ON DISK DRIVE 
100 MACINTOSH COMPATABLE 
DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BYTE STORAGE 
HIGH RELIABILITY DRIVE 
HAS AUTO EJECT MECHANISM 
FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

AD-3C - 
$139.95 

100. APPLE Ilc COMPATIBLE. 
READY TO PLUG IN W SHIELDED 
CABLE 6 MOLDED 19 PIN 
CONNECTOR 
FAST RELIABLE SEIMLINE DIRECT 
DRIVE 
SIX MONTH WARRANTY 

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
FDO CONTROLLER CARD 549.95 
lIc ADAPTOR CABLE 619.96 

ADAPTS STANDARD APPLE DRIVES 
FOR USE WITH APPLE Ik 

POWER STRIP 
UL ,° $12.95 

CRT MONITORS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS 

CASPER 
EGA MONITO' 

EGA 6 CGA COMPATIBLE 
SCANNING FRFOUENCIES 

IS 7S 21 85 KH, 
RES 640 200 350 
31mm DOT PITCH 25 MH, 
16 COLORS OUT OF 64 
14 BLACK MATRIX SCREEN 

$399.95 

IreIAMOiIIT011 
COLOR GREEN AMBER 
SWITCH ON REAR 
DIGITAL RGB IBM COMPATIBLE 
14 NON GLARE SCREEN 
RESOLUTION 640H 240V 
39m.. DOT PITCH 

CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED 

$299.95 

SAMSING 
MONOCHROME 

IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT 
12 NON GLARE AMBER 
LOW DISTORTION SCREEN 
RESOLUTION 72011 350V 
ATTRACTIVE CASE WITH 
SWIVEL BASE 
ONE YEAR WARRANTY 

$119.95 

FMÓNÓCMROMEg 
IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT 
12 NON GLARE SCREEN 
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION 
1100 LINES iCENTERI 
25 MHz BANDWIDTH 
CABLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED 

AMNI N MI MILANI 

$99.95 
TILT & SWIVEL MONITOR STAND $1285 WITH POWER CENTER $3995 

IC TEST CARO 
QUICKLY TESTS MANY 
COMMON ICs 
DISPLAYS PASS OR !AIL 
TEST 4000 8 74110 SERIES 
CMOS 7400 74LS 741 
7411 1 MS 

IC-TESTER $12995, 

r 
C. ITOH RITEMAN II PRINTER 

inshism. 
l60 CPS DRAFT. 32 CPS NLO 
9 .9 DOT MATRIX 
SUPPORTS EPSON IBM GRAPHICS 
FRICTION AND PIN FEEDS 
VARIABLE LINE SPACING AND PITCH 

$219.95 
IBM PEIEIEE CABLE S9 95 

.INDIACEMEII 1154011C4111110111 S7 95J 

r 
NASHUA DISKETTES 

NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED TO NAVE 
THE HIGHEST POLISH ANO RECORDED 

AMPLITUDE OF ANY DISKETTES TESTED 
(COMPARING FLOPPY CASAS BYTE 8W, 

N -MD2D Ds 00 5'." SOFT $9.90 
N MD2F DS QUAD 5'.' SOFT $19.95 
N.MD2H OS HO S'. "' FOR AT $24.95 
N FD1 SS DO 8- SOFT $27.95 
N1070 DS DO8 SOFT $34.95 

BULK DISKETTE SALE 
. SOFI SECTOR DS DD 

W TYVFC SLI EVES F. HUB RINGS 

$990 69Cea 59Ca 
101 OF 10 BULK 817 50 IULE OTT no 

HALF HT 20M8 ISnr $275 
HALF HT 30MS 6S.... IRLLI $299 
HALF HT 40MB 40.... 1599 
HAU HT BOMB 40..r IBLII CALL 
FULL HT 3OMB40..4 $559 
FULL HTSOM628..r $1195, 

rY2 HEIGHT FLOPPY DISK DRIVES' 

TEAC FD55B Ds DD $109.95 
5".- TEAC FO-55F DS QUAD $124.95 
5'4- TEAC FO55GFV DS HD $154.95 
5'4- MITSUBISHI OS HD $129.95 
3'4- TOSHIBA KIT Os DD $149.95 

IT INCLUDES MOUNTING HARDWARE TO 
PIT S'.- 6 FACEPLATES FOR AT 6 XT 

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES 
TEAC SPECIFICATION MANUAL IS 00 
TEAC MAINTENANCE MANUAL 125 00 

. HT PANTO HARDWARE FOR IBM $2 95 
MOUNTING RAILS FOR IBM AT 14 9', 
V POWER CABLE FORS'." FDD. 129'. 
.- FDD POWER CONNECTORS Il 19, 

EGA CARD AND MONITOR NOW ONLY $569! 

KB -1000 $79.95/ 
CASE WITH KEYBOARD 

FOR APPLE TYPE MOTHERBOARD 
USER DEFINED FUNCTION KEYS 
NUMERIC KEYPAD WITH 
CURSOR CONTROL 
CAPS LOCK AUTO REPEAT 

KEYBOARD-AP $49.95 
REPLACEMENT 1 OR APPLE II 
KEYBOARD 
CAPS LOCK KEY. AUTO REPEAT 
ONE KEY ENTRY OF BASIC 
OR CP M COMMANDS 

JOYSTICK C8 -lo $19.95, 
SET X Y AXIS FOR AUTO CENTER OR 
FREE MOVEMENT 
FIRE BUTTON FOR USE WITH GAME 
SOFTWARE 
ATTRACTIVE. SOLID. PLASTIC CASE 
INCLUDES ADAPTOR CABLE FOR 
IBM. APPLE 11. Il.. 11 c. ATARI 
AND V1C 20 64 

APPLE COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS 

EPROM PROGRAMMER 
DUPLICATE 011 BURN ANY 
27. SERIES E PROM 
12716 T0271211, 
MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE 
HIGH SPEED WWII Al GO 
RITHM 

,RP-525 $5995 

111K RAMCARO 
FULL 2 YEAR WARRANTY 
EXPAND YOUR 4W MACHINE 
TO A FULL 64K OF MEMORY 
CAN BE USED IN PIACE OF 
THI APPLE LANGUAGE CARD 

RAM -CARD $3995 

MOLDED INTERFACE CABLES 
6 FOOT. 100 SHIELDED. MEETS FCC 

IBM PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE 
CENTRONICS MALE TO FEMALE( 
CENTRONICS MALE TO MAIE1 
MODEM CABLE FOR IBM( 
RS232 SERIAL ,MALE TO FEMALE( 
RS232 SERIAL .MALE TO MALEI 
KEYBOARD EXTENDER ICOIIEDI 
APPLE II JOYSTICK EXTENDER 

'.95 
15.95 
14 95 
79S 
9 9S 
5.95 
7 9S 
4 9S 

SWITCH BORES 
ALL LINES SWITCHED. GOLD PLATED 
CONNECTORS. QUALITY SWITCHES 

2 WAY $39.95 
CONNECTS 2 PRINTERS TO 1 

COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA 

AH ( CENTRONICS PARALLEL) 
AFi (R52J2 SERIAL) 

=11111.111MIMII 

3 WAY $99.95 
CONNECTS 3 PRINTERS TO 1 

COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA 

SWITCH- 3(CENTRONICS PARALLEL 
SWITCH -311 (RS232 SERIAL) 

riTT 
300B MODEM $49.95 

FOR APPLE OR IBM 
FNCLI/TES ASCII PRO-EZ SOP TWARF 

FCC APPROVED 
BILL SYSTEMS 103 COMPATIBLE 
INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR 
AUTO DIAL DIRECT CONNECT 

CABLE FOR APPLE Ilc 814.96 

r DISKETTE FILES 
5'I OISKFILE 3': OISKFILE 
HOLDS 70 HOLDS 40 

89.95 ALU 

r 
Seagate 

5114" HARD DISK DRIVES 
ST225 
ST-238 
ST.251 
ST-277 
ST-4038 

`ST.4096 

DISK DRIVE ENCLOSURES 
WITH POWER SUPPLIES 

CAB 2815 DUAL SLIMLINE 5' . 1491' 
CAB IF M5 FULL HT 5'." 16911 

CAB 2SV8 DUAL SLIMUNE 8" 626911 
CAB 2F148 DUAL FULL HT 8" 121911 

6 

rBUILD STEVE CIARCIA'$ 
i 

INTELLIGENT 
EPROM PROGRAMMER 

4 _,,,11'. H.'F t,' 66 

STAND ALONE OR RS 232 SERIAL 
OPERATION 
MENU SELECTABLE EPROM TYPES 
NO CONFIGURATION JUMPERS 
PROGRAMS ALL SV 27XXX EPROMS 
FROM 2716 TO 27512 
READ COPY OR VERIFY EPROM 
UPLOAD DOWNLOAD INTEL HEX FILES 
PROGRAMMER DRIVER USER 
YODil iA911 

ONLY$199 
KIT INCLUDES PCB AND ALL 

COMPONENTS EXCEPT CASE 8 
POWER SUPPLY 

CALL FOR VOLUME QUOTES COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES 

CIRCLE 180 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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.&»seagate
51/4" HIRD DISK DRIVES

ST-225 HALF HT 20M B 65".. $27 5
ST-238 HALF HT 30MB 65ma (Rl li 5299
ST·251 HALF HT 40MB 40ma $599
ST-277 HALF HT 60MB 40ma (Rlll CALL
ST -403B FULL HT 30MB"Oms $559
ST·4096 FU l l HT 80M B 28ma $ 11 9 5

SAMSUNG
MONOCHROME

• IBM COM PATIBLE TILiNPUT
* 12" NON ·GLARE AM BER.

LOW DISTORTION SCREEN
.. RESOLUTION : 720H x 350V
.. ATIRACTIV E CASE WITH

SWIV EL BASE
• ONE YEA R WA RRANTY

CASPER
RGB MONITOR

• COLOR/ GREEN /AM BER
SWITCH ON REAR

• OIGITALRGB·IBM COMPA TIBLE
. 14 " NON-GLAR E SCREEN
It RESOLUTION : 640H x 240V
.. .39mm DOT PITCH
• CA BLE FOR IBM PC INCLUDED

APPLE COMPATIBLE INTERFACE CARDS
I

300B MODEM $49.95
FOR APPLE OR IBM

INCLUDES ....SCII PRCJ.EZ SOFTWA.RE
• FCC APPROVED
• BELL SYSTEMS 103 COMPA TIBLE
.. INCLUDES AC ADAPTOR
.. AUTO ·D IAL ... DIRECT CONNECT

CABLE FOR APPLE lie $ 1 4 ,9 5

SWITCH BOXES
ALL LINES SWI TCHED, GOLD PLA TED
CONNECTORS, QUALI TY SWITCHES

2 WAY $39.95
• CONNECTS 2 PRINTERS TO 1

COMPUTER OR VICE VERSA

AB-P (C ENTRONICS PARALLEL )
AB-S (RS232 SERIAL)

EPROM PROGRAMMER

$399.95 $299.95
TILT I SWIVEL MONITOR STAND $1295

• DUPLICATE DR BURN ANY
27xx SERIES EPROM
(27 16 TO 27 128)

• M ENU-DRIVEN SOFTWARE
• HIGH SPEED WRITE ALGO 

RITHM

RP-525

CASPER
EGA MONITOR

• EGA & CGA CO M PATIBLE
• SCA NNING FREQUENCIES:

15.75 / 2 1.85 KHz
.. RES : 640 x 200 / 350
.. .3 1mm DOT PITCH. 25 MH z
• 16 CO LORS OUT OF 64
• 14 " , BLACK MATRIX SCREEN

IBM PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE
CENTRONICS (M ALE TO FEM ALE)
CENTRONICS (M ALE TO M ALEI
MODEM CABLE (FOR IBM)
RS23 2 SERI AL (MALE TO FEMALE)
RS232 SERIAL (MALE TO MALE)
KEYBOARD EXTENDER (COI LEOI
APPLE II JOYSTICK EXTENDER

MOLDED INTERFACE CABLES
6 FOO T, lOO'l1> SHIELDED, M EETS FCC

I I I I............................~...
CRT MONITORS FOR ALL APPLICATIONS

DISK DRIVE ACCESSORIES
FDD CONTROLLER CARD $49 .9 5
lie ADAPTOR CABLE $ 1 9 .9 5

ADAPTS STANDA RD APPLE DRIVES
FOR USE WITH APPLE lie

• 3 .5 " ADO-ON DISK DRIVE
.. 100% MACINTOSH COMPATABLE
• DOUBLE SIDED BOOK BYT E STORA GE
.. H IGH RELIABILITY DRIVE

HAS AUTO-EJECT MECHANISM
.. FULL ONE YEAR WARRANTY

.. 100% APPLE li e COMPATIBLE .
READY TO PLUG IN . W/SH IELDED
CABLE s MOLDED 19 PIN
CONNECTOR

• FAST, RELIABLE SLiMLINE DIR ECT
DRIVE

.. SI X MONTH WARRANTY

~
~--

~-_.

I

AP-135
$129.95 @

.. FULL HT SHUGART MECHANISM

.. DIRECT REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE
DI SK II

.. SI X MONTH WARRANTY

.. 1h HT. DIREC T DRI VE
• 100% APPLE COMPATIBLE
.. SIX MONTH WA R RA NTY

AD·3C I:ij ~
$139.95 •

.. REPLACEMENT FOR APPLE II
KEYBOARD

.. CAPS LOCK K EY. AUTO·REPEAT
• ONE KEY ENTRY OF BASiC

OR CP/M COMMANDS

Ap·150 ~ I I~
$99.95 •

• SET X-Y A XIS FOR AUTO CENTER OR
FREE MOVEMENT

.. FIRE BUTTON FOR USE WITH GAME
SOFlWARE

• A TTRACT IVE, SOU O, PLA STIC CASE
• INCLUDES ADAPTOR CABLE FOR

IBM. APPLE II. lie. II c . ATARI
A N D VIC 20 /64

JOYSTICK CO-1D

KEYBOARD·AP

KB-1000 $79.95
CASE WITH KEYBOARD

FOR APPLE TYPE MOTHERBOARD
• USER DEFINED FUN CTION K EYS
.. NUMERIC KEYPA D WITH

CURSOR CONTROL
• CAPS LOCK • A UTO-REPEA T

CIRCLE 180 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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MCT-5150 $59.95 
SISO STYLE KEYBOARD 

E LILLY IBM COMPATIBLE 
LED STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS 6 
NUMBER LOCK 
LARGE. EASY TO REACH SHIFT S 
RETURN KEYS 
03 KEY TYPEWRITER LAYOUT 

MCI-5151 $79.95 
REPLACEMENT FOR KEY TRONIC 
KB 5151 KEYBOARD 
SEPARATE CURSOR S NUMERIC KEYPAD 
CAPS LOCK A NUMBER LOCK 
INDICATORS 
IMPROVED Kt YBOARD LAYOUT 

MCI-5060 $59.95 
IBM AT STYLE LAYOUT 
SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT 
COMPATIBLES 
EXTRA LARGE SHIFT 6 RETURN KEYS 
LED INDICATORS FOR SCROLL. CAPS S 
NUMBER LOCK 
AUTO RE PEAT FEATURE 

MCT-5339 $89.95 
IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT 
SOFTWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT 
COMPATIBLES 
12 FUNCTION KEYS 
EXTRA LARGE SHIFT 6 RETURN KEYS 
LED INDICATORS FOR SCROLL. CAPS A 
NUMBER LOCK 
AUTO REPEAT FEATURE 
SEPARATE CURSOR PAD 

EGA CARD AND MONITOR NOW ONLY $569! 
QUALITY IBM COMPATIBLE MOTHERBOARDS 

FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 
TURBO 4.77 / 8 MHZ $128.95 

JOR PART MCT -TURBO 
.. 77 OR 6 NH/ OPERATION WITH 8088 2 

6 OPTIONAL 8087 2 CO PROCESSOR 
DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTS SPEED DURING 
DISKETTE OPERATION FOR MAXIMUM 
THROUGHPUT AND RELIABILITY 
CHOICE OF NORMAL TURBO MODE OR 
SOFTWARE SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED 

STANDARD 4.77 MHZ $109.95 
JOR PART MCT -XTMB 

8088 CPU. OPTIONAL 60117 CO PROCESSOR 
B EXPANSION SLOTS 
EXPANDABLE TO OK ON BOARD 
MEMORY IOK RAM INSTALLED) 
ALLIC SOCKETED HIGHEST DUALITY PCB 
ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27121 ROMS 

BOTH WITH FREE MCT BIOS! 

FARADAY 
FDD CONTROLLER 

JOR PART FAR.FOD 

SUPPORTS UP TO 4 INTERNALLY 
MOUNTED FGO. 
IBM COMPATIBLE. INTERFACES TO 
360K OR 720K USING DOS 320 
INCLUDES CABLE FOR 2 DISK DRIVES 

24.95 
IBM STYLE 

COMPUTER CASE 
AN A TTRAC T/YE STEEL CASE WITH 

A HINGED UO FITS THE POPULAR PGxT 
COMPAT1.LE MOTFERBOAROS 

SWITCH CUT OUT ON SIDE FOR PC XT 
STYLE POWER SUPPLY 
CUT OUT FOR I EXPANSION SLOTS 
ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED 

$34.95 
SLIDE TYPE CASE S39.95 

IBM COMPATIBLE 
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE 

JOR PART FOO-360 

GOOD QUALITY DRIVES 
BY MAJOR MANUFACTURERS SUCH AS 

OUME TANDON I CDC 
S'." HALF HEIGHT DB DO 
360K STORAGE CAPACITY AD TM 

69.95 

BUILD YOUR OWN 256K 
NT COMPATIBLE SYSTEM 

NT MOTHERBOARD $10995 

PRO -BIOS (A S20 VALUE) FREE! 

256K RAM $2655 

130 WATT POWER SUPPLY $6995 

FLIP -TOP CASE $3415 

KEY TRONIC KEYBOARD $4995 

360K DRIVE $6995 

FARADAY CONTROLLER 52455 

MONOCHROME ADAPTOR $4995 

FORTRONICS MONITOR $9995 

TOTAL: S536.15 

r 
IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS 

EASYDATA MODEMS 
All rnOdels'ed:6,0 dutO d;ai answer 'dad' on busy. Hayes cornpat,bIo, power up sell 
test. tOuChtone or pulse dialing built -In speaker. PC Talk Ill Communications 
software. Bell Systems 103 & 212A full a hall duplex and more 

INTERNAL 
EASYDATA -12H $99.95 

1ZOO BUAD HALE LAHD 

EASYDATA -12B $119.95 
1200 BUAD 10" CARD 

EASYDATA -24B $199.95 
2400 BUAD FULL C.. 

EXTERNAL 
NO SOFTWARE INCLUDED 

EASYDATA -12D $119.95 
1200 BUAD 

EASYDATA -24D $219.95 
2400 P)in 

DISPLAY CARDS 
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 

MCT -EGA $179.95 
/Lí74 IBM COMPATIBLE. PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS 

COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA. COLOR GRAPHICS 
AND MONOCHROME ADAPTORS 
TRIPLE SCANNING rnrouLNCY ron DISPLAY 
ON EGA. STANDARD RGB OR HIGH RES 
GLUTION MONOCHROME MONITOR 
FULL 256K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 )50 
PIXELS IN 16 OF 64 COLORS 
LIGHT PEN INTERFACE 

MCT-COP $49.95 
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM COLOR GRAPHICS STANDARD 

SHORT SLOT CARD USES VLSI CHIPS TO 
INSURE RELIABILITY 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT CONFIGURABLE AS 
LPTI OR LPT2 
SUPPORTS RGB COMPOSITE MONOCHROME 
6 COLOR ANO AN RF MODULATOR OUTPUT 
320. 200 COLOR GRAPHICS MODE 
640 200 MONOGRAPHICS MODE 

MCT-MGP $59.95 
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME AND HERCULES GRAPHICS STANDARDS 

SHORT SLOT CARD USES VLSI CHIPS TO 
INSURE RELIABILITY 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT. CONFIGURABLE AS 
LPTI OR LPT2 
720 . 36 GRAPHICS MODE 
LOTUS COMPATIBLE 
CAN RUN WITH COLOR GRAPHICS CARD IN 
THE SAME SYSTEM 

MCT-MB $79.95 
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME AND HERCULES GRAPHICS STANDARDS 

SERIAL PORT OPTION 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT 
720 . 345 GRAPHICS MODE 
S0 25 TEXT MODE 
LOTUS COMPATIBLE 
SELECTABLE TO RUN ALONG WITH COLOR 
GRAPHICS CARD IN THE SAME SYSTEM 

MO-SERIAL OPTIONAL SERIAL PORT $1913 

MCT -MONO $49.95 
ANOTHER FANTASTIC VALUE FROM JOR' 

IBM COMPATLE: TEL INPUT 720. 340 PIXEL DESPEA 

EPROM PROGRAMMERS 
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 

MCT -EPROM $129.95 
PROGRAMS 27.r AND 17 SERIES EPROMS UP TO 2'512 

SUPPROTS VARIUOS MANUFACTURERS 
FORMATS WITH 12 S 21 AND 25 VOLT 
PROGRAMMING 
MENU DRIVEN SOFTWARE ALLOWS 
EASY MANIPULATION OF DATA FILES 
SPLIT OR COMBINE THE CONTENTS OF 
SEVERAL EPSOMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES 
READ. WRITE. COPY. ERASE CHECK AND 
VERIFY WITH EASY ONE KEY SELECTION 
INCLUDES SOFTWARE FOR STANDARD 
HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS 

4 GANG PROGRAMMER $18995 
10 BANG PROGRAMMER $29995 

U11t[tt1n 

MCT PRODUCTS CARRY A ONE YEAR WARRANTY COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES 
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MCT-CGP $49.95
COMPATlBLE WITH IBM COLOR GRAPHICS STANDARD

• SHORT SLOT CARD USES VLSI CHIPS TO

INSURE RELIABILITY •• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT , CONFIGURABLE AS
LPT1 OR LPT2

• SUPPORTS RGB , COMPOSITE MONOCHROME I
& COLOR AND AN RF MODULATOR OUTPUT :;-~ t\\

• 320 x 200 COLOR GRAPHICS MODE ~

• 640 x 200 MONOGRAPHICS MODE

MCT-MGP $59.95
COMPA TlBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME AND HERCULES GRAPHI CS STANDARDS

• SHORT SLOT CARD USES VLSI CHIPS TO •
INSURE RELIABILITY

• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT , CONFIGURABLE AS
LPT1 OR LPT2 1\'

• 720 x 348 GRAPHICS MODE ,"~
• LOTUS COMPATIBLE ., n,t
• CAN RUN WITH COLOR GRAPHICS CARD IN ~

THE SAME SYSTEM

MCT-MG $79.95
COMPATIBLE WITH IBM MONOCHROME AND HERCULES GRAPHICS STANDARDS

• SERIAL PORT OPTION
• PARALLEL PRINTER PORT
. 7 20 x 348 GRAPHICS MODE
• 80 x 25 TEXT MODE
• LOTUS COMPATIBLE
• SELECTABLE TO RUN ALONG WITH COLOR

GRAPHICS CARD IN THE SAME SYSTEM

MB·SERIALoPTIONAL SERIAL PORT $1995

DISPLAY CARDS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-EGA $179:95
100% IBM COMPATIBLE, PASSES IBM EGA DIAGNOSTICS

• COMPATIBLE WITH IBM EGA , COLOR GRAPHICS ;"7'!~""!!'~:i.:!!:'.'4
AND MONOCHROME ADAPTORS

• TRIPLt SCANNING rntQUtNCY ron DlSrLAY
ON EGA, STANDARD RGB OR HIGH RES ·
OLUTION MONOCHROME MONITOR

• FUll 2 56K OF VIDEO RAM ALLOWS 640 x 350
PIXELS IN 16 OF 64 COLORS

• LIGHT PEN INTERFACE

MCT-MONO $49.95
ANOTHER FAN TASTIC VALUE FROM JDR!

'* IBM COMPATIBLE TTL INPUT '*720 x 348 PIXEL DISPLAY
PLEASE NOTE THIS CARD WILL NOT RUN LOTUS GRAPHICS

AND DOES NOT INCLUDE A PARALLEL PORT

EXTERNAL
NO SOFTWARE INCLUDED

EASYDATA·12D $119.95
1200 BUAD

EASYDATA·24D $219.95
2400 BUAD

EASYDATA MODEMS
Allmodels feature auto-dial/answer /red ial on busy, Hayescompatible,power up self
test, touch tone or pulse dialing , built-in speaker, PC Talk III Communications
software, Bell Systems 103 & 212A full or half duplex and more.

INTERNAL
EASYDATA·12H $99.95

1200 BUAD HALF CARD

EASYDATA·12B $119.95
1200 BUA D 10" CARD

EASYDATA·24B $199.95
2400 BUA D FULL CAR D

$89.95

$59.95

$79.95

IBM COMPATIBLE
FLOPPY DISK DRIVE

JDR PART .: FDD·360
GOO D QUALI TY DRIVES

e y MAJOR MANUF ACTURERS SUCH AS
QUME, TANDON & CDC

~ . 51f. ' HALF HEIGHT- - - - . DS/DD ~

• 360K STORAGE CAPACITY • 48 TPI

• IBM ENHANCED STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFlWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT

COMPATIBLES
. 12 FUNCTION KEYS
• EXTRA LARGE SHIFT & RETURN KEYS
• LED INDICATORS FOR SCROLL, CAPS &

NUMBER LOCK
• AUTO REPEAT FEATURE
• SEPARATE CURSOR PAD

• IBM A T STYLE LAYOUT
• SOFlWARE AUTOSENSE FOR XT OR AT

COMPATIBLES
• EXTRA LARGE SHIFT & RETURN KE YS
• LED INDICATORS FOR SCROLL, CAPS &

NUMBER LOCK
• AUTO REPEAT FEATURE

• REPLACEMENT FOR KEY TRONIC TOO

K B·5151 KEYBOARD
• SEPARATE CURSOR &: NUMERIC KEYPAD
• CAPS LOCK & NUMBER LOCK

INDICATORS
• IMPROVED K EYBOA RD LAYOUT

MCT·5060

MCT·5339

MCT·5151

IBM COMPATIBLE KEYBOARDS

MCT-5150 $59.95

EPROM PROGRAMMERS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-EPROM $129.95
PROGRAMS 27xx AND 27xxx SERIES EPROMS UP TO 27512

• SUPPROTS VARIUOS MANUFACTURERS
FORMATS WITH 12. 5, 21 AND 25 VOLT
PROGRAMMIMG

• MENU·DRIVEN SOFlWARE ALLOWS
EASY MANIPULATION OF DATA FILES

• SPLIT OR COMBINE THE CONTENTS OF
SEVERAL EPROMS OF DIFFERENT SIZES

• READ, WRITE, COPY , ERASE CHECK AND
VERIFY WITH EASY ONE KEY SELECTION

• INCLUDES SOFlWARE FOR STANDARD
HEX AND INTEL HEX FORMATS

4 OANO PROGRAMMER $18995

10OANG PROGUMMER $29995

lmlmEBmiI..a

$34.95
SLIDE TYPE CASE $39.95

AN A TTRACTI VE STEEL CASE WITH
A HINGED LID. FITS THE PQPULAR PC/ XT

COMPATleL E MO THERBOA RDS

FARADAY
FDD CONTROLLER

IBM STYLE
COMPUTER CASE

• SWITCH CUT·OUT ON SIDE FOR PC/XT
STYLE POWER SUPPLY

• CUT·OUT FOR 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
• ALL HARDWARE INCLUDED

JDR PART .: FAR-FDD

• SUPPORTS UP TO 4 INTERNA LLY
MOUNTED FDD s

• IBM COMPATIBLE, INTERFACES TO
360K OR nOK USING DOS 3.20 - - -

• INCLUDES CABLE FOR 2 DISK DRIVES

$24.95

CIRCLE 181 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

· 4 .7 7 OR 8 MHz OPERATION WITH 80 88 -2
& OPTIONAL 8087·2 CO·PROCESSOR

• OYNAMICALLY ADJUSTS SPEED DURING
DISKETTE OPERATION FOR MAXIMUM
THROUGHPUT AND RELIABILITY

• CHOICE OF NORMAL I TURBO MODE OR
SOFlWARE SELECT PROCESSOR SPEED

STANDARD 4.77 MHz $109.95
JDR PART #: MCT-XTMB

· 8088 CPU, OPTIONAL 8087 CO·PROCESSOR
. 8 EXPANSION SLOTS
• EXPANDABLE TO 640K ON·BOARD

MEMORY 10K RAM INSTALLEDI
* ALLICs SOCKETED·HIGHEST QUALITY PCB
• ACCEPTS 2764 OR 27128 ROMS

l
lJ~!~~~~!!!~~J ." 5 150" STYLE KEYBOARD

• FULLY IBM COMPATIBLE
• LED STATUS INDICATORS FOR CAPS &:

NUMBER LOCK
I' . LARGE. EA SY TO REACH SHIFT &:

RETURN K EYS
.83 KEY TYPEWRITER LAYOUT

en
o
z
o
a:
G
LlJ
...J
LlJ

6
is«
a:
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MULTIFUNCTION CARDS 
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 

MCT-MF $84.95 
ALL THE FEATURES OF ASTS SIX PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRA : 

) 341K DYNAMIC RAM USING 4164 
NCLUDES SERIAL PORT. PARALLEL PRINTER 
PORT. GAME CONTROLLER PORT AND 
CLOCK CALENDAR 
SOFTWARE FOR A RAMDISK PRINT SPOOLER 
AND CLOCK CALENDAR 

MCT-ATMF $139.95 
ADDS UP TO 3 MB OF I BIT RAM TO THE AT 

)SER EXPANDABLE TO 1 S MB OF ON BOARD 
MEMORY. NO MEMORY iNSTUE D 
:LEXIBLE ADDRESS CONFIGURATION 
NCLUDES SERIAL PORT. PARALLEL PORT AND 
CLOCK CALENDAR 
)PTIONAL PIGGYBACK BOARD PERMITS 
EXPANSION TO 3 MB 

711F- SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT 52415 

MCTATMF -MC '2993 
PIGGYBACK BOARD (ZERO K INSTALLED/ 

MCT-MIO $79.95 
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARD 

! DRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER 
NCLUDES SERIAL PORT. PARALLEL PORT. 
3AME PORT AND CLOCK CALENDAR 
MTH BATTERY BACK UP 
SOFTWARE FOR A RAMDISK. PRINT SPOOLER 
AND CLOCK CALENDAR 

10- SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT :15 

E Seagate 
HARD DISK SYSTEMS 

20 MB 30 MB 
$339 $389 

Systems include hall height hard disk drive, hard disk drive controller, 
cables and instructions. Drives are ore- tested and warranted for one veer. 

SS? _Seagate 40 MB AT DRIVE' 9 FAST ft ms ACCESS TIME 

MCT-IO $59.95 
USE WITH MCTFH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED 

EE RIAL PORT ADDRESSABLE AS COM1. COM2. 
COM3 OR COMA 
)ARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS 
LPT1 OT LPT2 13711 OR 2701 
3AME PORT AND CLOCK CALENDAR WITH A 
BATTERY BACK UP 

1-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT $15E3 

MCT-ATIO $59.95 
USE WITH MCT -A TFH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS US 

SERIAL PORT ADDRESSABLE ASCOMI. COM2. 
COM3 OR COMA 
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE AS 
LPTA OR LPTB 1370 OR .27111 
3AME PORT 
JSES 16450 SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH 
SPEED OPERATION IN AN AT 

1'10-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT '24" 

RAM CARDS 
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 

MCT-RAM $69.95 
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION FOR YOUR SHORT OR REGULAR SLOT 

SHORT SLOT. LOW POWER PC COMPATIBLE 
DESIGN 
CAN OFFER UP TO 576K OF ADDITIONAL 
MEMORY 
USER SELECTABLE CONFIGURATION 
AMOUNTS OF 192. 384. 512. 256 6 576K. 
USING COMBINATIONS OF 64 6 256K RAM 

MCT-ATRAM $149.95 
A POWER USERS DREAM, 4MB OF MEMORY FOR THE A T 

USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB OF ON BOARD 
MEMORY 
USES FULL 16 BIT PARITY CHECKED MEMORY, 
64K OR 256K DYNAMIC RAM 
FLEXIBLE STARTING ADDRESS ROUND OUT 
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY TO 640K A ADD 
EXTENDED MEMORY ABOVE 1MB 

MCTATRAM -MC '3993 
2MB PIGGYBACK BOARD (ZERO K INSTALLED/ 

MCT-EMS $129.95 
2MB OF LOTUS /INTEL, MICROSOFT COMPATIBLE MEMORY FOR THE AT 

CONFORMS TO LOTUS INTEL EMS 
USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB 
USES 64K OR 2S6K DYNAMIC RAM 
IRO MEMORY INSTALLED, 
USE AS EXPANDED OR CONVENTIONAL 
MEMORY. RAMDISK OR SPOOLER 
SOFTWARE INCLUDES EMS DEVICE DRIVERS. 
PRINT SPOOLER AND RAMDISK 

F 

MGT -ATEMS AT VERSION OF THE MCT-EMS 

JDR Microdevi 
$13915 

$599 
DISK CONTROLLER CARDS 

FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY 

MCT-FDC $34.95 
QUALITY DESIGN OFFERS 4 FLOPPY CONTROL IN A SINGLE SLOT 

INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD TO AN IBM PC OR 
COMPATIBLE 
INCLUDES CABLING FOR 2 INTERNAL DRIVES 
USES STANDARD DB37 CONNECTOR FOR 
f XTERNAL DRIVES 
SUPPORTS BOTH OS OD AND OS OD WHEN 
USED WITH DOS 3 2 OR JFORMAT 

MCT-HDC $89.95 
HARD DISK CONTROL FOR WHAT OTHERS CHARGE FOR FLOPPY CONTRO: 

IBM XT COMPATIBLE CONTROLLER SUPPORTS 
16 DIFFERENT DRIVE SIZES. INCLUDING S. 10 
20, 30 6 40MB 
OPTIONS INCLUDE THE ABILITY TO DIVIDE 1 

LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 SMALLER, LOGICAL 
DRIVES 
INCLUDES CABLING FOR 1 INTERNAL DRIVE 

Ee 

MCT-RLL $119.95 
GET UP T050% MORE STORAGE SPACE ON YOUR HARD DISK 

INCREASES THE CAPACITY OF PLATED MEDIA 
DRIVES BY SW. 
Rik 2.7 ENCODING FOR MORE RELIABLE 
STORAGE 
TRANSFER RATE IS ALSO 50 FASTER. 
750K .c .. 500K ..c 
USE WITH ST 236DRIVE TO ACHIEVE 30 MB IN 
A HALF HEIGHT SLOT two 

MCT-FH $139.95 
STARVED FOR SLOTS, SATISFY IT WITH THIS TIMELY DESIGN 

INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD 6 2 HOD, 
CABLING FOR 2 FDD. A 1 HOD 
FLOPPY INTERFACE SUPPORTS BOTH OS DD& 
OS OD WHEN USED W DOS 3 2 OR JFORMAT 
ALL POPULAR HOD SIZES ARE SUPPORTED. 
INCLUDING S. 10. 20. 30 6 40MB 
CAN DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 SMALLER. 
LOGICAL DRIVES 

MCT-ATFH $169.95 
FLOPPY AND HARO DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN 

AT COMPATIBLE. CONTROL UPTO2360K 720K 
OR 12MBFDD.ASWELL AS 2HDO. USING THE 
AT STANDARD CONTROL TABLES 
SUPPORTS AT STYLE FRONT PANEL LED TO 
INDICATE HD ACTIVITY 
16 BIT BUSS PROVIDES RAPID DATA 
TRANSFERS 
E ULLY SUPPORTE D BY AT BIOS 

Ce/S + 110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos. CA 95030 
IS Toll Free 800- 538-5000 (408) 866 -6200 FAX (408) 378 -8927 Telex 171 -110 

I III JUN MICROOEVICES LOGO IS A REGIST [RED TRADEMARK US 2UN MICRUUE VILE S JUN INST HUME PITS AM) JUN MICNUIII .It I 1 ARE TRAUE LEAHKS UI JUN MIl .11 ,1 I 

IBM IS A TRADEMARK OF 'NTT RNATIONAI NI IVNF MACHINES 

COPYRIGHT 1947 JOR MECRODEVICES 
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MCT-FH

MCT-RLL

MCT-ATFH $169.95
FLOPPY AND HARD DISK CONTROL IN A TRUE AT DESIGN

... AT COMPATIBLE, CONTROL UPTO 2 360 K /720K
OR 1.2MB FDD sASWElLAS 2 HODs USING THE
A T STANDARD CONTROL TABLES

* SUPPORTS AT STYLE FRONT PANEL LED TO
INDICATE HD ACTIVITY

...16 BI T BUSS PROVIDES RA PID DATA
TRANSFERS

... FULL Y SUPPORTED BY AT BIOS

"t.\
$139.95

STARVED FOR SLO TS? SATlSFY IT WITH THIS TIMELY DESIGN
'" INTERFACES UP TO 2 FDD s & 2 HODs
• CABLING FOR 2 FDD . & 1 HDD
...FLOPPY INTERFACE SUPPORTS BOTH DS IDD &

DS /QD WHEN USED W/DOS 3.2 OR JFORMAT
* ALL POPULAR HDD SIZES ARE SUPPORTED.

INCLUDING 5. 10. 20. 30 & 40MB
... CAN DIVIDE 1 LARGE DRIVE INTO 2 SMALLER,

LOGICAL DRIVES

$119.95
GET UP TO 50% MORE STORAGE SPACE ON YOUR HARD DISK

* INCREASES THE CAPACITY OF PLATED MEDIA
DRIVES BY 50~o

* RLL2.7 ENCODING FOR MORE RELIABLE
STORAGE

'*TRANSFER RA TE IS ALSO 50 % FASTER;
7S0K/ sec vs SOOK/ sec

...USE WITH ST·238 DRIVE TO ACHIEVE 30+MB IN
A HALF HEIGHT SLOT

&9seagate
HARD DISK SYSTEMS
20 MB 30 MB
$339 $399

DISK CONTROLLER CARDS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-FDC $34.95
QUALITY DESIGN OFFERS 4 FLOPPY CONTROL IN A SINGLE SLOT

* INTERFACES UP TO 4 FDD . TO A N IB M PCOR~
COMPATIBLE

* INCLUDES CABLING FOR 2 INTERNAL DRIVES

* ~m:~~~g~~~B37 CONNECTOR FOR ",0 ~
* SUPPORTS BOTH DS /DD AND DS /QD WHEN .,1\1

USED WITH DOS 3.2 OR JFORMAT ~

MCT-HDC

Systems include half height hard disk drive, hard disk drive controller,
cables and instructions. Drives are pre-tested and warranted for one year.

.
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MCT-EMS $129.95
2MB OF LOTUSIINTELI MICROSOFT CaMPA TlBLE MEMOR Y FOR THE A T

CON FOR M S TO LOTU S/INTEL EM S
USER EXPANDA BLE TO 2 MB
USES 64K OR 256 K DYNAMIC RA M
(NO M E MOR Y INSTALLEDI
USE AS EXPANDED OR CONVENTIONAL
MEMORY. RAMDISK OR SPOOLER
SOFTWARE INCLUDES EMS DEVICE DRIV ERS,
PRINT SPOOLER A ND RA M DISK

MCT-MID $79.95
A PERFECT COMPANION FOR OUR MOTHERBOARD

zDRIVE FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

~f:-"~~~Me:~~LtL~~1<ft:d,~~~~ORT. --t
WITH BATIERY BACK-UP
SOFTWA RE FOR A RAMDISK. PRINT SPOOLER
"ND CLOCK/CAL ENDAR

IO·SERIIL 2nd SERIAL PORT $1585

RAM CARDS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-RAM $69.95
A CONTIGUOUS MEMORY SOLUTION FOR YOUR SHORT OR REGULAR SLOT

SHORT SLOT. LOW POW ER PC COMPATIBLE •
DESIGN
CAN OFFER UP TO 576K OF ADDITiONAL

~:~OS':,YLECTABLE CON FIGU RATION 0
AMOUNTS OF 192. 384. 512 . 256 & 576K. P1
USING COMBINATION S OF 64 & 256K RAM

MCT-ATRAM $149.95
A POWER USER'S DREAM, 4MB OF MEMORY FOR THE AT

USER EXPANDABLE TO 2MB OF ON -BO ARD
MEMORY
USES FU LL 16 BIT PARITY CHECKED MEMORY.
64K OR 256K DYNAMIC RAM
FLE XI BLE STARTING A D DRESS. ROU ND OUT
CONVENTIONAL MEMORY TO 64 0K & ADD
EXTENDED MEMORY ABOVE 1MB

MeT·ATRlM-MC $3985
2MB PI GGYBACK BOARD (ZERO K INSTALL ED)

MCT-IO $59.95
USE WITH MCT-FH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED

SERIA L PORT ADDRESSABLE A S COM1 . COM2'if!
COM30R COM 4

~~Nj~ECp';~I(~~~~ ~~~7~~DRESSABLE A S ~I
3AME PORT AND CLOCK/CALENDAR WITH A a':'n:it
BATIERY BACK-UP ~

I·SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT $1585

MCT-ATIO $59.95
USE WITH MCT-A TFH FOR A MINIMUM OF SLOTS USED

SERIA L PORT ADDRESSABLE AS COM 1. COM2.
COM3 OR COM4
PARALLEL PRINTER PORT ADDRESSABLE A S
LPTA OR LPTB (x378 OR x2781
GAME PORT
~SES 16450SERIAL SUPPORT CHIPS FOR HIGH
SPEED OPERATION IN AN AT

nO-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT

MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
FROM MODULAR CIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

MCT-MF $84.95
A LL THE FEA TURES OF AS r S SIX PACK PLUS AT HALF THE PRICE!

J-34 8 K DYNAMIC RAM USI NG 4 164.
NCLUDES SERI A L PO RT. PARALLEL PRI NTER
PORT. GAME CO NTRO LLER PO RT AND
CLOCK/CALENDAR
SOFTWARE FOR A RA M DISK. PRINT SPOOLER
" N D CLOCK/CALE NDAR

MCT-ATMF $139.95
ADDS UP TO 3 MB OF 1 BIT RAM TO THE A T

JSER EXPANDABLE TO 1.5 M B OF ON-BOARD
MEM O RY (NO MEM ORY INSTALLED}
' LEX IB LE ADDRESS CONFIGURATION
NC LUDES SERIAL PORT . PARALLEL PORT A N D
CLOCK/CALENDAR
JPTIONAL PIGGYBACK BOARD PERMITS
EX PA N SION TO 3 MB

rMF-SERIAL 2nd SERIAL PORT $2485

MCT-ATMF-MC $2985
PIGGYBACK BOARD (ZERO K INSTALLED)

CIRCLE 182 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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PAGE WIRE WRAP WIRE, 
PRECUT ASSORTMENT 

IN ASSORTED COLORS 527 SO 
100... S.S.. 4.0'. Sr". 7.0" 

ZION8 W. 4.r. 5A" 
so06r 3 -o-. 3.S-. 4.0- 

SPOOLS 
100166l M 30 250 la.t s 7 2S 
500166E 6132S 1000 bt 21 95 

Phis* speclry r0lol 
fed 

5 V. 
7 9, 

J 

rDATARASE EPROM ERASER S34.951 
ERASES 2 IN IO MINUTES 
COMPACT NO DRAWER 
THIN MUTAI SHUTTER 
ME VF NTS EN UGHT `I ROM E SCA PING 

to WATT RESISTORS 
5'. CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES 

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM 
ri PCS . --..r- OS 100 PCS . .:. 02 

Pr s ,...,.. 025 

69 
59 

1 09 
1 09 

99 
994 

01 ,A CERAMIC DISC 100 55.00 
100 110.00 

100 $6.50 
100 512.501 

MUFFIN FANS 
71S SO 1495 363 SO 1495 

3 1f" SOUARE 16 93 

8' LINE CORDE 
2 conducta 39 3 conducto. 19 
3 Conducta w f..nW sachet 39 

EMI FILTER 54.95, 

r2 VOLUME SETS 

1986 
IC MASTER 

THE INDUSTRY STANDARD 

$129.95 

158 

12008 MODEM $9995 FsIiFITwAt 2400B MODEM $ 11995 

TEKS CORNER 

5150 STY( 
* IMPROV 

83 KEYS. 
* LED INDI 

TO 
360K 

MOU 
FOR 5V4' 

* FACEPLAT 
AT & XT 

SPECIALS E 

SOCKET -WRAP I.D.tr 
SLIPS OVER WIRE (SNAP PINS 

A 
IDE N TIF IE S PIN NUMBS RS ON WRAP m 
SIGE OF BOARD s 
CAN WRI TI ON PLASTIC SUCH AS IC I 

PINS PART. PCI( Of 
8 IDWRAPOS 10 
14 DWRAP 14 10 
16 IDWRAp 16 10 
18 IDWRAP 16 
20 IOWRAP20 S 

22 IDWRAP 22 S 

24 IOWRAP 24 S 

211 IDWRAP 28 S 

40 IDWRAP 40 S 

MICE N 
95 . 

PLEASE OROER SV NUMBER Of 
PACKAGESIPCH OEi 

9S a 
9S 
95 
95 
9S 
95 .. 
95 _ 
9S 

r 
CAPACITORS 

TANTALUM 
1Q/ 15V 3S 47' 3SV 4S / 15V 70 1 0 3SV 45 
10 RSV 80 22 35V 65 
22 15V 1 35 4 7 3SV 8S 
22 35V 40 10 3SV 100 

DISC 
1p SOV O5 680 SOV OS 

22 50V OS 001, SOV os 
27 SOV O5 0022 SOV OS 

33 5OV OS 00S S0V OS 
47 50V OS 01 SOV 07 
N 50V OS 02 SOV 07 
100 SOV os os s0V 07 
220 SOV OS 1 12V IO 
660 SOV O5 1 SOV 12 

MONOLITHIC 
01.A soy 14 .10 SOV 18 
.0470 50V 1S .471A SOV 21 

ELECTROLYTIC 
RADIAL AXIAL , 75V 14 10 SOV 14 

2 2 35V 15 10 SOV 16 
4 7 SOV 15 22 16V 14 
10 SOV 1S 47 SOV 20 
7 3SV 16 100 35V 25 
100 16V 15 220 25V 30 
220 35V 20 470 SOV SO 
470 25V 30 1000 16V 60 
2200 16V 70 2200 16V 70 
4700 75V 1 45 700 16V 1254 

I5 
I 

1 

V 

1 
3.' 
a 
C i Y 
?i I. d u 

10 WRAP 74 

EXTENDER CARDS 

IBM PC $29.95 
IBM AT $39.95 

FRAME STYLE 
TRANSFORMERS 

2 6V AC CT 

: 
fiV AC C I 
v At ( T 

2 AMP 
4 AMP 
RAMP 
2 AMP 

25 PIN D -SUB 
GENDER 

CHANGERS tN 
S7.95 

SIP 
SIP 
DIP 
DIP 
DIP 

,DIP 

RESISTOR NETWORKS 
10 PIN 9 RESISTOR 

8 PIN 7 RESISTOR 
16 PIN 
16 PIN 
14 PIN 
14 PIN 

8 RESISTOR 
15 RESISTOR 

7 RESISTOR 
13 RE SISTOR 

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS 

01 ;A MONOLITHIC 
1 1 CERAMIC DISC 
1 I MONOLITHIC 

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS 
FR 4 EPDXY GLASS LAMINATE 

WITH GOLD -PLATED EDGE -CARD FINGERS 

IBM M2 
IBM 

8OTHCARDS HAVE SILI( SCREE NED :E GENOS 
AND INCL ODES MOUNTING BRA Cg( T 

IBM MI WITH SV AND GROUND PLANE .. . 127 9S 
IBM PR2 AS ABOVE WITH DECODING LAYOUT 29 95 

S-100 
100 1 BARE NO FOIL PADS 1S IS 
100 2 HORIZONTAL BUS 21 $0 
P100 -3 VERTICAL BUS 21 40 
P100 SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE 22 7S 

PS00 
PS00 3 
PS004 

'706046 

APPLE 
BARI NO FOIL PADS SIS.IS 
HORIZONTAL BUS $22.75 
SINGLE FOIE PADS PER HOLE 521 10 
FOR APPUI II. AUX SLOT 530 00. 

SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES 

PS-IBM S89.95 
FOR IBM PC XT COMPATIBLE 
135 WATTS 
-SV . ISA -17V - 4 2A 
SV . SA. 12V SA 

ONE YEAR W TY 

PS IBM 150 

PS- IBM -150 $79.95 
FOR IBM PC ST COMPATIBLE 
ISO WATTS 

12V 52A. SV , 14A 
12V SA. SV . SA 

ONE YEAR W TY 

PS-130 
130 WATTS 
SWITCH ON REAR 
EOR USE IN OTHER IBM 
TYPE MACHINES 
90 DAY WARRANTY 

PS-A S49.95 
USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE 

MS. 79 S WATTS 
-SV'* 75 12V 3A 
SV +. SA. .12V SA 

APPLE POWER CONNECTOR 

PS-1558 $34.95 

PS-A 

75 WATTS. UL APPROVED p5 1558 
5V p 7A. 12V :. 3A 

12V 0250.s& -SV I, 1 ., 

BOOKSnSTEYE CIARCIA 
BLUED YOUR OWN 

ZIO COMPUTER 

CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 1 

CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 2 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 3 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL 4 
CIRCUIT CELLAR VOL S 

1995 
sil 55 
sui Y5 
1495 
s1693 
s1996 

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS 
PART DISTRIBUTION TI! TERMINAL TIE BINDING 

NUMBER DIMENfgMS STRIPISI POINTS $TRIPIS1 .POINTS POSTS RAKE 

wBU-o -384241" .218- 100 
ÚI BUT 
1101110-304-3 

1.IB6 -I0- 
344 5.4s_ 100 

1 

2 
11101,8204 5.13RSAS- 2 

/.18. s.os- I S00 3 
1NBLL201 1.25 .1.45' 7 , 700 

1210 3 
1550 

LIS 

17.15 
2.15 
2IN 
31.50 WBU 20E 

0 Visit our retail store located at 1256 S. Bascom Ave. in San Jose, (408) 947 -8881 

JDR Microdevices 
110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos. CA 95030 
Toll Free 800 -538 -5000 (408) 866 -6200 

FAX (408) 378 -8927 Telex 171 -110 

PLEASE USE YOUR CUSTOMER NUMBER WHEN ORDERING 
TERNIS Mera.nl onde. SI000 E.>..0 .q and hanang erhadr 57500o. UPS 
Gn_ad and S.150 Ion UPS Ar Orders rira 1 D and IOregn vá s ns45 rsaluer 
adO$vMl.PUpp10cha9PT Phaseca.ILKIouf saIrsdrpaM114M1v INear5IA MCA 
.rs.dH*s mas' nchadr 4IpIC 2$4 WPSw N ..anche dr o watered ka 90 dry. 
unir. 4.1614rw.V- .k.l Pm.", re Ngr[t Io cNrge ,awe Aorta W. ara mi 
..-Y4 ., A- ke 119KgrOhcal ratas Wr W I Nha SI -.Ia tasedthes and TI 
, 4I,JAAr ne,.Ar hear AE mcvlr harGnor 1u6v(1 IO 1554 sali 

COPYRIGHT 1987 JDR MICRODEVICES 
THE JON MIC ROUI Viti_ S LUGO IS A HE (ASIE HE D TRAM MA H K Of JUN MIt_ HOUE VICES JUN INSTRUMENTS AND JOR MIC HOUE VICE. S AH( I HAUE MANRS 114 JLNI MK. N(1LJE WC/ S 

IBM IS A TRAM MARK I)I u4111.P4ATH)NAI HUSINESS MACHINES AfIR1 IS A TRADEMARK W APPLE COMPLUE 14 
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$4.95

2VOLUME SET
1986

Ie MASTER
THE INDUSTRY STANDARD

$129.95

IBM

MUFFIN FANS
3.15 " SQ 14.95 3.63" SQ 14 .95

3.18 " SQ UAR E 16.9 5

6' LINE CORDS
2 c o nduc t o r .39 3 conduc t or .99
3 c onduc t o r w /female s oc k e t .39

.... I

- .

PS·A

5-100
BARE· NO FOil PADS . .. . .. • . . . . $15.15
HORIZO NTAL BUS . . . , , , . , , , , , .. $2 1.80
V ERTICAL BU S , . . " , . . " •. . . . , $2 1.80
SIN GLE FOi l PADS PER HOLE $22 .75

APPLE
BARE · NO FDll PADS . " ,. " . ,. , $15 .15
HORIZONTAL BUS , •• . . . . . . . . • , , $22 .7 5
SINGLE FOil PADS PER HOLE $21.80
FOR APPLE II . AUX SLOT •• , . . . . • . $30. 00

$19 .9 5

$17 .95
$18.95
518 .9 5
$18.95
$19. 95

IB M· PR2

PS·130

$34.95

$49.95

$99.95

$79.95

'-~I -T-l-'! t!:.IlR--...o

, .
• - lI Jlnll lfftiHl

WIRE WRAP PROTOTYPE CARDS
FR-4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE

WITH GOLD-PLATED EDG E-CARD FINGERS

P500· 1
P500·3
P500·4
70 60· 45

P100·1
P100-2
P100·3
P100·4

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET

IBM-PR t WI TH +5V AN D GROUND PLA NE • • • • 527.95
IB M ·P R2 AS ABO VE WI TH DECODING LAYOUT $29.95

SWITCHING POWERSUPPLlES
$89.95

LITHIUM BATTERY

""I @'"

PS-1558
. 7 5 WATTS. UL APPROVED
• +5V @ 7A . +12V@ 3A

- 12 V @ 2 50m a. - 5V @ 300ma

• USE TO POWER APPLE TY PE
SYSTEMS. 7 9 .5 WATTS

• +5V @ 7A . +12V @ 3A
·5V @ .5A.·12V@.5A

• APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

PS·A

B'UlD YOU R OWN
Z80 COMPUTER

• 130 WA TTS
• SWITCH ON REA R
• FOR USE IN OTHE R IB M

TY PE MACHINES
• 90 DA Y WARRA NTY

PS-13D

• FOR IB M PC· XT COM PATIBLE
. 135 WA TT S
• +5V@ 15 A . +12V@ 4 .2 A

-5V @.5A. -12V @ .5A
• ON E YEA R WA RRANTY

PS·IBM/ l50

PS-IBM·15D

BOOKS BY STEVE ClARClA

PS·IBM
5.95
7.95

10 .95
7.95

$34.95

EXTENDER CARDS
IBM-PC 529.95
IBM-AT 539.95

PA8E WIRE WRAP WIRE
PRECUT ASSORTMENT

I N A S S O RTE D COLORS S27.50
l 00ea : 5 .5 " , 6 .0" , 6 .5" , 7 .0 "

2500. : 2 .5 " , 4.5", 5.0 "
SOOea : 3.0 ", 3.5 " , 4 .0 "

SPOOLS
100 feet 54 .3 0 25 0 feet 57. 2 5
500 feet 513 .2 5 1000 feet $2 1 .9 5

Please specify color:
Blue, Black, Yellow or Red

2 AMP
4 A M P
8 A M P

.2 A M P

12.6VAC CT
12. 6 V A C CT
12 .6VAC CT
25 .2v A C CT

~ .

SPECIALS ON BYPASS CAPACITORS
.01 pf CERAMIC DISC 100/$5,00
.0 1 pf MONOLITHIC 100/$10,00
.1 pf CERAMIC DISC 100/$6.50
.1 pf MONOLITHIC 100/ $12.50

10 WR A P 24

RESISTOR NETWORKS
SIP 10 PIN 9 RESISTOR
SIP 8 PIN 7 RESISTOR
DIP 16 PIN 8 RESISTOR
DIP 16 PIN 15 RESISTOR
DIP 14 PIN 7 RESISTOR
DIP 14 PIN 13 RESISTOR

1/4 WATT RESISTORS
5 % CARBON FILM ALL STANDARD VALUES

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG. OHM
10 PC S samevalue .0 5 100 PCS samevalue .02
50 pes samevalle .0 2 5 1000 PCS samevaIuc .015

• ERA SES 2 1N 10 MI N UTES
• COMPACT·NO DRAWER
• TH IN M ETAL SHUTTER

PREVENTS UV LIGHT
FROM ESCAPI NG

25PIN D·SUB
GENDER

CHANGERS
$7.95

DATARASE EPROM ERASER

50 V .05
50V .05
50V .05
50 V .05
50V .07
50V .07
50V .07
12V .10
50V .12

35V .45
35V .4 5
35V .65
35v .85
35V 1.00

WISH SOLDERLESS BREADBOARDS

MONOLITHIC
50V .14 .1"t 50 V .18
50 V .15 .47"t 50 V .25

DISC
50 V .05 68 0
50V .05 .001 "t
50V .05 .0022
50V .05 .005
50V .05 .0 1
50V .05 .02
50V .05 .05
50V .05 .1
50V .05 .1

CAPACITORS
TANTALUM

15V .35 .47"t
15V .70 1.0
15V .80 2.2
15V 1.3 5 4.7
35V .40 10

ELECTROLYTIC
RA D IA L A XIAL

25V .14 1"t 50V .14
35 V .15 10 50 V .16
50 V .15 22 16V .14
50V .15 47 50V .20
35 V .18 10 0 35 V .25
16V .18 22 0 25 V .30
35V .20 470 50V .50
25V .30 100 0 16 V .60
16 V .70 2200 16V .70
25 V 1.4 5 4700 16V 1.25

- SOCKET·WRAP·I.D.™

• SLI PS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS • N ~ ~ ;~
,.,1~~~-g~I~~!~~NUMBERS ON W RA P : : l1 00 .

~~:SN WR IT:A~~:LAS~lg~~~~H A:~~C~ :: u ~:
8 IOWRAP 0 8 10 1.95 . ...... 0;; .

~ : :g:=~~: ~ g ~ :~~ e o- ~.
18 IDWRAP 18 5 1.95 ~.
20 IDWRAP 20 5 , .95 ~.

22 IDWRAP 2 2 5 1.9 5 ~.

24 IDWRAP 24 5 1.9 5 . "-1 ~.

28 IDWRA P 28 5 1.95
40 IDWRAP 40 5 1.9 5 '--_.A...---=c:......Il.

PLEASE ORD ER BY NUMBE R OF
PAC KAGES (PCK. OF)

en
ozo
a:
fo
UJ
...J
UJ

6
Ci«a:
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Radio /limit Part/ Plaee 
f77ARTS FOR YOUR PROJECTS...NEICHBORHOOD CLOSE 

High -Tech ICs at Low Prices! 

711171777 
(1) 

(2) 

Add Speech and 
Neat Sound EFX 

(3) 
To Your Computer 

(1) SPO256 -AL2 Speech Synthesizer. This MOS/LSI device with a built -in 
program is very easy to interlace with most computers. Includes detailed data 
and circuit examples. Requires 3.12 MHz crystal (special-order. see "Hotline" 
info, below) 28-pin DIP. 0276-1784 12.95 
(2) CTS256 -AL2 Text -to- Speech IC. Preprogrammed 8-bit processor trans- 
lates ASCII characters into control data for Fig. 1. With detailed data, schemat- 
ics. Requires 10 MHz crystal (special-order) 40-pin DIP 0276-1786, 16.95 

(3) AY- 3 -8910A Sound Generator IC. Only your imagination will limit the 
amazing variety of sound effects this chip can produce. Features three 
independently programmable audio outputs Two 8-bit I/O ports and single 5 
VDC supply operation make!! easy to interface with most microprocessors 
40-pin DIP with detailed data 0276-1787 9.95 

Unusual LEDs 
(4) 411 (8) 

%5) (7) 
(4) Wow! Super-Bright Red LED. 
Outputs 300 mod, 0276-066 .. 9Ya 
(5) Jumbo Red. Twin LEDs, ono 
housing 0276-065 . ...1.19 
(6) Blinking Red. 0276. 036.... 1.19 

(7) Bl,nkmq Green. 0276.030 .. 1.19 

Panel Switches Ifni (10 

Fig Deecnptbn Cat No «., 
e SPST Rocker 

()POT Rocker 
275480 
275481 

, 69 
2 49 

9 SPST PtAh 
Momentary 

27541, 
275409 

to SPST ',Togo/ 
SPOT ',TogDe 
oPOT uTogghe 

275424 
275425 
275.626 

2/169 
1 5.91 

1991 1.90 

Hobby Lamps 

12 -Volt Blinking Lamps. 95 mA 
4- wire leads 
0272 -1097 Pkg. of 3/99e 
Colored Mini Lamps 3/69e 
6-Volt. '272.1098 12 -Volt. 1272 -1099 

Bet on a FET 
(11) 

(1 2) (13) 

(11) IRF511 Power MOSFET. Han- 
dles 60 VDC, 3 amps. 
0276-2072 1 99 
(12) BS170 MOSFET. Handles 60 
VDC, 0.5 amps. 02762074 .. 1.19 

(13) MPF102 . The "old work- 
horse" 0276-2062 795 

1/4-Watt, 5 Resistors 
Pkg. 
of ala 
Ohms Cat. No. 

10 

100 
271.1301 
271-1311 

160 

220 
270 

271-1312 
271.1313 
271.1314 

Ohms Cat. No. 

330 

470 

271.1315 

271.1317 

1k 

2.2k 

33k 

271.1321 

271.1325 

271.1325 

Ohms Cat. No. 

4.7k 
10k 

271.1330 
271.1336 

15k 

22k 
33k 

271.1337 
271.1330 
271.1341 

dime Ca. No. 

47k 
100k 
220k 

271 -1342 
271.1347 
271-1350 

470k 
1 ntag 
10 mag 

271.1364 
27t -1366 
271.1365 

Low -Cost Relays 

I (15) (18) 

Fc Contacts Cod Cat No tact 
14 SPDT 5 VDC 275243 t 79 
15 4POT 12 VDC 275214 4 99 
le SPST Reed 5 VDC 275-232 1 49 - SPST Real 12 VDC 275-233 1 49 

- Socket for 275-22t t 49 Fp 15 

Ml -p Ceramic Disc Capacitors 
Low C Pkg. 
As 39 of 2 

PF 
4.7 

i 
47 

WVDC Cat. No. 2 -Pack 
50 
50 

272-120 
272.121 

39 
39 

100 
220 
470 

50 
50 
50 

272.123 
272.124 
272 -125 

39 
39 
39 

pF WVDC Cat. No. 2 -Pack 
.001 500 272-126 49 
.0047 500 272.130 .49 

.01 500 272-131 49 

.047 50 272-134 .49 

.1 50 272-135 .49 

Computer Interfacing Items 

41111°' (24) 

(28) 

(25) ' (26)(27) (29) 
Sotdsdl a RS232 Connector. (29) RS232 Ribbon Cable. 
Fig Type Cal No Each 
24 
25 

D -Sub 25 Male 
0-Sub 25 Female 

2761559 
2761566 

399 
3.99 

26) 36-Position Ma/ Printer Connec- 
tor. /2761533 5.99 
171 FeatMe COenector r2751523 5 99 

Length Conductors Cat No Pm' 
5 Feet 
S Feet 

25 
36 

278-772 
276774 

3 59 
469 

(29) 6-PN DIN Pkg 1274-020 .. , 1.20 
5 -Pin DIN Plug. 1274-003 1 SS 
4 -Pin DIN Plug. 1274-007 ... 1.40 

Knobs for 1/4" Shafts 
(19) 

(19) Communications. 1' /,e- dia. 
0274.432 Pkg. of 2/1.49 
(20) Red Insert. r dia. by 5/8' 
0274.433 Pkg. of 2/995 
(21) Blue Insert. Matches our 
1270-220 series of boxes 
5274-403 Pkg. of 2/79e 

Let's 
Cool lt! 

(17) (18) 

(17) 3' DC Fan. 27 CFM For hum - 
sensitive circuits or portable de- 
vices. 7.13 .8 VDC 
0273.243 14.95 
(18) 3' 120 VAC Fan. Just right for 
many computers. 32 CFM. UL rec- 
ognized 0273 -242 14.95 

Sound Off 
n(23) 

(22) Tri -Sound Siren. Wiring op- 
tions create three distinctive 80 dB 
sounds 3 VDC. 
0273-072 5 95 
(23) Pulsing Piezo Bursar. 3-28 
VDC. 0273.066 3 59 

PC -Board Pots 

frill59e Each 
Ve watt. 260' 
rotation. 

Ohms Ctl. No. 

500 
1k 

5k 
10k 

271.220 
271-227 
271.217 
271.216 

Ohms Cat. No. 

50k 
í00k 

1 msg 

271-219 
271-220 

271 -229 

Project Box 
Bargains 
Plastic housing, 
aluminum cov- 
ers, hardware. 

Size Cat. No. Each 
3'/. x 2'/ x 1'/e 270230 1.59 
4x 2'N x 10/a' 270-231 1.60 

S'/he a 20/a x 101s' 270-233 1.99 
6'/. x 304 x 2' 270427 2.39 

70/4 x 4018 x 200e' 270-232 2.99 

Fast "Hotline" Service 
Radio Shack Can Replace Almost 
Any Popular IC or Semiconductor 

It the device you need is not part of our 
regular stock, well special -order it 
from our warehouse. And there's NO 
postage charge or minimum order re- 
quirement' We also offer Hotline ser- 
vice on selected tubes. crystals. phono 
cartridges and more. Try us today' 

Dual- Tracking DC Su 

59 95 Independent Or 
"Slave" Operatio 

pply -Super value! 

n 

Quality and performance you wouldn't ex- 
pect to find at this low price -check these 
features 0 to 15 VDC output Series mode 
for up to 30 VDC Switched V/A meter, fuse 
protection, vented steel cabinet Maximum 
output lamp per side. UL listed AC. 022.121 

.7-;71 O O 

0O000 ! 

Over 1000 Items in stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers, Capacitors. Chokes. Clips, 
Coax, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs. Lamps, Multitesters, PC Boards, Plugs, 
Rectifiers. Relays, Resistors, Switches, Tools. Transformers. Transistors, Wire, 2eners, more! 
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1.89
2.49

Only

275-624 1.59
275-625 1.69
275-626 1.99

27~11 1.29
275-609 211 .69

SPST Push
Momentary

SPST Rocke,
OPOT Rocke'

SPST ~Toggle

SPOT~Toggle

OPOT~Toggle

10

Fig.

(8)
unusualLEDs

(4) /S? fi (6~

;:;?(5) ~ ~ (7)

(4) Wowl Super-Bright Red LED.
Outputs 300 mcd! #276-066 . . 991;
(5) Jumbo Red. Twin LEDs, one
housing. #276-065 1.19
(6) Blinking Red. #276-036 1.19
(7) Blinking Green. #276-030 . . 1.19

Add Speech and
Neat Sound EFX
To Your Computer

High-Tech ICs at Low pricesI

(2)

aadl8 Ihaek ItartIltlaee™ _ .......

PARTS FOR YOUR PROJECTS...NEIGHBORHOOD CLOSE

(1)

(1) SP0256-AL2 Speech Synthesizer. This MOS/LSI device with a built-in Hobby Lamps
program is very easy to interface with most computers. Includes detailed data
and circuit examples. Requires3.12 MHz crystal (special-order,see " Hotline"
info, below). 28-pin DIP. #276-1784 12.95
(2) CTS256-AL2 Text-to-Speech IC. Preprogrammed 8-bit processor trans
lates ASCII characters into control data for Fig.1. With detailed data, schemat
ics. Requires 10 MHz crysta l (special-order). 40-pin DIP. #276-1786, 16.95
(3) AY-3-8910A Sound Generator IC. Only your imagination will limit the 12-Volt Blinking Lamps. 95 mAo
amazing variety of sound ellects this chip can produce. Features three 4" wire leads.
independently programmable audio outputs. Two 8-bit I/O ports and single.5_ #272-1097 Pkg. of 3/991;
VDC supply operation make it easy to interface with most microprocessors . Colored Mini Lamps . .... 3/691;
40-pin DIP with detailed data. #276-1787 9.95 6-Voll. #272-1098 12-Voll. #272-1099

BetonaFE~T
(11)

~ ~ (13)

(11) IRF511 Power MOSFET. Han
dles 60 VDC, 3 amps.
#276-2072 1.99
(12) BS170 MOSFET. Handles 60
VDC, 0.5 amps. #276-2074 . . 1.19
(13) MPF102 • The "old work-
horse" . #276-2062 791;

(23)
Sound Off

(22)

(17) 3" DC Fan. 27 CFM. For hum
sensit ive circuits or portable de
vices. 7-13.8VDC.
#273-243 14.95
(18) 3" 120 VAC Fan. Just right for
many computers. 32 CFM. UL rec-
ognized. #273-242 14.95

project Box
Bargains
Plastic housing,
aluminum cov
ers, hardware.

(22) Tri-Sound Siren. Wiring op
tions create three distinctive 80 dB
sounds. 3 VDC.
#273-072 5.95
(23) PUlsing Plezo Buzzer. 3-28
VDC. #273-066 3.59

!ladlo Ihaeli
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Prices apply at participating Radio Shack stores and dealers

V4 watt. 2600

rotation.

Independent Or
"Slave" Operation

Ohms Cal. No. Size Cal. No. Each
271-226 50k 271-219 3'/4x 21/s X 1'/ SH 270-230 1.59
271-227 lOOk 271-220 4 x 2'/s X 15/8" 270-231 1.69

271·217 1 meg 271·229
5 '!18x25/8x1 5/s" 270-233 1.99
6". x 33' . X 2" 270-627 2.39

271-218 73/ .. x 43/ 8 X 23/8 " 270-232 2.99

14
15

Fig.

Quality and performance you wouldn't ex
pect to find at this low price-check these
features: 0 to 15 VDC output. Series mode
for up to 30 VDC. Switched VIA meter, fuse
protection, vented steel cabinet. Maximum
output 1amp per side. UL listed AC. #22-1 21

Dual-Tracking DC Supply-Super valuel

(14)

PC-Board Pots

59~ Each

16

Knobs for 1,4 II Shafts
(19) (20) (21)

(19) Communications. 1'116" dia.
#274-432 Pkg. of 2/1.49
(20) Red Insert. 1" dia. by 5/8~

#274-433 Pkg. of 2/99¢
(21) Blue Insert. Matches our
#270-220 series of boxes.

. #274-403 Pkg. of 2/79¢

~F WVDC Cal. No. 2-Pack
.001 500 272-126 .49
.0047 500 272-130 .49
.01 500 272-131 .49
.047 50 272-134 .49
.1 50 272-135 .49

Hi-QCeramic Disc capacit~ors

Low 39~ Pkg.
As of 2

pF WVDC Cat. No. 2-Pack
4.7 50 272-120 .39

47 50 272-121 .39
100 50 272-123 .39
220 50 272-124 .39
470 50 272-125 .39

1,4-watt, 5% Resistors
Pkg.

39~ .&11
of 5 ••
Ohms Cal. No. Ohms Cal. No. Ohms Cal. No. Ohms Cal. No.

10 271·1301 330 271-1315 4.7k 271-1330 47k 271-1342

100 271-1311 470 271-1317 10k 271-1335
lOOk 271-1347
220k 271-1350

150 271-1312 l k 271-1321 15k 271-1337 470k 271-1354
220 271-1313 2.2k 271-1325 22k 271-1339 1 meg 271-1356
270 271·1314 3.3k 271-1328 33k 271·1341 10 meg 271-1365

CIRCLE 78 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Over 1000 Items In stock: Binding posts, Books, Breadboards, Buzzers , Capacitors, Chokes, Clips,
Coax, Connectors, Fuses, Hardware, ICs, Jacks, Knobs, Lamps, Multltesters, PC Boards, Plugs ,
Rectifiers, Relays, Resistors, Switches. Tools, Transformers, Transistors, Wire, Zeners, morel

If the device you need is not part of our
regular stock, we'll special-order it
from our warehouse. And there's NO
postage charge or minimum order re
quirementl We also oller Hotline ser
vice on selected tubes, crystals, phono
cartridges and more. Try us today!

Fast "Hotline" service
Radio Shack can Replace Almost
Any Popular Ie or Semiconductor
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J 
Yw 044 E906CnK. *one. .c. 

Ì11g.5, 
ELECTRONICS 

Mail -Order Electronics 
475 - 592 -8097 

NEC V20 & V30 CHIPS 
Replace the 8086 or 8088 on Your IBM -PC and 

Increase Its Speed by up to 4064! 
P.r1 No Ace 

UP070108 -5 (SMHZ) V20 Chop S 9.95 
UP070108 -8 (6MH:) V20 Chop S11.95 
UP070116 -8 1814H:) V30 Chop S14.95 
UPD70116 -10 (10MH2) V30 Chop 534.95 

7 
P14r1 N. 1.9 10. pan No 1-6 10 

7400 29 19 7485 65 
7402 29 19 7406 45 
7404 35 23 7489. 206 
7405 39 29 7490. 49 
7406 39 29 7493. 45 
7407 30 29 74121 45 
7408 35 23 74123 50 
7410 36 25 74125 56 
7414 49 39 74126 75 
7416 46 35 74141 405 
7417 45 35 74150 135 
7420 .35 23 74154 135 
7430 35 25 74166 159 
7432 39 29 74173 65 
7438 39 29 74174 66 
7442 55 .46 74175. 66 
7445 79 .M 74176 99 
7446 89 79 74161 195 
7447 80 .79 74189 206 
7448 2 06 1 96 74193 79 
7472 75 66 74198 196 
7473 45 33 74221 90 
7474 45 36 74273 206 
7475 49 30 74365 60 
7476 45 35 74367 69 

74LS 

SS 
35 

195 
39 
35 
35 
49 
45 
65 

3% 
125 
125 
149 

75 
55 
55 
69 

185 
1.% 

69 
1 75 
89 

195 
59 
S9 

7415(5 : 19 74-S1ti5 
74LS02 29 19 7415166 99 
74504 35 25 745173 59 
79.505 35 25 74/5174 49 
74506 109 99 745.5175 49 
741.501 109 99 7415166 459 
74506 29 19 745191 59 
74510 . 29 19 745156 79 
74514.. .49 39 74.8221 .89 
741527 . 35 25 7413241 . . . . .79 
74LS30. . 29 19 74LS241.... .79 
74/532 .. .36 25 7418'244 ..... 79 
74542 . .49 39 741.8246.... 69 
741547. . .99 99 744.8260..... 99 
741573 . .39 29 745273..... 80 
741574 . 35 2S 745276.... 49 
79575 . 39 29 74L8322...-405 
74.576 . .56 45 7413365... 
74.585 9.9 49 744.6386... 49 
741586 35 25 745367. 49 
74590 49 39 74/5366 40 
74590 49 39 7415373 79 
745123 59 49 74.5374 79 
745125 40 39 745393 89 
7415138 49 39 745590 605 
7415139 49 39 7415624 206 
745164 109 99 745629 229 
74/5157 45 35 745640.. 109 
74/5158 45 35 745646.... 109 
744.5163 59 49 745470.. . . . 109 
795164 S9 49 745.s 98....206 

74S 
74500 29 745188' 
74.504. 35 745189 
74906 36 74$196 
7481Q 29 745240 
74632..... 35 745244 
74674.... 45 745253 
74806... 179 745287' ..149 
74596... 35 745286' 1.49 
74s124... . 295 745373 1.49 
745174 79 745374 ...149 
745175 79 745477 .295 

89 

39 
4.49 

49 
60 
59 
60 
60 
69 
79 
69 
70 
.19 

?> 
39 
69 
69 
79 

595 
195 
219 

99 
99 

99 
195 

129 
19.9 
2.49 
149 
149 

74100 39 74F139 .. 89 
74F04 .39 74F1ß7 . 95 
74106 .. 39 74F193 ....595 
74P1(1 39 74F240 139 
74P32..... 69 74F244 139 
74F74. 49 70253 .954 

74F96.. 99 74F373 1.39 
74F136 98 74F374 .13') 

CD-CMOS 
C04u 1 '. ,.:.,. 
C04006 80 11)4061 
C04011 19 004082 
C01013. 29 CX74093 
004016 29 004094 
004017 56 C040103 
C04016 59 C040107 
004020 59 C040106... 
C04024 49 C0451Q.... 
C04027 35 C04511 
004030 29 
004040 66 C045.22 
C04049 29 C045361. 
004060. 29 C0541. 
C04061 59 C04541 
CO4062 59 C04563 
004061 59 C04565... 
004069 395 
C04063 195 
C04006 29 
C04069 25 
C04070 25 
C04071 25 
C04072 25 

.66 
25 

35 2 
.149 

459 

.79 
. OA 

C04572 6dC 14572). 39 
C04581.... ... 89 
C134564 .. . . . 39 
C04589.... . 89 
MC14411P. 895 
MC14490P 449 

Pon No 

COMMODORE CHI 
AK. Pon No Art. 

wo,770171Y Can 1-65 6551 404.. . . . 324 
s1-30921 5V Now 6560 NLL 10.65 

*up I19 ZA. . ... 5.66 6557 Y01. . .. 14.63 
65031ro .4,1 NO . 225 6S66 YC PAL 14.96 
65044 W. 1.6S 6572)% PAN 14.96 
6607 tl1. 465 6681 SO 1465 
6510 CPU. 6.65 63961411161s..10.96 
652 1.75 3601 1/71. 1069 
6522 :.6 2.66 9602 W. 7.96 

00122641 91R OL 6525" 7.65 MpC40 co* ..1f.00 M1227-03 Owl O1 
6526 ; A 14.2 1506 MC. 16.00 151221M {00661 NM 
65215n 416 MMNCPk....20.M '541 0841 1106 
6532 :6.9 94.91-c 7mM SAO 5701 Oec. ' : 6.65 'No ow* nadado 
6545-1 F'( .. 2.49 11721 PU 14íS -roe. 829100P1A U1 71C-641 

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS 
011SCLLlANEOUS CHIPS 6500 6800 68000 COL 8000 518115 Coal. 

Pan No. Px1tA PM1 No Moo Pan No Poo. 

Pan No A1c. 

6722 WY. s.13 
í611O4O419t8 OL 10.65 
31 801 S4v SN6 Ol-C12 1196 
3/005940 F6c O6 CM- 163 
31902044 INK 11011112 1595 
)2130291 00t mu Y 

1.4159 Om. 1195 
.3255 72-01 166eMW. 14.95 
1291100P1A r- 13.66 

1156 
1116 

07664C. 449 
W01770 1995 
2061-3 5% 
WOW 16 . 9.96 
a9. a99. ON WM 
B0 123 

z60-(:TC 179 

260-P Z80-P10 79 
0509. . . 135 
2-809.-CTC. 149 
.7.40Á-0ART . 495 
:.80A-P10 1 49 
680A-S0.ro 496 
:b08 296 
D3015-C' 349 
:_006.1- 429 
6500 6800:19M9SOL 

223 
-'- ,C.108) .695 

esîó 175 
0622.. 295 
5232 049 
6351 ... 329 

6 á4G 
0610 12$ 
0821 129 

6640 
6641 
6845 
8850 
6682 

395 
2% 
2 93 

1 49 
395 
8% 

54C660001.6 11 95 
MC68000L 1 Q . 11106 

sol MIN RIMS 295 
800319M- 14% 
8035 .. .. .149 
8073 . 2995 
936104. .. 249 
IRMA 229 
6066 695 
8006-2 995 
6087(309474 12100 
6007-2181940 15995 
8086 649 
8086-2 696 
8116 495 
8 58 1 96 
81662. .. .... 249 
8156 249 
9202 . 995 
8201 14.96 
8212 .. 149 
8224 . 225 

6226 249 
8237.5 . 496 
8243 _ . . 225 
82509. 5.49 
82308 (Rix IBM) 6% 
8251A 175 
8253-5 1 % 
8254 2 % 
82539-5 180 
8257-5 249 
8269.9. 1 % 
8272... 449 
8279.6. 2 % 
e7441,..... 1095 

76 . . 3995 
6766...... 14% O9i1I1 
ADC0904LCN .. .119 
ADCO8000CN.. .596 
ADC0S09CCN .396 
ADC0616009I 14.96 
Ao0091700)4 895 

ó DACt ë4 
AV-3-10150 4 % 
AV-61013A 396 

Pe14 No Ammo. 
OIIM9NC 91ri 

Prise 

4116-15 16.384 x 1 (15Q'í6). 89 
412620 (P1p0y06C0 131,072 x 1 (20061I. . . . . . . . . . 4.49 
4164-120 60.336 o 1 (1209) . 1 75 
4164-150 66.536 o 1 (16016). . . . 1 15 
4164-200 66.536 a 1 (200.16). . . 95 
76.46441612 16.384 a 4 (120x9). . . . . 425 
9118 16.384 a 1 (12061}. 09 
41256.120 262.144 a 1 (12ßW. 396 
412561 S0 262.144 x 1 (160x91. 2 75 
90464-15 66.536 4 (15áW (44641(41460. 496 
511000P10 1349.676x 1 1100x9) I 5,440 30.96 
514204P-10 262.144 x4 (10ß9)1M60 44 % 

201612 
2102.21. 
211464 
2114N-2 
21146.24. 
21C14 
2149 
5101 
n116LP12 
6118w 
q116L1V 
.i264LP-12 
.i1ö4A-13 
5264LPc1s 
9514 
4.3256-151. 

2048 a 8 
1024x1 
1024a4 
t024x4 
1024x4 
1024a4 
1024 x 4 
256x4 
2048 o 8 
2048x8 
2048x6 
6192a6 
8192x8 

KKIC 549.9 
020,49 
(260.56 LOW PONS? (91102) 

189 
1% 

99 
106 
1.49 
49 

4% 
1% 
293 
ISO 
195 
425 
350 
3 75 
4 49 

2493 

(20áW 
(20016) Low P4pw.lr 

(454197- 
1p ICM09) 

(460.99 CM09. 
(1208W Low PMatr CMO8 
(19089 CMOI .. . 

(180x56 Low Paw6r 
(120W Low Pbtaer CMO6 
(150W CMOS 

8192.8 (1SáW Low Power C0A06 
1024 a 4 (35099 CM06 650444C) 
32.768 x 8 1150656 Low Power 

Pang /MUMS 
702A 256 x 8 (1 W 695 

'1145251 6 2048.8 (45Q9) 25V 495 
'M62ß32 4098 a 8 (450'í6) 26V. . 595 
-6452564 6192 x 0 (45010 26V. 895 
:706 1024 . 8 1463119... . 496 
'6452716 2048.8 (46Q9)3vO66p 995 
:716 2048.8 145ßW..... 375 
:716-1 mono 2048 o 8 0ng 2SV. 496 
:7016 2048 x 8 (45016 26V (CÁ4O$) 640 
:732 4096.8 145áW..... 395 
:732A-20 4096 x 8 (206945 21V 425 
:7329.25 4006a8 C250919 21V 3% 
:7324.-45 4096 o 8 1430x9) 21V 3 75 
:7C32 4006 8 (45016) 25V (CMOS) 649 
:764-20 8192 a 8 p0049 21V 425 
:764.25 8192 x 8 21V 375 
:7646-25 8192 a8 (250791 128V 25 
;764-45 8192 . 8 1450W 21V 349 
270;14 8192 . 0 (450119 21V ICAA08 . S 49 

W 27064-15 6192.8 /150.49 21V .. 649 
27126-20 16.384 a 8 (20áíg 139( 21V. .. 4% 
27126.25 16.384 a 8 Q6059 129K 21V 425 
271269.25 16384. 8 (250r90 128V 4% 
27C 128-25 16384 . 8 /250W 21 V (06406) 

. 
595 

2725620 32.768 . 8 (203,9) 2666( (125V).. 695 
7725625 32.768 a 8 (250619 269K(1251) 595 
27025625 32.768 . 8 12509) 259K (CA1A06) (125V) 655 
27512.25 65.536 a 8 (25016) 512K (129V) 1996 
68764 8192 a 8 (450n0 25V.. . . . . 1596 
68766 8192 a 8 1350649 23V 1696 
74$387 256.4 MOM OC- 129 
745471 256 8 PROM TS 496 
74825123 32 x 8 P99054 TS 2.49 

SATELLITE TV 
DESCRAMBLER CHIP 

itv 1.4MS221 4 a 19 cam... Ire,_ 910^49:C J.%9va :: 
WOO/ M Mac sync 1141C901$ lot 4112 Cot, o. mono 
17. ,. 5251..960447 nl.naew and u.04 na.o 9,70.70, 
.,.. 0 COLOR BURST GATE a SYNC 

ALLOW STAME COLON 066047)011 

MM5321N $11.95 
INTERSIL Also Available! 

74HC HI-SPEED CMOS 
PM1 No A.0 Pr1 No A10 
7461033 . 

74F/2 
7464004 
74/4008 
74/4010 
746-014 
7414030 
7464032 
745407 
7454079. 
7465076 
74602 
7454066 
70-C113 
74540125 
74540132 
74540138 
74540139 
74540154 
74610183 
74-0174 

26 
2S 
29 
29 
29 
.49 
29 
29 
30 
39 
45 
79 
30 
80 
40 
49 
49 
49 

1.19 
65 
69 

7460175 
7460=21 
74640240 
74540244 
74602545 
7460253 
74640259 
7460273 
7460373 
7460374. 
7210390... 
7460609.. 
74606961. 
74664040. 
7461,4049. 
745104060. 
74/404060 
7460.1511. 
7460461 
746404536 
74604543 

q 
90 
.79 
.79 
DO 
99 
.66 
.79 
79 
79 
75 

1.19 

2/9 

90 
80 

190 
129 
1.19 
e9 

119 

74/40700 
74/10702 
74640704 
7Y0T00 
74/40710 
74//0732 
74/40774 

74/407138 

21 
29 
29 
29 
29 
29 
49 
49 
59 

74/401139 
74NCT151 
74neCT174 
14/4CT175 
74/4CT240 
74HCT244 
14/4CT245 
740401373 
74W r?74 

59 
69 
69 
69 
99 
91 

74C-CMOS I 

74000 . . 

74002 29 
74004. 29 
74006 35 
74010 ...,.. 35 
74014 . . . .49 
74031 . . . 35 
74074... 59 
74(',99. . . 139 
74006 35 
74009 S19 
74(.`90 99 
740154 2% 
74C 173 1 05 

740175 
740221 
740240 
740244 
740373 
740374 
740912 
740915 
740920 
740921 .. 9.96 
740922 
740923 ...31! 
740925 990 

79 
19.0 
129 

.129 

. 1.41 

.149 

.799 

.139 

D80026C24 1 % 
71074C74 99 
11..064C54. 99 
I.5100404 695 
1114307N 45 
LÁ43001L 125 
.M31 1N 45 
UAW 7T 
LA4318N 99 
LA4319N 99 
LM]23K 3% 
LA43124N 30 
L7.4339C 95 
LM339N 39 
LF347N 179 
1.11434964 89 
1.1.43501 2 % 
LF3StN 39 
LF353N 49 

Lf356N 79 
LF367N 109 
LM369N 49 
LM360N 219 
LA061N 179 
LA4360N-8 99 
LM1(18N-3 99 
LA4567N 99 
LA090P/ 39 
LM399/4 2% 
LF411CN T9 
TL4974CP4 269 
N964054 (0640.4) 2 % 

29 
75 
49 
89 
99 
60 
89 
29 
59 

1 49 
249 
319 
8% 

79F4.5661 
LAA')eeN 
NE568N 
1MS63N 
1M567V 
NE592N 
L.114741 CN 
LA1747C14 
MC1360 
MC1372P 
MC 1377P 
MC 1399P 
1M141 4N 

1A41 468N 31 
U4148651 .46 
Ds 146P4 (Ce0091 1.11 
UM 1 4694.5. 
D6 t 4099N (CÁAO96 1.11 
1A41490N . . . . .9t 
MC1648P. . . . . 491 
LM197164 2.91 
LM1872N . . 291 
1M1898N-1 124 

7(R2206 3.91 
70i221 1. . 211 
7042241 .. 181 
0826452904 . 445 
0526LS3104 1.19 
IJ526LS32CN 1 1 t 
C626LLM290N N 

1 ..á 
LA42907N ..2.45 
LM2917N le pn) . . . 152 
ÁK:3419CL 
Á4C3446N 
MC3450P ...28( 
ÁAC347pP ...1D! 
Á403471P 496 
1.40347915 71 

MC34865 192 
MC34875 101 
9M390á4 41 

LÁ919056 1 11 

134390964 ß 
44 ñó;á 1.ó5 
74E5632 ... ... ó 
7465534 

.12 
7812K (LÁ040141 .121 
7815K IV.044(-1 . 121 
70051 (1M3401-5 ) Ax 
78121 11.140401-11). 
7815T 111.00T-16 . ,M 
7905K 19M320K.5) 93 
79051 661320T-5y .5' 
75472 9 
75477 12 
76477 59 

129 MC:14S4á/' 29 

IC SOCKETS 
Loo. Áo84 rare Iwap (0040) Land .: 

8pnLP 11 8pnWW 5 
14pnLP 12 14pnWW 6 
16 pro LP 13 16pnWW 6 
24pnLP 25 24pnWW 11 
29 pnLP . 27 20 ors WW 13 
40 pin LP 29 40pnWW t8 
0116NY99r6r41 061610 81916.9149 14410. Me MAW 

PARTIAL LISTING OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS 

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 

I

I
LM1 458 N. . . . . .. . .3!:
LM1 488 N. . • . . . . • . ..4S
DS1 4C88N (CMOS) 1.1£
LM1489N 4£
DS14C89N (CMOS) 1.1£
LM 1496 N , . .8~

M C1 648P 4.91:
LM 1871N. , 2.91:
LM 1872N, . • . • . 2.91:
LM 1896N-1 1.5£
ULN 2003A. . . . .9£
XR2206. . . 3.9!:
XR2 :21 1 2.91:
XR2243.. . . . . . 1.91:
DS26 l.S29CN 4,4~

DS26l.S 31 CN 1.1£
DS26LS3 2CN 1.1f
DS26LS33CN , 1.91:
LM 290 1N. . . . . . . . .4~

LM2907N 2.4~

LM2917N (8 p in) 1 .5 ~

MC3419CL .. • . .. 9.9~
MC3446N. . . 2.9E
MC3450P. . . 2.9~

MC3470P. . . 1 .9 ~

MC3471P 4.9f
M C3 479P. . . 4.7~

MC3486P 1 .6~

MC3487P 1 .6~

LM3900N. . .4~

LM3905N. . . 1.H
LM3909N 9<
LM3914N. , . . • . . . . . 1.9!
LM3916N. . . . .. . 1.9!
NE5532. . . .8!
NE5534 6!
7805K (LM340K-5) .. 1.2!
78 12K (LM340K-12) . 1.2!
7815K (LM340K-15) . 1.2!
7805T (LM 340T-5) .. .4'
78 12T (LM340T-12). .4!
78 15T (LM340T-15). ,4,
7905K (LM320~5) .. 1.3'
7905T (LM320T-5) . .5!
75472. . .9!
75477 1.2!
76 47 7 5.9
M C14 54 06P 2.9 '

Wire Wrap (Go ld) Level #3
.11 8pinWW. .. . .5'
.12 14 pin W W ... .6
.13 16 pin W W 6
.25 24 pin WW 1.1'
.27 28pinWW 1.3
.29 4O p inWW 1.8

LINEAR

ICSOCKETS

74C-CM OS I

74HCT - CMOS TTL I
.29 74HCTl 39. .. . .59
.29 74HCT157 69
.29 74HCT174. .69
.29 74HCT175.. .69
.29 74HCT240. . . . . . . .. .99
.29 74HCT244.. . .99
.49 74HCT245 1.19
.49 74HCT373 1.19

.. , .59 74HCT374 1.19

Low Profi le
8 p in LP .

14 pi n LP .
16 pin LP..
24 pin LP. .
28 p in LP. . . . .
40pin LP . .. .. ...

DS00 26CN.. .. .. ... 1.95
TL0 74CN. . .89
TL084CN 99
AF100-ICN , . , 8.95
LM307 N.... . .... .45
LM309 K 1.25
LM311N ,45
LM 31 7T.. .. . .. 79
LM 31 8N 99
LM 319N ,99
LM 323K . . . .. 3.95
LM 324N 39
LM 33 8K , 4.95
LM 339N.. .. .. . .39
LF3 47N 1.79
LM 348N. . . .. ,69
LM350T.. .. 2.95
LF351N.. . .39
LF3 53 N ,49
LF35 5N 79
LF356N 79
LF357N 1.09
LM 358N.. .. .. .. . ,49
LM360N.. .. .. ... 2.19
LM 3 61N . . 1.79
LM 38ON-8 . .99
LM386N-3.. .. .. .99
LM 38 7N. . .99
LM 393N. . . .39
LM 399 H. 2.95
LF411 CN. _. .79
TL497 AC N 2.69
NE 640H (C54 0H) 2.95
NE555V.. . .29
XA- L555. . .75
LM 556N. . .49
NE 558N. . .89
LM565N. .. . ....99
LM567V. . . . . .69
NE592N 89
LM 741 CN _ .29
LM747CN. . . .59
MC1350 1.49
MC1 372P 2.49
MC1377P 3.19
MC1398P 8.95
LM1 414N. .. . 1.29

S ATELLITE TV
DESCRAMBLER CHIP

SoIdertaUStandanl lGold '.Tln)&:Header Ptug SocketsAbo Awailabl

74HCTOO.. .
74HCT02. .
74HCT04. .
74HCTOB. .
74HCT10.
74HCT32 .
74HCT74 .
74HCTB6 .
74HCT138 .

The MM5321 is a TV camera sync generator designed to
supply the ba sic sync function s for either color or mono
chrome 525 line/60Hz interfaced and camera video reco rd er
applications. COLO R BURST GATE & SYNC

ALLOW STABLECOLOR OPERATION

MM5321 N $11.95
INTERSIL Also Available!

I

I

Price

8228.. .. 2.49
8237-5 4.95
8243.. . .. 2.25
8250A 5.49
82508 (For IBM ) 6.95
8251A 1.75
8253-5. . . . 1.95
8254.. . .. . 2.95
8255A-5. . 1.69
8257-5.. . 2.49
8259-5. • . . . 1.95
8272.. .. .. 4,49
82 79 -5. . .. . 2.95
8 74 1. . . . . . 10.95
8748. . .. .. .. 7.95
8749. . .. .. .. 9.95
8751 .. 39.9 5
8755 14.9 5

DATAACQUISITION
A DC0804LCN 3.19
ADC0808CCN 5.95
ADC0809CCN. • . . . 3.95
ADC0816CCN .. . . 14.95
A DC0817CCN. . •. . 8.95
DAC0808LC N 1.95
DAC 1oo8LCN 6.49
AY -3 - 10 15 D , 4.95
AY-5-1013A 3.9 5

8722 MMU.... .. .. .. .. . .. 9.95
'2 51104-04 l<emaJ ROM• . . . . . 10.95
318018 -03 BasicROM -C128 .. . 15.95
318019-03 Basic ROM-C128•••15.95
318020·041(ernalAOM-C128•••15.95
325302-01 64KROM lor

154011541 Orive•••• •• • •• • 15.95
*325572-01 L~IC Array•. ••.• 24.95
·82S100PI.A (905114-{)1)" .. . • 13.95
901225-01 Char. ROM• .•. . .. 11.95
901226 -01 BASlCROM•. . . .. 11.95
901227-03 Kernal ROM. • • • • • 11.95
901229-05 UPOrade ROM

(FQf 1541Disk Drive)• . • . . . • 15.95
'N o specs. available

"Note: 82S100PLA ~ U17 (C-54)

Part No.Price

DYNAMIC RAMS

6551 ACIA. . . . . 3.29
6560 VIe-I. 10.95
6567 VlC·11. 14.95
6569 VICPAL 14.95
6572 V1CPAL-N 14.95
6581 SID•. . .• . 14.95
8360 TextEditing••10.95
8501 MPU. .. ... 10.95
8502 MI'tJ...... 7,95
8563 CRT Ccntr • . 15.95
8564 VIC.. • . . • 15.95
8566 VIC PAL • . • . 29.95
8701 ClockChIp• •• 9.95

' 8721 PtA.•. .• . 14.95

Part No.

2048x8
1024 x 1
1024 x 4
102 4 x4
1024 x 4
1024 x 4
102 4 x 4
256x4
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
8 192 x 8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
1024 x 4
32,768x8

256 x8
2048 x 8
409 6 x 8
8 192 x 8
1024 x 8
2048 x 8
2048xB
2048 x 8
2048 x 8
4096 x 8
4096x8
4096xB
4096xB
4096x8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
8 192x8
8 192 x 8
8192 x 8
8 192 x 8
16,384 x 8
16,384 x8
16,3 84 x 8
16,384 x 8
32,7 68 x 8
32,768x8
32 ,768 x 8
65 ,536 x8
8192 x 8
8192 x 8
256x4
256 xB
32 x8

Function

Price

COMMODORE CHIPS

20 16-12
2 102 -2 L
2 114N
21 14N-2
2114N-2 L
2 1C 14
2 149
510 1
61 16LP-2
61 16P-3
61 16LP-3
6264LP- 12
6264P-15
6264LP- 15
6514
43256-15L

4 116-15 16,384 x 1
412 8-20 (Piggyback) 13 1,072 x 1
4 164- 120 65.536 x 1
4164- 150 65.536 x 1
4164-200 65,536 x 1
TMS44 16- 12 16,384 x 4
8 118 16,384 x t
41256-120 262,144 x 1
41256-150 262,144 x 1
50464-15 65,536 x 4
511000P- 10 1,048 ,57 6 x 1
51 4256p...l0 262, 144 x 4

1702A
TMS2516
TM S2 53 2
TMS2564
2708
TM S271 6
27 16
27 16-1
27C16
2732
2732A-20
2732A-25
2732A-45
27C32
2764-20
2764-25
2764A-25
27 64 -45
27C64
27C64-15
27128-20
27 128-25
27 128A-25
27C128 -25
27256-20
27256-25
27C256-25
27512-25
68764
68766
748 387
748471
N82S 123

PIIrtNo.

(lOOns) .... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .89
(2oons) . 4,49
(12Ons) . . 1.75
(150 ns). .. 1.15
(2oo ns). .95
(12Ons) .. .. .. . 4.25
(12Ons) 69
(120ns) .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. 3 .95
( l5Ons). . .. .. .. . . .. 2.75
(15Ons) (4464) (41 464) , 4.95
(1oons) 1 M eg 39 .95
(100ns) 1 M e g , 44.95

------ - - - - STATIC RAMS----- - - - - -
(12Ons) 1.69
(25Ons) Low Power (9 1L0 2) , . , . 1.95
(450ns). .. 99
(200ns) , 1.05
(2oo n5) Low Power 1.49
(2oons) (CMCS). . • . .. .. . . .. . .. .49
(45ns) 4.95
(450ns) CMOS 1.95
(12Ons) Low Power C MOS 2.95
(150ns) CMOS.. ... .. . . . .. 1.89
(15Ons) Lo w Power , 1.95
(12Ons) Low Power CMOS. . 4.25
(l5Ons) CMOS. .. .. . . 3.59
(15Ons) Low Power CMOS 3.75
(350ns) C M OS (UP0444C) 4,49
(150115)Low Powe r. . • . 24.95

----------PROMS/ EPROMS----------
(11'S).. .. .... . 6.95
(450ns) 25V . . . 4.95
(45Ons) 25V. . 5.95
(450ns) 25V . . . . . . 8 .95
(45Ons) . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 4.95
(45Ons) 3 vo ltage. . 9 .95
(45Ons). . .. . . .. .. 3.75
(35Ons) 25V 4.95
(450ns) 25V (CM OS). . 6.49
(45On5) . . . . 3.95
(200n5) 2 1V. . . .. 4.25
(25Ons ) 21V. .. 3.95
(45Ons) 21 V. . . . . . . . . 3 .75
(45Ons) 25V (CMOS). . . . . 6,49
(200ns) 21V. . . 4.25
(25Ons) 2 1V. . 3.75
(250ns) 12.5V. . 4.25
(45Ons) 21V.. .. .. .. . . 3,49
(450ns) 2 1V (CMOS). . . . 5.49
(15Ons ) 21V (CMOS). 6,49
(200ns) 128K 21V. . . . . . . . . . 4.95
(25Ons) 128K 21V. . . . . .. 4.25
(25Ons) 12.5V. . . . . . 4.9 5
(25Ons) 21V (CMOS). 5.95
(200ns) 256K (12.5V) . . 6.95
(25Ons ) 256K (12.5V). . . 5.95
(25Ons) 266K (CM OS) (12.5V). . . . 8.95
(250ns) 512K (12.5V) 19 .95
(45Ons) 25V .. 15.9 5
(350115) 25V 16.9 5
PROM O.C... . .. 1.29
PROM T.8 .. . . 4.95
PROM T.S.. .. .. . 2 .49

MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS
MISCELLANEOUS CHIPS 6500 /6800/68000 ConI. 8000 SERIES ConI.

Part No. Price Part No. Price Part No. Price

WD1770 DlskCoot.. . .. 19.95
SI -3052P 5VPos~ive

\\l Ila'" Ae\l. 2A. . . • . 5.95
6502 MPU wllnl Clock . . • 2.25
6504A CPU.. .. • .. 1.95
6507 CPU.. .. .. .. 4.95
6510 CPU 9.95
6520 PIA. • • • • • • • • • • 1.75
6522 VIA.. .. .. .. 2.95
6525 m 7.95
6526 CIA 14.95
6529 S~.. .. • .. .. 4.95
6532 128x8RAM. Ito,TimAr 6.49
6545-1CRTC.. .. .. .. . 2.49

.65

.89

.49

.3 9

.39
4,49

.49

.89

.59

.69

.69

.69

.79

.89

.79

.39
3.95

.39

.39

.39

.39

.69

.69

.79
5.9 5
1.95
2.19

.99

.99

.99
1.9 5

CD4076. . . .65
CD4081.. .25
CD4082.. .25
CD4093.. .3 5
C D4094. . .8 9
CD40103 2.49
C D40107 . . . 69
CD40109 1.49
CD4510. .69
CD4511 . .69
C D4520 .75
CD4522. . .79
CD 4538. .79
CD4541 . .69
CD4543.. .79
CD4553. . .... 4 .95
CD4555. . .79
CD4566 _ 2.49
CD4572 (MC14572) . .39
CD4583.. .89
CD4584. . .. . .39
CD458 5 89
MC14411P 8.9 5
MC14490P 4.49

7481 88 ' . . 1.29
7481 89. .. .. 1.69
74S 196 2,49
74S240. .. . 1.49
748244.. . .. .. .. . 1.49
748253... . . .79
745287*. . . . . 1.49
74 S288· . . . . 1.49
748373 . . 1,49
748374. . 1,49
745472*, 2.95

74 l.S 165 75
74l.S 166 99
74l.S 173. .59
74l.S174. .49
74 l.S175.. .49
74 l.S 189 4.59
74l.S191 59
74l.S1 93 79
74 l.S221... .. .69
74 l.S240. . . . . .79
74l.S243 . . ... .79
74 l.S244. . . . . .79
74 l.S245. . . . . .89
74 l.S259. . . . • .99
74l.S273 . . . . . .89
74l.S 279. . ,49
74l.S322 4.05
74l.S365. . . . . ,49
74l.S366 .. ,49
74l.S367. . .49
74l.S368. ,49
74l.S373.. .79
74 l.S374. . .79
74l.S393. . . . . .89
74l.S590 6.0 5
74l.S624 2.05
74l.S629 2.29
74 l.S640 1.09
74l.S645 1.09
74l.S 670 1.09
74 l.S688 2.05

.39 74 F139.

.39 74F157.

.39 74 Fl93.

.39 74 F240.

.39 74 F244. . . . .

.49 74 F253.

.59 74F373. .

.89 74 F37 4.

.19

.19

.25

.25

.99

.99

.19

.19

.39

.25

.19

.25

.39

.89

.29

.25

.29
,45
,49
.25
.39
.39
.49
.39
.39
.39
.99
.35
.35
.49
,49

7 4F

.19

.89

.19

.29

.29

.55

.59

.59
,49
.35
.29
.65
.29
.29
.59
.59
.59

...... 3 .95
. . .. 1.95

.29

.25

.25

.25

.25

CD-CMOS

74S /PR O M S ·

CD4001 .
CD4oo8.
CD401 1.. ..
CD4013.
CD4016.
CD4017. . .
CD40 18. . .
CD402 0..
CD4024. .
CD4027.
CD4030..
CD4040. .
CD4049.
CD4050..
CD4051 . .
CD4052..
CD4053..
CD4059
CD4063. ..
CD4066.
CD4069. .
CD4070. . .
CD407 1..
CD4072. ..

74SOO. . . . . .29
74S04. .35
74508. . . .3 5
74810. .29
74832. .. . . . . • . . . . . .35
7457 4. . . 4 5
74S85. . . 1.79
74686. .35
74S 124 2.9 5
745174. .79
745175. .79

74 l.Soo. . .. .29
74LS02.. .29
74l.S04 . . . . .. .35
74 LS05 3 5
74l.S06 1.09
74 l.S07 1.09
74 l.S08.. . . •..29
74 l.S10. .29
74l.S14. . ,49
74 l.S27. .35
74l.S30. . .. . . .29
74l.S32. .. .. . .35
74 l.S 42. . . . . . .49
74l.S47. . .. .. .99
74 l.S73 39
74l.S74. . .. . • .3 5
74 l.S75. . •. •. .39
74l.S76 . . .55
74 l.S 8 5. . .59
74LS86. . . .35
74 l.S90 49
74 l.S93. . .. .. ,49
74 l.S123..... .59
74 l.S 125. . . .. .49
74 l.S 13 8. . . . ,49
74 l.S 139. . ,49
74LS 154 1.09
74l.S157 45
74 l.S 158 . . . .. .46
74l.S1 63 59
74l.S1 64 59

Replace the 8 0 86 or 8088 in Your IB M.J>C an d
In c rea se Its S p eed by up to 40%!

Part No. Price

UPD70108-5 (5MHz) V20 Chip • • •• • • $ 9.95
UPD70108-8 (8MHz) V20 Chip• • •• • • $11.95
UPD70116-8 (8M Hz) V30 Chip.. . . . . $14.95
UPD70116-10 (10MHz) V30 Chip•• • • $34.95

7 4 0 0
Part No. 1-9 10+ Part No. 1-9 10+

7400. .29 .19 7485. .6 5 .55
7402. :. . . .29 .19 7486. . . .45 .35
7404 . . .3 5 .2 5 7489. . . . . . 2.05 1.95
7405. . . . .39 .29 7490 . .49 .39
7406. . . . .39 .29 7493. .45 .3 5
7407. .39 .29 74 12 1. . .45 .35
7408 . .35 .25 74123. .59 .49
74 10 . . .3 5 .25 74 12 5. . .55 .45
7414. . .49 .39 74126.. .75 .6 5
74 16. . . .45 .35 74 143 4.05 3.95
74 17. .45 .3 5 74150. . . . 1.35 1.25
7420. .35 .25 74 154. . . 1.35 1.25 D765AC . . . . . 4.49 6840. 3.95
7430. . . .3 5 .25 74 158. 1.59 1.49 W D1770. . .. 19.9 5 6843. . 2.95
7432. .39 .29 74 173. .85 .75 2661-3.. . . . . . . .5.95 6845. . . .. 2.9 5
7438. . . .39 .29 74 174. . .6 5 .5 5 WD9216 .. ... 9 .95 6850. . . . 1,49
7442. .55,45 74175.. .. . .65 .55 Z8 A,Z808 SERIES 68 52 3.95

;11L .... :~~ :~~ ;1m: · .. 1 : 1 :~~ ~~C'r~ " " " "m ~~L8, ·. : :: : 1~~~
-;1~:~~:g~ 1'~~ ;1~~i : · .... 2:~~-1:~~- -~:~~RT..:: · :: : : i:~~- -:~~~~·RI~S ~ ::::-

;1;~ "~; :~~ ;1~~L · : :: 1:~ 1 :~~ ~~bTC: . :: : : : :U~ 8OC3 1BH 14.95
7474. . . .45.35 74273. . . . 2.05 1.95 Z80A-DART 4.95 ~~~: : : . . 2~:~~
7475. . ,49 .39 74365. .69 .59 ZSOA-PlO. • . .. . .. .. 1,49 808OA 2.49
7476. ,45 .35 74367. .69 .59 ZSOA-SIO/O 4.95 AOAfiA 229

74LS ZSOB 2.95 8086 , 6.95

~~~6~'.: :::::~~ 8086-2 8.95

6500 /6800 /68000 SER. ~;!~~~z~Z) : : m:~
6502 2.25 8088 6.49
65C02 (CMOS) , 8 .95 80 88-2 8.95
652 0, . , , 1.7 5 8 116 4.95
6522.. .. .. 2.95 8155 1.95
6532. . . . . .. . 6.49 8155-2 2.49
65 51 3.29 8 156 2.49
6800 1.7 5 8202 9.95
6802 3,49 8203 , , 14.95
68 10 1.25 82 12 , 1,49
682 1 1.29 82 24 2,25

PARTIAL LISTING· OVER 4000 COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES IN STOCK! • CALL FOR QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD
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NOW YOU CAN BUILD AN IBM PC /XT COMPATIBLE! 

IBM Compatible Kit 

Worldwide Since 1974 Ma.IOM* UK cm woa.0 Jameco QUALITY COMPONENTS COMPEITTIVE PRICING 
PROMPT DELIVERY ELECTRONICS 

COMMODORE COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES 

HESWARE 300 Baud Modem 
For VIC -20 and C -64 

Connects directly a User PoA Manual Answer/ 
Dial Function keys defined for convenience 

Includes Midwest Micro Associates commum- 
cat1011 SdBlMfe. 

CM -1 pwnc -20 eaoM) 634r96 $24.95 

External Power Supply 
CPS -10 (er GAM) $39.95 

Parallel Printer Interface 
2K Buffc Expandabl. to 10K' 

MW -350 Morvir 2e r'isr ,2e, S54.95 

TRS- 80/TANDY' COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES 

E- X- P -A -N -D TRS -80 MEMORY 
Aa lits r complete x010 0Oc,mte 

111íN MODEL 4. 40, a 40 94K/1290 EXPANSION 
TAt;-114tt-2 97-96 
Expands Mndel I Ears 14K-54K or Model 4(OeM May 
*man). 4p and 40 aom MK 12K 
T105441.2ML- 91446 
EaparWs Model I Moo -Gais Mme sarelonl from MK o 12Y 

T119-110 MOM 100 IK EXPANSION 
1.11 0091( $19.95 ea or 3 tor 554.95 

ZUCKT :I'I: ,4U?I) 
TANDY 1000 

Expansion Memory 
Half Card 

Expand tee c-.ory a your bray too° "eK tenían) b 
Is moth as Mac Moo MOAN 
OMM contrae« aso 

TAN-El/125U mower 256K RAM. 6 99.96 
TAN- E15120 vrauw. S I2K RAM 9119.95 

Opbons 
12K TAN -C pop e p on 939.95 

TA/4-0 RAM clew Plow S000w So*rn tonel 939.95 

NEW Expansion Memory NEW! 
Half Card for TANDY 1000SX 

TSX256KInuudes 256K RAM. - .. 5119.95 

TANDY 1000 
Multifunction 
Board with 

Clock Calendar 
Expend Yee munas an pia Vandi 1000 1121K Mrysn/ b as 
march as Mitt CemaiaMar on MIU pat Gock/cWentlar 
RAM Oda Pm**, Soon*, end on -bold OMA compose a4 
MTAN -256K InCeetlee 254K RAM, 9179-96 
MTAN -5121( includes S12K RAM $199.95 

NEW Multifunction NEW! 
Board for TANDY 1000SX 

M256K Includes 256K RAM 5189.95 
UV -EPROM ERASER 

Gusea as !PROW. Erases ea to a awn =OW 21 minutes 
(1a14ki1amleibsF Mertens mnWr.lespds.Kelow 
a I. Smog oelducwe ossi w seswrMe sec 
Bull-1n Well od o meant W *weir. Compact 9 ! . ' 

3 701M. 2 ION CaaWe. w. P.oiOrq Er/ or I cups 
DE-4 Ul/APROM Eraser. . . . á69.95 
t1VS-11 EL ReplBCe.nelt Bulb. . . . S19.95 
NCF-1 Cond Foam l2.N.'.HwdB $ 895 

IBM- 64K(2) 64K RAM Caw I ls). 
- S 1910 

KB83 13-Kw Kedwere .... S 29.95 
IBM -FCC noppt Caikoesr Curd S 34.95 
IBM -Casa Casa S 39.95 
IBM -MCC Monochrome Card . S S9.95 
IBM -PS Power sappy S 69.95 
FD558 owt Orwe $109.95 
IBM -MON Monochrom. Mottet S 99.95 
IBM -MB Moihwboerd 5109.95 

FREE! OUICKSOFT PC 
WRITE WORD PROCESSING 
SOFTWARE INCLUDED! 

Regular List S574.50 

IBM -Special (Includes 9 items above) .... $499.95 
IBM Special No. 2 

Includes IBM AT style keyboard with tactile 
touch (KB5160, see below) and all the above 
items (except KB83) Regular List 5804.50 

IBMSP2 $529.95 
ADDITIONAL ADD -ONS AVAILABLE.' 

BM-KB 
BM -ENH 
BM -ICB 
BM-EGA 
BM -20M BK 
MFC 
EM-100 
RS232HC 
TTXr1410 
PM 12006-2 
PM 12008-25 

83 -Key Keyboard S 59.95 
Enhanced Keyboard S 79.95 
Integrated Color Board w /Printer Pod S 99.95 
Enhanced Graphics 256K RAM ... $249.95 5229.95 
20MB Hard Disk ore., Controller I Cable S429.95 
Multifunction 0 -384K RAM (without RAM) 5109.95 
Expansion Memory Half Card ( wnhout RAM) . . S 59.95 
RS232 Sonal Half Card S 29.95 
14 RGB Color Monitor $299:95 5289.95 
1200,300 wed Half Card Modem maw when. .. S129.95 
uoonoo ono not cans wawa saw man- so...... 5159.95 
6M .11 a "going nehm or eia Cc -' 

NEW PRODUCTS! 
Turbo 4.77/8MHz Motherboard 

IBM PC/XT Compatible 
75% faster than the IBM PC while 

in the turbo mode Turbo Mode 
selectable through either software 
or hardware Expandable to 640K 
(comes with zero -K) 

TURBO NEW! $129.95 
IBM PC /XT /AT 
Compatible 
Keyboard 

AT 
NEW! Style 

Layout 
I ItPtrrllallJllM 

wl I rI Ì I) I 111 

Tactile touch keyswnches AT style layout Switch selectable between PC/XT 
or AT I llurcmated Caps Lock. Num Lock and Scroll ( oci. ^.sic',tors 
ire ' -; loot cord Manual included 

KB5160 $59.95 
ztK :Klittllctrtl2 Monochrome Graphics Half Card 

with Printer Port for IBM PC /XT /AT 
and Compatible Computers 

Full Hercules- compas'.. t r Pont*, port 
adapter Hugh resolution graphics 720 a 348 
gaols 0 agnostics pogram nciuded Fast 
refresh rate 2-yr warranty Manual included 

MG201... NEW! ...589.95 

APPLE COMPATIBLE 
ACCESSORIES Jam Parallel Printer Card 

Rna- -j for Apple II, II+ and Ile 

1 

In.e' ,,,;v l n.elt.l i, l' 1u 

most dol matr.a graph.C'. 
pintera 

Centronics Standard 

Advanced tait panting 

JE880 Piwasi ewer cam. 549.95 
JE883 wawa. seJUao3c9.95 S59.95 
JE8803 xese.r.d.rua3S499796 599.95 Ja® Extended 80- Column 

Card for Apple Ile 
r.M D 
. , A; 

ryn ' 

ay 
VW, . - 

JE864 $59.95 
Apple II, II+ and Ile 

Compatible Products 
APF-1 Fen S 29.95 
KHP4007 wmrh.., Power Seeger . S 34.95 
J E 8 6 0 1 sK RAM c.rd (ma s only t S 39.95 
JE875 12slControaeGrA S 49.95 
JE877 

c°ß,.4 can S59:95 S 49.95 
AMON Mo o nome Morro.... S 99.95 
SMARTERM II socs tirs.... 5139.95 
Big Board -256K 2saa RAM c.ra $189.95 
Big Board -512K WE SAM Card 5219.95 
Big Board-1M i Meg RAM 5289.95 

Jam®o' JE450 Solderless 
Proto -Type Builder 

Provides user with. ; 

and ethr ont so" -- 

wtrd e.l.1' ...1 -' Z.4 v +'ter 
inserted and removec 
w0810ut soldanfp or de- 
soldering 3 regulated 
Power Suppler SV e 1 A 
+SVto -15Ve SA. -5v 
lo - ISV SA Flower 
120VAC.60Hz kited 

JE450 sdidww. p.00 lype a.rde . . . S119.95 
' IBM "air 7 g 

1 f 
Compatible! 

r DISK DRIVES 
poar..w.reor. 

MKArded 

FD55B teer Ste os MH (1w pCrrrl ... S109.95 
JU-455 P....a.c s. os e-at 11aM P fJxT1 S 109.95 
JU-475 Pw...anc s. oa hat (taM An.. S119.95 

DATA BOOKS 
30003 whew I-wer O... Boo. 1621 S14.95 
30009 Interval Data Boo/te61 S 9.95 
30013 z.wg Dee Boo. Inn) $14.95 
30032 K.í.0,3.1 Lwow Supanenl (M) S 6.95 
210830 ul Memory it.r.mdw 1Mí $17.95 
230843 b.W M.....nrw. Neee s.. e61 S24 95 

MUFFIN /SPRITE -STYLE FANS 
mum 
bra lauses 14 68 Me 6O cent 

SU2A1 Se 95 
EGAD Roeon 13 125' que* .' 

S20 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 
Shipping: Add 5 °o plus S1.50 Insurance 

Send stamped, 
sell- addressed envelope 

to receive a 
Sales Flyer - FREE! 

5/87 

California Residents: Add 6 °'o. 6' 2°M or 70 /e Sales Tax 

MasterCard 

wed Orde Etacfr*rwcs-wabw.da ameco 
ELECTRONICS 

VISA' 

Spec. Sheets - 50e each 
Prices Subject to Change 

Send S1.00 Postage for a 
FREE 

1987 JAMECO 
CATALOG 

c 1987 Jameco E1ecd 

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 415 - 592 -8097 Telex: 176043 

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

JE864 $59.95

DATA BOOKS

APPLE COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES

MUFFIN/SPRITE-STYLE FANS
MUF60 $9.95
Tarin Industries (4.68- SQ., 60 elm)

SU2A1 $8.95
EG&G Rotron (3.125M square, 20 elm)

Apple 11/11+ and lie
Compatiole Products

APF-1 CooUn; Fan••• • •••. • $ 29.95
KHP4007 Sw;'ching Power Supply •• $ 34.95
JE860 16KRAM Card(II& 11+ only) $ 39.95
JE875 DiskController Caro••••• $ 49.95

JE877 DiagnosticO;sk.lO.l::J:>...<U $ 49 95
Controller Card~ •

AMON MonochromeMonito, •• • $ 99.95

SMARTERM II BO-eoI.Caro•• • • $139.95
Big Board-256K 2S6K RAM Caro $189.95
B ig Board-512K 512K RAM Caro $219.95
Big Board-1 M 1MOO RAM Caro $289.95

JE450 Solderless
Proto-Type Builder

Jameco Parallel Printer Card
1..,.. ' .'.10 11...... for Apple II, 11+ and /Ie

l~ .lntelllqent lnterta ce to
.. 1 . most dot matri x graphics

\ .. printers

• Centronics standard
~~.i. . Advanced text prinling

JE880 ParallelPrinter Caro••••• • • $49.95
JE883 64KBulfer"" JEB80$69:95 $59.95
JE8803 JEBBO andJEBB3~ $99.95

Jf:m~I~S E~:~3rotrBf~~~~~n
• 80 Col./64K RAM • Doubles
amount of data your Apple lie
can display as 'Nell as its mem
ory cap acity • Ideal for word
pro ce ssing · Co mplete with
instructions

JE450 Soldert. s. Prolo-lYpe Builder ••• $119.95

. .......-:.. . "":"- ,/ IBM
.l!!ISl::"- ' . ;:i/\ r l Compatible!

• DISK DRIVES
Docum entation

Included

TeacS\I 'os Y,·H(IBMPCIXT) ... $109.95
JU·455 PanaaonicS\I 'OSY,·H(IBM PCIlCT)$109.95
JU-475 Panaaon;c 5\1' OS Y,-H(IBM An .. $1 19.95

30003 NaUonal Linear Data Book (82) •• •• • • $14.95
30009 Int....;;Data Book (86) • • • • • • • • • • • $ 9.95
30013 Zilog DataBook (B5) $14.95
30032 Nation al Lin ear Suppl ement (84) S 6.95
210830 IntelMemo'YHandbook (B6) $17.95
230843 IntelMicros..'"," Hndbk. Set (B6) $24.95

• Provides user withquick
and efficient system for
breadboarding electronic
circuits • Components &
wire leads can bequickly
inserted and removed
without soldering or de
soldering • 3 regulated
powersupplies: 5V@ 1A,
+5V to + 15V @ .5A. - 5V
to - 15V @ .5A • Power:".i••~~ 120VAC, 60Hz fused

~ :t - .... f.l •.

1.' . " . •. . ., . ~. .
f. ~ , .' .~

' . ~-. .I ..J

NEW PRODUCTS!
Turbo 4.77/8MHz Motherboard

IBM PC/XT Compatible
•75% faster than the IBM PC while
in the turbo mode • Turbo Mode
selectable through either software
or hardware ' Expandable to 640K
(comes with zero-K)
NEW!. $129.95

ZlJCI(I'1lI10'\IlI) Monochrome Graphics Half Card
with Printer Port for IBM PC/XT IAT

and Compatible Computers
• Full Hercule s" compatibility · Printer port
adapter ' High resolulion graphics 720 x 348
pixels ' Diagnostics program included • Fast
refresh rate ' 2-yr.warranty· Manual included

MG201... NEW! ...$89.95

• Tactile touch keyswitches • AT style layout · Switch selectable between PC/XT
or AT • Illuminated Caps Loci" Num Lock and Scroll Lock indicators ' Low
profile design ' 81'.1 foot cord ' Manual included

KB5160 $59B5

TURBO .

:NOW YOU CAN BUILD AN IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLEl

IBM Compatible Kit
IBM-64K(2) 64K RAM Ch;ps (1B)• • $ 19.90
KB83 83· Key Keyboa,d . . . • $ 29.95
IBM·FCC Aoppy ControllerCa,d $ 34.95
IBM·Case Case $ 39.95

. IBM·MCC Monochrome Cero . • $ 59.95
, IBM-PS Powe,Supply $ 69.95
FD55B O;sk O,;ve $109.95
IBM·MON Monochrome MonltOl' $ 99.95
IBM-MB Motherl>oaro. . • • • • . $109.95

FREEl QUICKSOFT PC
WRITE WORD PROCESSING
SOFTWARE INCLUDED!

Regular List $574.50

IBM-Special (Includes 9 it ems above) •••• $499.95

•

IBM Special No.2
Includes IBM AT style keyboard with tact ile
touch (KB5160, see below) and all the above

_____items (except KB83)_ Regular List $604.50

IBMSP2 $529:95
ADDITIONAL ADD-ONS AVAILABLE!

IBM-KB 83-Key Keyboard• • • • • •• .• ••• •• • ••• • $ 59.95
IBM-EN H Enhanced Keyboard• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $ 79.95
IBM-ICB Integrated Color Board w/Printer Port•• • • •• $ 99.95
IBM-EGA EnhancedGraphics 256KRAM •• •$249:95 $229.95
IBM-20M B K 20MB Hard Disk Drive, Controller & Cable• • • • $429.95
IMFC Mu~ifunction 0-384K RAM (wnhout RAM)• •• • $109.95
E M -100 Expansion Memory Half Card (wnhout RAM) • • $ 59.95
RS232HC RS232Serial Half Card•• • •• •••••• •• • • $ 29.95
TTXr-141 0 14"RGBColorMonitor•• •• ••• $299;95 $289.95
PM1200B-2 1200/300 Baud Hall CaroModem w~hout aoltwa",• • • $129.95
PM1200B-2S 12001300 Baud HallCa,d Modem with M;,ro, Softwa ", •• $159.95

'8M i5 a registered trademark of IBM Computers

IBM PCIXT/AT
Compatible
Keyboard

I AT
~~. Style

Layout

...-•• •. ...... ..~..._-

E-XoP-A-N-D TRS-80 MEMORY
All kils come comple te with doc umentation

Erases all EPROM.. Erases up to 8 ch ips wlthin 21 minut es
(1 chip in 15 minut es). Maintains constant expo sure distance
of 1-. Special conductive loam liner eliminates static build-up .
Built-in safety lock to prevent UVexposure.Compact - g.OO'\.
x 3.70 'W x 2.60"H. Complete with holding tray for 8 chi ps.

DE-4 UV-EPROM Eraser• ••• $ 6 9 .9 5
UVS-11 EL Replacement Bulb• ••• $19.95
NCF-2 Cond . Foam 12x24xV.Hard Bllt. $ 8.95

lRS-80 MODEL 4,4p, &4D64KJI28K EXPANSION
TRS-64K-2. . . .. . . . • • • . . . . • • .. . . I . . • . $7.95
Expa nds Model 4 from 16K- 64K or Model 4 (Gate Array
vers ion), 4P and 40 from 64K- 128K ' • •

TRS-64K-2PAL $14.95
Expands Model 4 (Non-GateArrayYerslon) from6,4Kto 128K

lRS-80 MODEL 1008K EXPANSION ! I

M1008K. $19.95 ea. or 3 for $54.95

ZlJC:I{I:m~oAI~I)
TANDY 1000

Expansion Memory
Half Card

Expand the memory of vour
Tandy 1000 (12 8K Version) to
asmuch 8S640K.Alsoincludes

. DMA co ntrollo r cr1P. I
TAN·EM256K Includes256KRAM. . . . •.. . $ 99.95
TAN·EM512K Includes 51 2KRAM $119.95

Options for TAN·EM256K1512K
TAN·C Plug-InClockoptionchip (only). . ... . • $39.95
TAN-D RAM Disk Printer Spooler Software (only) $39.95

NEW! Expansion Memory NEW!
Half Card for TANDY 1000SX

TSX256Klncludes 256K RAM••• • '$ 11 9 .9 5

TA N DY 1000
M u lt ifunction
Board w ith

Clock Calendar
Expa nd the memory on your Tandy 1000 (128K Version) to as
much as 640K.Complete with an RS232 port , clock/calendar,
RAM Disk Printer Spooler and on-board OMA contr oller chip.

MTAN-256K Includes256KRAM. .• . . . . . . $179.95
MTAN-512K Includes 512KRAM. . . • • .. • • $199.95

I

HESWARE300 Baud Modem
For VIC-20 and C-64

• Connectsdirectly to User Port · Manual Answerl
Dial • Function keys defined for conveni ence
• Includes Midwest Micro Associates communi
cation software.
CM-1 (ForVlCo20 andCo64) $a4:95 $24.95

External Power Supply
CPS-10 (For Co64)• • •• • •• ••• • $39.95

Parallel Pr in t e r Interface
2K Bu ffer, Expa ndable to 10KI I

MW-350 (ForVlC-20,c-64&C-12B)• • •• $54,95

iT'RS-80ITANDY~ COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES

$20 M inimum Order - U.S. Funds Only California Residents: Add 6%, 6 1/2% or 7% Sales Tax Spec. Sheets - 50e each

Shipping: Add 5% p lus $1 .50 Insurance Prices Subject to Change

Send stamped, J ® I_I Send $1.00 _tage tor e
self-addressed envelope ameco FREE

to receive a VISA@ 1987 JAMECO
Sales Flyer - FREE! , ~ ~:~:~:~:~:~:ff~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:f~:~: CATALOG

5/87 ~ .:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: ©1987 Jameco Electronics

1355SHOREWAY RO~D, BELMONT, CA 94002 • PHONE ORDERS WELCOME 415-592-8097 Telex: 176043

CIRCLE 114 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com
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* QUALITY PARTS *DISCOUNT PRICES * FAST SHIPPING! 

220 Vac 
COOLING FAN 

ROT RCN, a 

MX77A3 
IIAAIn XL 

220 Vac 
4 1I sore 
mail tame tan 

CATS CF-220 $4 50 N 
10 Oor S60 00 ; 100 102 WO 00 

ALL ELECTROAICS CORR 
11,:EtiE ER 

LIGHT ACTIVATED 
MOTION SENSOR 

FUSES 
3AG (AGC) S= 
1.14.2.2'.3 4 5. 6A64P MIME 
I.2. 3.4. SAMP 
s of any ONE amperage 73e 

This device 
contains 
photocell 
which senses 
sudden changes 

in ambient light. 
When an object or person 
passes within it's field 
of view (about 5'1 It beeps 
for saver1 seconds than resets. 
Could bat used as door annun- 
ciator or modified to trigger 
other devices. S 1/2' X 4' X 1. 

Operates on 6 Vdc. Requires 4 AA 
batteries (not included). 
CATI '.C"C $5.75 per unit 

SOUND EFFECTS BOARD 
PC board with 2 1/4' speaker. 
2 LEDs, IC, battery snap, 
other components 2 3 /1'X 3'. 
When switch is pushed 
board beeps and lads 11gh 
Operates on 9v battery 
(not included) 
Experimenter's delight. 
CATI ST -3 $1.25 ea. 

MICRO -CASSETTE MECHANISM 
MUcro cassDe tape transpo't 'o 
standard MC60 or MC45 
m,Cto- cassettes 3 Vdc oparatas 
Contains Orlve motor. belt head, 
capstan. pnch wheel and other 
canpOnenb 3 1? X 2 1 4- X 58- 
CATI MCMEC $3.00 each 10 for $27 50 

COMMODORE PRINTER PLOTTER 
Convl.odcre Model 1520 

Four color XV panty swum.* vIC 
wow .retrace slams ese. monsoon 
te Corlvrlodor. M corngnrs Up to SO 

ctwacIrs Pr w.e 

4 :n=. 
paper 

CAT COM1520 
$49.95 each 

EXTRA pen sets lt 50 per set 

.-!A PHOTO -FLASH 
CAPACITORS 

170 NIL: 310 vc:t 
r CATI PPC-170 

c each 

400 NPD 330 Volt 
CATI PPC -400 $1.00 ea 

COMPUTER MADE 
CAPACITORS 

1,400 nid. 200 Vdc 
I' X 2' dia. $2.00 

8,400 nid 80 Vde 
4 1 /4X1 ) /e dla.$2.50 

7,500 nid 200 Vdc 
5 3 /4' x ) dia. $4.00 

12,000 nid 40 Vdc 
4 1/4' x 2' dia. $2.50 

22,000 nid 28 Vdc 
4 3,4 x 2 dia. $2.50 

48,000 nid 10 Vdc 
l' x 2 1/2' 4116. 82.50 

88,000 Kid 15 Vde 
3 3/4' X 3' dia. $3.50 

72,000 nid 15 Vde 
4 x 2' dia. $3.50 

100,000 nid 10 Vdc 
6 s 2 1/2' dia.$l.00 

MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
ALL ARE RATED5AMPSa 125 VAC 

S.P.O.T. 
(on-on) 
PC sty* 
non **Howe 

754 Kh 
101021700 

S.P.O.T. 
(on-oH-on) 
PC stym 
menevesato 
OSísnMla 

NOW SE00 i iÌ 

S.P.O.T. 
(on-on) 
tooe- 
rmra 1 

SI 00 0011 
10 ter $11.00 
100 4 $40.00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-on) 

.,id 
$100 flach 
10 lot $5 00 
100 102 S50 00 

S.P.D.T. 
(on-o11-on) 
5010er t*,rsp m 
SI Meads 
TO M $9.M 
100 M $40.00 

D.PD.T. 
o 
mer -v. 
1200 secte 
t0to,S100 at 1 
100 for sí1000 

S.P&T. cAITLING 

TOOOLE RATED 
on -of(( 

. 

SWITCH IO asp 
F 125 Vac 

All plastic body 
and toggle. 

CATI STS -1 
$1.00 ea. 

10 for $5.50 
100 for $7.30 

LARGE QUANTITIES 

3rd TAIL 
LIGHT 7 

ek 
Ih -tech 

bly 
Could be 
used as -- `j 
third auto 
tail light, .merger, 
warning light, or 
special- effects larl. 
Red reflective lens 
is 2 1/4' s S 1/2' 
Is mounted on 

high pedestal 
-.th up -down swivel 
ad )ustment . Includes 
12v replaceable bulb. 
CATI 7:.A $1.45 each. 

XENON FLASH TUBE 

3u tong x 113-41M Flash 
tube des'gned ta use n 

camera BOO urVIS 
Weal b, apernentors 
CATI FLT., 2 tor $1.00 

48 KEY ASSEMBLY 
FOR COMPUTER OR 

HOBBYIST 

ref 
NEW T I KEYBOAAL5 O'graT, 
usad On computes. thee. k., 
Dow Callan 46 S P S T mec 
areeal sw4chss Tem -t te$ t- 
I S Can tarera Frai. 4. . 
CATI Kr 4R 1560 ..us 

LED'S 
STANDARD JUMBO 
DIFFUSED T 1 -3/4 

RED 10110 
100 I11300 

OREEN 
t M 81700 

YELLOW 1048200 
10041(700 

A 
FLASHER LED 

Soo t ocrauon 
red samba T IN yr. 
CATLED. $100 

NEW GREEN FLASHER 
CATSLED40 $100 

BI -POLAR nPn00 N. 
7us0 

e 

24T 51 

LED HOLDERS 
%o pica 1'010*, 

hPMOLED 
1N 10. S5 00 kkrr 91CLfEEN 

A R CUPUTE 
LED HOLDER 

here LED a 

ea 

nccator Claw 
t lei $1.00 

D.PS.T. LIGHTED 
ROCKEI SWITCH 

ITS .ac lq/r.O barbi. 
tfw 

R1 I' "ON 
dons ion 16 amp 
contact 
1í.M 

BUTTON 
S PSinomwr -1y..: 
norms*) Open +1 
1s' 1w 2S4 ..<n 

f0to1)00 

SNAP ACTION 
SWITCH 

Crawly ei ct E21 NO or NC 
0 IA collects &HON lOr arms 
and Whet ow energy °mutt 
Po' ewe 

4$4 EACH 10 FOR 14.20 

EDGE 
CONNECTORS 

AU. ARE .1S6' SPACING. 

22 EDGE CONNECTOR SI 2$.a 
soot, Rua stye 10 re, $11 00 

22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR 

í2.00N PC stye IObr$I100 
22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR 

soaw Hug T+r1. $2 SO .ach 
29 /$4 EDGE CONNECTOR 

PC sty* $2 SO e. 
20/72 EDGE CONNECTOR 

PC sty* $3 00 ..c n 

42/40 LOGE CONNECTOR 
PC stil $4 S0 sec. 

2K 10 TURN 
MULiTUR'P O 

4 Rj, ) e ) 4 + 6+ 

$8 00 EACH 

WALL 
TRANSFORMERS 
N pv0 cK'I 

9oc 70 m.. 82.40 
,IaC S00 ma $3.$4 
VOC ?Mona la le 
vDt 140 ma SS 00 
2.1 »S ma $200 IMC tlwens 
aSlitC12.M 1344 

4 VAC A 2S0 M $2.00 
MULT1-VDLTAGE 6 so0 ma 
,431.5.7N502 t2 VDC $L$4 

WALL 
TRANSFORMER 

11.5 Vdc 
1.95 

Amp. 

SIZEINPUT 120 vac 

3 " X 2 ;13x/:11%5129541 " " 
CAT 
3/4 

OC 
$6 50 each 

MINI -BOX 
Pomona 2104 

11.00 EACH 

Nee.y4..1y 61au 
IvwOAC protect to. wen coo r1e 
sce.. i 24v r 1 y' X+' ) 

TRANSFORMERS 
120 toe 

prlar.e4 

SA .ee. Iy ne nee 
as wee Ne.r (; 'S 
l2 VCT 2N ..a $2 to 
12 VCT aN M si 00 
t2 vCT 1 ewer H 00 
12 VCT a 2.Ie HAS 
12VCT a4wee pN 
I. osas a 550 me 12.o, 
24 V C al 200 mM u $0 
N vCT I amp H.S 
21 v C T 2 .m.0 N 7S 
2aVCT2saw St la 
21 vcT 4s... Sit 00 

RELAYS 
10 AMP SOLID STATE 

DN TROT. 3 32.00 
laD 140 vac 10 amo 4 '11 2' t Ili c'.- . 
59 50 EACH 10 FOR $90 00 

ULTRA -MINIATURE 
5 VDC RELM 

BRi 1477y W0 

DILL 120 rte+{ 
O.TACTS 1 emu 

1**,4, n , 4 pn OrO *0CA* 
$t2$Nth lo144f1000 

MINIATURE 
6 VDC RELAY 

.rasteRS0-0v 

o 
T1 

sm.e 

Gad cabal 
cortas ratee 

I L0030.d NV*? o c s.n+ve 
171 dlan e,... pO fde '20 don 

col 
Oprate Oran 4 3 -11.04 
COL 120 crins $1.60 .ach 
,. ,. . 404/1210 

13 VDC RELAY 
CONTACTS SP'.0 
10 env Q120.5 
Menge caw 

OCOL 
(3* IC 630 cows 

SPECIAL PRICE /I 00 *eta 

4POT RELAY 
to pn KH Sty. 
3 ant contacts 
USED an'r 
INiad 1170ea<n : toe 
ESnew 

13 
24 voCT& 

LARGE OUA/RRIES AMILA .I 
SOCKETS 50/1104 RELAY 

754 oath 

eILs 

II 
4..r 

TELEPHONE 
COUPLING 
TRANSFORME 

'wo /o. 
T'.e0 I Tv.3O4 

s30 404.4 C t * 100 ans 
C bord *o,- 
64 .1. 

91.81 sock 

TRANSISTORS 
2N106 4144t100 
2522224 3 O $1 00 
PN2222A 41or S1 00 
7142104 3 lor 11 00 

752505 31441100 
14J2555 SI 50 
:53O55 11 00 
PMD 1oK40 It 00 
UP 121 754 
TIP 125 754 

Tl SWITCHING POW 
Cornrow wer- repAatc swrur.9 wow s.,por 
O.e.grsd tome*, loss Y.swvwnr co.t« 
0'd"'a," SPECIAL tivglt u -2s ..c ,.cop 

OUTPUT u.dr0750.v PRICE 
S.0caa amp f3 so - Salt: 200 MI 

SIZE V 4,.' . 15 'van each 0' 

13.8 VDC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY 4 r TMS r. sow state' u.y'a94at.0 tie dc C4,8*.,;' +t DPmM stdpns Dom Nature 100% WO state 
constructon fuse protect0n and L E O pow., 
e.oator U L Litri 
2 amp constant. 4 amp surd. 520 00 

3 amp constant 5 amp su?5 57750 sec, 

SPRING LEVER 
TERMINALS 

.. coto e N 

® li 1r ri- . 
. br.aM , 

.. for stern encww.s a 
nr suppaat 
' Sc EACH 10 tar 56.00 

SOUND AND VIDEO 
MODULATOR 

T11UN13$1 -1 Designed for use with 
T.I. computers. Can at used with 
video cameras. games or other 
audio /video sources. Built in A/b 
switch enables user to switch from 
T.V. antenna without disconnection. 
Channel 3 or 4 seletion. Operates on 
12 Vdc. Nook -up diagram included. 
CATI_AVP,: 55.00 each. 

, Its. 

:-.-T 
r RECHARGEABLE NI -CAD 

NI -CAD BATTERIES CHARGER 
TESTER 

mop - cnatgr 
-' st every 

AAA SIZE 125h SOOAH $I 05 ' re 
AA SIZE 1 25V SOOmAH $1.85 

hi -cad 
AA . wide. tab $2.00 battery 
C SIZE 12v 1200mAN 53.60 vai Table. 
SUS -C SIZE solar tab S3.50 
0 SIZE ..:70CenAH $3.50 Cat, UNCC -N $: 2.50 

-r 

STORES 1_ MAIL ORDERS TO 
LOS ANGELES, CA Bin ALL ELECTRONICS 
905 S Vermont Ave P.O. BOX 20406 
213 300.9000 Los Angeles, CA 90006 
VAN NUYS, CA 
6228 Sepulveda Blvd 
818 997 -1806 

TWX 101010163 
ALL ELECTRONIC 

OUANTMES LIMITED 
w1N INJM 0580.1 $10 OC CL ADO SALES TAX 

USA 13 00 $111440 
NocODI 

IOREION 00011111 
INCLUDE SUFFICIENT 

1441P0rq 

TOLL FREE ORDERS 
800. 826.5432 

IN CA (800. 258.6666) 

INFO (213) 380.11000 

FAX - (213) 319.7073 

8" 15 WATT SPEAKER 
- Moo. 883079 
ange star x í1.r 

':U í00001u. 
(.:1". 10.. Iv PA wow* 

saour.tr.a notes la 
wooasc_.a 55,-do na. 

CAT 011(-4IS 
32.501. Cam Me pas 

$25 00 per caa. 

POLARITY SWITCH 
0oteonal Coaxial Holly On a 

15151111e TV system IDEAL FOR 
THE EXPERIMENTOR AS PARTS 

Heavy Chinni box Contalnrng a 
5 Vdc relay.CA 356 op Amp 
and Other parts Catalog 

$1.15 each 10 for 

SOLID (fr.. r STATE ,/ e 
1 / 

BUZZER F,. 
sta,. SUB 064. 
e .dc 
T T L comps+4Ne 

11.00 each 
NM$4.00 

CIRCLE 107 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

SOLID @
STATE . @

BUZZER
Star #SM B·06L
evcc
TTL compatible.
$1.00 each
10 for $9.00

2K 10TURN
MUlTI·TURN POT

~
SPECTROl

> ' MOD534·7161

$5.00 EACH

RELAYS
10 AMPSOLID STATE

CONTROL: 3 • 32 vdc r~~
lOAO: 140 vac 10 amp \ 'W1'0lO~
S I Z E :2lh"x :W x~~ \~

$9.50 EACH 10.FOR $90.00--- -
ULTRA-MINIATURE

5VDCRELAY
Fujitsu /I ~FBR211NEDoosM20

~~~L~e,n:g~~~s
CONTACTS: 1amp
Mounts in 14pin DIPsocket
$1.25 each 10 tor $10.00

MINIATURE
6 VDCRELAY

Aromat NRSD-6V~
SuperSmall . .. \i

S.P.O.T. relay
GOldcolbalt
contacts rated

~~~~~gr~~cr:s~~re~~~~i~~~
coil.
Operatefrom 4.3 - 6 vdc.
COIL: 120 0hms $1.50 each
1 :l/ Il X ' 3/3 2 ~ X 7/ 1 ' · 10fo r $13.5O

~~~~;sR~~~ ,
10amp@120vac
Energize coil to
opencontact _. .
COIL: 13vdc 650 ohms

SPECIAL PRICE $1.00 each

4PDT RELAY ._
14pin KH style .. . ~
3 amp contacts ...
USEDbut fully
tested . . . .$1.70 each

~~~f~i~~~~~~~~~~rred
LARGE QUANTITIESAVAILABLE

SOCKETS FORKHRElAV
75t each

8" 15 WATT SPEAKER

C.T.S Model 8B3079 •
Full range speaker, • I •

1()()'1O.OOOHz: Ii .
Ideal for PA systems. ':
Mounting holes for
line-matching transformer.

CAHSK·815
$3.50 u . Case of 8 pcs.

$25.00 per case

$3.00
$1. 75

$2.00
$3 .00
$4 .00
$4.85
$7.00

$2 .00
$2.50
$4.85
$6.75
$9.50

$11.00

120 volt
primanes

MICRO-CASSETTE MECHANISM

~

13.8VDCREGULATED POWER SUPPLY
These are solid stale. nntyregulated 13.8 vee
power supplies. Both feature 100% solid state
constr uction, fuse protection. and L E.D. power
indicator. U.L.l isted.
2 amp constant, 4 amp surge $20.00 each
3 amp constant, 5 amp surge $27.50 each

WALL
TRANSFORMER

11.5 Vdc
1.95
Amp.

INPUT:
SIZE: 120 Vac

33/4" X 27/8" X 2 5/8 "
CAT *DC T X-11519

$6 .50 ea ch

Mi c ro -ca ssett e ta pe tra nsport for
s ta n dar d M C 6 0 or MC45

Cb~~i~~~sd:}::' m~t~r~cb~ft~r~~i~d:
capsta n, pinch wh ee l and other
components. 3 112" X 2 1/4" X 5/8 "
CAT# MCMEC $3 .00 each 10 fo r $27 .50

EDGE
CONNECTORS

ALL AR E . 156" SPACIN G .

TRANSFORMERS

8
5.6 volts @ 750m• .
6.3 volt @ 600 ma.
12 V.C.T. @ 200 m• •
12 V.C.T.@ 400 m• •
12 V.C.T. e 1 . mp
12 V.C.T. @ 2 amp
12 V.C.T. @ 4 amp
18 volts @ 650 ma.
24 V.C.T.e 200 m• .
24 V.C.T. e 1 amp
24 V.C,T. @ 2 amp
24 V.C.T. e 3 amp
24 V.C.T. @ 4 amp

TI SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY
Compact, welt-regulated switching power supply •
~~:=n~~ power TexasInstrum: nts computer . ..... ,~ -nr

INPUT: 14- 25 vee (0)1amp SPECIAL IJ¥W;!,;
OUTPUT: + 12 vdc @:lsOma. PRICE • -

+ 5vdc@1 .2amp $3 SO ~
- SVdc@200ma. • •

SIZE:4~"x4 '4· x1 '4"hjgh each

22 EDGE CONNECTOR $1.2S..
solder lug style 10 for $11.00

22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR
$2.00 ea RC. style 10 10r$ 18.00

22/44 EDGE CONNECTOR
solder lug style $2.50 each

28/56 EDGECONNECTOR

P.C. style $2.50 e.
36/72 EDGE CONNECTOR

P.C. style $3.00 each
43/88 EDGE CONNECTOR

P.C. style 14.50 each

Catt UNCC- N $12 . 50

Wil l c harge

:~~ ; eve~rY •• .
Ni -cad
b atte ry
a v ailable.

externa l coax ia l rel ay on a
satellite T V system . ID EAL FOR ffll3

TH E EXPERIM ENTO R AS PAR TS. __
Heavy ch assis box co nta in ing a

5 Vd c rel ay ,CA 358 op amp •

and ot he r part s . Cata l og I: RDPS

S1. 75 ea ch 10 f o r S1 5 .00

POLARITY SWI TC H

4 for $1.00
3 for $1.00
4 for $1.00
3 for $1.00

3 for $1.00
$1.50
$1.00
$1.00

7se
7se

TRANSISTORS
2N706
2N2222A
PN2222A
2N2904

2N290s
MJ29s5
2N30ss
PMD 10K40
TIP121
TIP1 2s

WALL
TRANSFORMERS

all plu9 directly G}~into 120 vac .
outlet .~.~:: ,

4 VDC @ 70 mo. $2 .00
&VAC @ sOOmo. $3.50
6 VOC @75 0 ma. $4.50
9 VDC @sOOmo. $5.00
12.5 VAC @ 265 mo. $3.00
18 VAC @ 18 VA. nd

8.5 VAC @ 1.28 VA $3.50
24 VAC@ 250 mo. $3 .00
MUl TI' VOl TAGE @ 500 mo.
3,4112,6,7V2,9 or 12voe $7.50

RECHARGEABLE
NI-CAD BATIERIES

~
MINI-BOX

Pomona #2 104. I-----------.L---...:.::.:.:::::.;,...---I
~~ $1.00 EACH

... ~ Heavy-duty black
phenolic project box with cover and
screws. 2~" X 1\01" X 1 \01 ~

AAA SIZE 1.25V 500mAH$1.85
AA SIZE 1.25V 500mAH $1.85
AA with solder tab $2.00
C SIZE 1.2V 1200mAH $3 .50
SUB-C ·SIZE solder lab $3.50
o SIZE 1.2V 1200mAH $3 .50

SOUND EFFECTS BOARD
PC board wi t h 2 1/4 " speaker , I
2 LEOs , Ie , battery snap,
o ther c c;>mpon 7n ts 2 3/8 " x 3" . \
When sW1tch 1 S pushed ~
board beeps a nd l e ds l i g h r @ ,
Ope r a t e s o n 9v battery ~~

( not included)
Experimenter I 5 delight* ~o

CATt ST- 3 51.25 ea . : ,/

5 volt operation

FLASHERLED

Siancor 1# TIPC-8 or
Triad II TY.J0.4 P

600ohmsc.t. to 600ohmsc.r.
P.C. board mount
3/4" x 518" x 3/4"

't.25.ach

aUAN71TIES LIM/TEO TOLL FREE ORDERS
M~~~~~~g~~~~~:'r"A~· 800-826-5432

USA: $3.00SHIPPING IN CA (800-258 -6666)
NO C.O.D.I

FOREIGNORDERS: INFO' (2 13) 380-8000

I NCLU~;I:~~~CIENT FAX a (2 13) 389.707 3

~~~~L7~~E e
TRANSFORMER

ALL ELECTROniCS(ORR
[~)[1[1 (3[1(3CSuw@OUDCS@ CS@wD16

MINIATURE TOGGLESWITCHES
ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125 VAC

M A IL ORDERS TO :

ALL ELECTRONICS
P.O . BO X 20 40 6

Los Angel es , C A 90006

TWX - 101010163
ALL ELECTRONIC

S.P-D.T. ~ S.P-D.T. • S.P-D.T. ~(on-on) (on-on) (on-Oil-on)
P.C. style Solder lug Solder lug
non-threaded terminals. termrnals.
bushing. ~r..; $1.00 elch $1.00 each
75t e.ch ... 10 for $9.00 10 for $9.00
10 for $7.00 100 for $80.00 100 lor $80.00

S.P-D.T. S.P-D.T.~ D.P-D.T. ,
(on_OII.on)~ ~~~-on) (on-on)
RC. style threa~~~ Solder lug
non-threaded bushing.~' termrnals. .
bushing '(I, $1 00 each $2.00 each
75t each ! L~ 10"or $9 00 10 for $19.00
10 lor $7.00 tOOfor $eo.oo 100 for $180.00

XENON FLASH TUBE
~

3/4" long X 1/8" dia , Flash
tube designed for use in
com f act camera flash un its.

~~"r~oHt:;"~ef~~ri 1 .00

48 KEY ASSEMBLY
FOR COMPUTEROR

HOBBYIST

:~,,~~~.~~:..~,r.; ' " .
~. .~'- ~
~~_._~

NEW T.I. KEYBOARDS. Original~

b6:~d~60c~~~~kes~p~~~f.~~6h-
anical sw itches. Terminates to
15 pin connector. Frame 4" x 9'
CA T # KP-48 $3 .50 .o. h

SP.S.T.
TOGGLE
SWITCH

__~~~~~I This device
IU~!WIJ 000 c o ntains a

l1J ro p hotoce ll

~ t:L:J; :~~~~nS~~:~:e s
- ' - i n ambient light .

When a n ob j e c t or person COMMODORE PRINTER PLOTTER
pa s s es withi n it I 5 field 4 . h Commodore Model ' 1520
o f vi ew ( abou t 5 ') i t beeps anc Four color X-Y plotter. Standa rd VIC
f or s e v era l seconds then r esets.~paper. serial interface allows easy connection
Cou l d be u s e d a s a d oor annun - to Commodore 64 computers. Up to 80
c iator o r modified to t r i g ger . characters per line.
other d evices . 5 1 / 2" x 4" x 1. ~
Operates on 6 vdc , Require s 4 AA CAT It COM.1520
ba t t e r i e s ( n o t included ~ . $49 .95 each
CAT t LSMD $5.75 p e r un a t EXTRA pen oet o $1.50 per set.

SOUND AND VIDEO
MODULATOR

TI 'UM1 38 l - 1 Designed f or use with
T .I . c o mpu t e r s . Ca n be us e d with
v i deo c ame ra s, gam es o r other
audi o /vid e o s ou rces . Built in · Al B
swi t c h enabl e s use r t o swi t ch from
T .V . antenna wi t h out di s conne c t ion .
Channe l 3 or 4 selet i o n . operate s on
12 Vd c . Hook-up d i agram i nc l uded .
CATt AVMOD S5 . 0 0 ea c h . ~~~~oeAJ

CARL I NG
( o n - o f f)
RATED :
10 amp

@ 12 5 Va c .
All p l a stic body

a n d togg le .

CAT t STS -1~>
$1 . 0 0 e a .

10 forS8.50 .
10 0 for S7.50

LARGE QUANTITI ES
,~

~
red jumbo T 1~ size

CArl LED-4 $1.00

NEW GREEN FLASHER
CArl LED-4G $1.00

BI-POLAR Jum~~~rW~~e

LEDHOLDERS
Two piece holder e !

I-----------t ~~J~;n6~~LED 100 for $5.00

CLEARCLIPLITE
LEDHOLDER

Make LED a fancYD
indicator. Clear.
4 for $1.00

FUSES I E=d
3AG (AGC) SIZE
I. 11;. 2. 21; . 3. 4 , S. 6 AMP

r.~~3~~E5 AMP ~
5 of any ONE amperage 75 ¢

ROTRON' ~MX77A3 ,
Muffin XL •
220 vac ", -.
<I 118- squa re •
metal frame fan.

CA T. CF·220 $6.50 ea
10 for $60.00 / 100 for $500.00

3rd TAIL
LIGHT?

Sleek
h igh - t e c h
lamp
assembl y .
Could be
used as a
third aut o
t a i l light, e merg e n c y
wa r n i n g ligh t , o r
special -ef f e c ts lamp .
Re d reflecti v e l en s
i s 2 3/4 " x 5 1/ 2"
is mounted o n a
4" high pedesta l
with up-down sw i v el
adju s tment . Includes
1 2v rep laceab l e bu l b .
CATt TLB S3 .95 each .

SPRING LEVER
TERMINALS

Two color ~.
coded - •
terminals on a . ~~ •
sturdy 2~ · x l@
3~· bakelite ••
plate.
Great for speaker enclosures or
power suppl ies.

7 5¢ EACH 10 for $6 .00

COMPUTER GRADE
CAPACITORS

1,400 mfd. 200 Vdc
3 " X 2 " dia . $2 .00

6,400 mfd 60 Vdc
4 1/4 " x 1 3/8 " d ia • $ ~ • 5 0~ -:.-:.~-:._--:;-;::;:~;-__;

7,500 mfd 200 Vdc
3/4 " x 3" d ia. $ 4 . 00

12,000 mfd 40 Vdc
4 1/4 " x 2 " d i.e , $2. 5 0

22,000 mfd 25 Vdc
4 3/4" x 2 " dia . $2 . 50

48,000 mfd 10 Vdc
3 " x 2 1/ 2" dia. $2 . 50

66,000 mfd 15 Vdc
3 3/4" x 3 " dia . S3.50

72,000 mfd 15 Vdc ~:::':"':':':::'::':':'':':'''--1
4 " x 2" d ia. S3 .50

100,000 mfd 10 Vdc
6 " x 2 1 / 2" dia . $1.00

STORES ~
LOS A NGELES, CA VISA
905 S. Vermont Ave . .
213380·8000 _

VAN NUYS, CA [••j
6228 Sepulveda Blvd . ..
818 99 7-1806

enoz
o
a:
b
w
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W
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Now! Choose between AT and XT compatibles! 
AT Turbo Computer System 
s,.,, ti,.l. r .. , , . .,. . ..dormant.. and feu IBM AT corn 
p.t,b,..ty at peu man he'ht Big BW..e prcal Comes ,n.ny to assemble 
kit form with complete instructors 
60286 AT Baby Motherboard6 /10MHz (X.1050 549900 
2. 256K Upgrade Ka (X 1190 69 90 
Hard/Floppy Dsk Controtrr Card (X -1052 199 00 
1 2MB Floppy D.sk Drib 7502 135 00 
200W Power Sup ply (X -1 1 1 1 99 DO 
84 -kite Keyboard (X -1127 59 95 
Heevyduty Stool Caw 1X.1 1 20 39 95 

Indrvrd/ Components Torar 51101 80 

7 
X-1152 

SA YE 01125 
wrlr ter..IMIM ..cer 

All DBE computer products carry a 1 year warranty! 
80286 AT Baby Motherboard $499 Inter 80286 CPU. 24 lot addrs.ng. 16 to 

data path 16 oval urrruptt 7 than* DMA 050 
8028 7 oath coprocessor socket 
Socketed for up to IMB memory 
Speed 6/10 MHz. software **tenable 
Real clock hone bu.K -.n battery 
Standard speaker. keyboard b power connectors 
7 **swoon sots 14 . dual 62/36 pin /or 
PC/XT adaptor cards) 
BIOS made in USA legal and IBM AT companbltr' 

256K Upgrade Kit es34sy 
IBM AT compatible 1 20 nsec __77 
contras 9 . 256K 0/RAM (2.93151 X-1190 

Hord/Floppy Drive Controller Card 
IBM AT contp.trbte 
Supports two hard pik dives 
*Supports two 1 2 MB noppt' drives 

360 KB/ 1.2 MB Floppy Drive 
Controller Card 

IBM AT compat,Ue 

I/O Card 
IBM AT compatible 
RS232 O Parallel Game pons 

1.2 MB floppy Disk Drive 
IBM AT cempetibe 
I5 sectors/track 

2MB Memory Expansion Card 
IBM AT compatible 
Fully socketed r emav with panty check 
Select/solo among Conventional (member( of E.pand.d Memory 
Use up to 4 tads for up to 8MB e.penf.on memory 
Includes software to ahonc* system performance 

'199 
X1052 

s79 
x-1051 

'79 
X. 1060 

'135 
X7502 

'139 

3MB Multifunction Cord 
IBM AT canp.hbe '159.. 
FuW socketed memory weh panty check X -1058 
True 16 -lot rchnecture la memory 
RS232 arel port parallel prmer port game adapter pon 
Includes sere! b pystKk ntedace unes 

84 -key Keyboard 

XT Compatible Computer 
.. .t .... be Easv to sseaenh . ... j.ele nstruchont 

y 'T Motherboard . 10011 $12900 
&OS Ise Moths o.rd 1000) 29 95 
64K RAM )X 11871 I1 95 
Monochrome Graphics Crd X -101 2( 89 95 
Floppy ask Controller (X1009) 34 95 
130 Wert Power Supply X -1 1 10) 69 95 
IBM -srve w Ca (X1170( 39 95 
Han -heoht 0. k Dire (X -7506 ) 89 95 
IBM.compat.be Monothrone Monitor (X -1132( 9995 
84-key Keyboard (X)I1221 59 95 

IBM AT/ XT compat.be 
Keyboard ergirt adjusts from 7-15 
Machancal key switch with sink rate 20 müon 
LED .ndcator shows kack key status 
Ergonomic boson adjustab* heght facia. feil 

100 -key Keyboard 
iBM AT XT co..pat,bl. 
Savvier to B4-key model oboes 1X.1122) with X-1 124 
enhancements I.k. Keytnorrei S1S1. .rcludes numerK keypad 

$59R 
X-1122 

$7916 

130W Power Supply 
IBM XT compat.be 
115/230V AC dual ..out EMI fi.. 
Overload span c. cunt b surge pol.clKn 

200W Power Supply 
IBM AT compatible 
Input 117V AC SOH: 
Output 200w DC 

XT -style Case 

'6996 
X-1110 

'99 
X -1111 

s312111 
IBM XT /AT Baby Booed Comtpatb. 
Easy internal acusa 
Includes haedvwn fa e.pansan slots b power soppy moum.ng 
Weght appro..mat.ty 17 lbs 

AT -style Case 
IBM AT compatte 

PEPswitch FOR ELECTRONIC MINTERS 
Trey smart switch lets sou select Plena* prim 
horn your keyboard (with a simple ASCII command 
sequence) a with a Mechanical switch on the e 1 

C.mrO.KS compatible 
Sect from as many es 5 printers or, one PC twang rtlunple 
PE Pswtch.sl 

'79 
'129 

X.4020 

IBM Parallel Interface Cables 
6 length fully RFI b EMI sMld.d (X -35901 
10 length. fully RFI b EMI shielded (X-3551) 

IBM Serial Interface Cables 
25 pn Maw Mae. 10 length 1X-35921 
25 pre Maas/Female 10 length IX -359 

".R 
611.16 

191$ 

rnl,weur Compo.enrs Tour $655 55 

s 99 
X-1150 

SAVE S5ó 
em ,..hM.rr cemewir o.rrs 

XT Compatible Motherboard 
8088 mcroprocessor CPU. 16 lot 4 77MHt 
808 7 socket for optonal coprocessor 
Seine lower connector b physKal d.mensons as IBM F 

Only 54 Watt power tonsumpton 
Espendable to 640K 

1 

$129 I 
Monographics Card 

IBM AT XT PC compabb. 
80 . 25 tell mode 720. 348 g.ephc mod. 
Potpie! premer port 

589'° 
012 

Floppy Disk Controller Card s3495 
Suppers 2 internal 5'4 halbh..ght de'dd dives 
Doube density enem encoded 
Wirte precompensahon win phase lock loop data sepia. 
Supports 2 . terms+ disk doves through a 37-Pm D eon, ' 

(option/4 

'89" 360 KB Floppy Disk Drive 
IBM PC XT compatible Records 5876 BPI 
Suppled ventout tours 

Green Monitor 
IBM/AT'XT compatible 

Amber Monitor 
IBM ATIXT 

X1132 

'119 
x1133 

Power Command Monitor Stand $39,5 
0- 36 swwal 1 2 S tit vv 

3 -p..' AC sockets tir computer ironed pinter X -1 128 
AUX 1 AUX 2 pushbutton termed contra switches on ono. 
S..rp b sputa Protection EMI filtering 

Cotir Graphics Adaptor Card 
$69% IBM AT /XT compatible 40/80 col . 25 rows 7 

320. 200 mted-res cotir. 640 200 n..s blow X.1001 

3-pin AC Cord 
3.pn AC plug/3 -pre rods* jack. 8 long 18 pug. 

Multiport RS232 Gender Changer 

$1 n 
P.5S70 

:145 
,l( 40031 

Hobbyists! DSE makes any project easier & better! 
Photo-Etch- PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT 
All the chomp* necessary to milks any Ceres* up 
to 5 .6 from aprnel or lnagpz.ne art (For 
larger urcun consult our catalog or call to nQur.l 
Corns** 5 .6 stool firer. Poe Nog him Mm pocess.ng pack. 
yellow finer. 4oz negative-acting etch resist I6ot nest deveaop.r 
bank capper circuit boards dry concentrated etchant 1 1 ree.st 
p.neens b tapes compete nstructons 
TA, IIrn. eay..e. e.rw.vrn '.pr In 05f S 3905 S 1 195 

'3700 
µS700 

Economy Solder Station 
For hobbyist or technician UL. Mud 
T.mpraturecontroled. fully adjusted. to 900F 
Readwt in F end C Grounded tp 
Heat.sas,ng for nstant comp.nsafror 

Deluxe Solder /Desoldsr Station 
Professional rackmount.g stetson wall .cNW+t 
dssolde ng fbC,I.t,es and 12 month wrnnty 
$olOMMg Natures 

Adjustable empcontndled Pon with grounded hp 
LED trrgradh of hp temperature Fast dasher 
LED healing indicator Lockable control knob 

DssO1d..8 g lectures 
Rapt damage -free desoWr,rp of any s.z. jpnl 
Adjustable temperature *eh LED brg.aph readout 
Grounded 1.5 LED heating edcator 
F.ngrt* contra vacuum gauge filtered vacuum tine 
Easy") dawn s ever to.** firr ramie M aria* re M IA,. Ier.r.. 1191 *N 

$59" 
T-2000 

$399 
T 2200 

Variable Power Supply 
Lab standards at a hobbyists p.ce' Viable 
voltage b current output *nth panel mirs fa each M -9548 
Corse b fine voltage controls ht/tow amp stales 

O.30V DC suph 0-5A output 0 Sm V erns rode 
regueton 0 01% 2 oV kne 0 01% 3.,V bed 

'149'5 

Scan Record 
Thy damp ,nterfaces between K pa scanner s Cassette _3 

9 
reco.de. foe autoenalK racorreng of scanner traffic F-1004 

Adjustable seneenny Converts Modo b poiler record.g level 
5K ohms reput .sped 'i 1 SV DC 2r,A dia 25 mA active 
4'4 L.26 W. 1 8 " 'or. 

Super Designer Board 
Projects b prototypes r. entpe with those non Quails plastic 
prc Kt boards No soldering .gamed cantonen Lads push 
Hoes re spaced to accept standard DIP packages and a..r^s 
nunarcally coded fa easy .denbhKaton Eech board also - . 

pod of .put paper 
4 Binding posts 27 . 14 pin IC comm. 
2420 1st pants 8 .975 .08 

s29'5 

Heavy -duty Instrument Cases 
Het, Quality pestK protect caws *011 PCB mounhng s'. 

10 W.719 D.3 %' 11 1H -25071 1995 
8 W .6% .0 is 21SH (H -2505( S7 95 
6 W.6% D.2V H (H-25061 5695 

Slot.... OfRXELEy CA '4 IS, 486 -0753. REDWOOD Carry CAN IS; 3688844 SAN JOSE MN08, 21I 2266 

14-Day Satisfaction Guarant Order Toll Free 
MAIL ORDERS 1-800-332-5373 

Orders Only' 
DSE, P.O. BOX 8021, Redwood City, CA 94063 Mon-Fri 7a -m - 6p m Pacific Tim* 
We sh,p UPS Ground unless oth .w.ee 'e:..st.d Add 5% of order total Inn 
51 501 for shipping Outside USA add 20% (men 54) There is an addrt.onet 
$1 50 rendl.g fee Catapult residents peep add saes tai VISA and 
MASTERCARD welcome Meunwm ordr value 52000 

In California call 415-J6e-1066 
EVERYTHING FOR THE 

Graphit 33 
ConodeI 9rapnQe spay creates conduct... 
Yoram d any duckness on glass plastic b ahe- 
smooth surfer Gets rd of static charge 

Sub-C size Fast- Charge MiCad 1S -33241 S3.95 

7.2V NiCad Battery Pods IS-3326) s 95 
Gnu* lot rWroconbol b otlw aool.catens Moe. can't am 4 

5995 

R-E Reader's Specials 
AAA -size Rechargeable NiCads 
Weal for we -an-type redo/ceswn. 8 for only 
dare.. Use u' set while the other charges 

S 10 Ire err 1.91.14 Nibs Cee.}q 4 22 .awe 
Cebmer'M.9519, u . is ti ¡Avg lO S3305 

UnbelMvable AM /FM Amp /Tuner! 
..pa stoma 

b eu.,lerY ftr..! S1 95 +..U:.yr re0 in(,.,t 
able Of cassette deck' Compere chasm 
I without cover whet do you biped for entry 3 -1040 
SI4 95,1 east hook up speakers p, -erg t 

and you re ready for music. 

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

1 

1 

1 

ELECTRONICS ENTHUSIAST 
To rece4Y3 your copy of our colorful 146 peg Catalog, circle Reader Srolc 

All DSE computer products carry 8 1 yea, warranty! Ind ivid ual Comp onen ts Tot ll ' $655.55

sl75
P-5 570

S985

N-l 0 57

$69"
X-l 0 0 7

S89115

X-l 0 12

R-E Reader's Specials
AAA-size Rechargeable NiCads
Ideal for Walkman-type radio/cassette 8 for only
players. Use one set w hile the other charges. S10
Try o.ur I. nturic N,C. d Ch. rging $14.32 ". ,U*
C. bm., IM-95 /9). on'y S9.95 sAv" 30 5-3305

Sub-C size Fasf-Charge llIiCad (5-33 241 $3.95

7.2V NiCad Battery Pack' (5-3326) S2485
Great fo r radio-control & other appl ications. Mole x conn

Amber Monitor

Graphit 33
Colloidal graphite spray creates conductive
layers of any thickness on glass. plastic & other
smoot h surfaces. Gets rid of static charge.

3-p ln AC Cord
3·p in AC plug/3-p in in-li ne jack; 8 ' long; 1.8 gauge

• IBM AT/ XT comp atible

Multiport R5-232 Gender Changer

Color Graphics Adaptor Card
• IBM AT/XT compat ible . 40/BO col x 25 rows
• 320 x 200 med-res color; 640 x 200 hi- res b&w ·

Monographics Card
• IBM AT/XT/P C compatible
. 80 x 2 5 text mode; 720 x 348 graph ic mode
• Parallel print er port

Green Monitor
• IBM/ AT/ XT compatib le

S8.115
57.115
S8.115

511.85
Sl1.M

Floppy Disk Controller Card
• Suppo rts 2 internal 5~ " half-h eight, dsldd dr ives
• Doub le density mem encod ed X- l 00 9
• W rit e precom pensation w ith phase lock loop data separator

___• Su pports 2 external disk drives through a 37 -pin 0 connectorsg9 (optional)

X- l 111 360 KB Floppy Disk Drive
• IBM PCl XT compatib le . Records 58 76 BPI
• Supplied w ithout covers

$79
X-1121

s&9 l15

X· l1 10

S129
X-402 0

stt~~
Power Command Monitor Stand S39"
• 360· swivel . 12.5 • tilt
• 3- pin AC socket s for compute r. monitor. print er, X·11 28 ~

AUX 1, AUX 2: push-bu tton lighted control swi tches on Tront
• Surge & spike protection . EM I filtering

~

~

~

~

~

~
Unbe/ie"ab/e AII/FII Amp/Tuner! ~

Complet e A M/ FM stereo tu ner wit h bui lt- in 14
amplifier & auxiliary stereo inputs (for turn - S 95
table or cassette deck). Compl ete chassis
(w ith out cover - wh at do you expect fo r only J-l 0 40
$ 14.95?); just hook up speakers. plug it in.
and you' re ready for mus ic! ~

CIRCLE 95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD ~

DlCKe5MnH~
~~~

To receive your copy 01 our colorful 1.(8 page cololog, circle Reader 5erYIce

Pre· paid & Credit Card Orders Onl y!

Mon-Flt 70.m. - 6p.m. Pocilic Time
In Coillornio coU.15·368-1066

Super Designer Board
Project s & prototypes are simple w ith these high quality plastic
project boards . No solderi ng requ ired - compo nent leads pus h in!
Holes are spaced to accept standard DIP packages and are alphe
numerically coded for easy identif icatio n Each board also includes a
pad of layout paper. 29
• 4 Binding posts . 27 x 14 pin IC capacity $ lI5
. 24 20 tie point s . B" x 9 .75 " x O.B" P-461 7

Heavy-duly Instrumenf Cases
High qualit y plastic project cases w it h PCB mounting slot s
10 " W x 7~" 0 x 31-4" H IH-25071
B" W x 6 1-4"0 x 2W H H-2505
6"W x 6%,'0 x 2~" H {H-2 506

Scan Record s397
This device interlac es betw een scanner and cassette 5
recorder for automatic recording of scanner t raffic F-1004
• Adj ust able sensitiv ity . Converts audio to proper record ing level
• 5 K ohm s in put imped. • 9 ·1 5V DC. 2mA idle. 2 5 rnA act ive
.41-4 " L x 2.6" W x 1.8 "H • 70~

IBM Parallel Interface Cables
6' length: fully RFI & EMI shielded (X·3 590 )
10' length; full y RFI & EMI shieldad (X·3 591)

IBM serial Interface Cables
25 pin Male/Male; 10 ' length (X·3 592)
25 pin Male/F emale; 10 ' length IX-3 59 3)

PEPswitch FOR ELECTRONICPRINTERS
This smart sw itch lets you select diffe rent printe rs
fro m your keybo ard (with a simple ASCII command
sequence) or w ith a mechanical swi tch on the unit
• Centron ics compatible
• Select from as many as 5 prin ters on one PC (using mu ltipl e

PEPsw itches)

AT-slyle Case
• IBM AT compa tib le

XT-slyle Case
• IBM XT/ AT Baby Board Compatible
• Easy int ernal access
• Incl udes hardwa re for expansion slots & powe r supply mounting
• W eigh t approximately 17-lbs.

84-key Keyboard
• IBM AT/ XT compatible
• Keyboa rd ang le adju sts from 7-15-
• M echan ical key sw itch w ith strike rate 20 mill ion
• LED ind icator show s lock key status
• Ergonomic design : adjustabl e heigh t, tactile feel

100-key Keyboard $79l15
• IBM AT/ XT compati ble
• Similar to 84 -key modal above (X- l 122 ) w ith X· l l 24

enhancements like Keyt ronics'" 51 5 1; includes numeric keypad

Order Toll Free
1-800-332-5373

$79
X- l 0 60

S79
X-10 5 1

-ise
X-7 502

S399
T-220 0

$499
X-l 0 50

130W Power Supply
• IBM XT compatible
• 11 5/ 230 V AC dual input. EMI fi lter$1_99_ •Overload. short ci rcui t & surge protecti -:... _

X-l 0 52 200W Power Supply
• ·IBM AT compatible
• Input; 11 7V AC. 50H z
• Output: 200W DC

S15985

X-10 5B

14-D8Y Satisfaction Guarantee

Hobbyists! DSE makes any project easier & better!
$3700 Variable Power Supply $14985

Lab standards at a hobbyist' s pr ice! Variable
H-5700 volta ge & cu rrent output w ith pane l meters for each. M-9548

Coarse & f ine vo ltage controls; hV low amp vales.
• 0 -30V DC suply • D-5A output . 0.5m V rms ripple
regulatio n . 0 .01 % 2mV line . 0 .0 1% 3mV load

W e ship UPS Groun d un less otherwise requested. Add 5% of order total (min
$ 1.5 0) for ship ping . Outside USA add 20 % (min $4). There is an add it ional
$ 1.50 handling fee. Californ ia residents please add sales tax. VISA and
MASTERCARD we lcom e. Mi nim um order value $2 0 .0 0 .

Stores m 8ERKELEY.CA (4/5) 486-0 755; REOWO OO CITY. CA (4 /5) 368·8844; SAN JOS E. , 4 (408) 2 4 t -226 6

MAIL ORDERS
DSE, P.o. BOX 8021, Redwood City, CA 94063

Deluxe Solder/Desolder Station
Professional rack-mount ing station w it h excelle nt
deso lder ing facilities and 12 month wa rranty
SOki.ring feature s:
• Adjustable. temp-cont rolled iron with grounded tip
• LEO bargraph of tip te mperat ure . Fast pre-heat
• LED " heating" indicato r . Lockable contro l knob
Deso ldertng lectu res:

: ~~~~t~~I~~~~~~:t~~:~1te~ iC~8fb~~~r~~~ ~~~nJout
• Gro unded t ip . LEO " heating" ind icator
• Fingertip cont ro l vacuum gauge; filtered vacuum line
• Easy to clean
S~~ ou r ,.I. 'og lor . wide r.ng~ 01 lips ro IiI Ihis d~/uxl! sl.rion!

Photo-Etch" PRINTED CIRCUIT KIT
All the chemicals necessary to make any circuit up
to 5 " x 6" - from orig inal or magazine art. (For
large r circuits . consult ou r catalog or call to inqui re)
Conte nts: 5 " x 6 " stee l frame : Pos-Neq fil m; fi lm proces sing pack:
yellow f ilter; 4 0z. neqative-actinq etch resist: 16 0z resist developer;
blank copper circu it boards; dry concentrated etchent, 1:1 resist
pette ms & tapes; compl ete instruct ions.
This pro,~ss rl!quirl!s ~xposurl! lighl • Iry DS E# 5-3905. S 11.95

Economy Solder Station
• For hobbyist o r technician . UL listed
• Tem perature-controll ed; fully adjustable to 900°F
• Readout in of and °C • Grounded tip
• He at-sensing for instant compensat ion

3MB Multifunction Card
• IBM AT compa tib le
• Fu ll y socketed memory wi th parity check
• True 16 -bi t architectu re for memory
• RS-23 2 serial port: parallel printer po rt; game adapter port
• Includes serial & joyst ick interl ace cables

80286 AT Baby Motherboard
• Intel 80286 CPU; 24.1';t addressing; 16 bit

data pa th; 16 leve l inte rrup ts ; 7 channel DMA
• 8 0 287 math coprocesso r socket
• Socket ed fo r up to 1MB mem ory
• Speed 6/1 0 MH z. software sw itcha b le
• Real clock ti me. bui lt-in batt ery
• St andard speaker. keyboard & pow er connecto rs
• 7 expansio n slots (4 x dual 62 /36 pin for

PCIXT adaptor ca rds )
• BIOS made in USA : legal and IBM AT compatible!

Hard/Floppy Drive Controller Card
. IBM AT compatible
. Suppo rt s two hard disk drives
. Suppo rt s tw o 1.2 M B floppy drives

I/O Card
• IB M AT compatible
• RS-23 2 & Parallel Game ports

256K Upgrade Kit
• IBM AT compatible • 120 nsec
• contains 9 x 25 6K O/R AM {Z-9 3 151

1.2 MB Floppy Disk Drive
• IBM AT compatible
• 15 sectors/track

360 KB/ 1.2 MB Floppy Drive
Controller Ca rd
• IB M AT compati ble

2MB Memory Expansion Card s139
: ~~~y~::~~~~~~~ory w ith parity check X· l 0 56
• Select/split among Conventio nal. Extended or Expanded Me mory
• U se up to 4 cards for up to 8 M B expansion memory
• Inclu des soft w are to enhance system peri orma nce

www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com
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"The First Source " - for electromechanical & electronic 
equipment and components - AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS! 

Insides of the 
COMMODORE COMPUTER 

190W DISK DRIVE 
POWER SUPPLY 

HI -POWER SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLY 

Commodore VIC 20 CPU board & 
.,:echanaal keyboard Guaranteed not to 
,..,I For parts onty. i 

Item 812144 $14.95 RFE 

Input. 115V 
Output: + 1 2 V 4.1 3A k x 3 5.tV03.048 
Contains 3 sets of dual outputs, 
allowing for simultaneous operation 
of 3 disk drives. Ongir#y designed 
for the AT & T computer. 
Dan.: 11 "W x 4'h'H x 7 "deep 
Item 510006 $59.95 :.:. 

-)utput 5.15V 70A 
12V 4A 

+12V 4A 
+5.2V 5A 

Input. 115/230V nominal, 
72SKW cont 47 -83Hz. Em 

closed in metal housing. 
Din.: 1 S' W x 21i "H x 6" deep. 
Mfr Todd Prod I4XS81S1A 

9749 $29.95 New 

ADAM ACCESSORIES.. . 

PRINTER POWER SUPPLY 
Item 56642 $ 14.95 

ASCII KEYBOARD 
Item 56843 $ 19.95 

CONTROLLERS (set of 4) 
;tern 57013 $9.95 

LOGIC BOARD 
Item 57231 $9.95 

GAME BOARD 
Item 87679 $6.95 

ADAM CASSETTES (Asstd.) 
item 57786 

Baker's Dozen - $19.95 

COMPUTER GRADE 
POWER SUPPLY 

Other uses-runs C8111 car adios. 
Comet toady ro Ought/ 
DC Output: - 5V 0.5 amp. 

+ 5V 3 amp. 
+I2Vpeamp. 

Input 116V/60H. Dim.: 91k W x 
3%'H. (Rubber ft met 1 

9501 $24.95 New 

NICKEL CADMIUM 
'D'CELLS - Dual Pack 
2.4 V. 
1.2 AHr 

Pack of 2 size D calls. stacked & 
series connected. Covered, with 
welded tab terminals for comic. 
tans Ivan easily be ganged into 
strips for carrying purposes). Re- 
charge in 12 to 14 hours. 
Cell size: Standard 'D' 
Overall dim.: 1 X "did. x 415 "L 
Moor mfrs. Item 512142 

(Pack of 21 $5.95 RFE 

5 packs $25.00 RFE 

COLECOVISION 
to ADAM 
EXPANSION KIT 

MECHANICAL 
KEYBOARDS. . . 

tit. . iaeeeeeee ,úaeeeeeeeeesao 
, ,mstoet 

This expansan module lust plugs into your 
ColecoVisron. With primer power supply 
and data drive (both included), you wit 
have a working Adam Corrpule. Adam 
keyboard, one Smart basic cassette and 
hook-up diagram also included 

Item 8991e 
- 59.50 

48 -KEY - Timex Z81 1000 - 
Item 86712 $ 5.95 New Senal format. Search 801PS - 

88 -KEY - Commodore C -16 Read.Wme 201PS 12v motor. 5V 
Item 9394 $ 5.95 New »Pc. 8 & 9 Pin connector cables 

75 -KEY - Timex or Adam Ord~ designed for the Adam 

For computer upgrade 88 
Dan W x 3% " H o 4" deep 
Item 841 

Item 57429 $ 5.95 New Last Chance - $19.95 

ADAM COMPUTER 
TAPE DRIVE 

COMPUTER & GAME EQUIPMENT ACCESSORIES MODULES 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS T El EPHONES 

ADAM COMPUTER KIT 
(Less printer & wio cabinet) 

B uild t yourself Iront subassemblies. No 
waing nec. (lust plugs together). Hookup 
diagram included. Includes. Keyboard. 1 

cassette digital data drive. 2 game con- 
trollers, power supply. all memory boards. 
e nd one cassette. Capable of running CPWM, 
has bolt-in word processor Item 87410. 

Complete - $99.00 

STEPPING MOTORS Fig. 2 

for ROBOTICS deep- r' Shaft 1's" L 

Reosu 
'1....; 

- . x m' die. 

steppers wall Fri. 
1 t d Increments from 

1 to 7.5 degrees 
Speeds up to a `s 
5.000 steps I I ` t -I to, 

Its 
Shaft 9',. L 'bb e 

Stall x 's" du. e 9 
Item Step Volts Torque 
No. Angle DC of /in Type Mfr. & Part No. Fig Price 

5431 1 5 17 PM N A. Phillips 1 $9.95 es 
A82310 -M2 2:814.95 

7630 1.8 3.0 200 PM Superior Electric 2 $34.50 ea 
M092 FT 402 2 859.50 

5275 1 8 1.8 72 PM Superior Electric 2 319.95 ea 

2 0 M061 FF -62018 2 837.50 

INTEGRATED 
CIRCUITS . . . 

Linear. . 

LH0002CN 
LM 10C111 
LH0070-OH 
TL071CP 
TL072CP 
LM301 N 
LM307N 
LM310N 
LM311N 
LM31 7K 
LM31 7LZ 
LM317MP 
LM31 7T 
LM318N 
LM319N 
LM324N 
LM334Z 
LM336Z 
LM337MP 
LM337T 
LM338K 
LM339N 
LF347N 
LM348N 
LM350K 
LF353N 
LF356N 
LM358N 
LM38oN 
LM380N 8 
LM381N 
LM383T 
LM385Z 
LM386N-4 
LM389N 
LM393N 
LF398N 
LF411CN 
TL494CN 
TL496CP 
TL497ACN 
NE555V 
XR-L555 
LM556N 
NE558N 
NE564N 
LM565N 
LM566CN 
LM567V 
NE570N 
NE571N 
NE592N 
LM709N 
LM709CH 
LM71oN 
LM711N 
LM723CN 
LM725CN 
LM733CN 
LM739N 
LM741CN 
LM741CH 
LM 741-14N 
Z8000 Swiss. 
Z80 
Z80-CTC 
Z80 DART 
Z80 DMA 
Z80 PIO 
Z80 SIO 1 

Z80A 
Z80A-DART 
Z80A-DMA 
Z80A PIO 
Z8OB 
Z8oB-CTC 
Z80B-PIO 

$5.35 
2.85 
3.55 

.63 

.71 

.32 

.41 
1.16 

.41 
2.65 

.62 

.80 

.90 
1.07 
1.07 

.36 
1.07 
.98 

1.03 
1.34 
3.55 

.44 

.90 

.62 
3.55 

.53 

.80 

.44 

.80 

.98 
1.16 
1.34 
1.70 

80 
90 
41 

2.15 
.71 

1 .75 
1.34 
1 97 

.26 
62 
53 

1.07 
1 .75 

90 
1.25 

80 
2.24 
1 75 

80 
44 

.80 

.62 

.62 

.41 
2.24 

.62 
2.30 

.26 

.53 
53 

51.57 
1 61 
4.45 
4.45 
1.61 
4.45 
1.66 
4.72 
5.35 
1.75 
3.55 
4.45 
4.45 

LM747CN 5 53 
LM748CN 53 
DS8T28N 1 57 
LM1456V 1.75 
LM1458N .44 
LM1488N .62 
LM1496N .90 
LM1899N 1.43 
ULN2003A .90 
DS26LS31CN 1.34 
DS26LS32CN 1.34 
LM2901 N .53 
LM2903N .53 
LM2907N 1.75 
LM2917N 1.39 
LM2917.14N 1.34 
LM2931CT 1.07 
MC3346P .90 
MC3486 1.34 
MC3487 1.34 
SG3524 1.75 
LM3900N .53 
LM3914N 1.75 
RC4136N .80 
RC4151NB .90 
RC4193NBIDEI 2.65 
7805K 1.21 
7812K 1.21 
7815K 1.21 
7818K 1.21 
7824K 1.21 
7805T .44 
7812T .44 
78151 .44 
7818T .44 
7824T .44 
78540 1.75 
7905K 1.21 
7908K 1.21 
7912K 1.21 
7915K 1.21 
7918K 1.21 
7924K 1.21 
7905T .53 
79121 .53 
7915T .53 
7918T .53 
7924T .53 
79L12AC .53 
79L15AC .53 
LF13201N 2.33 
LM13600N 1.07 
LM1889 1.85 
75107N .90 
75108N .90 
75110A 1.34 
75115 1.07 
75123N 1.34 
75124N 1.34 
75138N 2.65 
75154N 1.25 
75450N .53 
75451CN .44 
75452CN .44 
75453CN 44 
75463N 53 
75472 80 
75492N 71 
78477 3 55 
Eproms . . . 

2708 $3 55 
2716 224 
2732A-4 2 95 
2764-25 2 95 
68701 9 95 
68766 16 25 

6800 Series. . . 

6800 52 12 
6821 2 72 
68A09EP 5 95 

ADAM PRINTER 

Complete. less top cuver plate Faction 
feed. Takes standard paper 8 X 

- 
x 11 

(Customer returns. tested - operational 
Item 58839 $69.50 

AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS, 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074 
YES' Please 

Item 
No. 

send me the following items: 
How 

Many? Description Price Total 

Total 
Shipping F. handling, we stop UPS unless 

otherwise specdied Add 53 dui 10% total 
Canadian 53 plus P 0 cost Charge only. 

CATA ,. 7 
With Want 

0dWr. 

For all phone orders, call TOLL -FREE 800 -524 -0809. In New Jersey, 201- 939 -2710. 

Sales Tax IN. J. residents only, 
Please add 6% of total) 

ORDERTOTAL 

My check or money order is enclosed 
Charge my credit card. 

Visa . ' Master Card Amex 
Card No 

Exp Date 

Signature 

Telephone. Area Code iumtx. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State 

MINIMUM 
ORDER 

$15 

Lp 

AI inquiries and Ime ca alog nougats oat 201 -939.2710. 

CIRCLE 211 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

liThe First Source"- for electromechanical & electronic
equipm en t and components - AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS!

COMPUTER & GAME EQUIPMENT- ACCESSORIES MODULES
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS- INTEGRATED CIRCUITS TELEPHONES

$3 .55
2.24
2.95
2 .95
9 .95

16 .2 5

$ 53
.53

1.5 7
1.75

.44

.62

.90
1.4 3

.90
1.34
1.34

.53

.53
1.75
1.39
1.34
1.0 7

.90
1.34
1.34
1.75

.5 3
1.75

, .80
.90

2.65
1.21
1.2 1
1.2 1
1.21
1.21

.44

.44

.4 4

.44

.4 4
1.7 5
1.21
1.2 1
1.21
1.2 1
1.21
1.21

.53

.53

.53

.53

.53

.53

.53
2.33
1.07
1.85

.90

.90
1.34
1.07
1.34
1.3 4
2.65
1.25

.53

.44

.44

.44

.53

.80

.71
3 .5 5

I
\ j
' _ . '... . ~ , _ ...........-__.. . -1

Serial format . Search 80 lPS 
ReadlWrite 20 1PS. 12V motor, SV
logic, 8 & 9 pin connector cables.
Originally designed for the Adam.
Dim: S-W x 3 'l>- H x 4 - deep
Item #664 1

Last Chance - $19 95

Output : + S.1SV @ 70A
+ 12V @ 4A
+12V@4A

+S .2V@SA
Input : 11S/230V nominal,
.72SKW cont . 47-63Hz. En
closed in meta l housing.
Dim.: 1S -W x 2 Y,- H x 6 - deep.
Mf r - Todd Prod. #4X S8 1S1A

Item #9 749 $29.95 New

NICKEL CADMIUM
'D'CELLS-DuaIPack
2.4V.
1.2 AHr .

-
Il!IIl8 -. .~- .

k'I1i./'-·· '"
.. ' " .. . .

Input: 11SV
Output: + 12V @ 4 .13A } x 3

+S .1V @ 3.04A
Contains 3 sets of dual outpu ts ,
allowing for simu ltaneous operation
of 3 disk drives. Originally designed
for the AT & T computer.
Dim. : 11-W x 4 Y,- H x 7"deep
Item #1000 6 $59.95 New

COMPUTER GRADE
POWERSUPPLY

48-KEY - Timex Z81/1000
Item #67 12 $5.95 New

66 ·KEY - CommodoreC -16
Item #9 394 $5 .95 New

75-KEY - Timex or Adam
For computer upgrBde . • .

Item #74 29 $5 .95 New

Other US9$-Nns CB & car radios.
Comas rtNldy to plug Inl
DC Output: - SV @ .S amp.

+ SV @ 3amp.
+ 12V@6amp.

Input 11SV/60H. Dim. : g y< - W x
3 'l>- H. (Rubber ft . incl.)

It em #9S0 1 $24.95 New

MECHANICAL
KEYBOARDS . . .

$9.95

ADAM COMPUTER KIT
(Lessprinter & w/o cabinet)

GAME BOARD
Item #7679 $6.95

ADAM CASS ETTES (Asstd.l
It em #778 6

Baker's Dozen - $19.95
COLECOVISION
to ADAM
EXPANSION KIT

ADAM ACCESSORIES . . .
PRINTER POWER SUPPLY

Item #664 2 $14.95
ASCII KEYBOARD

Item #6643 $19.95
CONTROLLERS (set of 4)

Item #7 0 13 $9.95
lOGlC'BOARD

Item #7 23 1

Commodore VIC 20 CPU board &
mech anical keyboard. Guaranteed not to
work. IFor parts only.)

Item #12 144 $14.95 RFE

This expansion mod ule just plugs into your
ColecoVision. Wi th printer power supply
and data drive (both included), you w ill
have a w orking Adam Computer. Adam
keyboard, one Smart basic cassette and
hook-up diagram also included.

Item #99 18 $59 50

Insides of the 190W DISK DRIVE HI-POWER SWITCHING INTEGRATED
COMMODORE COMPUTER POWER SUPPLY POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS .

AMERICAN DESIGNCOMPONENTS. 62 JOSEPH STREET, MOONACHIE, N.J. 07074
YES! Please send me the following items: 0 M y check or money orde r is enclosed.

Item How 0 Charge my credit card.
No. Many? Description Price Total 0 Visa 0 Master Card 0 Amex

Card No.

Cf)

o
Zo
a:
5
w
-I
W

6
o
<C
a:
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Build it yo urself from subassemblie s. No
w iring nee. (just plugs tog ethe r). Hook-up
diagr am included. Inc ludes: Keybo ard, 1
cassett e digita l data drive, 2 game con
trollers, pow er suppl y, all memory boards,
and one cassett e. Capable of running CP/M ,
has built-in w ord processor. Item #74 10.

Complete - $99.00
ADAM PRINTER

Compl ete, less top cov er plate. Friction
feed . Take s standardpaper8 Yz H x 11 H

•

(Customer returns; t ested - operat iona1.)

It em #88 39 $69.50

CIRCLE 211 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Exp . Date

Signatu re

Telephone: Area Code

Name

Address

City

State

Number

$2.12
2 .72
5 .95

MINIMUM
ORDER

$15.
RE-S27

Zip

www.americanradiohistory.comwww.americanradiohistory.com

www.americanradiohistory.com


What's New at 
AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS ... ? 

We warehouse 60,000 
items at American 

Design Components - ex- 
pensive, often hard -to -find 
components for sale at a 

fraction of their original cost! 
You'll find every part you 

need - either brand new, 
or removed from equipment 
(RFE) in excellent condition. 
But quantities are limited. 
Order from this ad, or visit 
our retail showroom and find 
exactly what you need from 
the thousands of items on 
display. 

Open Mon. - Sat., 9 -5 

THERE'S NO RISK. 
With our full 90 day warranty 

any purchase can be returned for 
any reason for full credit or refund 

PC 8300 HOME COMPUTER 
(Advnced varsuo0 of the Tune. 1000 

42 key n 

keyboard (not morn 
bras), Contas 2K of RAM Revers. 
video. Z80A. 6.5 MHz protestor. ROM 8K 
BASIC. Graphics apebityltoud -mutt. 
TV or monta. Joystick rma operates on 
115 VAC. Includes: AC adapter. TV cable. 
and poi of cemette cables. usa run e1 
prerecarded tapes for Seocler/Tnex 
1000 -Z881 Mit - Power 3000. 
ham /10336 929.9514.w 

('n ong. boxes) 

3'h 10Mb 
HARD DISK DRIVE 
IIBM' Compatible) 

Fors standard 5' spaunp 
Shock mounted High speed. low 
power Mfr Rodane 1R0252F 
Item 110151 $ 179.00N.w 
Controller Card above 

item 19984 $99.00 

5'/4 " , 1 .2 Mb. AT 
HALF HT. DISK DRIVE 

48/96 TPI 
(IBM® Compatible) 
Double arded. ingle /double 
density. 80 track 
Mfr - Perwsonc /JU -475 
Rem /10006 $129.00 New 

51/4" 
FULL 
HT 
DISK 
DRIVES 

48 TPI (IBM' Compat.) 
Double ..bled double densty. fou 
herght dine. 48 T.P.I.. 80 tracks 
Mfr - MPI S2S 
Item /7926 $ 79,95 

2f «$150.00 
96 TPI.OS /Quad Density 
Mfr - CDC 194091 

hem /1893 $99.00 
PC 8300 
Accessories .. 

RAMPACK UPGRADES 
16K - 

Item /10337 $9.95N.w 
*32K - 
It.m 112146 619.95,4.w 

COLOR PACK 
Aaows you to use you PC 8300 
Computa with a color TV or 
monitor Plugs directly nto back 
d computer and has connections 

'nr addtanal RarnpacM 

em '12147 $19.95 N.w 

51/4 " 1/2 HT. 
DISK 
DRIVE 

JOYSTICK 
CONTROLLERS 

DOS 3 2 Compatible 
96 TPI. OS /QUAD DENSITY 
Tendon 1M550 4 

Item 11904 $79.00 
2 for $150.00 

Fos Atan. Apple. Commodore. 
and out 110336 PC8300 Com- 
puta Has 4-ft cord with plug. 
Dun Syr- sG .1',' H 

item 112143 $5.95 New 

NS 87P50D -11 
MICROCOMPUTER 

8 048 
e Pip oast. Emulate: 

49/50. Ptggybeck conf.g 
ratan. Moms you to plus on 

prams: 2758. 2 716. and 2732 
Features: XMOS. 5V. 8-16 Bat, 4K 
direct omen memory. 256 tits on 
dap ROM; 11 MHz max hap 

ttertt .6999 $24.95 New 

MICROCOMPUTER 
with EPROM 
MC68701 is an 8 at sngle chip 
vat 6 sprslrcanay enhances the 
capabibs of the M6800 family 
Includes an 'waded MC6800 
microprocessor. Functions es 
mortoly9nic microcOn1gu[M or Can 
be expended to 64K byte address 
space. TTL comp. Req.: 1 + 5V 
power s+ppM for nonprogramrning 
operation. On chip resources: 
2048 bytes of pram, 128 bytes 
RAM. 'SCSI.' perilel. I/O 8 
3- function programmable brow. 
Item 19496 $9.95 (hours. /) 
ANALOG to DIGITAL 
CONVERTER 
&nary output 12 M; Conversion 
orne 8 ms Linearity, 8 ms z X 
bs Parallel and was outputs: 
internal reference 
Mfr - Datei ADC- HZ -1286C 
Item 17052 'RFE. tested goodrl 

Originally $130:176 
Special - $39.95 

115 CFM MUFFIN' 
FAN 

SPECIAL! 
115 VAC /60 Hz., 21W., 28A., 
3100 RPM; 5-blede model. alu- 
minum housing. Can be mounted 
for blowing on exhaust. 
Dim.: 4 ".4.w. x 1 Ys 'deep 

Item 15346 $5.95 RFE 

12/24 VDC 
MUFFIN - 
TYPE 
FANS 
55 
100 CFM 

12 VDC SPRINT' FAN 
27 CFM 

8 W Can be mounted for blow. 
rng or exhaust. Aluminum hous- 
ing. brushless. belEbseng typo. 
1 Thin: 5 plastic weds. w/ 
feathered edges. 
Mit - Centaur ICUOC24K4 -601 
Iton 18541 $19.95 New 

1%' Standard: 5 plastic wades 
Mfr - Centaur /CNOC241(4.60t 
item /12109 $14.95 RFE 

Pol city protected. Can be 
mounted for cooing or exhaust - 
Dorn. 3'. sp. x 1 14 deep 
Mfr - Rotron - DAYNA 

Item /9218 $12.95 New _ 

115 VAC 
27 CFM 
MINI 
FANS 

50 /60Hz 
12W. Low raw 
level fans. can be 
mounted for blowing or nxhaust 
1 
' Thin: contain 9 ptasec weds, 

D irt.: 3'.' sip x 1 ' deep 
Mfr - Tobsh /092018 
hem 810960 $7.95 New 
1 %' stanched: contains 7 

metal blades 
Mfr - Rotron /SU2A1 

Item 85970 $7.95 New 

o 
Composite Video Monitors.. . 

12" Monitor 
(Controls front panel mounted) 
12 -. lean phosphor. fags resok.mon c12 
bats cantal and bandwidth horn 10Hz to 
30 Hz r 308 Op vat 120.240VAC.50 
80Fä . 85VA max Controls front peal mod 

Mfr - Motorola - Alpha Semas 

Item 110043 $29.95 New 

15" Monitor 
5- screen Same specs as above. 

hem 110044 $34.95 Nee. 

D- SUBMINIATURE SOLDERLESS CONNECTORS, 
CRIMP TERMINALS (Mfr - TRW) 

D.acsbdon 
9.Mn 15-Mn 25In 371n 

Ren ark. Item / Moe Ilare if fMoe Item Pilo. 
Hood w /Metal Male 
Hood ....Metal Female 
Hood w/Plestrc Male 
Hood w /Plastic Fernale 
Chassis mount. Metal Mal. 
Chasse mount. Metal Female 
Chassis mount. Plastic mate. 
Chasse mount. Plastic ramie 
OC Hood w/Metal Male 
OC Hood. Rte Angle wMeta Mate 
OC Hood w /Metal Fanale 
OC Hood, Rte Angle w/Metal Fanale 
OC Hood w /Plastic Male 
OC Hood. Rte Angle w- 'Plastic Male 
OC Hood iv/Plastic Female 
OC Hood. Rte Angle. wPtati FMIWs 

A 
A 
A 
A 
s 
s 
C 
C 
0 
E 

D 
E 

D 
E 

D 
E 

10998 
10999 
11004 
OIS 

10747 
10746 
10690 
10728 
11026 
11026 
11027 
11028 
11009 
11011 
11010 
11012 

1.29 
1.49 
1.19 
1.39 

.79 

.5s 

.51 

.79 
1.39 
1.39 
1.59 
1.59 
1.29 
1.29 
1.49 
1.49 

11001 
11000 
OIS 
0/S 

10745 
10734 
10910 
10731 
10029 
11030 
11031 
11032 
11013 
11016 
11014 
11016 

1.39 
1.49 
1.29 
1.49 

.51 

.99 
79 
89 

1.49 
1.49 
1.69 
1.69 
1.39 
1.39 
1.69 
1.59 

0/S 
0/S 

11007 
11008 
10736 
10711 
10732 
10724 
11033 
11034 
11036 
11036 
11017 
11016 
11019 
11020 

1.89 
1.79 
1.69 
1.79 
1.19 
1.29 
1.09 
1.19 
1.79 
1.71 
1.99 
1.99 
1.69 
1.69 
1.99 
1.99 

11002 
11003 
11006 
11006 
10762 
10686 
10691 
10729 
11037 
11038 
11039 
11040 
11021 
11022 
11023 
11024 

2.09 
2.19 
1.99 
2.19 
1.59 
1.a 
1.45 
1.55 
2.19 
2.19 
239 
239 
209 
209 
2.29 
2.2$ 

- Without mounting device Can be used with Wick con eCt hoodoo 

Fig. 

Fig B 

Fig C 

1111111.0 
D 

Fig E 

CORDLESS TELEPHONE 

700 ft Range 

Wall or Base 
Mount 

Full duple. tel. 5 
listen tumult Auto 
redel last number 
dialed recall Come-. 
with attachments 
for both types of 
mtg .ncl AC power 
adaptor I battery 
indicator light 
Color brown se/cream. Famous -r'ak. mfr. 

Item 19997 $29.95 New 

1 -PIECE TELEPHONE 

f Ova, 
tondo. 

rotary 
(may be 

used even 
where Urre 

e only a 
rotary phone). 

Features. last nubs nodal ó mute 
button. Came w /15 cord I stan- 
dard modle plug. Color: Nay. 
Mit - SpemVrpfona. Model OP-1 

horn 110746 $10.95 New 
2 for $20.00 

RECORDING TAPE 
7% " Reel, 2400 ft. 

Bulk erased . Mater mfrs 
Ampex. Scotch. etc 

Item 06711 '. Md 

79C ea 3 for $2.00 

EMI FILTER 
8 Amp.. 44. _ 
1201 
240 Volt . . 

Provides the most affecove 
attenuation of 'kw-to-ground' 
and 'lore -to-km' noise across the 
frequency range. 
Dim 2.62 x 1.98 x .81' 
Mfr - SAE (equiv. to 
Corcom typa 6ECI) 

Item 110969 84.95 
2 fc $9.00 

MINI 
MICRO- 
COMPUTER 
REGULATOR 

140 VA 

Provides voltage regulation and 
ultra eo400n for rrscroprocess,.' 
bend equpnwn Contains 
than 3% harmaK detorhor 
w than 60 a0 traverse raise re 
rattan Contais duel outlet for 
CPU I monitor. and 6t1 lie cord 

input 95 - 130V. 80Hz 
Output 120V e 1. 17A 

Oren 11V L x 4's H x 5. W 
Mtd on metal base with rubber h 
Mfr - Soda /6313.114 
hem 19999 $99.00 New 

CIRCLE 211 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 165 

"Nhat's New at
AMERICAN DESIGN COMPONENTS ?•

3% ", 1OMb
HARD DISK DRIVE
(IBM!!> Compatible)

5 % ", 1 . 2 Mb. A T

HALF H T. DISK DRIVE

5 % "

FULL

HT.
DISK

DRIVES

Fig. A

Provides voltage regulation and
ultra-lsolation fo r microprocessor
based equipment . Contains less
than 3% harmonic distortio n, bet
ter than 60 dB traverse noise re
jection . Contains dual out let for
CPU & monitor, and 6 ft . line cord.

Input: 9 5 - 130V. 60Hz.
Output: 120V @ 1.17A

Dimen.: 11',,"Lx 4',," H x 5',,"W
Mtd on metal base with rubber ft .
Mlr - Sola #63-13-114
Item #99 99 $99.00 New

115 VAC~=_;=

27 CFM
MINI

FANS

50 /60 Hz.;
12W . Low noise
level fans. can be
mount ed for blow ing or exhaust .
, N Thin: contains 9 plastic blades
Dim.: 3 ',," sq. xl " deep
Mlr - Tobishi #U920 1B
Item #10 960 $ 7 .95 New
1~. Standard: contains 7
metal blades.
Mlr - Rotron #SU2A1

Item #5970 $ 7 .95 New

140 VA

Provides the most effe ctive
attenuation of ' line-to-ground'
and "line-to-line' noise across the
frequency range.
Dim.: 2.6 2" x 1.98" x .8 1" .
Mlr - SAE (equiv. to
Corcom type 6ECII

Item #10 959 $4.95
2 lor $9.00

48 TPI (IBM!!> Compat.)
Double sided ldouble density. lull
height drive. 48 T.P.I.. 80 tracks .
Mlr - MPI-52S
Item #7928 $ 79.95

2 lor $150.00
96 TPI, DS/Quad Density
Mlr - CDC #9409T

Item #189 3 $99.00

JOYSTICK

CONTROLLERS

• •
• 4: .,..

~,~,
~ I . .

-..
Fits Atari, Apple, Com modore,
and our #103 36 PC8 300 Com
puter. Has 4-lt . cord with plug.
Dim.: 3Y.." sq. xl Y.." H.

Item #12 143 $5.95 New

Polarity protected. Can be
mount ed fo r cooling or exhaust .
Dim. : 3 '1." sq. x 1 ~ " deep
Mlr - Rotron - DAYNA
Item#92 18 $12.95 New

12 VDC SPRIN'f® FAN
27 CFM

Bulk erased. Major mfr s. :
Ampex, Scotc h, etc.

Item #67 11 - Yo Mil.

79¢ ea.; 3 for $2 .00

48/96 TPI
(IBM!!> Compatible)
Double sided. singleldouble
density ; 80 track.
Mlr - Panasonic #J U-47 5
Item #1000 5 $129.00 New

5%" 1/2 HT.

DISK

DRIVE

8 W . Can be moun ted for blow 
ing or exhaust . Al uminum hous
ing, brushless, ball-bearing ty pe.

l ' Thin; 5 plastic blades wi
feat hered edges.
Mfr - Centaur #CUDC24K4-60 1

Item #8 54 1 $19.95 New
1~. Standard; 5 plastic blades
Mlr - Centau r #CNDC24K4-601
Item #12 10 9 $14.95 RFE

DOS 3 .2 Compatible
96 TPI, DS/QUAD DENSITY
Tandon TM55D- 4

Item # 1904 $ 79.00
2 for $150.00

12/24 VDC
MUFFIN- ...,.;:ll~"'"
TYPE

FANS
55/
10 0 CFM

Touch
tone-to

rot ary
(may be

used even
where there

is only a
rotary phonal .

Features: last number redial & mute
butt on. Comes w/ 15" cord & stan
dard modular plug. Color: Ivory.
Mlr - Spectra-phone. ModelOP-l
Item #10 748 $ 1 0 . 9 5 New

2 lor $20.00

RAMPACK UPGRADES
* 16K -
Item #1033 7 $9.95 New
*32K 
Item #12 148

SPECIALI
115 VAC/6 0 Hz.• 21W.. 28A .•
3100 RPM; 5-blade model. alu
minum housing. Can be mount ed
for blow ing or exhaust .
Dim.: 4 11,t,. " sq. x 1 Y2 " deep.

Item #53 45 $ 5.95 RFE

D -SUBMINIATURE SOLDERLESS CONNECTORS,

CRIMP TERMINALS IMfr - TRW)

Fits standard 5%,. spacing .
Shock mounted. High speed . low
power. Mlr - Rodime #R0 252 F
Item #10 15 1 $179.00New
Controller Card lor above

Item # 9984 $99.00

PC 8300
Accessories.

700 ft . Range

Wall or Ba se
Mount

Full duplex: talk &
list en sim ult . Auto
red ial: last num ber
dia led recall. Comes
with attachments
lor both types 01
mtg .; incl. AC pow er
adaptor & batt ery
indi cator light .
Co lor: brow n w/crea m. Famous mak e mf r.

Item #99 9 7 $29.95 New

THERE'S NO RISK.
With our full gO -day warranty .

any purchase can be returned for
any reason for full credit or refund .

PC 8300 HOME COMPUTER
(Advanced version of the Timex 1000)

9-Pln 15-Pin 25-Pln 37-Pin
Description Fig. Item # Price Item # Price Item # Price Item # Price
Hood wlMeta l Male A 10998 $1.29 11001 $1.39 0 /5 $1.69 1100 2 $2.09

Fig. 8

Hood wlMetal Female A 10 999 1.49 11000 1.49 0 15 1.79 110 03 2.19
Hood w/Plastic Male A 110 04 1.1 9 0 15 1.29 11007 1.59 110 05 1.99
Hood w/Plastic Female A 0 15 1.39 0 15 1.4 9 1100 8 1.79 1100 6 2.19
Chassis mount, Metal Male" B 10 747 .79 10 74 5 .89 10 73 5 1.19 107 52 1.59
Chassis mount, Metal Female 8 107 4 6 .89 10 734 .99 107 11 1.29 10888 1.69.
Chassis mount , Plast ic Male" .. C 10 890 .69 10 91 0 .79 10 732 1.09 10 891 1.49
Chassis mount , Plast ic Female C 10728 .79 10 731 .89 10 72 4 1.19 10 72 9 1.59

12" Monitor OC Hood wlMetal Male 0 110 25 1.39 100 29 1.49 110 33 1.79 110 37 2.19

(Controls front panel mounted) OC Hood. Rt. Angle wlMetal Male E 110 26 1.39 11030 1.49 110 34 1.79 11038 2.19
OC Hood wlMetal Female 0 110 27 1.59 110 31 1.69 1103 5 1.99 11039 2.39

12 " , green phosphor. high resolution (12 OC Hood. Rt. Angle wlMetal Female E 110 28 1.59 110 32 1.69 11036 1.99 11040 2.39
line s cente r) and bandwidt h from 10H z to OC Hood w/Plastic Male 0 11009 1.29 11013 1.39 1101 7 1.69 110 21 2.09
3 0 Hz ± 3dB. Op. volt.: 120 /24 0VAC. 501 OC Hood. Rt. Angle w/Plastic Male E 1101 1 1.29 1101 5 1.39 110 18 1. 69 1102 2 2.09
60Hz.•6 5VA max. Controls front panel rntd , OC Hood wlPiast ic Female 0 11010 1.49 1101 4 1.59 110 19 1.89 110 23 2.29
Mfr - Motorola - A lpha Series OC Hood. Rt. Angle. wlPiastic Female E 110 12 1.49 11016 1.59 110 20 1.89 11024 2.29

Item #1004 3 $29.95 New QC = Quick connect ; ..Without mounting devic e; .... Can be used w ith quick connect hoods

15" Monitor 1-PIECE TELEPHONE RECORDING TAPE MINI
15 " screen. Same specs as above . 7 Yz ' Reel, 2400 ft. MICRO-

Ite m #10044 $34.95 New COMPUTER
CORDLESS TELEPHONE REGULATOR

Composite VideoMonitors .
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Tenma 4:4" Digit Multkneter 
True RMS AC voltage and current 

functions Built -in frequency counter. 
20KHz and 200KHz range Data hold 
feature Carrying case included 

Measures AC and DC voltage /current. 
resistance and frequency For additional 
information see MCM Catalog #14 

One Year 

Limited Warranty 

#72 -430 

$159,80 
Tenma LCR Meter 

Measures inductance from 1pH -200H in 
six ranges Measures capacitance from 

1 pF -200pF in seven ranges Measures 
resistance from .01ohm- 2OMohm in 
seven ranges Carrying case included 

For additional information see MCM 
Catalog #14 

One Year 
Limited Warranty 

#72 -370 

$14995 
t 

OI:=31111 

The Name You Can 1 1 

Trust In Electronic Test Equipment 

Tenma Anti -Static Wor* Mat 
A must for the modern service shop 
Used in conjunction with our #21 -660 

wrist strap to help eliminate static related 
problems 18" x 26" 

#21-655 $3 345 s3 f-4, 5 -u1 

Tenma Anti -Static Wrist Strap 
Silver- plated monofilament fibers are 

woven into a comfortable elastic wrist 
strap, that gently conforms to the users 
wrist for reliable contact to ground 

#21-660 
s1 02s 9) 

5945 
op 

Tenma Soldering Station 
Adjustable temperature range of 150°- 

420° (300 ° - 790 °F) Grounded tip for 
soldering static sensitive devices LED 
power, heater and temperature indicators 

See MCM Catalog #14 for additional 
information 
#21 -147 
$4995 

1 
3) 

$4480 

I 
Tenma Regulated Power Supply 

Output Regulated 13.8V Input. 
120VAC Fuse protected With easily 
accessible fuse holder Neon light 
indicator Heavy duty binding posts 

Effective heat sinks for more power 
dissipation 90 day warranty For 
additional information see MCM 
Catalog #14 

3.5 Amp 
(5 Amp Surge) $2995 
#72 -280 

7 Amp 
(10 Amp Surge) 
#72 -290 

$5995 
,., 

Tenma Resistance Selector Box 
s This device allows the user to quickly 
substitute a resistor in a circuit with any 
value between lohm and 11Mohm 

Constructed entirely of 1 watt resistors 
with 1% tolerance ratings 90 day 
warranty 

#72 -405 

$2850 
tea 

In Ohio 1 -807 -762 -4315 

Call Toll Free 1- 800 -543 -4330 (ln Alaska and Hawaii I -&X1458 -1849j 

Tenma Logk Probe 
Working voltage 4 -16VDC Frequency 

response Maximum 20MHz Detectable 
pulse width Longer than 25nsec Input 
impedance 1Mohm minimum Input 
overload protection 250V DC /AC 90 
day warranty For additional information 
see MCM Catalog #14 

#72 -415 

$1495 
Tenma RS -232 Break Out Box 

Monitors individual communication 
interface lines Detects the presence or 
absence of activity Rewire RS -232 
interfaces Line powered Dual -state 
LEDs monitor both positive and negative 
signal levels 48 test points For 
additional information see MCM 
Catalog #14 

#72 -440 
$4480 

$3995 

Terms: 
{ n,n.mym MOM SI 00 chino tM orders 

under $10 
i2o rWw111M11 charge sra order 
*Orden sn,pp.d UPS C o D 
ninon orders studded and. 24 noun 
.Saas orrlce oven e 00 son so 7 00 pm 

Saturdays 1000 am sp 300 P. EST 
.rot onward orders add u 1S ror slYppflQ 

and WON 
.s+wtad.tippyw and nMldwp dnMDM 

exceed R 7S. ar wars. dus .r be sum 
coo 

MOE 
MrM Electr 

1 III 
MCM ELECTRONICS 
858 E. CONGRESS PARK DR. 
CENTERVILLE, OH 45459 

A PREMIER Company 

CIRCLE 87 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Be Sure To Call For 
Your FREE Catalog! 
Over 7,000 Items! 

SOURCE NO. RE -32 

Tenma Resistance Selector Box
• This dev ice allows the user to quickly
substitute a resistor in a circuit with any
value between tohrn and 11Mohm
• Constructed entirely of 'h watt resistors
with 1% tolerance ratings. 90 day
warranty

Tenma Regulated Power Supply
• Output: Regulated 13.8V • Input:
120VAC • Fuse protected. With easily
accessible fuse holder. Neon light
indicator. Heavy duty binding posts
• Effective heat sinks for more power
drssipatton e so day warranty. For
add itional information see MCM
Catalog #14

3.5 Amp

~~:'~lcJ~.~~~~~ $29~e~
7 Amp

~~~~~t. ~~~~~~ $59~e~

#72-405

$28~~

i i.iiil
,.. - ... . -
! !._~ ~ I !~

~ ! !~ ! ~~
1""11

- . -@.

#72-370

$ 1 49!~

#72-430

$ 1 59!~

One Year
LimitedWarranty

One Year
Limited Warranty

Tenma LCR Meter
• Measures inductance from 1pH-200H in
six ranges . Measures capaci tance fro m
.1pF-200pF in seven ranges. Measures
resistance from .010hm-20Mohm in
seven ranges. Carrying case included
• For additional information see MCM
Catalog #14

Tenma 4W' Digit Multimeter
• True RMS AC voltage and current
funct ions . Built -in frequency cou nte r,
20KHz and 200KHz range . Data hold
feature. Carrying case inclu ded
• Measures AC and DC voltage/cu rrent ,
resistance and frequency . For addi tional
information see MCM Catalog #14

The Name You Can \ \ \\1'
Trust In Electronic Test Equipment

SOURCE NO. RE-32

Tenma RS-232 Break Out Box
• Monitors individual communication
interface lines. Detects the presence or
absence of act ivity. Rewire RS-232
interfaces. Line powered. Dual-state
LEOs monitor both positive and negative
signal levels. 48 test points. For
additional information see MCM
Catalog #14

#72-440
$4480

(ea.)

$39!~

Tenma Logic Probe
• Working voltage: 4-16VDC • Frequency
response: Maximum 20MHz • Detectable
pulse width: Longer than 25nsec • Input
impedance: 1Mohm minimum .Input
overload protect ion: ± 250V DC/AC .90
day warranty. For addit ional information
see MCM Catalog #14

#72-415

$14!~

TENMJJ
fIli

@1987' MCMElectroniCS \ \ ' ' ' ' _,r rHi; IIJ.. _

$ M C M ELECTRONICS Be Sure To Call For
mcm 858 E. CONGRESS PARK DR. Your FREE Calalog!

CENTERVILLE, OH 45459 Over 7,000 Items!
A PREMIER Company

Terms:
- $10 minimum order. $1.00 charge for orders
und er $10.

e$2Ominimum charge card order.
. Orders shipped UPS C.O.D.
eMost orders shipped wit hin 24 hours.
. sal es office ope n 8:30 am to 7:00 pm

sat urdays 10:00 am to 3:00 pm EST.
• For prepaid orders add $2.75 for shippng

and handlin g . .
. Shoul d shipping and handl ing charges
exceed $2.75, the balance due will be sent
C.O.D.

InOhio 1-800-762-4315
Call Toll Free 1-800-5434330 Itn Alaska and Hawaii 1-8fXJ-B5S-1849}

Tenma Soldering Station
• Adjustable temperature range of 150°
420° (300° -790° F) • Grounded tip for
soldering static sensit ive devices . LED
power, heater and temp erature ind icators
• See MCM Catalog #14 fo r addi tional
information

::~~~~ $44!~

Tenma Anti-Static Work Mat
• A must for the modern service shop
• Used in conjunction with our #21-660
wrist strap to help eliminate static related
problems .18" x 26"

:~~;~~ $33~~
Tenma Anti-Static Wrist Strap
• Silver-plated monofilament fibers are
woven into a comfortable elast ic wrist
strap, that gently conforms to the user's
wrist for reliable contact to ground

:~~~~~ $9i~)

(f)
o
z
oa:
fo
W
...J
W

6
15
-ca:
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ELECTRONIC WAREHOUSE CORP. 

Over 20,000 Electronic Items in stock 
TOLL -FREE 800 Phones 
24 hour hot line automabc order taker 
Same day order processing 8 shipping 
VISA 8 MASTER CARD accepted 

SANYO 
ORIGINAL FLYBACKS 

60108 58.95 
18500 &95 
48600. .. 8.95 
F0241 11.75 
11121 11.50 
F0192A 11.75 
10239 14.95 
10260 14.50 

SANYO ORIGINAL 
FOCUS DIVIDERS 

20063 59.95 
20064 10.95 
20040 10.95 

HORIZONTAL OUTPUT 
TRANSISTORS 

2SC1172B $1.49 
Fusty 2SC 1308k 1.99 

Guaranteed 250869 1.99 

EARN BIG MONEY 
REPAIR GAMES & COMPUTERS 

EWC is 11w largest stocking dntnhuwr of ATARI 
COLMCO. I`TELLIV!SION d CO.MSIODORI pats, 
xnxo iMcxmatron d suppler. Ca9 ix wow for font 
piety details and .i cops of our Latest t.d,ik>K 

rcraowes 

,YrMOar 

TOLL FREE 

(800) 221-0424 
7181 375 -2700 

New Yolk State 
dealers call collect 

1910 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE 
BROOKLYN. NEW YORK 11230 

CIRCLE 206 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AMAZING 
SCIENTIFIC & ELECTRONIC 

PRODUCTS 
PLMI$-Ml Tamil-AI Puts Avants to Sua 

LC7- &A6161ñ1TTNG CO, VISER 

RIAW- F'OIETM1 LASS MY PISTOL 

TEri -3 SEPARATE TESU Col 
PLUG T0tSANY 
1001 -01 RAY GW 
GMt- GRAVITY GENERATOR 

EI11.1- ELECTRO WW1 COl GUWUUP04R 

KITS 
101 1K -IN VOICE TAM /SENTIER 311 RANGE 

YNPILSA -TELS N NI TRANSIITTER 3 IA RANGE 

BTC3c- 250.00 V011 1014* SPA* TESLA COIL 

L.1 C2R- SN.IATW IALTEOIOR LASER 

B.StK- 100.000 WATT BLASTER DEFENSE DEUCE 

MPS-103 000 VOLT 27 AJFECTNE 

R*I RTB IATOR 

PSP* -TIIE vAWANT 9FOCA WAVE PSTO. 
PTGIK- SPECTACOLAR PLASMA 

TORNADO GEMERATOR 

WSW SEE N DAN KIT 

ASSEMBLED 
PG701- MULTICOLORED v*aaaE 
NODE PLASMA GLOBE 7 

BTC10- 50.000 YOL.T -WORLD 'S SMILES 
TESLA GOA 

isuo --1Nw iwc VISIRE RED J51110.11 
TATTO AUTO TELEPHC4E RECORDING DEVICE 

GPV10 -SEEN TOTAL DARKNESS R V7EWER 

1l5T 10- 9IOOPER ROE NASTY TRANSMITTER 

PG7O- IAltakf PAN RELD GEFERATOR- 

1 2003 
2000 

20 00 
10 00 

10 CO 

5 00 

4950 
3950 

19350 
3950 
M50 

8950 
59 50 

1>9 50 

1B9 50 

425 CO 

uX 
2óa . 

2+ 

299 50 

19350 

R150 

CATALOG CONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS 
RAND EI3SACREAVAILA&EFORSI CO OR NCI UDEDFREE 
WITH AU. ABOVE ORDERS 

PLEASE IHCIUDE $3 00 PH ON All KITS AM) PROOOCTS 
PLANS ARE MKTAGF PAM SP :0CHECr MO VISA MC'4 
u< < 

, 

INFORMATION UNLIMITED 
P.O. BOX 715, DEPT HE AMHERST. NH 03031 

ADVERTISING INDEX 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear 
in the index below. 

Free Information Number Page 
81 A.I.S. Satellite 28 186 NTS 28 

108 AMC Sales 75 71 New -Tone E:kctronics 5 

76 AP Products Itrand of 351 13 200 NuScope Associates 147 

203 Adsanced Sidro 28 179 (X -TE: Electronics 29 

107 All Electronics 162 110 (hnnitron 30 

- Amazing les ice ... 168 210 Optima 33 

211 American Design ('omponents 164, 165 Pacific ('able 149 

84 Appliance Sen ice 29 204 Parts Express 153 

187 B 5i F Enterprises 130 2011 Ibrtasol 28 

53 BUTT'S 28 78 Radio Shack 159 

214 Banner Technical Books 132 194 Regency 38 

98 Beckman Industrial 3 185 Satellite 1% Week %tagavine 76 

as Blue Star Industries 29 195.196 Senciire 21,23 

109 C & S Saks 22 197.1911 Sencore 25,27 - C.QM.B. 69 - Shojiki Electronics 152 

60 CIE 16 192 Silicon Valley Surplus ISO 

209 Cable Distributors 29 94 Star Circuits 29 

189 Cahlelronics 28 178 TSM CV3 

189 Caig 33 190 Tapio 28 - Command Productions 75 92 Tektronix CV2 

79 Communications F:Ieclrunks 9 191 Trans -Am 128 

211 Consumed mil ics 147 213 Underwater %chicle Training Cooler . 126 

SS Contact Fast 29 199 United Electronic Supply 20 

UN Cook's Institute 132 207 VIP Electronics 29 - Coop's Satellite Digest 78 66 W.S.Jenks 128 

212 Cnslek 26 103 N m B Alm 122 

177 Daet inn 124 
Gernsback Publications. Inc. 

127 Deco Industries 28,29 S00-B Bi- County Blvd. 
95 Dick Smith Electronics 163 Farmingdale, NY 1173S 

1516) 293.3000 
82 Digi -key 167 President: Larry Steckler 

Digital Research Computen 153 Vice President: Cathy Steckler 

202 Electronic Design Specialists 24 
For Advertising ONLY 516- 293 -3000 - Electronic Technology Today 152 Larry Steckler 

176 Ekclronics Rook Club 15 
publisher 

Arline Fishman 
216 Electronics Warehouse Corp. .... 168 advertising director 
120 Elephant Electronics 28 Shelli Weinman 

advertising associate 
100 Firestik II 132 Lisa Strassman 
121 Fluke Manufacturing 32 credit manager 

Christina Estrada - Fordham Radio 126 advertising assistant 
l:ranthani t Akre of Engineering 

. 31 

86.193 Heath ..7.55 SALES OFFICES 

- ICS Computer Training I I 
EAST/SOUTHEAST 
Stanley Levitan 

ISCET 130 tastern Sales Manager 

65 J & W 12 
Radio-Electronics 
259.23 57th Avenue 

59 JDR Instruments CV4 Little Neck, NY 11362 

113.180 JDR SIkrodesices 154.155 718 - 128.6037, 516- 293.3000 

181.182 JDR Mkrodesices 136.157 MIDWEST/Texas/Arkansas/Okla. 
183 JDR Mkrodesices 158 Ralph Bergen 

Midwest Sales Manager 
114 Jameco 160,161 Radio- Electronics 
104 San l'nslals 128 540 Frontage Road -Suite 339 

Joseph Electronks 14 
Northfield, IL 60091 
112 -446.1444 

87 MC'M Electronics 166 

205 MD Electronics 29 PACIFIC COAST/ Mountain States 
Marvin Green 

93 Mark V. Electronics 151 Pacific Sales Manager - McGraw 11111 Book Club ...... 70 Radio -Electronics 
15335 Morrison SL -Suite 227 

61 Microprocessors l'nitd. 147 Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 
NRI 14.111 818-986-2001 
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PACIFIC COAST/ Mountai n States
Marv in Green
Pac ific Sale s Man age r
Rad io-Electronics
15335 Mo rrison St.-Suite 227
Sh e rma n O ak s , CA 91403
818-986-2001

For Advertising O NLY 516-293-3000
Larry Steckle r

pub lisher
Arline Fishman

adve rt ising directo r
She lli Weinm an

advertising as sociate
Lisa Strass ma n

cre d it man ager
Christ ina Est rad a

advertis ing assistan t

MIDW ESTfTexasiArkansas /Ok la.
Ralph Berge n
Midwes t Sa les Man ag e r
Radio-Ele ct roni cs
540 Frontage Road-Suite 339
No rthf ie ld , 1L60093
312-446-1444

Ge rns back Publication s, Inc.
500- B Bi-Co unty Blvd.
Farmingdal e, NY 11735
(516) 293-3000
President: Larry Steckler
Vice President : Cathy Stec kler

SALES O FFICES

EAST/SO UTHEAST
Sta nley Levitan
Easte rn Sa le s Manage r
Radio-Electron ics
259-23 57th Aven ue
Little Neck, NY 11362
718-428-6037, 516-293-3000
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71 New-Tone Electronics . . . . . . . 5
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179 OCTE Electronics 29

110 Om nitron 30

210 Op tima 33

Pacific Cable 149

204 Parts Express 153

208 Portasol 28

78 Ra dio Shack 159
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Shoji ki Electronics 152

192 Silicon Valley Surplus -:-:-. .-.~ 150
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66 W.S.Jenks 128

103 Wm B Allen 122
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NRI 34. 131

Amazing Devices 168
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Appliance Service 29

B N F Enterprises 130

BUYUS 28

Banner Technica l Books 132
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Blue Star Industries 29

C & S Sa les 22

C.O.M .B 69

CIE ~ 16

Cable Dist ri but ors 29

Cabletronics 28

Ca ig 33

Comma nd Product ions 75

Communications Elect ro nics 9

Consume r tro nics ' 147

Contact East 29

Cook's Insti tu te 132

Coo p's Sa tellite Digest 78

Crys tek 26

Daetron 124

Deco Industr ies 28.29

Dick Sm ith Electronics 163

Digi-Key 167

Digital Research Co mputers 153

Electro nic Design Specialists 24

Electro nic Technology Today 152

Elect ronics Book Club i5

Electronics Warehouse Co rp . . 168

Elepha nt Electronics 28

Firestik II 132

Fluke Ma nufact uring 32

Ford ham Ra dio 126

Grantham College of Eng ineering 31

Heath 7,55

ICS Computer Tra ining 11

ISCET 130

J & W . .. .... . .. . . . . 12

JDR Instrument s . . . . . . . CV4

JDR Micro dev ices 154,155

J DR Microdevices 156,157

J DR Microdevices 158

Jam eco 160,161

Jan Crysta ls 128

Joseph Electronics 14

MCM Elect ro nics 166

MD Elect ro nics 29

Ma rk V. Electro nics 15 1

McGraw Hill Book Club 70
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59

113. 180

181. 182

183
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104

86, 193

87

205

93

176

206
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100

121

61

202
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189
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108 AMC Sales 75

76 AP Pr oducts Brand of 3M 13

203 Adva nced Video 28

107 All Electronics 162

RADIO-ELECTRONICS does not assume any responsibility for errors that may appear
in the index below.

SANYO
ORIGI NAL FLYBACKS

6<1l08 $8.95
48500 8.95
48600 8.95
F0241. 11.75
Fl123 11.50
F0192A 13.75
F0239 14.95
F026O 14.50

SANYO O RIGINAL
FO CUS DIVIDERS

ZOO(,) $9.95
ZOO64 10.95
Zoo4Q 10.95

HORIZONTAL OUTPU T
TRANSISTORS

2SCl 172B $1.49
2SC1308K 1.99 .
2SD869 1.99 J

RP

TOll FREE
(800) 1 21-0424

(718) 375-2700
New York State

dealers call collect

1910 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11230

ELECTRON'CS

PLANS-Bui~ Yourself-All Parts Availab~ InStock
• LC7-BURNINGCUniNG CO, LASER $ 20.00
• RUB4-PORTABLE LASER RAYPISTOl... 20.00
• TCCl- 3SEPARATETESLA COIL

PLANS TO 1.5MEV ......... 20.00
• iOG1- IONRAYGUN......................... 10.00
• GRA1-GRAVlTY GENERATOR 10.00
• EMU-ELECTROMAGNET COIL GUNILAUNCHER 5.00

KITS
• MFT1 K-FMVOICETRANSMinER3MIRANGE......... 49.50
• WlPM5K- TELEPHONE TRANSMlnER 3MI RANGE... 39.50
• BTC3K-250,ooVOLT1Q.14" SPARK TESLACOIL 199.50
• LHC2K-SIMULATEOMULTICOLOR lASER....................... 39.50
• BLS1 K-loo,OOJWATT BLASTEROEFENSE OEVICE 69.50
• ITM1K-1oo,OOJ VOLT20' AFFECTIVE

RANGE INTIMIOATOR. ................................. 69.50
• PSP4K-TiME VARIANT SHOCKWAVE PISTOl.. 59.50
• PTG1K-SPECTACULARPlASMA

TORNAooGENERATOR . ... 139.50
• MVPIKSEE INOARKKIT 169.50

ASSEMBLED
• PG71JH-MULTiCOLOREO VARIABLE

MOOE PlASMA GLOBE "7" 425.00
• BTClO-50,OOJ VOLT-WORLO'SSMALLEST

TESLACOIL 44.50
• LGU4o-1MW HeNeVISIBLE REO lASER GUN 299.50
• TAT20 AUTO TElEPHONERECORDING OEVICE 24.50
• GPV1o-SEE INTOTAL OARKNESS IR VIEWER 299.50
• UST1o-SNooPERPHONE INFINITY TRANSMinER 169.50
• IPG7o-INVISIBLEPAIN FIELO GENERATOR-

MULTI MOOE 69.50

• CATALOGCONTAINING DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE PLUS
HUNDREDS MORE AVAILABLE FOR $1.00ORINCLUDEDFREE
WITH ALLABOVE ORDERS.
PLEASE INCLUDE $3.00PH ONALL KITSANDPRODUCTS
PLANS ARE POSTAGE PAID. SENDCHECK, MO,VISA, MC IN
US FUNDS.

INFORMATION UNLIMITED
P.O. BOX715. DEPl.RE,AMHERST. NH 03031

• Over 20,000 Electronic Items in stock
• TOLL-FREE "800" Phones
• 24 hour hot line automatic order taker
• Same day order processing & shipping
• VISA & MASTER CARD accepted

EARN BIG MONEY
REPAIR GAMES & COMPUTERS

EWC i, the largest stocking distributor oi ATARI.
COLKO. INTELLI VISION s COMMODORE parts,
service information & supplies, Call or write ior com
plen- details and .1 copy of our latest catalog.
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# 117 EL/ROPE 

5i/7« lee= 
X165 boston post road 

r 
trchmont n.y.10538 914 -834 -7190 

Thank you for visiting us at the Summer C.E.S. in 
Chicago (Saturday, May 30 thru Tuesday, June 2, 1987). 

See show directory for our booth number. 
Welcome again! 

TSM KITS - A LIBRARY OF KITS AND ELEMONIC 
APPLICATIONS. 
I 1 in Europe since 1966. 

presented in a unique, appealing video -type packaging 
covering various subjects such as 

amplifiers, alarms, pre -amplifiers, color organs, 
power supplies, measurement, car appliances, home appliances. 
receivers, etc . More than 60 kits available and more to come. 

MECANQRMA' PCB TRANSFER s }IEEM. 
Photo -engraving method 
Transfer symbols for direct etching. 
SIEBER SCIENTIFIC 

Double -sided bread board for easy 
assembly - no soldering required 
professionnal heavy -duty models 
for teaching, design and quick 
LA TOLERIE PLASTIQUE 
wide range of tooled plastic 
boxes 

flexible custom -dcsign 
easy assembly 
CIF LE CIRCUIT IMPRIME FRANCAIS 

evaluation. 

quick. professional etching machine 
TSM ELEC(RONIC COMPONENTS 

import/export 
large variety of brands 

full range of components 

TSM in America INC 
2065 Boston Post Road 
Larchmont NEW YORK 

10538 
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~ ~

~ 2065 boston post road lM"chmont n.y .l0538 914-834- 7190 ~
~ ~
~ Than k you for visi ting us at the Sum mer C.E.5. in ~
~ Chicago (Satur day, May 30 thru Tuesday, June 2, 1987). ~
~ See show directory for our booth number. ~
~ Welcome agai n! ~
~ ~
~ TSM KITS - A LIBRARY OF KITS AND ELECIRONlC ~
~ APPLICATIONS. ~
~ • 1 in Europe since 1966 . . ~
~ presented in a unique, appealing video-type packaging ' ~
~ covering various subj ects such as ~
~ amplifiers, alarms, pre-ampl ifiers, color organ s, ~
~ power supplies , measurement , car appliances, home appl iances , ~
~ receivers, etc . More than 60 kit s available and more to come. ~

~ MECANORMA:PCB TRANSFER SHEETS . ~
.~ Photo-engravin-g method ~
~ Transfer symbols for dir ect etching. ~
~ SIEBER SCIENTIFIC ~
s s
~ Double-sided bread board for easy ~
~ assembly - no soldering required ~
~ professionnal heavy-duty mod els ~
~ for teaching, design and quick evaluation. ~
~ LA TOLERIE PLASTIQUE ~

~ wide range of tooled plastic ~
~~~ ~
~ flexib le custom-design ~
~ easy assembly. ~
~ CIF LE CIRCUIT IMPRIME FRANCAIS ~

~ quick, professional etching .machine ~
~ TSM ELECfRONIC COMPONENTS ~
~ ~~~ ~
~ large var iety of brands ~
~ full range of components ~

~ ~
~ ~
~ TSM in America INC ~

~ 2065 Boston Post Road ~
~ Larchmont NEW YORK ~

~ 10538 ~
~ ~
~ ~

# It tn ElIRL7F'E
51J7CE a• • •
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TEST EQUIPMENT THAT MEASURES UP TO YOUR 

SPECIFICATIONS 

DMM -300 $79.95 
3.5 DIGIT DMM MULTITESTER 
Our bat model A highly accurate. fur hrnc 
non OMM boded with many extra features 
Audible continuity. capedtano.. truurstor. 
tenperetae and conductaoe all in one hand 
held meter. Temperature probe. tat leads end 
battery included 

Bac DC accuracy plia or mint 0 25% 
DC voltage 200mw - 1000v. 5 ranges 
AC voltage 200mv - 750v. 5 rages 
R.wtane 200 ohms - 20M ohms 
6 rape 
AC'OC o,neat 200uA - 10A. 6 ropa 
C.p.cstance. 20u4. 3 ranges 
Trsnstnor teas liFE ten. NPN. PNP 
Tw .i.t r tester O - 2000' F 

Conductance 20Ons 
Fury overload protected 
Input impedance 10M ohm 

DMM -200 $49.95 
3 5 DIGIT FULL FUNCTION DMM 
High .ccuncy. 20 amp current capability and 
manu rage settings make tua model ideal for 
serious bench or held work TO nad for 
hods- apemen 2000 hour battery lee 
with standard 9v cell Probes and battery 
included 

Bac DC acaracy plus or meus 0 25% 
DC wltsg. 200mv 1000v. 5 ranges 
AC vamp. 200mv 750v. 6 ranges 
R..etance 200 ohms 20M ohms 
6 ranges 
AC - DC curant 200uA 20A. 6 ranges 
Fully over.bad protected 
Input impedance 10M ohm 
180.86 37mrm. women 320 prams 

'y 
`r 
FX3 4 

- n '-,L-M- 

casoommeionmosa r -- 
} , ia 1f,. !) fy¡s 

-- - - 

-e/I 
I'i 414if 

iT Nn1 4:7v 

DMM -700 $49.95 
35 DIGIT AUTORANGING OMM 
Autorogs con .nU c. or fury maned oper 

bon Selectable LO OHM nods permits 
accurate in circus resistance measurements 
nvoMng surr-conducta ¡unmans ME M 
node for meaverrents NAMPA to a specific 
reading Probas and battery included 

Basec DC accuracy pus or minus O 5% 
DC voltage 200mv - 1000v. eutore Q. g 

or 5 manual rapas 
AC voltage 2v 750v, auoranprq 

or 4 manual ranges 
Reatan. 200 ohms - 20M ohms 

AC current. 20mA 10A. 2 ranga 
Fury overload protected 
Aud as continuity eater 
Input impedance 10M ohm 
150 75s 34mn. weighs 230 grams 

MODEL 2000 $349.95 --ALI''' -` 
20 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Model 2000 corn/ones useful features and exacting 
Quality. Frequency talc-Satan and phase mas.rF 
ment w quick and .sy n the XY Mod.. Sawn 
technicians will imprecate the TV Sync circuitry for 
viewing TVV ad 1V-H as well as accurate synchroni- 
zation of th. Video Sprat. Blanking Pedestals. VITS 
and VerDNs!Honzontal sync Puises 

Lab gtakry compensated 10X probes included 
Budt n component taster 
110 '220 Volt operation 
XY operation Bright 5" CRT TV Sync Nu" 

OMM -100 $29.95 
J DIGIT POCKET SIZE DMM 

Sht.POCkt portability weds no compromise 
on femurs' or ocaeecy Large. easy to rood 5 LCD display 2000 how batboy M. with 
standard 9v cell provide. over two yeas of 
avenge use Probes and batboy included 

Elam DC accuracy Plus or max* O 5% 
OC voltage 2v 1000v. 4 ranges 
AC voltage 200v - 750v. 2 raves 
Remittance 2k ohms - 2M ohms. 4 ra 
DC current 2.nA - 2A. 4 Tanga 
Fully overload protected 
MOW .Medan, 10M ohm 
130.75.28..... weighs 196 perms 

MODEL 3500 $499.95 
35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE 
Wde bandwidth and eac.plond 1 mV. DIV snsrowty 
make the Model 3500 powerful diagnostic tool foe 
engineers or admma s D.l»d diwr.g Mows any 
portion of waveform to be isolated end amended for 
door nspecnwn Variable Holdoff makes possible the 
stable moray of complex waveforms 

Lab quality compensated 1 OX probes included 
Delayed and sangle .weep modes 
z Axis intensity mod.Mton 
XY op.rton Bright 5" CRT TV Sync fates 

JDR INSTRUMENTS 
110 Knowles Drive, Los Gatos, CA 95030 

DPM -1000 $54.95 
3.5 DIGIT PROBE TYPE DMM 
Autorang.g. pen style deign for the ultimate in poreWrty and as of me Custom 80 pen LSI chP ncraa 'Mabry. Audible 
continuity tester and data hold nature for added convenience 
Gs. test leads and bananas included 

Baic DC accuracy. plus or mews 1% 
OC voltage_ 2v 500v. autorag.g 
AC voltage. 2v - 500v..utoragng 
Resistance 21. ohms 2M ohms. 

Fully Overe.d protected 
Input impedance 11M ohm 
162 28 17mm. weighs 75 grams 

2 YEAR 
WARRANTY 

ON ALL 

MODELS 

ORDER TOLL FREE 

800 -538 -5000' 
(408) 866 -6200 FAX (408) 378 -8927 Telex 171 -110 

COPTRiGHT 15.6 JOT MICRODEVICE 
THE JDR IHSTRUMI HTS LO(D IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JON MKPODEVICES 

JDR ,NSTRUMI NTS IS A TRADEMARK Of :DR MICROOl VICE S 

OR VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE 
1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE. 

SAN JOSE. CA. (408) 947 -8881 
CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

OR VISIT OUR RETAIL STORE
1256 SOUTH BASCOM AVE.

SAN JOSE, CA. (408) 947-8881
CIRCLE 59 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD

Autoranging. pen style design for the ultimete in portability end
ease of use. Custom 80 pin LSI chip increases reliability . Audible
continuity tester and data hold feature for added convenience.
Case. test leads and batteries included.

*" Basic DC accuracy : plus or minus 1%
.. DC voltage: 2v - 500v. autoranging
• AC voltag e: 2v - 500v. autoranging
.. Resistance : 2k ohms - 2M ohms .

8utoranging
• Fully over-load protected
• Input impedance : 11M ohm
• 162 x 28 x 17mm. w eighs 75 gra ms

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

ON ALL
MODELS

COPYRIGHT 1986 JDR MICRODEYICES
THE JDR INSTRUMENTS LOGO IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRODEVICES.

JDR INSTRUMENTS IS A TRADEMARK OF JDR MICRO DEVICES.

ORDER TOLL FREE
+J~o1~~!~s~~~~lS 800·538·5000

(408) 866-6200. FAX (408) 378-8927. Telex 171-110

MODEL 3500 $499.95
l~~~~~~~~~~~~'l 35 MHz DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPE

Wide bandwidth and exceptional 1mVI DIV se nsitivity
make the Model 3500 a powerlul diagnostic tool for
engineersor technicians. Delayed triggeringallowsany
portion of a w8vefonn to be isolated and expanded for
closer inspection . Variable Holdoff makes possible the
stable view ing of complex wavefonns.

• Lab quality companseted 10X probes included
* Delayed and single sweep modes
.. Z Axis intensity modulation
• X·Y operation * Bright 5" CRT * TV Sync fiher
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